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Please

observe

-the

lovely

IWosbrooms

In

-the

Grass.

PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS, CALCEOLARIAS, & CYCLAMEN.
We have a large and fine lot of these. Our strains are the best In England.

PRIMULAS
CYCLAMEN
CALCE9LAHIAS
CINERARIAS

6-in. pots, 6s. per doz.; 3-in. pots, 3s. per doz.; Seedlings, 2s. per doz.
_

„ 6s. „ „ 3s. „ „ 2s. „

„ 3s. 6d. „ „ 2s. „
‘i

2s. 0d. „ „ 18. 0d- » ?



ft. dki\T\ell ^ ilMoi'iil Quide.

CAKNKlZ
Have been honoured with the distinguished Patronage of

HER MOST GRACIOUS
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OP WALES.
H.R.H. THE DUKE OK EDINBURGH.
H.R.H. THE DUKE OK CONNAUGHT.
H.M. THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY.
H.M. THE EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA.
H M. THE SULTAN OF TURKEY.
H.M. THE KINO OF THE BELGIANS.
H.M. THE KINO OF DENMARK.
H.M. THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS,
H.I.M. THE EMPRESS EUGENIE.
H.S.H. THE DUKE OF TECK.
H.R.H. THE DUCHESS OF ALBANY.
H.R.H. THE CROWN PRINCE OF DENMARK.

MAJESTY THE QUEEN.
H.l.H. THE GRAND DUKE CONSTANTINE OF

RUSSIA.
H.l.H. THE PRINCESS DOLGOROUKOFF.
H.S.H. THE PRINCE VICTOR OF HOHENIX)HE
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF SIAM.
H.H. PRINCE JOSEPH OF ARENBERO.
II. H. PRINCE GALITZINK.
H.I.M. THE PRINCEvSS MESTOHERSKY.
H.l.H. THE PRINCESS L. SAPIEHA.
H.S.H. THE PRINCFJSS DE MONACO.
H.M. THE SUr.TAN OF JEHOUK.
H.H. OAEKWAR OF BARODA.
H.H. THE MAHARAJA OF ULWAR.

His Grace the Duke of Fife.

Hia Grace the Duke of Norfolk.
His Grace the Duke of Northumberland
His Grace the Duke of Bucoleiich.

His Grace the Duke of Bedford.
Hia Grace the Duke of Portland.
His Grace the Duke of Hamilton.
His Grace the Duke of Cleveland.
His Grace the Duke of Weslminster.
His Grace the Duke of Rutland.
His Grace the Duke of Devonshire.
His Grace the Duke of Marlborough.
His Grace the Duke of Argyll.
His Grace the Duke of Richmond and Gordon.
His Grace the Duke of Sut herland.
His Grace the Duke of Beaufort.
His Grace the Duke of Grafton.
His Grace the Duke of Wellington.
His Grace tlie Duke of Manchester.
His Grace the Duke of Athole.
His Grace the Duke of I.eeds.

Hie Grace the Duke of Somerset,

Her Grace the Duchess of Ahercorn.
Her Grace the Duchess of Bedford.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of lA>thiaii.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Bute
The Most Hon. the Mar<)uis of Waterford.
The Most Hou. the Marquis of Ely.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Abergavenny.
The Most Hon. the Marquis of Ripen.
The Most Hon. the Marquis of Normanby.
The Most Hon the Marquis of Salisbury.
The Most Hon. the Marquis of Sligo.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Northampton.
The Most Hon. the Marquis of Exeter.
he Most Hon. the Marquis of Bristol.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Ailsa.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Anglesea.
The Moat lion, the Marquis of Bath.

The Most Hon. the Marchioness of Headford.
The Most Hon. the Marchioness of Londonderry.
The Most Hon. the Marchiones.s of Cholmondeley.
The Most Hon. the Marchioness of Drogheda.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Mayo.
The Right Hon, the Ear) of Denbigh.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Lytton.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Annesley.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Dartmouth.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Dunraven.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Malmesbury.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Shrewsbury.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Manvers.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Jersey.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Lovelace.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Ancaster.

The Right lion, the Earl of Ranfurly.
The Right lion, the Earl of Ellesmere.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Londesborough.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Mar.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Meath.
The Right Hon. tite EUtrl of Egmont.
The Right Hon. the' Earl of Sfratlimore
The Right Hon. the Ear) of Rosebery.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Clarendot)..
The Right lion, the Earl of Hopetoiin.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Antrim.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Beauchamp.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Port-smoiitK
The Right Hoii. the Earl of Darnley.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Coventry.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Radnor.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Harrington.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Lonsdale.
The Right Hon. the Ear) of fddesletgh.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Crawford.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Cork.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Carysforl.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Morton.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Aberdeen.
The Right Hon. the Ear) of Ilohester.
The Right Hon. the Ear) of Erne.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Kirmou).
The Right Hon. the Earl of Granard.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Dalbousie.
The Right Hon. t'le Earl of Portarlington.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Snuthesk.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Haddington.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Wemyss.
The Right Hon. the Bar) of Rosalyn.
The Right Hon. the Ear) of Leicester.
The Right Hon the Ear) of Powis.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Lucan.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Zetland.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Seflon.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Westmoreland.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Verulam.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Ravensworth.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Clonmel.

The Right Hon. Earl Temple.
The Right Hon. Earl Lisburn.
Die Right Hon. E^rl Fitz-Williain.
The Right. Hon. Earl Derby.
The Right Hon. Earl Bective.
The Right Hon. Ear) Spencer.

;

The Right Hon. Earl Sondes.
The Right Hon. Earl Uardwicke
The Right Hon. Earl Kintore.
The Right Hon. Ear) Sandwich.
The Right Hon. Earl Leitrim.
The Right Hon. Earl Bathurst.
The Right Hon. Earl Pembroke.

( i )
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fl>. 'Vloi^kl G[iiide.

H. OANNELL & SONS’ LIST OF DISTINGUISHED PATRONS—ron(m««rf.

The Uight Hon. Viscotintess Templetown.
The Right Hon. Vieoounteus Chetw.vnrt.

The Right Hon. Vincounteaf* Hamhlerton.

The Right Hpn. Viscountess Dillon.

The Right Hon. Countess Ql incarty.

The Right Hon. Countess daledon.
The Right Hon. Cpmitess Nort)iiri’.

The Right Hon. Countess of Craven.
The Right Hon. Countess de Morello.

The Right Hon. Countess Stamford.

The Right Hon. Dowager Connleas of PorUtnonth
The Right Hon. Dowager Countess of Castlestuart.

The Right Hon. Dowager Countess of Clancarty.

The Right Hon. Count Messina.
The Right Hon. Count Winterfeldt,

The Right Hon. Count de Oasteja.

The Right Hon. Count M. Tolstoy.

The Right Hon. Comte Horace van der Burch.

Tlxe Right Hon. Earl Stanhope.
The Right Hon. Earl Brownlow
The Bight Hon. Earl Dufferin.

The Right Hon. Earl Oathcart.

The Right Hon.' Earl Hevtesbur>

.

The Right Hon. Earl Ora iville.

The Right Hon. Earl Duc'e.

The Right Hon. Viscount Bangor.

The Right Hon. Viscount Monk.
The Right Hon. Viscount Gage.
The ilight Hon. Viscount Halifax.

n\e Uijht Hon. Vl9»*ount Ham|KlHn.
The Right Hon. Viscount MeUill**.

The li ght Hon. Viscount Ashhronke.

The Right Hon. Viscount Dewisham.
The Right Hon. Viscount Lismure.

The Right Hon. Viscount CasHemalne.
The Right Hon. Viscount Clifden.

The Right Hon. Viscount Cranbrook.
The Right Hon. Viscount Falmouth.

The Right Hon. Lord Howard de
Walden.

The Right Hon. Lord Rothschild
(Tring)

The Right Hon. Lord Walsiiiglmm.
The Right Hon. l,ord Tennyson.
The Right Hon. Lord AshtovAn.

The Right Hon. Lord Melville.

The Right Hon. Lord Daore.

The Right Hon. Lord Wiiulaor.

The Right Hon. l.ord Poltimore.
The Right Hon. I^rd Gardener.
The Right Hon. Lord Dunsanv.
The Right Hon. Lord Hillingdon.

The Right Hon. Lord Lllford.

The Right Hon. Lord Olamis.

The Right Hon. Lord Artliur Russell.

The Right Hon. Lord Sulfleld.
t

The Right Hon. Lord Llaiiover.

The Right Hon. Lord Chief .lustloe

Halles.
;

The Right Hon. l.ord SackAille.

The Right Hon. Lord Llangaitock.

The Right Hon. Lord Amherst.
The Right Hon. Lord Drassey. i

The Right Hon. l.ord Uossmore.
The Riglii lion. Lord Lyveden.
The Ilight Hon. Lord Kinnaird.
The Right Hon. Lord Clonbrook.
TIte Uight Hon. Lord Fermoy.
The Uight lion. l.ord Ilerries.

The Right Hon. Lord Kimtsford.
The Right lion. Lord Eustace Cecil.

The Right lion. Lord Mashain.
|

The Right lion. Lord Zotiche.

The Right lion. l#ord Watson.
'

The ilight Hon. Lord Leconfleld. !

The Right Hon. Lord Burton.
|

The Right lion. Lord Battersea. '

The Uight Hon. Lord Northhourne. 1

The Right Hon. Lord Fitz-Hardinge. ^

The Right Mon. Lord Savile.

The Right Hon. Lord Hendlesham.
i

The Uight lion. l.ord Orimthorpe.
The Right lion. Lord Raglan.
The Right Hon. I.ord Tredegar.
The Uight Hon. I.ord Aberdare.
The Uight Hon. Lord Chesham.
The Right Hon. l.ord Clinton.

The Right Hon. Lord Howard.

The Right Hon. Lord Tollemache.
The Right Hon. Lord Ardilaur.

The Right Hon. Lord Harris.

The Right Hon. Lord St. Oswald.
The Right Hon. Lord de I’lsle.

The Right Hon. Lord Brougham.
The Right lUn. Lord OrmathwidU.
The Right H(n. lK>rd Armstrong.
The Uight Hon. Lord Mayor of

I>ondon.

The Right lion. Lord Arundel of

Wardoiir
The Right Hon. I/ord Medway.
The Right Hon. Lord Mount Stephen
The Right lion. Lord Tweedmonth.
The Right Hon. Lord Marcus

Ber**Mford.

The Right Hon. Lord Hylton.
The Uight Hon. Lord Newton.
The Right Hon. Lord BeMihorough.
The Right lion. Lord Cottesloe.

The Right lion. Lord Rodney.
The Right Hon. Lord Farrer.

The Right Hon. Lord Justice l^pes.

Raron H. de Worms.
Baron Schroder.
Baron Alphonse de Rothschild

Baron Adol)>he de llothsohiM.

Baron F. de Uothsohild (Aylesbury).

Baron T’Kint de Roodenheke.

Baron de Goldstein.
Baroness Biirdett Coutts.
Raronessde HothsobiId(QuniierHbnrjr

Sir Francis Jeune.
Sir Hy. Gooch, Bart.
Sir l\ D. P. Dnneombe.
Sir O. Russell, Bart.

Sir 11. B. Harvey.
Sir T. G. Frost.

Sir II. O. Raper, Bart.

Sir C. Uashleigh.
Sir R. G. Mnsgrave, Bart.

Sir II. Graham, Bart.

Sir F. Darwin.
Sir M. C. B. Cave, Bart.

Sir J. II. Amory, Bart.

Sir 11. Williamson, Bart
Sir A. Neaves, Bart.

Sir 0. Codrington, Bart.

Sir G. Jenkiiison, Bart.

Sir E. Dorrington.
Sir H. Mildmay, Bart.

Sir J. Pender, Bart.

Sir 0. Oakley, Bart.

Sir J. Goldsniid, Bart.

Sir T. Earle, Bart.
Sir W. 0. Brooks, Bart.

Sir T. 0. F. Ilesketh. Burt.

Sir 0. 11. Beaumont, Bart
Sir A. I’almer, Bart.
Sir J. llaggerstoiie, Bart.

Sir A. A. Hood, Bart.

Sir Jus. Whitehead, Bart.

Sir E. Gooch, Bart.

Sir J. Rowley, Bart.

Sir T. Paine.
Sir E. Aiiircbus.

Sir E. Saunders.
Sir E. 0. Moon, Bart.

Sir T. Brandrefh. Bart.
Sir Q. Bonham.
Sir II. Douiton.
Sir A. Fletcher, Bart.
Sir M. HiokS'Beaoh.
Sir J. Kitson. Bart.

Sir W. Wortley, Bart.

Sir G. Annyt.(^e, Bart.
Sir J. Walker, Bart.

Sir F. Milbank, Bart.

And most of the Members of ParliameDt.

The Royal Parks, Hyde Park, Battersea Park, Myatt’s PMelds Dulwich College, Houses of Parliament,
Teinple Gardens, Royal Courts of Justice, London County Council,

Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Botanic Gardena ;—Graham’s Town, Utrecht, Calcutta, Ajmere, Singapore, Cape Town, Johannesburg, Adelaide,
San Francisco, La Crosse Bergen Observatory, Bois de Boulogne, Birmingham, Ceylon, Jardin des Plantee,

Dublin, Edinburgh, Jamaica, Manchester, Belfast, and many others.
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lEVIT CflUKELL. PEMBY CflPHELL BOBEBT GflHPELL. EBNEST CBjlllELL.

H.CANNELL&SONS
NURSERIES, SWANEEY.

SEED FARM & GROUNDS, EYNSFORD.

ITE'W, O-OOID, J^ISTJD

FLOWERS
ALL SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED FOR THE YEAR 1898.

LOKD CllKLSKA.

(
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The

glorious

variety

Gloire

de

Lorraine

is

a

marvel

(see

Collection).

cannells’

wintek-floweeing

and

evergreen

begonias.

SeeJpageJ20



(j^r\r\en & Gcuide.

NEW DOUBLE BEGONIAS.
Kai8bd and »knt out iiY H. Canneu- & Sons.

COUNTESS OF BUCKINGHAMSHIRE—Of a distinct creamy shade and apricot,

edged rose; nice form; medium-sized flowers; very free; good habit; well recommended for

general deeorative purposes. 10s.

DB. E. J. HOPKINS—Of a fiery terra-cotta shade ; full double flowers; dwarf habit; free

and showy; distinct. lO.s.

LADS’ COLSON— Fine formed flowers of a sulphur-yellow shade; dwarf and good. 10.e.

LADY FR&.NKLIN—Large bold flowers
;
guard petals tinted blush, centre of a cream tint.

This produces the largest flowers we have yet seen in this class. 15.«.

LADY HAMPDEN—Good double flowers of a delicate blush-pink .shade, almost erect

flowering: good habit; strong grower
;
e.xtra. 10.>'.

LADY RICHARDS—Of a pleasing and pretty shade of rose-pink
;
large flowers; free; good

bnshy habit. 8s.

LORD CHELSEA—A splendid rich crim.son scarlet
;
flowers large; fine habit

;
one of ti e

best in this section. 10.*.

U MISS COURTNEY—Large and fine ;
salmon-pink; nice formed flowers

;
good. 7 s, Gd.

MISS MABEL BRADBURY—Nice open flowers of a soft salmon tint, slightly crimped
;

dwarf and free. 8.*.

NEW SINGLE BEGONIAS.
DANEBROG—White, broadly margined lake

;
very showy and free,

r DELICATA—Fine circular well-formed flowers; white, slightly edged pink; very Jerect;

dwarf and free.

LORD PEEL—Deep crimson; of fine substance; large circular flowers; extra.

MISS LOUISE DALE— llich red, shading off to a magenta shade, yellow centre
;
erect

flowering
;
free.

MISS MABEL HARDY—Of a pretty fle.sh-salmon tint ; of great substince
;
very effective.

MRS. .BRINDLE—Very large ;
orange-rod; well-formed flower.*

;
free.

3.*. fid. each.

NEW PICOTEE AND CARNATIONS.

Haised and sent out by H. Canneli, & To a.



dki)iiell & 0uitle.

ERIC—(iooil large ami fine, pure white ground, edged and feathered rosy red; pretty, ‘^.s, 6rf. each.

P. T. TASKER—Attractive, beautiful-thapcd ]>etals, broad and bold, of a pleiusing shade of

light bright red
;
splendid for buttonholes. 2.«. (i</. each.

, ,

IRENE—Colour.s good, sweet sceiited, scarlet bizarre, bold markings, fine floWQrs, splendid

constitution. 3.*. C«/. each. .
,

. .

MISS ROBERTA WALKER—Very (rce and effective; good habit, fine flowers of a deep

rose colour ; a grand variety. 3.v. (iif. each.
, „ i

MISS MARY DYKE—-Deep primrose, well-shaped flowers, grand petals, good habit. 3.«. M.

CAcl).

M ISS SUSAN—Of a (irettv and ifleasing shade of pink, well formed
;
lar ge and good. 3s. C-tem h.

MRS. C. J. M. SHAW’(Picotee).—White ground, clear and woU defined wire-edge of dei-p

pinkish lake, broad and hold jietals; fine. 2s. fir/, each.

MRS. P. RPADE—Oround colour white, speckled, striped, and splashed lake-maroon, large;

a gran-l variety for conservatory decoiatiou. 2.v. fit/, each. -
‘

i
, ,

u'

. OWEN PRBDERICK—IOxtra good and line; soft yellow ground, feathered scarlet
;
good habit,

very free. 3s. (!-/. each.

PIiEASANCE-l’iire white, Jiretty shell-shaped petals, slightly serrated
;
very fine for bonier

I u iK-scs. 2s. (Id. each.

PRINCESS MAUD—Pure white, -sweet scented : large and fine double flowers. 3s. Gd. each.

W. COOMBE-MILLER— Deep buff, ground distinctly marked chestnut-red; full double

flowers, large
;
a grand variety. 3s. Gd, each.

The set of 1 2 for 30s.

H. CANNKLI. & SONS’

NEW CHRYSMTHEMUM!^ Foil Jl898.
We are sure they will become standing' varieties, and further maintain

our reputation as sending out the best permanent kinds of any raisers in

the world.

GRAND NEW
ELEGANT-SHAPED CHRYSANTHEMUM^

An .vciji'isiTiox or tub grbatkst vai.uk roii Cut Flowkks.

MISS HARVEY, or WHITE MRS. PILKINS— It is said by those that have seen

it to be the most important and the most useful a-id valuable variety of all Chrysanthemums. All

this is based on the experieuce they have had of the yellow variety we sent out. It has, and always

will be, grown in large quantities, because ihe shape is so fas iuating, and the exact, neat-formed

petals that the present fashion requires, from ine end of the globe to the other: yes, for both

button-holes and bouquets, drawing and dining rooms, this variety always commands most

admiration. All the world has been waiting for another colour of the same form
;
thousands have

asked one another who was going to give them a white one. A year ago we should have said it was

very, very far off, but we are indeed proud to say it is now a realised fact, and we also hold the

entire stock of this much-wanted and anticipated White Mrs. /'ifhtns. This w-e now offer for the

first time under the name of Miss //urrey, by request, after the raisers daughter—a miss in her

teens—trim, neat, and lovely she looks in her snew-w-hite dress. At the present time no flow-cr is so

w-aiited as this
;
no flower will b so welcomed by all—rich and poor—as this gem of jewels amongst

lovers of the Chrysanthemums for the choicest purposes. Should we be favoured with 100 or more

orders at a guinea each it will be sent out the 2nd of May; if that number is not reached, w-e

shall defer parting with it until next year (1830), which will enable us to work up^ a much larger

stock, and also to e.xhibit it extensively during the coming season. The price will bo the .same

to the trade as to private customers. 21.'. each.

CiiitYSAXTHKMu.M, WtiiTB Mits. Fit.Kixs.—This is one of the many novelties sent out by Messrs.

Cannell during the last 20 years, certainly it is not one of the least important of the additions

made to the Chrysanthemum list. In size, form, and character the newcomer resembles its parent,

but is pure white. For wreitths an-1 bouquets, as w-ell as for the decoration of the dwelling house

in vases, a great fut'irc lies before this Cbrysaiithemum.— F. Molynkux.

JAPANESE.
1300. C. P. PAYNE —We have every confidence in putting this variety' forward ns one of the

finest introductions of late years, oiul will undoubtedly be much suu-ght after and appreciated as a

splendid exhibition kind
;
the ground colour is yellow, heavily dusted and striped red

;
highly

recommended. Crown bud. Plants, 10s. Gil. ;
after April the 1st, Os. each or three for 15s.

( vi
)
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SINGLE CHRYSANTHEMUMS

WiM

For descriptions, see Nos. 1371, 1372, and 1033, pages ix and 69,

(
vii >
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For description, see No. 1366, page ix.

I

( viii )
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H‘. CcLi\riell & G^uide.

lyGl. DUNCAN McHUTCHISON—A most beautiful sport from Lizzie Curtledge, and
possessing a more robust growth than Us parent, the ])etals being much longer and broader

;
colour

a warm and pleasing shade of rosj’-salmon. the centre finishing off to a pure golden yellow. Crown
bud. Plants, Cs.

1362. KING OF PORTUGAL—This produces grand flowers with very long and broad petals,

and forming into beautiful exhibition flowers of a rich chestnut-red with a brighter reverse.

Second crown Plants, 6.v.
; after April the 1st, d.t. each, three for lOs.

1363. MRS. C. E. WILKINS—Very distinct and effective; the flowers are deep and full,

florets very long and of a lovely tint of silvery-mauve
;
much admired wherever exhibited. Second

crown. Plants, 3«.

1364. MRS. ERNEST CANNELL—A most unique flower of grand proportions, full and
remarkably deep,a fine addition ; colour being of a silvery- lilac shade with a much brighter reverse

;

a splendid exhibition kind. Second crown. 5s.
;
after April 1st. 4.?. each, three for 9.s.

1365. MRS. N. FOLKES—A pure white flower with long florets; a good exhibition variety.

A.M., E.H.S. 5s.

1366. QUEEN OF PORTUGAL—Producing an exceptionally broad petal and very long,

colour being of a beautiful creamy white, passing off to a pure white. This will be found a grand
variety for competition, and although belonging to a full class, we feel sure it will soon find

numerous admirers. Second crown. Plants, 5s.

NEW DECORATIVE JAPANESE.
1367. LADY ONSLOW—A grand and useful addition to the spidery section

;
flowers are of a

beautiful lemon yellow, narrow petals, and forming into a perfect ball
;
habit of plant very bushy

and compact Will be found most serviceable in the decoration of the conservatory and like

purposes. Plante, Is. 6d.

SINGLES.
1368. BLANCHE CHAPMAN—We have much satisfaction in placing this before the now

•numerous and still increasing admirers of this class. The well-known variety Alarg Anderson has
enjoyed a well-merited reputation for a considerable time, and we predict that this novelty, owing to

its various good qualities, will soon be generally used both for decorative purposes and the exhibition

tables. Beautiful well-shaped flowers of silvery-rose colour, and forming into well-formed, bushy
plants

;
free and effective. Plants, 2s. Gd.

1369. CANNELLS’ GEM—A splendid addition to this class; colour rosy amaranth; most
profuse. Plants, 2s. Gd.

1370. FREDA—Will be found a splendid variety for pot work, making a lovely, bush-shaped
plant. A fine companion to Miss Hose, but the flowers are much larger, colour being of a beautiful

deep pink. Plants, 2s, Gd.

1371. MADGE—This is sure to speedily becomea favourite
;
a fac-siraile of Jdae in formation

of flowers, but in colour of a golden-yellow heavily dusted red. Plants, 3«.

1372. KING OF SIAM—One of the best crimson varieties ever introduced in this class, and
will be much sought after

;
very dwarf and free. Plants, 2.?. 6</.

After April l.st, the above set of Singles, 10.!.

NEW ANEMONE POMPON.
1373. ELLA—A pretty and distinct addition to this class. Makes a splendid plant, and every

flower comes good
;
the cushion and outer florets quite perfect in formation, the colour being of a

pleasing self-blush. Plants, 2s. Gd.

NEW POMPONS,
UNRIVALLED FOR CUT FLOWERS.

1374. LITTLE DOT—Producing the smallest flower of the whole family of Chrysanthemums,
being but only half-an-inch across

;
ground colour yellow, edge of every flower being red and

brown—quite a new shade of colour
;
very hardy, perfectly distinct, and should be cultivated by

everyone. Plants, 1.?. Gd. each.

1375. MISS GERTIE WATERER—The competition for the best basket of Chrysanthemums
brought out one of the finest contests at the Inst National Chrysanthemum Show. Nearly a dozen
of the experts all made sure of carrying off this prize, but the great beauty of Mr. Waterer’s
arrangement, consisting of a sport from Snotrdrop, carried off the first jtrize quite easily, much
to the delight of all. It is the opinion of those who have teen it that it is the loveliest pompon
variety yet introduced, the colour being of a pleasing flesh-pink shade. Wherever cut flowers

are used, owing to its delicate colouring, we are euro this variety will find favour and be much
appreciated. Owing to the colouring being of such a soft lovely shade, it will be found beneficial,

and also ensure the plant being in perfeetion for a much longer period, if they are slightly shaded
from the sun or strong light. Plants, Is. 6r/. each.

The above set of three Pompons, after April the 1st, 4s.

( ix )



dciimell & Qui^e.

NEW CACTUS DAHLIAS.
Uaisko and IIiQui.Y Uecommended 1)1' II. Cannei.l & Sons.

A. F. ANGrUH—Good Cactus shape ; mt dium-si/.ed prettily-shaped flowers of a pleasing and
distinct tint of pink and soft salmon

!
free; quite a different shade to any othi r variety, yellow at

base of florets. 3 ft. 7s. iSd.

GEO. JULL—Good-shaped Cactus; bright terra-cotta red;- narrow-pointed petals, medium
size

;
distinct colour; (iwoi'f. os.

P. M. YOKES—Finely-pointed peta’s, good-sized flowers; very free; rich shade of red,

slightly tinted orange, its. s,

PUMILUS— I’ompon-shaped flowers, uicely-poinicd petals; orange terra-cotta; fre6 and
dwarf, its.

CANNSXLS’ CACTUS DAIIUA, TUB CZAIt.

THE CZAR— Greatly admired last year wherever exhibited; true 'Cactes shape, n.s per
engra'ing, long narrow well-pointed jietals, noble refined flowers, and always lit for exhibition

;

inten.se fiery crimson-maroon
; good habit

;
free and effective. 7s. 6(1. each. - u

NEW DECORATIVE DAHLIA OF GREAT VALUE;
ORANGE GLARE OP THE GARDEN (SMITH)-A.s higli ap many vjirifeties fetuml'

in tlie e.‘!t1nmlion of the '])ublic, we believe none rTs! niort' appreciated thaii the good old Gltn'e
thf Gitrdcn or Fire Kin(). It is always the first and last to give luefnl flowers, and is morecf-nsp-cuous
in every garden tl an almost any other. The variety we are now offering with gn at plea.sure is an
exact connterpart, excepting the coloxir of tte flowers, of the nbove-tmmed general fiivonrite

; it

produces the same abundance of flowers of the loveliest orange-red ever seen in this fan ily, and might
justly be called “ Soldier’s Tunic,” so bright and attractive is the colom\ It is sure to beconr.e a
universal favourite. 7.^. each. / x
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GRAND NEW CACTUS DAHLIA.
AVk IIAVK IIKEX AI-l'OISTEn DiSTItIBlITOHS OF THIS DISTIKI T AM) BEAUTIFi l, VAKIETV KO!

GkEAT BitITAIN.

L01<KLr.V.

LOBELEY—Flowers are of an agreeable size, and for beauty of shape and exquisite tint is far

ahead of any other variety in eomn.crce, excelling them in the more chaste and graceful combinaiion
of habit and bloom, aitracting the eye by its charmingly suit and richly blended rose colours, likened

to the beautiful La France Kose, melting or shading towards the centre into ivory-white, fc It

flowers in the wildest profusion, and is more than remarkable for its long stiff wiry stems

supporting blossoms of ti e most perfect porcupine quill shape well above the foliage, and at no
time exhibiting even in the slightest degree, heavy or half-developed flowers—so frcciuently the

case with many of our standard varieties. These sterling decorative garden (|iialities, comhined
with its inimitable shape and delicate colour, demand for it in the garden and cut flower trade a
place that cannot be filled b.v any other Dahlia at present in cultivation. 3s. each.

( xi )
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f*
NEWFUCHSIA.

A MOST BEAUTIFUL NEW HYBRID FUCHSIA.
ADDINGTON—We have very great pleasure in iutroduciiig this variety, because of it being so

different and distinct to any other real cross between the well-knouu old variety Fiilgciis and one of

the ordinary kinds. It sliows unmistakable similarity of appeanuice and character to both. It is a

real hybrid—in fact, it gives the world another class of this useful and lovely family, so that all lovers

of flowers can see the great work and alteration that is going on. It should be in every couservatory.

Mr. P. Fry, the raiser, has been studiously at work for many years, frequently exhibiting his remarkable

crosses, but hitherto none have shown suflicient beauty and distinctness until Addington a])peared.

We exhibited this before the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, and it was unani-

mously voted an Award of Merit. Ts. Grf. each. After May 16M, Es. each.

CANNELLS’
NEW SINGLE ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.

ODR OWN KaISINO.

COUNTESS DE
MORELLA — The finest aud
most distinct English-raised variety

in the mnch admired Mmo. Jules

Chretien section. We exhibited

this most extensively throughout
the country during the last autumn
Chrysanthemum exhibitions, aud
on every occasion it was selected

as the most conspicuous aud fasci-

hatingfloweramongst the numerons
other grand varieties shown by us

on those occasions. We have much
pleasure in naming it in honour of

the lady, and by whom it^was much
admired when it first came into

fl iwer. It produces in great pro-

fusion well-formed flowers and
trussc.'of a brilliant orange -scarlet,

the entire centre of each flower is

white and then gradually shading

off to a soft lake tint, which gives

it a most attnictivc appearance
;
a

most perfect habit. We quite

anticijiate that it will ultimately

become a most useful and effective

bedding variety, aud e.xtensively

used in all the parks and gardens

of note. 6s.

NICHOLAS II.—Certainly a
fine advance in this colour; crimson-

scarlet, of great size and substance,

and well - formed over-lapping

petals, measuring well over 2^ in.

in diameter ; large, conspicuous

white eye, bold trusses
;
habit first-class ; will certainly take a place in every coliection. 6s.

MB. C. C. TUDWAY—A most beautiful aud richly coloured variety, clear magenta, suffused

fiery orange crimson, more intense at base of upper petals and outer edges of florets, the large round

wl ite eye adding considerably to the lustrous colours; finely formed flowers, which are of bold

di' ensi uis, large trusses; free bloomer, jierfect habit; an acquisition. 3s. (iif.

loud REAY—A worthy variety bearing a worthy name, aud without doubt the finest yet

introduced into commerce in the purple and magenta shades; massive, weli-proportioned flowers of

th' greatest substance, iarge white eye showing up the intense purple colouring to the best advantage
;

babit strong and branching, free bloomer
;
an indispensable variety. 3s. Grf.

( Xi'i )
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MRS, C. C. TUDWAY—I’roducinK enormoof-sizcd flowers and trusses of the best possible

quality, being of a soft rosy -cerise of a dUtinct and pleasing colour, slightly shaded darker towards

the centre, throughout the winter season ; a good grower. 3s. (itl. ,

MRS. SIMPSON—Although we have introduced at various times splendid novelties in this

section, of wliich the Dwhos of Mc^rlhoruugh »ai Ltidy Brooke are well-known examples, we consider

this a decided advance in the oculated class, not only on account of its beautiful well-formed flowers,

but also owing to the purity of its whiteness, combintd with a well-defined ring of fiery scarlet-ijink

and surrounding a largo white eye ; when in full flower it has a very attractive and pleasing

apjieaaance ;
habit good ; a pretty addition. 3.s. fit/.

W. E. CORDEN—After this variety had been much admired by an enthusiastic hybridiser

and raiser of Zonals residing at Wakefield, and who is greatly respected by the members of the

Paxton Societies in the district, wo derided to name it in honopr of the above-named gentleman.

We believe it to be one of the most perfect Zonal Pelargoniums wo have yet introduced
;
of a most

clear scarlet colour, very vivid distinct white eye, large eirctilar flowers of the most correct shape,

bold trusses borne in profusion, habit all that can be desired : will certainly take rank as the finest

of its class. 8s. fit/.

The set of seven for 2,>.s.

SEEDLING ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.
During the jtast ten years many p’ants

have been much improved and become more
useful in numerous ways, and for several

seasons it was thought probable some of them

would entirely su])ersede our very old and
well-tried friends of our gardens, but time

and experience have proved otherwise, nature

seeming to have ordaineditthat certain plants

should continue to be alike suitable and useful

in sjtiteof msn's endeavours, and undoubtedly

the Zonal Pelargonium still continues to be

without a serious rival for many purposes,

particularly for bedding and winter flowering.

So ns to encourage and still further extend

the usefnlnes.s and improve the beauty of the

Zonal, and also as an inducement to amateurs

and others to take up a luost instructive and

interesting branch of hortiotilture by becoming

hvbridi/.ets and raisers of new kinds, we are

w'illing to pay Five Pounds for Oue
Plant of any new and distinct colours. It

must be distinctly understood they must he

a decided advance on existing var.eties, and

that we possess the entire stock ;
also that we

ag ce to present the raiser with one jilant

from the first hatch of cut' ings struck from the

original. 'I’hcre are many lovely varieties

that can be purcha.'.ed so as to commence
exjierimeuts ai once (see page 129),or2)ackels

of seed can be obtained, fir/, and l.s-. per p.ickct,

and guaranteed to li ive been iiickcd from oiir

unrivalled collection of the best kinds from

all Tiarts of the world. We have no lie.-itatioa

in saying there is every probability of obtaining a variety wonh the reward offered from cither a

fi(/. or Is. packet.

NEW DECORATIVE PELARGONIUMS,
VICTORIA REGINA—I’early-white flowers, very slightly blotched in upper petals,

beautifully fimbriated
;

flowers large and very solid; good constitution; a sjiort from Mrs. IP

Wrii/lit. .os. u ,1

VIOLA—Soft purple-violet, shaded lighter
;
a most distinct colour in tins family; flowers well

formed ;
free bloomer

;
good habit, os.

PRINCE GEORGE IMPROVED—Prettily crimped flowers of an eiioriuons size, of a

deep salmon shade, heavily blotched ma'-oon. 3«. fi</.

( xiv
)
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^ QUJEEN OP WHITES—Semi doul)le, of the pmi’st white
;
n sport from Cnnnells’ hoxible, ^

I iind on wliich it will be found n great improvement. 3S. 6(f.

BRIDEQ-ROOM

—

Uosy blush, of a very pleasing,maroon shade
;
beuutifnlly crimped ftOKcrs

;

dwarf and free. 3.v. d'f. '
:

. . .

AEICE HA.YE3—A very beautiful white, free flowering and good habit
;
a sport from the

well-known variety AtoroMy, an. exact coOliterpivrt, excepting in colour. 3.9. firf.

PURPLE QUEEN—A sitort from the beautiful variety Hose Queen, possessing the fine bold
trusses and flowers of its parent; 3s. fit/.

-

CBIMSON KING—For freencss of flowering, depth of colour, and gool habit,W litiye no
hesitation in predicting it will b come (me of the most popular varieties for nmrket.pnrposes as

name denotes, it is of a most intense crimson colour. 2s. (>'/.

The set for 27s.

NEW
TROP/EOLUM.

The Most BEAurii'i;i. of am. this

Family. Voted a Unanimous

AwaKD of MeHIT ItV THE

Koval IIorticultuual

SOOIETV.

PH(E BE—A most attractive and
delicionsl^ -scented variety, producing
flowers throughout the winter and
summer season of a deeji golden-

yellow, with a rich crimson feathered

blotch in each segment, outer edges

notched orscolloped,the whole forming
into an extjuisitcly-shaped blossom

;

admired by all, and a decided improve-
ment on all existing varieties in this

class. A very free and vigorous

grower. When in the height of its

perfection .strings of growth resplen-

dent with its glorious parii-colonred

flowers can be cat for decoration,

eight to ten feet iong. A decided

actinisition as a trailer in the green-

hou-e or conservaiory in early -spring,

and out doors during summer over
rockery and b;tnks. l.«. each, 9.s.

]ier do)!en.

IROIMOOLUM I'KtBISn.

NEW VIOLAS.
Uaisei) nv Mr. I). U. Ckase, and sent out nv ll. Cannei.l & Sons.

BARTHOLDI—Uarge circular b oom, of capital .sub-tance, and neat and even fini.sh
;
colour

bright pttrpl sh crimson, paling oil to the edgo.s on the upper petals; lU'at yellow eye; strong,

vigorous constitution. Splendiil fiow'er f ir co.npetition, an 1 useful for as.sociatiou with other plants

in the hardy flower garden. First-Class Certi ic vte, Viola tionference, 1391).

CELESTE—A plant with a beautiful tufted and compact habit of growth, yet free and pleasing

ill appearance. Tin plant is literally covered with jiretty mediuin-sized flowers of pale lavender-

blue, which are (juite fragrant. As a bedding variety it is a distinct acijuisition, and shoaid be iti

the gardens of those who value the plant in the hardy flower border.

OREPON—A distinct and pretty flower, useful either for bedding or for competition. Wonder-
fully free flowering, and possessing a capital constitution

;
habit of growth good. The blooms are

large, and of a pretty pale shade of rose, with a very neat yellow eye
;
the petals have a criipe-like

appearance altogether unique.

(
XV
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CYMB£LIN£—Anotlier cliHrining little bedding varietr
;
free flowering, of medium siise, ami

with a habit of growth distinctly good for the hardy flower garden
;
colour pretty shade of bluish-

lavender, and in especially tine condition lute in the season.

GIGANTEA—An immen.se creamy-white flower, possessing remarkable substiince, and rayle-s.

This is a plant with a splendid spreading habit of growth, and with a nio-st robu.st constitution
;
very

free flowering. Selected by the V'iola Conference Committee as one of the best tall growing
white varieties for bedding, and specially adapted for a.s,sociation with other ])lants.

FERSI DIMON—This is a variety known to some as belonging to the fancy type of the
Viola, and perhaps better appreciated when described as belonging to the Coimfc.'s of Kintore type
of flower. The colour may be de.scribed as upper petals pale violet-lavender, under petals purple-
violet

;
a nice even circular flower. Habit of growth distinctly better than usual with this typo

of flower. 2x. each, the set for lO.s.

OTHER NOVELTIES FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

AGKUATUM. HLUE rEKFECTJON.

BEGONIA, GOLDEN VEBNON.

( )

AGERATUM, BLUE PER-
FECTION—This new variety is raised

from Ai/i;ratuiii Celestial, lo which it e(|uals

in the dwarf compact giowth, but differ-

ing from tlu^same by the darker colour

of the large flowers, of a most beautiful

Amethyst-blne. This variety is the

darkest colour among the large Flowering
Ageratums, and coming entirely true from
seed, it is a most wonderful plant for

borders and bedding. Fer pkt.. Is.;

plants, !)(/. each.

AGERATUM, COMPACTUM-
NANUM ALBUM -Will be found a

most useful variety
;
almost a pure white

9<f.

AGERATUM, MARIANNE—
Of a pretty shade of lavender-blue. llrf.

AGERATUM, MME. LON-
GERON—Blue; a fine variety; useful,

for massing
;
effective, l.s.

BEGONIA, SEMPERFLOR-
ENS GOLDEN VERNON-A
hybrid between Bef/onln Semperjiorens

Bijon and Be(/onia Se.inperflorens Atropur-
purea ( Vernon), and in itself combines all

their merits. It has the golden-yellow

foliage of the B. Bijou, but each leaf is

bordered all round with a wide dark-red

band; the contrast between the two colours

is very striking, making an agreeable effect.

Its flowers are red, and is as dwarf as its

parents. Per pkt., l.s. 6rf.

BEGONIA SEMPERFLO
RENS, ZULU KING (Black
Begonia)—This variety is of sturdy

habit of growth, the round shape of the

leaves, which are formed around the stem,

giving the whole plant a rather crisp

appearance. The colour of the stem and
foliage is a beautiful dark black-red,

which makes an exceedingly attractive

effect if grown out of doors in summer.
The flowers, of a brilliant scarlet with

golden-yellow stamens, are produced in

great profusion from spring until late in

the autumn, and beautifully contrast

against the remarkable dark foliage.

Per pkt., Is.
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BEGONIA, VIAUDI—The result of a cros< betweirn B. DwJmrtrei anil Piriuven.ti.i

;

of

robust and vigorous habit. A splendid plant for cultivatinit in a temperate greenhouse
;
incessintly

in flower throughout the winter. Flowers are of a rose colour, apparently tinted deeper owing to the

numerous reddish hairs with which the flowers arc ornamented
;

a beautiful aci|uiaition. Stock

limited. 10.«. each.

CARNATION (Tree), COUNTESS OF WARWICK—Bright claret-red
;

of good
form, with broad smooth petals

;
of good substance and highly clove scented

;
a very free

bloomer. 5s.

CARNATION (Tree), INVINCIBLE— Vivid tcarlet; flowers large
;

full and of fine

form. 6s.

CARNATION (Tree), MURIEL—Soft rose-pink: of good habit and free flowering. 3s. 6rf.

CARNATION (Winter Flowering\ WINTER SCARLET—"VVill take a foremost

place, as well for cut flower imrposes as for pot jtlant, during the dullest months of the year, on
acemint of its wonderful freeness, the ease with which it opens its Bowers in the depth of winter,

and the brilliancy of its colouring
;

a sjdendid variety for use between October and March.
2s. 6tf. and 3s. 6rf. each.

NEW GANNAS (Orchid Flowering).
ABEL CHATENAY—Deep purplish- bronze foliage, circular flowers, orange-red, shaded

brighter. 12s. Gd.

AFRICA— Foliage bronzy-purple and green, flowers very large, rich purple scarlet, golden-

yellow and orange inside
;
splendid. '2s. Gd.

QRAttO NEW CANNA.S.

ALEMANNIA—Producing the largest flowers yet seen. Gigantic and wonderful spike of

flowers—the outer petals are scarlet with a very broad gold-yellow border, inside of blooms scarlet

and dark red
;
beautiful. 2s.

ALLIANCE—Deep green foliage, rich reddish amaranth shaded orange, reverse of petals

chrome yellow
;
colour novel. 12s. Gd.

( xvii
)
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AMEBICA— Ked leavi s, spikes Isrgi', and flowers e^io nious r a beautiful glowing red purple,

i* fliuued and strijied. 2«.

APHRODITE—Uroad green leaves, llowcrs golden yellow, with large spots of salmon colour (

splend'd. '2.i. ijd.

4RTA—Very effective ;
flowers ricli golden yellow, inner petals dotted scarlet; grand. 2>«.

ATALANTA— I'lowers deep orange-carmine : very large ;
rich growth. 9.«.

AUG HONIK—Large floaers; veimilion, broadly margined golden-yellow: rich follagei

12s. (a/.
'

•

AUGUSTE CHANTIIf—Hold gria 11 foliage
;
enormons flowers, very largo petals; orange-

red. 12s. Grf.

BAVARIA—Vtry large spikes and flowers of a brilliant golden yellow, thickly spotted scarlet

;

(inite nnique and bandson.c. Is.

BOBUSSlA—Enormous spikes, shining ranary -yellow, shaded golden, .small hcry red spots;

handsome. 2s.

BBILLIANT—Yellow and vermilion
;
very beautiful and uni(|tiei grand form. 2s. (irf.

BRITANNIA—Larger than llaUa ,- very large flowers; yellow ground, flamed carmine. IL.

BRONZE—Ileautiful bron/.v-purplc foliage, mageuta-red flowei-s
;

quite distinct in foliage.

1 2s. 6'f. '

, . z.BURBANK—Truly gigantic in size
;
clear beautiful yellow, slightly .spotted in centre flore.s ;

a Splendid bedder. os,

BURGUNDIA—Enormous flowers, like an e.vpanded Cnttleya ;
brilliant golden yellow, rich

scarlet spots ; a marvel of beauty. 2-. 6rf.
, „ ,CAMPANIA— Large : cliiomc’-yellow and su’phur, carmine -spot's ; rn h growth, is. Gi/.

CAPRICE— Pink anil white ; petals ereamv-white, heavily spotted lilac-rose. :!«. 6i/.

CITOYEN DE CHON ST ADT— Circular flowers; deep yellow, ihickly spotted rosy-red.

12s. e,l.
, , , , ,

CH. NAUDIN— Elowers seven inches in diameter; salimm red, inner petals darker, dark

green foliage. 9s.
, , . , i- v

. CHAMPION—Pure dazzling crimsoii-.scarlet, overlaid with a golden lustre and purplish

reflectious ;
pronounced as the finest Canna in existence. 21s.

CLIVICEFLORA— Of a terra cotta shade, somewhat resembling a Clivia; grand flowers

^
*CUBA— Knot mous spikes of immense flowers; deep' chronic -yellow and deep vermilion red;

entirely dletinct in the shades' of colouring, os.
,

DANIEL GERARD—Beautiful flowers: bright carminey shaded scarlet and yellow ; distinct

colours. 12s. Gd.
. , ,

DUCHESS OP MARLBOROUGH— Absolutely pure pink, green foPage; intmtrous

***'l^KE OP MARLBOROUGH— Dark velvety -maroon, the darkest of all Caunas; very

free. 3s.

!• DoilARD ANDRE- Bright fiery -red, with orange-yellow spots
;
of sterling meiit. 2.s. 6</

GOLDEN PEARL.^Quite icreguiar in colouring; some of Its flowers are golden yelkw

others are yellow streaked, and shaded red and lilac
;
dwarf

;
free. 3s.

HEINRICH SEIDEL^ y.ivid fiery red, yellow border, .spotted with purple; of great

beamy. 2s.

HELLAS—Canary yellow, spotted brovvu-red ;
strong growth. 7s. Gd.

,

H. WENLAND— Large flower's; scarlet,-golden-yellow border, fiery rod inside; one of the

best. 2.«. Oi/.
X t t 1 f 1

IBERIA—Flowers like a Cuttleya
;
outer petals golden yellow, red border; very beauiitul

^^ KtiONDIKE—A pure gilded orange-; flowers uiormoiis; the grandest of its colour. 2s. Gd.

KRON OS— Extreinclv fine form ;. rich sulphur yellow, spotted ri d ;
sea green leaves.- 2,s.

LA PRANCE—Very large; splendid purple, add shining as if varnished; foliage brilliant

velU wisb-.scarlct ; itnbine. 2s. Gd.-
' LIGHTHOUSE— Pale vellow, flamed pink and scarlet, its

LOi- BAINE—Pink, edg’cd white; flowers bright 'pink, spotted red, dach petal Iroudly and

clearly edged pale yellow, changing to creamy white
;
unicpie effect. 3s.

„ ,
.

IVLAIDEN’S BLUSH—This colour is quite new, and might he called a rosy-Hesh: distinct, is.

MODEL—Crand flowers of fine petals, chestnut-orange and carmine
;
grand spikes. 19s.-Gc/.

MOONLIGHT—A grand iiiiproveraeiit over A /.Slice; a grand acquisition. 7s. Gd.

MME. P. DREER-Eiue flowers; beautiful golden yellow, minutely but distinctly spotted

tear vermilion. 12s. Gd.

MME. P. PAUL-Cireular pel

with spots of rich carmine. 12s. Gd.

clear vermilion. 12s. Gd.
. , i i

MME. P. PAUL— Circular petals; superb colour, deep go'dtii vellow, completely coveied

(
svii )
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MMEj, MUSSET—DeepcanuiueBliadeil iixe, buriliTod oi'aiij'e-clia'jtiiiit
:
Kiand HosveiH. 12».U(/.

OCEANUS—Yellow, spotted led, smaller petals almo t red; remark ildy beautiful. ‘J.i. Cx/.

PANDORA—Purple and green leaves
;
enormous flowers; glowing fiery red, borders und

inside gold-Hamed ; an extraordinary beautiful variety, iiv.

PARTENOPE—Enormous spike of flowers; vivid, dark orange-yellow, dillieult to describe:
distinct. ‘2'\ 6t/.

PERSEUS— Iminen.se flowers; pore canary-yellow, scarlet pencillings; rich flowering and
lasting. 2s. Hi/.

PHCEBE—Elowers similar to a Cattleya
;
sulpbur-yellow, turning to whitisli-yellow, petals

spotted carmine. lO.v.

PRESIDENT VIGER-c;ircalar Howef', rich redilisli-searl t, shaded deeper. 12«. Crf.

PLUTO -Earge und beautiful flowers, scarlet jmriile, flametl rel in.side. l!.s.

PROFESSOR TREUB— llrown-red and dark green foliage, flowers minium .scarlet, striped

salmon red ;
among the red-leaved Gannas this is one of the most striking. 15s.

PROFUSION—Very dwarf
;
bright .seai let flowers, faintly edged gold

;
fine. 2«. G</.

RHEA—Metallic-brown leaves, medinm-si/.e flowers of a brilliant eriuisoii. lO.s.

ROMA—Xumerousand large panicles; flowers large; yellow ground, flamed salmon-red. 10'.

SOUV. DE MME. LEONIE VIENNOT—Circular tlowsrs
;
China-rose, shaded carmine

and suffiis-d golden. I'Jf. Hi/.

SOUV, DE ROBT. OWEN—Large lino flowers, clear apricot, shaded rosy -salmon
;
distinct.

12s. Hi/.

SUNSET— Height orangc-vellow, flamed and streaked glowing scarlet
;

fine heads. 2.v, Hi/.

SUEVIA—P lire canary-yellow, satiny and bronzed iusitle ; splendid. 2.'-'. Hi/.

TOPAZ — Grand for etfect; the first pure yellow, of large size
;
ideal in form. 5.s.

TRINACRIA—Flowers very numerous and large
;
sulphur-yellow, fading to a paler yellow

;

a pure colour. 7.v. Hi/.

TRIUMPH—Velvety -scarlet, suffused with deep maroon; large, vigorous grower; very fine. It.v

VICE-PRESIDENT SAVOYE- Chestuut-red, .shaded orange and suffused carmine
;
a

novel colour. 12s. Hi/.

VICTORIA—Immense trusses, large flowers; pale lenion-yelloiv, rose .spots, rich yellow and

velvetv amaranth-red
;
distinct and bold designs. 5s.

WILHELM BECK—Immense trusses of sulphur-yellow flowers, scarlet-red pencillings
;

a

remarkable variety. 3s. Hi/.

ZEBRA—Yellow streaked, blended and striped golden-yellow, orange, scarlet, and shnles of

lilac, os.

GRAND NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
PltODUCINO StKIPED AND StBIATEI) Br.0O.MS WITH nUKe CEXTRAt- Col.OUKlKOS.

To meet the numerous demands received from amateurs and hortioultutists, we beg to offer to our

esteemed clients the first scries of these novelties, the result of fifteen years’ work and hybridisine.

demanding the most careful and cons'ant attention. These will certainly revolutionise the

Chrysanthemum world, for they have no resemblance to any others existing. The freshness of the

colouring and the sharpness of the striping do not fail to draw the attention of all amateurs. It is a

noteworthy fact that growers have hitherto studiously confined themselves to one scries of tints—
viz., red, yellow, white, &c. Lovers of this flouer are becoming weary of this monotonous
uniformity, it is therefore with a feel ng of pride that we offer the latest creation to our clients.

Those beautiful varieties are destined to become universally popular.

AMITIE DE L’AGRICULTURE NOUVELLE — Inimense flowers, true Japanese

form; very long petals, opening with the greatest facility
;
chrome-yellow, striped and marked reddish-

crimson, centre brick-red colour
;
always in beauty; good lasting qualities. 30s. each.

CCEUR ROSE—Very large and fine, regular formation, petals iotcriwtuing one with the other,

milky-white petals, with a mauve colouring along greater part- of floixts, and thus forming a centre

of mauve. 30s. each.

MLLE. CHARLOTTE PATROLIN— Owarf
;
flowers enormous, very donfile

;
canary -

yellow, dusted and striped red, deep reddish centre
;
flowers keep in perfection for a very long time.

For cut llowers. market purposes, culture in pt.ts, and for i xhihitioiis it is wiiliout a rival^ 20*. each.

MLLE. MARIE VAISSIER— Flotvers very large; bold white yeials strip. d violet-earmiuc,

centre of flaiver rose ; a beautiful variety. 17s. each.

MME. E. RCEDERER-Fure white, richly striped and marked violet-carmine, the majority

of flowers having a rose coloured centre
;
continues in lull beauty for a long time; one of the fine.t.

1 7s. each

1, )
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MME. GASTON MOBIN—Flowers enormous
;
pure white, richly striped and spotted riolet,

shaded carmine, an enormous bright rose centre
;
crown 'buds should be taken of this variety.

17*. each.

MME. LA COLONEL GERMER-DURAND— Flowers large and very double, pure

white, striped and marked crimson-violet, occasionally coming with a rose-coloured centre
;
a moat

beantiful variety. 17.s. each.

PANACHE DE DELAUX (Japanese)—Very large and fine, brilliant yellow, heavily and

distinctly marked rich reddish-crimson. 17*. each.

Walter ELAFP— Hybrid, producing colossal fiowers, clear chrome yellow, lightly striped

and occasionally lined crimson, centre shaded red ; a sensation at every exhibition. 30*. each.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS FROM VARIOUS
SOURCES.

ALICE P. CAREY—A beantiful light shade of pink; excellent keeping iiualities. Terminal

buds. 2s. (it/.

ARLINE (Inc. Jap.)—I’nre white
;
dwarf: splendid for single pot plants. 3*.

AUTUMN GLORY—A grand pink
;
nnsurpatsed ns an exhibition variety

;
nothing like it

in colour—deep reddi.sh-salmon on opening, and gradnally changing to a soft shrimp pink
;
very

beautiful. Terminal bnd. 3*.

BLACK HAWK—The largest and most beautiful dark crimson-scarlet yet raised
;

late

cuttings, either bud. 3*.

BOUNDLESS SNOW—Colour white flushed pink, gradually becoming pure white
;

veiy

large. 2*. 3d.

CHEMPIVEC—Clear bright yellow, sport from Silver Cloud
;
large. Crown or terminal

bnds. 2'. (it/.

H. W. LONGFELLOW—A finely-ronuded incurving white variety
;

broad petals; large

Kir.'t crown. 3*.

MERRY CHRISTMAS—The best and latest of all whites; well formed. 3*. fid.

MERZA (Inc. Jap.)— Pure white flowers of the largest size. 3*.

MRS. C. H. PEIRCE—Soft deep yellow
;
leathery petals; a grand variety. Crown bud.

2s. (id.

ROBT. G. CAREY—A beautiful incurved white of good substance: extra fine for exhibition.

Terminal buds 2s. fid.

RUSTIQUE (Inc. Jap.)—Quite distinct in colour, best dc.scribed a-s brundore or golden

(trown ; of the largest size. Terminal bud. 3s.

SOLAR QUEEN—Golden yellow, shading lighter
;
valuable as an early yellow : large. 3.*.

SPOTSWOOD—llright built incurved light yellow; extra gooil keeper; valuable as a late

y'ellow. Crown or terminal buds. 2*. fid.

THE YELLOW FELLOW—Tinted bronze, maturing rich bright yellow
;
large graceful

bloom with ordinary treatment. 3s.

THORNDEN— I'he iiio-t intense yellow we have yet seen, a bright yellow under all

conditions. 3s.

WM. H. CHADWICK—The grande.st of the year
;
immense graceful bloom

;
waxy white,

\ tinted pink ; cannot be j)raised too highly. 7s. fid.

XMAS GIFT—Nankin yellow; flowers very full and compact; probably the largest

globular incurved variety extant. 2s. fid.

NEW CACTUS DAHLIAS.
ALFRED VASEY—A colour diflicnlt to describe, reminding one of a leddivh sunset,

enlivened with aurora-like reflections of amber and i)ink
;
of exquisite form

;
habit one of the best

;

very free. 7s. fid.

AMBER—Of a yellow hue, tinted jjale orange-red or amber
;
flowers large

;
long incurving

petals. 7s. fid.

ABACHNB-A most remarkable flower, centre of each petal is pure white, edged along its

entire length with a broad band of brightest crimson
;

is sure to become very popular, and in great

reijaest for cutting as well as for exhibition. 7s. fid.

BRITANNIA—A mott delicate shade of .soft salmon-])ink
;
form of flower perfect ;

a splendid

acquisition. 7*. fid.

CAPSTAN—Soft brick-red, tinted apricot at base of each petal
;
an exquisite flower, both in

form and colour; beautifully jiointed
;
much admired. 7s. fid.

CASILDA—Pale sulphur-yellow, outer petals diffused and tinted delicate pink
;

beautiful

shape, lovely colour; should not be thinned too much. 5s.
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COL. WILSON— Dark scarlet
;
very large anil deep

;
wonderfully free and easy. 7*-. &d.

DAFFODIL—A cliariniug shade of canary-yellow, petals very pointed, and of beautiful form
;

indispensable for exhibitors. Is. (id.

EASTERN QUEBN-A fine true Cactus-shape flower, rich magenta-maroon. 7s. Gd.

EILEEN FALLISER—Probably the finest golden-yellow raised
;

large flowers, freely

produced. 5s.

E. J. DEAL—The finest scarlet yet rai.sed ; beautifully pointed petals. 7s. 6i/.

ETHEL—Of a light vellow colour, outer petals becoming chrome with ago
;
a model flower.

7». 6(f.

PALKA—Eo.sy crimson, shaded carmine and violet, a clear distinct colour; fine shape; an
immense improvement on liobt. Carnet/. 5s.

FRANK WOODGATE—Vellow at base of florets, scarlet at the points; florets long and
twisted ; of beant'ful appearance. 7s. Gd.

P. C. PAWLE—15-autiful rich crimson, shaded rose at tips of florets; splendid habit;

constant. 7s. Gd.

G-REEN’S VICTORY—Deep and dazzling .scarlet
;
early bloomer. 7s. tirf.

HERCULES—Bright chestnut crimson, suffused claret, reverse of petals silvery; a wonderful

flower. 7s. Gd.

INDIAN PRINCE— Petals narrow and very finely pointed ;
greatly admired. 7.«. Gd.

ISLAND QUEEN-Very distinct and beautilul; of a charming light mauve colour; very

distinct. 7s. firf.

KINGFISHER—Bright carmine or rosy purple, very free flowering; valuable for cutting

purposes. 7s. Gd.

KING OP SIAM—De p rich purplish maroon
;
very early and free flowering. 7s. Gd.

KEYNES WHITE—Undoubtedly the best white Cactus in existence; of the purest iv. ry

white
;
a most elegant flower

; has every good quality. 5s.

LAVERSTOCK BEAUTY—Soft red or vermilion
;
a spl ndid variety for exhibition. 7s. Gd.

MAID OP HONOUR- A most fascinating and charming flower, delicate .shade of soft

amber, with a shading of old gold. 7s. Gd.

MARY SERVICE—A pleasing tint of pinkish heliotrope, shading off to a yellowish brown
;

one of the most elegant ; dwarf; very free. 7s. Gd.

MIDNIGHT SUN—Intense crimson, shaded lighter and darker
;
very effective. 7s. Gd.

MISS AGNES BOX—Beautiful rich scailet of velvety apjcarance; one of the best. 7s. fid.

MISS PINCH—Finely pointed petals, very free and distinct
;
rich carmine-rose shaded crira.son.

7s. Gd.

MBS. ARNOLD—A mixture of terra-cotta, fawn, amber, and such like shades; very distinct.

7s. Gd.

MRS. J. GODDARD—Lovely rich glowing crimson scarlet; handsome, one of the finest.

7s. Gd.

MBS. SCRASE DICKENS—A lovely rich golden yellow, large handsome flowers. ~>s.

night—

I

ntense dark maroon, nearly black, one of the darkest in existence. 7s. Gd.

NERO—Soft shade of rosy-crimson, tinted deep claret
;
of high merit. 7s. Gd.

OCTOPUS—A large and nearly white variety
;
very free

;
most beautiful in fine weither. 5s.

OAKLANDS- Salmon-rose
;
a useful and good variety for any purpose. 5s.

PORCUPINE—Petals very pointed, colour dark scarlet maroon, one of the best. 7s. Gtl.

PRIMROSE DAME (Miss Aldersey>-Best described as an exact counteroart of Ijuiij

Penzance in colour and form, but having long stems. 5s.

PROFUSION—Small flowers, rich rosy-purple; makes a grand display. 6s.

REGULUS—Rich deep crimson self, of great substance and quality. 5s.

ROYAL PURPLE—Bluish plum or rich purple : very free. 7s. Gd.

ROYAL ROBE—Deep crimson purple, reverse of petals deep claret ; charming. 7s. Gd.

RUBY—Rich rubv-red
;
a most attractive and pleasing flower, tips of petals almost magenta.

7s. firf.

STANDARD BEARER—Bright fiery scarlet of the same colour as Gloriosa; very free.

7s. firf.

STELLA—Rich vivid crimson, long beautifullv formed petals, large bold flower; very free.

7s. firf.

TILLIE-Quite a new and distinct colour, salmon suffused pale roee, iiii;jed soft mauve
;
greauy

admired ;
habit dwarf and perfect. 7s. Qd.

THC PET—Miniature flowering; a pretty shade of rosy -amber, shaded old gold ;
lovely. G.-i

TINY— A mixture of liglt orange and old gold
;
charming. 5s.

TRUE FRIEND—Very dark crimson, superb lorm
;
a distinct and elegant floaer. 5.v.

W. J. FROST—Rich crimson, large long-twisted petals, perfectly formed. Gs.

( )
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? GRAND NEW FERN.
LOMAUA C iLIATA M4.JOB—A nu s-t dU'irct and effective decorative fern, being of

more vigo'iui. Iiab t ihan tbe type; t e fri ii 's are larger a "i ef good substance, with a graceful
spreading hah r. As a market p'ant it will prove i ivaliia'ile, being far superior to the popular
A. Qit, and 5s. e; ob.

SAINTPAULIA lONANTIlA KL'UUA.

S AINTPAULIA
lONANTHA HUBBA
—New variety of tills neat
Gesneriacea, with deep llliic-

red flowers, and which comes
true from seed. Allhough
Ibis colour may not by some
be considered ijuite ei)ual in

beauty to that of the type,
the first new departure from
it will still interest everyone
who lias seen or grown this

charming little plant, 2«. firf.

each.

NEW DOUBLE ZONAL PELARGONIUM.
DUKii OF PIFE (Hawkins')—Another scarN't sj)ort from F. K. llaspnil^ and wliich will

nndoubt'idly pro c of givat srrvirt* for deromtive mid market jmrposes; much appreciutad and
greatly adintrcd uhen exlubiird hafore the Koval IlorticulturaK’ommittee laxt Autumn for its large,
open, scnii-doubla flowarf?. Iv. (></, each : I2.v. do/..

NEW ZONAL PELARGONIUMS OF
CONTINENTAL ORIGIN.

DOUBLES.
MM£. H. TILiMANT— I’ine large Howen* and truases, deeply iipttled, white centra, a broad

iiiargin of scarlet : a beautiful and attractive variety.
HUBER CHARROH—Uranga-scarh-t ina^^in. mottled centre; flowers well formed.
JEAH RAMEAU—M hiia ^lound, mottled and fpotied purjile, with a narrow margin of same

colour ; very distim t.

M. J. B, VARRONE—Deej) scarlet, margin shaded magenta towards centre, whicb is white
;

largo trusses; vigorous haldt. .

PREDICTION— Light magenta of a pretty slimlo, vorv large white ceiUfe,
6 . each

; tfie .set of live for lu's. iUL

SINGLES.
N. H. TILMANT—

\

grand improvement of Mme. J. C^ref/riu, with a depper rosy shade and
larger \\hite centre : bold trtiss.

MME. BLANCHE JANET—An improvonieut in* size of this new section, bcautifhJly
marbled wliite centre and rosv-magentH margin.
MLLE. HONNBR— InteTiBc colounng of crinnon-magentu, mottled lightor.,. wJiite blotclviii

top petals. •
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COMTESSB DE COURVILLE- -Wliitu J'louiu), slightly mottled imigeutn, dfiepor ORiitre

and margin.
MRS. BEEjCHER STOWE—Light ground, mirbled deep lilac-pink, white centre; large

flowers.

MMB. SAINT-POL BRIDOUX—Very free; distinct and charming: white ground,

marbled and edged rosy orange-carmine, dee]> marking.s in ceiitre.

JULES LEM A.ITRE -Large white flowers, heavily edged with red<lish-violet
;
veiy distinct

2s. (i'i. each
;

tlie set of seven for L5s.

NEW PINK.
DIAMOND -This is another fine noveUy, which for border decorat'on or marke' purposes

will piMve a great aeqiiishion. The flowers are of great size, freely produced on stont upright

stalks; colour a beautiful eatin-piuk, nost nni<|ue; one of the best of tlie new type. I«. (id. each.

NEW HARDY CLIMBER.
'I'tlK I'AMTAS .LILY, OF 'I'lIK VALLEY.

WI THANIA ORIGANIFOLIA-A native of the I’ainpasof South America, is a p“rentiiul,

perfectly hardy in England. Its herbaceous, slender difl'usely-branchcd stems are anunnl, and atlain

in a feiv months 20 to 30 fe it in height, covering a large surface ; the small, ileine. dark green very

elegant foliage, which defies dust, tlkseases, and insects, produces a thick, impem trab'.c shade

persistent until frosts. It is enhanced by thousands of small white flowers, sim lar in shape to those

of onr native Lily of the Valley, which are occasionally succeeded by small white or red-orange

coloured berries.

It is undoubtedly one of the best and finest' climbers to introduce in the gir.len, and is of the

greatest value for covering summer-houses, pillars, walls, trellis, sloping banks, bare trunks of trees,

balconies, &c., it succeeds ns well in the smoky atmosphere of towus as in the country, and will be

most welcomed for planting at the sea-side, thriving admira'dy where most other climbers fail.

In .short, it is a most valuable plant on account of the luxuriant growth, without the drawback of

planting or sowing every year as with anmia's.

It undergoes our sharpest winters as well lus our warmest summers, and delights in g.iod .soil and

exposed positions. It is of the easiest culture, and its perennial roots, when est 'blis'.ied, may
remain imlefinitely in the stms place, care being taken to remove the stems when they are destroyed

by frost, l.s. lid.

NEW HARDY TYPE-HYBRID COCCINEA
CLEMATIS.

COUNTESS OP ONSLOW—A bright violet-purple, with a broad Iriml of scarlet down the

centre of each pehil, open bell-shaited form, witli four to si.x petals t<i each flower i vtry free flowering,

((nite hardy aad a goo 1 climher, the flowers are thiek in suh.st-.iiee, and when ent will' keep fresh in

water for several day.s First-C'liss Certifloate., U.II.S. • Ift.-i. lu/.

DUCHESS OP YORK A delieate-aml very pi ‘asing .shade of pale bln.sh-iiink, d ith a deeper

tinge down the centre of each petal, four to six petals to each bloom, free lloweriug, and a good

climber; useful for cutting. ward of .Merit, K.II.IS. 10.(. (id.

DUCHESS OP ALBANY- A beautiful b.-ight pink, deeper down tbe centre, sirftening down

to lilacy pink round the margin
;

fr,‘e flowering, and a vigorous grower; useful for cutting. Award

of Merit. Ii,lI.S. 10s. Gd. each.

NEW AND RARE HARDY PLANTS.
ACTINELLA GRANDIPLORA— Clo.se growing lanceolate leave.s, forming rosettes and

large yellow flowers on short stems; easily grown, quite hardy. 2.s. Od.

ADONIS WALZIANA—Flowers large, yellow, in early spring. 2-3 ft. 3.s. Gd.

ANEMONOPSIS MACBOPHYLLA—Flowers produced in loo.se racemes, and are large,

exterior sepals purple, interior sepals Ijlac, summer flowering; prefers shaded position in loamy or

pea IV soil. 3.s-. firf.

ANEMONE LORD ARDILAUN--A gigantic Honcrine Jouherl, p.rlmiis a little taller,

stronger stems, larger foliage, and of great texture; has also a double row' of jtetal.s. All desiring a

sp'eudid border plant should have this. 2.<. Gd. each.

ANEMONE PULSATILLA ALBA-F lowers white, produced in great profusion on short

Stems; easily grown, and well adapted for the rockery uud front row of the border. 3s. (ij. each.
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AN^£MONE SYIiVESTfilS EL, PL.—Flowers perfectly double and pure white, are large
'

And resembling Chrysanthemums. A most beautiful and useful herbaceous plant, well adapted for
onlting, mixed borders, and margins of shrubbery. 3.v. (jd.

AQTTILEG’IA STUARTI—Very dwarf flowers, large and much expanded; the sepals of a
deep rich blue with a pure white corolla. A finer plant than A. OinndulosUf and easier grown.
\s. ad.

ASTER PURPXJRIMUS—Dwarf, c )mpact habit, forming complete bouquets of deep purple
flowers, blooming eaidy in autumn. U*.

ASTILBE CSINEIV^SIS—Distinct from all others of this family; erect branching steins,
terminating with pretty featheiy plumes of pink flowers

;
fond of a moist situation. ft 3*-. fit/.

CIMICIPUGA JAPOIilCA—Large ornamental foliage, and long compound racemes of
wlilte flowers. 8-4 ft. Is. 6rf.

CHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM (G, H. SAGE)—One of the most distinct hardy
Marguerites

;
flowers large and abundant, pore white

; florets deeply notched
;
habit good. ft.

Q’AILLARDIA SULPHUREA OCULATA—Quite a new type of Gaillardia, obtained by
careful hybridising and selection. The flow'er is of medium size, good substance, well set up on long
thin stalks, and is very chaste and refined. The colour is pale sulphur, having a well-defined bright
maiDOn eye, giving it a distinctiveness quite unique in this family, Jt is the most striking of all
Gaillardias, whether as a cut flower or in the border. 2». each.
GERANIUM SANGUINEUM ALBUM—A fac-simile of the ordinary O. isanffuineum, bnt

with pure white flowers
;

prostrate growing
;
dense mass of foliage literally covered with white

flowers
;
very free growing. 2s. Sd.

HELENIUM AUTUMNALE SUPERBUM—The great family of has given
us inany showy and beautiful garden plants, particularly the section Helianthus and its near relations,
but it has remained for Ilelenium autumnalef a species not very attractive in its typical form, to endow
our gardens and shrubberies in this new and improved variety with the must tioriferous, the most
showy and the most vigorous and hardy perennial plant yet seen in cultivation, grow's 4 to 8 feet high,
according to soil, with strong angled stems J to J inch in diameter, branching at the top into twenty
to fifty branches, these dividing again and bearing several (five to ten) flowers. The individual
bluvssoms are 2 to 2| indies in diameter with wedge-shaped rays, and are of a rich golden yellow
colour, the central disc being of the same colour as the mys. A single crown of this plant makes
one of these tall stems with an oval moss of several hundred blossoms, a huge head of splendid
'

^Tcrci
- feet or more in diameter, and is a sight not easily forgotten. Is. fit/. Seed Is. per pkt.

HELIOPSIS
^

B. LAJDHAMS—This fine herbaceous plant is the result of many years’
selection by seedlings, being four years’ development from the Scahra Alajor—a variety which
received an Award of Merit—and upon which it is a vast improvement. The flowers are four to
five inches across, golden yellow, borne on long graceful stalks, and having a slight twist at the end
of each petal, giving to the whole flower a charming and starry appearance. When fully developed
the plant forms a handsome and symmetrical bush, 4 ft. high, the flowers being produced in large
quantities from every joint. The great value of this novelty is that the blooms have such width and
texture of petal, rendering them particularly well adapted for catting purposes, lasting in water, as
they do, for some two weeks. The blossoms are well set up on long elegant footstalks, a fact which
makes them w'onderfuliy suitable for light specimen glass and epergne decoration

;
or if whole

branches are cut for large vases they have no equal, as they never drop or shatter, but seem actually
to grow when treated in this way. 2«. fit/, each.
GSUM HELDRECHI^Large, rich, orange-colonred flowers in late spring, growing vigorously

in almost any soil or situation. 1 ft. Is. •

GNABHALIUM GRANDICEPS-(^«stra/iVm Edtlweiss^—A remarkable and beautifnl
plant, one of the treasures of New Zealand Alpines : silvery leaves, and forming a neat bush. J ft.

3s.

HBDYSABUM MULTIJUGUM—The most beautiful of the family; preity pea-shaped
flowers of a bright crimson-purple colour

; quite hardy and perennial. Is. Qd.HEMEROCALLIS AURANTIACA MAJOR —Magnificent new species, one of the
finest plants for ordinary garden cnlture introdneed for many years. The habit of the plant is very
vigorous, the foliage rises to a height of 2 ft., and is of a deep green, the flower spikes are strong,
bearing as many as 12 flowers in succession, which ore very large, some 7 to 8 in, across, of a rich
oringe yellow

;
quite distinct. The plant is perfectly hardy, and we have every confidence in

n rommending it. The pbint is described and figured in the Gardener's Chronicle for J uly 20ib, 18U5,
where on page 62 Professor Baker state»< that it “is the finest Hemerocallis 1 hare seen.*^
P' r^t-ClasB (’ertificate, Royal Elorticultnral Society. Ss. Gd. each.
HYPERICUM MOSERIANUM TRICOLOR—A very handsome shrubby plant

;

leaves greenish yellow on green ground
;
margined reddish yellow dowers with scarlet stamens. 3*.

( xxiv )
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RIDALCEA MAL1KIEFLOBA LISTESI.

IBBBIS SEMPERVIBENS, var. “LITTLE GEM”—Of close compact habit;

flowers white
;
well adapted for planting in sunny parts of the rockery. ^ ft. I*.

LOBELIA, LORD ARDILAUN—The finest yet raised, and tie most richly colo red; a

glistening crimson-scarlet. 3 to 3^ ft. Is. 6d.

LOBELIA RIVOIREI—This wilt prove to be a valuable acquisition on account of its beauty

and large light pink flowers. It is a perennial plant, and blooms during the whole siimiuer and

autumn. The best culture is in the open ground
;
we must, however, say that the germination is

very slow and diflicult, the seeds must absolutely not be covered with earth. Plants, 2s, Gd. each
;

Seed, 6s. per pkt.

PHYSALIS FRATJ'CHETII—It differs from P. Alke.kengi in its much larger size, iii^he

leafstalks being considerab'y shorter in proportion to the blade, much larger fruits and brighter

colours. It is quite hardy and of the easiest culture, requiring only to be planted in any good

garden soil, either in the ojien border or in beds, where it will make a fine display during October

and November; great acquisition. 2^ ft. Is. each
;
Seed, Is. per pkt.

PRIMULA CA.PITATA CASHMERIANA ALBA—New wh te flowe.ing variety of

this lovely early blooming Primrose, reproducing itself true from seed. The flower heads are inuoh

larger tlian those of DenUculaht Alha. Per pkt.. Is.
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LOHICMA mVUlHKI. iKlMliLA UAl'UATA ALBA.

SCABIOSA CAUCASICA AIiBA—A perpetual bloomer, coraracacinK in June and
continning until cut down by the frost : flowers of the purest white.'" ft. 2.s. 6(A

SIDALCEA MALV^^PLORA LISTERI— llurdy. easily fjrown, splendid for cuftinp,

and of a inost charming shade oT colour—flowers of a most lovely satiny pink
;

distinct from tUl

others In cultivation, l.s. Oil. ; Seed, l.^. per pkt.

other NEW PLANTS supplied at Advertised Prices.

PLEASE WRITE US FOR PARTICULARS AND PRICES OF PLANTS REQUIRED

NOT MENTIONED HERE,

THE SMALLEST ORDERS, AS ALSO THE LARGER ONES,
RECEIVE OUR BEST ATTENTION.

Nom’ the cost of carriage of sec 's and parcels are considcraMy lower in price, and goods can

reach you in a few hours and direct from us, possessing the best resources and stock, togetner with

the larjjest and flnest facilities' for carrying on bu.^iness succs^sriilly to all* parts of the World, we
are relying on onr esteemed customers atid tnc r kind rocommendation.s to still fnrtber enable ns to

add to tlie usefiilnoss and rci)Utaiion of our e.«it iblishmentja.

HOW TO MANAGE PLANTS/ROOTED CUTTINGS, AND
SEEDLINGS SENT BY POST.

TtTHERE persons have, the convenience and suflicient experience for nursing small plants, ai d

UU enjoy seeing them grow, we strongly reconnnend theip having them scut by post, as every

c*ire is taken to grow them in such a t^nipeniture, &c., that there is no risk about their

doing veil with a small amount of ordinary care, if the appended instructions are carefully followed.

It must be remembered that plants are like yobng children : they must be carefully looked after,

fed, clothed, and trained in the way they should go. and a little common sense exercised to ascertain

their requirements, and to guard agaiost enemies And should they be forgotten, and get with others

ol bad character, it is surprising how qiiickir they will partake r»f the same habits and disease, and

w'll soon die in sorniw and disgrace A sweet-smelling bnt-bed rutlier on the decline is preferable,

( -NIlVU )
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with the beat at abont 66 degrees. When yoa receive a box of rooted cuttiogs or plants, immerse
them in water at the same temperature from one to two boars. When they are all refreshed, proceed
to pot them into small pots, using nice, warm, sandy soil. See that the roots are separated and
spread naturally out in the soil without injuring them, pressing the soil drmly. Place them in the
frame, keep them shut close for a few days, be careful of damp, and admit air as they get established.

Let them be slightly dried each day, but do not allow them to Bag from too much air or sun. And if

a person possesses a stove, or even a warm greenhouse, there is no more difficulty in getting them to

grow under an air-tight hand-glass or wooden box with the top covered with glass, than those of
their own striking or raising.

NEW STRAWBERRIES.
LABGE-PKUITED PERPETUAL SAINT JOSEPH—This is really the first true

perpetual large-fruited Strawberry ever offered. Daring last season a bounteous crop of sjtleidid

fruit was gathered up to October. The fiower steins are produced in succession from May to
autumu, and bear an abundance of fruit, for which reason some slight support for them is almost
indispeneable. The fruit is of good size, dark red iu colour (also red inside), solid, firm, very juicy,

aud of first-rate quality. Early runners planted separate during summer have also produced a very
good crop the same autumn. Obtained a First-Class Certificate from the Socidte Nationule
el'Horticulture de France. 12s. per doz.

LOUIS GAUTHIER—A most remarkable variety, producing two good crops of fruit during
the year. Beautiful fruit can often be picked daring the early part of November. Fruit white,
very sweet, and deliciously perfumed. The value of this variety is beyond question. 4s. per doz.

STUAWIIKKKV I.AHOK-I HLITKD I-EKraTUAL, SAINT aOlKril.

(
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PBICE8 HT WHICH PLHHTS. HOOTEO COTTIHBS, i COTTIHBS HUE SOLO
All prices herein denote plsints established In pots, and the style of packing of such should

be left to us, the material only being charged for; or, If desired, the soil can be shaken
away, and nearly all plants sent by Letter or Parcels Post. The following are
supplied as rooted cuttings and cuttings, via.:—Ageratums, Bouvardlas, Calceolarias
(Shrubby), Chrysanthemums (new varieties, cuttings half price). Coleus, Fuchsias,
Hellotroplums, Lantanas, Salvias, Tropsolums, Verbenas, and Violas. Plants priced 6d.
a rooted cutting would be 4d., and a cutting 2d.

Zonal and other Pelargoniums differ only In price thus—If priced Is., rooted cuttings will
be 9d., and cuttings 6d., also sent by post, and so on In proportion to the price of the plant.

Plants sent by post, without soli, up to the limited weight, to all parts of the world

BOXR!S A.NX) POSTAQ-K AT ACTUAL COST.

^11 the Plants and Seeds mentioned in our Catalogues are
In readiness, at all Seasons, to be sent to any part of the World on
receipt of the price stated, adding one-third extra for India, China,
Australia, and New Zealand, when extra strong plants must be
selected to outlive the voyage. Any other flowers not herein
mentioned will also be supplied at their fair and proper pVices.

Please keep this Book for reference

TiIH ABOVB MKMBKne m.\de tiik Xatiox.\l Curtsasthkmum Sociktv,

Society's firstjniiing at CaunelVs^ kywifortt^ u'hrre th' group was takeu^

( xxix
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The undenaentioned plant, although not by any means a novelty, created much

attention in the United States and on the Continent, more particularly as a forage

plant, but, at the same time, it is of ornamental value, and no better plant could

be employed for naturalisation in semi-wild spots, and also intermixed with other

vigorous herbaceous plants, the border, pleasure grounds, or shrubbery. Those of

our esteemed customers who would like to become acquainted with this wonderful

plant can now do so. Per pkt., Is.

SAGAIalNE (/bli/goimm SacJMlmaise).

THE POBAGE PLANT.
Is perfectly hardy, even in Siberia; flourishes in the Indies. Requires no ploughing before

planting. Needs no cultivation, no manuring, no re-planting. Roots penetrate deep into the soil.

Once planted stands for ever. Endures severest drought with impunity. Grows in poorest soils.

Luxuriates in wet lands. Thrives where no other forage plant will grow. Young .shoots and leaves

eaten aa a vegetable. Stems and leaves, green or dry, greatly relished by cattle, sheep, and horses.

More nutritious than Clover or Lucerne. Gives three or four cuttings (cropsl per year. Produces

90 to 180 tons of green forage per acre. Grows 14 ft. high by June. Excellent soil enrichcr.

Planted at any time. Affords shade to cattle in summer. Protection against storms in winter.

Floods will not dertroy it. Fire will not kill it. Cattle cannot trample it out. Endorsed by the

highest authorities.

Extract from GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE, July 22nd, 1893.

Few Perennials have a nobler effect on the lawn, or wherever there is sufficient space, than
Polygonum Sachalinense. One drawback it has is that it throws its Asparagus-like shoots about

in profusion, and not always where they are wanted. A gravel path, as we know, offers no resist-

ance to this very pushing intruder. We have ciil|ivated this plant since its introduction for purely

decorative purposes. The young white shoots are edible, but they do not rival Asparagus. Its

splendid foliage, may be made use of for garnishing dessert and packing fruit.

The trials made in France on the forage uses of this Polygonum have called the attention of

cultivators to it. The experiments made are conclusive as regards the question of fodder. The
total yield can be reckoned at about 95 to 195 tons per acre. Cattle are exceedingly fond of it.

The cultural difficulties are not worth mentioning, and during winter no protection is needed.

We may add that the Sacaline is a’forage plant with an assured future. Chemical analysis has

demonstrated its superiority in nutritive principles over other fodders.

Compared with dried Clover and Lucerne, which contains only 1(> per cent, of nitrogenous and

3 per cent, of fatty matter, the analysis is very favourable. In fact, it is shown that, without
cultural care or cost of manure, Sacaline prospers in all soils and all climates—cold, damp, dry, and
by the seaside—and that its yield is so much more consirlerahle, as its growth is prolonged until the

autumn.
Its vegetative power is the same in sand, on banks, slopes, or in Hat marshes. Its success in

the South, as well as in the North, is assured, in spite of its northern origin. The Government
Report from South Australia declares that “ The cattle and sheep relish it.”

From the JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE, May 3rd, 1894.

The statement of a daily contemporary is that Lord Morton is growing the Giant Knot Weed,
Polygonum Sachalinen.se, with a view to test its utility aa a fodder plant. It grows vigorously on
comparatively poor soils, and is not materially affected by- drought It is also being planted in many
parts of France, where. It is stated, the succulent shoots are much appreciated by the cattle.

From the GARDEN, September 2nd, 1893.

In the protracted drought of the present season, horticulture may be able to come to the aid of

agriculture, just as, twenty-five years ago, the gardener’s art helped the vine-grower out of his

difficulties by showing him how to make use of the remedy of grafting vines on the phylioxcra-nroof
American stocka

The remedy in the present case is a robust and vigorout-growing plant, equally unaffected by
excessive heat in summer and extreme cold in winter—namely. Polygonum Sachalim-nse, &c.

Seeds, Ir. ;er
i
kt.

;
Plants, Is. each.

(
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Price Is. each. THIRTY-FIRST EDITIOil. Post FreEi

HENRY CANNELL & SONS’

A (F.R.BC.S., M.S.&O

ILLUSTRATED

GUIDE
1898 .

Our system of

transmitting Plants,

Cuttings, and Seeds
through the post to

all parts of the world,

is emphatically pro-

nounced, by all who

have had experience

of it, to be of the

greatest benefit to all

lovers of the garden.

Fofted Plants at tbe very lowest price consistent
witli best strains, correct naming, and sise.

A REMITTANCE IS REQUESTED FROM UNKNOWN CORRESPONDENTS.
To all who accompany their orders with Cash we oflfer liberal treatment.

All Cheques to be made payable to U. CANNELL & SONS, and crossed Martin’s Batik,

SW'ANLEY, KENT. Post Office Orders to be made payable at SWANLEY, KENT.

Sums under 5s. can be remitted in Stamps.

ii When a variety of Plants is ordered (except those advertised at a cheaper rate), extra kinds

will be presented to partly compensate for Carriage.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED ON OUR USUAL TERMS.

];^orticulturaI ^J^stablisljment,

SWANLEY, KENT.

(L. C. & D. Bailway), both adjoining the Stations.

m'^OORQUODALE a OO. Limitsp. C»ROJNaTOH Street, Londdm, N.W.
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A few Important words to all our
Friends and Customers.

The proximity of tlie rail to the nursery—the Lomion, Chatham, and Dover Railway Co.—is

worthy of attention, as this line, being in immediate eoiinection with all the others out of London,

enables us to ensure rapid transit to all parts.

The whole raacliinery of our nursery is construeted to carry on a largo and rapid trade of the best

and most serviceable plants and seeds in cultivation, at the very lowest possible prices consistent with

quality, and we hog that every lover of the Garden will

them, and we promise tliat they shall not depart without seeing something highly interesting.

. Although every care will be taken in the racking and sending of plants, seeds, &c., risk

of every description must he borne by the uurchnser immediately they are delivered

to the Railway Company.

Every article is charged at the very lowest price, therefore no credit can be given. Our object

is to give the ready-money buyers the advantages they are really entitled to. It may happen that

prices lower than ours may sometimes be quoted. This invariably means false economy in a variety

of ways—good things must be looked after by good men, who must be fairly paid, and good strains

are only procured by unceasing labour and care.

instructions as to the proper mode of forwarding must accompany each orderi

jj calculated to expedite transit of goods, and save vexatious mistakes. All
goods are advised tlie same day as forwarded, and the invoice posted us soon as possible afterwards.

Say by wliat rail. Please to write the address plain and in full on each order. No

complaiuts entertained unless made immediately on receipt of goods.

The greatest care is exercised, and utmost liberality shown, when the selection of sorts is left to us.

/f is particularly requested that all small Orders be accompanied

with remittance, to auoid the necessity of Booking.

Ketnrned Empties.—As all Carriers refuse to receive these unless prepaid, and they are

usually so much damngcil during transit that when they reach us they are nearly useless, all packing
material will be charged as low as possible, and CANNOT BE ALLOWED FOR IE RETURNED.
We have taken more prizes for Fuchsias than any other Firm at the great London shows, and will

send every particular how to grow, show, and getithe first prize for them, for three stamps.

All orders by post will be dealt with precisely as if given

personally. As the season advances, and the New Plants

become cheaper, so are the prices lowered accordingly; and those who
send above their value will have additional plants put in to make up

the full amount.
It often happens that we are sold out of rooted cuttings of some varieties, and plants are shaken

out of pots to complete orders, consequently plant price must he charged.

When plants are publicly advertised by ns, the usual trade allowance will not be ma le.
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2 To avoid delay and disappointment, all business communications
* must be sent direct to the firm, addressed ”H. CJJfJfELL ^ SOJVS,”

otherwise they will remain unnoticed. Telegraphic address, “CAMMELL,
SWAMLEi.”
All Cheques to be madeTpayable to H. OAJ^JfELL §• SOJVS, and crossed

Martin’s Bank, Swanley.

As the numbers shown against the plants herein are

altered annually, it is particularly requested that the Edition
of the Catalogue from whence such numbers are selected be quoted in

ordering, so as to avoid mistakes.

We have every facility for keeping a large stock of everything enumerated in this Catalogue, and

are therefore determined to adopt the system of quick sale and ready money. All who enclose

remittances will be most liberally dealt with.

The, Home o/' Flowers is open for business, ^c., from 6 o’clock a.m. until 6 p.m., and 6 o'clock p.m. on

Saturday. Eo visitors admitted on Saturday evenings and Sundays. Closed on all Bank Holidays.

Customers are particularly requested, when sending orders for friends (with their

own), to do so on separate papers, with each address written plainly, to prevent
mistakes.

Wmsn speciai. quotations are given. Customers are kindly requested to mention such.

H. CANNELL & SONS, f.r.h.s..

Importers and Exporters of all New and Choice

Florists’ Flowers to and from all parts of the World.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL NOTICES.
Plants and Seeds are despatched to India through the Indian Parcel Post, and also by the

ordinary mail. Customers will kindly notify by which service they wish their parcels sent.

In America, Australia, India, and Cape Town, the general expression amongst both the trade and

amateurs is “ None are so successful in exporting plants as Cannell Sons," consequently we need

hardly say our trade has increased to a very great extent.

When Plants are received abroad let them lie in milk-warm water for a half-hour,

without removing the packing from the roots
;
then unpack and put in pots, according to size,

being careful to shade from the sun until they make fresh growth.

ALL ORDERS MUST BE FULLY PREPAID.

Telegraphic -address, “ CAMMELL, SWAMLEIC, EMOLAMD,'*

( 3 )
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OUR FOREIGN TRADE.
E have now so perfected the system of sending plants and seeds into the most remote

parts of the world that success is no longer an uncertainty.

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, INDIA, AND CHINA.

a
s there any difficulty in getting plants and seeds out alive and in good condition to the most

distant parts? No, none whatever. AVe have exported thousands of cases with far more

success and less expense to those furthermost parts than has ever been done before. The
main thing to ensure success is to let us have the order early

,
giving us time to prepare the plants,

and to send at the exact and best time, and in all cases the way of packing had better be left entirely

in our hands. Our post system for most things is certainly preferable, but such as Azaleas, Camellias,

Fruit Trees, &c., should be left to us. Chrysanthemums we grow many thousands, especially for

foreign trade
;
and there is hardly a show but what the plants that we have sent out are not figuring

most prominently.

Mr. Rash Beiiary-Rot, Queen’s Street, Serainpore, India, 4(/i Aui/usl, 1897.

j

I am glad to inform you that the Chrysanthemums have been received here in very good

i condition. All of them have put forth new shoots during the journey. Many thanks for them.

Mr. II. Kyle, Cowper Street, Greymouth, West Coast, New Zealand, 3r</ Marik, 1897.

The Chrysanthemums I got from you arrived in good order, and I must give you great credit

for the careful way they were packed.

Mr. Jas. Forgan, Crystal Brook, South Australia, 2nd August, 1897.

I received your Chrysanthemum Catalogue, and am surprised at the size and completeness of

it. Re seeds I had of you in February last, I have some grand plants from tliein, several in

I

bloom. I shall have a splendid show in a few weeks.

' Mr. E. J. Cans, Paterson, New South Wale.s, 26(A duly, 1897.

' The plants I received from yon last year arrived in splendid condition. All of them took

root, notwithstanding the dry season which followed their arrival—the rainfall here for four

I

months only being two inches.

Mr. J. WOOLCOCK, Gardener to Rt. lion. Chief Justice Way,
' Montefiore, North Adelaide, South Australia, 18M May, 1897.

I

I also thank you for the splendid way in which you ])ackcd the seeds, and esj ecially the

j

Chrysanthemums. 1 saved every one of them, and have them in bloom now.

Mons. F. CoDFOURiER, Jardinier, Villa Victoria, Gr .sse a/ra, France,
13/A Aout, 1897.

I

Vos plantes grasses sont arrivdes en parfait etat vout je vous remercie infiniment.

Joiix Mather, Esq., Theodore Street, Ottawa, Canada, 18(A Decemher, 1896.

I

I had great satisfaction the past season in the result of the seeds and roots procured from you

P. W. Mackinnon, Esq., Mupooril, N.W.P. India, March lOM, 1897.
' Yon will he glad to hear that the Geraniums and Pelargoniums arrived in very fair condition,

’ only five of the latter being dead, all the rest are flourishing, as are all the Roses. I am much
obliged to you for all your trouble in packing. I will get out more plants next winter.

Miss M. S. Davie, Reno, Nevada, U.S.A., December 18M, 189G.

The plants have to-day arrived in good condition. Hope they will do well, so that I may
send for some more.

' Qta. do Ribeiro Secco, Funchal, Madeira, Decemher 20tk, 1896.

I

Miss Alice Taylor thanks Messrs. Cannell for )>lants, which gave her great satisfaction.

! The Rose trees were in such good condition that they are in leaf already, and everything else

I

doing very well.

j

Mr. Leonard Brown, Hon. Sec. National Amateur Gardeners’ Association,

Seven Arches, Brentwood, April I'dth, 1897.

I I have heard from Cape Town that the Carnations you sent out for me arrived in splendid

condition. Mr. Tyson says the packing was the best he has seen.

J. H. Hoemeyr, Esq., Hof Street. Capo Town, February 3r</, 1897.

'riic Strawberry plants I imiiorted from you are doing very well, and are now established.

(
J )
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F=1P. C. Trekeck, Esq., Pastoral Exchange, O'Connell Street, Sydney, N.S.W.,
February 22n<l, 1897.

Many thanhs for your new catalogue. Allow me to compliment you on it, it is more like a

book of reference. Mr. II. L. 'White has exhibited some really good_.CIirysanthemuiiM he got

out from you. I find your Begonia seed the best. . v.-ar'l''®

G. T. Smith, Esn., Nurseryman, Smithfield, Ashburton, Canterbury, N.Z.,
’

January Sth, 1897.

I duly received the plants in perfect condition. Many thanks.

Mrs. Bulleh, 8G, Porchester Square, W., February 22ud, 1897.

My son, to whom in South Africa you sent Pelargoniums, is very pleased with the

condition of plants.
, „ , ,

P. W. Mackixxon, Esq., Mnpooril, N.W.P. India, January 13/n, 1897.

By last week’s Indian Parcel Post I received two boxes of roses which, I am very glad

to say, arrived in the most perfect condition. ’I'he whole lot—43 in all—are as fresh and green

as if they had only travelletl from Swanley to Norwood. Very many thanks for sending them

so well packed. „ , , o..

.

Mr. Titos. Palmer, Kopuru, N.Z., December dl/i, 18JI>.

We in this far off country were much pleased to sec your success at Chicago. I always

pictured vou as a man with a well-balanced mind—much pleased to see old England

victorious.’ What we have had from you are a success. Wishing you well.

Mr. E. Toli.kv, Adelaide, Australia. December llt/i, 189(i.

'The Cannas have come safely to hand and all in good condition. Thanking you for your

liberality.

J. W. Minchin, Esq., Kocklands, Ootacamund, Madras, India, April 21.s/, 1897.

I have received from you the seeds ordered, and have found them exceediugly good all

have germinated readily.

Vere Cai.dwei.i,, Esq., “ Pontresina,” Quilinus, Buenos Ayres, March 31.vt, 1897.

Thank you for the seeds, which arrived saftdy by post.

W. A. M. llENisoN, Esq., ICiutvre, Maskeliya, Ceylon, April Ith, 1897.

I enclose Certificate of Award (Silver Medal) s’ecured ft r IJahlias from bulbs you sent me

out in Ilecemher last.

Mr. S. V. Bhandarkar, .lambulwadi Lane, Bombay, India, March 2Qth, 1897.

Thanks for the plants
;
they are in prime condition.

C. Wise, Esq., Mombasa, E. Africa, February 21th, 1897.

I have ranch pleasure in acknowledging the receipt of the plants, which arrived in good

condition. Your mode of packing for foreign parts is the best I have ever seen. I have

recommended your seeds, &c.
,
to many here.

Mrs. Barston, Stonecroft, Epsom, Auckland, New' Zealand, February 2'i Ih, 1837.

The Bulbs ordered from you arrived in good condition. 'I’he Gloxinia seed I had of you last

year produced me a splendid display
;
their colour and size surprised all.

Mr. II. Eairey, Public Park, Uitenhage, Cape Colony, March 8th, 1897.

'The Dahlia and Tropocolum tubers came s ifely to hand this morning. I am very pleased

with them, and shall send for some more next idanting season.

Mr. Geo. Green, Gardener, Harman Street, Addington, Christchurch, New Zealand,

June 5th, 1897.

The seeds I had from you last year gave every satisfaction. The Asters were very fine, and

were quite the talk of the neighbourhood. Many thanks for your splendid Catalogue.

Mr. Jas. Forgan, Crystal Brook, South Australia, May 12ih, 1897.

I received seeds from you in February. They arrived in first-class condition, and up to time

of writing the young plants are doing splendidly, especially as the season out here is against

them. ’The Begonias have grown into fine plants, and tlie Kanunculuses and Anemones are

just coming over ground.

21, Rua do Alecrim, Lisbon, Portugal, June 25(/i, 1897.

Mrs. Courtenav Richards begs to ackuovvlcdge the cuttings of Carnations and Fuchsias,

which arrived in perfect condition. Kindly let her know what she owes you.

C. E. Oli.eni!Ach, Dchradoon, India, December 22th, 1897.

Chrysanthemums received in A1 condition. 'Thanks for gratis plants.
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C. Ward, Esq., Postal Box 44, Alexandria. Efjypt,

ht/i, 1897.
I have receive<l the three bo.xcs containing 45 plants all in good order. Yonr i)ackiug

and yonr goods are. perfect; you may well say you can send them to Australia in safety.
The Chrysanthemums have sent out shoots in the boxes inches long; Tuber Begonias J inch
long, most of them. I lost a great deal in Lilies I had out from England from another firm;
they were packed very wet, and I received them perfectly rotten.

M. D. Foscolo, Esc;., Constantinople, Mnrch Hl/i, 1897.
The Chrysanthemums you sent to Mr. Mango, also to Mr. P. S. Schiliz/.i, have arrived in

perfect condition . Send on the enclosed list.

J. Jones, Esq., Shipbuilding Co., Constantinople,

March [}t.h^ 1807.
I received the seeds and plants in good condition, and have no doubt they will all turn out

as good ns usual. I have tried both Germany and France, and been sadly disappointed.

Villa Lorenzi, Rifredi, Italy, March 14t/i, 1897.
Mrs. Edgar Matthews was much |ilcnsed with the plants sent her two years ago, and would

be obliged by Messrs. Cannell sending her the following order. The Primroses and Polyanthus
from Messrs. Cannells' seeds are now a perfect sight.

Mr G. Bornemann, Blankenberg, Havz, Germany,
June 2'ind, 1897.

Tlie Dahlias arrived in splendid condition.

Mr. J. WooLCOCK, Gardener to Rt. Hon. Chief Justice Way,
Montefiore, N. Adelaide, May lath, 1897.

Chrysanthemums to hand all safe, and you will be surprised when I tell vou that every one
is now in flower. I am delighted.

Stedhen Nowill. Esq., Constantinople, January 19M, 1897.
Please send the following. I leave the choice and price entirely to you, as I have always

been satisfied with what you have sent me before.

Mens. F. Mars, Anvers, Belgi<|ue, I'chniary 2ith, 189,7.
Your seeds gave great satisfaction. I had 50 very fine Double Petunias from one packet of

your seed.

Mr. J. S. Black, Connaught Range, Frimley, Farnborough, Hants,
March 2nd, 1897.

I forward you herewith cheque from Mr. Archer, H.B.M. Charge d’Affairos at Bangkok,
Siam, for roses supplied. You will be glad to hear that they arrived in very good condition and
are doing well.

Mrs. Bolton, Madeira, March 9ih, 1897.
Your seeds are doing beautifully

;
I never had such good ones.

Mr. L. M. Short, Kingslou, New York, U.S.A., March 2nd, 1897.
I have tried a good many seedsmen, but have not found any that equal yours. Your Pansy

seed is especially choice.

Mrs. Edgar Matthews, Villa Lorenzi, Rifredi, Italy, March 14M, 1897.
Having been much pleased with the plants sent her two years ago, would be obliged by

Mr. Cannell sending her the following order. The Primroses and Polyanthus from the seed
supplied are a perfect sight at present.

Messrs. D. Hay & Son, Montpelier Nursery, Auckland, New Zealand,
December 24t/i, 1897.

We received the plants in the best condition possible. We shall save all the Chrysanthemums
and more than half the Carnations and Pelargoniums, we tender you our best thanks for such
good results.

IlVri>ROVEI> PLANTS.
Nothing is hailed with more joy by all lovers of Floriculture than gradual and marked improve-

ment in our Florists’ Flowers from year to year. Changes without attractiveness are of little or no
value

;
new colours and stout dwarf growth are qualities immediately sought for. We should be

glad to hear from any amateurs or gardeners having new and improved varieties of plants (also
vegetables, see Seed Catalogue) enumerated in our Floral Guide

;
they must be a decided advance

on all existing kinds.

( 6 )



^lO grow them they only require the ordinary cultivation of ihe Fuchsia, and if placed in a little

heat early they will produce innumerable quantities of bell-shaped flowers, of beautiful and

various colours. For baskets, vases, button-holes, and decorations, they are most valuable.

They continue to bloom in an ordinary greenhouse all the winter, and if planted out in May they

will form one of the most continuous flowering shrubs until the frost comes, when they can be

easily lifted or propagated by cuttings taken from the hard wood early in September, and struck in

a mild bottom heat.

DOUBLE FLOWERED,
1. THOMPSONI FLORE PLENO—Habit and foliage the same as the old Tkompsoni

;

very

double flowers of a rich orange, veined crimson
;
novel

;
for cut flowers a gem. 9</.

GENERAL COLLECTION.
4. ANNA CROZY—Deep pink, shaded lilac.

5. BOULE DE NEIGE—White.
6. BRILLIANT—Bright red, free

;
dwarf.

7. CALYPSO—Of the purest white. Is.

8. CAPRIVI—Deep red shade.

9. CHRYSOSTEPHANUM (Oouronne d’Or)

—Distinct bright yellow, fine form.

10. CHRYSOSTEPHANXJM COM-
PACTUM— Dw'arf and free, bright yellow, l.v.

11. CHRYSOSTEPHANTJM GRANDI-
PLORDM—Golden-yellow shade. Is.

12. DELICATE PEACH—Delicate peach.

13. EMPEROR—Claret-crimson, large. 9rf.

14. ELEGANTISSIMUM—Bright rosy red.

16.

FUTURE FAliIE—Deep rose. Is.

16. IGNEUM, syn. INSIGNE— Is.

17. GOLDEN FLEECE—Good shape.

18. KING OF ROSES—Klch, deep rose. Is.

19. LADY OF THE LAKE—Rosy- pink.

21. MISS LAURA POWELL—Yellow.

22. M. JULES MARTY—Buff, yellow.

23. ROSEUM COMPACTUM—Deep rose.

Is.

24. ROYAL SCARLET—Rich colour.

26. SANGLANT—Reddish scarlet. l.s.

27. SCARLET GEM—Brilliant red.

28. STRIATA SPLENDIDA-Brightorange,
striped rich crimson ;

fine shape.

30. THE PREMIER—Rosy purple. Is.

31. THE GEM—Deep red, tinted buff.

33. VENOSUM (species)—Tall growth.

34. WISSMANN—Orange-buff.

All those not priced. Is. each
;
9s. per dozen.

ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE VARIETIES FOR BEDDING.
35. SOUVENIR DE BONN—Distinct and

attractive.

36. ECLIPSE— Spotted golden-yellow on a
green ground

;
very free

;
useful for edging foliage

beds, baskets, &c.

37. N.fflVEUM MARMORATUM—
Leaves large and downy ; marbled pale green

and yellow
;
handsome. l.s. each

;
9s. per dozen.

38.

VEXH.LARIUM VARIEGATUM —
Attinctive. 9rf. each; 6s. per dozen.

40. SELLOWIANUM MARMORATUM
(Stove)—Most lovely foliage. Is.

41. SAWITZI — More variegated than

Souvenir tie Bunn. Is. 6d.

CJ^IIESE consist of small, scaly conns or tubers. Shake out the dry soil any time during the

; winter, and about March or April place three or four iu a longitudinal position in a b-incn

pot, just below the surface, put them iu a warm temperature, free from cold draughts, as they

like plenty of heat, water gently until they get into full growth, and after flowering gi^ually

dry them. The ordinary rich soil suits them, and if well cared for, they are splendid things tor

decoration all through July, August, and September. One of our 100-feet houses has again been

a splendid sight. Tubers, from October to March, 3d.

;

our selection, 2s. Gd. per dozen.

1. AMBROSE VERSCHAFPELT-Is.

2. ADMIRATION—Is.

3. AZUREA.
4. CARL WOLFARTH.
6. CHERUB.
6. DIADEM—Is.

7. DR. BUENZOD—Is.

8. DENTONIA.
9. ESTELLE.

10. FIREFLY.
11. GEORGIANA—Is.

13. GRANDIFLORA.
14. GARIBALDI.
16. LONGIFLORA—Is.

17. LONGIFLORA MAJOR— Is. Gd.

19. LONGIFLORA ROSEA.
20. MAUYE QUEEN—Is.

21. MAGNET.
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22. MADAME AMBROSE VERSCHAF-
PELT—Is.

23. MAUVE PERFECTION—Is.

24. MOORE’S PERFECTION.
26. MARORETTA.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

PATENS.
PINK PERFECTION.
RETICULATA.
ROSEA MAGNIPICA—Is.

SIR TREHERNE THOMAS—Is

All those not priced, 9</. each. The prices quoted are for potted plants,

Age'katums.
MOST useful class of bedding plant, flowering from June until October, and varying in
Insight from 4 to 14 inches, the flowers are lusting and do not fade in colour, but continue
the same throughout the flowering season

.

2. CANNELLS' DWARF-The dwarfest,
6d. each; 4s. per doz.: 20s. per 100; April,
16s. per 100.

>

4. JOHANNAS PPITZER—A rich shade
of colour.

6. PERLE BLEU—Taller than No. 2.

6. SWANLEY BLUE

—

Qd, each
;

4s. per
doz.; 20s. per 100 j April, 16s. per 100.

7. ENFANT DE PARIS—The best white
variety

;
dwarf, bushy, and effective.

8. TAPIS BLANC.—Dwarf and compact,
white flowers; useful for massing.

9. THE ZOO.— Habit compact and dwarf,
bright shade of blue. A fine variety.

10. LE GEANT—Adapted for the centre of
large beds and other prominent positions. Good
strong habit, free flowering, and a rich blue tint.

All those not priced, 6ef. each
;

3s. per doz. Rooted little plants. Is. 6</. per dozen
Seeds, Zd. per packet.

Antimhinums.
?UR bed of seedlings last year was again splendid. Planted in a good open situation,

with deep rich soil, they would be sure to give a charm in every garden. Seed from
this superb collection, Qd. and Is. per packet.

So good are they that we keep no named kinds, but we have a quantity of splendid unnamed
seedlings that will be sure to give satisfaction. It is impossible to find a more distinct selection,
consisting of the richest coloured seifs and the most beautifully striped. 3s. per dozen, small

;

established in pots, 4s. per doz.

Aubic'ulas.
?HESE are amongst the most eharming sights we know of, and are certain to attract

notice from those most oblivious to the beauties of flowers, their perfect form and
wonderful colouring rendering them the cynosure of all eyes; whilst, in addition

to their great loveliness, they possess that great desideratum in flowers—long-lasting blossoms.

SEED—Cannells’ Show Varieties, 2s. Gd, per packet.

„ Alpine ,, is. „ ,,

uriculas, named garden varieties, free flowering and effective, our selection, 6s. dozen.

Seedling ..Upines, of a most beautiful strain and in great variety, 6s. and 10s. per dozen
;
named

kinds, 12s. and 18.s. per doz.
'

Begonias, Tubeeous.
KN character they are very much like a potato. In winter place the tnbers on the top of small** pots, three parts full of soil, in some warm, dry, light corner of the greenhouse, so that they
may be examined every week

;
and if they are found to be at all mouldy, they must be dusted

innmediately with sulphur. Out of this hairy-like tuber, as spring approaches, a small red bud
will show forth from the eentre

; then re-pot into a good, rich, light peaty soil, just leaving
the hud visible, and in about a fortnight, leaves will begin to unfold, and another fortnight
in a nice warm moist temperature of 60®, blooms will be showing

;
and a month after

( 8 )
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this let the plants be shifted into 5 or C-ineh pots. In a
month or six weeks the pots will be filled with roots, and if

large plants are wanted, shift into a 7 or 8-ineh pot, for

deep, good firm potting, as per engraving, which it fnlly

illustrates. Be sure that there are no green fly
;

if so, the
buds will drop off, but it is very seldom that insects attack
them. Be very particular never to allow them to become
dry

;
if so, they are injured for the season, and during hot,

dry weather, give two waterings, and they will grow and
bloom amazingly. Shade during the summer, but admit
plenty of air and light—light is one of the great things—
just shaded from the sun, only kept near the glass

;
no

syringing, but occasionally a good drenching with rain
water from a coarse rose

;
avoid dust and cold draughts,

administer weak liquid manure, and keep them growing as

long as possible. Our Ileal Manure is unquestionably the
best

;
if this is not at hand, diluted cow or horse manure.

When the plants show signs of decay, lay the pots on their

sides in some dry place, in December, shake away all soil,

and place the tubers on the top of soil in the pots before
mentioned. A house can be kept in a blaze of bloom all the
summer with Begonias, and all the winter and the remaining parts of the year with Zonal Pelar-
goniums, either of which only require the treatment any intelligent man can give them. Attention
is the great thing.

For the full History, &c., of the Begonia, see Book by B. Ravenscroft, 1/2 post free.

Seed Sowiko and Seedling Raising.—First fili a pot or pan half full of some substance to

make it porous for drainage, then cover over with moss, or something similar, to make a separation,

and then fill to within a quarter of an inch from the top of light, fine-sifted soil, previously charred
or burnt, so much the better, so as to kill all animal and vegetable life; press down level, and on it

sprinkle the seed
;
place over this the smallest coating of the very finest cocoa-nut fibre and sea sand

or soil, just so as to support the seed in their places. Keep in total darkness, with paper or glass over
the top, in a temperature of 60° to 70°

;
as soon as they show signs of life above the soil gradually

expose, and as soon as they have roots a quarter of an inch long, loosen round carefully, make small
holes in similar-prepared soil in small pots. They are too small for manipulation

;
in fact, they must

not be handled. Have a wine-glass of water, dip a pencil in it (use it as a dibber), and by this means
these smali seedlings will hang to it, and can be easily placed into the hole previously made for them,
gently press down, and place in a similar temperature for afew days afterwards

;
gradually expose and

reduce from 60° to 60°, and keep near the glass. The sun, after February, must not be allowed to

shine long on Begonias under glass, as they dislike extreme heat, sun, and cold
;
they delight in, and

mnst be kept at. a medium temperature.

The gold clock awarded tc
H. CANNELL A SONS.

FOR NEW DOUBLES FOR 1898,

SEE NEW THINGS.

THE GOLD CLOCK COLLECTION.

The highest and most important

award yet given, and indicating the excellency

of our strains.
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CAN NELLS’ BEGONIAS.
Awarded the only Silver Cup exclusively for Begonias at the Temple Show, 1893,

I89L 1895, and again in 1897.



OUR •: BEGONIAS,

NEW DOUBLE BEGONIAS OP 1897.

Raised and sent out bv II. Canneui- & Sons.

AURORA—A very pretty end pleating variety
;

pale yellow, oecasionally with a distinct,

Picotee edge of rosy pink; very regular; good double flowers. 12s.

COUNTESS OP ABERDEEN—Creamy white; large well-formed flowers; erect habit;

a first-class variety. 10s.

LADY CARLISLE—A very pretty salmon-pink shade, mottled soft yellow
;
good dwarf habit;

nice
;
distinct. 6s.

LADY GRANT—Very largo and double; ma.ssive; flesh colour; dwarf and free flowering. lO.s-.

mss mLLIE ELVEY—Of a creamy shade; large and fine; very dwarf
;
late flowering;

a grand variety. 10s.

MISS SYBIL MAY—Rosy pink
;
distinct and fine. 8s.

REV. Q. T. LITTLE—Medium-size flowers, and of the most intense fiery-crimson colour we

have yet seen. Award of Merit. (Named by request.) 5s.

SIR GEO. TRYON—A distinct and beautiful coloured variety
;
well-formed double flowers of

a rich clear salmon colour
;
free flowering, and forming into well-shaped plants. 7s. 6r/.

J. B. POE—A fine rich crimson; flowers large, well formed, and very double; ext

7s. 6(f. (Named by request.)

NEW DOUBLE BEDDING BEGONIA.
CANNELLS' SCARLET—The medium-sized flowers are undoubtedly the best and most

suitable for bedding purposes, and it is with this object in view we introduce this variety. Of the

elearest searlet, good dwarf habit, and very free flowering. Where a mass of flower is required this

cannot fail to give satisfaction. Is. 6if. each
;
14s. per doz.

NEW SINGLE BEGONIAS FOR 1897.
CAPTAIN BEDINGPIELD—Very large, of a brick-red shade

;
circular flowers, and of great

substance.

CECIL COLE—Large and good, of a decided scarlet shade
;

fine flowers, and of leathery

substance.

GOLDEN HIND—One of the finest yellows ;
large flowers

;
a fine improvement.

GRACE DARLING—A fancy variety; pure white centre, evenly margined with a clear lake

shade; medium size beautifully-formed flowers.

MRS. NEWMAN—Large fine flowers of a pleasing and attractive shade of pink
;

a good

exhibition varietv.

SEYMOUR LUCAS— Splendid rich crimson, probably the finest; good shape, perfect habit

extra.
3s. Grf. each.

LITTLE DEAR BEGONIAS — It was u^ who first raised rosebud-shaped flowered

Begonias, and called by that name in consequence ;
and it is to this day known and spoken of as the

loveliest for shape and colour, even of the many raised since, and may well be compared to a

Camellia, as the photo will convey. It is from this, during tlie last six years, we have given much

( 11 )
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attention in Retting up a stock sufficient to raise ami offer seed from. All who desire the very ir

prettiest and loveliest of all doubles should certainly have a packet of this, as they are gems of gems t

in every greenhouse wherever grown. l‘er pkt., Is., 2.s. Gd., and 5s.

DOUBLE BEGONIAS.
ORANGE-SCARLET.

1. ECLAT—Bright orange-scarlet. Is. 6ef.

2. EDWARD BANKS — Medium-sized,
well- formed flowers

;
good habit, soft red. 2s.

3. FELIX CROUSSE—Fine large flowers
of a splendid shade of orange-searlet. 2s. Gd.

4. HARRY LAINQ-—Bright scarlet, large
full flowers

;
fine. 5s.

6.

*INCENDIE—Suitable for baskets, rich,

reddish scarlet. 2s. Gd.

6. J. MARSHALL—Erect flowering, of a
bright scarlet shade; good habit; fine. F.C.C. 3s.

7. LORD FALMOUTH—Large'and fine;

bright scarlet; good. 3s.

8. LORD LAMINGTON — Glowing
orange-scarlet

;
verj free and effective

;
large.

7s.

9. M. THIROUX— Clear orange-scarlet,
moderate size flowers. 2s. Gd.

11. RUHM VON ERFURT—Bright scar-
let

;
medium size flowers

;
free. 3s.

12. W. B. MILLER— Orange-scarlet;
medium size

;
effective. 3s.

CRIMSON-SCARLET. Xc,
13. CANNELLS’ GEM- Compact habit,

forming into good shaped plants; medium-sized
well-formed flowers, slightly crimped edges, deep
red. almost erect flowering. 4s. Gd.

14. COLONEL EATON— Of a very rich
shade of scarlet

;
fine large flowers; erect habit

;

one of the best. 4s. Gd.

COLONEL EYRE—A splendid large
crimson

;
good . 4s.

16. DR. FELTZ—Full double flowers, rich
reddish crimson

;
vigorous. 3s.

DR. NANSEN—Splendid rich colour,
the brightest crimson yet seen

;
large and very

free. Award of Merit. 8s.

IG. FULGURANT—Deep crimson
;
free and

effective. Is.

17. FRANK BI3BY— Of a pleasing shade of
colour, soft cerise-crimson

;
fine large bold

flowers; perfect habit. 3s.

18. H. M. STANLEY — Bright reddish
crimson

;
fine flowers, free. 4s. Gd.

19. J. C. GARDINER — Cerise-crimson
;

large flat flowers
;
upright hahit. 3s. Gd.

20. J. CHAMBERLAIN—A fine variety.
5s.

21. J. LYON—Fine large flowers of a scar-
let-crimson colour; vigorous habit; good. 5s.

22. LAFAYETTE—Very free, medium size

;

rich colour. Awarded First-Class Certificate. 3s.

23. LEOPOLD DE ROTHSCHILD —
Crimson

;
large flowers, colour very rich

;
good

habit. F.C.C. 6s.

1 —INCE HENRY—Fine large flowers

;

cerise crimsou
;
good habit. 5s.

24. LORD LLANGATTOCK — Massive
flowers; clear reddish crimson; bold open
rosette-shaped flowers; free. F.C.C. 8s. Gd.

25. MARQUIS OF HARTINGTON —
Splendid colour

;
very useful. 4s. Gd.

26. M. DUVIVIER—Rosy crimson; very
double and fine. 2s. 6</.

( 12 )



27. PRINCE OFWALES—Bright crimson

:

a nseful variety. 2s. 6</.

28. RALPH MOORE — Enormous fine

flowers of a clear red shade
;
good dwarf habit

;

one of the best. 2s. 6rf.

29. RUBY RING—Bright crimson-scarlet,
fine and double. 2s. 6rf.

30. SAMSON FOX—Clear scarlet
;

good
size flowers. 2s. Cd.

31. SERGEANT BATES—Deep crimson;
medium double flowers. 2s.

32. TOD MERCER—Erect flowering, fine

double blooms of a deep red shade
;
very free and

good. 6s.

33. W. L. MURDOCE — Bright crimson
flowers; very double; good dwarf habit;
effective. 2s. firf.

WHITE, AND BLUSH COLOURED.
36. *BLANCHE DUVAL — White and

blush coloured creamy white, guard petals deep
blusb, large flowers

;
dwarf and free. F.C.C.

3s.

37. DR. MASTERS—Perfect habit
;
cream,

delicately tinted blush in centre. 2s. 6cl.

38. DUCHESS OF FIFE—Large, mode-
rately double flowers, of a delicate silvery flesh

shade ; a lovely variety
;
very free. 4s. Gd,

39. HER MAJESTY— Beautiful pearly

white, flowers very large and double, of fine

form and substance. 3s. Gd.

40. HON. MRS. G. J. GOSCHEN—Of a

delicate creamy shade, beautiful rosette-shaped

flowers. F.C.C. 3s.

41. LADY ARBUTHNOT—Very pretty;

good double flowers of a pleasing blush shade

;

large and fine. 4s. fief.

42. LADY KERRISON—Good habit; free-

flowering and nearly erect
;
pure white

; good
shape. 6s.

43. LADY ROBERTS — Much admired
;

nice open flowers, not too double, of a pleasing

blush tint, medium-sized well-formed blossoms,

us.

44.

MARY DANIELS—Very light blush,
tinted deeper

;
good-sized flowers

;
in shade of

colour it is both delicate and pretty. 6s.

46. MISS EDITH WYNNE—Pure white
;

very free
;
useful for baskets. F.C.C. 3s.

. MISS VEREKER—A beautiful variety;

large and fine
;
cream-tinted with flesh

;
very-

free. 6s.

. MISS AGNES SLACK—Flesh shade
;

noble flowers
;
erect. 7.«.

. MISS BROOKE FIRMAN—Very fine,

delic.ate blush
;
nice open flowers. A.M. 7s. H(f.

47. MME. CHAMPION — White centre,

tinted cream
;
large. 2s. Gd.

48. MME. E. TOURTEL — Pure white,
tinted centre

;
very free. 3s.

49. MRS. FRENCH—Creamy- white, very
free. 2s. Gd.

60. MRS. G. PA.UL—Creamy white, with
a slight tinge of blush. 2s. Gd.

61. OCTAVIE—Producing an abundance of

miniature camellia-shaped flowers
;
very useful

for wreaths, &c. 2s. Gd.

63. VIRGINALIS—Free flowering; distinct

and good. 2s. Gd.

ROSY PINK AND PINK COLOURED.
64. A. F. BARRON—Large fine flowers,

good erect habit
;
deep pink. 2s. Gd.

71. AMY KNELL — Hollyhock shaped
flesh, shaded pink

;
medium size, dwarf and

bushy. 3s.

66.

BEAUTY OF BELGROVE—Beautiful

silvery-pink, edges of petals shaded lighter,

flowers large and very fine. 3s. Gd.

66. CARNATION—Large soft salmou-piiik

flowers, distinctly striped and flaked light yellow.

6s.

67. CHARLES SHOWELL—Bright clear

pink, flowers large and fine. F.C.C. 2s. Gd.

68. CONSTANCE — Pink, shaded silver,

deeper centre
;
well formed flowers; free. 2s. Gd.

69. ENCHANTRESS—Soft pink, distinct

guard petals, centre yellow and orange. F.C.C.
2s.

60. FRANCIS F. FOX—Large double
flowers of a pleasing pink shade

;
very free and

effective. {Named by request.) 2s. Gd.

61. GENERAL CHICHESTER — Deep
rose-coloured flowers, very double, medium size.

F.C.C. 2s. Gd.

62. GENERAL GRAHAM—Salmon-pink
;

fine and large. 3s.

63. IMOGEN—Light rosy pink
;
large and

fine. F.C.C. 3s.

64. JAS. DOUGLAS - Large and well
formed, of a deep shade. F.C.C. 3s.

66. J. SELWAY—Colour of a splendid rich
lake shade

; quite distinct. 2s. Gd.

. LADY BIGGE—Of a beautiful salmon-
pink shade, flowers large and bold, distinct

;

free. 6s.

. LADY HARPUR CREWE—Massive
flowers, deep rose pink

;
fine. 4s. Gd.

. MISS GRANTLEY — Large salmon-
pink of great substance

;
extra. 6s.

66. LADY CARTER — A very free and
effective variety, one of the best for general
decorative purposes; pink, slightly tinted lilac;

good habit. 4s,
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67. LA FRANCE—Of a very pretty shade

of silvery pink; well-formed flowers; good. 2s. 6rf.

68. "MADAME ARNOULT— Of a most

pleasing shade of pinky blush, slightly edged

deeper. F.C.C. 2s. Gd.

69. MISS ELSEY WIRE — Soft pink,

creamy white centre, large and very doable; a

fine variety. 2s. Gd.

70. MISS PRANCES WILLARD—Tinted

white ground, outer petals delicately edged

I>ink, reverse of centre florets pink, crimped

edges
;
large. 7s. Gd.

71a. MRS. J. WOODWARD— Very deep

pink, medium size ;
upright habit. 3s.

72.

MRS. LASCELLES—Fine deep rosy

pink, with a clear and distinct light centre;

F.C.C. 3s.

73. MRS. W. J. EWINO — A distinct

variety, very deep rich pink, striped and splashed

lighter and soft yellow
;

very full and well

formed. 2s. Gd.

74. R. B. PARSONS — Full-sized double

flowers, deep pink, shaded silver, deeper centre

;

distinct. 3s. Gd.

76. ROSE LAING—Double flowers, of a

pretty shade
;
free. 2s.

7 7. SIR JAMES WHITEHEAD—A grand
variety; deep glowing pink; large well-formed

flowers
;
good habit. {JSlamed by reguest.) 2s. Gd,

78. SIR W. HOULDSWORTH—Bright

rose-pink
;
very free. 5s.

79. W. SULLY—Of a beautiful deep clear

pink. 7s.

A MOnUL BLOOM OF DOUBLE BEGONIA.

SALMON COLOURED.
80. CHARLES TURNER— Salmon-pink,

slightly streaked yellow, very large and free

;

a most useful variety. 2s.

81. COUNTESS SPENCER — Distinct

shade of salmon-pink, medium size, well-formed

flowers ;
a very pretty variety. 2s. Gd.

82. EDMOND AUDRAN Deep salmon,

shaded orange
;
distinct. 2s G</.

83. G. BRYCESON—Deep salmon, medium
sized, well-formed flowers; good habit; very
free flowering. 2s.

84. HON. MRS. PLUNKETT — Beauti-

ful soft salmon blush shade. F.C.C. 4s.

85. JOHN HARRISON — Soft salmon

;

medium size
;
erect flowering, 3.s.

86. LADY E. PEEL — Salmon shaded

;

full double flowers
;
large. 5s.
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. LADY GERTRUDE — A pretty ami
attractive variety. 3s. (if/.

87. LADY MARY WOOD—Large, bold,
solid double flowers of tbe tiuest form, salmon
and fawn shaded

; splendid habit; good. 7.v. (id.

88. LORD ROSEBERY—A line variety;
large. 4.«. 6J.

89. MISS ADA REHAN —A charming
variety, and will be much appreciated

;
deep

clear salmon, enormons double flowers
;
dwarf,

compact habit; good. 7s.

90. MISS RABY—Of a pretty and pleasing
sha<le of salmon

; large fine flowers, good sturdy
habit

;
attractive. !>s.

91. MRS. A. MANSFIELD — Beautiful
salmon, deeper centre

;
massive double flowers

;

pretty. 4.9.

92. MRS. ARMSTRONG — Hollyhock-
shaped flowers of a pleasing and attractive
shade of salmon flesh colour, very delicate,

medium size, very full
;
erect habit. 2s. 6d.

93. MRS. B. WYNNE—Soft salmon, very
pretty and pleasing shade. F.C.C. 3.s.

94. MRS. LYNCH—A pleasing and attrac-

tive variety of a pearly pink shade of colour,
edge of petals beautifully undulated. F.C.C. 4.s.

95. MRS. LEWIS CASTLE—Of a beau-

tiful salmon shade, large double flowers; quite
distinct. F.C.O. 49.

9(i. MRS. O. T. HODGES — Immense-
sized flowers; flesh coloured, slightly deeper
in centre. {Named hy request.) 4s.

97. MRS. W. B. MILLER — Flesh colour,
edged deeper and suffused soft salmon; medium
size flowers; very pretty. F.C.C. 3s.

. MRS. WHITE POPHAM—Of a deli-

cate salmon shade
;

g,nod substance; fine. 7.9.

98. MRS. WINDSOR — Ground colour,
creamy blush, delicately edged pink

;
attractive,

good habit. 3s.

99. MRS. W. PALMER- Distinct, free,

and dwarf; bright shrimp-coloured salmon, shad-
ing off lighter; full double flowers; good. 4s. 6</.

100. NURSE MARY CORNELL—Of a
very plea.sing shade of salmou-pink; large
well-formed flowers; good habit. 4«. tid.

101. SIR JOHN PENDER—Fine reddish
salmon, medium-sized well-formed flowers.

F.C.C. 3 .9,

102. SIR J. D. HOOKER—Of a rich deep
shade of salmon; free flowering and effective;
a grand addition. 4s Oi/.

104. WM. HOLMES—High centre, full of
rosettes of a delicate piuk shade; erect habit.
2.9.

YELLOW
105. GOLDEN QUEEN — Clear yellow,

mediumsize,almosterect flowering. F.C.C. 3s. Grf.

lOG. LADY EMILY DYKE—Deep yellow,
medium size, good free dwarf habit. {Named
by request.) 3s. Gd.

'

107. LADY MARY ANNIE FORESTER
—Pretty and quite distinct guard petals, slightly
tinged pink, centre very double, of' a deep
primrose shade. 3,".

108. LADY WHITEHEAD—Of a beautiful
clear yellow shade

;
large and effective

;
good.

{Named by request.) 4sv

109. MISS FALCONER — Certainly the
finest yellow variety yet introduced

;
massive

double flowers; good dwarf liabit, and very free
flowering. {Named by request.) 6s.

110. MISS LEITH—Quito distinct, attrac-
tive; soft yellow, distinctly edged rose; edges
of petals crimped

;
much admired. Gs.

111. MISS MATHEWS—Of a pleasing tint
of cream, delicately shaded flesh. F.C.C. 2s.

112. MME. LA BARONNE DE SAINT-
DIDIER — Very large; soft yellow; fine.

Awarded two F.C.C. Price on application.
113. MME. PFITZER—Saffron yellow;

large and free. 3s.

114. MRS. BUCKLAND— Deep shade of
primrose

;
medium size. 3s. Grf.

116.

MRS. CORNWALLIS WEST—
Yellow

;
shaded apricot, creamy centre, edged

pink, medium size
;
a charming flower. 4.9. .

IIG. MRS. JENKINS—Soft clear yellow,
deeper in eentre, large and finely formed flowers.
5.9. Grf.

117. MRS. R. CHRISTIAN—Of a soft clear
yellow shade

; flowers large and full
;
good dwarf

habit and very free flowering. Gs.

118. MRS. RALPH MOORE — Clear
huff shade, slightly tinted orange-rose in centre

;

very free and effective. 4s.

119. MRS. STARK—Fine large yellow of a
bright shade of colour, shaded lighter towards
edge of petals

;
a fine variety. F.C.C. 3s. Grf.

120. MRS. W. F. BENNETT—Soft prim-
rose-vellow, large and fine. F.C.C. 6s.

121. NARCISSE — Camellia-shaped, not
full, clear yellow

;
effective. 2s. Grf.

122. NINA—Most beautifulshadesof colour,
and bound to be admired

;
soft fawn, with

occasional petals tinted soft pink
;

good size
double flowers

;
fine habit

;
distinct. {Named by

request.

)

Gs.

123. REV. E. LASCELLES—Deep clear
yellow

;
a fine variety. 3s. Grf.

124. SAFRANO—In colouralmost identical
with the well-known rose, but with more of a
soft reddish amber shade; a fine variety. s.

125. SCHUMANN—Very double, deep yel-
low. 2s. Grf.

' J

12G. TRIOMPHE DE NANCY — Pale
yellow, large full flowers, good habit ; fine
39. Grf.

’

FOR PRICES OF SEEDLINGS, DOUBLE, SEE PAGE 20.
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SCARLET.
127. ALBERT OEOROE — Of a fiery

terra-cotta shade, of great substance
;
beautiful

habit
;
free. 2s.

128. CHAS. COLLINS — Splendid well-

formed flowers of a clear reddish terra-cotta

shade
;
a useful addition. 3s. 6<7.

129. EARL OROSVENOR — Producing
immense flowers of a bright orange-red shade

;

well-formed, free
;
a grand variety. 3s.

130. PRANK BEADLE — Of a glowing
orange-scarlet shade

;
well-formed circular

flowers
;
erect habit. F.C.C. 2s.

131. MARS—A very fine variety in this

shade of colour. 2s. 6rf.

132. MR. COCKBURN—A fine variety
;

orange-scarlet, erect flowers, large
;

a useful

addition to this class. 2s.

. MR. OEOROE RUSSELL -Very fine

well-formed scarlet flowers. 3s.

133. MRS. H. O. MURRAY-STEWART—
Rich scarlet, robust habit

;
for exhibition one of

the best. 2s.

. PAUL HARDY—Circular flowers of a

clear deep reddish-scarlet shade
;
free. 3s.

131. PRINCE OP ORANOE—Erect flower-

ing, very free and effective, glowing orange-
scarlet, well-formed flowers. F.C.C. 2.S.

13.1. SHIRLEY HIBBERD—Brilliant scar-

let of a dazzling shade
;
good habit. 2s.

CRIMSON,
136. A. W. TAIT (of Oporto)—Fine flowers,

intense crimson
;
dwarf and free. 2s.

137. A. MAYES — Rich crimson-coloured
variety

;
medium-sized flowers. 2s.

138. GIO-ANTEA—Crimson, petals nearly
4 inches broad. 2s.

139. QLOW-WORM—Intense fiery crimson
2s. 6(7.

140. GRANT ALLEN—Bold flowers of

great substance ; rich deep crimson
;

good
habit; vigorous; grand. 3s. 6(7.

141. H. H. HEATH—Fine vigorous habit

;

large flowers, rich glowing crimson. 2s.

142. INTENSITY — Of an intense rich

crimson shade
;
medium-sized circular flowers,

dwarf habit, free; colour very rich. 2.s. 6(7.

143 KING OP THE BEGONIAS—Strong
bushy, dwarf habit, intense scarlet-crimson.

F.C.C. 2s. 6(7.

144. SIR SYDNEY— Possessing fine-formed

flowers of a very intense shade of crimson: dwarf
and free. 2s. 6<7.

145. SIR TREVOR LAWRENCE — A
splendid rich coloured flower, fine and bold, bright

crimson-scarlet
;
dwarf bushy habit

;
free 2s. 6(7.

146. TOTAL ECLIPSE — A rich, self-

coloured variety. 2s. 6(7.

147. W. E. GLADSTONE—Immense fiery

crimson flowers
;
good strong habit. 2s. 6(7.

ROSE COLOURED.
148. CAMPANIA — Producing fine noble

flowers of thick texture
;
bright rosy- red; very

free and effective. 3s.

149. CHATTERTON—Of a beautiful rich

madder shade
;
enormous-sized flowers

;
free and

effective. 3,s.

. COUNTESS CARINA- Of a beautiful

pink shade
;
medium size, well-formed flowers;

good. 4.S.

160. C. P. WHITELY—Producing immense
sized flowers of a deep shade of pink

;
very free

and effective. 2s.

161. EXCELSIOR—Clear madder, bright

yellow centre ; well-formed flowers. 2s.

162. G. PARKER—Fine circular form
;
deep

pink, of a beautiful rich shade; distinct. 2s. 6rf.

153. J. RICHMOND—A fine improvement

;

large, well-formed flowers of a soft magenta
shade

;
dwarf and free. 2s. 6(7.

154. MISS CANNELL—Rosy pink, suffused

with purple. 2s.

155. MISS DAVEY—Of a beautiful and
agreeable shade of soft pink, large good shaped
flowers; dist net. 2s.

156. MISS DECIMA MOORE—Soft rose,

distiuct, deeper at edges, yellow tinted at base

of florets
;

dwarf ami free. 2s. 6rf.

157. MR. H. G. MURRAY-STEWART—
Deep rose, petals very broad

;
a fine variety.

2s.

158. MR. MURPHY — Large and well

formed, bright pink of a distinct shade. 2s.

159. MRS.BELLEW—Afine pinkvariety. 2s.

160. MRS. EDWARDS—Light pink, very

large flowers
;
effective. 2s.

161. MRS. H. CANNELL — Lovely pure
rose, lighter centre. 2s.

162. PURPLE GEM—Deep rose, suffused

with a shade of purple. 2s.

163. ROSE PERFECTION — Medium-
sized, well-formed flowers. 2s.

164. SIR W. HART-DYKE—Bushy habit,

rich shade of pink. 2s.

BUFF COLOURED.
166. BRONZE QUEEN—Distinct shade of 166. CAPTAIN KANE—Very disfnet and

colour, soft chestnut, with a deep bronze centre; effective, large flowers amber, light clear

medium size
;
dwarf bushy habit. 2s. 6(7.

( 17 )
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chestnut in centre, beautiful marbled foliage;

dwarf and sturdy
;
free. Grf.

167. EAEL OF BESSBOROTJGH—Clear

yellow-buff, edged soft red. 2.r.

1G8. FASHION— Old gold and amber, rosy-

bronze shade ucar the centre
;

well-formed

flowers
;
effective. 2.«. (it/.

1(1!). LADY HAMILTON GORDON —
Large fine flowers, buff shaded, soft yellow

towards centre of flowers
;
quite distinct. 2s. GrI.

170.

MRS. MANBY—Medium size; yellow,

shaded buff. 2s.

171. MRS. MOENS — Full-sized circular

flowers, of a distinct shade of rich amber
;
dwarf

aud free
;
quite different. F.C.C. 3s.

172. MRS. NUNN—Soft yellow, shaded buff,

deeper in centre
;
an attractive variety. 3s.

173. MRS. STOREY—Meilium-sized. well-

formed flowers, soft amber, shaded deeper;

distinct and attractive. 3s.

174. W, MARSHALL—Quite distinct in

colour, orange buff, deeper in centre
;
medium

size
;
good habit. 4s.

YELLOW.

175.

COUNTESS BROWNLOW—A fine

yellow, producing the largest flowers and richest

colour that we have yet raised
;
free and dwarf.

2 .^. (\d.

17(>. COUNTESS OF DUNMORE—Large

well-formed flowers, of a clear and distinct shade

of yellow; of grentsnhstance, dwarf and compact;

distinct. iWf,

177. J. DOWNS—Good habit and sub-

stance. 2.'5.

178. LADY LAWRENCE — Producing
splendid flowers of a clear rich yellow shade

;

good liahit : free flowering; very effective. 3.s.

. MISS AGNES STEWART — Fine

large bold flowers; soft creamy -yellow
;
grand

foliage. 3.S.

179. MISS DUCKWORTH — Full - sized

flowers deep primrose : distinct and pretty. 2s.

180. PRIMROSE—Of a soft primrose shade,

slightly deeper in centre
;
well-formed flowers

;

erect, habit. 2s.

181. PRIMROSE PERFECTION—Habit
and form better than the older varieties. 2s.

182. QUEEN OF YELLOWS — Pare
yellow, deep in shade. 2s.

. SIR WILFRED LAWSON—Very
fine; deep yellow, circular-formed flower.s

;
very

free and good. 4s.

SALMON.
183. DUCHESS OF WESTMINSTER—

A most beautiful variety, of a very pleasing

shade of salmon, tinted deeper in centre
;
well-

fornied flowers; fine. F.C.C. 3.«. Orf.

. DUKE OF NORFOLK—()f a pleas-

ing shade of salmon; circular Hower.s
;

free.

3s. 6c/.

184. LADY HENRY OROSVENOR—
Fine hold flowers, of a distinct shade of light

salmon, tinted red; pretty green foliage; bushy
habit

;
very free flowering aud attractive. 4s.

185. MRS. LEVI MORTON—Of a distinct

and pleasing shade of rosy salmon, much deeper

BLUSH COLOURED AND WHIT
190. BESSIE PITCHER— Attractive

;

medium-sized, well-formed flowers; white, petals

broadly margined red. 2s. Gcf.

191. BLUSHING BRIDE— Pure white,

edged pink ;
very pretty. Is.

192. EMILY TEESDALE—Beautiful pure
white, delicately edged with pink, fine large

flowers. 2s.

lf)S. FAVOURITE — Medium-sized well-

formed flowers
;
pure white, evenly margined

with fiery pink
;
very pretty. 3s.

194. MISS E. CLARKE—Very distinct and
effective

;
white, broadly margin^ soft lake

;

wonderfully free and showy. 3s.

195. MISS MASTERS—Fine large flowers

in centre ; large flowers of great substance
;
erect

habit
;
quite distinct. 3s.

18G. MISS LOWE—Of a distinct and
attractive shade, flesh salmon, shaded deeper in

centre ;
free, 2s. 6c/.

187. MISS NEVE—Well -formed flowers,

very smooth, and of a pretty and pleasing

shade of salmon. 2s.

188. MRS. ENO — A pleasing salmon-
coloured variety, softsalmon, with a tint of pink,

beautifully shaded deeper in centre; erect

flowering, dwarf. 2s. 6</.

189. SALMON QUEEN—A useful variety.

2s.

, WITH COLOURED MARGINS.
of a soft blush shade, delicately edged pink

;

vigorous dwarf habit. 2s.

MRS. GUTHRIE—Very pretty
;
pure

white, broadly and distinctly edged lake
;
free. 4s.

19G. MRS. HYDE—Very large fine flowers,

creamy white, upper flower petals stained blush
;

dwarf, bushy habit; free and effective. (^Nainec/ /ly

request . ) 3s.

197. PRINCESS OF WALES—Of a pleas-

ing shade of deep shrimp-pink on outer margin
of petals, shading off almost to white in centre

of florets. 3s.

198. W. H. POSTER—White ground with
a broad and even margiu of very rich lake

colour, tinted maroon, and shading off to a soft

magenta. 6s.

( 18 )
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RED.
199. CAPT. ROOERS—Flowers of fine trah-

stance, of a soft ro^-erimson shade. 2s.

200. JAS. GAZE—A splendid variety
; fine

formed smooth flowers of a glowing cerise colonr

;

extra. 2s. (!<f.

201. JEAN SISLEY—Of beantifnl smooth
texture ; very rich red. lighter centre. 2s. 6d,

202. LORD BYRON—Rich red, fine-shaped
flowers

;
good substance. 2.s. 6ef.

20.9. MR. CULLINGPORD—Soft rosy-red
;

fine bold fiowers. 2s.

204.

MR. PACKE—Flowers of great sub-

stance, of a distinct shade of red tinted buff, a
novel shade of colour ; good habit. 3s. Gii.

205. ODR LEADER — Soft red, lighter
centre; erect flowering, dwarf bushy habit;
circular flowers of large dimensions. 2s.

206. ROWLAND WITHERBY—Beautiful
clear-cut flowers of a decided red shade : dis-
tinct. 2s. Grf.

. SIR JOHN HALL—Bright rosy-red
;

large well-formed flowers
;
circular. 3s. (irf.

207. T. MOORE — Salmon-red, pleasing
shade

;
good habit. 2s>

WHITE.
208. MISS F. D. SKELDING — Good

circular shaped flowers of ihe purest white;
very free

; effective. 3s. 6rf.

209. MISS MALCOLMSON — Flowers
large and of fine substance

;
dwarf branching

habit. 2s. 6<f.

210. MRS. GROVE—Good, dwarf, bushy
habit; flowers medium size, and of the purest
white. 2s.

211. MRS. SHEPHERD—Circular form,
erect flowering

;
pure white. 3s.

212. NELLY PRITCHARD — Fine large
circular flowers of the purest white

;
good habit,

free; a grand variety, 2s. Gd.

213. THE LADY— Good dwarf vigorous
habit; well-formed white flow’ers. F.C.C. 2s.

BEGONIAS WITH SMALL FLOWERS.
WORTHIANA Orange-acarlel^ a favonrUie for bedding, and admired wherever seen,

os. to 9a. per dozen. Special prices for large quantities.

We have now a sufficient stock, and have also had sufficient experience of the Begonia as a
bedding plant (our lawn beds and bordcJrs having beeafall of the best during the two last summers)
to pronounce it as eminently suited to this purpose. Nor are we alone in this opinion j it is the
general verdict. Seedlings make a lovely bed ; hut to have all the plants of one regular height,
shape, and colour, a Stock must be propagated as one would Zonal Pelargoniums. They can be
pro^gated just like Dahlias, by cutting the Tubers at the eyes just after they have started. Plant
the bulbs ten inches apart, and take them up when the frosts come. This is really all the culture
needed. Begonia Wori/u'ana has proved itself a good bedder of the small flowering section.

BSaONTA WOBTETTAKA.

Sest bedding variety in cultivation,

216. CASTAN.^FOLIAi—Althou^ not a tuberous and purely evergreen vaeiety, it makes a
capital bed planted 9 in. from plant to plant, It has a very loveiy efecfi, and, like thA others finds
favour everywhere, dd. each

;
6.9. per dos,

*

(
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SEEDLINGS (SINGLE) FROM OUR FINEST NAMED COLLECTION.

No. 1 QTT AT,TT~y—Selected to colour, and almost equal to named varieties. 12s. per doz-

No. a QUALITY—Selected to colour. 7s. per doz.
;
46s. per 100 (dry tubers).

No. 3 QUALITY—Selected to colour. 4s. per doz. ; 25s. per 100 ,,

mixed—

S

uitable for bedding. 20s. per 100 (dry tubers).

Special Prices for large quantities.

SEEDLINGS (DOUBLE) FROM OUR FINEST NAMED COLLECTION.

iBt QUALITY—Various colours. 18s., 24s., and 80s. per doz. (dry tubers),

and QUALITY—Various colours. 10s. per doz.
;
70s. per 100 ,,

3rd QUALITY—Various colours. 6s. per doz.
;
40s. per 100 ,,

IdIXED COLOURS—For bedding. 6s. per doz. j 40s. per 100.

specially SELECTED—3s. Gd. to 6s. each.

Many of these are equal to the named kinds, and none but a trifle inferior.

We have a stock exceeding in extent and quality to any house in

Europe. Write us for quotations before placing your orders elsewhere.

We are now raising seedlings by thousands, and the result is, from our solentlflo

hybridising, we have many of the finest (voted First-Class Certlfioates, and universally

pronounced the finest doubles ever raised). We have at least 200,000 various bulbs, and all

who wish to introduce a great feature into their Conservatories or Gardens should have our

seedling doubles.

WINTER-FLOWERING AND EVERGREEN VARIETIES.
Our 100-ft. house during autumn and winter is a grand sight. No other kind can lay claim to so

many advantages as a winter-flowering plant as this class, and none are more useful than the

summer-flowering varieties.

217. ARGYROSTIGMA ELEGAN-
TISSIMA— Foliage spotted silver; free,

vigorous. Is.

218. ARGYROSTIGMA GIGANTEA —
Larger foliage, but not denticulated like above.

219. ASCOTENSIS—One of the finest; large

clusters of a beautiful pink colour.

220. BIJOU DE GAND — Dwarf bushy
hahit

;
soft pink flowers. Is.

221. CARRIERI—Flowering more particu-

larly during the winter. Beautiful pure white
hlooms in nice clnsters. Is.

222. DUCHARTREI— Beautiful hybrid
;

very ornamental white flowers, the under surface

of which are covered with red hairs. Is. Gd.

223. UNDULATA, syn. COMTE A. DE
LIMMINGHE and GLAUCOPHYLLA
SFLENDENS — For covering pillars and
baskets

;
flowers of a reddish-salmon colour. Is.

224. COMTESSE DE NERVELi^iE —
Partaking somewhat of the tuherous-rooted kinds,

226. DIg'sWELLIANA — Compact
;

soft

pink
;
pretty and distinct.

226. DREGn, syn. CAPPRA and RENI-
PORMIS— Beautiful green foliage, medium-
sized white flowers ; free.

. ERPORDIA — Pretty and effective
;

lovely rosy-carmine
;
useful. Is.

227. POLIOSA, syn. MICROPHYLLA—
Graceful habit

;
miniature white flowers.

228. FUCHSIOIDES, syn. MINIATA—
Flowers hanging in clusters of a bright red

colour.

. GLOIRE DE LORRAINE—A splen-

did kind, literally covered with a mass of pretty

pink flowers
;
grand. Is. 6rf. and 2s. Gd. each.

229. HAAGEANA—Dark foliage, silvery

blush flowers
;
pretty. Is.

230. HYBRIDA PLORIBUNDA, syn.

MULTIPLORA—Coral-coloured flowers
;
free,

vigorous
;
one of the prettiest.

231. HYBRIDA WELSIANA—Pretty and
effective

;
drooping flowers of a soft red. Is.

232. HYDROCOTYPOLIA—Bronzy foliage,

flowering throughout the winter.

233. INGRAMH, syn. SAUNDERSIANA
and LAURA—Reddish-pink

;
dwarf habit.

234. INSIGNIS, syn. INCARNATA—Free
and vigorous, medium-sized flowers of a lilacpink.

236.

KNOWSLEYANA—Free and vigorous
habit, silvery blush flowers.

236. MANICATA AUREO-MACULATA
—A very effective foliaged variety. Is.

237. METALLICA— Very useful; rough
dark leaves, the surface is a lustrous bronze-

green, veins dark red
;
free blooming. Is.

238. NITXDA, syns. OBLIQUA, PULOHRA
and PURPUREA—Shiny foliage, flowers in

clnsters of a silvery blush
;
distinct. Gd.

239. NITIDA ALBA ODORATA—Smaller
flowers than Nitida, but of the purest white. Gd.

( 20 )
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240. ODORATISSIM A—Very sweet
scented

;
bright rose coloured flowers. 9d.

241. PAUL BRUANT — Pointed leaves

;

free flowering
;
soft pink flowers

;
pretty foliage.

Is.

242. PICTA—When in full vigour has the
appearance of a densely foliaged Caladium,
flowers bright red. Is.

243. POLYANTHA — Soft pink flowers,
early flowering; can be used for Sprays and
buttonholes. Is.

244. RIOHARDSIANAVASTISSIMA, syn.

VAI iTDISSIMA—Flowers identical with Dregii,
but in foliage smaller and more toothed

;
bushy.

246.

RICINIFOLIA—Large bronzy green
foliage like those of the Castor Oil plant; where
a bold plant is required this will be found a
most nsefnl variety. Is. 6rf.

246. SATURNE—Dark foliage, free
;
con-

tinues in blossom for a length of time. Is.

Other varieties kept in stock.

247. SEMPERPLORENS ALBA—Dense
green foliage, white flowers. 6<f. each

;
4s. per

doz.

248. SEMPERPLORENS ROSEA I _
249. SEMPERPLORENS RUBRA)

Identical in every way with the above, excepting
the colours, which are white, edged soft rose and
red respectively. 9d.

251. SEMPERPLORENS DR. OHAS.
SAQ-NY—More bushy in habit and freeness in

flowering than the above
;
nsefnl. Is.

262. SEMPERPLORENS GIOANTEA
ROSEA.—Should be in every greenhonse. Is.

263. SOOOTRANA—A distinct and beauti-
ful species, bright rose-coloured flowers. Is. 6(/.

254. VERSCHAPPELTI — Bold foliaged

variety, rose coloured pendant flowers. Is. 6a.

256. WELTONIENSIS—One of the
prettiest

;
deep green marbled foliage, flowers

soft rose.

Those not priced 6rf. each.

266.

267.

268.

269.

260.

261.

262.

263.

264.

266.

266.

267.

268.

269.

270.

271.

272.

273.

274.

275.

276.

277.

278.

279.

280.

281.

282.

283.

284.

285.

286.

287.

288.

289.

290.

291.

292.

293.

REX CLASS-ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE.
Our Selection, 9s., 12s., 18s., and 24s. per doz.

AMAZONE.
ADRIAN SCHMIDT.
B. MoOREOOR.
CHAS. HOVEY
CHERUBIN.
CHICAGO.
COLONEL DENPER.
OOMTESSE LOUISE ERDODY.
DIADEME.
DUCHESS DE BRABANT.
ETOILE D'ARGENT.
PREDERIC SCHNEIDER.
GAETAN O’GORMAN.
GLOIRE DE VESINET.
HENRI DE ST. DIDIER.
INIMITABLE.
LA PERLE DE PARIS.
LEONARD LILLE.
LESOUDSL
LOUISE CLOSON.
LUCY CLOSON.
MARQUISE DE PERALTO.
MARS.
MDLLE. EMMA.
MME. ALLAMAGNY.
MME. BICHAT.
MME. CHATE.
MME. DE GUERLE.
MME. E. SCHMITT.
MME. P. ALEGATIERE.
MBIE. PANNY MASSANGE
MME. V. MOREL.
MME. RIVAL.
MERVEHjLE.
MIRA.
MME. ISABELLE BELLON.
OTTO PORSTER.
PERLE DE TRIESTE.
And any other varieties not mentioned

BEGONIA REX.

294. PETIT JULES.
295. PETIT LUCIE.
296 PRESIDENT CARNOT.
297. QUADRICOLOR.
298. RICHARD.
299. ROSEA LACTEA.
300. SIEBOLD.
301. SOUV. DE JEAN BART.
302. TELEPHONE.
303. UNIQUE.

here can be supplied at advertised prices.
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SPLENDID WINTER
BEGONIAS,

DARK FOLIAGE.
304. QLOIBE DE SCEAtTX—

One of the most beautiful
; of upright

growth, large, open, flat flowers of a

soft silky pink, contrasting well with
the rich bronze foliage. Is. 6rf. anil

2s. 6rf.

306. PRESIDENT BOURE
0ILLES—Dark foliage

;
large silver

pink flowers
;
very free. Is.

SPLENDID FOLIAGE
BEGONIA.

806. ARTHUR MALET — The
richest coloured variety ye t introduced

;

an improvement on Louise Closon.

Is. 6d. each.

BEGOntA OLOIKE DB SOEAVX.

Bouym'was.
all plants the Bouvardia, in onr opinion, excels for cut flowers, no matter whether for butMn-

111 holes, bonqnets, or table decoration
;
a spray of it is sure to be most prominent and pleasing,

«[/ and the odonr of several kinds is deliciously refreshing, and if well grown they will more or

I less continue flowering nine months out of the year. They only need the ordinary course of

/cnltivatron of the winter-flowering Zonal Pelargonium; hitherto they have been treated as a stove

plant, whereas they only need a temperature not higher than 50® or 60°
;
and in the summer to have

every attention like a specimen Chrysanthemum, and on the first appearance of cold weather to be

taken in the house, and when growing and flowering to be supplied with liquid manure occasionally.

SINGLE.
1. ANOUSTTFOLIA (species)—-Bcarlet.

4. BOOKn—Deep coral, tube and base of

petals pure white.

8. DAZZLER—Rich scarlet.

I'l. HOQ-ARTH—Good habit, scarlet.

12. HUMBOLDTH CORTMBIFLORA
(species)—Free growth, large, snow white.

13. INTERMEDIA.
14. JASMINIFLOHA (species)—White

;

fragrant.

16. FLAVESCENS—Pale yellow.

LAURA—Fine rose.16.

19.

20. PRESIDENT CLEVELAND— Large
flowers, crimson-scarlet.

21. PRIORY BEAUTY—Pale satin-rose.

QUEEN OF ROSES—Bright rosy pink.

ROSEA MULTIFLORA—Rosy pink.

ROSEA OCULATA—Delicate flesh
;
free.

SCARLET PRINCE — Bright scarlet.

1.1. 6if.

27. THE BRIDE— White, tinged flesh.

30. VULCAN—Scarlet.

31. WHITE BOUQUET—Dwarf and free.

32. VREELANDII, st/n. DAVISONH —
white.

22 .

23.

24.

26.

MRS.QREEN—Asalmon-coloured sport.

DOUBLE.
33. ALFRED NEUNER—Pure white. l.i. 36. HOGARTH

and l.«. Gd. each; 9s. and 12s. per doz. carmine.
36. FLAVESCENS-Dlstinct yellow. 37. PRESIDENT GARFIELD, .syn

ROSEA FL. PL.—Pink flowers.

FL. PL.—Light Scarlet-

Flowering plants in Autumn, Is. Gd. each and upwards.
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Bedding Calceola'dias.
1ITHE secret of having good beds of Calceolarias is getting healthy green plants, perfectly free from
J 1 1 insects. When planted out very early, good, deep, rich soil is essential, with a quantity of
* manure below the plant

;
this will prevent them going off as they usually do. The main thing

is to grow them vigorously, by always having rich soil to root into. Too much moisture causes them
to die off.

'

6. OOLDEN GEM— One of the best

2s.' Gd. to 3.9. 6rf. per dozen; rooted cuttings in

spring, 6s. per 100. ,

6. PRINCE OF ORANGE—A beautiful

variety. 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. per dozen.

7. SULTAN—Fine dark variety. Gd. each
;

6s. per dozen.

1. AMFLEXICAULIS—Lemon colour, good
for large beds and borders, late blooming. Gd.

each
;

os. per dozen.

2. AMFLEXICAULIS ALBA (species)—
creamy white. Is. each

;
8s. per dozen.

8. AUREA FLORIBUNDA — Yellow

;

fine. 8s. per dozen.
4. OAINE'S YELLOW -Good bedder.

2s. Gd. per dozen
;
rooted cuttings in spring, 5s.

per 100.

Taken from cold frame in the spring at the usual reduced prices.

Can'nas.
INDIAN SHOrr.

IIHESE give a very beautiful and tropical aspect to pleasure grounds, by their stately growth
and broad, massive foliage, relieved by rich crimson-scarlet, orange, or yellow flowers
during the late summer months

;
their foliage, comprising various shades of rich green,

glaucous and chocolate-crimson leaf-tints, fits them admirably for effective groups, their appearance
rendering them a striking contrast to other plants.

' '

They are also invaluable for large pot plants as portable specimens in pleasure-ground decoration,
and equally so for summer groups in large conservatories, in which their gyeat diversity of foliage

appears to advantage, and they are very ornamental for any purpose. Thet. following are the best

for conservatory, porches, or standing in tubs, pots, &c.
;
about a garden they are grand objects,

and for beds or single clumps are the finest';flbwering varieties of this family we ever had.

^ STILL ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL GANNAS IN EXISTENCE.
97. KONIOIN CHARLOTTE—Very vigorous, with beautiful and massive^. folmije

;
very

dwarf; the spikes, on which the individual blooms are arranged bouquet-like,, are very large, and
stand out well around the foliage; the flowers are large With well-rounded petals, bright red, edged
one-eighth of au inch wide with gold, the contrast of colour giving a novel aiid effective appearance ^

to the plant. A grand variety fqr the conservatory and greenhouse. We have rtoweiredand shown
it all the year—lovely even in* December and January. Award of Merit, Royal Horticultural

Society. 1a*. Strong plants, Is. 0</.

THE ORCHID FLOWERING CANNAS.
!)8. AUSTRIA—Musa-like light green leaves; flowersVery large and compact, of a canary-yellow

with a silver hue, inside slightly dotted with brown
;
maguificent for groups and a grand acquisition.

2s. Gd. '

,

99. ITALIA—Musiv-Iike foliage, bright green and white bordered ;
spikes gigantic, about 16 in.

long, with a number of flowers which are very large and measuring from 4 to 6 in. across
;
scarlet,

streaked on the margins and^tira with yellow. It flowers continnally. 2s. Gd.

i’or Newest Varieties, sec front part of Guide.

Is. Gd.

GENERAL COLLECTION. ^

GLADIOLUS FLOWERED.
1. A. DE MONTEBELLO—Carmine, shaded orange, green foliage ;

distinct. 3.«.

2. AIGRETTE—'Foitage green
;
scarlet, occasionally edged golden-yellow; large. 2s. erf.

3. ALPHONSE BOUVIER-^Deep rich crimson, large well-shaped flowers
;
free and good.

4-* * .c^ V'.i

)
3

'-4
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ALBA ROSEA—White, shading to pink in centre
;
large and broad petals. Is.

ALSACE, syn. LUTEA ALBA—Creamy white j a free bloomer ;
distinct. Is. lid.

ALEXANDRE BILLIARD—Fine flowers, crimson-scarlet
;

distinct ;
dwarf. Is. Gif.

AMI JULES CHRETIEN—Green foliage, soft chestnut-red or salmon shade
;

large
;

6s.

AMI PICHON—Velvety scarlet, large and well formed, foliage green. \s. 6rf.

AMIRAL AVELLAN (Vil.)—Bold flowers, clear yellow, distinctly spotted red, green

foliage
;
good. Is. Cif.

10. AMIRAL AVELLAN (Cr.)—Flowers very large, carmine-red, dark foliage. Is. 6d.

11. ANTOINE CHANTIN—A splendid variety; fine large flowers of a bright cerise-salraou

shade, dark green foliage
;
dwarf and free. Is. 6d.

13. AUREA—Pure rich golden-yellow
;
large and fine

;
green foliage. Sx. (id.

14. AURORE—Splendid fine flowers, bright chestnut-red, deep green foliage
;
one of the

finest. 2s.
. . , •

15. BEAUTE POITEVINE—Glaucous green foliage, splendid large flowers of a glowing

red. 2s.

20. COLIBRI—Clear yellow, base of petals and centre of flowers reddish carmine, foliage green ;

distinct. 2s. Gd.

21. COMTE DE BOUCHAUD—Very fine
;
bright golden-yellow, spotted bright red

;
green

foliage. 2s.
, ,

22. COMTESSE DE L’ETOILE—Vigorous habit; glaucous green foliage; splendid clear

yellow, thickly spotted with red on each petal. 2s.

23. COMTE DE GANAY—Salmon shaded, edged yellow, green foliage
;
fine. Is. Gd.

CONQUERANT—Large fine flowers
;
very bright amber, shaded deeper

;
good. 2s.

CONSTELLATION—Very dwarf
;
rich golden-yellow, spotted and marked red. 3s.

DIRECTEUR SIEBERT—Cinnabar-red
;
free; bold foliage. Is. GiA

DR. VERGELY—Fine green foliage ;
free ;

sulphur yellow, marked carmine. Is. Gd.

DUCHESS OP YORK—Yellow, thickly spotted red, well-shaped flowers, deep green

foliage ; attraetive. 2s.

30. DOCTEUR DOLERIS—Green foliage, large flowers of a rosy-red tint. 3s.

. DOYEN JEAN SISLEY—Bronzy-green fo(iage ;
useful for coloured foliage.

DOYEN J. LIABAUD—Light canary -yellow, large spots of pale salmon-red
;

very good. 3s. Gd.

EMILE LORENZ—A beautiful coloured variety. 2s. Gd.

ED. MIEG— Orange-crimson ;
very large flowers

;
compact. Is. Gd.

EGANDALE—Bronzy foliage, fine large flowers of a reddish crimson shade
;
good.

ETENDARD—Fine for massing
;
very large ;

clear bright red
;
good. 3s. Gd.

EXPLORATEUR CAMPBELL—Deep crimson, marbled carmine
;
large round flowers

;

splendid. Is. Gd.

35. E. MILNE-REDHEAD—Noble flowers : bright red and scarlet flowers ;
dwarf. 3s. bd.

FLAMINGO—Bright clear red
;
large, tvell-formed flowers ;

free
;
one of the finest. 3s. Gd.

36. F. THOMAYER—Purple foliage ; large fine flowers, clear orange. l.s. Gd.

37. FLORENCE VAUGHAN-Rich yel:ow, distinctly spotted scarlet; broad, well-shaped

flowers; extra. Is. Gd.

38. GOLIATH—Rich carmine-scarlet
;
a splendid variety. 5s.

3<J. GEOPFROY SAINT-HILAIRE—Beautiful dark foliage, large flowers, bright orange-

red
;
good. First-Class Certificate. Is. Gd.

40. GERMANIA—Very dwarf, massive green foliage, bright reddish-crimson, edged and

marbled with yellow. Awarded a prize at Chicago. Is. Gd.

41. GLOIRE LYONNAISE—Deep canary-yellow, marbled and striped, in centre of petals

bright red ;
distinct. 2s. 6d.

42. GOLDEN QUEEN—Clear yellow, faint markings of red; large bold truss and flowers;

2s. Gd.

HENRY IRVING— Clear orange-scarlet, broad bright orange border base of petals. 2s. Gd.

INOENDIE—Orange, heavily margined and marked gold
;
very free and large. 3s.

J. D. CABOS—Vigorous, foliage shaded purple, rich orange-amber. Is. Gd.

J. PARQUHAR—Fine flower, orange-carmine, yellow edging. Is. Gd.

JOHN LAING—Brick-red, broadly margined yellow ; large and well formed. Is. Gd.

KAISER WILHELM II.—Splendid large scarlet flowers
;
dwarf and free. Is. Gd.

L. E. BALLY—Green foliage, canary -yellow, spotted carmine; good. 2s.

LECLATANT—Very large and fine
;
rich reddish carmine. 3s.

LEON VASSILIERE—Beautifui dark foliage
;
scarlet flowers. 3s.

MARCUS MICHELI—Soft rosy-crimson, narrow yellow margin
;

fine flowers. 2s. Gd.
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24.

25.

27.

28.

29.

dwarf

;

31.

32.

88.

34.

2s.

fine flowers

;

2s. Gd.

good.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.



58.

59.

fiO.

THilNARD -Orauge, i«Msiiig to rosy-salraon
;

distinct;

S'. Ch,t|i|en & Gruide.

^OM&HON—Orange, jjassing to cinnamon colour, yellow at base of petals. 1». H</.
MATJRICE MUST—dios; -sal luon, Kbmlt;cl carmine

;
dwarf. 3s

H. DEBROUSE- A fine and useful variety
;
yellow, lightly spotted ml

;
dwarf. 2s,

MENEIjIK—A^ cll-ftbapcd flowers and spikes, rich velvetv-redduh crimsou ; dwarf; very
hue for colour. 3.«. 6r/.

' f > j

SOULEYBERAND Large spikes, long petals, ricli magenta; dwarf; greou foliage.

MONS. DESPONT—Fine dark foliage, scarlet flowers. 2s.

flowers
;
very bold green foliage. 2s. Grf.

°:|5f^^^*^“'P>*“r-yeUow, slightly dotted
; haudsoiue foliage. Is. Gd.MME. CROZY—Green foliage; compact habit, flowers large and fine; clear orange-

vermilion, edged gold. Is. G<f.
o > o

61. MME. LA BARONNE P.
foliage green

;
good flowers

;
fine. 3s.

MME. MONTEFIORE—Large and fine
;

yellow, lightly spotted. Os

fo'
ILES—Very jwetty, of a rosy-red shade, green foliage. 3s.

flowers ^Ls^GJ
Lanceolate green foliage, distinctly shaded purple; clear orange-scarlet

ct
l^uperb flowers, velvety carmine-rose, shaded deeper

;
fine. 3s.

65. PAPILLON—Large flowers, rosy-carmine, well-formed flowers. 2s. Gd.
6s. ^-^yL BERT--Dark foliage, shaded chocolate and purple, circular formed flowers of a

glowing- golden amber shade
;
very distinct

; dwarf. First-Class Certificate. Is. 6<f.
’ BRUANT—-Splendid green foliage

; spikes large and tine
;
magniticent flowers of

orange- red, tinted scarlet. 2s.
r o > -e

pq' —Dark foliage, rich coloured flowers, amaranth crimson. 2s.

70 ?sTTT marbled and blotched carmine; large ami fine. 2,s-.

amber
; fine large flowers, edged yellow-

;
good. 2s. Gd.

* “APA CANNA Large and well-formed, glowing red, shaded vermilion, habit dwarf

;

\ Gry xFGG*

72. P. MARQUANT Splendid green foliage; flowers deep salmon, passing do lose-tinted
carmine. l,s. Gd. > r -b

73. Pierson & CO.—Well-formed flowers of a very rich crimson
;
good. 2s. Gd.

P. J. BERKMAN—Ricli magenta shade, deep green foliage
;
extra. 2s.PIONEER Good heads of flower, bright red-rayed orange : tine. 2s. 6cf.president CARNOT—Dark foliage, large red flowers; good. Is. Gd.

PRESIDENT FATVRE—Foliage chocolate purple, mid-rib reddish chocolate; beautiful
large leaves ; eSoctive. Is.

. PRESIDENT KRUGER—Flowers large and fine; salmou-red, edged aud mottled light
yellow

;
dwarf. 3s. 6</.

> b 6

77. PRINCESS BONNIE—Vivid bright scarlet, broadband of gold, very laa-ge spike; free. 2s.

7o’
—Large, vermilion shade, marked reddish-cerise, edged gold

;
very free. Is. 6(4

7J. PROVENCAL—Dwarf and compact; fine flowers; intense reddish scarlet; giiind for
massing; green foliage. As. Gd.

80. QUASIMODO—Vermilion, edged yellow
: large

; compact. Is.
. REICHSKANZLER FURST HOHENLOHE — Deep golden yellow, almost a self

eolourvd flowin'
;
dwarf habit

;
good. 2s. 6(4

81. ROSALIND—A decided shade of rose-pink predominating nfl through the flowers ; large
spikes

; free
;
distmc-t. 2s. G(/.

®

SALMON QUEEN— Almost a clear salmon shade
;
very distinct. 2,v.

83. SENATEUR MXLIiAUD—Splendid dark foliage, flowers bright orange ; a grand variety for
tubs and open spaces on lawns. Is. G(4

o o - o j

84. SENATEOR MONTEFIORE—Rich shadeof omnge-amber, edged golden-yeflow
; glaucous

green foliage. Is. G(4
o e> / > &

8i . SOUV. D ANTOINE CROZY—Rich vermilion, witli broad margin of deep gold; large
said to be superior to Mme. Uruzy. 2s. 6(4

88. SOUVENIR DE PRESIDENT CARNOT—Beautiful dark foliage, and bright coloured
flowers. 2s. 6(4

“

93. SUNSET GLOW— Bright salmon, witli pale yellow band 'to each petal; very distinct;

TREYVE MARIE —-Carmine and salmon
; flowers large and well opened. Is. Gd.

T. H. BICHON—Light bronze foliage, dark red flowers; broad petal*. 8s.
THEOPHILE VIARD—Amaranth red, tinted carmine

;
good. Is.

74.

75.

’

76.

free.

94.

95.

96.

Twelve useful varieties, our selection, 9s. Other varieties can be supplied, list on application.
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CMNM'IONS.
THE BEST VARIETIES IN CULTIVATION.

Yes, lovely Carnations ! No matter who, all like this flower
;

yet how selilom we see them

in gardens ! If once planted in ordinary ground they will grow. Cut out the flower-spike in

August, cut a slit half-war through the wood of the side shoots, two inches under the lowest leaf

bearing the cut, dividing and replanting in good well-dug ground any time before Christmas, and

another year's flue bloom is almost a certainty. For exhibition, they have to be planted in

8 or 9-inch pots and placed under glass when in flower. Their almost only enemy is wireworm,

which must be destroyed.- Good varieties, (5s. and 9.s. per dozen and upwards, our selection.

We have nnuch pleasure in submitting to our esteemed patrons a few cultural

notes from an eminent and most successful Carnation Specialist. They will be

found concise and to the point. The same also applies to the cultivation of the

Piootee.

CULTIVATION OF THE CARNATION.
1. Time/or Plaiitimj.—fl'Tom the middle of September until the end of October. In the

spring, whenever the weather is favourable. When Carnations are planted too early in the open

grounds they sometimes suffer from the effects of drying winds.

2. Preparation of the Ground.—Thi.s should be done iu September, or sooner, by treiichiug it

to the deptli of 1C or 18 inches, and work somo decayed man tire in during the process. A good

medium clay loam is best, and one rather inclined to be heavy than light
;

but I have grown

Carnations admirably on light sandy soil—but iu this case some clayey loam mixed with leaf-mould

and decayed manure was placed round the roots

3. Planlhuj.—This should be done its soon as the plants ai’e received. The ground lutving

been previously prepared. Carry the box containing the plants to tbe bed, aud plaut them out as

they are removed from the moss and papers. The plants should be si.x inches from fhe ®^g® *tf the

bed and 15 inches asunder in the rows. Plant to the first pair of leaves
;

the roots should ue well

into the grouud, and some fine soil worked in amongst them, pressing it in with the fingers. Attea-

planting mulch the surface of the soil amongst the plants with decayed manure ;
this an-ests

evaporation from the soil, and acts as a protective agent in winter.

4. Treatment after Plantimj.—The plants, if well put into the grouud, do not usually rcijuire

any support
;
but slender, tall plants may require a slight stick to hold them upright. Auy plants

that may become loosened, or even t mown out of the ground by alterna'.e froSt.s and thaws during

wintrr, must be pressed in with fingers when the soil is soft.

•8. Pot Cxthure.—AW the successful exhibitors of Carnations grow a considerable number of

plants in flower pots. Tbe lay era ate jiotted up in the autamii hi small flower pots, large end small

sixties, two iu the larger size and one iu the smaller. The potting soil ought not to he too heavy
;
a

good compost is formed of four parts loam, one of leaf-mould, and one of decayed manure, with

sand to keep the material in porous condition. After potting them, place iu a garden fraiue, kept

rather close for a few days, and if they are potted up early it may be necessary to shade trom

bright sunshine.

Tub Cabnaiion Manual coiitains nmeh useful and practical information for Amatuurs.

Copies can he supplied at 3s. Gd.,free hy past.

NEW MALMAISON CARNATIONS.
T.ATiv GBIMSTON — Largo heaiitifully

foimed flowers; pinkish-white, handsomely

marked bright rose
;

sweet scented. 3s. Gd.

each.

PRIME MINISTER—Bright scarlet; flue

broad petals: the finest scarlet Maliimisou;

sweet scented, "is. Gd. each.

TRUMPETER -Dark crimson
;
of handsome

shape and fine quality; largo; sweet scented;

robust. 3s. 6f/. eacli.
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NEW SELF AND FANCY
BELLA DONNA—Bright red

;
large and

full
;
good habit; fine border variety. 3s. 6rf.

each.

BOADICEA—Rosy scarlet
;
hand.soine form

;

the best border kind of this colour. 3.«. (irf. each.
CASSANDRA—Delicate flesh colour;

vigorous
;
handsome flow ers

;
rather late. 3s. Gd.

each.

DICK DONOVAN—Blush W'hite on opening,
changing to pure white; large and fine form; a
superb exhibition variety. 3s. Gd. each.
DON JUAN—A fine show variety

; well
formed, and of largest size; buff 'ground,
curiously flaked, and streaked reddish- purj)le.
3s. Gd.

DRAGOON—Yellow ground, fancy, freely
barred

,
and edged purple

;
large and good form

.

3s. Gd.

ED. MARSHALL— Finely-formed scarlet
;

free
;
good border variety. Is. Gd.

ENDYMION—The flowers are large, petals
smooth, exquisite form, and of a delightful
salmon. pink colour; a magnificent variety.
5s. each.

GARRICK—Full and large
;

colour a rich
ruby red

;
quite distinct. 3s. Gd.

GILDA—Primrose yellow
;
a splendid border

variety
; vigorous. 3s. Gd.

IBIS— Fine for border
;

perfect form
;

of a
beautiful fle.sh colour; grand for exhibition.
3s. Gd. each.

LADY HINDLIP— A brilliant crimson-
.scarlet variety, of perfect form and petal

;
large.

3s. Gd.

LAMPLIGHTER—Very fine bright scarlet

;

large flowers of beautiful form and substance.
3.V. Gd.

may YOHE—Large, handsome flowers of a
deep reddish pink colotir, sweetly' scented

;
very

desirable. 3.s. 6rf.

lONERVA—A fine border kind, of handsome
exhibition form

;
deep clear pink. 2s. (k/. each.

CARNATIONS FOR 1898.
MOPSA — A lovely, clear yellow apricot

colour
;

fine form
;

petals smooth, and of fine

quality. 2s. Gd. each.

MRS. COLBY SHARPIN—A superb border
and show variety, of a rich cinnamon colour

;

should bo in every collection. 3s. Gd.

MRS. JAS. DOUGLAS — Flowers are perfe.ct

in form and of large size
;
colour rich carmine-

rose
;
early flowering. 3s. Gd.

MRS. MACRAE—Very fine dark scarlet,

a decided imj)rovement upon Iluyes’ Scarlet
large, fine form. 3s. Gd.

PANDELLI RALLI—A handsome border
variety

;
bright yellow, well formed

;
a perfect

calyx. 2s. Gd.

PERSEUS — Rich, full yellow ground
;

flowers good form, edged orange-red and lilac; a
curious and pleasing combination. 3s. Gd. each.
PROSERPINE — Yellow ground, fancy,

heavily edged, and flaked scarlet
;
good form.

2s. Gd.

REGATTA—Rosy-pink, quite distinct from
any other of this colour; flowers neat and
perfect. 3s. Gd.

SILVER STRAND—An exquisite of perfect
form and petal

;
large flowers, perfect calyx

;

one of the best whites. 3s. Gd.
THE BARD—Delicate pale bnff, of unique

colour
;
full-sized flowers, compact form

;
robust.

3s. Gd.

THE CZAR—Very distinct and handsome

:

yellow ground, with a heavy margin of bright
purple. 2s. Gd. each.
VESTA—A fine white border variety

;
flowers

large, well formed. Is. Gd. each.
ZEPHYR — White, delicately shaded with

pale pink or blush, of large size and handsome
form

; lovely for exhibition or border. 3s. Gd.
ZOE—Very distinct and charming; remark-

able for its unique colour
;
a delicate rose-lilac

;

good form. 3s. Gd.

Carnations made safe against Wireworm, and also
vigorous and doubly satisfactory.

Again, out of the many thousands of plants we grow, not one was lost during the
last two seasons ; a teaspoonful of our Manure, mixed with six times the quantity of
Mil and like quantity of soot, not only keeps them free and safe all the season against
this pest, but adds double vigour to the plants, makes the blooms considerably larger,

Pf°““ced in greater quantity, and intensity of colour much increased. No one
should ever fail to sprinkle some, and round every plant immediately after planting

;
it

not only entirely keeps the pest away, but it makes the grass a lovely glaucous green.
All would admire your Carnations, and everybody would be proud of their plants grown
in pots. Should be used once a month

;
by strictly attending to this the flowers would

be double in quantity and of a larger size.

Cwt, 80s. : 56 lbs., 42s. 6d. ; 28 lbs., 22s. 6d. ; 14 lbs., 12s. 6d.

;

per lb.. Is. 3d.
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SHOW, SELF, AND FANCY VARIETIES OF BORDER
CARNATIONS.

ABIGAIL—Rose. Is.

ALBA PEBFECTA—Blusli.

ALBINO—White.
ALICE ANN MARY—Rose.
ALICE AYRES—White, tipped carmine;

very free.

ALINE NEWMAN— Scarlet, a grand flower

;

robust grower. Two F.C.C. Is.

AMETHYST—Ricli carmine-maroon, mottled

and shot crimson-purple
;
largo, good form.

ANDROMEDA—Pink.

ARIADNE—Deep pink.

ATTRACTION—Pink.

AUGUSTA—Deep apricot.

AUREOLA—Buff or orange.

BEAUNE—Claret.

BENDIGO—Bluish-purple. 2s. Gd.

BLUSHING BRIDE—Blush.

BRAW LASS—Fine form, rich bright rose
;

vigorous. F.C.C. Is. 6rf.

BROCKHAUS — Chamois with steel blue.

Is. 6rf.

BUDGE—Delicate pink.

CANTAB—Deep bright scarlet self, large

full flower, good form, clove-scented. Is.

CAPT. DALGETTY—Crimson-maroon.

CARDINAL—Scarlet

CARNIVAIj—Canary-yellow. Is.

CLEOPATRA—Purple.

CORUNNA — Deep clear golden yellow,

slightly fringed
;
vigorous. Is.

COUNTESS OP ERNE—Bright primrose

yellow. Is. G</.

COUNTESS OP PARIS — Delicate flesh

colonr, bold flower, good calyx
;
desirable.

CRIMSON PEARL—Crimson.

CROMBIE’S PINK—Fine deep pink self.

Is. 6(/.

DAPHNE—Blush.

DEUTSCHE BRAUT—White,splashed rose.

DUCHESS OP PIPE (Cocker), syn. The

Burn .—A splendid shade of a delicate pink
;

vigorous habit
;
very distinct. Pd.

DUCHESS OP PORTLAND (J. Lamb)—
Enormous flowers, edged and striped rose, does

not burst
;
strong grower

;
a general favourite.

Is.

DUCHESS OF TECK—Deep rose, fine form.

DUCHESS OP YORK—Light coral, shading

to pale flesh
;

large, and does not burst
;

fine.

Is. 3d.

DUKE OF ORLEANS—A distinct shade of

yellow
;
the flowers of large size and fine form

;

plants of vigorous growth. F.C.C. Is.

EDELWEISS—White ground, feathered and

flamed lilac. Is. 6d.

EMMIE—Flesh pink.

EMPRESS—Pure white shell-like petal, fine

large smooth flower
;
fragrant

;
a non-burster

;

splendid habit.

EUDOXIA—Bright rose.

PAIR ROSAMOND—Pure white, bcautif ully
strijjed bright carmine

;
extra large, fine form. Is.

PEUERZAUBER (Self)— Cinnabar-scarlet
of elegant form

;
plant semi-dwarf and very free

flowering
;

fine. Is.

FIGARO—Deep cream colour, with purple,
blood-red, aud white

;
very largo flower. Is.

FLORIZEL—•Crimson-maroon.
GEORGE DUPPIELD—Rose and crimson.
GERMANIA — Citrou-yellow, good broad

smooth petals, flowers largo, full, good shape.
GILBERT—Heliotrope. 2s.

GLADYS—Pale rose.

GLOIRE DE NANCY—Pure white; large
and fine.

GUSTAV PREITAG—Deep apricot. Is. 6(/.

HAYES' SCARLET—A grand scarlet self
;

undoubtedly the best scarlet self yet raised.

F.C.C. Is. Grf.

HEBE—Blush; a very free and useful variety.

HEROINE—Salmon-scarlet.

HORACE — Free flowering
;

rich dazzling
scarlet; vigorous habit, does not burst. F.C.C.
HORACE TRELAWNEY—A large full

rose-coloured flower; fine variety. Is. 6d.

HUNTSMAN—Scarlet.

J. L. TOOLE— Scarlet, closely striped dark
blood-red

;
full-flower. Is.

JOE WILLET—Bright scarlet. Is. 3d.

JUNO—Purj)le.

JUPITER—Purple.
KATHLEEN—Soft pink.

KETTON ROSE—Fine rose self, good for

either pots or border
;

strong constitution
;

a
grand addition to this class. Is,

KING ARTHUR—-Of the most distinct crim-
son-scarlet

;
flowers very largo, of the finest

form; noble appearance in the border. F.C.C.
2s. Grf.

KING OP CRIMSONS—Crimson.
KING OP SCARLETS—Scarlet. Is.

LADY AGNES—Rose.

LADY ANSTRUTHER—Rose and crimson.
LADY GWENDOLINE—Bright rose.

LADY RIDLEY—Creamy white, large and
of exquisite form : vigorous habit. Is.

LADY WANTAGE—A superb wliite self,

very smooth petals, good formed flowers. Is.

LEANDER—Intense deep yellow self, heavy
shell-like petals, and full flower.

LELIA—Crimson.
LISZT— Scarlet, flaked brown.
LITTLE NELL—Pale pink.

LORD SALISBURY—Pure white; large and
fine. 6d.

LORNA DOONE — Bright clear yellow
ground, bizarred with crimson and scarlet.

LOTTIE—Rose.

MABEL—Rose pink.
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MAGGIE COCKER—Rich pink.

MAGPIE— Pmi>Ie ami maroon.

MALVOLIA—Crimson-maroon.

MAMMOTH—Rose and crimson
;
very large.

MARK TAPLEY—Crimsoii-uiaiooii.

MARY MORRIS— Hoautiful roso-pink
;
one

of the host. Gd. each
;
os. per doi.

MAUD—Pink.

MAURICE KINGSCOTE — Rosy -pink
;

large.

MEPHISTO—A lovely crimson of the colour

of the 01(1 Clore, hut deeper
;
the flowers are of

exquisite form. F.C.C. 1*.

METEOR—Salmon-scarlet.

MIDAS—Bright rose.

MISS AUDREY CAMPBELL—Yellow self

;

very vigorous habit
;
flowers very large, of an

exquisite shade of yellow
;

quite distinct.

P.C.C. U.
MISS ELLEN TERRY—Pure white self,

hiFge and fine. Is.

MONTAGUE—Salmon-scarlet.

MRS. BARNEWALL ELLIOT— Grand
salmon self. Is. Grf.

MRS. BRIGHT—Amher-yellow
;
free.

MRS. DIVES—Rose and grey.

IiIRS. DOUGLAS—Clear yellow ground, of

exquisite form, medium rose edge. Is.

MRS. ERIC HAMBRO—Pure white, of the

largest size and of most jrerfeet form. Award of

Merit. Is. G</.

MRS. PRANK WATTS — Pure white;

extra fine quality.

MRS. FRED—Pure white, fine
;
one of the

best. Is.

IMRS. GAMBLE—I’ure white. Is.

MRS. MUIR—Pure white, smooth petals
;

very free.

MRS. PERCY GORDON—White, striped

salmon.
MRS. REYNOLDS HOLE — Terra-eotta

coloured self, large and full ; distinct.

MRS. VERNON HARCOURT—Salmon-

scarlet.

MRS. WALKER—Ro.se and crimson.

MRS. WELTON—Pink.

NIPHETOS- White.

OLD CRIMSON CLOVE—Rich maroon of

great sub-tunce ;
universal favourite. Gd. each

;

5s. per doz.

OXONIAN—Blood crimson.

OXONIAN—Clear soft blood-crimson self.

PANORAMA — White ground, flaked

spotted rose pink. Is.

PRESIDENT—Purple.

PRIDE OF PENSHURST- Pure bright

yellow self
;

large and fine.

PRIDE OP THE GARDEN—Fine deep
rose. Is.

PRIMROSE-—Primrose shaded.

PRINCE OF ORANGE—Orange.

PUCK—Purple, tinged carmine.

PURPLE EMPEROR-Purple self

PURPLE GEM—Purple.

QUEEN OP BEDDERS — Rosy -scarlet

;

good robust habit
;
very free.

QUEEN VICTORIA — Scarlet, flaked

velvetv-browu.
QUEEN OF YELLOWS—Yellow Is. Gd.

RABY CASTLE—Large bright pink serrated

flower. Gd. each
;

5s. per doz.

RED BRAES—White ground, edged purple.

RED RIDING HOOD—Bright .scarlet.

R. KIPLING—Crimson and maroon,

ROI DES POUPRES—Scarlet.

ROSALIND—White, feathered rosy-red.

ROSE CELESTIAL—A rose-coloured self

large fine flowers.

R. SCHUMANN—Scarlet.

RUBY—Rich rose.

SADEK—Dark rose, admirable form, colour

quite charming
;
of better form than Jiubu. Is. 6d.

SALAMANDER—Salmon-scarlet; targe full

flowers : smooth petal
;
very distinct. Is.

SCHLIEBEN—Aurora and steel blue. 1 v. 3d.

SEVILLE—Buff shaded.

THE BURN - Bright pink.

THE GOVERNOR—Beautiful blush-white,

large and full ;
extra fine. Is. (id.

THE HUNTER—A deeper shade of .1/rs.

Rei/nidds Hole, and a non-burster. Is. &d.

THEODORE—Heliotrope. 2s.

THE PASHA—Fringed petals of a rich deep
apricot colour

;
a charming border Carnation,

and one of the very best to cut for bouquets.

Is. Gd.

TRISTRAM— Crimson maroon.
URIAH PIKE—Dark crimson

;
nicely per-

fumed
;
a good variety for cutting.

VALKYRIE—Pink.

VAN DYCK—Steel blue, marked with grey.

VARSITY VOLUNTEER—Bright scarlet.

VISCOUNTESS MELVILLE -Heliotrope.

WHITE QUEEN— White.

Those not priced Is. each
;

#s. per dozen. Our selection, 8*. and 9s. per dozen.

YELLOW FANCIES, BORDER AND SHOW VARIETIES.
ADA—Yellow ground, fiaked rose and mtiuve.

ALEGATIERB — Yellow ground, flamed

scarlet.

-•ALI baba—

Y

eilow gronnd, flamed rose and

mauve ;
large. Is. Gd.

ALMIRA—Canary-yellow, edged and flaJaed

rose
;
large.
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ANNIE DOUGLAS —|Yellow, edged pale

pink
;
distinct.

ANNIE ROSS — Yellow ground, flashed

mauve.

AURORA—Orange ground, flaked with grey.

BCECKLIN—Yellow, heavily edged purple.



P CARDINAL WOLSEY—Yellow, edged and
flaked rose.

CHAMELEON—Yellow, with carmine and
slate-grey

;
line.

CHARLES I.— Kawii-yellow, flaked pink.
CHRYSE.— 'I’erra-cotta, flamed rose.

CHRYSOLORA—Height yellow, flaked pink,
CLIMAX—Yellow with pomegranate, heavy

edge.d
; good. 2.^. Rd.

COWSLIP—Yellow ground, edged rose. 1«.

DUCHESS OP PIPE — Yellow ground,
splached bright rose.

D R E A M S —Sulphur-yellow, flashed with
purple.

ERNEST EWIN — Orangi*. ground, splashed
with vermilion.

ESMARCH—Yelloa- ground, fancy.
PANCHON—Creamv-ground, fla.shed steel !

blue.

GEORGE CRUICKSHANK-Orauge
ground, flaked crimson.
GLAUCUS—Yellow ground, flamed grey.
GLOW-WORM—Yellow, marked pale rose.
GOLDPINDER—Yellow ground, edged and

splashed purple.

HESITATION—Apricot gr.)und, flaked red.
JUDITH—Hutter-yellow. flashed pink,
KELSO ABBEY—Deep buff ground, flaked

rosy -pink.

lily—Yellow ground, flashed aurora and
steel grey.

MIKADO—Lemon yellow, heavily feathered
pink.

MIRABILIS — Lilac, rose-cannine wiUi
yellow centre.

MONARCH—Yellow ground, flaked purple
and blood red.

MME. VAN HOUTTE—Yellow ground,
deeply edged purple.
MOONLIGHT — Yellow ground, sj)lasheJ

])ink.

MRS. A. TATE-—^Ycllow, lieavily sj)laphed
rose and red.

MRS. CUNNINGHAM—Yellow, edged with
pink.

MRS. P. HOOPER— Heavily splashed purple.
MRS. MORRELL— Yellow ground, I'icoteed

cherry red.

MRS. SCOTT BANKS— Yellow ground,
flashed rose and mauve.

MRS. SEYMOUR BOU 7ERIE- Apricot
'

ground, flaked crimson.
MRS. WYLLIE—Yellow ground, flashed

rose.

NANCY—Apricot flamed, ro\y-rod.

NANKIN— Apricot liamOvd, rosy-red.
OLD COIN—Yellow, flaked with red and rose*

PARSIFAL—Yellow ground, heavily edged
coppery eriinsoii.

PETER BARR — Yellow ground, flashed
white.

PRESIDENT CARNOT—Yellow ground,
flashed aurora and steel blue.

QUAKER’S DAUGHTER -l?utT ground,
flamed rose.

RACHEL—Yellow ground, flamed ro«e.
ROMULUS—Deep yellow, marked rose.
R. H. ELLIOTT—Ruff ground, flaked red.
SACHARISSA — Primrose ground, flaked

pink
;
pretty.

SARDONYX Ruff ground, marked scarlet
and white. j r^.f

SIR BEAUCHAMP SEYMOUR—Orange
ground, edged with red.

®

SLEEPING BEAUTY- Apricot ground,
flamed heliotrope.

STADRATH BAIL—Canary yellow, marked
scarlet and white.

STAMBULOPP—Yellow ground with pome-
granate red.

SWEETHEART — Deep apricot, streake<l
and edge » arinine lake.

TERRA GOTTA—Terra cotta, edged rose-
pink.

THE BRIDE—('anary yellow, marked white,THE DEY— Rich huff ground, streaked with
rose.

TROUBADOUR—Apricot ground, edged and
flamed red.

VAN BENNINGSON—Yellow, with fierv-
cinnnmon-carlet.

VENUS—Canary yellow, marked with rose.
VICTORY—Orange ground, heavily flaked

rose.

W. A. CLARKE—Apricot ground with rose.
Vr. M, THOMSON —Deep buff ground,

flamed blood-red.
^

YELLOW WAGTAIL — Bright yellow
picoteed-mauve, pink and white.

BEST EXHIBITION KINDS.

SCARLET BIZARRES.

ALFRED
ARTHUR MEDHURST.

Lv. (!('.

EMPRESS OP INDI4
PRED
GEORGE
GILBERT

JOSEPH CROSSLAND: l.v.Brf.

mars:
ROBERT HOULCPRaVE
ROBERT LORDDUKE OP YORK
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AORICOLA,
CHARLES HENWOOD
GEORGE MELVILLE,
GORDON LEWIS
JAMES DOUGLAS

PURPLE FLAKES.
JUNO
MAYOR OP NOTTINGHAM
MRS. DOUGLAS. Is. Gd.

NELSON. Is. Gd.

OSCAR WILFRED
OXONIAN
SARAH PAYNE
YOUNG MEYNELL

CRIMSON OR PINK
AND

PURPLE BIZARRES.

JAMES HALL.
J. D. HEXTALL
JOHN PAYNE
J. MoLEAN.
J. S. HEDDERLEY.
MASTER FRED. l.«. Gd

ICRS. BARLOW
PHCBBE
SARAH PAYNE
URANIA
W. FOWLER
WM. SKIRVING

SCARLET FLAKES.
DAN GODFREY
DR. SCOTT
GUARDSMAN. Is. Gd.

JOHN PAYNE
HERBERT

CRISTA GALLI
JESSICA

MISS CONSTANCE
GRAHAM

ROBERT CANNELL
SPORTSMAN

ROSE FLAKES.
I MRS. BYASS
I

MRS. ROWAN. Is Gd.

THETIS
TOM MACREATH

! TOM PINLEY
WILLIAM DEAN

I TERESSA SUTTON
I

THALIA
Seed from the above kinds, mixed, Is

,
2s. Gd. and 6s. per packet.

Plants not priced. Gd. each, 8s. per dozen.

TREE OR WINTER-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.

f
HESE are now greatly sought after in consequence of so many being used all through[the winter

season in bouquets and button-holes
;
and in New York it appears they are even more exten-

sively used than in England. Anyone who can grow Chrysanthemums can grow these, for they

require just the same treatment, excepting liquid manure, which must be applied more sparingly.

t. BELINDA—Buff ground, flaked with

bright red, full flowers ;
distinct. 2s. Gd.

2. CANARY BIRD—Deep yellow, lightly

striped with pink; fine well-formed flowers;

vicorous habit. Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd.
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3. CELESTE—Soft rosy scarlet, of good
habit and free flowering. 2s. Gd.

i. CLAUDE PERRIN — Yellow, edged
rosy red.
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5. CYRIL—Bright fiery scarlet, flowers of
good substance

;
free grower. Is. Gd.

6. CZARINA—Flesh pink
;

free flowering,
of good habit and vigorous growth. 2s.

DAYBREAK—Palo pink
;
very pretty

and useful.

7. DR. PERRONNET—Buff ground, edged
and feathered fiery orange-red.

8. DUKE OP CLARENCE—Pine deep
scarlet, large and full ; vigorous. Is. 6d.

9. DUKE OP YORK — Rich velvety-
crimson, large and full, broad petals

;
sweet

scented, vigorous growth. Is. Gd.
10. FAIRY— Very fine pink; good sub-

stance, with broad petals; of free growth. 2s. Gd.
11. PIREPLY—Bright fiery scarlet; well-

formed flowers
;
vigorous grower. 2s. Gd.

12. FOXHUNTER—Fine bright scarlet

;

vigorous grower, and a good winter-flowering
variety. 2s. Gd.

13. F. TOKORNY—Soft lilac-pink, fimbri-
ated j distinct.

14. GOLDMINE—Rich fawnyollow,shaded
and edged scarlet

; medium size
;
of good form.

Is. Gd and 2s. Gd.

16. HARVESTER—Rich buff, shaded and
edged deep ro'e. Is. Gd.

16. HENRY GIBBONS—Bright claret-

crim'on
; broad petals

;
one of the best for winter

flowering. Is. Gd. and 2s. 6rf.

18. JULIETTE—Deep rose, large and full

flower
;
good habit.

19. LA NEIGE—Pure white, dwarf bushy
habit; very free flowering.

20. LEONIDAS — Crimson-scarlet
;

very
large flowers

; of vigorous growth and very free,
l-i. Gd. and 2s. Gd.

21. LIZZIE MoGOWAN — Pure white,
very large, and very finely fimbriated

;
dwarf

habit; a fine bloomer, and the buds do not burst.
Is. each in sixties

; in 5-inch pots, Is. Gd,. each.
22. LORD ROSEBERY—Cream, changing

to pure white
;
fimbriated.

23. LUCIFER—Rich reddish scarlet.

24. MISS JOLLIPPE—Soft pink, dwarf
habit, free flowering; fine. Is. and Is. Gd.

25. MISS JOLLIPPE IMPROVED—An
advance on the old variety, both in size of flowers
and colour

;
fine for winter flowering. Is. 6d.

26. MISS MARY GODFREY — Large
finely-formed blooms of great substance, full, but
not crowded, of the purest white, and highly
perfumed. Award of Merit, R.II.S. Is. Gd. an 1

2s. Gd.

27. MLLE. CARLE—Pure white; useful
variety.

28. MME. DE PALBE—Clear yellow self

;

good substance; large flowers; good habit; free.
2s. Gd.

29. MRS. A. HEMSLEY—Rich deep crim-
son, large well-formed flowers, with broad petals

;

h.ts the rich perfume of the Old Clove. Is. 6d.

31. MRS. HAMLET RILEY—Pale flesh

;

in great demand for exhibition, pot work, and
general borders

;
charming colour. Is. Gd,

32. MRS. H. CANNELL—Deep pink
;

its

habit and freeness of growth renders it a model
variety. Sweet scented, flowers all the winter

;

should be in every collection. First-Class Cer-
tificate. Is. each in sixties

;
in 6-inch pots.

Is. Gd.

33. MRS. HENDERSON—Bright crimson.

34. MRS. LEOPOLD DE ROTHSCHILD
(.ti/a. Mdlle. Th. Fmnr.o')—An improvement on
the well-known variety Miss JoUiffe, rather
deeper in colour, l.s. 6d.

35. MRS. MOORE—Pure white
;
large and

fine.

37 NEGRO—Verj' dark
;

fine.

38. PINK GLOBE—Cerise pink
;
large full

flowers
;
vigorous habit. 2s. 6d.

39. i?RIMROSE DAY—Fine deep yellow
;

large full flowers; one of the fine.t yellows ever
offered. Aw.ard of Merit, R.II.S. Is. Gd. and

2.5-

. Gd.

PURITAN—Large and fine white, of
good form.

40. REGINALD GODFREY— Rich
Salmon-pink, very large, and of good substance,
strongly perfumed, and they do not burst the
calyx; it is perpetual blooming, robust and
healthy grower. Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd.

ROSY MORN—Clear and bright rose-
pink; much admired.

41. SIR HENRY CALCRAPT — Deep
scarlet

;
very large, free. Is. Gd.

42. SIR VISTO—Rosy scarlet; full well-
formed flowers. 2s. Gd.

43. SUNRISE—Deep yellow, edged and
S|ilashed carmine rose

;
good habit, very free

;

also useful for planting in the open ground,
l.s. Gd.

44. THE CZAR—Very deep crimson
;
large

full flowers; good habit, and very free. l.s. Gd.
45. THE MOOR—Dark crimson; fine. 2s.

Ifi. THE SHAHZADA—Fine deep crimson

;

good habit, and very free. 2s. Gd.

47. T. W. GIRDLESTONE—Bright buff
ground, heavily edged, and flaked vermilion

;

very distinct
;

large, l.s. Gd.

49. WHIPPER-IN—Scarlet, dark stripes
;

large and free.

WHITE SWAN—Robust habit
;
free.

50. WILFRED H. GODFREY— Light
apricot, edged and flaked bright pink

;
large.

1.5-

. Gd. and 2.s. Gd.

51. WINTER CHEER—Crinison-scarlet,
dwarf branching habit, very free flowering

;

fine for winter flowering.

52. W. ROBINSON—Fine scarlet well-
formed flowers; of good habit and very free.

Is. and 2s.

53. WM. WOOD—Rosy-pink. Is. 6d.
YULE TIDE.
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S4. ZENOBIA—Bull grotnid, heavily flaked
|

formed flowers. 2s.

and margined with deep crimson; large well-
|

65. ZOUAVE—Red; extia fine.

All those not priced l.«. each
;
flowering plants, l.s. Gd. and 2s.

;
seeds, l.s., 2s., and 5s. per pkt.

MALMAISON CARNATIONS.
SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAISON—Blush-white

;
large and full. Is. to 2.s. fl</.

„ ,, ,, ,,
—Pink, similar in every respect to the above, c.xcept in

colour. 2s. Gd.

„ „ „ „ —MME. ARTHUR WAROCQUE--l)ark scarlet self;

good shape
;
dwarf habit

;
very free; 2s. Gd.

„ ,, ,, „ —PRINCESS OP WALES — Rose-pink
;
a very pleasing

colour. 2s. Gd.

The following limited selection from an immense number of seedlings are of the liighest quality,

and are true Malmaisons in flow'ers, scent, and foliage. One feature of the new Malmaisons is their

vigorous compact habit of growth, producing their flowers in the greatest abundance.

MRS. EVERARD HAMBRO -lias large massive flowers, of fine form, and of a deep carmine-rose

colour. Is. Gd.

THE CHURCHWARDEN—Verv large and full
;
the flowers of a bright criinson-searlet colour.

Is. Gd.

All of the above have received First-Class Certificates and Awards of Merit wherever exhibited,

and have been greatly admired.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
For our New Varieties, see Front of Guide.

E have much pleasure in announcing that we have been

awarded Gold, Silver-Gilt, and Silver Medals by the

national Chrysanthemum Society every year since its existence.

H. CANNELL & SONS’ CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
For our New Varieties see Front of Guide.

Mr, W, H. LEES, well known as a Champion Grower and Writer, eulogises

four of our new varieties sent out last year as follows:—

THE GARDENERS' MAGAZINE, 13th November, 1897.

Messrs. Canncll also distributed two excellent incurved varieties last Spring. The one called

A«.v(;n CuiiKell is a fine flower, with broad, regularly-incurving petals of a dark j)urple colour; inside

of florets a rich amaranth shade. A'lnesl CunneU has flowers of equally good form and pale buff

eolour; the petals ai'o broad and pointed, but closely incurving. These are certainly two of the best

incurved varieties sent out for some time past. Two of Messrs. Canuells’ Japanese are specially

good also, liuherl Powill is a charming flower, producing very fine flowers of a loosely incurving

and drooping habit; the colour is yellotv, heavily suffused with bronze. Buron Tuit has very
handsome blooms of a clear yellow shade

;
the petals are long and drooping, slighth- curled at the

tips
;

it is quite an exhibition flower, and the plant grows but five feet high.
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f NEW VARIETIES FROM AUSTRALIA AND NEW
ZEALAND FOR 1898.

1057. CHATSWORTH (Jap.)—Colour bright rosy pink, evenly .striped, silvery white reverse,
silvery white florets, long and irregular flowers, very large and full centre ; a splendid acquisition.
Second crown. 2.s.

1058. EGMONT (Jap.)—The brightest of all reds or nearest approach to scarlet; reddish or
orange-yellow reverse

;
similar to JS. Molyneux, but brighter and more double

;
one of the beet ever

sent out
;
dwarf habit

;
mid-season

;
good grower, 5s.

1059. FAIR MAID OF ADELAIDE (Jap.)—A pure white, of good form
;
broad petals,

slightly twisted towards the centre
; splendid for exhibition. Second crown, os.

1000. GLEN EIRA, syn. EURTERPE (Jap.)—A magnificent variety, jiroducing immense
flowers of fine form; colour rosy lilac, reverse lighter; one of the finest e-xhibition varieties.
Crown or second crown, (is.

1001. JOHN POCKETT—Indian-red, old gold reverse
;
long, broad incurving petals; large

massive perfectly double flower. These colours are well blended, making a ])leaeing combination.
One of the best Chrysanthemums ever sent out. Medium height

;
mid-season. Second crown or

terminal. V.C.S., F.C.C. 6.';.

1002. MABEL KERSLAKE (Inc. Jap.)—A most lovely sport from Pride of Madfovd producing
flowers of immense size

;
colour a lovely bright crimson, reverse slightly shaded old gold. 5s.

10G2a. miss VERA MAY FRASER (Jap.)—A lovely shade of terra-cotta, reverse lighter
;

a grand e.xhibition variety. Crown and second crown. 5s.

1062i). MISS MARY UNDERHAY (Inc. Jap.)—In this we have a grand companion to
Oceana, but it is much larger and bolder, with broad deep petals

;
colour a golden yellow.

Second crown. 5s.

1063. MISS NELLIE POCKETT—Creamy white, long drooping florets, curled at the lips

;

fine full graceful flower ; dwarf habit
;
rather early. Seeond crown or terminal. V.C.S.,F.C.C. 5 j--.

lOG-1. MRS. C. BOWN—Pure waxy white, long drooping florets of medium width, incurving
to the centre, forming a most refined and beautiful flower, said to be the most beautiful white in
Australia; dwarf habit; mid-season. Second erow'u or terminal. V.C.S., F.C.C. 5s.

1065. MRS. ERNEST CARTER (Jap. )—Colour a lovely clear yellow
;

flowers large and of
fine form

; florets very long, slightly incurving towards the centre
;

good habit and of vigorous
growth. First-Class Certificate, V.M.C. 5.s'.

1066. MRS. H. B. HIGGINS (Jap.)—Colour pure white
; a grand exhibition flower, measuring

10 inches across the flower. First-Class Certificate, V.M.C. Crown or second crown. 6s
1067. MRS. JAS. ALLARD—While; the petals have the appearance of shavings, the curling

and twisting giving it a very distinct character
;
keeps a long time, and makes a good exhibition

flower. Second crown or terminals (rather weak grower). 3s. 5d.

1068. MRS. W. G. MoBEATH (Inc. Jap.)—A grand exhibition flower
;
colour silvery-lilac,

shaded with plum colour
;
very attractive. Crown or early second crown. 5s.

1069. MRS. W. J. TIBBS—A lovely white, sport from Lilian B. Bird, which is very attractive
for its peculiar formation of flower. 3.«. Gd.

1070. MR. T. CARRINGTON—Rich carmine-rose, almost the identical colour of lixcelsior and
the shape and make of V. Morel-, medium height, mid season, second crown bud. G.s.

1071. PRIDE OF STOKELL—Chestnut crimson, lined and tipped with gold (Al. Mo'yneux
colour), .sport from Pride of Madford. This needs no other description. V.C.S., F.C.C. 5.?.

1072. PURPLE EMPEROR (Jap.)—A most desirable acquisition
;
colour a beautiful purple

shaded maroon, .silvery reverse
;
a good exhibition variety. 5.s.

1073. THE CONVENTION—Salmon-red, bright buff rever.se, long, broad, drooping florets,

centre incurving, slightly whorled. A massive flower, splendid exhibition variety
;
dwarf habit,

rather early, second crown or terminal buds. V.C.S., F.C.C. 6.«.

1073a. tucker's PERFECTION (Jap.)—A beautiful silvery-rose, with good long petals.

NEW JAPANESE FOR 1898 OF VARIOUS RAISERS,
WITH DESCRIPTIONS.

1258a. admiral ITO—Thisis likely to prove a very popular variety, being of very easy
culture, and coming good from any bud. The bloom, which is quite up to exhibition size, is of a
soft yellow, shading to a richer tint in the centre, and frequently flushed carmine at the base. From
the later bud the carmine tint is much more pronounced. In form a very deep and solid Sunflower,
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anil certainly the baft keeper in cultivation. Good form any bud, giving preference to second crown,

Good culture A.M., R.H.S. I'lants, 5s.
;
three for 12.v. iid.

i i c ;

1259. AMARANTH (Jap.)—White, heavily shmled auvuanth
;
very distinct. Js. ba.

1260 APOLLO (Jap.)—Bronze and amber. l.s. 6rf.

1261. AUTUMN BRIDE (Inc. Jap.)—Pure white
;
very full flower. 2.s.

1262. BARON REICHER (Jap. Inc.)—Full and handsome flower of the largest size, with long

broad petals loosely incurving; colour rich apricot-yellow, lined and shaded reddish carmine, with

golden buff reverse. Height, 5 to 6 ft. Crown bud. Plante, 7s. 6</.

1262a. beauty OP THRUMPTON (Weeks).— Deep rose purple, mil reflexed florets
;

tine

exhibition variety, and excellent habit. 5s.
,

.

1263. belle OP PACIFIC (Jap.)—Deep rose
;
long petals

;
hairy. 2s.

1263a black hawk (Jap.)—This was sent from America for trial as an exhibition variety,

but it' proves to be much too small for the boards. It is a charming decorative variety, especially

if grown in sprays without disbudding. The form of the flower is ipiite distinct, and the colour is

of the richest scarlet-maroon imaginable. Plants, 3s. bil.

1264. BRIAN BORU (Jap.)—Salmon-pink ;
very large. 2s.

I^GIa CAPT BELLAMY (Jap.)—Time form, with an incurving centre
;
colour clear and deep

canary-yellow ;
very striking. Stop early in April, and t.ike second crown bud

;
good culture. 5s.

1264d. CHARLES PAGE—Deep orange and shaded bronze
;
florets broad and whorled, incurving

at the tips
;
blooms large and of handsome form

;
moderate feeding. Stop middle of May, and take

crown bud. 5s. ^ , , n o
1265. CONSTANCE TERRELL (Jap.l—Deep golden yellow. 2s.

1266. CONSUELA (Jap.)—Delicate pink
;
fine form. l.s. G</.

.

I’GI. DANCING MAID (Jap.)—Self-pink, forming a ball of twisted florets. Is. 6d.

126s! DAVID INGLIS (Ref. Jap.)—An exhibition flower of a very high order of merit; long

broad petals
;
a very refined and graceful flower, and a colour much wanted

;
the upper surface

rich crimson with golden reverse. Height about 5 ft. Crown bud Plants, 7s. 6a.

1269. DAYDAWN (Jap.)—Creamy white
;
very large. Is. 6</.

1270. DAYTON (Jap.)—Pure white. Is. (id.

1271. DELICACY (Jap.) -Pure white; of fine substance, 2s.

1271a. don DE la MADONE—Recommended by the N.C.S., and awiirded Certificates at

Paris aiid Lille. Very late flowering; a seedling from iioureni,- de Petite Amie. Can be had in

good condition for cutting from the 20th of October to the en.d of December. Flowers are of the

purest possible whit-*, with a centre of sea-green
;
the formation of petals is most extraordinary.

Owing to its lateness, solidity of flowers, decorative purposes, and good travelling qualities, it wi i

surpass Souvenir de Petite AmU, and undoubtedly become the Queen ot the Market. Good dwarf

habit, and grows into splendid specimens. Cuttings, 1st of February, 48**. 6a.

l‘>72 EDWIN A. KIMBALL (Inc. Jap.) -Crimson, reverse golden. 2.s*.

1273 FRAU AGATHA KESSON—An immense Japanese, with very long drooping florets

of medium width, and has g;od lasting qualities; colour deep rose, with silver reverse; fine

e.xhibition variety ;
good habit. Crown hud. Plants in Spring, 6s.

1273a GEORGE POSTER—A superb incurving Japanese of a rich golden yellow
;
the bloom

is very deep and of good substance; the florets are broad, and whirl into a twist very slightly.

Crown bud, moderate stimulating. F.C.C., N.C.S. 6s. ...
1273b GEORGE GOVER—This variety has been greatly admired by all who have seen it, and

has been highly spoken of by tlie Horticultural Press. It is a very distinct flower of a rich lively

rose colour, a tint hitherto deficient on the exliibition board. Tlie florets are long and of medium

width which intermingle slightly, showing a silvery reverse. An easy doer, and should become very

popular. Good culture ;
stop in April. Crown bud. 6s.

1274 GERTRUDE SALTER (Inc. Jap.)—Deep rosy lilac, with silvery white reverse
;
a

flower of immense depth, about flj inches across. When this is fully developed, the centre is very

rich and the under florets meet at the stem, forming a complete ball. The height of this is ouly

4 feet when first crowns are secured, hut it is best nipped early in April and secure second crowns.

OS*

1275. GOLD STANDARD (Jap.)—Intense yellow. 3.s.

1275a. golden HARVEST— Fellow-coloured Chrysanthemums we have in abundance, still

there are none so pretty and distinct as this, both in colour and form. Tiie softest canary-yellow,

slightly paler in the reverse of florets, which are curled in a most charming manner; very striking

variety indeed
;
good culture, 9-inch pot. Top early in Marcli

;
crown bud. Plants ouly, 5s. ;

three for 12.«. bd.

1276. GOVERNOR RUDD (.Jap.)—Bl ight cream
;
very distinct. 2s.

1277. HENRY HURRELL (Inc. Jap.)—Golden yellow. 2s.

1278. INFATUATION (Jap.)—Pure white. 2s.
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1279. J. M, GIPFOED (Jap.)—Fine golden yellow, l.s-. Gd.

1279a. JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN (Weeks).—A megniticent novelty, distinctly the gem of the
season; bright glowing crimson with golden reverse; seedling from AVann J/o/yne«r, and the best that
has yet been raised from that \ ariety

;
it has long tapering florets and is a non-damper; easy doer on

crown bud. 7s. Gd.

1279n. J.R. UPTON.—Golden yellow; another Australian seedling, said to be a magnificent flower
of great solidity. This has been described as being one of the finest of all the Australian seedlings, ns.

1280. KING COLE (Jap.)—A bright flaming bronze. Is. Gd.

1281. LADY BROUGHAM (Jap.)—An immense spreading flower, 10 to 12 inches across,

narrow curling florets of great length
;
colonr blush white changing to pink. Height, 5 to G ft.

Crown bud. Plants, 6s.

1281a. lady ELLEN CLARKE.—Pure white sport from Mrs. C. II. Puyne. 2s. Gd.

1282. LORD BOSTON (Jap. Inc.)—Broad-petalled flowerof largesizeand solid build, measuring
9 inches across and of proportionate depth, resembling Puritan, but much larger

;
upper 2:art of

flower pure white with jjink base. Height, 4 to 5 ft. Crown bud. Plants, 6s.

1282a. LUCIEN REMY— Flowers attain the greatest dimensions
;

of the prettiest possible

colours, being a combination of citron-yellow and old rose tints; petals long
;
an important acqui-

sition
;
quite a lady's flower, and also the artist’s. 6s. 6r/.

1283. MARY MOLYNEUX (Jap.)—Has been awarded seven First-Class Certificates—
National K.H.S., Bristol, Hull, Winchester, Southampton, Portsmouth, and a Silver Medal at the

National Show, November 9th, 1897— this grand record speaks for itself. The blooms are an
immense size

;
colour a lovely shade of rosy peach. 7s. 6r/.

1283a. master JAMES EPPS (Epps).—Brilliant yellow, long curly florets of great substance

a greatly improved form of the old Golden Dragon ; very fine. 5s.

1284. MISS BESSIE LUSCOMBE (Jap.)—Large
;
rich tawny yellow, margined red; very

long petals, gracefully drooping; very refined flower; a good exhibition variety. Crown bud.

Plants in Spring,. 6s.

1286.

MISS HELEN WRIGHT (Jap )—Ivory-white
;
a mas.sive flower. 2s.

1285a. MISS HUNTER LITTLE—Florets very long and drooping, in colour a charming tint

of yellow, each floret distinctly edged rosy-crimson
;
a large full bloom, of easy growth

;
any bud,

moderate feeding. Plants, 5s. * *

1286. MISS M. DONALDSON (.lap.)—Very full
;

colour blush-pink
;
good broad petals

;

strong grower, medium height; splendid exhibition variety. Crown hud. Plants in Spring, 5s.

1287. MISS EANDERSON (Jap. Ref.)—Pure while; long, broad, twisted petals, extremities

toothed
;
a very refined flower of massive build, and must take a foremost jrlace amongst whites.

Height, 4 to 6 ft. Second crown bud. Plants, 5s.

1288. MISS SHEARS (Jap.)—Good, full, of praceful form
;
medium width, reflexing ])etals

;

colour lemon-yellow, tinted green
;
very dwarf

;
splendid keej)er

;
A1 e.xhibition variety. Crown

bud. Plants in Spring, 5s.

1288a. moor park (Haggart).—A very beautiful incurved Japanese with long rather narrow

florets
;
a distinct shade of golden buff, inside rosy crimson

;
very distinct and good. Raised by

Mr. Alexr. Haggart, and shown by him in his magnificent First Prize Stand at Edinburgh. 6s.

1289. MR. A. B. BASSETT (Jap. Ref.)—Lovely canary-yellow, w'ith ]>etals of medium width

beautifully interlacing and drooping; a well-built, 1 audtome exhibition flower of exceptionel merit.

Height, 5 to 6 ft. Robust habit, second crown bud. Plants, 5s. —
,

1290. MR. C. W. COX (Jap.)—Large, of good form, somewhat resembling Stanstead IVhile

fairly broad petals; pure white. Height, 4 to 5 ft. Crown bud. Plants, 5s.

1291. MR. HUGH CRA'WPOED—A magnificent Japanese. This is a grand acquisition, and

absolutely distinct from any existing variety
;

colour brilliant golden-yellow, with bronzy-yellow

reverse ; very broad iietal of great substance, strong grower
;
a superb exhibition variety. Crown

bud. Plants in Spring, 7s. 6rf.

1292. MR. J. FRASER (Jap.)— Immense, with very long drooping florets
;
colour rich bronzy

yellow, sometimes tinted green, quite distinct
;
grand e.xhibition variety'. Crown bud. Plants in

Spring, 6s. ...
1293. MR. LATIMER CLARK (Jap.)— Hairy variety; an ac piisition to this section;

colour soft rose, with reverse of a delicate shade of light silvory-junk
;
an immense spreading flower,

well covered with hairs. Height, 4 ft. Crown bud. I’lants, 5s.

1294. MR. M. VERSFIELD (.lap. Inc.)—A high-built, conical flower with bro.id petals

incurving and overlapping
;
an e.xhibition flower of considerable promise

;
colour light silvery'-mauve ;

strong, robust habit. Height, 5 ft. Second crown bud. Plants, os.

1295. MR. T. DAGG—Seedling from Viviand Morel, and of the same’type, but much deeper in

colour; very full massive flower, comes good from any bud; grand exhibition variety. Plants

in Spring, 6s.
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1290. ME. T. W. SWALES (Jnp.)—Large, very distinct and striking in colour, rich chestnut-

rcd striped with bronzy yellow; a well-built flower
;
fine exhibition variety. Plants in Spring, 5,s.

1297. ME. W. H. GRENFELL (.lap. Inc.)—A magnificent flower, with extra broad petals of

firm texture, rather closely incurving
;
colour soft rosy-pink

;
a distinct novelty. Height, 4 to 6 ft.

Late crown bud. Plants, 5.«.

1298. MRS. A. CROSS (.lap.)—Very large, with long broad incurving florets of great

substance
;
the colour is rich yellow, with reverse yellow striped red

;
medium height. Crown bud.

Good exhibition variety. Plants in Spring, 6s.

1299. MRS. ARTHUR GOODRICH (Jap.)—Of immense proportions
;
broad petals, slightly

notched, incurving at the tip
;

colour bright rose, silver reverse
;

fine exhibition flower. Crown
bud. Plants in Spring, 6s.

1299a. MRS. CHARLES BIRCH—A large, massive bloom, quite distinct from any other
;
florets,

which are of great substance, curl and twist into a flower of great depth and solidity. Very pure

white, occasionally lln.shed at base with lavender. F.C.C., N.C.S. Good culture; stop in April.

Second crown bud. I’lants, 7s. Oil.

1300. MRS. E. BEUTTNER (.Tap.)—Primrose yellow ; very fine. 2s. C>d.

1301. MRS. HENRY TOLER (Jap.)—Flesh pink, slightly hairy. Is. lid.

1302. MRS. H. GARRAT CUMINES (Jap.)—Large, of the Duchess of Devonshire typo;

outside rows of petals quilled, but open at the tips
;
centre filled with petals of medium width

;
colour

pretty shade of deep rose, with silver reverse. Crown bud. Plants in Spring, 6s.

1303. MRS. G. A. HAINES (Jap.)—Reddish golden bronze and orange. The flowers are

6 inches across and nearly the same in depth. I shall not mislead exhibitors by pressing it as a

largo exhibition flower, but as a bush or decorative variety it is simply superb. The glorious colour

is charming
;
the flowers are borne on stiff, erect stems, and lust longer than any I know. The

height of the plant altogether, when second crowns are secured, is under 4 ft. I would not be

surprised to find this on the front row' of many grand exhibits, for it will entirely eclipse

Col. IV. B. Smith. 5s.

1303a. MRS. J. DARLEY (Burt).—Incurved Japanese of a beautiful shade of primrose or pale

golden yellow
;
the florets are not so long as now looked for, but the build of the flower is splendid,

and it is one of those varieties that looks well on the board. 1 can much recommend this, as I think

it will be a good constant variety. 5s,

1.304. MRS. J. PEABODY (Jap.)—Pure white, of the largest size. 2s. each.

1306.

MRS. J. RITSON (While IVaiancf il/o>v/) —At last we have obtained the long looked-for

While Viciand ^[oreL This sport was obtained two years ago, but I hesitated to introduce it until I

was positively certain that the sport was fixed. The well-known judges, Mr. E. Molyneux and
Mr. W. Mease, awarded this variety the Scottish Horticultural Association’s Silver Medal for the

best new Chrysanthemum not in commerce at their great show at Edinhiirgh, November, 1897.

After this valuable testimony to its merits no further comment is needed. I’lauts in Spring, 7s. tid.

1306. MRS. J. W. BARKS—Rosy-brou'ze sport from Kdith Tabor. The inside of the florets

is the colour of Charles Davis, the reverse is shaded buff
;

in other respects it is the same as the

parent. 10s. (id.

1307. MRS. L. HUMPHREY (Jap.)—Very large spreading variety, with florets of immense
length, notched at the tips

;
colour soft sliade of primrose

;
medium height

;
good habit. Comes

good from any bud. Pronounced by all who have seen it to bo a variety of great promise for

exhibition purposes. Plants in Spring, 6s.

1308. MRS. M. T. ATHERTON (Jap.)—White, of broad long petals. 2s.

1309. MRS. PHILLIP MANN (Jap.)—A fixed sport from the well-known variety Charles

Davis, this being third year of trial
;
the colour is rosy-bronze, distinctly striped and suffused yellow

shading to pure golden yellow in centre
;
quite a distinct and lovely colour, and a valuable acquisi-

tion in every way
;
same treatment as parent. Plants, 7s. (id. Stock limited.

1310. MRS. R. D. DOUGLAS (Jap.)—Very large; golden yellow'. 2s. 6d.

1811. MRS. ROWLAND STAGG (Jap.) —Large, novel flow'er with long petals
;
lower petals

pink, tipped white, with greenish-white centre
;
easy grower. Crown bud. Plants in Spring, 6s.

1311a. MRS. J. R. TRANTER (Jap.)—Large flower, of grand symmetry, with long florets

pinkish lilac at base, w'ilh distinct stripe, paler centre, shading to w'hite with age
;

splendid
habit; second crown bud. F.C.C., N.C.S. Plants in Spring, 7s. 6</.

1312. MRS. W. MEASE, the Sulphur Madame Carnot—This is a sport from the well-known
variety Madame Carnot, which sported with Mr. W. Mease, and is thoroughly distinct from the
yellow sport, G. J. Warren. The colour is a lovely and delicate tint of pure sulphur, without any
shading whatever

;
in form it is the exact counterpart of its parent, which it will undoubtedly rival

in popularity and usefulness. This variety was shown by Mr. W. Mease in his grand winning stand

of forty-eight blooms in the Open Class of the National Chrysanthemum Society’s Great Show, held
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in November last, and was also awarded a Special Prize of One Guinea and an Oil Painting for

best bloom in the show. Plants in February, 7». Gif. each, 3 for 20,s-.
;
Plants in March, 3.s. Gif. each,

3 for lO.v.

1313. MRS. WHITE POPHA.M (.Tap. Inc.)—White, lined and frosted with carmine; medium

height and good habit
;
good on any bud, but a lovely colour on tlio second crowns. 7s. Gif.

1314. NINA DABBS (Jap.)—Deep yellow, with a greenish shade
;
the florets are as long, but

much broader than A’lff/fi 7'ahor, while the make and colour is similar to P/iwbui. This will be a

magnificent addition
;

tlie habit and growth of the plant is of the very best, being dwarf with dark

green foliage. 7.v. 6if.

131.0. OWEN'S MEMORIAL (Jap.)—One of the grandest novelties of the season, the blooms

measuring nearly a foot in diameter
;
florets broad and drooping

;
colour bright crimson-red with

golden reverse. Height, 6 to G ft. Crown or terminal bud. Plants, 7s. Gtf.

131G. PLUTO (Jap.)—Bright red, reverse golden. 2s

1317. PRESIDENT MoKINLEY (Iiic. Jap.)—Ox-blood red, reverse old gold. 3s. Gif.

1318. PRIDE OP RYECROPT (Yellow Niveus)—Tins is a sport from the popular and

useful variety Niveus. It has all the good qualities and characteristics of its parent. Its colour is

a rich and beautiful shade of primrose-yellow. Plants in Spring, 6s.

1319. PRINCESS CHARLES OP DENMARK (Jap. Inc.)—Colour golden amber outside,

shaded inside with reddish bronze; petals broad, beautifully incurved, forming a solid bloom. Two
First-Class Certificates. Gs

1319a. queen op PINKS—Colour a pore and clear pink, which sliows up in a remarkable

manner by artificial light
;

tlie bloom is well made, the petals of good substance
;
a very elegant and

charming variety of great promise. Good culture
;
stop in April. Second crown buds. Plants, 6s.

1320. R. P. HIBSON (.Tap.)—Pure white; e.xtra large. 2s.

1321. RINALDO (Jap.))—Crimson, reverse old gold. 2s.

1322. RUSSIA (Jap.)—Pure white
;
petals twist like shavings. 2s.

1322a. rose queen (Jap.)—One of the most elegant varieties we have. The bloom is a

perfect model in form, florets of medium width, very even and full, falling from the centre with

regularity. Top in March, and reserve crown bud
;
good culture. Plants, 5s.

1323. RUTH ELLIS (Jap.)— Shell-pink; very flue. Is. Gcf.

1324. S. 0-. HUGHES (Jap.)—Lemon-yellow
;
distinct. Is. Gif.

1324a. SOURIRE DE MON AMIE—Medium-sized flowers, but of a pleasing effective shade of

rose, the prettiest of this colour
;
highly decorative, and recommended for verandahs aud gardens

;

early flowering, and continues in good condition fora long time; very useful grown as specimens and

standards. 2s. Gcf.

1324u. SOLAR QUEEN—Large size, eight inches in diameter and full to the centre, comes

uniformly good
;
colour light, but bright aud beautiful yellow, and comes nearer our idea of what,

a Chrysanthemum should be than any other variety raised by ns
;
aud, further, we are sure it comes

nearer what is wanted in England than any variety thus far raised on this side. Height, 3 ft. 5s.

1324c. S. W. GILBERT (Weeks).—Deep crimson
;
long broad flat florets, between O. IP. Childs

aud Elma D. Smith, full exhibition size
;
a decided acquisition and splendid habit. 5s.

1325. THE YELLOW KID (Jap.)—Clear yellow
;
broad petals. 2s.

1326. TIPPECANOE (Jap.)—A fine pink terra-cotta. 2s.

1327. WILLIAM BARDNEY (Jap. Inc.)—An enormous flower, with very long and l^ely

incurving petals, building up a flower of great substance and beauty
;
colour rich velvety crimson

inside, with silvery grey revei'se
;
a very distinct noviilty. Height, 5 to 6 ft. Crown bud. Plants, 6s.

1327a. W. R. prince (.Tap.)—Deep yellow, each floret distinctly edged carmine; florets long

and drooping ;
very striking

;
plant dwarf and sturdy

;
first class for grouping. Top in early April,

aud take second crown bud. 5s.
.

1327b. W. towers (Weeks).—Canary yellow, in form and floret almost identical with Mdlle.

Theresa Rey ,- a grand grower and constant. 5s.

JAPANESE DECORATIVE VARIETIES.

strong branching habit, grand1328. NELLIE STRANKS—A very pretty decorative variety
, - .

for cutting
;
colour white, edged and flushed rosy-pink. Height, 3 ft. Plants, 2s. 6«.

1328a. pride of THE MARKET—In this we have one of the finest market Chrysanthemums

ever raised. It is a delightful shade of deep yellow, flushed crimson bronze, the florets stand out

free in true Japanese style, and are all produced, no matter how freely grown, on stiff foot-stalks.

3s. Gif.

1329. ZEBRA—Colour reddish bronze, .striped yellow
;
a capital variety for general decorative

and market purposes, makes a good pot plant about 2 ft. high
;
very profuse bloomer. Plants, 2s. Go.
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NEW INCURVED 1898 VARIOUS RAISERS DESCRIPTIONS.

1330. COUNTESS OF WARWICK -An enormous flower of great depth aud substance,

beautifully sliapod petals, colour soft rose, pa'e flesh at base of florets
;
a back row flower, and has

been iudged bv all who have seen it to be the finest introduction of the year. Plants in March,

7». 6rf.

1330a. king of the YELLOWS—A true incurse of the finest form; rich golden-yellow ;

blooms large and of good substance
;
undonbtedly will prove a grand addition, the colour being equal

to Modesto. Slop in March or early April and retain. Second crown bud. Plants, Is. 6d.

1331. MONGOLIAN PRINCE— Colour buff, reverse old gold
;
flowers a good size, and petals

well incurved
;
an easy grower, of medium height. Plants, Is. 6rf.

1332. MR. A. E. STUBBS—llright golden yellow, as large as CTtas. Curtis, but much deeper

in colour
;
a well-built flower, dwarf habit

;
comes good from any bud. Plants in Spring, Gs.

1333. MR. T. W. WILKINSON—Pure white centre, outer petals lilac; good shape, large

flower
;
rohnst habit, perfeet incurving form. Second crown bud. Plants in Spring, 5s.

1334. MR. W. HARVEY—Enormous flower of true type, petals beautifully incurving;

colour a distinct shade of creamy white. Second crown bud. Plants in Spring, 5s.

1335. MRS. N. MOLYNEUX—This is a true incurved
;
one of the largest in cultivation

;
a

splendid back row flow'er
;
colour a pleasing shade of ivorv white. First-Class Certificate, N.C.S.,

Southampton and I’ortsmouth, and Silver Medal at N.C.S., November 9th, 1897. 7s. Gd.

133G. MRS. SARAH OWEN—A very massive flower of perfect form and true incurved type,

broad petals of great substance regularly incurving
;
colour reddish bronze, tipped golden bronze.

Crown or terminal bud. Plants, 5s.

1337. PHILIP MANN — A very large true incurved flower of <’Ousiderable merit, broad

petals, bciiutifully incurving
;

colour' golden bronze. Height about 5 ft. Second crown bud.

Plants, 5s.

1338. T. LOCKIE—A grand acquisition to this section
;
of fine bold form, peta's of medium

width
;
colour blush-pink, with lighter centre

;
requires no dressing, and never reflexes. Height,

5 ft. Second crown bud. Plants, 5s.

1339. WILLIAM NEISH—Another magnificent incurved variety of great promise; solid build,

broad petals
;
colour yellow, shaded bronze. This is a strong grower, and will carry four flowers on

a plant. Sec' iid crown bud. Plants, 5s.

LARGE ANEMONE, 1898.

1340. MRS. P. R. DUNN—Very fine and distinct variety
;
pure white guard and disc, very full

centre
;
dwarf habit. Crown bud. Plants in Spring, 'is. Gd.

1341. VIRGINIA EARLE—Lovely silvery-pink
;
large, high, and well-formed disc. Is. G<f.

REFLEXED, 1898.

1342. CHAS. TUTT—This is a good and distinct addition to this section
;
colour soft yellow,

shaded pink
;
gcod dwarf habit. Crown bud. I’lants in Spring, 3s. Grf.

GRAND NEW EARLY JAPANESE VARIETIES.

1343. ALBERT ROSE—A distinct shade of rose, very pretty habit, strong and healthy.

Height, 2.^ to 3 ft. Very free-flowering early September. Plants in Spring, 2.s. Grf.

1344. DORIS PETO—One of the best pure whites
;
broad petals, dwarf habit. Height, 2 ft.

Very bushy, producing abundance of flowers in September. Plants in Spring, 2s. Gd.

1345. MISS DOVE ELLIOTT—A veiy lovely variety, flowering with great freedom in

September; colour pure yellow; dwarf, bushy habiq Plants in Spring, 2s. Gd.

134G. MISS MARTIN—A good decorative variety
;
buds when first opening are a little pink,

but when fully expanded are of the purest white, centre incurved, outer petals reflexing
;
dwarf

habit, with abundance of flowers. Plants in Spring, 2s. Gd.

1347. MRS. GEO. HILL—Very pretty and distinct primrose flower, deeper in the centre, petal

slightly twisting; good habit; very free-fl awering in September, plants in Spring, 2s. Gd.

1348. MRS. SQUIRE—A good pure white, flowers 3 inches across
;
habit very dwarf, and free-

flowering early in September. Plants in Spring, 2s. Gd.

1349. PRIDE OF MITCHETT—A very unique and beautiful variety; colour pink, with gold
centre

;
very dwarf and bushy, producing abundance of flowers end of September. Plants in Spring,

2s. Gd.
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SINGLES, 1898. ij

1350. ANNIE HUNT— Charming chestnut and bronze single flower, with long floret, yellow

disc ; a true type ot this section
;
dwarf habit and free. Plants, 2.s-. 6</.

1351. BEAUTY OP BELFAST—Medium-sized single, deep flesh colour; a beauty (no other

words will describe it); dwarf, bushy habit. 2s. (id.

1352. CHESTNUT QUEEN—Large single
;
chestnut, of the largest and dwarfest, and as good

for decorative plants as for cutting. Height, 2 ft. 2s. 6d.

1351. EARLSWOOD BEAUTY—Large single
;
primrose, with large bold green eye (seedling

from Purity) -, the florets are slightly reflexing, forming a magnificent flower. Two F.C.C. 2s. 6</.

1356. EARLSWOOD GLORY—Large single; pure white, with large green eye {seedling from

Purity). This has broad flat florets and dwarf habit. 2s. (irf.

135(). LOIS—A small-flowered single variety, with yellow ray florets, broad and flat, with disc

of same colour
;
a most profuse bloomer, and sure to become a favourite

;
dwarf compact habit

;

about 2 ft. Plants, 2s. 6rf.

1368. MRS. W. BIRD—A large and distinct single of the best form, with broad flat florets

pointed at the tips
;
colour bright velvety red, lighter reverse

;
good habit, and free. Plants, 2s. fit/.

1359. POINSETTIA—Large single decorative variety
;
the colour is deep Indian red, and the

nearest approach to scarlet, hence the name ; the florets are very broad and flat, forming a flower

seven or eight inches across, and are very lasting. The whole plant, when left to terminals, only

grows 18 inches high, and has dark green foliage. A jdant in a 6-inch pot, with three to six

flowers, will be an admiration, and all should try it. 3s. Gd.

CONTINENTAL NOVELTIES OF 1897.
1074. BEAUTE GRENOBLOISE (Inc. Jap.)—Immense flower; creamy white, slightly tinted

lilac and pale yellow
;
good dwarf habit. Plants, 2.s.

;
cuttings. Is. 3d.

1076.

COMTE CAVOUR (Jap. Ref.)— Deep blood red, with golden points; exquisite.

First-Class Certificate. Second crown. 6 ft. 3s.

1076. CONGRESS DE BOURGES (Jap.)—Immense flower, very full; bright red; fine dwarf

strong habit. Plants, 2s. ; cuttings. Is. 3rf.

1077. CZARINA (Jap.)— Of enormous size; pale lilac, striped rose, long petals, incurving in

centre
;
good habit. Plants, 2s.

;
cuttings. Is. 3d.

1078. DIRECTEUR LIEBERT (.lap.)— Very large
;
pearly mauve, long petals, incurving to

centre
;
very full flower. Plants, Is. 6d.

;
cuttings, Is.

1079. PEE DU CHAMPSAUR (Jap.)— Pure white, large size and good shape, very long

petals
;
plants of good stiff habit. Plants, 2s. ;

cuttings, l.s. 3d.

1080. HENRI VAUDEWALLE (Jap.)—Golden yellow sport from JIJrs. Frank Thompson.

This should be a useful addition to very late varieties. 4A ft. Is. 6</.

1081. HENRI YVON—Rosy salmon on yellow ground, sport from Gustace Grunerumld; a

grand addition to the early flowering varieties. 2s. Gd. (plants only).

1082. ISERETTE (Jap.)—Very full large flower; colour brick red, pale yellow reverse;

graceful petals, twisting in a spiral form; good habit. Plants, is. Gd.
;
cuttings. Is.

1083. LOUIS LEMAIRE—Rosy bronze sport from Gustave Grunerwald; a grand addition

to the early flowering varieties. 2s. Gd.
. j i

1084. MADAME A. BRUN (Jap.)—Immense, very full
;
white, tinted lilac, eentre tinted pale

yellow; large petals, good vigorous habit. Plants, 2s.
;
cuttings. Is. 3</.

1085. MADAME A. ROUSSEAU (Jap.)—Very full
;
mauve, shaded lilac and white

;
hne

vigorous habit. Plants, Is. Gd.
;
cuttings, Is.

j ,, i .

1086. MADAME BERGIER (Inc. Jap.)—Large full flower
;
colour soft rose

;
good hafiit.

Plants, Is. Gd.
;
cuttings. Is.

1087. MADAME DEIS (Jap.)—Immense
;
pure white, with primrose-yellow centre, very tong

petals
;
good habit. Plants, 2s.

;
cnltings, Is. 3d.

, , ,

1088. MADAME EDMOND ROGER (Ine. Jap.)—Large full flower; lemon yellow, sliaded

sea-green, distinct and unique colour
;

large pointed petals, tipped green
;
dwarf vigorous habit.

Plants, 2s. Gd.
;
cuttings. Is. Gd.

. , i

1089. MADAME FERLAT (Inc.)—A good variety; pure white pointed petals, sometimes

tipped light yellow. Plants, Is. Gd.
;
cuttings. Is.

. j ,

1090. MADAME G. BRUANT (Jap.)—Enormous flower
;

colour light rose, margined

very long petals, with reverse silvery pink
;
dwarf vigorou.s habit. Plants, 2s. Gd.

;
euttings. Is, Gd.

First-Class Certificate, N.C.S., Award of Merit, R.II.S.

1091. MADAME HENRI DE LA ROCHETERIE (Jap )—Pure white, with distinct shades

of green when first opening, as with Florence Davis, but the tips of the florets turn with age to a

beautiful pearl colour
;
an enormous flower. First-Class Certificate- Second crown. 5 ft. 3s,
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1092. MADAME LOUIS REMY (•lap.)—I’uro white sport from Mrs. C. II. Payne. This

needs no description from me, as the parent is so well known, and this being pure white must
prove a great temptation to all who are looking for monster. I’lants only, stock limited. 2s. 6rf.

1093. MADAME THERESA CHARVET (Jap. Inc.)—Beautiful rosy carmine, with silver

reverse
;
rather late. First-Class Certificate. Second crown. 6 ft. os.

1094. MADAME X. RAY JOUVIN (Inc. Jap.)—Very large flower; pearly mauve, large thick

leathery petals incurving in centre
;
dwarf vigorous habit, the foliage right up to the flower. This

variety received a Gold Medal at Lyons. I’lants, 2s.
;
cuttings. Is. Zd.

1095. MDLLE. E. DE LA ROCHETERIE (Jap. Inc.)—Pure white; a model flower, almost,

if not quite, an incurved flower. First-Class Certificate. First crotvn. 5 ft. 3s.

1096. MiDLLE. LAURENCE ZEDE (Inc. Jap.)—Large; lilac, shaded white; large petals,

incurving and twisting at the tips. Plants, 2s. ; cuttings. Is. Zd.

1097. MDLLE. LOUISE COSDONNIER (Jap. Iuc.)-Pure white on first crown buds, but
second crowns and terminals are beautifully shaded rosy mauve

;
the Iona florets are very ragged.

5 ft. 3s.

1098. MDLLE. LUCIE EAURE (Inc.)—Delicate shade of white, finishing off pure white;
a flower of lovely form. Gold Medal at Paris. F.C.C., N.C.S. Plants, 2s. (id.-, cuttings, l.s. fief.

1099. MARFA (Jap.)—Immense; flower extra full, orange and yellow, shaded red, very fine

colour, petals curling to the centre; vigorous habit. Plants, Is. firf. ; cuttings, l.s.

1100. M. B. VERLOT (Inc. Jap. )— Immense; colour lilac, without any shading
;
very vigorous

habit. Plants, 2s.
;
cuttings. Is. Zd.

1101. M.G. CHABANNE(Inc. Jap.)—Good; colour canary-yellow, petals regularly incurving ;

dwarf habit. Plants, Is. firf. ; cuttings, Is.

1102. M. MASSANGE DE LOUVREX (Jap.)—Large florver ; colour canary-yellow, silver

reverse; large petals, incurving slightly at the tips; dwarf habit. Plants, 2s.
;
cuttings. Is. Zd.

1103. M. W. H. FOWLER (Jap.)—Immense flower, very full
;
colour pale rose

;
medium-sized

petals, incurving in the centre
;
good habit. Plants, 2s.

;
cuttings. Is. 3cf.

1104. N. C. S. JUBILEE (Inc. Jap.)—Very large; colour lavender, silver reverse; very large

petals, incurving in the centre
;
good vigorous habit. F.C.C., N.C.S. Plants, 2s. ; cuttings. Is. 3</.

1106.

ONCLE MICHEL (Jap.)—Large flower; rich carmine, with silver reverse
;
long petals

of medium width, form and colour extra. Plants, 2s.; cuttings, Is. Zd.

1106. PRESIDENT NONIN (Inc. Jap.)—Large; colour bronzy-yellow, shaded red
;
dwarf

vigorous habit. Plants, 2s. fit/.
;
cuttings, l.s. fit/.

1107. PRINCESSE DE GALLES (Jap.)—Immense flower
;
colour creamy-white, with light

yellow tips
;
very distinct colour. Plants, 2s.

;
cuttings. Is. Zd.

1108. SECRETAIRE FIERENS (Jap.)—Very large full flower
;
colour blood-red, reverse

golden yellow; long petals; good vigorous habit. Plants, 2,v.
;
cuttings. Is. Zd.

1109 SOLEIL D'OCTOBRE (Jap.)—A large flower of reflexed form
;
colour canary-yellow

;

good dwarf habit
;
a real gem. Commended. Plants, 2s.

;
cuttings, l.s. 3t/.

1110. SOUVENIR DE MDME. F. ROSETTE (Jap.)—Enormous flower
;
colour dark purple,

reverse claret-red
;
large petals

;
dwarf vigorous habit. Plants, 2s.

;
cutlings. Is. Zd.

nil. SOUVENIR DE MOLINES (Jap.)—Very large flower
;
extra full; colour brick-red,

with reverse bronzy-yellow. A great improvement on Arona. Plants, l.s. fit/.
;
cuttings. Is.

1112. SURPASSE AMIRAL (Jap.)—Large, very full
;
colour deep golden yellow, sometimes

striped red
;
very dwarf habit. First-Class Certificate, N.C.S. Plants, 2s.

;
cuttings. Is. Zd.

1113. TOPAZE ORIENTALE (Inc. Jap.)—Large, full flower; pale yellow, .shaded white;
medium petal

;
good habit. Plants, Is. fit/.

;
cuttings. Is.

1114. WEBTHER (Jap.)—Large flower
;
colour purple, shaded red, tvith light reverse

;
long

petals
;
vigorous habit. Plants, 2s.

;
cuttings. Is. Zd.

NEW AND CHOICE CONTINENTAL AND AMERICAN
VARIETIES OF 1896.

1115. AUSTRAIflAN GOLD (Jap.)—Enormous flower, colour clear canary-yellow
;

good
dwarf habit. First-Class Certificate. Zd.

lllfi. BARON AD. DE ROTHSCHILD (Jap.)—Very large flower, with florets of great
length

;
colour creamy white. Plants, Is. fit/.

;
cuttings. Is.

1117. BELLE MAUVE

—

Very large and distinct flower of fine form, the colour is a very
beautiful shade of lavender-mauve. Plants, Is. fief.

;
cuttings. Is.

1118. BELLE OF CASTLEWOOD (Jap.)—Broad incurving petols
;
very large flower ;'colour

a beautiful shell-pink. 2s. fie/.

(
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lllP. BETTY BOCK(Iiic.)—A very deep flower, colour silvery pink. Is. G(A

1120. BUFF GLOBE—A sport from Good Griicioiis; colour a pretty shade of chatvois and
fawn. Plants, l.s.

;
cuttings, 8</.

1121. CHRYSANTHEME BRUANT (Inc.)—A grand addition to the incurved section ; good
ilecp flower, and fine baild

;
ccloiir a beautiful rosy buff, and will make a splendid exhibition

flower. 3.S. (id.

-1122. DOCTEUR DUVIARD (Jap. Inc.)—Another good flower; colour lilao, with paler
reverse. Plants, 1.'.

;
cuttings, 8</.

1123. DOROTHY SPAULDING—Deep rose-pink, shade of Maud IJean; globular flower

;

extra early
;
crown bud. l.s. (id. each.

1124. FLEUR GRENOBLOISE (Jap.)—Large flower; colour pleasing shade of silvery

white. Plants, l.s.
;
cuttings, 8</.

1125. FRANCIS B. HAYES (Inc.)—A beautiful bright pink
;
grand acquisition, l.s. fiJ.

112fl. GLORY OF THE PACIFIC (Jap.)—A grand addition; one of the most lovely
pinks ever sent out. Sure to become a staudarJ flower. 5.s

1127. GOLDEN TROPHY—An American of great promise. A large and handtome bloom,
full, incurving, and nearly globular; char yellow, strong and healthy foliage. Plants 24 ft. in

height. Described by the raisers as a most valuable variety. Plants, 2s. Gd.
;
cutting.s, l.w 0(7.

112L GOLDEN WONDER (Jap ) —A solid flower, of extra large size and good form ;
the

petals are long, full, very stout, and .'•lightly toothed at the extremity, making up a very fall

exhibition flower of very treat merit
;
of a beautiful clear golden yellow. P.C.U. 3s. Gd.

1129. H. J. PARK (Jap. Inc.)—This is another magnificent introduction, and sure to take a
foremost place amongst exhibition varieties

;
the colour is yellow, of a particularly rich shade, the

florets cf broad width
;
a very promising solid flower

;
good habit. First- Cltiss Certificate. 3.s-.

1130. J. H. WOODFORD (.Jap. Inc.)—A deep massive incurving Japanese of splendid form
and substance, the florets arc of extra width, building up a superb exhibition flower; the colour is

a lovely pink, shading off to almost white iu the centre; good habit. F.C.C. 4s.

1131. LE CHARTREUX—Immense Japanese; colour mauve, reverse of florets of a paler
shade, with yellow tips. Plants, Is.

;
cuttings, 8(7.

1132. L’EMINDRA—A flower of large size, with long florets, slightly incurving at the lips;

colour creamy white
;
dwarf habit. Plants, Is.

;
cuttings, Gd.

1133. LENAWEE—Immense spreading flower, w hite, later buds coming soft pink
;
go.,d habit.

F.C.C. Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, Gd.

1134. MADAME ESCHENAUER (Jap. Inc.)—Massive, somewhat resembling in form
Mrs. C. Harman Payne; colour lilac, with silvery reverse. Plants, Is.; cuttings, Gd.

1135. MADAME GUSTAVE HENRY (.lap. Inc.)—Cne of the finest of recent ^intro-
duction, with florets of medium width

;
grand full flower of lovely ivory-white: dwarf habit. This

cannot be too highly recommended as an exhibition flower. F.C.C. Plant", Is.
;
cuttings, Gd.

1136. MADAME J. BERNARD—Lovely golden yellow, with florets of good length. Plants,
Is. ; cuttings. 8(/.

1137. MADAME J. CHAURE— Colour crimson-red, golden reverse. Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, 8(7.

11?8. MADAME J. SMEERS (Jap).—Another good white variety; somewhat early.

Plants, Is.
;
cutting.s, Gd.

1139. MADAME L. BOURGETTE (Jap.)—Very large; colour bright rose; go d strong
grower. Plants, l.s.

;
cuttings, Gd.

1140. MADAME MAILFAIT (Inc.)—Colour deep violet, with a lighter reverse. Plants, l.v.

;

cutting.s, Gd.

\ 141. MDME. MEEUS DE PROLI (Jap.)—Large flowers of the purest white, with florets of
great length. Plants, Is.; cuttings, Gd.

1142. MDME. R. GRENIER (Jap. Inc,)—Pure white, very large florets. Plants, Is.
;

cuttings, Gd.

1143. MDLLE. MARGUERITE GUEZE—Large spreading flower, white, striped pink, good
full flower

;
habit rather dwarf. Plants, Is.

;
cutting.", Gd.

1144. MDLLE. MARIE ANT. JULIAN—A Japanese incurved of large size
;
colour deep rose,

reverse silvery pink
;
medium habit. Plants, Is.

;
cuttings, 8(7.

1145. MAUD ADAMS (.Jap. Inc.) — I’ct.al cup and interlace, forming a perfect ball of yellow
;

one of the best late varieties. Is. Gd.

1146. MODESTO(Jap.)—Very large, resembling instyle the well-known M. Panckouche. Floret.s
of great length, prettily incurving; grand full bloom of much substance. Colour very deep
golden yellow

;
robust constitution. Plants, Is.

;
cuttings, 8(7.

1147. M. A. CHARMET— Another variety' of great promise, with long tubular florets; colour
deep violet with lighter reverte. Plants, l.s.

;
cuttings, Gd.

1148. M. ALFRED RECOURA (Jap. Inc.)— Colour bronzy yellow. Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, Gd.
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1149. M. DELAMOTTE (Jap. Inc.)—Colour deep yellow. Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, 8(1.

115o! M. DESIRE BODRDOIS(Jap. Inc.)—Striking
;
colour crimson-red with golden reverse

;

dwarf habit. Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, 8d.

1151. M. EDOUARD ANDRE (Jap.)—Immense ;
colour pleasing shade of old rose; florets

long and broad, prettily twisting and curling
;
good habit. Plants, Is.

;
cuttings, Sd.

1152. M. E. ROSETTE (Jap.)—Enormous spreading, with very long florets; white. An
invaluable exhibition variety

;
capital habit. Plants, Is.; cuttings, 8</.

1153. M. GERAUD (Jap. Inc.)- -Immense, of Vi'Jet Hose type, and of similar colour
;
very

good exhibition variety
;
dwarf. Plants, l.v.

;
cuttings, 8d.
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1154. M. HOSTE (Jap.)—Immense exhibition flower of true form, with long and broad floret.s,

building up a flower of much substance ; colour wltite, distinctly margined and flushed with rose,

slightly sutfused with light yellow. F.C.C., N.C.S. Dwarf habit. Plants, Is.; cuttings, 8r/.

1155. M. VILLENEUVE-BUTEL (Jap. Inc.)— Colour beautiful shade of violet with paler

reverse
;
rather late variety. Plants, Is.

;
cuttings, Sd.

1156. MRS. J. LEWIS (Kef. Jap.)—Large, of great substance; pure white. Plants, Is.;

cuttings, 8(1.

1157. MRS. JOHN J. GLESSNER—A light yellow, very distinct in form; broad petals,

opening in a whirl, which when matured assume a convexed form, tips turning backward, and
twisting in all directions, giving a very irregular outline; flowers, 7 by 7 inches in diameter, a

perfect ball, 41 feet in height, maturing November 1st; robust habit; stem very stout and short

when terminal bud is selected. {Edward llatchxMrs. ./(route Jones.) Rocommended for

Certificate by the C.S. A. at Chicago and Cincinnati. 3s. 6i/.

1158. MRS. MARTIN A. RYERSON {Snowball X Mrs. McK. Twombit/) — Rocommended
for Certificate by the C.S.A. at Chicago and Springfield

;
also winner, at the latter place, of the

$50,000 prize for seedling, scoring the highest number of points. A pure white, petals narrow
;

from crown bud it is reflexed, and from terminal the centre builds up with interlacing, incurved
petals, making a very high flower, distinct in form, maturing November 10th to 15th. by 61
inches. 3.«. Gd.

1159. MRS. R. D. DOUGLAS (fuc.)—Another grand addition to the incurved section
;
colour

a beautiful old gold dusted red. 3s. Oi/.

1100. MRS. R. McArthur (Inc.)- Pure snow white; one of the most perfect. 2s. Gd.

lliil. MRS. W. C. EAQON (Inc )—A very large flower, with broad incurving florets
; colour

silvery lilac. Second crown. Is. Gd.

1102. NEW YORK (Jap. Inc.)—Pure white, tvith broad massive petals, but a bad doer.

Plants, 1.1. ;
cuttings, f.d.

1103. PHRYNE—Extra broad petals, rich red-bronze, very large
;
good habit and strong

grower. Plants, Is. ; cuttings, 8d.

1104. PORCELAIN (Jap.)—Very beautiful
;
colour blush pink. Plants, l.v.

;
cuttings, 8(7.

1165. RACHAIS (Jap. Inc.)— Colour old rose, pretty golden reverse. Plants, Is.
;

cuttings, 8d.

1100. RED WARRIOR—Rich chestnut-red, broad flat petals; a grand flower; large.

Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, 8d.

1107. REVE D’OR (Jap. Inc.)—Another good yellow. Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, Sd.

1168. SIMPLICITY—A flower of splendid form, of the purest white. First-Class Certificate.

Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, 8rf.

1169. SOUVENIR DE MA SCEUR (Jap. Inc.)—Colour lilac-mauve, reverse somewhat paler.

Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, 8d.

1170. SUNCLAD—Colden yellow flower, in style of 11. Ij. Sunderbruch, Plants, Is.; cuttings,

Sd.

1171. SUNSTONE—A very promising flower, with long florets of medium width
;
colour clear

light yellow ;
beautiful and distinct. First-Class Certificate. Plant.s, l.s.

;
cuttings, 8</.

1172. SURPASSE GAMBETTA (Jap.)—A flower of large proportions; colour brick-red;

good habit. Plants, Is.; cuttings, Sd.

1173. THANKSGIVING (Jap.)—Very sturdy habit
;
flower very large

;
coloura beautiful clear

pink. Is. Gd.

1174. TRIOMPHANTE DE CH. MOLIN (Jap.)—Immense flower, very long petals
;
colour

violet-rose, centre of flower slightly' tinted yellow. 2.s-. Gd.

1175. VELMAR (Jap. Inc.)—Colour rosy carmine. Plants, l.s. : cuttings, 8(/.

1170. VICOMTE ROGER DE CHEZELLES (Jap.)—Large, with long florets, hooked at the

tips
;
colour striped red

;
dwarf habit. First-Class Certificate, N.C.S. Plants, Is.

;
cuttings, Sd.

1177. VIOLESCENT (Jap.)—E.xtra fine
;
white, shaded lilac. Plants, Is.; cuttings, 8rf.

1178. YANOMA (Jap.)—Very promising; pure white. Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, 8</.

OTHER VARIETIES FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.
1179. AMI TANESSE—Incurved, large, old violet rose, bronzy reverse. Is.

1180. BEAU RfiVE—Incurved, .silvery-white, tinted rose. October. Is.

1181. COMTESSE JEAN DE LA ROCHEPOUOAULT—Deep carmine, reverse and centre

silvery. Is. Gd.

1182. LUCILE MATHIEU DE LA DROME—Golden yellow, reverse pale rose
;
extra.

1183. M. J. MOLIN—Probably the finest red coloured variety.

1184. MME. DESBLANC—Rose, shaded silver; superb.
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1185. MME. G:6rAND—

I

ncurved, petals largo and fine, rosy flesh colour, l.i. (id.

1186. MME. LA BARONNE DE HIRSOH—Incurved, very doable, and of the purest white
;

superb. Terminal bud. Is. Gd.

1187. MME. LIGER LIGNEAU—Undoubtedly the finest yellow early flowering variety;

verv dwarf. l.«.

1188. MME. LOUISE ADLER—Very large, rose passing to pure white, petals long and

large.

1189. NAISSANCE D. L. S. F. D. 0.—Blood red, shaded purple
;
very largo flowers. Is.

1190. PAPA VEILLARD—Deep rosy-mauve, silvery reverse, broad florets. Is. 6</.

1191. PARACHUTE—Deep rose, tinted carmine and salmon
;
large and fine. Is.

1192. ROSE ARNAUD—Of immense size. Is.

1193. TRIOMPHE D'EVE (Inc.)—Rosy-white ;
a fun globular flower, l.s.

1194. VALLilE DE GEINSTEIN—Incurved, largo rose, tinted golden. Is.

HAIRY CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
1195.

1190.

1197.

Is. 6(/.

1198.

1199.

1200.

colour.

1201.

1202.

1203.

1204.

hirsute.

1205.

1206.

1207.

1208.

1209.

1210.

Is. Gd.

1211 .

1212.

1213.

1214.

Is. Gd.

1215.

crimson.
I'.'IG.

1217.

Is. Gd.

1218.

1219.

1220.

1221.

1222.

1223.

1224.

1225.

1226.

BARONNE DE LA ROOHERB—Large, pearly rose, reverse yellow. Is. Gd.

BEAUTil LYONNAISE—Incurved, chestnut, reverse amber. Is. 6r/.

BOUQUET DES ALPES— Dwarf, beautiful colour, silvery-rose, marked clear violet.

CAPRICE—Delicate rose, incurved. Is. Gd.

CHAS. BONAMY—Yellow passing to rose
;
large. Is. 0(7.

DEUIL DU TZAR ALEXANDRE III.—Purplish magenta, reverse silvery
;
beautiful

Is. 6(7

DUVET BLANC—Pure white, hairs very long.

EIDERDOWN—Late flowering
;
white, large globular shape.

ESPELATA—The finest pure white variety, l.s. Gd.

EXPOSITION DE GUITRES — Rosy-mauve marbled white, reverse silvery, very

GLORIB LYONNAISE—Rosy-magenta passing to rose-carmine.

IDA— Soft rose
;
large.

JOYEUSE PROVENCALE—Rosy colour passing to white, very long petals. Is. Gd.

KAT. RICHARD GORDON—Incurved, white, rose towards centre.

LE PIC LONG—Fine flower, deep violet, reverse clear violet marked white.

MAURICE BOISSARD—Incurved, large petals, sulphur yellow, reverse cinary.

M. CAMPAGUYA—Incurved, rose tinted lilac, reverse silvery, centre yellow. Is. 6(/.

M. CHALANDON—Splendid, incurved, citron yellow. Is. 6(7

M. COUTANT—Incurved, rich lilac, slightly hairy
;
large and flue. Is. Gd.

M. E. VUILLARD—Nankeen yellow, heavily shaded and streaked red; fine flower.

M. PIQUEMAL DE ROZEVILLE — Enormous and magnificent flowers
;

reddish

One of the finest, and the colour most unique. Is. 6(7

MLLE. PHILOMENE CLARET—Pretty flower, delicate rose.

MME. LEON TOUCHARD — Incurved, rosy-pink, reverse silvery
;

fine nov.-lty.

MOUSSELINE -Slightly incurved, bright silvery rose.

MYGALE—Tubular shaped petals.

SAGHALIEN—Large and fine
;
bronze, reverse golden. Is. Gd.

SNOW CAPBD—Creamy white, pure white hairs, l.s. 6(7

ST. BARTHELEMY—Incurved, pretty shade of rose, reverse silvery.

TATZU KZIRA—Very long tubular petals
;
old gold.

TOPPA—Large incurvc,d flowers, bronzy red.

TOUR DE CAROCHE—Incurved, deep rosv lilac, tips of florets citron. Is. 6(7

TRIOIMPHE DE BELLECOUR—Pule rose, slightly tinted cream reverse of pflals;

verv hairy. l.s. Gd.
, . , ,

1227. VTE. D’HUMIERES—Tubular petals, incurved, white, beautiful.

1228. ZAlDE—Well incurved, amaranth carmine.

1229. ZAMPA—Salmon, passing to ci\amy white
;
very haiiy.

BOUTONNIERE, /ESTHETIC, AND SPIDERY VARIETIES.
1230. ALBINOS—Pure White.
1231. ARGENTINE—Ldac, tinted white.
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1235. LI-CHAO-PEC—Novel shape.

1236. MARQUISE DE CLERMONT-TONNERRE -Tiiiteil white.

1237. MLLE. MARIE ROSE—Creamy rose.

1237a. MRS. W. BUTTERS—I’ure white. 2s. Gd.

1238. PIPER-HEIDSIECK.
1238a. SAM CASWELL—Spidery, deep pink

;
almost the exact counterpart of Mrs. Filkms,

except colour. Plants, 2s. Gd.

1239. THIBET—Canary yellow.

1240. TRIOMPHE—Yellowish salmon.

EARLY FLOWERING VARIETIES.

1241. A. LEGEUNE—Carmine amaranth.

1242. EDMOND DUVAL—Pure white.

1243. HORTULANUS—Rosy salmon, shaded yellow,

1244. L’ABBlfe MORLOT—Amaranth.

1246.

M. MARIE—Creamy white.

1246. MINISTRE H. BOUCHER—Mauve, silvery shading.

1247. MINISTRE RAMBAUD—Pure white, centre cream.

1248. MME. ALBERT MENIER—Creamy-white.

1249. MME. ALFRED DROZ—Golden yellow.

1250. MME. ARMAND QROZ—Nankeen rose.

1251. MME. CAVE -Rosy-white,
1262. MME. EMILE NONIN—Creamy-white.

1263. MME. GAGAC—Rosy-violet.

1264. M. B. YUNG—Reddish crimson.

1265. M. LEVfiQUE PfiRE—Old gold.

1266. PRESIDENT ED. BARRE—Rich red.

1257. SURPASSE GRUNERWALD—Bright rose.

1258. VICOMTE DE MONTRICHARD—Bright chestnut

Plants, Is. 6rf. each, 15s. per doz.

BOUTONNIERE. ESTHETIC, AND SPIDERY

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Where refinement in decorations is desired these will now take the place of the Pompon and

single-flowered varieties, and will undoubtedly occupy a position in Chrysanthemums similar to the

Cactus-shaped kinds in Dahlias, which have gained such well-merited popularity thronghout the

world. It is our full conviction that these light, graceful, and yet fantastic shaped Chrysanthemums

will attain a prominent position in even a much shorter time, and owing to their lasting properties

when cut, which is a great advantage, they will be eagerly sought after and used by every lady

who admires something neat and nice for the decoration of the table. For buttonholes and sprays

they are even a worthy rival to the Orchid, both in appearance and keeping qualities
; no garden or

greenhouse ought to be without them. See opinions of the gardening papers and the Press.

ANNIE HARVEY—The white Mrs. Fil/cins, see front of “Guide.”

1. ALICE CARTER—Colour reddish brown, tipped with gold
;
distinct and novel.

2. BOUQUETERRE—White, tipped with yellow and rose.

3. CENTAUREA—Deep orange yellow ; very distinct.

4. CHEVEUX D’OR—Rich golden yellow.

6. COUNTRY O? GOLD—Yellow
;
very free.

6. JITSUJETUI—Silvery pink
;
very pretty.

7. KING OP PLUMES—Rich deep yellow, prettily cat and notched. Award of Merit,

R.H.S.
8. MIDGET (Jap.)—Smallest and most perfect form of any flower

;
of lovely refined shape ;

innumerable small florets
;
colour white, shaded pink

;
very free and good grower, and has the

most valuable property of flowering profusely all through December.
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9.

MRS. PILKINS—Of Japanese form, meilium-sized flowers prettily cut and notched ;

very free flowering
;
a bright golden yellow. Award of Merit, R.H.S.

10. MRS. JAS. CARTER—Colour pale yellow, passing to white.
11. SILK TWIST—Of a rosy mauve and cream shade, full double flowers

;
pretty.

12. SOXJV. DE MME. Q-. EYNARD (Dec. Jap.)—A most wonderful arrangement of
colours, reddish chestnut tipped golden yellow, tip of each petal is twisted; very attractive and
novel.

1.9. WHITE ELESHORN—Pure white ; extra.

14.

YELLOW SULTAN—Golden yellow
;
very compact and dwarf.

Gd. each, 4s. per do/..

NEW AND CHOICE HAIRY CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
15. ABBE PIERRE ARTHUR—A very large bloom, with long petals of the purest white

incurving in the centre, outer petals prettily drooping
;
good habit. Plants, l.t.

;
cuttings, 8d.

16. BARONNE DUTHEIL DE LA ROCHERE (Jap.)—Immense flower; colour a lovely
pearly-rose, reverse deeper. 2s. Gd.

17. BEAUTY OP TRURO—Yellow ground, sport from the hairy variety Louis Bochmer,
flushed with purple as in parent. Plants, Gd. ;

cuttings, Gd.
18. BELLE DES GORDES (.Tap. Inc.)—Large; colour brilliant rosy red Plants, l.s. 6<f.

;

cuttings. Is.

19. CAPITAINE BLANCARD (Jap. )—A grand addition to the hirsute varieties; colour a'
lovely bright rose shade, iis. Gd.

20. CAPT. L. CHAURE (Jap. Inc.)—Of large proportions; colour yellow chamois, inside
petals bright crimson. Plants, Is.

;
cuttings, Gd.

21. CLOVIS HUGAS—Similar in colour to Louis Boehmer, very long petals. Plants, Gd.
;

cuttings, Gd,

22. ENPANT DES DEUY MONDES ( White Louis Boehmer)—Pure white
;
has the same

vigorous habit as Louts Boehmer. Late crown bud. Plants, Gd
. ;

evittings, id.
23. ESAU—Salmon blush, tinted yellow

;
good. Plants. Gd.

;
cuttings, id.

24. GOLD DUST—Pure golden yellow, very brilliant coluir; plumy, very full, and flnely
incurved; fine dwarf habit; stop early. Plants, Gd.

;
cuttings, 6</.

‘Jo. GOLDEN HAIR— Golden yellow, densely covered with spines. Plants, l.s.
;

cuttings, 8d.
26. HAIRY WONDER (Ja]>.)—A large flower, with long spreading florets partly tubulated,

but opening at the tips, which incurve somewhat towards the centre. The olour is bright reddi,sh
bronze, passing to bright golden bronze. The blooms are large and massive, easy to grow, and
without a doubt the finest hirsute variety in e.xistence. Pirst-Class Certificate. Late crown hud

;

8-in. pot. Is.

27. KING OP THE HIRSUTES—Colour pale lemon-yellow. Crown hu<l. Plants, Gd.
;

cuttings, fid.

28. LADY OP THE LAKE—Colour of a pale heliotrope
;
very hairy. Crown bud Plants,

Gd.
;
cuttings, Gd.

29. LEOCADIE GENTILS—A lovely yellow sport from L. Boehmer. Plants, 2,s, each.
30. LOUIS BOEHMER— Colour a delicate shade of rose-pink; the petals are covered with

long silvery hairs. Gd.
31. MADAME ADRIEN DE MONTEBELLO (Jap.)—Immense flower

;
white shaded with

rosy-pink. 2s. Gd.

32. MADAME JUDITH JOURDAN (Jap.)—Colour deej) rosy .salmon
;

a very attractive

variety. 3.s. Gd.

33. MADAME M. MARCHANT—Large flower, colour ro.sy blush
;
good habit. Late crown

hud. Plants, Gd. ; cuttings, 6d.

34. MADAME SECAREOK—A distinct hairy variety, the hirsute appendages being freely

produced and well defined
;

colour a pleasing shade of lavender, shaded ro.sy mauve. Plants, l.s.

;

cuttings, 8d.

35. MDLLE. ROUVIERE-HOULES (Inc.)—A promising flower with long petals, colour
flesh-white. Plants, Is.

;
cuttings, 8d

36. MIDNIGHT—Enormous solid bloom; broad petals, densely covered with hairs, in the style
of Jlmri/ Wonder. Plants, Is. ; cuttings, 8d.

37. M. PERNAND BERTIN—White, shaded rod
;
broad petals and largo bloom

;
habit good.

,

Crown bud. Plants, 6<A
;
cuttings, id.

38. MR. D. AMBRIERE— Another good bronze variety, centre coming bronzy-yellow with
age; dwarf habit. Plants, l.s.

;
cuttings, Srf

'
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39. MRS. ALPHEXJS HARDY—Pure white, petals broad and incurving. Use lighter soil

than nsual, plenty of charcoal, little manure; stop the plant in March. Crown bnd. I’lants, Gd.
;

cnttings, id.

40. MRS. O. B. FREEMAN—Deep golden yellow, sport from Louis Boehmer, with all the good

qualities of its parent. I’lants, Is. Gd.
;
cuttings. Is.

41. MRS. DR. WARD—Colour a distinct shade of bronze-yellow; flowers large and deep;

dwarf. Crown bud
;
high culture. Plants, Gd.

;
cuttings, id.

42. MRS. W. J. GODFREY— Large, purest white, broad florets, incurving. Gd.

43. PAPA BERTIN—Large flower; colour delicate flesh-pink; dwarf habit. Late crown

bud. Plants, Gd.
;
cuttings, id.

44. FERLE D’OR

—

A lovely shade of canary-yeHow, long'.broad petals
;
good habit. Plants,

Gd. ;
cuttings, Gd.

46. P. MARETON—Orange, shaded red, large spreading flower
;
good habit. Late crown bud.

Plants, dd. ;
cuttings, Gd.

46. FRIMA DONNA—Colour inside bronze-red, the reverse nankeen-yellow
;
dwarf. Crown

bud, 10-in. pot. Plants, Gd.
;
cuttings, id.

47. PRINCESS ENA—Colour a clear warm rosy pink. Gd.

48. SADTEL, 1893—Broad incurved petals, bloom of good size. Colour carmine, reverse

golden bronze. Crown bud. Plants, Gd.
;
cuttings, id.

49. SOUVENIR DE L’AMI COYE—Pure white
;
dwarf and vigorous habit. Crown bud.

Plants, Gd.
;
cuttings, id.

50. VAUOANSON—A very fine large deep variety, in the way of Louis Boehmer, but in every

respect an improvement. Crown bud. Plants, Gd.
;
cuttings, id.

51. WHITE SWAN—A beautiful flower
;
as hirsute as Hairy Wonder. Plants, Gd.

52. WM. FALCONER— Blush-pink, sport from Louis Boehmer. Similar in all respects save

colour. Plants, Gd.
;
cuttings, 4<f.

SIMPLY AN ANNOUNCEMENT.
We are on the best of business relationship and have special terms with all Trade-growers. Our

orders for new varieties are already given for large quantities, so that we may have the first early

plants, and thus enable us to despatch with our own all new kinds of other raisers in one package
;

and we further respectfully intimate to all those who wish their orders to be sent in first-class

condition, that they should forward their commands as soon as possible after receipt of this New List.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

f
EED is now being saved in every country in the world. It comes up readily, and of course

each raiser sees wonderful things in his own, so they are thrust on to the public. From
long experience, seedlings want carefully selecting w'ith practical knowledge, and even tnen

should be well grown and shown the next year, as there may be many little nasty habits to prevent

it ever becoming popular. We have increased our department, built the grandest and best adapted

house, 160 feet long by 25 feet wide, and appropriated nearly an additional acre of ground

to grow old stools that we had cut down early before flowering, which we have now taken up with

large balls of earth, and are giving us valuable, early, and first-rate cuttings that give more

than satisfaction. We only intend to purchase from the principal growers, who have a knowledge

of what is wanted, and of others that can be relied upon. Seedlings are raised as readily as Zonal

Pelargoniums, and the world can be swamped wijh many that are not nearly so good as our older

kinds. When good ones are obtained, they ought to command double what they have hitherto

dcsie to make them worth venturing large sums of money. Even some of those that have been

cultivated by the greatest experts, in our opinion, will not be heard of again. We only intend to

introduce those that will become standing varieties, like those we have hiherto put in comme»e,

(5iviBg us a great repatation for the best varieties sent out by any firm.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.
We have adopted quite a new system for the supply of cuttings, which we are sure will be much

more satisfactory to the purchasers, and far more successful than those supplied in the usual way

from plants which have stood close together with their long drawn-up cuttings, and often from those

not very healthy, whose colours have been strained to the utmost.
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We now plant out our stock of young plants first week in Mav in the open ground, and cut themdown the end of September, then lift them with large balls of earth and plant them in our earth-
stage, close against the glass. They soon begin to throw up quantities of cuttings of a short sturdy
nature, quite different to those from exhibition plants, and the difference is such that all growers whohave seen our two houses, 100 ft. each, full of these roots, would decide never to grow from the
over-worked old stools again. °

LARGE-FLOWERINQ INCURVED VARIETIES
FOE CUT BLOOMS.

Those varieties marked with a (•) are those that have been exhibited, and were amongst the
winning classes at the principal shows throughout England. All those with a ft) are the best for
exhibition specimen plants, (a) Raised and sent out by H. C. & Sons.

68. *ALPRED SALTER, id.

64.

‘ANOELINA,*™. PRESIDENT SAN-
DERSON. id.

66. AREGlNA,syn. INNER TEMPLE, id
56. ARISTINE ANDERSON. 6rf.

57 AUREUM MULTTPLORUM. 6rf
68. AUSTIN CANNELL. Plants, 2s.

;

cuttings. Is. Zd.

69.

*tBARBARA. id.
60. *BARON BEUST, syn. BERNARD

PALLISY. id.

61. BARON HIRSCH. id.
62. *BEAUTY. id.

63. BEAUTY OP HULL (sport from Mr.
Sunn), id.

64.

*tBEVERLEY. 4(/.

65. BONNIE DUNDEE (Inc.), is.

66. •BRONZE JARDIN DES PLANTES
id.

67. BRONZE QUEEN, id.
68. BROOKLEIQH GEM.
69. *CAMILLE PLAMMARION. id
70. O. B. WHITNALL. id.

71. CHARLES GIBSON, id.
72. CHARLES H. CURTIS. Od
73. ‘CHERUB, id.
74. DR. ROZAS, syn. DR. ROGERS, id.

76.

DUCHESS OP PIPE. Plants, Is.
;

cuttings, 8d.

76. DUPONT DE L’EURE. id.
77. ‘EMILY DALE. <id.

78. ‘EMPRESS EUGENIE, id.

79.

*tEMPRESS OP INDIA, syn. LADY
ST. CLAIR, MRS. CUNNINGHAM, SNOW-
BALL, and WHITE QUEEN. Gd.

80. ENSIGN, id.

81. ERNEST CANNELL. Plants, 2s.
;

cuttings. Is. 3</.

82.

‘tEVE. 4rf.

8*.‘tPAUST. id.

84. PINGAL. id.

86. PLORA MACDONALD, id.

86.

*tGENERAL BAINBRIGGE. id.
87. GENERAL MAURIC. Plants, Is.

;

euttings, 8d.

*8. GENERAL SLADE, id.

89. GEO. COCKBURN. 6d.
90. GEORGE HAIG. Is.

91. GLOBE DOR. Od.

92. ‘GLOBE WHITE. 6d.
93. ‘GLORIA MUNDI. 4d.

94.

*tGOLDEN BEVERLEY, id.
95. ‘GOLDEN EAGLE, syn. ORANGE

PERPECTION. 4d.

96.

‘tGOLDEN EMPRESS. 6-1.

97. ‘GOLDEN JOHN SALTER. Gd.
98. GOLDEN NUGGET. Plants, 2s. Gd.

;

cuttings. Is. 6d.

99. ‘GOLDEN QUEEN OP ENGLAND,
syn. EMILY DALE, EMILY DALE
(Improved), JOHN LAMBERT. 6d.

100.

‘tGUERNSEY NUGGET, id.
101. HAROLD WELLS. Is.

102. HERCULES. 4d.

103. HEREWARD. 4d.
104. ‘HERO OP STOKE NEWINGTON

4d.

105. tHETTY BARKER. 4d.
106. H. SHOESMITH. 41.

107. IDEALITY. Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, 8d

108. ‘ISABELLA BOTT. 4d.
109. J. AGATE. 6d.

110. ‘JARDIN DES PLANTES 4d
111. JEANNE DARC. 6d.

112. ‘JOHN SALTER, syn. MR. HOWE.
6d.

113. J. LYNE, JUNR. Is.

114. J. PEARCE. Is.

115. KING OP ORANGE. Plants, 2s.
;

cuttings. Is. 3d.

116. ‘LADY CAREY. 4d.

1 17. aLADY DOROTHY (Cannell). 6d.

118.

‘tLADY HARDINGE. 6d.

119. LADY ISABEL. 2s.

120.

‘tLADY SLADE. 4d.

121. ‘LADY TALPOURD. 4d.
122. *LE GRAND. 4d.

123. LEONARD PAYNE, Plants, 2s.;
cuttings. Is. 3d.

124. LEON LBQUAY. 4d.
125. ‘LORD ALCESTER, syn. PRINCESS

IMPERIAL and BRUCE PINDLAY;,. 6-i.

126‘tLORD DERBY, syn. ODORATUM
PURPUREUM. 4d.

127. LORD EVBRSLBY. 4d.

128. ‘LORD ROSEBERY. 6d.
129.o‘LORD WOLSELEY (Cannell). id.
130. *LUCY KENDALL. Od.
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131.*tMABEL WARD, syn. BENDIGO

132. *MME. DARRIER. 4(1.

133. MME. EDOUARD VELTEN. 4d.

134. *MME. MANTE. id.
13'). MAJOR BONNAFFON. (irf.

13(i. MA PERFECTION. rinnts, l.s-.

;

cutting.s, 8(1.

137. MAY TOMLIN. 4(1.

138. MISS DOROTHY FOSTER. I’laiits,

l.«. Gd.
;
cuttings, Is.

13!). *MISS M. A. HAGGAS. Gd.

MISS MARECHAUX,,s^n. THURZA140.

3d.

141.

142.

l.v. Gd. ;

MISS PHYLLIS FOWLER. Is.

MISS VIOLET FOSTER. Plants,
cuttings. Is.

143. «MISS VIOLET TOMLIN. 6(1.

144. MONS. DESBLANC. Plants, l.s.
;

cuttings, 8(1.

145. MONT. ST. EYNARD. Plants, Is.

;

cuttings. 8d.

146. »M. P. MARTIGNAC. id.
147. *M. R. BAHUANT. id.

148.

*tMR. BRUNLEES. id.

149.

*tMR. BUNN. 4d.

160. »MR. COBAY. id.

151.

»tMR. GEORGE GLENNY. 4d.

152. »MR. GLADSTONE. 4d.
153. *MR. ROB. MUDIE, sm. JOHN

DOUGHTY. 4(1.

154.

*tMRS. DIXON, syn. GOLDEN
GEORGE GLENNY and MRS. C. H. GLO-
VER. id.

165. MRS. F. HEPPER. Gd.

l,56.*tMRS. G. BUNDLE. 4d.

157."tMRS. HEALE. Gd.

168. MRS. J. CROSSFIELD. Gd.

169. "MRS. J. MITCHELL. 4d.

160. *MRS. JOHN GARDENER. 4d.

161. MRS. N. DAVIS. 4d.

162. MRS R. C. KINGSTON. 6d.
163. *MRS. ROBINSON KING. Gd.

164. *MRS. S. COLEMAN. 6d.

165. "MRS. SHIPMAN. 4d.

16(i.»tW. HALIBURTON. 4d.

167. "NIL DESPERANDUM. 3d.

168. NOEL PRAGNELL. 6d.

l(!9.*tNOVELTY. 4d.

170. OETA. 3d.

171. OWEN’S CRIMSON. Gd.

172. PERLE DAUPHINOISE. Plants,
l.v. : cuttings, 8d.

173.

*tPINK PERFECTION, syn. MISS
MARY MORGAN and PINK PEARL, id.

174.

»tPRINOE ALFRED. 4d.

175.

»tPRINCE OF WALES, id.

176. "PRINCESS BEATRICE. Gd.

177.

*tPRINCESS OF WALES,
BEAUTY OF ST. JOHN'S WOOD
PRINCESS ALEXANDRA. Gd.

178.

’»tPRINCESS TECK,S(/n. CHRISTMAS
NUMBER and PRINCESS MARY. id.

179.

*tQUEEN OF ENGLAND, syn. HER
MAJESTY. Gd.

180.

a*REFULGENCE (Cannell). id.

181. RENA DULA. Plants, Is.

cuttings, l.s.

182. *REV. C. BOYES. 4d.

183. "ROBERT CANNELL. 6d.

184. "ROBERT PETFIELD. 6d.

18.5. RON SIN PERE. Plants,
cuttings, 8d.

186. ROSE OWEN. Plants,

cuttings, l.s.

187. SIR B. SEYMOUR. 4d.

188. "SIR S. CAREY, id.

189. SIR TITUS. 6d.

190. SIR T. LAWRENCE. 6d.

191.

"tVENUS. id.

192. "VICE-PRESIDENT JULES
BARIGNY. 4d.

193.

"tWHITE VENUS. 4d.

194. WILLIAM TUNNINGTON. 6d.

li)5. YELLOW GLOBE. 6d.

196. YELLOW PERFECTION. 4d.

197. YVONNE DESBLANC. Plants,

l.s. (id.
;
cuttings, Is.

syn.

and

6d.

Is.

Is. Gd.

FOR NEW VARIETIES, see Front of Catalogue.

REFLEXED FLOWERS CLASS.
All this class turn their petals outwards, hence recurved. Strange to say, nearly every one has

a capital habit, and can be grown into specimens for exhibition.

198. ALICE BIRD, syn. BUTTERCUP.
19!). "AMY FURZE.
200. "ARIADNE.

201.

"tCHEVALIER DOMAGE.

202.

*tCHRISTINE.
203. CLOTH OF GOLD.
204. COMMANDANT SCHNERDER. 6(/.

205. CRIMSON VELVET.
206. (tCULLINGFORDH, THE SCARLET

CRIMSON CHRYSANTHEMUM (Cannell).

207. DISTINCTION.
208. DOROTHY GIBSON. 6d.

209.

"tDR. SHARPE.
210. oELSIE (Cannell).

211.

*tEMPEROR OF CHINA,.syn.

WEBB’S QUEEN.
212. tPELICITY.

213.

»tGAZELLE.
214. GOLDEN BALL.

215.

"tGOLDEN CHRISTINE.
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f 216. 0-. STEVENS.
' 217. tJEWESS.

218.

»tJXJLIE I.AORAVERE.

219.

»tKINO OP CRIMSONS.
220. LA OANDEUR.
221. MISS ALICE ROBERTSON. 6rf.

222. MISS FLORENCE LUNN. 6</.

223. MOUNT ETNA.
224. MR. B. HOOKE. Crf.

225.

»tMRS. FORSYTH.

226.

*tORANGE ANNIE SALTER.

227. »PERLE DES BEAUriiS.
228. PHIDIAS.

229.

«tPROONE.
230. aPUTNET GEORGE (Cannell). 6d.

231. R. SMITH. 6rf.

232. SALTERH.
233. TEMPLE OP SOLOMON.
234. WHITE EMPEROR. 6d.

236.

WM. NEVILLE.
236. YELLOW ELSIE (Cannell), syn.

GOLDEN ELSIE (Ref. Dec.).

4d. each, except where priced.

LARGE-FLOWERING ANEMONE, OR QUILLED ASTER-LIKE
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

A stand of these, when well grown, has a most unique and beautiful appearanee, and if once seen
thw would be grown by hundreds

;
and tbe same with Pompon Anemone.

The selection here made includes the best of this somewhat limited but very beautiful class.

They should be exhibited in single flowers, like the Incurved.

237. ACQUISITION.
238. *ADA STRICKLAND.
239. AGNES HAMILTON.
240. BEAUTY OF EYNSPORD,
241. O.S1SAR.
242. CINCINNATI.
243. DAME BLANCHE.
244. DELAWARE.

246.

E. G. HAZELDENE. Gd.

246. ‘EMPRESS.
247. ‘FLEUR DE MARIE, syn. GEORGE

HOCK.
248. GEO. HAWKINS.
249. ‘GEORGE SAND.
260. GLADYS SPAULDING.
261. ‘GLUCK.
252. GRAND ALVEOLE.
253. ‘JOHN BUNYAN
254. JUNON.

265.

‘KING OP ANEMONES.
256. ‘LADY MARGARET. Gd.

257. LA MARGUERITE.
268. ‘LOUIS BONAMY.
259. ‘MADAME GODERAU.

260. MADAME ROBERT OWEN.
2G1. MARGARET OF NORWAY.
262. ‘MARGINATUM.
263. ‘MARGUERITE D’ANJOU.
264. ‘MARGUERITE DE YORK.

266.

MARIE JOLIVART.
266. MISS ANNIE LOWE. Gd.

267. MISS IiIARGARET.
268. MR. A. J. BOOKER.
269. MRS. O. J. SALTER.
270. MRS. JUDGE BENEDICT.
271. uMRS. M. RUSSELL (Cannell).
272. ‘MRS. PETHERS.
273. rtMRS. W. HOLMES (Cannell).
274. ‘PRINCE OF ANEMONES
275. PRINCESS.
276. ‘PRINCESS LOUISE.
277. ‘QUEEN MARGARET.
278. ‘ST. MARGARET.
279. ‘SUNFLOWER.
280. THORPE JUNIOR.
281. VIRGINALE, syn. LATE DUCHESS

and MDME. GRAEM.
282. W. & G. DROVER.

4t7. each, except where priced

ANEMONE OR QUILLED ASTER-LIKE FLOWERED POMPONS
FOR STANDS OF CUT BLOOMS.

Amongst the many stands of flowers seen at Chrysanthemums exhibitions, none in our opinion
surpass these for beauty of colour and chaste appearance. They should be exhibited with three
sprigs or shoots, together with from 8 to 10 in. of stem and foliage. As their flower stems are very
weak and do not hold up their flowers well they should be strengthened with wire.

283. AGLAIA.
384.*tANTONIUS.
286. ‘ASTARTE.
2»6.‘tASTREA.
287. BESSIE FLIGHT.
288. BRIOLIS.
289.‘tCALLIOPE.
290. CONTRAST.

291. ‘DICK TURPIN.
9(10 1i(T?Tr( lo

29s! ‘EUGENE LANJAULET
294. ‘tPIREFLY (Cannell).

296.

GEM OF EARLSWOO®. 1«

296. ‘GRACE DARLING.

297.

»tJEAN HATCHETTE.
298. ‘MADAME OHALONGE
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299.

*tMADAME MONTELS.
300. *MADAME SENTIR.
301. MAGENTA KINO.
802. ‘MARGUERITE DE COI, ayn.

MARQUIS DE OROIX.
303. »MARGUERITE DE WALDEMAR.

304.

*tMARIE STUART.
306.*tMISS NIGHTINGALE.
306.*tMR. ASTIE.

307. *MRS. WTNESS.
308. »PERLE.
309. ‘PRESIDENT MOREL.
310. ‘QUEEN OP ANEMONES

311.

‘tREGULUS.
312. ROSE MARGUERITE.
313. ‘SrUONIE.
314. ZOBEDIE.

FIMBRIATED CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
This Hybrid Pompon Section, each beantifnlly and regularly scalloped, gives us a new class,

which when known will be as general in every collection as Mdlle. Martha.

315. ADELE PRESETTE.
316. ANAIS.
317. ARBRE DE NOEL.
318. BELLE NAVARRAISE.
319. CRCBSUS.
320. sELSIE WALKER.
321. FIMBRIATUM.
322. LAOINIATA ROSEA.
323. MDLLE. D’ARNAUD.
324. MDLLE. MATHILDE RAYNAUD.

326.

*MARABOUT.

326. MONSIEUR CAMILLE.
327. ‘MONSIEUR HOSTS.
328. MR. HOLMES.
329. SANSPAREIL.
330. SIR RICHARD WALLACE.
331. SOUVENIR DE JERSEY.
332. SULPHUR MARABOUT.
333. TISSANDIER.
334. TOUSSAINT L’OUVERTURE.
336. TOUSSAINT MAURISOT.
336. WILLIAM PAYNE. Is.

POMPONS FOR SPECIMEN GROWING, EITHER AS BUSH
OR PYRAMIDS.

The sorts here selected are varieties characterised by good and ample leafage and early blooming
kinds, and have been among the First Prizes at all the Great Shows.

Seed, 2s. 6rf. per pkt.

SMALL WELL-FORMED FLOWERS.
337. ‘ANDROMEDA.
338. BIJOU D'HORTIOULTURE.
339. ‘tBOB, syn. MAROON MODEL.
340. BRILLIANT.
341. CARESSE DU SOLEIL.
342. ‘JERSEY BEAUTY.
343. JESSIE.

344.

‘tLA VOGUE.
345. LILAC GEM.
346. LITTLE PET.
347. LOUISA.
348. LUNE FLEURIE.

349. MARGUERITE VINCENT.
350. MISS TALFOURD.
351. ‘MODEL OP PERFECTION.

352.

»tMRS. HUTT.
353. PERFECTION.
364. SALAMON.
365. ‘SNOWDROP.
366. STELL^
357. TROPHEE.
368. “ YELLOW SNOWDROP,” or

“PRIMROSE LEAGUE.”

POMPONS.
With flowers larger than preceding class. These are excellent for large specimen plants.

.369. ‘ADONIS.
360. AUTUMNUM.
361. a BLACK DOUGLAS (Cannell).

362. ‘BROWN CEDO NULLI.
363. ‘CAPTAIN NEMO.
364. COMETE BIELA.
365. CRAVACTTON.
366. ‘CRIMSON PERFECTION.
367. DOLLY (Pom.) 6rf.

8f)8.*tDUPONT DE L’EURE.
369. ECLIPSE.

370.

*tELEONORE.
371. EXPOSITION DE CHALON.

372.

*tPANNY.
373. FEU D'AMOUR.
374. ‘FLORENCE CARR. 9rf.

376‘tGOLDEN CEDO NULLI.

376.

‘tGOLDEN MDLLE. MARTHE, syn.

MISS OUBRIDGE.
377. GOLDEN ST. THAIS.
378. ‘GOLDEN TREVENNA.
379. JAMES FORSYTH.
380. LA FAVORITE.
381. IA PURET^:.
382. LE PARNASSE.

383.

*tLILAO CEDO NULLI.
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384. L'ORANOERE.
385. MAIDEN’S BLUSH.
386. «MATD OP KENT (Cannell).
387. MDLLE. MARIQNAC.
388»tMDLLE. MARTHE.
389. MDLLE. ELISE DORDAN.
390. NELLY RAINFORD
391. ORANGE BEAUTY.

392.

»tPRESIDENT, syn. MR. MURRAY.
393. tPRINCE VICTOR.
394. PURITY.
395. tPYGMALION.
390. tROSINANTE.
397. ‘ROSE D’AMOUR.

398. *ROSE TREVENNA.
399. RUSSIA PERFECTA.

400.

*tSAINT MICHAEL.
401. SAINT THAIS.
402. STRIATUM ELEGANS.
403. SUNSET.
404. VICTORINE.
405. VOLCAN.

406.

*tWHITE CEDb NULLI.
407. "WHITE TREVENNA.
408. WM. KENNEDY.
409. *WM. SABEY.
,410. ^WILLIAM WESTLAKE.

JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
SECRETS IN COMPETITION.

Althoagh the Japanese do not require to be made as uniform as if they had been cast in one mould,
like the incurved and recurved, yet they require similar arrangement, so that they each present a
regular and pretty form, whatever their natural shape may be. Massiveness and great depth of
flower is most appreciated

;
flat hollow centres and undecided colours should be avoided. No model

can be set up in this section as the one required. Yet whatever style of twisting, curling, or
recurving best suits the variety, to assist that growth of the flower to develop itself, and when done,
it must be such as the eye will cause the tongue to say, “That is pretty; I like that variety.”
It generally follows, what pleases the public pleases the judges, and that is the secret of success.

411. ABBE MENDENHALL, id.

412. A. H. WOOD. Plants, 1.S-.
;
cuttings, 8rf.

413. A. J. BALFOUR. Plnnt.s, 2.«.
;
cuttings,

l.s. 3d.

414. ALBERIC LUNDEN. id.

415. ALICE M. LOVE. Plimts, l.s.
;

cuttings, 8d.

416. *ALICE SEWARD, id.

417. AMIRAL AVELLAN. 6</.

418. AMY SHEA. Plants, l.«.
;
cuttings, Hd.

419. ANNA HARTZHORN. id.

420. A. PAYNE. Plants, l.s.
;
cuttings, 3d.

421. ARONA. Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, 3d.

422. AUSTRALIE. Plants, Is.
;
cuttings,8</.

423. AUTUMN TINTS, id.
424. AVALANCHE, id.

425. BARON TAIT. Plants, 2s.
;
cuttings.

Is. 3d. ®

426. BEAUTY OF CASTLEWOOD, syn.
MRS. PRESIDENT HARRISON. 6d.

427. "BELLE PAULE, syn. BELLE PAUL-
INE.

428. BLACK DIAMOND.
429. BOUQUET DES DAMES.
430. BOULE D'OR (Ino.). 6</.

431. BOULE D OR.
432. "BEAUTE TOULOUSAINE.
433. BEAUTY OF ADELAIDE. Plants,

2s.
;
cuttings. Is. 3d.

434. "BEAUTY OF EXMOUTH.
435. BELLEM. Plants, Is.

;
cuttings, 3d.

436. BRIDE OF MAIDENHEAD.
437. C. A. OWEN. Plants, 2.s.

;
cuttings.

Is. 3d. -
438. C. B. HAYWOOD. IMants, i,ls. ;

cuttings, 3d.

489. C. E. JEFFCOCK. Plants, Is.
;

cuttings, 3d.

440. "CHARLES BLICK.
441. "CHARLES DAVES. 6d.

442. CHARLES J. MASSEY. Plants, Is.

;

cuttings, 3d.

443. C. HARMAN PAYNE. Is.

444. CHAS. E. WILKINS. Plants, 2s.
;

cuttings, Is. 3d.

445. CHITO. Is.

446. COLONEL CHASE.
447. COL. CURSON. Plants, Is.

3d.
cuttings.

448. COL. T. C. BOURNE (Ref.). Gd.

449. COL. W. B. SMITH. Gd.

450. COMMANDANT BLUSSET.
451. "COMTE DE GERMINY.
452. COMTE F. LURANI.
453. COMTESSE DE GALBERT. Is.

454. CRIMSON BEAUTY. Gd.

455. CRODA. Plants, 2s.
;
cuttings. Is. 3d.

Established Plants of all Chrysanthemums not priced 4d. each. Cuttings, purchaser’s
selection, zs. per doz., except those priced higher; our selection, is. 6d. per doz.

; 8s. per loo.

Cuttings of new varieties at a proportionate price.

AW are flowered yearly on purpose to keep them true to name. Always a large quantity of
Stock Plants ready for propagating or Jor growing into specimen and flowering plants.

(
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BARON TAIT,

For description, see. No. 425, page 5fi.
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PlaDte, 2*. ;
502.

603.

GOLDEN WREATH.
GOLDPINDER. Planta,

456. CROWN OF GOLD.
cuttings, Is. 3rf.

‘

467. C. SHRIMPTON. 6rf.

468. C. W. RICHARDSON. Plants, Is.
;

cuttings, 8rf.

469. DELIGHTFUL. Plants, 2s. ; cuttings,

Is. 3rf.

460. DENNIS SMITH-RYLANDS.
Plants, 2s.

;
cuttings. Is. Zd.

461 . DEXHL DE JULES PERRY.
462. DIRECTEUR TISSERAND. 6d.

463. DOROTHY SEWARD. Plants, Is.
;

cuttings, 8rf.

464. DUCHESS OP WELLINGTON. 6rf.

466.

DUCHESS OP YORK. 6rf.

466. DUKE OP (WELLINGTON (Jap.
Inc.) Plants, 2s. 6rf.

;
cuttings, is. 6rf

467. *DUKE OP YORK. 6rf

468. *EDA PRASS.
469. EDELWEISS.
470. EDITH TABOR. 9d
471. *EDMUND BEYAN (Cannell). 6</.

472. EDOUARD AUDIGUIER.
473. EDWIN MOLYNEUX (Cannell).
474. •ELAINE, syn. WHITE AIGLE.

476.

ELLA CURTIS. Plants, 2s.
;

cut-

tings, Is. 3d.

476. ELTHORNE BEAUTY. Pla»t.s, 2s.
;

cnttings. Is. 3d.

477. EMILY SILSBURY. Plants, Is.
;

cnttings, 8d.

478. *ETHEL.
479. ETOILE DE LYON.
480. EVA KNOWLES. 6d.

481. EXCELSIOR.
482. EXMOUTH YELLOW. Plants, l.s.

;

cuttings, 8f/.

483. EYNSFORD WHITE (Cannell).
48 1. •PAIR MAID OF GUERNSEY.

486.

FALORIA. Plants, Is.
;

cuttings, 3d.

486. FLORENCE DAVIS.
487. PRANK HARDY. Plants, Is.

;
cut-

tings, 8d.

488. PRANK WELLS.
489. G. BROCKMAN. Plants, 2s.

;
cut-

tings, Is. 3d.

490. G. C. SCHWABE.
491. GENERAL ROBERTS. Plants, Is.

cuttings, 8d.

492. GENERAL ROCKE. 6d.

493. GEORGE SEWARD. Plants, 2s.
;

cuttings. Is. 6d.

494. *GEORGE W. CHILDS.
495. G. LANGDON. Plants, Is. : cuttings,

8d.

496. GLARING. Plants, 3s.
; cutting.*!.

Is. 3d.
^

497. GLOIRE DU ROCHER.
498. tGOLDEN DRAGON.
4i)9. *GOLDEN GATE.
600. GOLDEN TROPHY. Plants, 2s. Gd.

;

cuttings. Is. Gd.

601. *GOLDEN WEDDING. 6</.

(

tings. Is. 3d.

604. GOOD GRACIOUS.
.505. GRAPHIC (Ino.). 6rf.

506. HAIRY WONDER, syn. RYUMEN.
Is.

607. HALLOWEEN (Inc.). l.s.

508. HAYDEE PALBE. Plants, 2s.; cut-

tings, Is. 3d.

509. H.BALLANTINE ( TTte Bronze Ostrich

Plume).
610. H. CHEESEMAN. Is. Gd.

611. HENRY JAOOTOT FILS. 9rf.

512. HERBERT J. CUTBUSH. Plants,
Is.; cuttings, 8d.

518. H. HAMMOND SPENCER. Gd.

514. H. H. ASQUITH. Plante, 2s.; cut-

tings, Is. 3d.

616. H. L. SUNDERBRUCH.
516. H. T. WOODERSON. Plants, Is.

cuttings, 8d.

517. H. WOOLMAN. Plants, Is.
;

cut-

tings, 8(/.

518. IN MEMORIAM. Plants, 2s.
;

cut-

tings, Is. 3d.

619. INTERNATIONAL.
520. JAMES CORNFORD (Jap. Ref.)

Plants, 2s.
;

cuttings. Is. 3d.

521. JAMES MOIR. Plants, 2s.
;
cnttings.

Is. 3d.

522. JAMES MYERS.
523. JAS. BIDENCOPE. 9d.

624. •JEANNE DijLAUX, syn. P. A.
DAVIS.

525. J. H. RUNCHMAN.
526. JOEY HILL.
527. JOHN APLIN. Plants, Is.; cuttings,

8d.

528. JOHN H. TAYLOR.
529. JOHN MACHAR. Gd.

530. JOHN NEVILLE. Plants, 2s.
;
cut-

tings, 1.S-. 3d.

531. JOHN SEWARD. Plants, Is.
;

cut-

tings, 8d.

532. *JOHN SHRIMPTON.
533. JOSEPH BROOKES. Plants, 2s.

;

cuttings. Is. 3d.

534. J. S. DIBBIN.
635. JULIA SCARAMANGA. Plants, 2.S.;

cuttings. Is. 3d.
TTT’DT^TT'R

537! J. W. MoHATTIE. Plants, l.s.; cnt-

tings, 8d.

538. KATE IVTURSELL.
539. KENTISH WHITE. Per 100 cnttings,

8s.

540. KENTISH YELLOW.
541. KHAMA. Plants, id.

;
cuttings, Gd.

542. KING OP BUFFS. Plants, 2s.
;
eat-

ings, Is. 3d.

543. KUMO-NO-UE, or WHITE GOOD
GRACIOUS. Grf.
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544. L'ADORABLE.
545. LADYBTRON. Plants, Is.; cuttings, 8<?.

546. »LADY E. SAUNDERS.
547. LADY ESTHER SMITH. Plants,

Is.
;
cuttings, 8rf.

648. LADY aORMASTON. Plants, Is.
;

cuttings, 8rf.

549. LADY HANHAM. Plants, Is. 6(A
;

cuttings. Is.

550. LADY NORTHCOTE. Plants, 2s.
;

cuttings, Is. Zd.

561. LADY OPORTO TAIT. Plants, Is. Gf/.;

cuttings. Is.

562. LADY RANDOLPH (Ref.)

563. LADY RIDGWAY. Plants, Is.
;

cuttings, 8rf.

654. LADY T.LAWRENCE (Cannell),s^a

MRS. BEALE and ROBERT BOTTOMLEY.
655. LAGO MAGGIORE. Plants, Is.

;

cuttings, 8rf.

556. LA MEIJE.
657. »LA TRIOMPHANTE.
558. LE MOUCHEROTTE (Inc.). G<f.

559. LEONARD BROWN. Plants, Is. Zd.
;

cuttings. Is.

5G0. LILIAN B. BIRD. 6rf.

661. LILY LOVE.
562. L’ISERE.
563. LIZZY SEWARD.
564. LORD BROOKE.
666. LORD JUSTICE LOPES. Plants, l.s.

;

cuttings. Is. 6e/.

666. LORD MAYOR. Plants, 2s.
;
cuttings.

Is. ‘Ad,

567. LOUIS BOEHMER, syn. MURASAKI-
KIUBI. 6rf.

668. LOUISE. 6</.

669. MADAME AD. CHATIN.
570. MDME. CARNOT. 6d.

571. *MME. C. AUDIGUIER.
572. MADAME CHARLES MOLIN.
573. *MDME. EDOUARD REY.
574. MME. ERNEST CAPITANT (Kef.).

Zd.

575. MME. MARIE HOSTS.
576. *MDME. OCTAVIE MIRABEAU.
677. *MME. RICOUD.
678. MADAME ROZAIN. Plants, 6</.

;

cuttings, 4f/.

679. MDLLE.ANTOINNETTECALVAT
580. »MDLLE.LACROIX,si^n.LAPURETil
581. MDLLE. M. A. DE GALBERT.
582. MDLLE. MARIE RECOURA.
583. MDLLE.THERESEPANCKOUCKE.
684. MDLLE. THERESE REY. Grf.

585. MAGGIE SHEA. Plants, l.s.;

cuttings, 8f/.

686. MARJORY KINDER. Plants, l.s.
;

cuttings, 8(/.

587. MASTER BATES SPAULDING. 6</.

588. MASTER H. TUCKER. Plants, 2s.
;

cuttings, Is. 3d.

589. MATTHEW HODGSON. Plants, Is.;

cuttings, 8d.

690. *MEG MERRILEES.
591. MILANO. Plants, l.s.

;
cuttings, 8<f.

592. MISS ANNIE GAUNT. It. 6d.

593. MISS BRONNAPOSTER (Inc.) 6rf.

694. MISS CLARA WALKER. Plants,

Is.
;
cuttings, Rd.

596. »MISS DOROTHEA SHEA. 6d.

596. MISS DULCIE SCHRCETER. Gd.

697. MISS ELSIE TEICHMANN. Gd.

698. MISS ETHEL ADDISON. Gd.

599. MISS GRAHAM. Plants, 2s.
;

cut-

tings, Is, 3d.

600. MISS HETT 2 DEAN. Plants, 2s. ;

cuttings. Is. 3d.

601. MISS MAGGIE BLENKIRON. Gd.

602. MISS MARY GODFREY. Plants,

Is.
;
cuttings, 8d.

603. MISS M. M. JOHNSON. Gd.

604. »MISS M. SIMPKINS.

606.

MISS MURIEL GOSCHEN. Plants,

Is.
;
cuttings, Id.

606. MISS RITA SCHRCETER. Gd.

607. MISS STORER. Plants, Is 6</. ;

cuttings, 1.9.

608. MISS WATSON.
609. M. AUG. DE LACVIVIER.
610. M. BENJ. GIROUD.
611. M. CHAS. MOLIN.
612. M. CHENON DE LECHE. Gd.

613. M. DEMAY-TAILLANDIER (Inc.).

6d.

614. M. FREEMAN.
615. M. GEORGES BIRON.
616. M. HENRI JACOTOT.
617. M. H. J. JONES. Gd.

618. M. J. ALLEMANA. Gd.

619. M. J. GINET. Gd.

620. M. JOHN LAING, .-yn. J. J.HILLIER.
621. M. LEON DEBAT. Gd.

622. M. MOUSSILLAC.
623. M. PANCKOUCKE.
624. M. R. BALLANTINE. 6r/.

625. MR. A. G. HUBBUCK. Plants, Is.

cuttings, 8d.

626. MR. A. H. NEVE.
627. MR. A. NEWELL. Plants, 2s.

;
cut-

tings, Is. 3</.

628. MR. CHARLES E. SHEA.
629. a MR. C. ORCHARD (Cannell).

630. MR. G. HOLLINGSWORTH. Plants,

Is.
;
cuttings, 8d.

631. a MR. H. CANNELL (Cannell).

632. MR. F. BREWER or YELLOW
VISCOUNTESS HAMBLEDEN. Plants.

2s. Gd.
;

cutting.9. Is. Gd.

633. MR. P. PURNELL, Plants, Is. :

cuttings, 8d.

634. MR. R. B. MARTIN. Gd.

635. MR. W STANDRING. Plants, 2«. ;

cuttings. Is. 3d.

636. MRS. A. G. HUBBUCK.
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c.'
G37. MRS. A. H. WOOD. PlanW, Is.

;
I

cuttings, Srf.
'

C.S8. MRS. AliPHEUS HARDY, (id.
J

03!). MRS. BLAKE. Plants, 2s.
j
cutting.*, ,

l.s. 3d.

(!40. MRS. C. E. SHEA. G</. !

G41. MRS. CHAS. KEYSER. Plant.*, 2s.
;

I

cuttings, Is. (id.
j

G42. *MRS. O. HARMAN PAYNE.
G43. MRS. O. H. WHEELER.

j

644. MRS. C. ORCHARD (Jap. Inc.) !

G73. MRS. JOHN SHRIMPTON. Plants,

l.s. ; cutting,*, 8(7.

G74. MRS. JOSEPH THOMPSON, l.s.

G75. MRS. K. A. LETTIS. Plants, 2s.
;

cuttings, l.s. 3d.

(!7(j. MRS. MALING GRANT. Plants,

2s.
;
cuttings. Is. 3d.

G77. MRS. RICHARD JONES, .s//n

MRS. C. BLICK. Plants, l.s.
;
cuttings, 8d.

678. MRS S. C. PROBIN. Plants, 2s. 6(7.

;

cuttings, Is. G<7.

679. »MRS. T. DENNE.
Plants, Is.

;
cuttings, 6d.

645. MRS. COTESWORTH BOND (Jap.
;

Ref.). Plants, 1s.
;
cuttings, 8<7.

646. MRS. D. DEWAR. Plants, 2s.
;

j

cuttings. Is. 3d.

647. MRS. E. D. ADAMS
648. MRS. E. G. HILL.
649. MRS. E. S. TRAPPORD. Is,

650. MRS. E. W. CLARKE.
651. MRS. P. A. BEVAN. Plants, 2s.Grf.

;

-cuttings. Is. Gd.

680. MRS. W. H. LEES.
681. MRS. W. J. GODFREY. 9<7.

€82. MRS. W. WALTERS.
683. MUTUAL PRIEND. Is.

684. NELLIE ELVERSON. 1«.

685. NEVA TEICHMANN. Plants, 2s.

;

cuttings, Is. 3c7.

686. NPVEUS.
687. NYANZA. Is.

688. OCEANA. Plants, Is. Go.
;
cuttings. Is.

689. OLIVE OCLEE. Plants, Is.
;

cut-

652. MRS. PALCONER JAMESON
(Cannell).

653. MRS. PISHER. Plants, 2$. ;
cuttings.

Is. 3c7.

654. MRS. PURSDEN, Plants, 2s.
;
cut-

tings, Is. 3t7.

655. MRS. P. THOMPSON, st/n. W. G.
DROVER.

656. MRS. G. ARMISTEAD. Plants, Is.
;

cuttings, 8(7.

657. MRS. G. CARPENTER. Plants, Is.

;

•cuttings, 8(7.

658. MRS. GEO. A. MAGEE. 6(7.

659. MRS. GEO. WEST. Is.

6()0. MRS. G. GOVER. Plants, Is.
;

cut-

tings, 8(7.

661. MRS. G. H. SMART. Plants, l.v.

;

-cuttings, 8(7.

ting.s, 8(7.

690. PAIRE PRANCOUN. Gd.

691. PALLANZA. Gd.

692. PELMO. Plants, 2.s-.
;
cuttings. Is. 3(7.

I

693. PHILADELPHIA.
694. PHCEBUS. Gd.

695. PRESIDENT ARMAND.
696. PRESIDENT BORREL.
697. PRESIDENT CARNOT. 6(7.

698. PINK ETHEL.
699. PINK LACROIX, sj/n. ANNIE CLI-

BRAN.
700. PONDEROSUM. Plants, 2s.

;
cut-

tings, l.s. 3(7.

701. PRIDE OP EXMOUTH. Is.

7U2. PRIDE OP MADPORD. 9(7.

703. PRIDE OP MAIDENHEAD. 9(7.

704. PRIDE OP NEW SOUTH WALES.
662. MRS. G. W. PALMER. Plants, 2s.

;

cuttings. Is. 3(7.

663. MRS. HARRY CHIESMAN. Plants,
Is. : cuttings, 8(7.

664. MRS. H. BRISCOE-IRONSIDE.
Plants, Is.

;
cuttings, 8(7.

665 a MRS. H. CANNELL (Cannell), sen.

CHRISTMAS EVE.
666. MRS. HERMANN KLOSS. Plants,

Is.
;
cuttings, 8(7.

667. MRS. HUGH PENWICK. Plants,
2s. : cuttings, Is. 3(7.

668. MRS. HUME LONG. Plants, 9(7.
;

cuttings, 6(7.

669. MRS. H. WEEKS. Plants, Is.
;

cuttings, 8(7.

670. MRS. J. BEGS. Plairts, 2s.
;
cuttings.

Is. 3d.

671. MRS. J. P. BRYCE. Plants, 2s.
;

-cuttings. Is. 3d.

672. MRS. JOHN COOPER,. Plants,
ils. 6(7.

;

cuttings. Is.

2s. Gd.

705. PRIDE OP SWANLEY. Plants,

9(7. ;
cutting.*, Gd.

I

706. *PRIMROSE LEAGUE.
707. PRINCESS MAUD. Plants, Is.

;

cuttings, 8(7.

708. "PRINCESS MAY.
709. "PRINCESS VICTORIA.
710. QUEEN OP BUPPS. 6(7.

711. RALPH BROCKLEBANK.
712. *RED GAUNTLET.
713. REINE D ANGLETERRE. 6(7.

714. REINE NATHALIE (Inc. Jap.).

Plants, Is.
;
cuttings, 8(7.

715. REV. S. G. SCOTT. Plants.
; cut-

tings, 8(7.

716. RICHARD DEAN.
717. ROBERT PLOWERDAY. 6(7.

718. *ROBERT OWEN. 6(7.

719. ROBERT OWEN, Junr. Plants,

2s. 6(7.
;
cuttings, Is, 6(7.

720. ROBT. POWELL. Is. 6(7.
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I’lants, 2.V

721. ROSE WYNNE.
722. ROYAL SOVEREIGN,

cuttings, l.«. 3d.

723. ROYAL STANDARD. Plants, 2.s-. 6,/.

cuttings, Is. 3d.

724. R. PENNINGTON. Plants. 2s.

cuttings. Is. 3d.

T25. SARAH HILI,. i)d.

72(i. SARNIAN GEM. Plants, 2.t.
;

cut-

tings. Is. 3d.

727. SILVER KING. (id.

728. ISIMON DELAUX.
729. SIR EDWIN T. SMITH.
730. SIR JOHN WATSON.

Is. (id.
;
cuttings. Is.

731. SIR WM. HART DYKE.
Is. (id.

;
cuttings, l.s.

732. SNOWDON,
tings. Is. (id.

733. SOUVENIR DE PETITE AMIE.
734. STANSTEAD WHITE.
735. STRIPED ODORATA.
73(i. SURPRISE. 6rf.

737. SWANLEY GIANT. Plants, 2.s. fid.;

cuttings, l.s. fid.

738. SWANLEY YELLOW, .syn. SUN-
FLOWER (Cannell). (Id.

739. THOMAS WILKINS, (id.

740.

* THUNBERG.
741. T. L. TURK. Plants, l,s,; cuttings, 8d.

Plants

I’lants,

Plants, 2s, fid,
;

cut-

cutting

Plant

742, TOPANA. Plants, 2.s,

743, *VAL D ANDORRE.
744. VICAR OP BRAY,

cuttings, Is. 3d.

745. VIOLET ROSE.
VIOLETTA.
•VISCOUNTESS HAMBLEDEN. 9d.

74C.

747.

748.

749.

750.

VIVIAND MOREL.
•WABAN. (id.

WALTER OWEN.

fid.

Plants, l.«.
;
cut-

tings, 8d.

751. W. A. MANDA.
752. WESTERN KING. 2.s

753. *W. G. NEWITT.
754. W. H. FOWLER, (id.

755. W. H. LINCOLN.
75(5. W. H. MORTER. Plant.s, 2s.

;
cut-

tings, Is. 3d.

757. WILFRED H. GODFREY. Plant.»,

2.S.
;
cuttings. Is. 3d.

758.

759.

7(10.

7(51.

702.

7(53.

8d.

WILFRED MARSHALL, fid.

•WILLIAM SEWARD.
WM. SPARKS (Inc.), (id.

WOOD'S PET. Plants, l.s-.
;
cuttings,8d.

W. TRICKER.
W. WRIGHT. Plants, l.s.

; cuttings.

7(54.

7(55.

YELLOW
YELLOW

AVALANCHE.
MME. CARNOT. Is fid

GOOD LATE-FLOWERING
INCURVED.

7GG. HERO OP STOKE NEWINGTON
Pink.
767. MISS MARECHAUX -White.
768. MRS. NORMAN DAVIS—Yellow.

7(59. PRINCESS TECK—White.

JAPANESE.
770. CHRISTMAS YELLOW.
771. ETHEL—Pink.

772. ETHEL—White.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
773. GOLDEN DART—Yellow
774. GOLDFINDER.
775. MRS. 0. CAREY—White.
77(5. MRS. H. JONES—Yellow.

777. NEW YEAR’S GIFT—White.

POMPONS.
778. GOLDEN GEM—Yellow.
779. SNOWDROP.
780. VIRGINALE, ANEMONE— White,

7SI. YELLOW SNOWDROP.

Plants, 4d. each
;

iSs. per dozen

THREAD-LIKE FLOWERED VARIETIES (JAPANESE).
782. GOLDEN THREAD.
783. *MADAME B. RENDATLER, .sy«.

CURIOSITY.

784, JREINE DES BEAUTES.

ANEMONE-FLOWERED JAPANESE.
785. BACCHUS.
78(5. CALEDONIA.
787. DUCHESS OP WESTMINSTER.
788. E. C. JUKES.
789. EMPEROR.
790. ENTERPRISE.
791'. •FABLAS DE MADERANAZ or

FABIAN DE MEDIANA. (id.

792. JAMES WESTON (Cannell).

793. JEANNE MARTY. 7

794. *JUDGE HOITT.
795. MME. BERTHA PIGNY.
79(1. MIVIE. CLOS.
797. MME. MUREL.
798. MME. THERESE CLOS.
799. mdlle;. CAJBROL.,^.
800. MARGUERITE VILLAGEOISE
801. MARSIA JONES. Plants, l.s. (id.

802'; M. C..LEBOCQZ.
4(0,'5; • mon: TANCKOUCKE.
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804. MRS. BASSETT. Gd. 811. •SIR WALTER RALEIGH.
805. NELSON. 812. SCEUR DOROTH^IE SOUILLil.

806. OWEN’S PERFECTION. Gd, 813. SOUVENIR DE L’ARDENE.^
807. QUEEN ELIZABETH. 814. SOUV. DE MME. BLANDINIERE8
808. RATAPOIL. 816. SURPRISE.
809. ROBIN ADAIR. Gd. 816. TAM O’ SHANTER. Gd.

810. SABINE. 817. •W. W. ASTOR.

ELEGANT
For new varieties, «e« fore part of Catalogue.

AND CURIOUS-SHAPED CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
818. OATHAEINE WHEEL,ANEMONE

(Cannell).

81 i). OOLDEN DRAOON.

820. MDME. WALTHER. dd.

821. MRS. BEATRICE CARD (Card).

DECORATIVE VARIETIES.
'^HESE are principally for the decoration of the conservatory, the house, and for cut flower

purposes
;
all are very free flowering, dwarf habits, and decided colours

;
and where exhibition

flowers are not the aim, these are decidedly preferable for general use.

822. ADELAIDE RUSSELL. 6<1.

823. BRILLIANT. Od.

824.

*tCHINAMAN, syn. LE CHINOIS.

826.

CHRISTMAS YELLOW.
826. COMET.
827. DR. MASTERS.
828. E. M. BIOELOW. Plants, 6d.

;

cuttings, id.

829. ETHEL AMSDEN.
830. PULTON.
831. GOLDEN GEM.
832. GOLDMINE.
833. L'APRICAINE, syn. GORDON.

834.

mss A. L. DALSKOV. Plants, Is.

cuttings, 8d.

836.

MISS CONWAY. Gd.

836. MISS MORLEY (Ref. Jap.). 6<f.

837. PRESIDENT HYDE (Ref. Jap.).

838. PRINCESS. Gd.

839. PROFUSION.
840. SOURCE D’OR.
841. THE BRIDE. Gd.

842. TRAFALGAR. Is. Gd.

843. WILLIAM STEVENS.
844. YELLOW ETHEL, or NEW

YEAR’S DAY (Edwards’ variety).

846. YELLOW SOURCE D'OR.

All those not priced id. each.

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

«ARLY flowering Chrysanthemums are making rapid improvement
;
we now give them more

attention and grow them better. Our house, after the Carnations and Picoteeswere removed,
and during August and September, was really a fine eight. It cannot be said we have nothing
but Dahlias in the autumn, for these can he had in abundance

;
yes, for many continue throwing up

flowers after the first lot are cut—so very different to the ordinary November kinds, and for bedding
many of the varieties make a grand feature. Mr. Brown, the Superintendent, Hyde Park
Gardens, writes us :—“ Madame C. Desgrange has again made the most attractive bed in the Gardens
this season, and these are fast becoming a most important section of this family, but like all Chrysan-
themums they require to be well grown, otherwise they will end in disappointment.”

846. ALICE BUTCHER.
847. AMBROSE THOMAS.
848. BLUSHING BRIDE.
849. BRONZE BRIDE.
860. CHEV. ANGE. BANDIERA.
851. DODO, Gd.

852 EDITH SYRATT.
853. PIBERTA.

854. FLORA, sgn. LATE FLORA.
866. FLORRIE PARSONS.
866. FREDERIC MARRONET.
867. FREDERICK PEL^!.
858. GENERAL HAWKES.
869. GENTILESSE.
860. GOLDEN FLEECE.

Mr. W. Bbown, The Gardens, Lyndhurst, Stockport, lOf/i January, 1898.

Hardly anything I do with more pleasure than send you an order for Seeds. I can alway.s

picture the crop, and fully rely on its being fine, giving me the greatest pleasure. Some are

extmordiuary, surprising all my friends. My employer takes the liveliest interest in all you
send us—a real source of pleasure to all.
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862. HARVEST HOME (Jap. Rel.).

868.

JACINTHA.
864. J. B. DUVOm.
866 LADY PIT2WIGRAM.
866. LA PETITE MARIE.
867 LEMON YELLOW. 6</.

868. LE POETE DES CHRYSAN-
THEBI9B8.

869. LONOPELLOW.
870. LYON.
871. MME. CARMEAUX. 6rf.

872. MME. OASTEX DESGRANOE.
873. MME. EDOUARD HBPORT.
874. MME. EULALIE MOREL.

876.

MME. OABUS.
876. MME. QASTELLIER.
877. MME. LOUIS LIONNET.
878. MME. MARIE MASSE.
879. MME. PICCOL.
880. MDLLE. JOLIVART.
881. MEONON.
882. MISS DAVIS.
883. M. A. HERLAUT (F.P.).

884. MONS. FREDERICK SYSMAYER.

886.

MONS. a. DE DUBOR.
886. MONS. GUSTAVE GRUNER-

WALD. 6rf.

887. M. JULES PAQUET.
888. MONS. ZEPHIR LIONNET.
889. MONTAGUE.
890. MRS. BURRELL.
891. MRS. CULLINGFORD.
892. MRS. HAWKINS.
893. MR. W. PIERCY.
894. NANUM, syn. SISTOU.
896. ORANGE CHILD.
896. PETILLANT.
807. PIERCY’S SEEDLING.
898. QUEEN OF THE EARLIES. Is.

899. R. DU MESNIL DE MONT-
CHAUVEAU.

900. ROSE WELLS.
901. SALTER'S EARLY BLUSH.
902. SAM HENSHAW.
903. SAMUEL BARLOW
904. STRATHMEATH.

906.

THE DON.
906. TOREADOR.
907. VICE-PRESIDENT HARDY.
908. VICOMTESSE D’AVENE.
900. VISCOUNT CLICQUOT. (F.P.)

910. WHITE GRUNERWALD. Is. 6rf.

91 1 . WHITE LADY.
912. YELLOW PETITE MARIE.
913. YELLOW GEM. (id.

fi. Cki)T\eH & f^loi'^,1 Qiiitle.

861. G. WERMIG, sgn. GOLDEN MA-
DAME DEsaKAKGE.

Ail those not priced, 4</. each.

COUNTRY GROWN PLANTS AND CUTTINGS.
The difference between onr country grown plants and cuttings, and those grown and sold in or near

London or other towns, is so manifest that no comparison can be drawn. True, they like soot at

their roots, but not to be covered with it, ns they must be when grown in snch a situation, and for the

want of light are poor and drawn up
;

whereas ours are clean, strong, and healthy, and will root in

half the time, and make stronger and healthier plants.

OCTOBER FLOWERING VARIETIES.

914.

AIGLE D’OR, syn. HEBDEN
BRIDGE and BERROL.

916.

ALEX. DUFOUR.
916. ARTHUR CREPAY.
917. AUTUMN QUEEN.
918. A.VILLATTE DES PRUGNES.
919. BARBARA FORBES. Is.

920. BARON VEILLARD.
921. BARONNE G. C. DE BRIAILLES.
922. BLANC PRECOCE.
923. BLANCHE COLOMB.
924. BOUQUET ESTIVAL.

926.

CAMILLE BERNARDIN.
926. CHARLES MOLIN.
927. CLARENCE BRYANT.
928. DRIN DRIN.
929. E. G. HENDERSON ET SON.
930. F^KilCITE.
931. FLEUR D’ETE.
9.12. GASPARD BOUCHARLAT. Is.

933.

GASTON CHANDON DE
BRIAILLES.

934. GENERAL OANROBERT.
935. GLOIRE DASTAPORT.
9,16. HARVEST QUEEN.
937. ISADORE FERAL.
938. JAS. SALTER
939. LA CHARMEUSE.
940. LADY BROOKE.
941. LADY KENNAWAY. 6d.

942 LADY SELBORNE.
943. L’AMI COUDERCHET.
944. LA PERLE.
945. LA VIERGE.
946. L’lLE DES PLAISIRS, syn. EARLY

RED DRAGON.
947. MME. DUFOSSE.
948. MME. E. BELLAN.
949. MME. HENRI DEVRED.
950. MME. JACOB.
951. MME. LA COMTESSE FOUCHER

DE CARIEL
952. MME. LEON COLLIN
953. MANDARIN.
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954.

955.

96().

967.

958.

959.

960.

961.

MARGOT
M. E. PYNAERT VAN GEERT.
MONS. ALBERT GALY.
MONS. ERNEST BERGMAN. —
MONS. FREDERIC KORHLY.
MONS. HARRY LAING.
MONS. JACOB.
MONS. MAXIME DE LA

ROCHBTERIE.
962. MONS. PIERRE CASSAGNEAD.
963. MRS. GIFFORD.

964. OCTOBER YELLOW.
965. P. RADAELLI.
966. ROI DES PR^lCOCilS.
967. ROSE LAING.
968. SECRETAIRE ALFRED BLED
969. SCEUR MELAINE.
970. SUNSHINE.
971. VIERGE JAPONAISE.
972. WILLIAM CLIBRAN.
973. WM. HOLMES.
974 . YELLOW LADY SELBORNE.

All those not priced, 4rf. each. Cuttings, purchaser’s selection, 2s. per dozen
; our selection. Is. &d.

;• per dozen
;

8.s. per 100. New varieties in proportion.

Chrtbantuemoms.—Our stock of both old and new varieties is the largest, most complete,

ED 1 ill the finest possible condition, grown expressly for amateurs and professionals to win. As
a proof, we are proud to see by the New York Herald that plants supplied by ns have again

carried off the American great prize, “ Gold Medal."

Yyhen ordering, please quote edition of Catalogue, as the numbers are occasionally revised.

SINGLE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
If we were to print half the extracts from the various horticultural papers, and the letters from

those to whom we have sent flowers, including some of the highest titled patrons in the land, they
would fill many pages, therefore we are convinced the following will suffice to cause these most highly
useful and easily grown flowers to be cultivated in every garden. They are little or no trouble to
CTow

;
produce more blooms, last longer in good condition, either cut or uncut, than the doubles.

In persistency of petal the single Dahlias bear no comparison, neither do they for real beauty and
use. Further, they have a nice perfume, and for all kinds of decoration will not only add a new
charm, but fill our tables with brightness and beauty up to and past Christmas.

975. ADA BIRCH. 2s.

976. ADA FOSTER. 2s.

977. aADMIRAL SIR T. SYMONDS
(Cannell).

978. AGNES PAYNE. 2s.

979 AMERICA.
980. ANNIE BUTTERS. 2s.

981. ANNIE TWEED. 6rf.

982. uAURORA (Culllngford).

983. BEAUTIFUL STAR. 2s.

984. BESSIE RICE. 2,s.

986.

BUFF PRINCE. 2.i.

986. BUTTERCUP (Cannell).

987. aCANARIENSE, IMPROVED
(Cannell).

988. CASINO.
989. CRIMSON AND GOLD. Is.

990. CRUSHED STRAWBERRY
(Cannell). dd,

991. oD. WINDSOR (Cannell).

992. EDIE PAYNE. 2s.

993. ELLA PICKERING. 2s.

991. ELLEN SMALES. 2s.

995. EUCHARIS. 6d.

996. EVELYN POSTER. 2.s-.

997. PLORRIE.
998. PRAMPIELD BEAUTY. Is. 6d.

999. GUS. HARRIS (Cannell).

1000.

HOLBORN SUNRAY.

1001. HOLBORN TERRA-COTTA.
1002. IRENE. Is.

1003a. JANE (Snowflake) (Cannell).
1001. JOHN TYARS (Cannell).
1005. KATE WILLIAMS. 2d.

1006. LADY CHURCHILL (Cannell).
1007. LIZZIE MORLEY.
1008. MARIGOLD.
100.1. aMARY ANDERSON (Cannell).
1010. MISS ANNIE HOLDEN(YELLOW

MARY ANDERSON).
1011. MISS CRISSEY.
1012. MISS HILDER.
1012a. miss D. HAWKINS.
1013. MISS M. CLARK.
1014. MISS M. WILDE.
1015. MISS PALMER.
1016. aMISS ROSE (Tecsdale).

1017. MISS SARAH.
1018. MOZART.
1019. aMR. MIST (Cannell).

1020. MRS. A. E. STUBBS. Gd.

1020a, MRS. 0. H. SEELEY. Is.

1021. MRS. E. STAINES. l.s.

1022. aMRS. J. WILLS (Cannell).
1023. NELLY (Teesdale).

1024. aOCEANA (Cannell).

1025. aORIFLAMME (Teesdale).

1020. PURITY. 0(/.
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1027. aQUEEN OF THE YELLOWS
CCannell).

1028. REV. W. E. REMFREY. 6</.

1029. ROBERT.
1030. SCARLET GEM (Cannell).
1031. SNOW WREATH.

1032. SOUV. DE LONDRES.
1033. STAR. Is.

1034. STAR OF HOLBORN.
1035. THE ECHO. 6d.

103C). WARLEY PICKERING.
1037. WINIFRED HULL. Is.

Is.

All those not priced, id. each. Cuttings of new varieties half price, unless priced.

CHRYSANTHEMUM (MARGUERITES) PARIS DAISIES.
{Golden and Silver Stars.)

This class is really one of the most valuable for cut flowers
;
with only ordinary care they can be

had in flower all the year. During the winter they are indispensable, and if afterwards planted out
they make a splendid bed ; if they have a fault at all, it is because they are too easily propagated.
They were much admired by all visitors at the Paris Exhibition, and arc extensively grown in the
French parks as bedding plants. The fact of their never ceasing flowering makes them household
flowers everywhere.

1038. ALICE CROUSSE—Dwarf and very
free

; one of the best.

1039. ALMA BRUGGEMANN -Flowers
single, beautiful clear golden yellow, edged
white.

1040. BRANCHING ETOILE D’OR —
Bright yellow ; habit and free blooming are all

that can be desired. It is, in our opinion, the
most serviceable plant sent out for many years.

1041. CORONARIUM FRUTESCENS—
White

; splendid bedder.

1042. CORONARIUM GRANDIFLORUM
—Blooms all the winter.

1043. ifcTOILE D'OR—Yellow
;
blooms nine

months in a year. Is.

1044. MADAME FARF.<BILLON.
1045. MAXIMUM — Pure white, yellow

centre ; fine for cutting. 6rf. each
;

4s. per doz.

1046. MTNIATUM- White.

1047. PINNATIFIDA—Beautiful foliage.

1048. SPECIOSUM (Leuoanthemum)

—

Supposed to be the original variety.

1049. ULIGINOSUM (Pyrethrum)—
White, large yellow centre, blooms in September:
a valuable hardy species, splendid for cut flowers.

6(7. each
;
flowering plants, Is. each.

NEW SINGLE FLOWERED ANNUAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
These novelties were obtained by crossing C. coronarium on to C. carinatum, and will prove

a valuable addition to this class, and also very useful for cutting and decorative purposes.

1050. *CHIEPTAIN—Large, bright yellow,

1051. bu^ OF YORK—Deep yellow self

;

good.

1052. *ELEGANS—White, yellow centre
;

fine.

GOLDEN GEM—A beautiful rich1053.

colour.

1054. ‘PRINCESS MAY—White with deep
yellow ring round an orange disc

;
fine shape.

1055. ‘SUNSHINE — Bright clear yellow,

golden disc, florets broad
;
large and fine

‘Received an Award of Merit.

Is. each.

DOUBLE MARGUERITE (CORONARIUM CLASS).
Blooms all the year.

1060. aAURORA, DOUBLE (Cannell)—Bright yellow flowers, small and wonderfully neat and

pretty
;
invaluable for cut flowers, and for button-holes not excelled by any other flowers. First-Class

Certificate. 6<7. ; flowering plants, Is. 6rf.

THE FIRST CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW IN ENGLAND was held at Norwich in the year

1826, and the names of the varieties exhibited were:

—

Tasselled Yellow, Clustered Pink, Yellow

Cluster, Silver White, Yellow Flame, Early Blush, Changeable Pale Buff, Large Lilac, and Golden

Yellow, How happy nurserymen and gardeners must have been in those days, with so few and such

easy names I

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
This wilt be found useful in the cultivation of the Chrysanthemum, more especially to swell

out the buds, and give vigour to the whole plant.

6d. per lb.; 7 lbs., 2s.; 14 lbs., 3s. 6d.; 28 lbs., 6s.

Special fbiobb for larger quantities.
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FLOWER OF SULPHUR,
6d. per lb.

NITRATE OF SODA FOR THE
GARDEN.

^Vl^rnmtoll of stimdnrd purity, a« imported.

4-lb. Tin, Is. 6d., post free.

DISTRIBUTORS.

India-rubber Puffs, for a])plyiiiK sulphur,

tobacco pow<ler, &c. , to ))lants.

“The Duplex” 2s. 9d. each.

Boite-a-Houpe ... 3s. Od. ,,

AWARDED

HIGHEST RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE

R.H.S, AND N.C.8.

OF ANY TUBES YET EXHIBITED.

PnovisiONALLT Protectbu No. 7141, 1B94.

For Exhibiting Chrysanthemums
and other Flowers.

The Cup has one Brass Side Spring which enabler the

exhibitor to adjust his flower with speed and accuracy in

the tube or Water Container. It also has a very simple
arrangement to prevent the necessity pf plugging, x The
Tube or Water Container has also one Brass Side Spring
which passes through a Flange fixed to the Showboard
from, the under side.

By using these Tubes the exhibitor can raise his flowers
seven inches from the board, with instant adjustment.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE—
Simplicity, Ease of Adjustment, (hirabiUty,

Efficienoy,. and Great Saving of Time.

For Incurved size, I inch diameter

»» »» *j )) ).

Japanese ... 3 „ ,,

PRICE 9s. PER DOZEN.

Extract from the “ British aardenlng.”
“ It is not generally known that Mr. H. Cannell, of Swanley, proposed that the ‘ National'

Chrysanthemum Society’ should assume that title. The Society, as reported a week or two
ago in this journal, was originally a local organization, but Mr. Cannell, with^is characterisiic far-
•sightedness, saw a future before it if it would but adopt the title of the National Chrysanthemum
.Society. The then president sconted the ides and vigoronsly opjiosed it. Eventnally; however,
it was adopted, with the results already known—namely, that it has- grown into a powerful
institution with a very wide reputation.”
H. Cannell, Senr., would be glad tg propose those.sending 6s.. asi Members of the above Society.
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SHOW BOX AHD STANO, WITH Old PS AMO TUBES COMPLETE
(iLet uah^,v9 orders, a wesK t>e£ore you require them^)

Each £ 8. d.

Show Box, painted and varnished, with two stands for 24 blooms, 24 Cups and 24 Tub.eq 2 0 0

Show Box, painted and varnished, with one stand for 12 blooms, 12 Cups and 12 Tnbpf

1

10 0

Show Box, painted and varnished, with one stand for 6 blooms, 6 Cups and 6 Tubes ... 0 16 0

Best Camel -bair Brushes, for dusting the blooms 1/-

H. Canneli. & Sons have the largest collection of the oldest and newest varieties in strong plants

or cuttings always ready, and warranted true to name. Also every appliance for exhibiting them.

STEEL TWEEZERS.

For polling out the oreen evk or centre, and de»'OR»(8P estalS. Post free for Is. 9rf.

Stronger and better finish. Post free {or 3s.

IVORY TWeeZERS.

All who wish to have their Blooms in Perfect Shape on the Exhibition Table must have thn.se

Post frefi for 6d,
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THE BEST OF ALL INVIGORATORS IS

CANNELL8’ “REAL MANURE.”
For giving Vigour, Size, and Brilliancy of Colour nothing approaches it,

THE MOST EFFECTIVE OF ALL. For Chrysanthemums especially,

and used by nearly all the prizetakers in the world.

1-lh. tin, 1 b., parcel post. Is. 4d. ; 3-lb. tin, 2s. 6d., parcel post, 3s.;

6-lb. tin, 4s. 6d., parcel post, 6s. 3d.

Special Fbiceb fob Laboeb Quantities in Baqb.

Directions for use—1 oz. to gallon of water

BECKETT’S

PATENT

GUPS

AND

TUBES,

COMPLETE.

9s. per'dozen.

For either

Japanese or

Incnrved

Flowers.

. HCANNELL& SONS^*’=?rtr
BOXOF INSTRUMENTS -

; 5;-^
^^R DRESSING CHRYSANTHEMUMS*

BOX COUFLBTB, £1 Is.

Of the finest make and best quality. Will last many years
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TIDY’S PATENT TELESCOPE CHRYSANTHEMUM CUP AND TUBE. i

PERFECTLY WATER-TIGHT. Patent No. 8788.

The distinct advantages of this Patent Cup and Tube is—

1st—It is Perfectly Water-tight,

no matter in what position it is

placed. Once properly fixed, the

box containing the boards could

be placed in any position, without

the slightest injury to the blooms,

and therefore it is unsurpassed for

travelling long distances.

2nd—It is the only tube which

raises the water with the flower,

the bloom can be raised 11 inches,

and at the same time with an ample

supply of water.

3rd—By the set-screws one is

able to place it in any position with

security, the bloom not being

twisted but elevated vertically.

Ith—Theindia-rubber ring which

fits in the cup is a Distinct Advan-

tage as it is concave, gives to any

size stem, and holds the bloom firm-

ly without any plugging whatever.

6th—They are manufactured

with the best quality zinc, well-

finished, and are practicably

indestructible, as seen front the

foregoing illustration. It is the

most simple and perfect tube in the

market, and the sale is rapidly

increasing.

It is made in different sizes for

Chrysanthemums, Dahlias, Hoses—

in fact, any flower which requires

to be exhibited singly.

The letters in illustration are

as follow—(A) Cup fits over watei

container (B), and passes into tube

(C), and tube (C) into holder (D)

;

the whole can be compressed for

travelling to within 1^ inches of

show-board.

Price per dozen, 12s. complete. All sizes.

We hope all exhibiting the produce, either from our Seeds, Plants, and Manure will

drop us a note as to quantity, &c., and sufficient specially printed cards will be immediately sent to

affix to each exhibit.

Anyone having seedlings or sports, or newly introduced Chrysanthemums of a distinct character, are

respectfully requested to send blooms and full particulars to H. Cannell & Sons, Swanlet, whose

collection is the largest, best kept, and most complete, forming a continuous bank of 1,20U leet,

blooming lovely : beyond question the finest sight of this grand flower ever offered for public

inspection. All are asked to » Come and See ” during the season. Many thousands of plants

specially grown for export to all parts of the world.
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AT a splendid display these make when well grown
! yet many have the idea that they

i^HKjyZy are a dirty class of plants, and always infested with fly, but when they are so, it is nearly
always because they have been starved and couflned in an unfavourable, dry atmosphere,

and often placed next to some other infectetl plant. When seedlings or young plants are potted, place
in a close frame for three or four days until they recover, and afterwards expose during the months
of September and October to all favourable weather, and even during the night with as cold a tem-
perature M possible, just excluding the frost, and, as soon as the pots are filled with roots, supply
with liquid manure, and at all times well surround with a moist, airy atmosphere. This family of
plants should be the king of the greenhouse all through the spring, for really we know of no plant so
easily grown as the Cineraria, and very seldom we find it necessary to fumigate until just before they
are coming into flower. (ITor other particulars, see Seed List.)

^

First Prize at Royal Botanic Society’s Show, Regent’s Park,

Mr. JouN Hon, Chapel Bar, Nottingham, 17M Auyust, l«y7.
1 have seen a gold medal given at one of the largest shows this season fqr a far loss

effective group of plants than your lovely group of Vannas at Sevenoaks the other day when
judging at Knowle I’ark.
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DOUBLE CINERARIAS.
SeedSf 2s. Gd. per pkt.

WE have one of the finest collections, and were awarded' the Gold Medal at GheaV Belgium,

foE throe doaen ot these doable flowers, which surprised Their Ma,jesties both. Eing and

Queen of the Belgians. ('{.'(
—

Our solectioa to nauie, l.s. fit/., S., and 2x. fitn each.

SINGLE CINERARIAS.
WUR collection of Cinerariusis well known to contain grand varieties, and wo invite all to come

in and see our houses during their period of blooming.

Our selection to name, 2.s-., 2s. fit/., and is. each.

'5eqd, Is. fit/., 2s. Gd. ,
and 5s. per pkt.

Cle' matis
WITH ABRIDGED DESCUIPTIONSi.

For Clematis Indivisa,

T.A prance—Lovely dark, brilliant, purple-

blue flowers, perfect Aape, and wonderful

freedom of blooming. 2s., Gd, each.

SMITH’S SNOW-WHITE JACHMANIT—
The flowers are paper-white, about the samesi»e

ns those of the old purple J'tc/cmanii,\>Mt produceti

in even greater profusion. It is unrivalled for

beds, ami also for climbing, 2». eacla

LaSuginosa Type.

Climbing large-Jlowered Summer and .duiaata

bloomers, flowering occasionally on short lateral!

summer shoots, the flowers dispersed.

PUKE OF NORFOLK—Peep mauve.

see Greenhouse Climbers.

I

ENCHANTRESS—Very double; white, the
' exterior petals flushed with rose. F.C.C. Is. fit/.

•FAIRY QUEEN—Pale flesh, with a striking

pink bar in the centre of each sepal.

OTTO FRCEBEL—Gtey ish white ;
very large.

GEM—Deep lavender- bine.

HENRTI—Very fine white.

•LAPY BOVIUbr-Light blue, cap shaped.

LAPY CAROLINE NEVILL— Pale mauve,

deep mauve bars.

LANUGINOSA—Pale lavender.

LANUGINOSA NIVEA—White.
WILLIAM KBNNBTT—l>eep lavender;

fine.

JaCK-makii TrpB.

Climhing, nwsily large flowered^ Suwjtier and Autumn bloomers, flowering successionadly m ptojitse

continuous masses on summer shoots.

FLAMMULA.
PLAMMULA RUBBO MABGINATA—

Highly scented, creamy white, deeply margiuetl

with reddish plum .

•GIPSY QUEEN—^Rlcb velvety purple; very

free, late flowering.

JACKMANI—Fine violet-purple. I

JACKMANl ALBA.
JACKMANI SUPEBHA—This has proved

with us. in every way superior, both iit foem and
colour, to the old variety.

STAR OF INPIA—Reddish plum, with red

bar.

TUNBRIPGENSIS—^Peep blnisb manve.

Patens Tvpb.

Climbing targe-flowered Spring bloomers, flowering from the old ripened wood.

ALBERT VICTOR—Peep lavetnler.

DUKE OF EDINBURGH—Flowers large,

of a rich vic^t-purple.

•FAIR ROSAMOND — Blush- white, red

bar.

MRS. GEO. JACKMAN—Satiny white,

creamy bar.

•SIR GARNET WOLSELEil — Bluish

ground, plum-red bar.

»T,A T1V LONDESBQROUGH — Silvery

grey, pale bar.

LORD DERBY -Anthers reddish purple,

with white filaments.

•MISS BATEMAN—^Pure white.

STANDISHH—Peep lavender; very free.

THE QUEEN—Delicate lavender.

VITALBA—Greenish white, small flowers

;

rampant grower. Gd.

,
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ViTiCELLA Type.

Climbing large-flowered Summer and Autumn
bloomers,flowering successionally in profuse masses
on summer shoots.

•EARL BEACONSPIELD—A rich royal
purple; splendid form. F.C.C., R.H.S.

THOMAS MOORE — Violet, white
stamens.

VrnCELLA—Pnrple.

FLORIDA TYPE.

Climbing large-flowered Summer bloomersflower-
ing from the old or ripened wood.

These are spring and early summer hloomers.

•COUNTESS OP LOVELACE—Double,
bluish lilac.

DUCHESS OP EDINBURGH—Double-
white, fragrant.

PORTUNEI—Doable, white.

JOHN GOULD VEITCH—Lavender, very
double.

Moktana Type.

Climbing Winter and Spring bloomers, with
medium-sized flower in aggregated auxiliary
clusters on the old or ripened wood.

A o. 1. Jackmuni Type. I fVo. 3. Lanuginosa Type.
A o. 2, Florida Type.

\

No. 4. Patens Type.

All those noCpriced l.«. Gd. each.

MONTANA GRANDIPLORA.
MONTANA—Small white.

Those marked * the best for pots.

Col'eus.
THE FINEST COLLECTION EVER BROUGHT TOGETHER.

IHE following are the best and most distinct that have been sent out up to the present. No
other foliage plant can for a moment bear comparison with them, so vivid are the colours
of some varieties. No greenhouse in the summer season is complete without these charming

plants
;

rear them in a warm corner of a stove or cucumber-frame, and gradually expose
them as the heat of the season increases

;
give them a shift as they become pot-bound, and a few

stakes to tie them into a pretty shape, with a little liquid manure twice a week, which is all they really
require, for no insects and very few diseases attack them. Heat and moisture, and root-bound plants
near the glass, are the main things to insure good high colours.

We devote a 100-feet house to their growth, which is alone worth a visit to Swanley. Plants,
rooted cuttings, and cuttings, sent by post to all parts of Europe. Seed, Is. Gd. and 2s. 6<f. per pkt.

The following variety is very distinct and pretty, shape of leaf quite away from any other :

—

LA TETE D'OR—Lovely deep green, tinted pink, with a black blotch in the centre of the leaf

;

this, with its exquisitely pretty shaped leaf, renders it a most distinct kind. 9d.

The best 24, and most distinct.

1. BEAUMARCHAIS—Very distinct, crim-
son, slightly tinged purple at base of leaf.

2. PETIT ROBERT— Distinct and at-
tractive

;
good habit.

3. COUNTESS OF DUDLEY—Beautiful
colours and foliage, forming into a well-shaped
plant.

4. BECKWITH'S GEM — Splendid high-
colonrcd foliage

;
distinct and effective.

6. VESUVIUS—The richest and brightest-

coloured variety yet introduced for colours. 9d.

6. EMPRESS OP INDIA—Bold foliage,

creamy yellow, suffused emerald green, and
marked deep pnrple

;
ground colour deep

magenta - crimson intermixed with maroon,
almost black at the edges.

7. FAITH—Distinct and pretty
;
handsome

plant.
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8. GIiSQ-ANS—Large and beautiful foliage,
forming into a well-shaped plant.

9. PRINCEALBERTEDWARD—Foliage
serrated and deeply cut

;
large and bold pale

chrome, splashed emerald green, and bright
crimson -lake.

10. HERMIT—One of the most useful black
and dark green varieties.

11. C. P. DTTEZ—Markings and colouring
of foliage quite distinct.

12. MRS. R. CHRISTIAN—An improve-
ment on Ville de Dijon ; very distinctly marked,
and rich colouring

;
a charming variety.

13. DISTINCTION—Intensely dark and
velvety.

14. PAUL RODIOAS—Bold foliage
forming into attractive specimens.

16.

DR. JACKSON—Distinct in colouring

;

foliage of medium size, in the young growth
being of a golden-chestnut shade, and later on
veined with deep rose ; unique.

16. CLOTH OP GOLD—Clear yellow,
shaded green, the nearest approach to yellow.

17. MATTERHORN—Lightgreenish prim-
rose ground, blotched dark maroon.

18. LOUIS CHRETIEN—Beautifully
serrated, centre white with green edge.

19. HART’S CONQUEROR—A very
splendid variety

; the brilliancy and strong
growth of this variety elicits the admiration of
all for exhibition or market.

20. HENDERSONTI— A very attractive
and well-known variety.

21. RESPLENDENT — Almost black,
handsomely marbled green, and scarlet-crimson
colours

;
good habit.

22. CHARITY— A distinct and beautiful
variety, green ground, blotched chocolate,maroon
and yellow

;
attractive.

23. CONRAD ROSENTHAL— Curiously
blotched and spotted with maroon, red, yellow,
and green.

24. ARTHUR WHITLEY—Colour intense
ruby-purple, mottled higher colour

; shape
distinct

;
quite an acquisition

;
long leaf.

9rf. each, except those priced
;
the set for 14s. Small plants, by post, 12s.

;
cuttings, 6s.

After April, small plants, 10s.
; cuttings, 4s.

BEDDING COLEUS.
BLACK DWARF—Colour rich glossy black. It is too dwarf in growth to bo used with the

ordinary Coleus
;
but wherever Alternantheras, Alyssums, or other low growing bedding plants are

used in ribbon lines or carpet bedding this can be used with novel effect. 6cf. each
;
5s. do^REFULGENCE—A very useful dark-leaved variety. 6rf. each

;
4s. doz.

TAYLOR S PET—Deep crimson-maroon, and when planted out turning to black
j

it is said to
withstand the cold much better than the well-known Verschaffeltii. 6d.
VERSCHAFPELTH—Rieh crimson leaves, fine for bedding, plants should be plunged into pots

very thickly, so that the pots are covered with soil, and by this means it makes a grand bedding
plant. 6s. per dozen : rooted cuttings, 3s. per dozen

;
on and after April 1st, 2s. 6d. per dozen.VERSCHAFPELTH SPLENDENS ROBUSTA—Similar in character to above, but more

robust. 6d. each
;
6s. doz.

;
after April, 4s.

SPECIES.

26.

AROMATICUS—Very fragrant. 1 26. PRUTICOSUS—The old Nettle Gera-
I
nium. Best for grafting on.

OTHER REALLY
27. ARIEL.
28. BRIXTON GEM.
29. CRIMSON GEM.
30. DUCHESS OP EDINBURGH.
31. DUKE OP YORK.
32. EMPEROR OF MOROCCO.
33. HARRY VEITOH.
34. LADY BROUGHAM.
35. LORD ROTHSCHILD.
36. MR. SOLAS .

37. MDLLE. J. BELLEPOND.

GOOD KINDS.
38. MRS. BAXTER.
39. MRS. P. SANDER.
40. MRS. SHARMAN.
41. PLEASANT.
42. POMPADOUR.
43. POINSETTIA.
44. PRINCESS BEATRICE.
45. PRINCESS MAY.
40. PRINCESS OP WALES.
47. MULTICOLOR.
48. VILLE DE DIJON.

6(f. each; cuttings, 3d. each; after April, 2d. each.

J Tt,
W. Saxton, Esq., Audlem, Nantnich, 19M October, 1897.

Ihe seeds 1 had from you were double value to any I have had before. I recommended
yon to ray friends.
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49. PINEAPPLE BEAUTY—The most remarkable variegation ever raised
;
strong grower,

and prodncing every leaf as the plant gains size, one half becoming a bright yellow, and the^other

red; strong and oval. Is.
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Exhibition Bah'uas.
have been aenrded Medals for many years past. Although we do not grow for

S^BSuIJ competition, we have exhibited the largest and most complete collections, many of the

finest flowers, and made the greatest display.

It should be distinctly understood that we grow above 1,000 plants of the Show and Fancy
class alone to the greatest perfection; in fact, they form quite a grand feature in our Nursery,
and the following list is unquestionably most complete.

When these are well grown they are one of the noblest and most beautifully made flowers in

cultivation, bnt to grow them well they must have an anxious and industrious master, for

their wants are continual from June to September. They require a good deep soil, well
trenched, and full of manure. Obtain, about the end of April, wiry small-stemmed plants,

shift them at once into 6-inch pots, keep them in a frame with the lights only kept on at night

;

plant them out when the first warm nights in June arrive, well stake them as they grow, and
cover the ground with four inches of stable manure, watering them overhea<l every day, or
oftener if the weather be very dry, and thinning the lateral shoots out in the case of medium
growers, but those with large flowers less, supplying the plants when making their flower, buds
with a soaking of liquid manure, besides washing them overhead every night to keep thrip

from the flo^vers. The above directions are for show purposes, and the following varieties are
most constant, finest for exhibition, and also make a grand display in shrubbery borders where
allowed to grow as they like.

For ten successive years we were awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington
Gold and Silver Gilt Medals for the best and most complete collections.

BEST SHOW VARIETIES.
Spring Prioes, 5s. per dozen, except those priced; our Selection, 4s. per dozen.

Pot Roots in Autumn to Spring will be charged at one-third higher prioes.

All Flowers with ground colours lighter than that of the tips are show kinds, and are included

with the seU-coloure in this class.

3. ALICE EMILY— Nankeen yellow
;

exquisite form, fine habit. 3 It.

4. ARTHUR OGOCK— Reddish orange;
large

; fine form. 4 ft. HA
5. ARTHUR RAWLINGS—Rich dark

crimson
;
beautifully formed. 4 ft. HA

8. BURGUNDY—Rich dark .puce, suffused

purple-maroon.
9. COLONIST—Chocolate and fawn, new

colour; fine form.

10. CORONET—Dark red; large, well up;

a useful flower. 4 ft.

11. CRIMSON GLOBE—Crimson ; large

deep flower, fine centre and outline
;

constant

and free. 4 ft.

12. CRIMSON KING—Deep crimson-

scarlet, good early flower
;
dwarf.

14. CHAMPION ROLLO—Dark orange,

lighter shade on the edge of the petals
;
bold

flower.

1 5. CHIEFTAIN—Purplish lilac ;
large

;

splendid form. 4 ft.

19. <3LARA— Rosy peach, large constant

flower.

20. DR. KEYNES—Rich hnff, reddish tint

at back of i)etals
;
distinct. 3 ft. 1*.

23. DIADEM— Deep rich crimsouj good
petal

;
constant.

24. DUKE OP PIPE—Rich cardinal;

large, great depth of petal. 3 fC
, ,

25. DUCHESS OP YORK—Lemon
veined, and edged salraou-pink

;
good. F.C.C.

26. ECLIPSE — Bright orange-soarlet, the
finest of this colour.

29. ETHELBRITTON—Blush white, edged
reddish purple, pleasing colour, fine form.

31. FLAG OP TRUCE—White, tipped lilac.

32. FLORENCE TRANTER — Blush
white, edged rosy purple ; constant. 3 ft. Is.

34. GEORGE RAWLINGS—Dark maroon,
full-sized fiower.

35. GOLDPINDER—Yellow, tipped red ;

large and fine.

36. GLOW-WORM—Bright orange-scarlet,

high centre, good petal and outline; dwarf.
37. HARRISON WEIR—Rich clear yel-

low.

38. HENRI DEPRESLE—Orange-soarlet;
good build, very constant; free flowering, sturdy
erect habit. 4 ft. 9d.

39. HENRY WALTON—Yellow ground,
heavily edged vermilion

;
fine.

40. HERBERT TURNER—French white,

with soft tinge of lilac.

42. HON. MRS. P. WYNDHAM—Yellow
ground, deeply edged rosy purple.

43. IMPERIAL—Rich deep purjfle, shaded
lilac.

44. J. T. WEST—Yellow, heavily tipped
purple

;
fine form, constant;

))
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scarlet, almost

47. JOHN HICKLINC3—Clear yellow;

grand form, constant ;
the finest yellow. 3 ft.

48. JOHN WALKER—Pure white, large,

and of the finest form; very constant, every

flower coming good. 2^ ft.

49. HARRY KEITH—Rosy purple
;
a large

fine flower, constant.

63. JOSEPH ASHBY—Shaded orange;

fine form ;
constant.

6G. JOHN N. KEYNES—Light yellow;

useful.

67. JAMES COCKER—Purple
;
constant.

68. JOHN BENNETT— Yellow, deeply

edged scarlet.

69. KINO OP PURPLES—A fine purple,

beantifully formed.

60. MABEL STANTON—Clear yellow,

deeper at base ;
large, fine petal and outline

;

dwarf habit. 3 ft. 9d.

61. LADY a. HERBERT—White, deeply

edged crimson.

62. LUSTROUS — Deep
crimson ;

fine outline.

63. MAJESTIC—White ground, edged and

shaded purple
;
large. 4 ft.

64. MAUD FELLOWES—French white,

tinted and shaded purple
;
constant.

66.

MISS CANNELL—White, tipped rose-

pink ;
depth and huild of flower very fine.

66. MR. CHAMBERLAIN — Deep

maroon ;
good size and form. 3 ft. Is.

67. MRS. EVERY—White ground, edged

lilac or palest purple
:
good. 3 ft. Is.

68. ItfRS. W. SLACK—Blush white, edged

purple
;

fine.

69. MRS. FISHER—White, centre of a

pleasing lavender ;
good ontline. 3 ft. Is.

70. MRS. LANGTRY — Cream

edged crimson ;
full size.

, , ,

71. MRS. DOUGLAS-Vividscarlet, pleas-

ing shade ;
good form.

73. MRS. KENDAL— White ground,

edged and tipped purple.

76. MRS. W. E. GLADSTONE—A deli-

cate and beautiful shade of silvery pink, constant,

and in form grand.

77. MRS. CHAS. NOYES—Light fawn,

quite a new tint; very large
;

perfect in shape
;

a first-rate flower. 3 ft.

79. MISS BARBER — White ground,

deeply edged purple : effective. 3 to 4 ft. 9d.

80. MISS HENSHAW—White, large, full;

constant.
. . ,

81. MRS. S. HIBBERD— White, tipped

pink
;
beautiful.

82. MRS. THEOBALD—Rose, beautiful

form ;
good habit and constant

Spring Prices, 6s.

rich

colour.

84. MRS. MORGAN—Pale ground, tinted

rosy-purple
;
good petal, large flower. 4 ft. Is.

86. MONT BLANC, syn. GLOIRE DE
LYON—Pure white, very large

;
a fine back-row

flower; useful for church decoration; dwarf. Is.

87. NELLIE CRAMOND—Purple-cerise

shade.
NORMA—Bright orange-buff; fine large

flower. F.C.C. 4 ft.

90. OCTAVIA—Yellow shaded orange, and

tinged rosy-pnrple. F. C.C. 3 ft.

91. PERFECTION—Orange-buff, good
open petal

;
dissimilar.

92. PENELOPE—Fawn-shaded amber and
tinted yellow

;
good petal; a fine flower. 4 ft. 9d.

93. PRINCEBISMARCK—Pleasingcolour,

puce, shot with purple
;

full size.

96. PRINCE OF DENMARK — Dark
maroon, shaded crimson

;
fine.

96. QUEEN OF THE BELGIANS—
Delicate cream, inside of petals soft pink

;
large,

constant, and extra fine.

100. RELIANCE — Fawn colour, prettily

shaded rose
;
fine form. 3 ft.

101. RICHARD DEAN—Deep purple, fine

form.
102. R. T. RAWLINGS— Clear yellow,

beautiful show flower ;
extra fine.

104. SENATOR—Fine purple
;

distinct.

105. SHOTESHAM HERO — White
ground, tipped and shaded rose; distinct and
useful. F.C.C., R.H.S. 3 ft. 9rf.

106. SHIRLEY HIBBERD—Dork shaded

crimson
;
constant.

107. SIR CHAS. MILLS—Clear yellow
;

good form.

108. SPITFIRE—Bright scarlet
;
profuse.

110. THE AMEER—Very dark maroon,

shaded rosy purple.

111. T. S.WARE—Wine-crimson, beautiful

petal and outline
;
good.

112. T. J. SALTMARSH—Yellow, edged

red, stout cupped petal
;

fine.

111. THOS. HOBBS— Purplish rose or

magenta
;
fine.

116. VICE PRESIDENT—Bright orange

;

fine.

118. WALTER H. WILLIAMS— Bright

scarlet ;
high centre.

119. WARRIOR—Intense scarlet, fine form;

useful. 4 ft.

120. WILLIE GARRATT—Brightcardinal

;

fine form and habit.

122. WM. KEITH—Dark plum
;

large and

fine.

123. WM. RAWLINGS— Rich crimson-

purple
;
perfect outline.

124. ZEPHYR—Pale ground, picotee edge,

and slight pencilling of purple
;

fine. 4 ft. 1.?,

We

per doz., except those priced; H. O. & Sons’ selection, 4s. per doz.

Pot Roots, 5s. to 18s. per doz.

have the reputation of sending out the finest roots for
immediate propagation.
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FANCY VARIETIES.

T
he fancy claas are those striped or flaked with a variety of colours or markings, and also, those

with dark coloured grounds with a light tip
;
so it will be seen that if a flower has a yellow or

scarlet ground with tvhite tipped petals, it is a faney
;

if the reverse in colours, it is a show flower.

126. BUFFALO BILL—Huff, striped ver-

milion
;
large and constant. 3 ft.

12T. CHORISTER—Fawn, striped crimson

and rose.

129. COMEDIAN— Orange ground, flaked

and speckled crimson and tipped white
;

fine

form. 4 ft.

181. DANDY — Orange, striped crimson ;

handsome flower. 3 ft.

132. DAZZLER— I’ure yellow, flaked and
striped bright scarlet

;
very constant. 3 ft.

133. DUCHESSOFALBANY—Pale orange

ground colour, rich crimson stripes; constant.

EMIN PASHA—Yellow
;
heavily

striped and splashed crimson
;
grand flower. i)d.

134. ERIC FISHER—Buff, striped scarlet;

fine.

136. FREDERICK SMITH—Deep lilac,

striped purple
;

fine.

137. GAIETY — Yellow, striped red and

distinetly tipped white.

138. GENERAL GRANT—Orange, bold

choeolate stripe
;

full.

139. GOLDSMITH —Yellow, striped and

edged bright glowing crimson
;
distinct. 3 ft. 9d.

.* GOLDEN FLEECE—Kich yellow

ground, regularly s, eckled with richest crimson
;

should bo well thinned. 4 ft. Is.

140. GEORGE BARNES — Rich lilac,

striped crimson ; noble flower.

141. GRAND SULTAN—Buff, bright rod

stripes; large.

143. HENRY ECKFORD—Yellow or light

buff, striped scarlet
;

distinct.

144. HERCULES—Yellow ground, striped

and speckled rich crimson
;

large.

146. HENRY GLASSCOCK—Buff, striped

and spotted crimson.

160. JAMES O'BRIEN—Yellow, crimson

and reddish rose stripes.

161. JOHN FORBES—Fawn colour, striped

maroon
;
one of the finest.

162. LOTTY ECKFORD—White, striped

purple.

153 MAJOR BARTTELOT—Orange,
heavily striped maroon

;
large.

154. MISS BROWNING— Clear yellow,

tipped white
;
grand.

155. MADAME SOUBEYRE—Rosy lilac,

striped carmine.

156. MANDARIN—Yellow, striped and

mottled purplish crimson.

157. MATTHEW CAMPBELL—Bright

buff or apricot ; a grand addition. 1.?.

158. MRS. J. DOWNIE—Orange, striped

scarlet
;
fine form.

160. MRS. N. HALLS — Bright scarlet,

tipped white
;
fine form.

161. MRS. MORTIMER—Yellow ground,

I
tipped fawn. 3 ft.

162. MRS. SAUNDERS—Yellow, tipped

white
;

fine form.

163. NEPTUNE— Bright orange, striped

crimson; useful.

164. NOVELTY—Distinct
;

delicate rose

ground, flaked purple and pink
;

fine form.

4 ft. 9d.

165. PEACOCK—Deep purple, tipped pure

white.

1 66. PELICAN—Pure white, striped purple

;

back row flower.

167. PORTIA—Lilac, striped purple
;
good

size, splendid form. 4 ft. 9d.

169. PRINCE HENRY—Lilac, bright

purple stripes; large and distinct.

170. PROFESSOR FAWCETT — Dark
lilac, striped choeolate.

172. REBECCA—Lilae, striped crimson

;

large.

173. REV. J. B. M. CAMM—Yellow, flaked

crimson
;
large.

176. S. MORTIMER—Deep rose, striped

crimson
;
large. 3 ft.

177. STANLEY—Yellow, finely striped with

scarlet
;

effcclit c. 3 ft.

178. SUNSET—Yellow, flaked and striped

scarlet
;
a telling flower. 3 ft.

I 179. T. W. GIRDLESTONE—Like, heavily

flaked and splashed dark maroon
;

a grand

flower. 4 ft.

181. W. G. HEAD—Very dark, slightly

striped crimson.

H. C. & Sons’ selection, 4s. per doz.Spring Prices, 5s. per doz,, except those priced;

NEW SHOW AND FANCY VARIETIES OF 1897.
200. COUNTESS — Blush-white, shaded

rosy‘’|jur])le towards the edge, high centre, great

depth of flower ; constant; distinct. 34 ft.

201. DANIEL CORNISH — Terra-cotta

red; large flowers; pretty ar.d constant. An
Award of Merit 3^ ft.

2.V,

202. MABEL—Fancy; lilac, striped crimson
,

will prove a useful sort. 3 ft.

203. QUEEN OF AUTUMN — A new
shade of orange-buff

;
large; a desirable varietv.

! 3 ft.

each.
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NEW POMPON VARIETIES OF 1897.
204. CHAS. LOCKWO OD — Creamy

yellow, tipped and shaded pale apricct
;
medium

size
;
free and dwarf. 2^ ft. 2.i,

205. DR. JIM—White ground, heavily

edged purple; neat. l.s. Gii.

206. ELEGANT—Primrose, tipped lake
;

very pleasing. 3 ft. Is. 6d.

207. ERNEST HARPER- Coral-red
;
per-

fect form
;
compact. 2 ft. 2s.

208. GANYMEDE—Amber or fawn colour,

shaded lilac
;

ne.it
;

distinct. Is. (id.

209. GERTIE PUSSELL—Amber
; finest

of this colour; dwarf and free. 2i ft. 2x.

210. GOLDEN QUEEN—Clear yellow
;

good form
;
useful. Is. 6d.

211. LEON—Pale sulphur, tipped and
shaded heliotrope

;
very pretty

;
distinct; dwarf.

2i ft. 2.x.

212. LILY WHEELER—Yellow ground,
tipped and shaded carmine

;
small neat flowers;

distinct. 2J ft. 2.«.

213. MARION—Rich yellow; dwarf habit;

very free
;
good. 2J ft. 2.x.

214. OPAL—Bright yellow, with a distinct

aud regular jnuc white tip
;
pretty. 2 ft. 2s.

215. SPITFIRE—Bright geranium-scarlet;

a perfect gem
;
useful for exhibition. 3 ft. 2s,

- BEDDING DOUBLE DAHLIAS.
216. LE COLOSSE—The size (7 to 8 in. across) the flowers attain is astonishing, and yet of good

shape. Mont Blanc as a white variety comes large, but this is much larger, very freely produced,
of a reddish colour, long wiry flower stalks, vigorous habit, and attains the height of 3| ft. All

those who wish to have a surprise in their gardens should grow it. A gigantic show variety.

Is. each.

217. GRAND DUG ALEXIS—Very large bold flowers, tubular shaped petals, almost closed at

opening
;
pearly-white tinged blush, deeper towards the tips of florets

;
distinct and unique. The

engraving conveys a correct idea of the wonderful formation of this flower. 2d. each.

223. CARL MENDEL—Deep crimson-red,

good shape and habit. 3 ft.

224. FLORA MACDONALD — Primrose-
yellow. 3 ft.

226. GEORGE THOMPSON— Pure yel-

low, profuse bloomer, well above foliage
;
best of

its class.

227. KING OF DWARFS—Dark purple.
228. PLUTON—Pureyollow,free and dwarf.
229. RISING SUN—Rich scarlet, at times

tipped white.

SAMBO—Rich maroon, shaded black.

230. SCARLET GLOBE—Bright orange-

scarlet, producing in abundance small perfect

flowers.

231. WHITE BEDDER—White
;
free and

dwarf.

232. YELLOW GLOBE—Similar to the

above in growth.
233. YELLOW PET—Pure yellow

;
free,

dwarf and compact.

POMPON VARIETIES, QUILLED FLOWERS.

234. ALWINE — Pretty shade of pink,

slightly shaded lilac.

BERTHA—Crcamy-blush, orange and
red

;
distinct.

BRUNETTE—Red, often blotched and
tipped white.

235. DEEGEN—Dcep clear yellow; distinct.

236. DR. RAUCH—Orange-red, small and
pretty.

237. GOLDEN CANARY—Rich golden
yellow, tipped red.

238. HERCULES—Dark lilac-rose, beauti-

fully quilled.

Our stock of roots for propa-
gating (as per engraving) numbers
from 10,000 to 20,000 every year

;

these are sent by parcel post all
over the world. Prices from 6s, to
18s. per doz,, our selection.
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THE LARGEST DOUBLE SHOW DAHLIA IN CULTIVATION

6-2

LB C0I.086B. {See pftge 82.)

(
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NOVEL AND CURiOU 3 SHAPED DOUBLE DAHLIA

OBAND DUC ALEXIS. (See p»ge 82.)
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239. JOHN LUCAKS — Uoei) oran('e reil,

tipped white
;
distinct.

240. LITTLE DEAR— lilnsli w tiife, Bushed

and tipped rosy lilac.

241. LA PETITE BAEBIEB—Pure white,

well-formed and regularly (juillcd
;

free and

dwarf. F.C.C.

242. LADY BLANCHE—Pure white mtst;

desirable for cutting.

243.

MINNIE— Buff-salmon, tipped ros\ ^
purple. ,

*

214. PAULINE— Rosy lilac, deeper centre
;

'

distinct.

I

21o. ROYALTY— l.ightorangCjCdged bright

I
crim.-on, prettily quillcil.

,

‘ 24(1. RAPHAEL— Maroon-crimson.

247. SENSATION— Primn se-yellow, free,

:
and pretty.

! 24«. SURPRISE—Bronze-yellow; distinct..

249. ZELAMIRA—Clear reddish terra-cotta
;
dislintt.

QUILLED FLOWERS. SCOLLOPED EDGES.
261. WHITE ASTER, xi/n. GUIDING STAR—White; a gem tor cutting purposes. 2 ft. 6 in.

BEST POMPONS.

A
ll this class produce an abundance of flowers, which are most valuable all through the later

months of summer, and often far into the autumn.

252. ACHILLES—Pale lilac
;
well formed.

4 f-fc

253. ADMIRAT 10 N—Crimson, tipped

white
;
free and pretty.

254 ANNIE HOLTON — liiih crim.S(in,

tipped silver: good 1 abit. l.s.

25G. ARTHUR WEST— Deep crimson,

perfect form
;
very free. A.M., li.ll.S.

257. BACCHUS—Bright crimson-scarlet
;
a

small neat compact flower.

259. BOULE D OR— Yellow, small, good

shape petal; very free. F.C.C.

2C0. CAMELL.«FLORA— Pure white, flat

open petals
;
preily and distinct.

261. CAPT. BOYTON — Dark maroon,

shaded crimson; good. F.C.C.

262. CECIL — Beautifully formed; red,

tipped white
;
distinct. Awarded Certificate.

264. CRYSTABELLE— Pale yellow, edged

red
;

attractive.

269 CRIMSON BEAUTY — Of a rich

crimson ;
free.

272. DARKNESS—Very dark
;
useful.

273. DOLLY KEITH—N ice, neat, medium-
sized

;
pure white, occasionally marked clear

yellow
;
free and effective. Awarded Certificate.

276. DORA— Pale primiose and white,

pretty and attractive.

278. DOUGLAS — Deep maroon, shaded

crimson
;

line. l.s.

282. E. F. JUNGKER—Of a light salmon-

amber shade
;

distinct.

283. ELI mLLAJlD—Full size fimbriateil,

white, softly shaded blush ;
dislim t.

ERIC — Scarlet tipped, and striped

white; small, distinct. F.C.C.
284. ERNEST — Dark maroon, at times

shaded
;
distinct.

285. EURYDICE— Blush, tipped purple
;

very pleasing.

266. EVA—Rosy carmine, neat flower
;
very

distinct. F.C.C.

287. FAIRY TALES— Delicate primrose
;

fine shape; free.

288. FASHION—Light orange; free and

distinct.

289. FAVOURITE— Dark maroon, crimsorr

edges; free.

290. FLORENCE WOODLAND—Yellow,

eilged crimson
;
good form, free. F.C.C.

2'H. FAEIO — Yellow, heatily edged ami

sluled scarlet, l.s.

293. GEM— Intense rich scarlet, fine form.

294. GEO. BRINCKMANN—Pure white ;.

good form
;

free.

297. GOLDEN GEM—Yellow
;
neat

;
free.

299. GRACE—Distinct, cerise-shaded lilac;,

free.

301. GRUSS AN WIEN—Crushed straw-

berry; moderate sized, well formed.

302. HECTOR— Bright clear scarlet, showy,

good habit.

605. HEDWIG (Ranunculus) — Reddish

golden brown
;
distinct, pretty shape.

308.

HILDA— Deep r, se, shaded crimson,

tipped and striped white; very free and pretty.

308. lOLANTHE—Deep orange, shaded

buff
;
at times tipped white.

309. ISEULT—Small, clear yellow
;
free.

310. IRENE—Rosy-purple, tipped while;

distinct. F.C.C.
311. JANET—Rich salmon colour; effective.

312. JESSICA — Yellow or amber, edged

ted
;
very pretty. l.t.

318. LEILA— Reddish-buff, tipped white;

attractive.

320. LILIAN — Primrose, deeply edged

[icach
;

perfect flower
;
good habit

;
one of the

finest.

321. LITTLE BOBBY— Maroon-crimson,

free and dwarf.

322. LITTLE D A R K

I

E—Dark-shaded

maroon
;
neat.

323. LITTLE DUCHESS—White, crimson

edges
;
good form.

( )
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325. LITTLE FRANK — Light amber,
gradually deepening to a rich salmon : free.

327. LITTLE JACK—Deep rich crimson-
maroon

;
a fine addition

;
very free.

328. LOCKET — Pure white, clouded
crimson, ba-se of petals amber; distinct, l.t.

."35. LOUIE MATTES—Primrose centre,
outer petals canary yellow. 2 ft. l.s.

336. MADGE—Soft erimson, tipped white
;

very pretty.

338. MARTIAL — Crimson-scarlet
;

very
free

;
good habit. 3 to 4 ft.

331). MDLLE. VALENTINE FACONET
—White, splashed and striped rosy lake.

.'ll!. MIDNIGHT—Very deep rich crimson,
erect habit; free.

342. MODEL—Fawn, shaded with soft pink;
pretty. 3 ft. Is.

347. NEMESIS—Rich maroon-crimson, at
times tipped white.

348. NERISSA—Soft ro.se, tinted silver

;

good habit, l.s.

349. OTHELLO— Bright crimson; perfect
shape. 4 ft.

350. PHCEBE—Deep golden-orange
;

fine
fonn

; free. 4 ft.

351. POMPONEI—Creamy-pink, primrose
towards centre; neat. F.C.C.

352. PURITY — Very pare white; good
petal and centre. Is.

354. RED INDIAN— Deep coral red; a
charming variety.

855. REVENGE—Rich mauve, deepening to

pnrple-lake
;
distinct.

356. ROSEBUD — White ground, edged
rosy pink

;
very neat

;
small and free. l.s.

357. RINGDOVE—Terra-cotta; very free

and effective.

358. ROSALIE—Primrose, sometimes edged
pink

;
pretty.

359. RUY BLAS -Crimson and purple,

tipped white
;
no' el and distinct. Is.

360. ROSE PERRY — Sulphur, tipped

rose-hike; very dwarf; free.

361. ROWENA—Yellow, edged bright scar-

let
;
very free

;
good. F.C.C.

362. SALMON QUEEN—Medium size

silvery salmon, shading to a rich reddish salmon
at tips.

365. SOVEREIGN—Bright yellow, com-
pact flower

;
good form.

366. SUNNY DAYBREAK -Pale apricot,

prettily edged rosy-rod ; very profuse. 4 ft. Is.

368. TOBY—^Crimson-scarlet, compact habit.

369. TOMMY KEITH — Cardinal-red,
tipped white; constant. Three Certificates.

371. VIVID—Bright orange-scarlet
;

very
free.

372. VOLTAIRE—Yellow and white.

373. WHISPER—Clear yellow, edged gold
;

attractive.

374. ZOAR—Very free; yellow, beautifully

edged salmon and pink
;
a little gem. 2 ft. dtl.

Spring prices, 5s. per dozen, except those priced
;

II. C. & Sons’ selection, 4s. per dozen.
Pot roots, 5s. to 18s. per dozen.

We are the Headquarters for the finest Roots.

DAHLIAS (Species).
380. DAHLIA IMPERIALIS—It requires to be grown in a large pot or tub all the summer,

and treated like the others until about October, when it ought to be removed into a large conserva-
tory, and when in perfection it will attain the height of 10 to 14 ft., and produce an abnndance of
single papery-looking kind of flowers of a rosy white, and when in full bloom it has an unnsually
grand appearance. 2s.

381. ARBOREA—Attains a height of about 6 ft.
;

mauve-coloured flowers. Can only be
compared to a gigantic Anemone. 2s.

382. ARGENTEIS POL. MARGINATA

—

Silver -margined foliage, with rosy-purple
flowers; ornamental. 9</.

Single Dahlias.
^IIE beanty of onr collection, covering just upon an acre, last anturan was a sight never to be

forgotten by the hiindrcrls that saw them. Eor show purposes the flowers must be medium-
broad rounded petals, so that they form a perfectly circular flWer, with small disc

;

and these, when individually wired and made to stand out in a sj'mmetrical bunch, present a grand
sensational appearance when ranged in a Hose Box with moss.

SINGLE CACTUS-SHAPED DAHLIAS.
Special favourites with ladies, because of their remarkably graceful appearance. They have

none of the formality and stiffness so characteristic of all the other sections.

383.

ALICE LEE— Beautiful pink, shading off to white
; one of the best. 3 ft.ALTHEA—Deep glowing crimson; petals twisted and recurved. 3 ft
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ARQYIjE—

U

ich deep crimson, blooms slightly incurved. 3 feet.

BRXTCE!—Pale lemon colour of a beautiful shade. 3 feet.

BURNS—Buff ground, splashed with glowing crimson, florets curved and reflexed. 3 ft.

EARL OP RAVENSWOOD—Bright reddish tena-cotta; bushy habit; free.

GUY MANNERING—Creamy-white, sulphur shading
;

long, twisted petals . 4 ft.

ISABELLA WARDOUR—Bright red
;
blooms rather flat, i ft.

rVANHOE—Bright rose colour, with crimson band round centre, petals beautifully twisted

at the points, and slightly incurved. . 3 ft.

SIXULE CACTue-SriAI’ED DAHLIA, MAROUEEITE.

392. MARGUERITE—Certainly the best variety. Pure white, very light in shape and
character, long stalks. In the formation of wreaths and crosses it will be found of great nse.

MARMION—Glowing crimson-scarlet
;
showy. 3 ft.

393. MEG MERRILEES—Clear yellow petals, large and twisted. 3J ft.

39*. NOVAR—Crimson purple, shading to magenta at the points of the florets, 3 feet.

PEVERIL—Deep terra-cotta ; very free. 3 ft.

395. QUEEN MARY—Purest white, with pale yellow disc, twisted florets. 3 ft.

396. ROB ROY—Purple, with violet shading; medium size. 3 ft.

6(f. each.
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TOM THUMB DAHLIAS.
397. BANTAM—Dark scarlet. 11 in.

398. BOOTLE3—Rich velvety red. I ft. 4 in.

400. CANARY— Bright yellow. 1 ft.

401. DAISY—Velvety crimson. 1ft. 6 in.

402. FAIRY—White, shading to pale mauve. 1 ft. G in.

403. GEM—Clear bright yellow. 1 ft. 6 in.

GOLDEN FAIRY—Rich golden yellow
;
the best. Ij ft.

404. HOOP-LA—Rich velvety maroon
;

self. 1 ft. 2 in.

405. LILLIPUT—Light scarlet-tinted orange. 1 ft. 2 in.

400. LITTLE NELL—Orange; good size. 1ft. Gin.
407. MIDGET—Bright scarlet. 1 ft. 2 in.

MIDNIGHT—Deep velvety maroon
;
distinct. 1 ft.

408. MISS GRACE—-Light orange. 1 ft. 2 in.

409. PEARL—Deep mauve
;

self. 1 ft. 3 in.

410. TOM TIT—Orange-scarlet, light yellow ring round disc. 1 ft. G in.

411. VENUS—Rich crimson, edged maroon purple. 1 ft. G in.

All those not priced 9(f. each.

ROUND OR INVERTED SAUCER-SHAPED FLOWERS
FOR EXHIBITION.

If these are well selected and each reflexed, neatly wired and arranged in nice well-faced bunches,
and placed in zinc tubes, eight in a Rose box, a few stands produce a gorgeous effect at an exhibition,
but great care is necessary in transit. Seed from all the best kinds, 3<f. per pkt.

414. ACQUISITION — Crimson, scarlet

bars at edge of petals.

415. ALBA, Sj/n. WHITE QUEEN—Large
flowers, dwarf and free.

416. ANNIE HUGHES-Distinct; clear
yellow ring round disc, shading to peach colour
on margin of petals; good habit, very free.

F C C
420. AVALANCHE—Pure white, changing

to soft pink
;
free and effective.

421. BEAUTY’S EYE—Rich satiny lilac,

with deep crimson ring at the base of petals,

medium size, and perfect sha^d flowers, quite
distinct; fine for exhibition. F.C.C. Is. GcT

422. BERTHA CLARKE — Rich crimson
maroon, margined with rosy lake

;
perfect

shape; small and very free. 4 ft. Is.

425. CADE T—Pure white, well-defined
margin of bright orange-scarlet; medium size;

bushy habit
;
free and constant.

42G. CETEWAYO—Rich blackish maroon,
one of the best.

428. CHILWELL BEAUTY — Bright
ahestnut, distinctly belted, much deeper.

429. CLAUDIA— Reddish salmon, tipped
mauve, dark crimson ring round disc

;
good

shape
;

free.

430. CLEOPATRA—Deep velvety crimson

,

rich
;
good substance

; medium size
;
very free.

432. CONSPICUA— Habit good, very free,
pure white, magenta, and maroon.

433. DAISY—Pale ground, with an edging
of mottled rosy pink

;
very pretty and distinct.

434. DEAREST—Pure white, well-defined
margin of clearsulphur-yellow; bushy, compact.

435. DISTINCTION—Bright reddish buff,

distinct shade
;
good.

43G. DONNA CASILDA— Copper-orange,
dark maroon-ring, tip.sof petals brightrose. Is.Grf.

437. DUCHESS OF ANHALT—Beauti-
ful creamy-white centre, broad margin of deep
rose

;
medium size, good form. 3J ft.

438. DUCHESS OF PIPE—Amber, edged
reddish orange. F.C.C.

439. DUCHESS OP WESTMINSTER—
Medium.size, of the purest white.
4W. DUKE OF YORK— Orange-scarlet,

distinct yellow ring round the disc
; medium size

;

fine shape, good habit, very free.

441. ECLIPSE — Rich scarlet-crimson,
orange base of petals; free. F.C.C.

442. EMMIE — Blush white, clear margin
of bright lake. l.s. 6</.

444. EVELYN— Clear white ring round
disc, outer margin of flower shaded pinkish
mauve.

446. EYNSPORD GEM — Rich crimson-
magenta and maroon, narrow ring of orange and
red round centre

;
medium size

;
distinct.

447. FAUST—Rich reddish crimson, large
round flowers. F.C. C.

448. FLAVIUS—Clear yellow, deep orange
centre

;
distinct.

449. POLLY — Bright cherry-fed, dark
margin; constant. l.«. 6rf.

460. FRED. LESLIE— Red, tipped with
white

;
very attractive and free

;
distinct.
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463. GULIELMA—Pure wliite, margins
golden buff; distinct; medium size; fine shape.

454. HARRY BRATEN—Deep rose, lighter

towards margin of petals, splashed and striped

dark velvety maroon
;
medium size. 3 ^ ft is.

455. IVANHOE—Deep lilac
;

fine reflexed

flower of great substance
;
free and dwarf.

45G. JEANNETTE — White, edged crim-

son; pretty. l.v. 6d,

467. JAMES SCOBIE—Yellow, beautifully

striped and spotted red
;
dwarf habit.

468. KITTY—White, suffused rosy-mauve
;

charming. F.C.C., N.D.S.
459 LADY HELEN—Medium size; ciear

bright yellow, pure white tip
;
good habit.

4G0. LADY WHITEHEAD -Rich dazzling

rose-purple, yellow ring round disc
;
mnch

admired. 4 ft.

4G1. LITTLE NELL — Sulphur-yellow,

tijjped white
;
attractive, l-v. Grf.

4G2. LITTLE SNOW-WHITE— Circular

medium-sized flowers of tfle purest white.

4G4. LORRAINE—Distinct and beautiful,

rich magenta, deeper shade in centre.

466. MARION HOOD—White, shading to

deep rosy pink
;
distinct.

46G. MISS aOSCHEN—While, side

margins rich purple-crimson
;
good form. l.v.Grf.

4G7. MISS GLASSCOCK — Soft clear

lavender, margined with pale mauve.
4G8. MISS HENSHAW—Intense dazzling

crimson-scarlet; medium size, good substance;

very free. 3 ft.

469. MISS MORLAND — Lovely rich

crimson scarlet
;
medium size, good habit, and

very profuse. 4 ft. 1.?.

470. MISS LINAKER — Rich cherry-red

and magenta, orange at base of petals.

471. MISS H IT D S O N— Delicate rose

colour, tipped white
;
pietty. Is. Cd.

' 472. MIDGET IMPROVED—Rich orange-

scarlet
;
free, distinct, useful.

473. MISS ZULEMA—Deep rich orange

ground, beautifully striped and splashed crimson-

scarlet; splendid shaie ; free. 3 ft. Is.

474. MR. KENNETT — Bright golden

ground, distinctly striped crimson
;
showy flower.

^ 475. MR. ROSE — Bright rose, regularly

striped pure white; dwarf.

476. MRS. PARROTT—Pure white, with

side margins of beautiful pale rose
;
novel and

pleasing.

481. NAOMI TIGHE — Satin sulphur-

vellow, oiange ring
,
distinct. Is. 6</.

1 482. NORTHERN STAR— Bright red,

margined deep golden yellow
;

small, well-

formed flowers; distinct. P.C.C.
' 483. PARAGON—Most distinct.

1
484. POLLY ECCLES — Satin fawn, red

disc
;
very pretty. Is. Grf.

485. ROSE QUEEN — Soft rose, suffused

. lilae, yellow base of florets; dwarf and free.

' 466. RUBY—Rich ruby-red, tipped lighter.

487. SATURN—Rich crushed strawberry,

deeper at base of florets; distinct.

I 488. SCARLET DEFIANCE-Most effec-

ti ve.

489. STEPHEN AMEY—Ruby-red, deep

bronze at base of petals, well fornied, great

substance ;
free and dwarf.

490. TERRA COTTA—Rich terra-cotta

red ;
distinct and good.

491. T. S. WARE—Bright orange-scarlet;

distinct.

492. TWEEDSIDE — Very dark maroon,

fine flower; profuse bloomer; dwarf habit.

493. TRILBY—Deep rich velvety crimson,

white ti])
;
good substance. Is. Gd.

494. YELLOW SATIN—Pale yellow of

splendid form; fine for exhibition. F.C.C.

All those not priced 6r7. each.

We have been Awarded many Silver-

gilt and Silver Medals for our Cactus

Dahlias during the past years.

Seed saved from finest varieties only

Is. per pkt.
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NEW CACTUS DAHLIAS OF 1897.
Baisbd and Sent Out bv H. Cannell & Sons.

495.

AUSTIN CANNELL— It is with much plea.surc that we aniioniice our success to having
Tai.seil the above named, producing its fine spiky -formed petals to a high degree of perfection. It is

certainly the finest variety both in shaj)e and habit yet seen, and will help to carry this class to

a much higher degree, in the estimation of all lovers of (lowers. Of a mauv_v-])ink or rose colour
;

very pretty. 2s

AUSTIN cannei.i,.

496. G- DAYRELL REED—Of a charming rosy-red shade, quite an attractive colour
;
petals

very pointed
; a general favourite. 2s.

497. URS. E. CANNELL—We anticipate this to prove the prettiest of all this class—clear
yellow with three parts the length of each petal being shaded with a most pleasing tint of light
soft red

;
quite Cactus shape

;
distinct. Is. 6rf.

498. MRS. "WYLLIE— Quite a new shaac of fawn-yellow, e; ceedingly pretty, well-pointed
petals; certainly the best in this colour. 2s.
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POMPON VARIETY.
499. ILLUMINATOR—For cutting ])urpose8 ami general decoration this cannot fail to be of

great service, flowering most abnmUutly, and of a more decided red shade than Gunnell’s Gem

;

long useful flower stalks, l.s. (!rf.

NEW CACTUS DOUBLE DAHLIAS OF 1897.
Vauioos Baisers.

600. AFRICAN—Deep velvety-crimson, outer petals fiery-red; every petal much curled
;
stems

long
;
very free. 4 ft. Is. (id.

601. AURORA—Medium size flowers
;
orange and pink

;
dwarf and bushy. ft. l.«.

602. BLUSH QUEEN—Decorative, soft flesh pink, shading off to pure while centre; bold

flowers. Is.

603. BRIDESMAID—Delicate shade of rose, passing in centre to pale primrose, extreme
point of petals showing a tinge of green

;
well formed; excellent. 3 ft. 2s.

604. CINDERELLA—Bright purple, deepening to a rich velvety shade in centre ; a

beautiful flower
;
early. 4 ft. 2s.

606. CRIMSON KING—Bright glowing crimson, long pointed petals, long stiff stems; very

effective. 2s. Gd.

600. CYCLE—Rich ruby-red, paler at tip of florets
;
quite distinct; one of the best yet raised

;

long stalks and every bloom perfect
;
much admired. 5 ft. 2s.

507. DR. JAMES014—Velvety-crimson or maroon, sliglitly tinted purple towards outside of

flower; florets quite pointed. 4 ft. 2s.

608. ENSIGN—Bright carmine or crimson-lake, of good size
;

fine form
;
a free flowering

.variety that Avi 11 become a great favourite. 5 ft. 2.s-.

609. FANTASY—Pompon-sized flowers, narrow pointed petals turning inwards; very useful

for cutting and decorative purposes, l.v. Gd.

610. FLOSSIE—Bale coral-pink, tinted towards centre with primrose; a pretty combina-
tion of colours

;
exquisite flower. 4 ft. l.v. Gd.

511. GOLDEN TREASURE—Decorative, bright bronzy old gold; very fascinating colour.

Is. Gd.

612. GREEN'S GEM—Long narrow petals; bright orange salmon; full flowers; very

constant. A.M., R.Il.S. 2s. G</.

513. HARRY STREDWICK—Rich, fiery crimson-maroon
;
long narrow pointed petals

;
fine

for exhibition or cut flowers. 4 ft. l.s. Gd.

614. JESSIE—Palest pink, shading to white
;

a beautiful variety, of dwarf sturdy growth.

2 ft. 2s.

616. MAY QUEEN—Soft heliotrope mauve, shading off to a pure white centre; very distinct

Is. Gd.

516. MISS GREEN—Pompon-sized flowers; deep salmon tinted rose; very free, bushj

habit. 2s.

517. MISS WEBSTER—Good white, occasionally stained lilac ; dwarf and robust. Is.

618. MR. MOORE—Brilliant maroon and crimson
;
free flowering and early

;
line. 3s.

619. MRS. ALLHUSEN—A pretty shade of deep rich rose, passing to creamy-white

;

much admired; quite distinct florets. 5 ft. 2.v.

620. MRS. KINGSLEY FOSTER—Rich golden-amber, very clear and distinct
;

true

cactus shape
;
useful for cut flowers or exhibition, 3 P. 2s.

621. NIL DESFERANDOM—Long twisted petals, dark orange, shading off to a darker

colour, almost red 6 ft. 2s.

622. NORFOLK HERO—Bright crimson- scarlet ;
very distinct and telling. 2s.

623. FRINGE OF ORANGE—Decorative; a mixture of apricot, orange, and salmon; very

pretty. Is.

624. FRINCESS ENA—Yellowish-orange or amber in the centre, outside a lovely tint of

orange-red
;
one of the prettiest, deeply-built flowers. 3 ft. 2s.

626. FIJRFLE KING—Rich clear purple, free and erect flowering, quite distinct
;

fine for

cutting. 3^ ft. 2s.

62G. SIR GIBBIE—True cactus form
;
bright scarlet

;
very large. Is. Gd.

627. STARFISH—Pure orange-scarlet or coral red, without shading, every petal perfectly

curled and pointed
;
for exhibition it will be indispensaole; has every good property. 4 ft. 2s.

528. SUNSHINE—Decorative; bright vermilion or oran.e scarlet; very effective. Is.

529. THE MAJOR—Deep velvety crimson
;
very free flowering. Is. St/.

630. THE QUEEN—Pure snow-white
;
long stiff stems, free flowering. 4 ft. Is. 6d.

631 VICAR OF DEREHAM—Decorative
;
bright orange red

;
good for church decoration. Is.
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GENERAL LIST OF CACTUS-SHAPED DOUBLE DAHLIAS.
532. ATALANTA—White, veiucd iiiul (lushed purple

;
eoiislnut and uscdul.

, ,

533. BEATB1C£— I’ale rose, ligliter shade at point ot petals
;
fine; quite distinct. F.'C.C. l.«.

53+ BEAUHY OP ARUNDEL—Glowing crimson, tips shaded rose-purple; full flowers.

535. BENNETT-GOLDNEY—Soft terra-cotta
;
much the shape of Gloriosa

;
distinct.

53P. BERTHA MAWLEY—Cochineal colour
;
thq bloom si auds well above the foliage. 4 ft.

537. BLANCHE KEITH—Pure yellow, true Cactus form; large flowers; good habit, very
free. Two F.C.C.

.538. C.<ESAR— >Soft reddish-scarlet, petals very pointed
;
much admired. l.«. '

,

53‘J. CANNELLS’ SCARLET— Scarlet-coloured
;

real cactus-shaped medium-sized well-

formed flowers : dwarf and compact. ft.

5+0. CHAS. WOODBEIDGE—Bright rrimstn, shaded pur]ile ; large
;
grand and good. hs. (fef.

5+1. COUNTESS OP GOSPORD—Long curling florets; cinnamon, suffused towards the
centre with gold. 3 ft.

5+2. COUNTESS OP RADNOR—Fine combination of delicate hues.
5+3. DELICATA—Of a lovely shade of pink, shading towards the centre to a pale .yellow ;

medium size
;

]>retty. 3 ft.

5++. EARL OP PEMBROKE — Florets very long, porcupine-like; large bright plum,
deeper and more velvety towards the centre. 3 ft. !)</.

5+5. EMILY FRENCH—Narrow-pointed petals
;
light lake-red shade

;
Ireo.

5+R. ENDYMION—Bright cerise
;
good twisted petals. F.C.C.

5+7. ERNEST CANNELL—Real Cactus shape; fine large well-shaped flowers, of a distinct

shade of soft red, deeper centre; busby habit; distinct. 3 ft. G in. F.C.C.
548. ERNEST GLASSE—Purplish magenta, true Cactus form, medium-sized flowers, petals

pointed
;
very free. 4 ft. Two F.C C.

. FUSILIER—Very deep salmon or coral-pink ; a gem either for exhibition or decoration;
the flowers are perfect in shape

;
the outside petals, which are quite pointed, have a tendency to curl

inwards, giving the flower a very attractive, graceful appearance. + ft. l.s.

GEO. MARLOW—Primrose-yellow, shaded amber
;
medium size

;
an improvement.

3 ft. U.
549. GLORIOSA—A splendid variety

;
deep red, shaded scarlet, yellow at base of florets

;
large

fine formed flowers; distinct and grand.
550. HARMONY—Reddish-bronze, rather more yellow towards the centre

;
florets long, curled,

and very pointed; very free. 3 ft. 9</.

551. JAMES HUDSON—R:ch deep orange buff
;
flowers well above the foliage

;
an improve-

ment on Canmll's Favourite. 4 ft. 1.?. iid.

552. J. E. PREWER—Vermilion, having quite a velvety gloss; petals twisted and pointed;
blooms are of good medium size. 1.'.

553. JOHN H. ROACH— Soft yellow, edged sulphur yellow, petals long and twisted, medium
size ; dwarf, free habit. 3 ft. i)i!.

554. JOHN WELCH- Rich glowing crimson; long and beautifully twisted petals; free-

flowering, good.

555. JUAREZn—Most valuable and useful, its blossoms are of a rich scarlet-Qrimson.
.
4 ft.

Must be thinned out to get fine flowers.

55G. LADY H. GROSVENOR— Clear yellow, outer and older petals shaded buff.

657. LADY PENZANCE—Clear sulphur yellow, perfect in shape; the finest yellow.
. MARQUIS— Deep rich velvety maroon or crimson, lighted up with a tinge of fiery,

crimson
;
the long-pointed petals. 4 ft. 9d.

568. LEONORA—Bright pink, shaded rose; very fine flower, long twisted petals. Award of

Merit, R.H.S. 9d.

569. MABEL KEITH— Clear light yellow', tinted outer petals
;

free. Is.

SCO. MATCHLESS—Rich deep velvety maroon
;

true Cactus type ;
the blooms are thrown

well above the foliage. Awarded many Certificates. An acquisition.
6G1. MAY PICTOR—Colour pale yellow

;
true Cactus, with long petals beautifully twisted

very dwarf and free flowering. Awarded F.C.C. 3 ft.

562. MISS A. NIGHTINGALE— Clear yellow ground, flaked and heavily edged scarlet
;
very

attractive. 4 ft. l.«. ,

663. MISS IRENE CANNELL—A lovely soft and pleasing shade of light peach-pink colour,
shaded primrose towards base of florets; dwarf and free ;

charming. ,

564. MRS. A. PEART—Creamy-white, true cactus shape
;

distinct. Fonr F.C.C. ,

566. MRS. BARNES—Pale primrose, gradually shading towards the outside of the flower
and towards the tip of each petal with the palest tint of rosy-pink

;
of exquisite shape, with long,

twisted, pointed petals. 3^ ft. 9</.
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6CG. MRS. BENNETT— Soft crimson; ft large,' well-built flower; petals are broad but well
curled, and show a very tine vein-like marking of a deeper tint. 3 ft. Ud.

667.' MRS; BROUGHTON STIRLING—Bright glossy corise; very narrow pointed petals;

similar habit and shape to Robert Cannell
;
very profuse

;
flowers well above the foliage. 3^ ft. Is.

5G8. MRS. GORDON SLOANE—Ivovely pinkish terra cotta; splendid erect habit; very
free and distinct

;
one of the best for cutting. 4 ft. Is.

669. MRS. H. CANNELL—The most effective in its class, bright amber-shade; well-pointed
medium-si/.etl perfect-formed flowers

;
dwarf and compact

;
free.

670. MRS. C. TURNER— Bright yellow; large and distinct flowers, thrown well above the
foliage on long stems. F.C.O., R.H.S. 3 ft. 9d.

671. MRS. LEOPOLD SEYMOUR—Rich golden yellow, shading off to a lovely pale rose
towards the tips of petals

;
flowers on stiff stems well above the foliage. 4 ft. Is.

672. MRS. MONTEFIORE— Splendid rich glowing crimson-scarlet
;
true Cactus; splendid

habit, throwing the flowers well above the foliage
;

fine for exhibition or cutting. Certificate

N.D.S. 4 ft. l.s.

673. MRS. PORTMAN DALTON—Splendid dwarf bushy habit, vivid vermilion colour,

shading off to tips of petals to a rosy red, and occasionally tinted magenta.
674. MRS. THONGER— Bright purple ; very long pointed petals

;
free. 3 ft. I.'-.

675. MRS. WILSON NOBLE—The colour is a lovely pinkish-salmon, splendid shaped flowers

borne in great profusion
;

a gem for exhibition or for cutting. 3J ft. Is.

57G. OPORTO TAIT—Distinct dark foliage
;
true Cactus-sh.aped flowers of a scarlet shade

;
good

bushy habit. 3| ft. Lv.

677. PROFESSOR BAiDWIN—This is a fac-simile of the old Juarezii, but much freer in

bloom and lighter in colour, being of a bright orange-scarlet. 4 ft.

578. PURPLE PRINCE—Rich deep purple, shaded bluish maroon ; habit dwarf and compact

;

one of the best. Awarded Certificates.

679. ROBERT CANNELL — Full-sized flowers; magenta, with a decided bluish tinge
towards tips of petals ; free and vigorous. 4 ft. F.C.C.
680. ROYAL GEORGE—Soft carmine pink, with a faint suspicion of purple, which towards the

end of the season varies; long petals beautifully twisted
;
medium-size flower, blooms very freely

splendid habit. 4 ft.

681. ST. CATHERINE—A cadmium-yellow colour, or soft reddish amber
;
very free. 4 ft.

582. VALKYRIE - Bich cardinal, shaded rose
;
early

;
free. 5 ft. Od.

683. THE BISHOP—Bright coral red
;

florets long claw shaped, very pointed and curled,

perhaps narrower and more curled than any variety
; splendid. 3 ft. 9(7.

POMPON CACTUS-SHAPED DOUBLE DAHLIAS.
584. CANNELLS’ GEM—An Award of Merit. The flowers are freely produced, small and

neat, of a soft red, shaded with orange ;
bushy habit ; everybody’s favourite.

685. MRS. A. BECK -Rich reddish-salmon
;
dwarf habit; very free.

DECORATIVE AND REFLEXED DAHLIAS.
The following are most useful and lovely for general garden decoration, and should be generally

cultivated

:

—
686. APHRODITE—Clear straw-yellow

;
very free

;
large.

687. ARTHUR CHEAL— Dee]) rich purplish crimson
; very free. 4 ft. 9d.

588. BEATRICE MARTIN—White, tinged palest flesh
; useful for cutting. 6 ft. yd.

689. BEAUTY OF EYNSFORD—Soft buff, shaded velvety chestnut in centre.

690. BLUSHING BRIDE—Blush white, fine flower, well above the foliage.

591. CANNELLS’ FAVOURITE— Yellow-bronze or old gold
;
free habit of growth.

692. CHANCELLOR SWAYNE -Bluish plum ; free and early.

693. CONSTANCE, OR ARIEL— Pure white, valuable for wreaths, crosses, church
decoration, &c.

;
a good grower and very free bloomer. F.C.C. Gcf. each

;
4.s. 6(7. doz.

694. COUNTESS OF PEMBROKE—Attractive
;
of a delicate lilac colour. 4 ft.

595. CRAWLEY GEM—Rich crimson scarlet
;
grand for cutting.

69G. DEAN HOLE—A glowing vcrmilion-scarlet
;
good, vigorous, upright habit

;
very free

697. DUKE OF CLARENCE—Deep maroon-crimson
;
dwarf.

698. EMILY GIRDLESTONE—Orange scarlet
;
free flowering

699. ERNEST CHEAL— Bright ro.sy-scarlet.

600. F. BLAKE- Bright magenta-crimson, green centre. 9(7.

GOI. FRANCES HUMPHRIES— Bright orange. 9c7.
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602. GERMANIA—SuiJ to be the prettiest-coloured of the whole family
;
colour white, shaded

and tinged flesh, reminding all of that shade seen in La France Bose.

603. GLARE OP THE GARDEN (or FIRE KING)—Producing double the quantity of

flowers of any other variety; small, dense, and brilliant are its flowers, with a Ipvely green foliage.

604. HARRY FREEMAN—Of the purest white
;
useful.

605. HENRY PATRICK—Petals slightly recurved and twisted, pure white.

606. KAISERIN—Sulphur-yellow, outer florets tinged with lemon
;
very constant. 4 ft.

607. KENTISH INVICTA— Light chestnut, shaded red at base of petals
;
free.

608. KYNERITH—A deep rich vermilion, lighter at base of florets. 4 ft.

609. LORD NELSON—Bright crimson-lake
;
a pretty formed flower, good size.

610. MISS JANE BASHAM—A soft tint of brick red and salmon pink. 3 ft. Is.

611. MARCHIONESS OP BUTE—Ground colour white, with rosy tips to petals.

612. MARY HILLIER— Buff salmon
;
very free

;
good habit.

613. MAYOR HASKINS— Glowingcrimsou. 9</.

614. MILLIE SCUPHAM — Light golden-bronze, with a richer hue near the centre of the

flower.

MISS ANNIE JONES—Crimson, .shaded scarlet; good size and shape; early and free.

4 ft. l.s.

615. MR. A. W. TAIT—It is different to Constance in its serrated nn-Dahlia like form and
appearance.

616. MRS. FRANCIS PELL—While, tinted lilac-pink, changing to pure white; free

flowering, l.s.

617. MRS. GORDON SHAW—Rich crimson
;

free and effective.

618. MRS. HAWKINS—Free, close neat habit
;
rich sulphur colour, tips of petals a lighter

shade, and slightly tinted soft red
;
distinct.

619. MRS. HILL—Deep salmon-rose, shading to yellow at base of jietals. l.i.

620. MRS. H. CARTER—Colour lilac and white, with the most exquisite blush.

621. RED DRAGON—Glowing scarlet, a bright golden-green centre
;
attractive.

Snow Box AKD EoAKI'.

Show Box, painted and varnished, wiih 2 stands for 21 blooms (24 Cups and 24 Tubes)...

Show Box, painted and varnished, with I stand f«r 12 blooms (l2 Cups and 12 Tubes)...

Show Box, painted and varnished, with I .'Uind f"-- a iilninns (6 Cups and 6 Tubes)
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C22. SALISBURY WHITE—Of the purest snow white, iiivaluahle for wreaths, bouquets, an(T
decorations of all kinds. 5 ft.

623. VULCAN—Bright reddish crimson, large and open
;
very free.

624. WILTSHIRE LASS—French-white, tinted blush
;
a most beautiful variety for cutting.

626.

YELLOW A. W. TAIT—Colour lovely; free bloomer, every flower standing up bold.
626. FLORET DAHLIA—A curious variety j may be called the Triple Dahlia

;
every petal or

quill is filled with another petal. 'Jd.

627. THE BLACK AND WHITE DAHLIA, MR. MILLER—Showy
; small flowers,

intensely dark, with a pure white blotch on each petal
;
most attractive and beautiful. Is.

628. VIRIDIFLORA

—

Pure selfgreen-flowered Dahlia. The flowers are Pompon size.

629. FERLE DE LA TETE D’OR—Very early, pure white, large fine flowers
;
very free,

vigorous ; most useful tor borders, &c.
;
valuable for cutting purposes.

630. MAID OP KENT—Rich cherry-red, crimson ground, with pure white tips; free.

Alt those not priced 6d. each.

We hope all exhibiting the produce, either from our Seeds, Plants, and Manure will kindly
drop us a note as to quantity, &c. , and sufficient specially printed cards will be immediately sent so
as to affix to each exhibit.

NEW DAISY.

BELLIS PERENNIS, THE
BRIDE—This Daisy is so unlike all

others of its family. Its whole growth

is large, truly gigantic—fine large

flowers, three times the size of the

ordinary old white, even when grown

in pots in a cold frame in Winter and

Spring. It has stems 10 inches long,

flowers pure white and beautifully

serrated
;
very full and striking. For

bedding it is altogether far away from

others, and pronounced by all to be’a

great acquisition. It should be in every

garden, however small. It flowers all

through the Autumn, and in II. C.’s

opinion it is of great value, 'id. each

2s. id. per doz
;

18s. per 100.
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Daisies (BEl'lis).
THE BEST BEDDING.

, ^ ,

^,EW pcrsons-Kardencrs in particular- have the slightest idea <,f have (when

r nlmited in fines like other ]>lants) and their easy management, or they would fill their beds

every autumn, and so have a grand display, equally as satisfactory, and witk half the

' trouhle^t ™lm ordinary summe? plants. With these and a few V.ol^ and Primroses,

every lawn can be made gay and beautiful all the early spring and summer months.^^^

BED—Quilled, ordinary bedding

WHITE—Ordinary Bedding

MOTTLED BED AND WHITE, VICTOBIA, spi.

fine bcdder

BOB BOY-Quilled; intense red ... ...

HEN AND CHICKENS—Another of the old

interesting. 9t/. each
;

7s. per dozen.

VARIETIES WITH VARIEGATED
ADCUB.iEPOLIA—Crimson. 4.<;. per doz.

;
Gd. each.

AUCUBi®FOLIA—White. Is. each.

MAGPIE—Very large;

1

1

1

1

d.

6

0

0
C

Per ion.

8. d.

curiosities, and seldom seen, though highly

FOLIAGE.

Deeehi' niums.
DOUBLE AND SINGLE-FLOWERED.

T
ins family is perhaps the noblest of all the hardy plants. Few have seen the named kinds,

those who have not cannot form the slightest conception of their splendour. We have often

bUn amazed at the intensity of their colours, and spikes of flowers averaging from pe to two

feet long. They should be in every garden, for if once planted beautiful flowers of all shades of

blue may be cut four months in the year.

NEW VARIETIES.
at-rEBT EDWABD—Deep plum, violet edges, black eye

;
semi-double. I'.C.C.

IBTEMIS-Bright blue of a light shade, darker plum-blue near the centre, brown eye
;
semi-

'^"aspiration—Rich violet, inner row deep plum-purple, white cenire
;
semi-double.

CAPT E W. PINNEY—Lovely deep blue, inner ring brilliant violet colour, clear white eye
;

**^TirONUMENT—I’retty shade of lavender with blue centre
;
semi-doiible.

DAVID TODD—Deep violet and plum, black centre or eye
;
semi-doulile.

.

Tvm'' CROMPTON ROBERTS—A flower with a ring of petals overlap])ing the sepals, the

former rich purple, the latter brilliant violet blue, brown centre
;
semi-double.

MR Q A SIMS—Single
;
blue, veined and shaded purple, black centre.

MR^ OWEN WILLIAMS—Light violet, shaded and veined purple, striking white centie;

^'^"rEv"^*^ STUBBS—J.ight blue, ting'd lavender pink, brown centre
;
semi-double. F. C.C.

5.S-. each.

4. ALFRED HENDERSON — Violet

white centre; large. 2*- 6'^-.

6 attraction — Violet-blue, blotched

dark reddish lilac, white centre, large; tine.

^^O^'jBEN DAVIS—Grand spike, dark pur-

ple and violet, black eye. Is. Of/.

*^12. CANTAB — Bale blue, white centre,

large ;
the best single light blue^ Is. Orf.

13 +CETO—Sky blue. F.C.C. Is. fid.

15
’ CHARMER—Deep blue, edged and suf-

fused crimson, yellow and whitecentre ;
free. Is.

16. tCHAMELEON-Rosy -lilac, deep brown

centre, vigorous; fine. Is. Of/.

(

17. CONSPICUA—Light blue, orange and

black centre, large
;
distinct. Is.

18. tDIOMEDES—Violet. F.C.C. Is. Orf.

19. tDR. MORGAN—Purple, white eye;

very large and distinct. Is. Gd.

fFINALE—Violet, white eye. Is. Cd.

20. DISTINCTION — Deep blue, white

21. ELATUM (Bee Larkspur)—Bright blue

centre having the resemblance of a bee. Is. Gd.

23. tEXQUISITE — Brilliant cobalt blue,

tinted rosy-lilac, vigorous; extra. Is. Of/.

24. FELIX—Deep blue, veined purple

large white eye. 1-s. Of/.
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25. FORMOSXJM BELLADONNA—
Bright azure-blue, white centre, large, habit

neat; desirable for clumps. I.?.

26. tOENERAL O-RAHAM—Rosy centre,

outer petals tipped lilac. I.?. Gd.

28. tGEORQE WILSON—Outerpetalslight

blue, inner rosy lilac, orange and white centre
;

pretty. Is. Gd.

31. GLOIRE DE ST. MANDE—Brilliant

blue, edge of petals suffused crimson, velvety

brown centre, extra large; effective. Is. Gd.

33. tHAMLET— Outer petals bright deep
blue, inner deep violet, suffused pink, light

centre; large and fine. Is.

35. -j-HORUS — Cobalt blue, white eye.

F.C.C. Is. Gf/.

37. flMPERIALIS—Rosy-lilac, tipped blue,

centre white; large, l.s. Gd.

38. rVANHOE— Light blue, white eye.

F.C.C. Is. Gd.

39. JAS. KELWAY—Deep velvety violet-

blue, large white centre. Is. Gd.

40. tLADY ESTHER GORE—Azure blue,

white eye. 2s. Gd. *

42. fLORD BALFOUR—Violet, light blue,

round white eye. l.s. Gd.

4G. fLUCIFER—Light blue, inner petals

rose, black centre. Is. 6d.

49. MADAME RIOHALET—Cobalt-blue,

tipped rosy violet, light centre. Is. Gd.

50. fMOZART—Light mauve, tipped light

blue and rose. Is.
,

61. MADAME CHATE — Sky-blue, white
centre, large; free; one of the prettiest. Is. Gd.

52. MENTO—Violet, inner petals plum,
white eye. F.C.C. Is. Gd.

63. MADAME GUICHARD—Dark blue,

shaded bronzy purple, white centre; large.

Is. Gd.

64. tMIDAS—Bright blue, veined rose.

1.S-. Gd.

55. fMISS MACINTYRE — Very large

;

•heliotrope, edged blue. Is. Gd.

59. MISS CLARA BURTON — Metallic

blue
;
fine. Is. Gd.

60. tMISS FINNEY—Gentian blue, shaded

-Deep blue and

blue,

Gl. tMR. EDGAR WILD-
violet. Is. Gd.

02. tMRS. CREIGHTON — Cobalt
shaded plum, black eye. 2s. Gd

66. tNOBLISSIMA — Outer petals bright

blue, inner rosy lilac, orange centre, extra

fine. Is. Gd.

68. tNUPHAR — Large; deep blue, inner

petals plum, white eye. Is. Gd.

69. +ORPHEUS—Light blue and pink, white
eye. l.s. Gd.

70. tPRINCE OF NAPLES — Dark blue,

inner petals plum, white centre. F.C.C. l.s. Gd.

72. fFHCENIX—Centre petals purplish red,

outer bright violet-blue, brown centre, large;

fine. Is.

73. fPRINCESS MAY— Lavender-mauve,
dark centre, l.s. Gd.

74. tPRINCE OF WALES—Azure- blue,

white centre, and effective. Is. Gd.

75. tPUOK—Bronzy.purple. l.s. Gd.

7G. -j-ROBIN ADAIR — Dark blue, tinted

purple, dark centre. Is. Gd
77. tREVE D’OR—Light blue, inner petals

light pink. Is. Gd.

78. tSALAMANDER—Light blue and rose,

white eye. 2s.

79. tSEAMAN — Sky-blue,
mauve-pink

;
fine shape. 2s.

80. tSEA SPRAY—Sky-blue,

lavender, white centre. 2s.

81. tSUSAN—Deep bine and plum, white

eye, good spike. Is. Gd.

82. SAILOR PRINCE—Deep blue and
pui'ple

;
very large

;
single. Is. Gd.

83. SARA— Sky-blue, whitj centre, hand-
some spike. 2.S. Gd.

85. tTHIERS — Clear azure-blue, suffused

rose, centre white, striped purple. Is.

86. fUSTANE — Light blue, inner petals

rosy mauve, dark eye. F.C.C. 1«. Gd.

87. tUNIONIST — Deep violet blue and
pinkish-lavender, white eye. Is. Gd.

88. tUTA — Large
;

deep purple, black

centre. Is. Gd.

inner petals

inner petals

rose, white eye. Is. Gd.

Selections in 12 fine varieties, 8s. per dozen
;
in 25 fine varieties, equal quantities of each,

60s. per 100.

Those marked t double and semi-double flowers.

(COTYLEDON).
1. ATROPURPUREA (ssmguinea) — Is.

each
;

9s. per dozen.

4. CLAVIFOLIA- Gd.

6.

CCERULESCENS—Is. Gd. to 2s. Gd.

6. METALLICA—Is. to 2s.

7. GLAUCA—Gd. each
;
4s. per dozen,

8. GIBBIFLORA—Gd.

11. PUMILA—Gd. each
;

3s. per dozen.

12. ROSEA—Gd. each
;

6s. per dozen.

13. SECUNDA—Gd. each
;

4s. per dozen

1 4 . SCAPHYLLA—9d.

15. RETUSA—Is.

17. PEACOCKH (Desmetlana)— Is. each
;

6s. to 9s. per dozen.

18. AGAVOIDES. Is. to 2s. Gd. each.
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THE BEST DARK VARIETIES.

f
T is surprising what beautiful kinds, when well grown, there are in this list, whicli embraces all

the best in cultivation
;
and the descriptions will be found correct. Our lOO-feet house, filled

with the entire family from their first introduction, is a grand sight all tlu'ough the summer and

autumn at Swanley.

AN OLD FAVOURITE RE-INTRODUCED.
DTJNROBIN CASTLE—A very distinct bedding variety, small dark foliage, producing au

innumerable quantity of small coral-rcd flowers

;

feature in all floral displays. Git. each, 6s. doz.

1. ABUNDANCE—Bright red tube and
sepals, rich dark purple corolla, shaded maroon

;

bright and effective
;
free. Gd.

2. AMIE—Sepals crimson, exceedingly long

(2^ ins.), very rich dark pur])le corolla. Is.

3. H AT.OPT A—Sepals crimson, corolla light

purple, handsomely expanded corolla, 3J inches

across. Is.

4. ELEGANCE—Sepals crimson, singularly

contorted or twisted, corolla deep purple,

broadly striped w ith pale red. Is.

5. DUKE OP CONNAUGHT — Well-

formed flowers
;
corolla long and of good shape

;

purple, veined red.

6. WALTER LONG—Bright pale coral-

rcd tube and sepals, clear violet corolla, deeper

in colour towards the edges
;
a very fine exhibi-

tion Fuchsia.

7. DUKE OP EDINBURGH—Very free
;

purple corolla.

8. DELIGHT (Sankey)—Beautiful dark

corolla, sepals well reflexed.

9. EUREKA—Distinct; useful for decora-

tion and market work
;
bright rosy-red tube and

sepals, deep purple corolla, flushed magenta.

10. GAIETY (Sankey) — Very, richly

coloured, tube and sepals rich red, corolla

blackish satiny-purple
;
effective.

11. HERALD (Sankey)—Sepals long and

well reflexed, corolla plum purple
;

a grand

variety.

12. MR. KING—Rich crimson-scarlet tube,

and sepals soft coral-rcd, corolla rich deep

purple; fine habit; very free, medium size,

well formed.
13. GENERAL ROBERTS — Beautiful

variety, of drooping habit, and will make a

splendid (dark) companion to the well-known

Mrs. Marshall.

14. PANMURE GORDON—Corolla dark

violet purple.

16.

PRESIDENT—Free habit, good form,

flowers remarkable for their splendid substance,

sepals well recurved, and tube of bright ver-

milion, corolla finely formed, and of a very rich

violet.

16. GERTRUDE PEARSON—Quile

distinct form
;
corolla rich purple. Is.

when trained into standards it makes a lovely

17. ROYAL PURPLE—Corolla dark vel-

vety purple, almo!t black in the young flowers

;

massive flowers. l.<.

18. RESPLENDENT—One of the most
perfect Fuchsias in the way of Lord Ehho

;

habit
strong and vigorous,

19. DUKE OP YORK—Sepals bright rosy
red, corolla rosy violet.

(
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20. MARQUIS OP LORNE—Sepals well
reflexed; corolla violet, cliaiiglug to lilac-red.

22. EMPEROR — Red tube and sepals,

maroon corolla shaded purple; useful for

pillars.

24. SCARCITY—One of the most usefnl
dark varieties

;
a splendid weeping habit.

25. LORD ELCHO—Pine bold flower, and
if well grown very fine.

28. SPITFIRE—Sepals bright scarlet-red,

corolla well-formed deep magenta
;
showy.

29. GAZELLE—One of the best habited
dark varieties for exhibition.

30. LYE'S RIVAL—Red tube and sepals,

rich violet-purple corolla
;
effective.

Young plants of all those not

31. LORD LYONS—Corolla
deep violet.

32. SIR BARTLE FRERE—Tube and
sepals carmine, the latter reflexed

;
corolla large.

34. CHARMING—A very showy and cflect-

ivo variety
;
free and dwarf.

36. WAVE OP LIFE — Golden coloured
leaves; rich scarlet tube and sepals, bright

violet-blue corolla
;
dwarf.

37. IMPROVEMENT—Brilliant vermilion
tube glossy carmine, sepals recurved.

38. LORD BYRON— Tube and sepals

I

bright crimson, with large,open, bell-shaped black
' corolla

;
fine habit, with sepals finely recurved.

I 39. ABD-EL-KADER—Flowers large and
well produced

;
a very showy variety,

priced 6rf. each
;
larger. Is. each.

Fuchsias U'ilh white tubes and sepah, and scarlet or pink corollas.

40. EYNSPORD OEM (Weston) —
White tube and sepals, corolla fiery rosy-lake

colour
;

without doubt the loveliest reflexed

Fuchsia in cultivation ; strong *nd free. 9rf.

41. GEM OP LAVINGTON—White tube
and sepals, delicately tinted pale pink, very stout

carmine corolla, flushed with soft violet; fine

form, robust.

42. LADY DOREEN LONG — Creamy
white tube and sepals

;
deep pink corolla, suf-

fused with pale violet.

43. LOVELINESS—Flowerslargeand stout,

creamy tube and pale blush sepals, very long

;

pale violet-pink corolla, margined with carmine
;

can be highly recommended.

47. ANTIGONE—Tube and sepals white,

sepals long ; corolla soft orange-red. Is.

49. LYE'S EXCELSIOR— Creamy tube
and sepals, stout and well reflexed, rich deep
rosy magenta

;
corolla shaded carmine

;
a fine

exhibition variety.

60. LUSTRE IMPROVED—Corolla large,

bold, and colour intense; habit all that can be
desired

;
a lovely Fuchsia.

61. MISS MAY CAMERON— Corolla a
pleasing shade of lilac-rose

;
delicate and

distinct, l.s-.

62. PRINCESS MAY— Very free, graceful,

and effective.

64. BEAUTY OP TROWBRIDGE—Light
variety, and probably the best in cultivation.

66. 'WHITE SOUVENIR DE CHISWICK
—Pure white tube and sepals, the latter long

Young plants of alt those not

and boldly reflexed
;

corolla bright rose-pink
and cup-shaped ; habit of growth strong.

66.

BEAUTY OP SWANLEY—One of the

prettiest light Fuchsias.

58. COVENT GARDEN WHITE-
Superseding the well-known Arahellti and Mrs.
Lye; the best for market and decoration.

69. MRS. BRIGHT—A very useful aud
distinct light variety.

60. MRS. F. GLASS—White tube and
sepals, deep pink corolla, tinted violet.

61. GRAND DUCHESSE MARIE—
Strong grower and a fine decorative variety.

62. DUCHESS OF ALBANY—Extra free

flowering
;
good for any purpose.

63. ROYAL OSBORN—Tubeand sepals well

formed and pearly white, corolla deep rose.

64. MINNIE BANKS—Distinct; fine habit,

free, and one of the best for any purpose, l.v.

65. GUIDING STAR—Said to be the most
perfect variety in cultivation.

66. PRINCESS BEATRICE—Exceedingly

pretty, tube and sepals waxy white, with a very

pleasing, delicate, but bright pink corolla.

67. ROSE OP DENMARK—Corolla light

pink, margined rose
;
habit rather strong, blooms

freely at the points.

68. ROSA BONHEUR—Blush-white tube,

sepals well recurved, corolla rich rose, shaded

carmine
;
free, erect habit.

69. ANNIE—Large, good grower; one of

the bestfor drooping or hanging purposes. Is.

70. ENGLAND’S GLORY—Fine bloom
;

great substance, strong grower ; one of the best. Is.

priced 6(f. each
;
larger. Is. each.

Fuchsias with scarlet tubes and sepals, and rose and mauve-lavender coloured coroHan

71.

SWANLEY GEM—Frilled shaiie, free

blooming, splendid habit. Tube and sep.als

coral-scarlet, the latter very prettily reflexed

;

JAS. HOOD—Ko.sy miiivo
;
large.

W. B. LEAP — Wide corolla, deep
mauve, shaded rose.

W. H. ROWE — Good shape, rosy

mauve, corolla large.

beautiful rose coloured corolla.

C 99 )
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73. RHODERICK DHU— Corolla blue,

large, opening out d la crinoline; habit beau-

tiful : free.

74. DISPLAY— Corolla deep rose, sepals^
bright red ; free and ahowy. i

76.

QRACIEUX— Medium-size flowers,

clear mauve-lavender corolla ; free.

Young plants of all those not priced 6d. each
;
larger, Is. each.

Fuchsias luith white tubes and sepals, and purple corollas.

76. ROSE OP CASTILE (Improved)—
Very large corolla

;
perfect in shape

;
growth and

habit strong
;
as highly coloured purple as Lord

Etcho.

IMPROVED VENUS VICTRIX—See
Fancy Fuchsias.

Fuchsias with scarlet tube and sepals, and satiny-coloured corollas.

77. LADY HEYTESBURY IMPROVED
—A very distinct and effective variety.

78. PRINCE ALFRED—Splendid
;
a most

profuse bloomer, a strong grower (must bo well

stopped when young), and one of the very best.

79. LADY HEYTESBURY — First-class

Fuchsia
;
one of the best.

80. MR. RICHARD PEXTON—Pyramidal
growth, and is in every way very fine.

81. THE LORD WARDEN—A first-rate

variety; corolla very distinct colour. 9rf.

82.

TULIP—Crimson tube and sepals, large

and expanded, tulip-shaped corolla, rich purple.

Self-Coloured Section.

The last few years the following large and otherwise very interesting Fuchsias have been raised,

and although their sepals and corollas are similar in colour, they are of a robust habit, free growing,

and exceedingly showy.
MARINKA — Nearly a self-coloured

variety; for forming into standards, vases, &c.,

cne of the finest varieties known
;
very free

i.nd drooping.
,

83. ABEL CARRIERE—Fine and distinct

;

grown largely for the Paris markets.
AMIRAL GERVAIS—Almost a self-

coloured flower ;
bright carmine-red. Is.

84. DR. SANKEY (Sankey)—Splendid ;

robust grower, dark-glossy foliage, large and

long pendulous blooms of the richest ruby-

red and crimson shades. Is.

85. FIREWORKS—Of a striking dark ruby,

red
;
a free blooming and attractive variety.

86. SEDAN—Nearly self-coloured. It is a

short, thick-set variety, blooming very freely,

and possessing a beautiful habit. Quite a favour-

ite for market purposes.

87. MONARCH—Immense flowers; tube

and sepals bright red, and of great length.

Young plants of all those not priced 6d. each
;
larger. Is. each

FUCHSIAS, YELLOW.
Varieties possessing coloured flowers of orange-yellow.

88. MR. H. ROBERTS—Corolla very broad
graceful growth

;
sepals well reflexed

;
tube and

sepals rose colour, deepening in the corolla into

crimson of a dark distinct shade.

89. AURORA SUPERBA—Tube and sepals

rich salmon, corolla large, spreatling; orange-
acarlet, suffused yellow

;
fine habit, free

;
distinct.

90. EARL OF BEACONSFIELD-One of

the best for decoration
;
very large clusters, and

blooms nearly all the year if allowed plenty of

root room.
91. MR. RUNDELL— Similar to Lord

Beaconsfleld. Beautifully shaped flower, the bold

quick growth of its parent, with even more free-

dom of flowering
;
for general decoration a capital

variety.

92. MRS. RUNDELL— A seedling from
Earl of Beaconsfleld. Very graceful. F.C.C.

Striped Section.

98. BLAND’S NEW STRIPED—Tube and
sepals dark scarlet

;
corolla, rich plum-coloured

purple, distinctly striped red and rose; pyramidal

99. KINO OF THE STRIPES—Distinctly

striped with red
;
violet-blue corolla

;
very free

;

vigorous.

93.

DUKE OF PIPE— Purple corolla,

distinctly striped rose.

96. LORD WOLSELEY—Well expanded
corolla, soft rosy crimson, veined red and margined
nlnish purple, broad reflexed sepals of a deep red

;

fine flowers
;
good habit, constant. Is.

97. BEAUTY (Sankey)—Tube rosy-red,

sepals same colour but broad, corolla plum- purple,
distinctly striped

;
distinct.

White striped variety.

100. STRIATA PERPECTA—Corolla dis- I oorollabnghtcarmine-8:arlet,eachpetaldistinclly
tinct; very free; tube and sepals waxy white

; |

striped.
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Single white corollas and scarlet tubes and sepals.

102. FLOCON r>E NEIOE—Corolla large

and well formed, white, sepals clear carmine.

103. TOTJRNEFORT— White corolla,

striped rod, brilliant red sepals.

1

04.

CANNELLS’ GEM—Habit very dwarf

;

foliage small and green; free.

106. DELIGHT—Pure white; tube and

sepals bright crimson
;

corolla large and bell-

shaped.

The twelve beat varieties out for exhibition for 9s.

Double white corollas an

BALLET GIRL—One of the finest

varieties yet introduced.

BELLONA— Sepals rosy carmine;

large corolla, suffused rose-pink.

116. BERLINER KIND— As free and as

beautiful as Miss L. Finnis, but possessing a better

and much stronger habit.

109. BUPFON—Corolla white, tinted rose,

good habit ;
a decided acquisition. Is.

CERES—Crimson tube and sepals
;

corolla pale blush, veined deep pink.

112. COL. DOIVUNE—Tube and sepals

rosy lake, corolla very large and douOle ; fine.

117. DUCHESS OP EDINBURGH—One
of the finest double whites yet raised, its dwarf

habit and large blooms make it very desirable.

Is.

113. EDMOND ABOUT—Large blush

white
;
very free, and double.

122.

ELIZABETH MARSHALL—One of

the freest bloomers ;
grand for market.

114. FORTUNA — Ciimsonred sepals;

corolla heavily shaded rose.

116. FRAU EMMA TOPPER — Distinct

and novel, tube and sepals rosy coral, corolla clear

rosy blush, large and double.

Young plants of all those not
]

scarlet tubes and sepals.

111. GUSTAVE DOR^—Medium size,

very free ;
sepals well reflexed

;
effective.

IRIS—Broad carmine-crimson sepals;

corolla shaded rose and flaked ros^pink.

108. MADAME JULES CHRETIEN—One
of the finest white varieties.

121. MEYERBEER—A very free flowering

double varietv
;
white, marbled carmine. 1».

119. MISS LUCY FINNIS—Pure white;

very double
;
tube and sepals coral red

;
very

free.

METIS—Dark rose tube and sepals;

corolla marked deep at base.

107. MOLESWORTH—Corolla pure white

and very full
;
dwarf habit.

118.

MRS. A. HUGGETT—A fine double

corolla, half the petals white and half carmine.

120. MRS. E. G. HILL — Large fine

flowers, sepals very broad.

110. PATRIE—Large open flowers.

ROSALIE—Crimson tube and sepals;

corolla veined at base cerise-pink.

SERENA — Short rosy pink tube
;

large corolla, blush rose, veined deep pink.

THALIA— Coral-crimson sepals
;
white

corolla, tinted rose and veined crimson,

iced G(l. each
;

larger. Is. each.

Doubles, light rosy-red sepals and beautiful soft mauve corollas.

123.

AUG. PLAMENQ—Dwarf and free;

corolla large purplish violet.

DE MONTALIVET—Small but very

double
;
light blue corolla, marked with carmine.

BEAUTY OP EXETER—It is a complete

cross, or half-and-half between the light tube and

sepal kinds and the dark varieties.

Doubles, with scarlet tube and sepals, and dark puiple and blue corollas.

127. A. DE NEUVILLE—Reddish violet
;

large corolla.

AUGUSTE HARDY — Very large

flowers enormous corolla, rosy-violet.

124.

BOREATTON—Sepals crimson, corolla

deep purple, full smooth regular petals. Is.

CALLIOPE — Corolla rich violet-

purple, short tube, and crimson sepala

126. CHAMPION OP THE WORLD—
Colour of the most intense bright dark purple

;

one of the most remarkable for size. Is.

128. COMTE LEON TOLSTOI — Very
double, corolla large and well formed

;
blue

black. Is.

131. D’ORBIGNY—Reflexed sepals, bright

armine, violet-amaranth.

DORIS—Broad coral-red sepals
;
large

corolla, reddish purple.

EUGENE VEROONSIN - Very
dwarf and free

;
short petals, rosy-white base

of petals, remainder of a slaty-blue colour.

LEDA — Reddish crimson sepals

;

corolla bluish violet, veined crimson.

LOUIS PAUCON—Producing equally

as fine flowers as Phenomenal.

125.

PHENOMENAL—Producing fine large

flowers; distinct.

129.

SIR GARNETWOLSELEY—A large

and magnificent flower.
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THE TWO SPORTS,

BOSE PHENOMENAL,
Grf. each.

GIGANTEA FUCHSIAS. (Westley.)
All lovers of these speak of Phenomenal as the King of the Doubles, by its strong growth, fine

habit, ami the gigantic flowers it produces, claiming eveiyone’s admiration on account of the rich
colouring of the corolla. It has been our good fortune to come into possession of two sports
from this wonderful variety, viz., Pose Phenomenal and White Phenomenaly the corolla of the
former, instead of as in the original, being of a bright bluish-mauve, comes a light rose colour
of quite a new tint

;
the second and last sport has pure white corollas, and in both cases they

retain the same growth, habit, foliage, and also same freeness in flowering as the parent.

132. M. ALPHAND—Large flowers, violet
amaranth

; a splendid variety for bedding out.
M. CH. POTIGNY — Short sepals,

double corolla; blue, shading to violet.

M. DYBOWSKI—Well reflexed sepals,
double flowers of a clear rosy-lilac

;
quite a

novelty.
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M. E. VAUCHEK—Enormous double
corollas

;
deep violet, shaded blue, and marked

carmine.
133. CR:6pUSCDX,E — Corolla distinctly

striped with red
;

fine grower ; one of the best.

136. AiPHONSE DAXTDET— Beautiful
deep violet

;
flowers full and double.

137. AVALANCHE—One of the best habited
double Fuchsias

;
very fine for any purpose.

140. MARVELLOUS—Full, double, bright

blue corolla, rosette-like form, tube and sepals red.

142. M. BERAUD JIASSARD—Purplish

lilac
;
good flowers and habit.

144. LA PRANCE—Very double and of a
beautiful shade of dark blue

;
sepals recurved and

large, bright red.

Young plants of all those not priced 6c/. each
;

larger. Is. each.

FANCY FUCHSIAS
146. M. DUPAURE—Beautiful rosy lake,

sepals white and red, large; pretty and dis-

tinct.

146. ALBA COCCINEA — Tube cherry-
crimson, white sepals; corolla violet, mottled
rose.

147. THE PERPECT CURE—Scarlet tube,
and sepals perfectly reflexed

;
a most extra-

ordinary shaped corolla. Is.

148. VENUS VICTRIX— The first t^ue
variety with white tube and sepals ever raised.

WHITE
162. COUNTESS OP ABERDEEN—

A

self white, the most distinct since the pure white
corolla was introduced. In this we get a decided

All those not

Sent out about thirty-six years ago. This
variety must have come by a freak of nature.

149. IMPROVED VENUS VICTRIX—
White tube and sepals, dark-purple corolla

;
very

distinct and effective.

160. ERECTA VAR. NOVELTY- Tube
and sepals stained white, corolla light pink

;

flowers erect and well above the foliage.

161. PRESIDENT GR^IVY- Tube and
sepals coral-red, corolla soft mauve-pink.

FUCHSIA.
alteration; it has pure white tube, sepals and
corolla. 9(7. each.

priced 6<7. each.

HYBRID VARIEGATED FUCHSIAS.
CLOTH OP GOLD— Leaves gold,

edged green
;
an old favourite. Is.

163. AUCUB/EPOLIA — Large foliage,

variegated and blotched yellow.
164. METEOR— The lower leaves buff-

yellow, the upper ones rich crimson; first-class

for a climber or small pots. Much used in the
parks for bedding. Gc/. each

;
6s. doz.

165. SUNRAT—A fine and distinct decora-

tive Fuchsia, being by far the best with red
variegated leaves

;
quiteornamcntal and beautiful.

166. RUBENS — Greenish yellow in the

centre and bordered golden-yellow, flowers

double, very dark violet corolla, clear red re-

curved sepals.

Those not priced 6cf. each.

VARIOUS SPECIES AND
167. TRIPHYLLA—Very distinct, of the

Fulgens type; neat, dark, bronze-green foliage,

and bunches of medium-size flowers of the love-

liest brilliant orange-scarlet. Is. each. Seed,

per pkt.. Is. Gd.

161. SPLENDENS—Orange-scarlet flowers,

tips of sepals light green. Is.

162. PULGENS—The fine old variety.

163. PROCUMBENS—A good basket plant,

has small round leaves, and singularly unique
blooms, succeeded by bright magenta-coloured
berries

;
very attractive during the winter.

164. BOLIVIANA GRANDIPLORA —

HYBRIDS OF FUCHSIAS.
166. TOM THUMB, sgn. PUMILA—A very

neat small-growing plant, with an abundance of

small flowers
;

beautiful for either pots or

gardens.

167. PENDULfflPLORA — Flowers are

produced in clusters from the axils of the leaves

and the terminal shoots
;
rich crimson, shaded

with maroon. Is.

168. DOMINIANA—Large crimson tube;

good winter bloomer. Is.

169. MICROPHYLLA ALBA ROSA

—

Is. Gd.

170. CORYMBIPLORA VIRGINATA —
A light stem and flowered variety. Is.Very pretty and distinct. Is.

Young plants of all those not priced Gd. each
;
larger. Is. each.

HARDY FUCHSIAS.
171. CORALLINA, sgn. EXONIENSIS

—Fine hardy variety for covering walls, and
best for open gardens, richly covered in foliage

and flower.

GLOBOSA—The good old variety raised
many years ago

;
one of the best hardy kinds.

172. GLOBOSA VARIEGATA.
174. HARDY HYBRID, No. 3—A most
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abundant bloomer. For a mild climate and fine

autumn months in England, it is a most valuable
outdoor variety.

175. INTEORIFOLIA—Useful forcovering
walls, &c.

Young plants of all varieties, GJ. each
;
larger Is. each.

178. MACROSTEMA ORAC1LI3.

181. RICCARTONI—A beautiful variety,
the hardiest of all the outdoor Fuchsias.

Glabi'oli.
Gladiolus constitutes one of the finest features of the Flower Garden during the summer

Vrltf
autumn months for diversity of colour and general effect, either in masses or planted in

(jlK clumps for border decoration, backed by evergreens. It is also of easy culture, and will
thrive in any ordinary deeply dug garden soil, with a liberal supply of manure. Early and deep
planting is the secret of success.

CULTURAL DIRECTIONS.
POE EXHIBITION PUEPOSBS.— Sslect an open situation. In October, trench the eoil 2 feet deep: use a

liberal eupply of old hot.bed or cow.manure, well mixed with the eoil. Commence planting the flret week in
Uaroh, and at intervale. Plant in beds of three rows, placing the bulbs one foot apart and 4 inches deep. Stake
as soon as the plants are sntlioiently high, and mulch over the ground with half-rotted manure. Ae soon as the
plants show bloom, stimulants are beneficial for the full development of the flowers

j for this purpose use our
Real Manure once a week.

POE FLOWEE GAEDBN DECORATION.—Plant during March and April In borders, in clumps of three or
five, at intervals of 4 or 6 foot, between Standard Eoses, Dahlias, Ac., or in masses in the centre of large beds or
between Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Ac. *

The bulbs should bo taken up as soon as the leaves begin to fade
; gradually dry them, clean them, put them

into a paper bag, and place out of the reach of the frost.

GLADIOLI.

d.

0 per 100
0 „
0 ,.

0 per doz.

0 „

Seeds, Is. per packet.

BLOOMED SEEDLINGS, 1st choice

COLOURED SEEDLINGS, mixed'V."\"'.\V.\\"V.”.‘.‘.’ 'aMIXED FOR BORDERS 4
We highly recommend our Seedlings, which will befound often to producefiner blooms than many of

the named sorts in this Catalogue quoted at double the price.
'

P®*' <loi«eii : 8s. per 100.OANDAVENSIS, 2s. per dozen
;

14s. per 100.

for^the g“lden!
^eH-^nown and magnificent varieties are extra fine and sound. Grand varieties
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HYBRIDUS LEMOINEI
*ANDR]^! CHENIER—A great improvement

on Marie Lemoine. 6rf.

BOTJSSINQ-ATJLT— Rose, lower petals
marked purple-red

;
well-formed. Crf.

CASTEiIaR—

D

eep salmon and pale yellow,
blotches large purple-maroon, edged deep
yellow. 9(1.

OHEVREUL—Quite a novel colour, magenta
shade, large bluish-violet blotch. 6rf.

DARWIN—Large, deep rose, bright pnrple
blotches, edged bronzy yellow. &d.

DE CHERVUjLE—

R

eddish cerise, shaded
buff inside, reddish salmon, shaded green, blotches
yellow and purple. Grf.

DE HUMBOLDT— Grand spike, reddish
rose, blotched maroon, shaded pale yellow.
9rf.

DUGUESCLIN—Deep salmon, red blotches
on lower petals

;
fine flowers. (!</.

lilMILE GATiTi^—Large, rosy violet,Bishop’8
purple blotch, lined yellow towards centre. 9rf.

ETOILE POLAIRE—Deep yellow, blotches
brown

;
large. Is.

EUGENE LEQUIN—Naples yellow, lower
petals deep pnrple and yellow. Is.

*E. V. HATiTiOCK—Large and well-formed,
sulphur, large reddish crimson blotch, edged
yellow. Is.

LAFAYETTE—Large, salmon, shaded yel-
low, large crimson blotch in lower petals. Grf.

•LA FRANCE—Chamois, shaded salmon, two
lower petals blotched purple, pointed yellow. 6d.

LAMARCK—Rich salmon, slightly marked
red, blotches crimson-yellow and red

;
fine. G(/.

LEMOINEI—Colour creamy white, slightly

tinted green, dashed with rich crimson-maroon
;

Many other varieties can be supplied.

VARIETIES.
perfectly hardy. Grf. each

;
4s. per dozen.

*LOUIS THIBAUT — Quite a new and
attractive colour of a violet shade, blotches
maroon- purple, dotted yellow. Is.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE — Flowers large,
yellow, shaded salmon, dark purple blotches. Grf.

MARIE LEMOINE—A useful variety. Grf.

each
;

4s. per dozen.
"MASQUE DE FER—Bronzy red, lower

petals maroon, with a yellow stripe in centre

;

flowers well opened. Grf. each.

MIRABEAU—Indian saffron, large velvety
crimson blotches. 9rf.

M. Li6vEQUE—Rich velvety crimson, lower
petals marked deep yellow. Is.

MLLE. TH^IRESE LAMBERT—Clear
lilac rose, lower petals velvety purple and violet,

blotched pale yellow. Grf.

MME.LEMOINIER—Early flowering,white,
lightly shaded salmon, large blotch, violet and
maroon. Grf.

ORIFLAMME—Long spikes, flowers bright

lake, blotches velvety red. Grf.

PACTOLE—Soft yellow, blotches velvety

maroon. Grf.

V^INUS DE MILO—White, passing as flower

gets older to a blush shade, feathered blotches,

clear maroon ; one of the best. Is.

V^ISUVE—Very rich colours, velvety purple,

lower petals shaded deeper, centre of each petal

marked yellow
;
early. 9rf.

VICTOR MASSil—Rose, shaded carmine,

very dark blotches, edged yellow. 9rf.

•VOLTAIRE — Violet carmine, maroon
blotches, edged clear yellow. Grf.

* Awarded First-Class Certificates.

LIST OF GLADIOLI
ABABA — Cerise, shaded maroon

;
white

centre. l.s.

ABALUS—White with violet stripe. 9rf.

ABATOS—White, tinted lilac. 9rf.

ACTEUR—White, tinted purple. 9rf.

A. F. B A R R O N—Scarlet, lower petals

streaked white. 9rf.

AGNES MARY—White marbled slate, violet

stripe on lower petal
;

fine. Grf.

AGRIUS—Salmon-pink, flaked at edges ver-

milion, creamy-yellow eye
;
fine. Grf.

AT.A—Rose, base of petals white. Is.

ANTHONY WATERER—Scarlet, streaks

dotvn centre of lower divisions. 9rf.

APOLLON—Lilac rose, carmine spot. 4rf.

APPIANUS—White, large rose blotch on
lower petals. 3s.

BEAUTY OF ENGLAND—White, yellow
blotch, violet stripe

;
fine. Is. Grf.

B E L G I C A—Flesh, veined lilac
;

grand.

Is. Grf.

(GANDAVENSIS).
BERON—Crimson, flaked carmine-rose. 1 s. Grf.

BUTEO—Rose, pure white centre. 9rf.

CALLIPHON—Rose, streaked bright rose,

light centre. 2s.

CAPTAIN BOYNTON—Red, blnish centre,

white spots on lower petals
;

fine. 9rf.

C^LEMENE—Orange red, blazed red. Grf.

CHAMONT—Lilac, shaded purple. Grf.

CHAS. NOBLE—-Orange scarlet, flaked and
feathered rose. 9rf.

CLARENCE—Maroon, streaked purple and

shaded red. l.s.

COUNTESS CRAVEN—Rose, flaked car-

mine. Is.

CROWN PRINCE—Carmine, shaded and
flaked crimson. 9rf.

DEMOCEDES—Cerise, flaked carmine. Is.

DR. BENSON—Crimson, violet stripe. 9rf.

DR. HOGG—Mauve, suffused rose, centre

pure white. Grf.
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DR. WOODFORD—Salmon, 6aked carmine,
yellow spot on lower petal

;
splendid. 9d.

DR. WOODMAN—Salmon, flaked pink and
lake, large blotch of carmine on lower petal.

Is. Gd.

DDO DE MONTEBELLO—Hose, orange
tinted, white spots. Gd.

DUCHESS OP EDINBURO-H—Pnrplish
rose, carmine stripe on lower division

;
fine

form
;
grand. Is. Gd.

DUKE OP CONNAUGHT— Salmon-pink,
mottled and flaked dark crimson, scarlet-pencilled
throat. Is.

DUKE OP EDINBURGH-Salmon rose,
flaked purple, white throat. 3s.

EARL STRATHMORE — Scarlet, veined
and shaded crimson. Is.

ELECTRA—Pink, shaded rosy crimson, flaked
carmine on the edges. Is. Gd.

ELGIRA—Red, marble edge, white centre.
Gd.

EPICTETUS—Purple, veined crimson. Gd.
EUGENE SCRIBE— Rose, blazed carmine

red. 6f/.

GALATEA—Blnsli, tinted rose. Is. Gd.

G L OW—Orange scarlet, slightly flaked. Is.

GORGO—Salmon-rose on white ground. Gi/.

HORACE VERNET—Reddish purple, large
white stain, striped red. Gd.

JAS. KELWAY—Crimson, edged maroon,
white line on each petal. Is. G</.

JAS. WOOD—Cherry, yellow throat. Is.

LADY BRIDPORT—Blush, flaked carmine.
Gd.

LADY CARRINGTON—Pale lilac, streaked
carmine, white centre. l.s. Gd.
LADY NEWPORT—Flesh colour, bright

carmine stripe on lower petal. Gd.

LADY PERCY—Crimson, shaded on edges
maroon. Is. 6cf.

LORD BURLEIGH—Salmon, veined crim-
son. Gd.

LORD CARNARVON— Scarlet, white
throat. Gd.

LORD LEIGH—Crimson, flaked maroon,
white spot on lower lip. M.
LORD ROTHSCHILD— Scarlet crimson,

shaded purple. Is. Gd.
LORD W. BERESPORD — Amaranth,

shaded purple lake. Is. 6</.

LYNCEUS—Peach, flaked carmine, purple
stripe, id.

MME.MONNERET—Rose, striped white. 3<f.

maid op ORLEANS—White, tinted
madder. Is.

MAORI CHIEF—Mulberry, shaded maroon,
crimson blotch on lower petal. 9c/.

’

MISS SALWAY— Crimson, white spots.
Is. Gd. '

MR. A. JACKSON—Rosy carmine, claret
blotch on lower petal. Gd.

MR. BRYMER—Mauve, flaked and shaded.
9c/.

MR. BURLEY—Cherry rose, yellow centre.

Gd.

MR. DERRY—Amaranth, flaked purple,

white lines, fine spike. Gd.

MR. DRUMMOND — Amaranth, shaded,
white centre. Gd.

MR. GLADSTONE—Scarlet crimson, light

centre. l.s. Gd.

MR. STRIEDINGER—Flesh, veined car-

mine. Is. Gd.

MR. THORNTON—Purple-crimson, veined
red. Is. Gd.

MRS. DOBREE—White, lower petals tinged
sulphur. 3s.

MRS. FOSTER—White, tinged flesh, flaked
rose. 3s.

MR. J. EYTON—White, shaded lilac-rose
rose stripe on lower petal. Gd.

MRS. KYNARTIN MAINWAREY—Red
flaked maroon. 9c/.

MRS. LANGTRY—White, tinted purple.
Is. Gd.

MRS. LAXTON—Rosy red, veined lake, pure
ivory-white centre

;
unique. Gd.

NERONIA—Violet. 6c/.

ORCUS—Light red, shaded, white centre. Gd.
ORMONDE—Flesh shaded. Is. Gd.

PICTUM—Salmon-scarlet, flaked carmine
;

grand. Is.

PRESIDENT—Cerise, veined carmine. Gd.

PRINCE GEORGE—Scarlet, crimson base,
whitestripe. Is. 6c/.

PRINCE HENRY—Purple, white throat. 2s.

ROBT. TAIT — Scarlet, veined crimson,
white throat. Gd.

SAM. JENNINGS—Scarlet, white blotches
on lower divisions. Is.

SATELLITE—Crimson-flaked maroon, white
centre

;
attractive. Gd.

SHAKESPEARE — White, rosy-ctarmiue
stains. Gd.

SHIRLEY HIBBERD — Purplish crimson.
2s.

SILENUS—Crimson, violet stripe. Is. Gd.
SIR MASSEY LOPES—Orange rose, light

centre, lower petals white, purple stripe
;
grand

flower. Is.

SIR T. LAWRENCE—Mulberry, flaked
maroon, throat flamed purple. 2s.

SOTION—Lilac flaked, yellow centre. Is.

SPORTSMAN—Red, white centre. Gd.

TELETHUSA — Salmon-rose, flaked dark
rose, carmine stripe. Is.

THOS. MOORE — Scarlet crimson, violet
blotch. Is. Gd.

THYREUS — Rosj'-salmon, carmine stripe.
Is.

UNA—Scarlet, white centre, white line. Gd.
VICOMTESSE GLENTWORTH — Rose,

flaked purple. l.<.

WM. DODD—Flesh, flaked salmon. Is.

WONDER—Maroon. Is. Gd.

ZAMA—Crimson, large white centre. Gd.
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For furnishing and ornamenting the greenhouse during the summer months. Tubers and

rhizomes in a dry state may be had from November up to March
;
plants can, however, be had

in pots at proportionately increased prices.

ACHIMENES—See Collection.

DYCIRTA CANDIDA—Flowers white. 3d.

each tuber.

ETJCODONIA N.fflOELIOIDES LILACI-
NELLA — Light lilac, throat white, spotted

lemon-yellow and lilac. 6d.

EUCODONIA N-fflO-ELIOIDES — Tube
violet, shading off to red, lobes violet-red, reticu-

lated crimson, throat yellow, spotted crimson-

amaranth. 6d.

EUCODONIA N.ffl&ELIOIDES ARMIDE
—Soft flesh colour, slightly shaded lilac, yel-

lowish throat. 6d.

O-ESNERA ROSEA LILACINA— A very

free and compact variety, lilac. 2s. Gd.

GESNERA TUBIPLORA. l.s.

GESNERA GRANDIPLORA. 2s.

GESNERA (DIRC-ffiA) REGALIS—
Vermilion flowers. 2s.

If only grown for the foliage Gesneras are very

attractive, and produce beautiful spikes of very

pretty blossoms. Many of them have rich velvet-

like foliage, varying from green to crimson. As
a decorative plant in a warm dry house they can

scarcely be over estimated.

GESNERA LEOPOLDI—Dwarf, vermilion

flowers. 2s. 6rf.

GLOXINIAS—See Collection.

NzEGELIA COLOMBINE—Lemon-yellow,
large velvety brown leaves. Gd.

NzBGELIA COMTESSE DE FLANDRE
—^Tube and lobes rich vermilion, interior of

throat spotted red, shiny purple foliage. Gd. each.

PLECTOPOMA CANDIDUM — Flowers
large, snow-white, broad lemon-yellow bloteh.

lOd.

PLECTOPOMA GIBSONI—Fine dark blue.

Gd. each.

PLECTOPOMA GLOXINLfflPLORUM—
A fine species, large white flowers, golden yellow

throat, dotted purple. Gd.

PLECTOPOMA ROLLISSONI—Pale blue;

fine. Gd. each.

SCHEERIA MEXICANA CCERULES-
CENS—Violet, with a sky blue reflex. Gd. each.

SCHEERIA PRESIDENT MALET —
Purplish violet; fine. 3d. each tuber.

SOUVENIR DE MDME. JOIGNET—
Haudsome, bronze-green leaves

;
Achimene-like

flowers, abundantly produced, of a rich carmine-

purple colour. 2s. Gd.

TYDzEA A. DELAAGE — Light carmine

tube, lower lobes dotted carmine, upper spotted

j

blood-red. Is. Gd.

TYDABA A. BAGUET—Scarlet tube, flesh-

1 coloured lobes, spotted and netted blood-red.

Is. Gd.

TYDABA BELZEBUTH—Crimson, spotted

black, like a leopard. Is.

TYDzEA COMMANDEUR J. B. SELLA
—Violet-carmine tube, lower lobes spotted vio-

let, upper carmine, dotted blood-red. Is. Gd. each.

TYDABA CH. DE GERLACHE—Lilac-car-

mine tube, lobes rosy white, striped deep carmine,

mouth deep carmine. Is. Gd.

TYD.<EA DOCTEUR ORPHANIDES —
Tube lilac-carmine, yellow lobes, spotted blood-

red. Is. Gd.

TYDzEA GIGANTEA—Golden yellow,

striped dark vermilion. Is. Gd.

TYDABA LEONIDAS—Tube elear coral-red,

lobes cherry-red, yellow, and vermilion. Is. Gd.

Gloxi'nias.
Ours is tie fiuest and choicest collection in England.

An our opinion these rank second to no other flowers for noble form and beauty. Our three

1 100- feet houses in June, July, and August are really a magnificent sight, and many have said

1 “Well, this is atone worth our journey.” Pot them into any ordinary good soil, and if kept

^ close in a temperature of 66“ to 70°, well shaded from all sunlight, and treated in the same

way as warm greenhouse plants—free from cold draughts, and liquid manure once a week—the

result will be a grand sight. A 2s. Gd. packet of our seed sown in January to May will give a

splendid display.

Selections left to H. C. & Sons will be supplied at 12s., 15s., 18s., 24s., and 30s. per doz.

;

choice new varieties, 42s. doz.
;
unbloomed Seedlings, 5s. and 9s. per doz.

Our Exhibit at the Great Tempie Show was acknowledged to be the finest

ever seen in London.
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Baised ani> Highly Recommended by II. Cannell & Sons.

MISS TUDOR—Distinct and good, large and well-shaped flowers; white, spotted rosy-red.
MRS. AVORY—White ground with a rose coloured margin

;
very effective and beautiful.

PRINCE OP WALES—Flowers perfectly erect of the finest form and substance; large and
very freely produced, of a beautiful and effective reddish-crimson shade; good strong flower stems,
robust habit, and forming into splendid specimens

;
fine bold foliage. An Award of Merit.

PRINCESS OP WALES—Of a neat and attractive appearance, and much admired wherever
exhibited

;
medium size but well-formed flowers of a snowy-whiteness, evenly margined on lobes,

with a bright orange-crimson shade, thus forming a .‘•plendid contrast
;
for the edging of groups and

intermixed with ferns this will bo found indispensable.

2s. G(J. each.

ERECT FLOWERS (recurv/CFOLIa).

AOAR. 1.5. e</.

AMI HOSTE. 2s.

AMI SIVAUX. Is. firf.

BEACON. 2s.

CAP. MURRELL. Is. Gd.

COLONEL HALL. 2.s.

DESIRE ROBERT. 2s.

EVATINA. Is. Gd.

PEU ETNA. 2.5.

HER MAJESTY. 2s.

LIEUT.-COL. PISHWICK.
Is. Gd.

MAID OP KENT. 2s.

MARABILE. Is. Gd.

MR. CHAS. MILLER. 2s.

MRS. R. ALLEN. Is. Gd.

MISS CANNELL, F.C.C. 2s

REGULARITY. 2s.

R. R. SMELLIE. Is. Gd.

RIDER HAGGARD. 2s.

ROI DES ROUGES. Is. fid

VICEROY. Is. fid.

W. MARSHALL. Is. fid.

Seeds, 2s. fid. per packet. Seedlings, 5s. and Ds. per doz.

Leaves of the above varieties, 4d. each in Mav.

SPOTTED VARIETIES.
CELIA. 1.5. fid.

LADY GOLDSMID. 2.5.

MISS HAWKINS. Is. fid.

MISS MARY PEARSON. 2s.

MISS MATHEWS. Is. fid.

MRS. G. BROWNE. 2s.

MRS. H. M. STANLEY. 2s.

MRS. R. MURRAY. 2s.

REV. STURGE. Is. fid.

SIR E. SAUNDERS. 2.5.

Leaves of the above varieties, 4d. each in May. Seed, Is. Gd., 2s. fid., and 3.5. fid. per packet.
Tubers of the above varieties ready to post to any part of the world from September to March.
Started Tabers in pots ready all the summer, our selection, from 12s. per dozen and upwards.

Splendid seedling bulbs, nearly as good as named varieties, 5s. and 9s. per doz

GLOXINIA MACULATA SCEPTRUM—A magnificent species
;

clear lilac well-formed
blooms. A very attractive variety, blooming during the whole of the winter; and for decoration
and similar purposes it is extremely useful and handsome.

Is. each. Tubers in winter, fid. each.

CANNELLS’ GLOXINIAS.

It should be remembered that for years we have been large exhibitors, receiving the
highest awards at the great Temple Show. We hold probably the largest and most perfect
kinds in existence. The highest and most brilliant scarlet is ddeacoUf no collection is complete
without it

;
flowering bulbs of it, 2s. Seed, 2s. Gd. per pkt.
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fl*. Ciir(i\ell & Gfiiide.

^Hmdy 'Perennial Gaillai[dias.
A lovely coloured flower,

perfectly distinct to any other,

and for all decoration quite a
charming feature

;
perfectly

hardy, producing abundance of

flowers all the summer. For
cut flowers one of the most
useful plants of the garden.

Strong seedlings, to flower at

once, 4s. per doz.

NEW VARIETIES.

GLORIOSA.
*LADAS.
LANGPORT WONDER.
LORD ROSEBERY.
MONAS.
NEOCLES.
SARAH BERNHARDT.
VERMONT.
WM. ROLPE.

Is. each.

BARNUM—lied, shaded yellow
BERTHA—Crimson, gold edge.

CATHERINE WHEEL.
DARKNESS—Dark magenta, yellow edge.

DONOVAN— Bronze, gold edge.

DUKE OP PORTLAND—Yellow, shaded
bronze; large.

*GEORGE KELWAY—Large crimson
,
gold

edge.

GLENAVON—Deep maroon-crimson, yellow
edge.

GOLD DUST—I’ale yellow, dark disc.

•JAMES KELWAY—Very large, dazzling

scarlet, gold edge
;
the brightest. Is. Gd.

LEONARD KELWAY.

MAGENTA KING—A novelty in colour,

magenta, edged pale yellow, l.s.

MOLTEN SEA—Light bronze, edged gold.

•MR. PITCHER—Fiery crimson, gold edge.

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES—Effec-

tive, full size, coloured crimson and gold. Is.

ORANGEMAN—Orange self.

PORCUPINE—Deep rod, tipped yellow.

PRINCE OP NAPLES — Red, shaded

purple, yellow edge.

•SOMERSET—Quilled, pure yellow. Is.

•VIVIAN GREY—Yellow, fringed with a

yellow disc
;
grand.

*WM. KELWAY— Very large, brilliant

crimson, gold edge.
* Awarded First-Class Certificates.

A very free flowering and free growing class of garden plant. Is. each
;
9s. doz.

Seedlings from the best varieties, 4s. per dozen.

Ml'. Henrv CunwEN, Falcon Road, Battersea, Wth Jidi/, 1897.

I feel I ought to thank you for the beautiful and very practical Catalogue
,
which assls;

me greatly, and I must say what I have had from you proved so very satisfactory in every way
that I never possessed such a beautiful garden before. I am continually recoinmeiiding yon to

my friends.

P. W. Mackinnon, Esq., Mussoorie, N.W.P., India, 13t/i Jitmiary, 1897.

I received the 43 Roses in the most perfect condition, apparently as fresh as I used to get

them from you when at Norwood, and I wish to thank you. I am looking out for the other

plants you arc sending me.
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Heliotro'piums.
THE BEST VARIETIES.

S|HE ordinary treatment of a Verbena. But very few persons have any idea lliat they are one
of the best plants wo possess, and will live for many years, produeing an immense quantity

(jIK of flowers all the year, yielding a most delieious perfume if planted out like a Grape Vine.

1. ALBERT DELAUX—A vigorous
and distinct variety, being distinctly

marbled with yellow
;
constant.

2. COMTESSE DE MORTE-
MART—Deep violet colour, large white
centre.

3. JEANNE DAMOUR — An ad-

vance on Miss Nightingale

;

for general

purposes one of the best.

4. MINA—Colour not very dark or

light—medium
;

its value is its habit and
freeness of flowering either in a pot or bed.

5. PATRIOT—Large pip
;

a very
useful variety.

6. PAUL PPITZER—Light variety,

fine large truss
;
good shape.

7. PRESIDENT GARFIELD—An
improvement on Jersey Beauty ; bright

mauve purple
;
distinct and useful.

8. PRIAPO — Bishop’s blue, with
white eye.

9. PRINCESS DE SAGAN—Of a
clear blue shade, white centre.

10. ROI DES NOIRS—Deep black-
ish purple, white eye

;
very distinct.

11. SWANLEY GIANT — A fine

variety, for bedding or pots
;
massive heads

of flowers
;
colour bright blue, and deli-

ciously fragrant. IIELIOIROriUM QDEEN MAKGOElilTE.

12. THE QUEEN—Flowers nearly white,
and very highly perfumed

; a fine variety.

13. WHITE LADY—Nearly pure white,
free-flowering, large heads of bloom

;
fine habit.

14. PREIPRAU VON KONIG—A pretty-

variety, light silvery-mauve flowers arranged in

graceful arching sprays
;
sweet-scented; attrac-

tive. 9rf.

15.

QUEEN MARGUERITE—The habit
is dwarf compact. Suitable for pot or border
culture, and of high value for cut-flower
purposes. Is.

6rf. each
;

4s. per dozen.

H®lia'nth»mums (Sun (Roses).
No Plants are belt.-r adapted for dry rockeries or sunny banks than these

;
they are Ever-

greens, and always have a charming and attractive appearance
;
quite hardy, and, like shrubs, when

established, live for many years without trouble. 6rf. each
;

4s. per dozen.

(
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fl. dcii]i|ell & G[iutle.

Hollyhocks.

SEEDLING IIOLLYHOCES.

Splendid seedlings of various eolours, that will bloom
during the season, 6s. and 9s. per dozen.
Named varieties, our selection, 24s. to 3Cs. per dozen.

^ Iris.
value of this large and important group of

. 5^ hardy plants is now more generally recognised,

and if their accommodating disposition with re-

gard to soil and situation, the rich and varied

colours of their flowers, rivalling in this respect

the choicest of Orchids, their value as cut- flowers for

decoration and the extended season of their blooming,
viz., from Christmas to August, &c., be taken into con-

sideration, it must he admitted that no collection of hardy
plants can have any claim to be considered a represent-

ative one which does not include a judicious selection

of these plants. 4s. to 10s. per dozen.

For full description of all sections of this family, see our Autumn
and Bulb Catalogue.

LaNTA' NAS.
THE BEST VARIETIES.

5|I1IS family is exceedingly pretty and of easy cultivation, only requiring the ordinary care of

a Pelargonium
;
they bloom most abundantly eight months in the year

;
a fine substitute for

the Verbena.

3. IjA NEIGE—Pure white. 9tl.

6. PLUIE D’OR—Light canary yellow.

7. RUTILANT— Deep yellow
;
dwarf.

9. NE PLUS ULTRA — Rose-pink
;

fine

tedder.

10. FAVORITA—Yellow to brown-scarlet.

11. DISTINCTION—Orange-scarlet.

12. DON CALMET—Pink centres, peach.

16. ECLAT — Rich reddish crimson and
orange.

17. PERLE POITEVXNE—White.
19. MAGENTA KING — Bright purple-

scarlet.

23. RAYON DE SOLEIL—Deep yellow.

27. DIADEME—Rose, centre yellow.

All those not priced Gd. each
;

4s. per dozen.

I/ILIES (IN ROTS).
The best and most useful varieties in cultivation

;
can be supplied in dry roots in autumn at lower

prices.

AURATUM (Tlie Golden-rayed Lily of

Japan)—One of the grandest of Lilies. Is. Gd.

and 2*. Gd.

BUi^BIEERUM UMBELLATUM—Crim-
son scarlet, shading to yellow, thickly spotted,

2J ft. Is.

CANADENSE RUBRUM—Deep red
;

dis-

tinct and pretty. 3 ft. 2s.

CANDIDUM (The Old White Garden Lily,

or St. Joseph’s Lily)—Still one of the best for

forcing or borders, snow white, 4ft. Gd
. ;

6s. doz.

CANDIDUM AUREO-MARGINATUM—
Valuable for the foliage in winter when forced.
3s. Gd.

CHALCEDONICUM (The Scarlet Turk’s
Cap of Cottage Gardens). Is. Gd.

CONCOLOR CORLDION—Bright yellow.
1 ft. Is. 6(7.

CROCEUM (Old Orange Lily)— Orange,
freely spotted black. 3 ft. Is.

DAVURIOUM INCOMPARABILE — In-
tense rich crimson, freely spotted. 2 ft. Is.
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Cki|T)ell Sl Gfuide.

ELEaANS ALUTACEUM, syn. THUN-
BERGIANUM AUREITM NIGRO MACTJ-
LATtJM—Very dwarf, apricot-colonrcd flowers,
spotted black. ] ft. dd.
ELEGANS BATEMANS — Soft, rich,

glowing orange-red; handsome. Is. flc/.

JAPONICUM KRAMERI—White, shading
to rose-pink. 2 ft. l.s. C<f.

LONGIPLORUM—Pure white. ft. 9c/.

LONGIPLORUM HARRISII (The Ber-
muda Easter Lily), s^n. LONGIPLORUM
EXIMIUM—Flower pure white, long and hand-
some

;
very free. l.s.

MARTAGON—Purple. 4 ft. l.s.

MARTAGON ALBUM—Pure white, very
handsome. 4 ft. 6s.

MARTAGON DALMATICUM—Rich glossy
crimson-purple; very fine. 4 ft. 1.9. Grf.

OCHROLEUCUM—Flowers 8 to 9 inches in
diameter, stems 4 to (i ft. high, beautifully
scented

;
colour at base clear ochreous yellow,

shading off to milky while. 5s.

PARDALINUM—Scarlet, shading to rich
yellow, freely spotted purple-brown. 5 to 6 ft.

Is.

Other varieties can be su

PARRYl—Rich golden yellow, very fragrant-
3s. G(/.

POMPONIUM (verum) — Bright crimson-
scarlet, flowers early. 1 .9 .

SPECIOSUM ALBUM—Pure white. 3 ft.

Is.

SPECIOSUM PUNCTATUM—Wnito, spot-
ted delicate pink, anthers yellow

;
distii.ol, 3 ft.

1.9. Gd.

SPECIOSUM ROSEUM—White, siofuscd
and spotted rose. 3 ft. Is.

SPECIOSUM MELPOMENE. 2s. 6 i.

SPECIOSUM RUBRUM—White, sullcsed
and spotted crimson. 3 ft. Is.

SUPERBUM—Varying in shade from oiaiige
to crimson, spotted rich brown. 4 to 7 it. Is.

TESTACEUM, syn. EXCELSUM— Dullcato
apricot; delightfully fragrant. 4 ft. U. 6d.

TIGRINUM PORTUNEI — Rich orange-
scarlet, spotted crimson. 4 ft. Od.

WALLICHIANUM—Large white dowers,
4 ft.; very beautiful. 5 .9 .

pplied at advertised prices.

Lobb'lias,
PICOTEE Pure white, with a bright and regularly defined blue edging all round every

flower
;
distinct, growth compact

; very free. 2s. G</. per doz. ; rooted cutlings, 6s. per 100
2. ERINUS COMPACTA AUREA GOLDELSE—Golden-vcllow foliage, and bright bluo-

nowers
; very distinct and effective.

'

3. KING OP THE BLUES, or ATTRACTION-White eye, set in the densest dark blue
tloner; dwarf, free, and a perfect gem for bedding and borders. First-Class Certificate. 2s Grf per doz •

rooted cuttings, 5s. per 100.
' ’

4. SWANLEY BLUE—A most useful, light, bright blue bedding variety. Habit rather strong,
therefore does splendidly in poor soil and dry seasons, and it is admitted a gem. In pots it flowers
{ili the winter. Pwo Pirst-Class Certificates. 2s. Qd. per doz.; cuttliifjs, 5.s*. pier 100.

5. BRIGHTON— One of the best dwarf bright blue varieties introduced. 2s. Gd. per doz •

IGs. per 100; cuttings, 5.9. per 100.
^ ' ’

6. BARNARD'S PERPETUAL—Brilliant ultramarine blue, with pure white markings at the
base of each of the two lower petals ; useful alike for bed' ing or growing in pots. Plants, Gd. ; 3 .9 . doz.

7. BEAUTY OP DARMSTADT—Very dark both in flower and foliage; distinct. 2s. Gd, doz.

H

PURE WHITE BEDDING LOBELIAS.
10. GRANITE CITY—Flowers freely produced, and of tlie purest wliite.

MISS HOPE—A strong growing kind
;
useful for baskets.

All those not priced, Gd. each
; 3.9. jicr doz. Stock plants, 5s. per doz.

After April, 2s. per doz. in single pots.

PERENNIAL HERBACEOUS SECTION OF LOBELIAS (TALL).
13. CARDINALIS—Dark green foliage, in-

tense red flowers. Is. each
;

9s. per doz.

14. CARDINALIS MULBERRY— Rich
claret colour, very distinct, free grower, and
quite hardy. Is.

15. FIREFLY— An improvement on the
well-known variety Cardimilts. Is.

;
9s. per

dozen.

IG. PULGENS, syn. RAMOSA— Intense
scarlet. 1.9.

17. PULGENS PRINCE ARTHUR— Ro-
bust form, very large light scarlet flowers; a
decided acquisition. 1.9. Gd.

18. PULGENS VICTORIA- Rieli scarlet,
producing many spikes, verv attractive, with
large petals: a fine bed or border plant. Is.
eacli

;
9s. per dozen.
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Mimu' lus.
BEAUTY OP SUTTON—In every way resembles the single kinds both in habit and growth, and

also with the blooms, except it being a fine double flower. It has the merit of being more

persistent, consequently makes a longer show, and in a border it is one of the best and most

distinct. 9</.
, , i. i

PENCOMBE BECTORY— Very pretty, and for garden decoration both these arc gems, ana

should be planted everywhere. 9(f.

SINGLE MIMULUS.
MAGNUM BONUM—Clear golden yellow, i CLARA— Canary-yellow ground, crimson-

heavily blotched and spotted crimson. i
scarlet blotch on each petal.

MABEL — White ground, lobes heavily
|

GOLDEN PHEASANT—A fine and attrac-

lilotched crimson-maroon.
i

live variety.

Seed, G(/. and 1 j^. per packet.

HYBRID MUSK-
HARRISON'S MUSK—A grand variety

;
a great improvement on the old variety ;

delightfully

Those not priced, Ct/. each
;

5,s. per doz. Unnamed Seedlings, 4^. per doz.

flio does not like a Pansy ? No one ! It comes so quickly after the dull, dreary vvintcr,

and its colour and markings are so beautiful, that everyone exclaims, “ 1 do like a

Heartsease !
” As to their culture, give them a good deep rich soil and open situation,

and they will grow and thrive anywhere, and beyond replanting, will bloom eight months without

attention. If the splendid colours and rouiidness of these could be seen, they would be grown in

every garden.
Our selection. Is. per doz.

All those not priced, Orf. each ;
5s. per doz.

Seeds from the choicest varieties, l.v. and 2s. Gc/. per packet.

Seedlings, l.v. per doz.
;

7s. per lOD.

Seedlings, selected, !•'?. per doz.; 10*'. per 100.

Cuttings can be supplied during August and September at half the price quoted for plants.

GRAND AND DISTINCT NEW PANSIES.
Sent out and Highi-y Recommended nv H. Cannell & Sons.

DUKE OP WELLINGTON—A magnificent

«!«ep lemon yellow self, with bold well-formed

dark purple blotches. This flower has fine colour,

good substance, and almost perfect form, and

sure to become a great favourite.

WATERLOO — An immense creamy-white

self, with splendid massive glossy, violet-black

blotches; a grand competition flower.

( ]

THE IRON DUKE—This is a fine clear

lemon yellow self of immense size, with large

violet-purple blotches; one of the prettiest

coloured flowers ever offered.

SIB JOHN COLEBORNE—Large massive

splendidlv formed purple blotches, margins

cream, upper petals purple, edged white; a

grand flower.

14 )



GENERAL PICTON—Large reddish-purple
blotches, margins golden yellow, suffused reddish
purple

;
upper petals golden yellow, edged

purple.

QUATRE BRAS —Another beautiful white
self, with fine circular hlackish-purple blotches.

and quite distinct from Waterloo.

DUKE OP BRUNSWICK—This is a flower
of immense size, with large purple blotches

;

margins white, streaked rosy-purple
;
top petals

white, branded purple, edged white

fid. each
;
the set for 4s.

SHOW PANSIES.
SELFS.

ALEX. BLACK—Black purple
;
extra fine.

ALLAN STEWART — Large glossy dark
self

;
good eye.

ALEXANDER WATT—Violet-purple self
;

large and fine. Is.

ANDREW MILLER—Plum self.

ANNIE DOWEY—Large pure white
;

per-
fect form.
BLACK KNIGHT—Glossy black self; fine

form; distinct.

BOBBIE HARPER—Fine dark blotches
;

large.

CAPTAIN CROMBIE—Dark maroon;
extra.

COUNT BISMARCK—Black self.

CROSSHILL GEM—Dark self, fine form.
DAVID MALCOLM—Black without shading,

fine form; e.xtrii. l.s.

DIMPLE—Dark plum self of finest form. !.!.

DR. INCH—Glossy-black; extra fine.

GEO. ROBERTS—Glossy-dark
;

solid eye.
GOLDEN CIRCLE—Yellow, dense black

blotch
;
a very fine flower.

GOLDEN QUEEN—Light yellow self, solid
blotch.

GRAHAM MURRAY— Rich glossy dark
self; fine form.
HARRY PAUL—Plum-purple.
HELEN DOUGLAS — White self, large

blotch
;

fine form. Is.

JAMES DREY—Beautiful plum self
;

fine

form.

JENNY BROWN—Bright golden yellow
;

constant.

MAGGIE THOMSON—Bright yellow, solid
black blotches; fine.

MAJOR-GENERAL STEWART— Blue
self, solid black blotches

;
the best.

MARY MKAY STEWART— Large white,
perfect form, black blotches

;
grand form.

MISS CAMPBELL—Golden yellow, perfect
form

;
one of the finest.

MISS HELEN DOUGLAS—Pure white,
solid blotches

;
grand.

MRS. A. IRVINE—Pure white, solid
blotches; large and fine.

MRS. GLADSTONE — Pure white, solid
blotches

;
large and smooth.

MRS. KERRIGAN—Primrose self, well-
formed blotches.

PINNANCE — Dark self, of finest form
;

e.xtra. Is.

ROYALIST—Rich primrose, dense blotches

,

targe.

SIR WM. ARROL—Large glossy dark self,

amber eye
;
grand.

WINNIE IRVINE—Lovely primrose self
;

perfect. 1.9.

WM. FORBES—Plum-purple self, round
and smooth.
WM. FULTON — Black, great substance

;

smooth and fine,

YELLOW grounds.
A. JOHNSTONE — Rich golden yellow,

belted bronzy-purple
;

large.

BELLA WILSON—I’rimrose, solid blotches;
great substance.

CHARLES TURNER—Yellow, l)road dark
belting

; distinct.

CHAUCER—Deep golden yellow, chocolate
blotches ; extra.
DR. D. P. STEWART — Bronzy purple

belting; large.

ED. J. MARTIjSI—

B

ronzy -purple belting;
one of the finest.

FASCINATOR—Bright maroon.
G. C. GORDON—Purple belting; extra.
JAMES BLACK—Deep golden yellow

; fine
rm and quality.

JAMES BXTCBCANAN—Deep plum-purple;
fine.

^

JANETTE—Yellow, solid blotch, fine eye,
dark maroon belting. 1.?.

JA3. CHRISTIE—Yellow ground, fine cut
blotches; grand.

J. BORROWMAN—Yellow ground, purple
belting; large and fine.

J. D. STEWART — Lemon-yellow, deep
maroon top petals ; splendid.
JEANIE C. HOLMES—Golden yellow,

solid black blotches
; an acquisition.

J. M'LEISH—Clear yellow ground, plum-
purple belting

; large.

MAGGIE BENSON—liicb golden priiiuoao,
black blotch; very fine.
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MAGGIE MILNE—Large yellow self, solid

blotches
;
grand.

MATTHEW POLLOCK—Bronzy pnride.

MISS JANE MoLAINE— Large orange

self, of finest form ;
extra fine.

MRS. D. BAXTER—Immense golden yellow

self, large blotches
;
good.

NORMAND—Golden yellow, belted crimson-

purple ; fine.

P. C. D. BOSWELL—Yellow ground
;
one

of the largest in cultivation. Is.

PERFECTION—Golden yellow, holted dark

purple
;
as its name denotes, one cf the finest

ever offered.

ROBERT BURNS—Lemon ground, choco-

late belt, solid blotch.

TRY-ME-O—Bronzy purple
;

fine.

WM. BEATSON — Yellow ground, rich

bronzy-purple belting. l.s.

WM. ROBIN—Golden yellow, bronze belt.

WHITE GROUNDS.

AUGUSTA—Pure white, bluish-purple belt-

ing
;

e.xtra.

BELLA WATT— Dark purple belting; fine.

BENACHIE — Deep violet belting
;

fine

form.

BLUE BEARD-'Wbite, dense fine eye, plum
belting. Is.

GRACE DARLING — White ground,

splendid blotches
;

fine.

JOHN BRAND — Yellow ground, belted

maroon ; fine.

LADY BUTE—Rich purple belt; large and

fine.

MAP.Y CAMPBELL—Large solid blotches;

grand. Is.

MISS GIBSON — White and primrose,

heavily belted with purple and violet ; very

attractive. Is.

MRS. PINLAYSON — Purple belting;

useful.

MRS. J. G. PAUL—Light plum; good

substance.

MRS. SHARP—Large solid blotches
;

con-

stant. Is.

PORTIA—Blotches; very solid and well-

formed.

ROBT. M. WENLEY—Large yellow ground,

bright umber field
;
good.

ROYAL VISIT

—

Belted dark purple; fine.

THOS. AIRD—Pure white, purple belting

;

extra fine.

VICTORIA GEM— Light purple belt; good.

W. E. GLADSTONE — Blotches deepest

purple; large and smooth.

Seed selected from the choicest, Is. and 2s. Gil. per packet.

FANCY PANSIES.
T^jOVELY as are the show varieties, the, fancy kinds have been brought to such a wonderful

perfection that no one can look upon a tray of blooms without uttering an exclamation

of surprise at their size and splendid shades of colour, particularly if they can remember the poor

weedy-looking Viola flowers of thirty and forty years ago.

AGNES MABEL—Large purple blotches,

laced white with rosy tinge, upper petal white

and rose : immense size, one of the best.

A. H. MURRAY—Dense black blotches,

laced rose and w'hite, upper petals crimson
pencilled with white

;
a splendid flower. l.s.

ALEX. SMITH—Dark, well-formed blotches,

edged crimson, with a circle of bright yellow

belled crimson ;
distinct; of great merit.

ALLAN ASHCROFT — Large chocolate

blotches, upper petals mulberry.

ANNE JOHNSTONE — Upper petals

white, blotched and edged purply-crimson,

blotches on lower petals dense, solid, and perfect

inform: smooth, extra fine. Is.

ANNIE KNOWLES—Dark blotches, edged

orange; top petals orange, with a broad band of

crimson
;
very effective.

ANNIE ROSS—Large bright yellow self,

dense dark blotches ;
good form.

ARCHIE BUCHANAN—Solid violet

blotches, edged white ; large and fine.

ARTHUR EATON—Upper petals rosy-

crimson, wire edging of French white, dense cir-

cular blotches laced French white
;

a great

favourite, l.s.

ARTHUR STEWART — Violet blotches,

upper petals yellow and mauve.
A. SMELLIE—Lingo iilum blotches, edged

white and shaded pink, uiipcr petals plum, light

margins.

AUNT SUSAN—Large white self with dark

blotches.

BETSY KELLY—Well-formed, rosy-puiple

blotches, margins rose and white.

CAPT. BECKET—Seal-brown blotches, top

petals yellow, bright crimson peucillings
;
extra

fine.

C. B. RENSHAW—Immense violet blotches,

to|) petals primrose
;
large model flower.

CELTIC GEM—Large yellow self, handsome
dark blotches.

DR. BOSTOCK—Dark purple blotches, top

petals white streaked purple
;
very large.

( )
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DAVID KENNIE—Large maroon blotches,
margins bright chrome, top petals pale jellow
pencilled with rosy-purple; largeandexlrafine. Ir.

DONALD MORRISON—Large dark purple
blotches, laced yellow, upper petals purple and
yellow

;
immense size, and always to be had.

DUCHESS OF FIFE — Largo crimson
blotches, edging white, suffused with rose; fine

form. Is.

EARL OF BEACONSFLELD—Yellow self,

dense black blotches; extra.

EDITH ALICE BROWN—Dark purple
blotch

;
extra.

EDWARD POLLAND — Deep maroon
blotches, edged lemon and ruby

;
very fine.

EMMELINE—Top petals deep rich maroon
on golden-yellow ground, immense solid clear
cut blotches of deep maroon, almost black on the
lower petals, belted with yellow, slightly tinted
rosy-carmine.

EVELYN BRUCE — Dense mulberry
blotches, upper petals yellow

;
extra fine.

GARRIE M'ROBERTS — A splendid
variety

;
large rich ruby l)lotches.

GEORGE ANDERSON — Dark maroon
blotches edged golden-yellow, top petals violet

edged yellow
;
one of the best.

GEORGE COUBROUGH—Large circular

glossy-black blotches, edged straw colour,

suffused with carmine, upper petals dark violet

laced with straw colour
;
quite a novel flower

;

very fine for exhibition.

GEO. CROMBE—Dark claret blotches
;
large

and smooth.
HARRY BROOKE—Kosy-purple self, dark

blue blotches; very large.

HENRY ECKFORD—Light prune blotches,

top petals dark ruby, margins yellow shaded
rose ; very handsome.
JAMES ALEXANDER—Top petals yellow,

with broad belt of deep purple, dark chocolate
blotches, yellow belting

;
large and extra fine.

JAMES SIMKINS—Dark blotches edged
with bronzy-yellow, top petals yellow and rose

;

large and fine.

JAMES SKINNER— Mulberry, lake, and
white.

JANET M. WOOD—Dark violet-blotches,

margins white.

JANE A. MARTIN—Mauve blotches, edged
white.

JAS. S. IRVINE—Dark mulberry blotches,

edged golden yellow, upper petals yellow, suf-

fused rose.

JEANIE P. TAIT—Deuse blotches, belted

crimson, top petals purple, pencilled yellow and
crimson.

JOHN ALLAN—Dense plum blotches, belted

white, upper petals plum laced with white
;
very

large ; one of the best. 9J.

JOHN J. ASHTON — Large crimson self,

dense dark blotches
;
one of tlie best.

JOHN POPE— Dark solid blotches, edged
bright yellow, upper petals yellow, shaded purple

;

good constitution
;

probably the finest yellow
Pansy ever offered. Two First-Class Certificates.

JOHN TAYLOR — Immense lemon self,

large dense circular blotches
;

unsurjMissed in

form and substance. Is. each.

LADY WATERLOW—Top petals white,

lower petals deep violet evenly edged white

;

a grand flower, attractive. l.s.

LIEUT. M’ISAAC — Dark maroon blotches,

top petals claret colour edged white
;

distinct

and good.

LIZZIE MoFARLANE -Brownish-purple
blotches

;
very smooth

;
large.

LORD HAMILTON — Dense circular

blotches edged pale mauve, suffused lavender,

top petals pale bronze; large.

LORD ROSEBERY (Pattlson) — Dense
plum blotches; very large.

MAGGIE A. SCOTT—Dark purple blotches,

edged bright crimson and belled clear yellow,

upper petals purple and yellow ;
first-class.

MAGGIE M’PHAIL—Dark purple blotches,

margins white, upper petals white flamed rosy-

purple
;
constant.

MARMION — Dense violet blotches, laced

rosy-white, upper petals lavender, shaded rose

ami white; good.

MASTER AUSTIN—A most lovely yellow,

lower petals a very rich maroon, evenly edged
a beautiful yellow

;
good and large. 9tf.

MAY HYND—Dense violet blotches, laced

with cream, upper petals bluish mauve
;
splendid

substance. Five First-Class Certificates.

MINA SCOTT—Dark violet blotches, margins

pure white, upper petals white with violet pencil-

lings; extra fine, one of the very best. Is.

MISS ABERCROMBIE — Massive mul-
berry blotches

;
large and perfect form.

MISS BEVERIDGE—Solid purple blotches

;

good flower.

MISS FAULDS—Top petals pink, marked
white, deep wine colour blotches, laced white

;

extra.

MISS F. HARRISON—Dense circular

blotches
;
a grand variety.

MISS GORDON—Light violet, edged white,

yellow centre
;
good.

MISS HENDERSON—Large dark blotches,

broad crimson edge; top petals crimson, veined

violet ; extra fine.

MISS M. T. BLACK—Blue blotches, upper

petals white and purple.

MR. BARCLAY FIELD—Top petals rich

orange-yellow, heavily aud evenly edged rich

red-brown maroon, lower petals thinly edged

orange and deep rich brown; distinct.

MR. FOSTER—Top petals white, heavily

edged with a most beautiful lilac-purple, thinly

edged white
;
lower petals a deep rich violet,

edged yellow
;
good and large. 9(/.



MR. O. P. FRAME— Solid

black blotches, shaded crimson and
edged white, upper petals rich

crimson, laced white.

MR. OIBSON — Top petals

very high colour— a plum-purple,
edged white

;
lower petals almost

a black, evenly edged a bright yel-

low and pink; good form and
shape. !)(/.

MRS. ATKINSON — Dense
maroon blotches, yellow ground-
ing; with nil the petals broadly

pencilled and shaded deep puce
;

extra hue.

MRS. BOSANQDET — Top
petals a light Vandyke-brown,
edged white

;
lower petals a rich

maroon, heavily edged clear yel-

low
;
attractive aud line.

MRS. BROWELL — Large
crimson self

;
dense purple blotches

;

fine.

MRS. BURNS — Top petals

striped rosy peach, edged primrose,
Centro yellow

;
lower petals a rich

maroon, broadly margined yellow
;

good.

MRS. CHADWICK— Top petals a bright
rose-carmine, thinly edged bright yellow

;
lower

pt tals nearly blaek maroon, heavily edged clear
yellow

;
very striking, good, and attractive. Or/.

MRS. CHAS. KAY—Immense white self,

large black blotches.

MRS. D. JOHNSTONE— Large blue
blotches edged white, upper petals plum, shading
off to white

;
very large.

MRS. EDWARD J. MARTIN—Rich dark
violet blotches, margins white, upper petals

white with bright rosy pencillings; iterfcct

flower.

MRS. O. P. FRAME — Mulberry blotches

;

one of the best.

MRS. GrROSSART— Dark rosy-jniritle

blotches, laced pure white, upper petals purple
and white.

MRS. H. CANNELL — Amber self, dark I

blotches.

MRS. LISTER — Blotches dark purple,
top petals rich crimson : very large

;
grand, l.v.

MRS. MELDRUM—French white, dense
violet blotches, good grower

;
extra fine.

MRS. R. NIVEN—Large circular velvety-
black blotches edged creamy-white, upper petals
Prussian blue, with black markings in the centie
of each petal; one of the finest ever raised.

MRS. SMITH—Rosy-purple blotches
;

fine

flowers.

MRS. TRAIN—Large and extra
;

fine dense
black blotches

MRS. WM. BROWNLIE-Large purple
circular blotches.

MY LADY — Large purple blotches
;
very

large.

NEIL OILLIES — Dark purple blotches,

margins bright crimson and yellow, upper petals

purple and yellow ;
fine.

NEIL MoKAY — Black blotches, edged
i yellow and crimson

;
extra.

OLMAR—Dentc purple blotches
;
large bold

flowers.

PECULIAR — Top petals lilae-purple,

striped with maroon, edged white
;
lower petals

a rich plum-purple, edged rosy-pink and white
;

quite distinct and good. 9</.

PERCY CLARK — Immense dark crimson
self ;

form and substance excellent.

PERFECTION—Mulberry, edged yellow.

PILRIU—Dark blotches
;

a large and extra

fine flower.

PRINCESS BEATRICE—White, dark
violet blotch

;
grand smooth flower; fine.

R. L. HINSHELWOOD — Dark purple
blotches

;
large and tine.

ROBERT JAMIESON—Large dark circular

blotches, upper petals yellow streaked dark
purple, margins yellow

;
one of the very best.

ROBERT MITCHELL—Rich velvety-black
blotches edged bright yellow, upper petals

chocolate and yellow; brilliant coloured
;
attrac-

tive.

(
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SENATOR— Dense dark blotches, edped
crimson and white, upper petals crimson; very
tine. l.s. each.

TAMWORTH YELLOW — Tale yellow
self, dark black blotches

;
much admired.

THOMAS HASTIE—Dark prune blotches,

top petals yellow edged bright ruby, margins
creamy-yellow

;
ouc of the finest.

TOM TRAVIS—Large dense glossy blotches,

margined creamy white, upper petals purple ‘

shaded white
;
grand flower.

WEIR’S HUGH— Illack blotches laced

yellow and rose, top petals rich rose-purple
;
»

large flower of good substance.

Ourselcction, 4.s. per doz.

All those not priced, 6d. each
;
6s. per doz.

Seeds from the choicest varieties. Is. and 2s. (it/, per packet.

Seedlings, l.s. per tloz.
;

7s. per 100.

Seedlings, selected, l.s. Gd. per doz.
; 10-«. per 100.

Cuttings can be supplied during August and September at h.alf the price rjuotcd for pl.anta

GRAND OLD DOUBLE PANSY.
An extraordinary hardy plant

;
flowers nearly black, very large and ftill

;
a grand

old-fashioned variety, and seems to have been lost for nearly a hundred years. Received
First-Class Certifleates wherever shown. Is 6d. each: 12a rer dozen.

( H9 )
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BEDDING PANSIES.
All these make grand beds.

CHnSPTAIN— Clear blue.
CLIVEDEN PURPLE—I’urple.

CLIVEDEN BLUE— Blue.
CLOTH OP GOLD—Beautiful golden yellow.
DAWN OP DAY—Lilac and white

;
a large,

fine, and di.slinet variety.

DISTINCTION—A light lavender; very fine
and large flouer.

DUCHESS OP ALBANY -Bale lilac-

purple, grevisb blotches; distinct.

DUCHESS OP SUTHERLAND—Bluish.

EYNSPORD SWEEP—The. blackest of the
dark varieties; very free and effective.

EYNSPORD YELLOW- One of the best,

and a most splendid colour
;

is a general
favourite.

4rf. each
;

3.«. fir/, per do?..
;

I4.<. per 1(10. Our selection, 2s. Grf. per doz
;

12s. 6<I. per 100.

Seed. 1.*. per packet.

Prices of Show Boxes—8 holcj*

) I

12

18

Itacli—s. rf.

!) 0
12 0

IG 0

Kach - s. ri

Brices of Show Boxes—24 holes ... 20 0
.. .. 3G „ ... 24 0

Pelmgo' niums. Zonal®.
FO/f GERANIUMS PROPER, SEE LIST AT END OF PELARGONIUMS.

TRICOLOR AND VARIEGATED FOLIAGE VARIETIES
'WITH DOUBLE FLOV^ERS.

1. PRINCESS HENRY OP BATTEN-
BERG— Snow-white variegated foliage and
flowers. Is.

2. LADY ROSEBERY — A lovely
variegated leaf

;
fine shaped light crimson

flowers. Is.

3. MISS ELLEN TERRY—Broad white
margin, deep green centre; habit dwarf; flowers
pure white, deep salmon centre. Is. G</.

4. MRS. PARKER—Producing a quantity
of beautiful double pink flowers; foliage green
with white margin

;
distinct and attractive.

5.

CHELSEA GEM — Profuse bloomer,
foliage green, margin of white; largo trusses,
of a charming lilac-pink colour.

G.^ BRONZE CORINNE—Large flowers of
a bright scarlet, chestnut zone on golden ground.

I. MRS. STRANG—Golden Tricolor with
double flowers, cerise-scarlet

;
vigorous habit.

8. SOLEIL LEVANT—Bright silver varie-
gatetl foliage, rich scarlet flowers.

9. MARY ANDERSON—Dwarf and free
;

purple-pink flowers, silver variegated
:
pretty.

SELECT LIST OF PcLARGONIUMS WITH COLOURED LEAVES,

GOLDEN TRICOLORS.
10. MR. HENRY COX—Intensely bright

|

markings, with a well-defined zone of rich crim-
son, and bright yellow margin. 9<f. each,
6s. doz. : May, os. doz.

11. MASTERPIECE — Fine broad zone,
very black; good habit; first-class. G(/. each,
4s doz.

1’. MRS. WALTERS — A very highly-
coloured zone, contrasting with a bro.ail golden
margin, deep green centre; distinct. Oil.

13.

ADAM BASS—Dark zone, very broad
and even

;
perfectly flat leaf

;
dwarf sturdy

habit
;
robust grower. Gd. each, 5s. doz.

14. PETER GRIEVE—Round leaf, high
colour, good grower. Gtl.

15. PRINCE OP WAIjES—

G

rand variety
;

colours exceedingly bright
;
one of the best. 9</.

16. SIR R. NAPIER—Fine grower, the
streak of red is very bright; distinct.

17. MRS. TURNER — Rather a coarser
variety

;
vivid colours

;
one of the best.

18. MACBETH—A beautiful variety, habit
dwarf and bushy, dark zone, bright scarlet ring,
attractive. 9rf. each, 6s. per doz.
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19. WILLIAM SANDY—Dwarf
;

narrow
in6amcd scarlet zone.

20. ENCHANTRESS — Highly colonred,

Vandyke zone, deep golden margin
;
a fine ad-

vonce on ^frs. Polio^. 6d. each ; 6s. doz.

21. SOPHIE DUMARESQUE—Effective.

22. LADYCULLUM—A well-known variety.

23. MRS. POLLOCK—A well known kind.

4s. to 6s. per Joz.
;
2Cs. per 100.

24. GOLDEN BPILLIANTISSIMTJM

—

Similar to the old Brilliant; distinctly blotched

yellow and white round margin, the remaining

part light pea green, vivid scarlet flowers.

For edging of beds a gen .

All those not priced Gef. each
;

4s. per doz.

SILVER TRICOLORS.
25. MRS. MILLER — A grand improve-

ment, crimson and black zone, very even and
conspicuous. Is.

26. EMPRESS OP INDIA — Effective;

colour very brilliant. 9d.

27. MRS. LAING — Fine habit, large

foliage, broad silver margin, inner zone of

brilliant carmine
;
vigorous

;
a grand variety.

9rf.

28. DOLLY VARDEN — Foliage smooth
and quite circular, the red bright and glaring.

29. PORTEUS—Attractive; bright carmine
zone, broad white margin. 9if.

30. LADY DOROTHY NEVILLE—Small,

but highly coloured with fiery carmine. 9rf.

31. MISS FARREN—An improv’ement on
Mabel Morris ; vigorous.

3?. LASS O’ GOWRIE — Margin white,

broad zone of brilliant carmine-rose 9<f. each.

33. EVA FISH—Rich lake-rose zone, largo

leaves, round and flat, margined with a broad

band of creamy white
;
vigorous; distinet. 9</.

34. MRS. CLUTTON—A str:>nger grower,

one of the best for bedding
;
very effective.

3.6. CHARMING BRIDE -Large reflexed

foliage; strong grower.

36. PRINCE SILVERV7INGS— Di.stinct

and beautiful, silver and gold tricolor leaf.

ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE VARIETIES.
37. A HAPPY THOUGHT—White centre,

and green round the outside
;

habit dwarf and
spreading

;
attractive.

38. FREAK OF NATURE— An improve-

ment on Happy Thought, and very dwarf; its

white variegation is most beautiful.

GOLDEN BRONZE.
E shall merely give the most distinct features of these, for it will be useless repeating their

colours, liiey all have golden yellow discs, and are edged with the same colour, witn

more or less brown bronze, in ti.e shape of a horse-shoe

39. JUBILEE — Fine bold leaf with
broad band of deep chestnut, salmon-coloured
flowers.

40. HER MAJESTY— Very fine; large

leathery foliage, with deep zone, and bright

scarlet flowers.

41. ZULU—A great improvement on Black
Douglas ; one of the finest bedders.

42. SWANLEY BRONZE—Splendid broad
band of chestnut on bright goMen yellow. 9rf.

43. BRONZE QUEEN—Good bold leaf;

fine broad zone, the yellow very attractive

;

a splendid bedder. 9</.

44. MARECHALMACMAHON—Bold leaf,

broad zone, and colours bright.

45. GOLDEN HARRY HIEOVER —
Habit of the green variety of that name, thick

and bushy
;

for small beds and front row a

gem.
46. DISTINCTION—A novel variety, the

rich green leaf disc being circumscribed by a

narrow zone, and the margin similarly crimped

with a sharply notched outline.

47. WHITE DISTINCTION— Beautiful

foliage, dwarf dense habit, and bearing white

flowers like Madame Vaucher,

48. BLACK VESUVIUS—A sport from the

old scarlet variety. The foliage is dark, the

stem and flower stalks are coloured; flowers of

a darker shade than the parent. Its chief at-

traction is its dark foliage.

All those not priced 6</. each ; 4s. per doz.

YELLOW-LEAVED SECTION.
49. VERONA — Beautiful deep yellow

foliage and dwarf habit.

60. CRYSTAL PALACE GEM — Well-

known.

51. CREED’S SEEDLING — Dwarf,

abundant bloomer; bright scarlet, small truss,

and very profuse.

62. ROBERT PISH—Dwarf habit, never

exceeding 6 inches
;

for small beds and front

rows the best.

All those not priced Grf. ach
;

4.s. per doz.
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WHITE-EDGED VARIETIES.
r>3. BOULE DE NEIGE—A great improve-

ment in this section; bushy habit, broad white mar-
gined leaf, deep green centre

;
good in all seasons.

54. VARIEGATED PRINCE OF
ORANGE—Dwarf habit, small foliage, orange
scented. U(/.

55. LITTLE TROT—Scarcely attaining 6
inches, branching habit, leaves margined with
broad band of white; a gem for bedding.

60. VISCOUNTESS CRANBROOK—Com-
pact habit, broad creamy white edge, flowers
cerise.

57. MISS KINGSBURY — A first-class

bedder.

68.

FLOWER OF SPRING—One of the
best; cream-coloured variegation

;
splendid, thick,

dwarf habit.

5i). BRILLIANTISSIMUM — Great im-
provement on the good old Brilliant. For
bedding a grand variety, and makes a solid line

of scarlet.

00. DANDY—Very small-leaved variegated
variety, exceedingly prettv

;
fine for edging.

61. MANGLE'S VARIEGATED—A fine

old variety
;

its pure white margin makes it very
conspicuous

;
a most useful kin<l for edging.

02. LADY PLYMOUTH (Graveolens fol.

var.)—A useful scented variety for bedding.
03. MME. SALLEROI—Very dwarf and

compact
;

of regular growth and forming into

well-formed tufts
;
never been known to flower.

04. MRS. J. C. MAPPIN—White bloom
and pink eye; habit and appearance is the same
as Flower of Spring.

All those not priced 0</. each
;

4.<f. per doz.

VARIEGATED FOLIAGE WITH WHITE, PINK, X CRIMSON
FLOWERS, Ec.

65. PKINCESS ALICE—Ver} bright pink
;
attractive. 9rf.

66 MISS GERTRUDE—Blush pink flowers
;
very striking.

67. LORD CARLINGPORD—Free growi ig, fine truss, colour crimson. 1.5.

68. SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE—Trusses of good size, magenta flowers; fine shape;
attractive.

69. ROSAMOND WRIGHT—Bright rose-pink, round flowers, largo truss.

70. WHITE CLIPPER— l.<«rgc round wliitc flowers.

VARIEGATED IVY-LEAVED SECTION.
71. DUKE OF EDINBURGH—Growth free as the green varieties; broad white margin.

72. L’ELEGANTE—Leaves neatly margined v/hite; blooms white. An acquisition as a
decorative plant, for hanging-baskets, pots, &e.

73. AUREUM MARGINATUM—Distinctly variegated with pale yellow
;
good grower.

6rf. each
;

4s. per doz.

SELECT LIST OF DOUBLE-FLOWERING

PELARGONIUMS.
yj|THE various raisers have improved this class wonderfully tl\e last fewycars-in fact, the strong

growth is now superseded by splendid dwarf varieties, and freeness of flower equal to the
^single; these, with liberal cultivation, are sure to take a far more prominent place for

decoration than hitherto, and for ent flowers we have nothing to equal them. The following in their
respective colours are the best in cultivation. For novelties in doubles, see front of Guide.

74. DOUBLE NEW LIFE—The flowers are double, with the centre florets white, thus
forming a most conspicuous contrast. For cut flowers all the winter it will prove one of the greatest
sensations, so/, each.
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DOUBLE NEW LIKE.

SEMI-DOUBLE GIGANTEA SECTION.
5^AVING several splendid varieties ip this attractive section, we have placed them together for

better reference. No doubt in a year or so we shall have sufficient new kinds to still fnrther

divide them according to colour
;
they all produce enormous semi-double flowers, injhe way

of the well-known Single Gignntea, Aurore Boreale.

COL. BARR^!—Magenta, a new colour in this section
;
very large semi-double flowers ;

dwarf habit. Is. Gtl.

MMB. LANDRY—Deep salmon
;
enormous trusses

;
vigorous habit

;
very bold. l.s. (id.

THOS. MEEHAN—Of a light rosy lake shade
;
enormous sized semi-double flowers

trusses very large. Is. Gd.

75. COUSIN B^IL^l—Pips very fine colour, deep salmon, shading off to a pure white margin;

effective. Is.

76. BEAUTE POITEVINE, syn. KING OP DENMARK—Producing its trusses just above

the foliage on very strong foot stalks: large semi-double pips of clear salmon. Is.

77. ETERANTHE—Semi-double enormous flowers end trusses
;
fine bold variety.

78. GUSTAV EMICH—Producing gigantic semi-double flowers; rich clear scarlet; a gem for

winter flowering
;
dwarf habit. 9d.

79. M. ALPHONSE RIOARD—Rosy-scarlet
;
immense sized flowers; free blooming; good

habit. Is.

80. M. BRUANT—Clear scarlet, semi-double, enormous sized trusses; for pot-work or cut

flowers one of the most useful.

81. M. D. REYDELLET—Distinct shade of soft cerise-scarlet
;
semi-Jouble. 9d.

82. MME. CHAROTTE — A splendid acquisition; good dwarf spreading habit, producing

enormous sized trasses, 6 to 8 inches across, of a mottled salmon shade
;
one of the most attractive

in this class. Is.

83. VILLE DE POITIERS—Light dear scarlet, semi-double, cnornimis pips and trusses
;
a

splendid pot plant, l.v.

^
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SCARLET AND ORANGE-SCARLET.
The Prices attached are for Plants in 60’s, our selection, from all Classes of

Doubles, 7s. doz.
; do. in 6-inch pots, blooming plants, 12s. and 16s. per doz.

Cuttings, half the price of Plants.

RASPAir.

«4. DUKE OF FIFE—.Sec Novelties

85. Q-OLDEN GATE—Another addition to

the much admired and sought after section
of orange-scarlet shaded varieties

;
extra

quality. Is.

86. RASPAIL IMPROVED — The most
valuable Double Zonal in existence. Has/iail
has been for many years almost the only one
grown for the market. This is a sport from it,

and it is remarkable it should retain its

characteristics exactly in every respect, excepting

IMPROVED.

size of pips and trusses
;

these are huge and
monstrous. Colour deep scarlet; for house
and general decoration it is a beauty, and will

certainly replace its parent. Od. each, 6.t. doz.

87. TURTLE'S SURPRISE (Sport from
F.V.Raspail) —Resembling West Brighton Gem
in the variegation of its stems

;
scarlet, like its

parent
;
habit dwarf and spreading

;
exceedingly

free. Orf. each.

88. GOLDEN RAIN—An advance in this

section, beautiful well-formed flowers of very
large size, clear orange-scarlet. Is.
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LUDWIO FERCHL — Rich
a fine variety.

89. GOLDPINDER—Dwarf sturdy liabit

;

free blooming, beautiful orange-yellow. 9</.

yO. CALIFORNIE — Large semi-double
flowers of bright orange

;
very striking. 1.?.

91. M. DE LATOUR— Reddish scarlet,

fine large trusses
;

effective.

All those not priced 6d. eacli.

For varieties with variegated foliage and double flowers, vide Collection.

92.

large

;

9.9,

pips,

best.

scarlet,

F. V. RASPAIL— Deep scarlet, large

good form
;

compact habit
;
one of the

CERISE-SCARLET.
DR. VERNEUIL—E-xtra large, and

fine trusses; good habit. Is. Gd.

94. MATHIAS SANDORF — Light
cerise, very distinct, gi nnd trusses

;
free. 9d

95. AUSTRALIAN GOLD — Soft cerisc-

scailet, tinted orange distinct shade of colour.

9</.

All those not priced

96. MRS. CORDFN— Soft ro.sy cerise,

good form; free and effective
; first class. 9<f.

97. ERL KING— Light orange-scarlet;
dwarf and free.

93. ALTHvEA—Rich cerise-scarlet flowers,

largo and beautifully formed
;

effective.

99. M. GELEIN LOWAGIE — Large
pips

;
very free.

Gd. each
;
4s. per doz.

REDDISH SALMON AND PINK.
A NEW CLASS AND QUITE DISTINCT IN COLOUR.

Resembling, more or le^s. Mine. J. Chretien as regards the colourings.

1(0. APOTHEOSE—Of good habit, clear

bright rose, white bio eh in centre, upper petals

.suffused rich carmine. Is.

101. HENRI DE PARVILLE — Blight

magenta-rose, white blotch, which is suffused

rich lake on the upper uiargius. Is.

102. MME. GOYBUX—Soft rosy pink,

large blotch in centre
;
a pretty and charming

colour. Is.

DEEP PINK AND

CHA3. GOUNOD—Fine laiffe flowers
of bright snuTet, large white centre

;
very

distinct and effective. Is. OcZ.

VERA VEND—Motcled rose, deeper
margin

;
very free and beautiful. Is. (id.

103.

GRAND DUCHESSE OLGA—
Mottled centre, with broad margin of purple;
very dwarf and free. \s.

ROSE-COLOURED.
JEAN PICARD—Light ro.se; large

flowers, semi-double
;
very dwarf, l.v. Gd.

. GYP — Blush-pink, distinctly spotted

deeper; large flowers
;
dwarf habit. I.v. Gd.

104. JEANNE DARC — Most distinct;

beautiful shade of light lavender-piuk. distinctly

spotted with deep pink
;

fine large flowers

;

good habit; quite a novelty. Is.

105. MME. VAUDREY—Producing fine

bold trusses, of a beautiful soft lavender-pink

shade
;
very distinct. Is.

lOG. AIMil HENRIOT—An unusual and
dlflicnlt colour to describe, being of a pretty

shade of old-fashioned peach-pink
;

flowers of

beautiful form; trusses large; habit good. Is.

All varieties not prici

PINK SUFFUSED
114. MME. DE LA RUE—A very rich

coloured purple-pink, very intense, large trusses

;

attractive. Is.

115. SIR HAMILTON—Producing enor-

mous trusses of bloom, rich purple-pink.

Gd.

107. H. M. STANLEY—Deep red piuk
;

full pips and enormous heads of bloom; dwarf
branching habit

;
a grand acquisition. Is.

103. L. CONTARLE—Of a very deep shade
;

fine form
;
very free, dwarf habit.

109. LORD DERBY—Both pips and trusses

large and fine, rich pink.

110. M. CARO—Of a beautiful and pleasing
shade of soft lilac pink

;
fine bold truss and pips;

distinct and pretty.

111. TENDRESSE— Soft satiny pink,
flowers and trusses fine ; habit good

112. MME. BARNY—Beautiful rosy -pink,

flowers and trusses very large
;
dwarf.

113. ROSA BONHEUR — Beautiful .soft

rose-pink, flowers very large
;
habit dwarf.

1 Gd. each
;

4.s. per doz.

WITH PURPLE.
I

IIG. GIROME—Colour highly suffused with
pur])le

;
very large flowers and trasses.

117. DUC DE MORTEMART—Large, bold

;

round flowers, of a nearly self brilliant purple-

I

pink
;
very dwarf and free. 9d.
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DEEP CRIMSON.
. DR. DESPRES — A gmnd variety

;

onormous pips and trusses, wliich are well
formed; good habit. I.S. (it/.

118. DOUBLE JACOBY—As regards col-

our of flower and lialiit, this variety very much
resembles the well-known single Henry Jacoby ;

beautiful well-formed flowers of the deepest
crimson

;
habit first-class

;
a most useful variety

for winter flowering. Ud.

119. COLOSSUS—As name denotes, this

variety is the largest and finest in all respects
;

rich reddish crimson. 9<i.

1 20. RAFAEL GARRETA—Splendid large

bold flowers and trusses, beautiful rich colour

;

an acqui.-ition. 9d.

I

121. LE CONGO—Deep shade, dwarf and
! free; large trusses; growth and foliage very
much resembles the bedding variety, ITest

! Briyhlon Gem ; distinct. 9rf.

‘ 122. SOMBRE HORIZON—Colour most
intense, producing trusses of great size

;
habit

very dwarf and busby.

123. CRIMSONVELVET—Very dwarf and
free.

121.

CHAS. LALANDE — Intense
crimson

; flowers and trusses medium sized
;
habit

good.

125. GRAND CHAN FAIDEHERBE—
Well formed, intense colour.

PURPLE-COLOURED.
JEAN LAHOR Rosy-purple; very

dwarf and free. l.s. fid.

. LUDOVIC CORRET-lirightmagcnta

;

<lwarf nnd free. l.s. fid.

120. G. CAILLEBOTTE — Splendid rich

magenta, fine large trusses
;
dwarf habit. Is.

127. A. ROUILLARD—Rich magenta
;
fine

large trusses
;
very effective. l.«.

128. CARDINAL LAVIGERIE — Of a
distinct shade of magenta, part of upper petals

orange
;
dwarf nnd free. I.S.

129. EDISON—Large bold flowers of a
beautiful magenta shade.

130. ALSACE - LORRAINE — Very deep
purple shade, bold trusses, and extra-size pips.

131. BOULE NOIR— Of a most intense
shade of purple, trusses large and round.

132. GENilRAL BILLOT — Dwarf and
branching, flowers large, fine shape, bright
magenta, shaded orange in upper petals.

133. AGLAIA— Large well-formed pips
dwarf and free.

All those not priced fid. each.

SALMON.
". »RENE BAZIN — lledium-coloured

salmon, orange centre; large and well-formed

flowers and trusses; very floriferous. Is. fid.

r. MME. TURQUIN NOIZET—Rosy-
salmon shade of a peculiar and distinct colour,

more intense towards centre
;

very free and
dwarf. I.S. fid. \

131. JOYFUL—Deep salmon centre, broad
white margin, fine well-formed flowers

;
good

branching habit
;

an advance on Gloire de

France. Is.

133. RAINBOW—A cross between a purple
and a salmon-coloured variety, the two inter-

mixed shades being produced in the one flower,

colour varying according to the season. 9d.

13fi. LADY CANDAHAR — Intense deep
self .salmon, large full flowers and trusses; habit

dwarf and branching
;
very floriferous. Is.

137. DlilGO PODDA— Large well-shaped
flowers; intense clear salmon

;
dwarf habit

;
very

fine. Is.

138. MME. WETTSTEIN — Mottled
salmon, with a di.stinct picotcc edge

;
very

attractive
;
good habit. 9<f.

139.

LORD TENNYSON—A glowing fiery-

salmon .shade ; very distinct and effective. 9d.

110. MME. JOUIS—Deep salmon centre,

white edges, dwarf habit and free
;
distinct and

attractive. 9t/.

141. NYDIA—Flowers white, tinted cream,
with a lovely high-coloured pinky-red centre,
very striking; capital habit

;
very free. 9d.

142. RUY BLAS — Mottled salmon, very
deep centre

;
fine large trusses

;
dwarf branching

habit
;
good. 9(/.

143. MME. J. CAUSE—Salmon, mottled
white, of a jiretty shade.

141. VIOLET DANIELS—A bright self-

coloured variety
;
enormous flowers and trusses.

9d.

145. MISS FLOSS—A clear ro.sy salmon,
changing to pink in dull seasons; habit very
dwarf, free flowering.

14fi. M. PRESSE—Mottled salmon, at times

almost white, with a margin of rose.

147. MAGGIE HALLOCK—Clear soft sal-

mon, large and open, dwarf
;

fine.

s
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from
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r THE BEST

ROUND-FLOWERING ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR POT CULTURE.

T
he Zonal Pelargonium is becom-

ing more and more popular every

day; vide reports in and around

London of the stands of magnificent

blooms that we have shown throughout

the year, the autumn and winter in

particular. Several 100-feet houses

are filled with Pelargoniums always in

flower, and many are so grand in the

winter that they are unrecognisable

even by the raiser; in fact, no other

flower—not even the Rose—can for a

moment be compared with our stand of

trusses, many of the pips measuring

2 to 3 inches over, and as round as

the engraving, and in some instances

better. This may appear incredible,

but whoever questions this are respect-

fully invited to Swanley, no matter

the season. To keep plants in good

blooming condition throughout the

year, all that is necessary is to keep

two or three sets potted, say in March,

July, and September, in good rich soil,

with a plentiful supply of water, taking

out the points of all strong-growing

shoots, thus throwing the whole

strength into the truss.

We are glad to say that immense

strides continue to be made in this

class.

DOUBLE WHITE.
148. THE PEARL—Fine trusses of pure

white flowers
;
fine habit, very free, 9d.

149. LE DONON—Fine large trusses and
well-formed flowers, slightly tinted. 9,1.

160. BOULE DE NEIGE — Enormous
trusses, pure white, vigorous; for c.xhibition

purposes one of the best. 9tf.

161. WHITE ABBEY—Dwarf spreading

habit
;
fine open flowers, good form, and of the

purest white. 9d.

152, SNOWDROP — Pure white
;

habit,

growth, and foliage the counterpart of JFest

Brighton Gem. 9d.

153. HERMINE—Large semi-double, very

open flowers of the purest white ; free and

I

effective; the grandest of all double whites for

I

winter ilowtring. 6rf. each, 6s. doz,
;

larger,
lO.s. doz.

154. MRS. GLADSTONE — Pure white
shaded flesh-pink towards the centre, a pleasing
and delicate combination of colours ; fine bold
trusses

;
splendid habit

;
grand for winter

blooming.

155. LEON XANDROP — 1 ine, large
trasses, blush-white, suffused pink

; distinct.

15G. HEROINE—The largest pip of any
in this class, pure white; very fine.

157. MADAME LEON DALLOY—Fine,
beautiful blush white; very free.
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158. MME. ALCIDE BRTJNEAU—Dwarf
liabit free bloomer

; larj^e, well-formed flowers i

of pure white, each petal distinctly and prettily
edged magenta

;
very effective. Is. (id

’ '

. FBAICHEUR — Identical with the
preceding variety e.-fcept margin, which is a
deep pink

;
vigorous habit. Is. 6d.

DWARF DOUBLE ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.

169.

WISHING- G-ATE—A pleasing rosy-
pink shade, large pips of fine form. . i

160. GONE COON—Deep pink
;

dwarf,
bushy habit

;
a little gem.

161. MISS BRIGHT — Lovely bright
purple scarlet, blooms large ; fine shape.

162. LADY EMILY PEEL—Pink colour,
lovely

;
fine dwarf habit

;
free bloomer.

163.

DR. BUTLER—Bright salmon.

Ki-t. LE CAM^IL^ON— Striped flowers,
habit dwarf, very rarely higher than six inches

1
from the pot, abundant bloomer.

( t'Tfl
' 165, JEANNE OANOOT— Of a beautiful
shade of blush

;
very dwarf aud free.

The prices attached are for Plants in 60’s, our selection, for all classes of
Singles’ 8s. doz.

; ditto, large Plants in 5-inch pots, 15s. and 18s. per doz.
Many of them can be supplied in 6 and 8-inch pots. 2s. 6d. to 5s. each.
Cuttings half the price of Plants.

For Noue/ties in Singles, see front of Guide.

SINGLE CRIMSON
, MRS. -0. C. TUDWAY—

A

. NICHOLAS II. — f See
. MR. C. C. TUDWAY— ( Novelties.

. W. E. CORDEN —)
166. KING OP CRIMSONS — Bright
owing crimson

;
broad flowers of fine shape

and substance, bold trusses
;
vigorous

;
grand

for the winter season. Is. Gd.

167. SIR HENRY IRVING—Soft, rosy-

magenta of a pleasing shade
;

grand flowers,

perfect formation
;
free

;
dwarf. Is. Gd.

168. CHAUCER—Clear cerise shade of a
pleasing and attractive colour. The great feature

of this variety is its enormous-si/.ed flowers, which
oftentimes measure 3 in. in diameter. l.«. 6<f.

169. ALFRED TENNYSON — Free and
branching habit

;
largo trusses and flowers of a

soft rosy-crimson shade, l.s. Gd.

. JOHN MILTON—Bright scarlet, clear

white eye; finely-formed flowers; great sub-

stance. l.s. Gd.

. CRABBE— Soft cherry-red, pleasing

.shade ;
most perfect - formed flswers

;
bold

trusses; very floriferous
;
good habit. Is. Gd.

. HERRICK — Crimson-scarlet of a
' brilliant shade, fine flowers and bold trusses;

habit good. Ls. Gd.

1^ . SHELLEY—Rich crimson
;
very dwarf

^and free. l.s. Gi.

170. SOUV. DE W. B. MILLER—
Brilliant crimson of the most intense shade we
have yet seen, large, and distinct white eye

;
fine

bold truss
;
good habit. Is. fid.

171. LORD ABERDEEN — Biilliant

scarlet; perfect-shaped flowers standing erect on
long foot-stalks

;
a model variety. Is.

AND SCARLET, &c.

172.

GENERAL WOLSELEY — Clear
rosy-red; a grand flower in the way of Enid. l.s.

^^73. IRIS — A brilliant shade of purple
crimsoti ; very fine trusses

; effective. Is.

' 174. ZENOBIA-Clear bright rose, one of the
pettiest shades

;
good form and substance. Is.

175. TRILBY— Cerise, shaded to s;arlet
and over-laid with rich plum

;
pips and trasses

yery large. Is.

^ 176. PHYLLIS — Pale salmon-rose, large
’and faultless in form

;
beautiful, dwarf. Is.

177. LORD PARRER — (^uite distinct

bold flowers of a clear rosy-scarlet, shaded
deeper in centre, white eye; flowers and trusses

very large
;
splendid. Is.

178. VOLCANIC — Very richly coloured,
fiery shaded crimson and magenta, bright white
eye, immense trusses

;
very useful during the

antumn and winter. i)d.

f 179. KITTY—Soft cherry-red with white
"eye, paler blotch in upper petals

;
very large

and circular in form
;
colour charming. Gd.

180. RED EAGLE—Soft scarlet, good form,
large trusses. Is.

181. LORD NEWTON — Splendid bold
flowers of the finest form, of a bright malder
shade. Is.

182. PRINCESS ALIX—Clear pale rose,

very beautiful and distinct shade
;

large ai.d

fine. Gd.

^184. MR. OWEN THOMAS—Rich scarlet,

tinted erimson, large white centre; fine over-
lappingpetals, circular flowers, splendid habit. Is.

185. JOHN RUSKIN— Soft orange-red
flowers of large dimensions aud great substaove;
sturdy habit. Is.
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^ 18G. DUKE OP YOBK—Reddish magenta,
* deeper in upper petals, enormous-sized Bowers

and trusses
;
vigorous habit

;
one of the finest for

winter decoration. 9</.

187. LORD ELGIN—Of a pleasing shade
of soft rosy-scarlet, fine bold flowers and trusses

;

of good constitution
;
a nice addition. Is.

188. SHERLOCK HOLMES — Splendid
large flowers and trusses

;
clear rosy-magenta of

a distinct shade, deeper totvards centre
;
pretty

and effective. Is.

18'J. METALLIC—Circular flowers; rich

crimsou, tinted magenta towards base of petals
;

dwarf and free. Is.

190. DUKE OP DEVONSHIRE—A rich

crimson self in the way of Lord Mosebery, with
broad overlapping petals of great substance and
size

;
vigorous, l.s.

191. SOLDIER’S TUNIC—Of a most
intense scarlet colour, medium sized, well
formed

;
very striking. 9d.

,, 192. ENID — Of a rosy-red shade
;

large
" and very effective; free. Is.

193. OLIVIA—A grand improvement on
Edith Pearson; of a rosy-red, tinted salmon;
flowers and trusses of great merit, is.

194. J. BIDWELL—A splendid rich scarlet,

distinct white eye; very erect; dwarf habit;

effective. Is.

195. WINTIE — Rosy-red of a pleasing
shade

;
bold flowers, large white eye. 9c/.

190. M. CALVAT— Crimson, white eye,

medium-sized flowers, but forming into large

bold trusses. Is.

197. W. P. WRIGHT—It juoduces splendid
bold scarlet flowers, and trusses of immense size

and substance. Is. Gc/.

199. LORD IDDESLEIGH — Bright
scarlet

;
fine bold flowers and trusses

;
a splendid

. addition. 9c/.

200. MDLLE. TRINE—Soft rosy magenta

;

fine bold flowers and trusses
;

good vigorous
habit, free flowering

;
a noble variety. 9c/.

201. LORD ROSEBERY—Brilliant crim-

son-shaded
;
large, well-formed flowers, enormous

trusses
;
good vigorous habit. 9c/.

202. LORD SALISBURY—Flowere of enor-

mous size and substance, of a rich madder shade,

tinted magenta. 9c/.

203. W. H. SMITH—Soft magenta, of a

pleasing shade
;
large white eye

;
good habit. 9cf.

204. COMET—Soft crimson, richer shade

in upper petals
;
large fine trusses

;
a very

flower
;
strong habit 9c/.

205. BRIGHT EYE—Bright scarlet, shaded
crimson

;
large, distinct white eye

;
splendid

9c/.

206. MRS. E. RAWSON—Shaded orange-
scarlet flowers, nice bold trusses; good habit,

free flowering, and very showy. 9c/.

^^-W7. GALATEA—Being a pleasing tint of

soft rosy-salmon
;

large, well-formed flowers,

lighter in base of upper petals
;

conspicuous
white eye ; distinct. 9c/.

208. BRILLIANTISSIMA—Enormous size

and substance; brilliant scarlet, with a clear

white centre. 9c/.

/

—

209. HECLA—Brilliant scarlet
;

fine bold

flowers, enormous trusses
;

fine. 9c/.

210. COND]^—Of a soft crimsou shade
;
very

large flowers and trusses
;
a bold variety. 9c/.

^211. CANNELLS’ PAVOURITE — Fine
pip and truss, very dwarf and free; colour rose

(Shaded magenta, fine white eye. 9c/.

/. .212. PARKER'S PAVOURITE — Of a

bright scarlet shade of colour
;
enormous flowers

oTtil tf*iYceoa Q/V

213. MILLER’S PAVOURITE—A huge
flower, brilliant scarlet, free habit, large truss, l.v.

214. REV. P. H. BRETT—Bright scarlet,

very large fine flowers of great substance
;
good

form. Is.

216. H. CANNELL, JUNR. — Perfect

form and size, fine broad petals
;
colour crimson,

suffused purple, white eye. 9c/.

217. BRILLIANT—A grand scarlet, with
very fine pips and trusses of the finest shape. 9c/.

7 -^218. REV. DR. MORRIS— A splendid
c formed flower of great substance

;
bright scarlet

with white eye
;
good habit. Is.

219. HYACINTH — Bright scarlet; large

white eye, of fine form and substance
;
largo bold

trusses. 9c/.

220. CHAS. MASON—Also a grand addition

in the scarlet class
;

fine sturdy habit, free

bloomer
;
trusses immense. Is.

222. JOHN L. BALDWIN—A fine deep
scarlet, with a large white eye ; bold trusses,

dwarf habit : free. 9c/.

225. MRS. BARKER—Light rosy magenta,

flowers of fine form and trusses very largo;

dwarf habit. 9c/.

226. LYNETTE—Magenta, shaded orange
outside of petals, white eye

;
very effective, 'id.

ORANGE AND YELLOW SHADES.

229. WORDSWORTH— Vivid orange;
flowers of perfect form, dwarf habit; a decided
improvement. Is. Gc/.

230. J. H. ARDERNE—The largest and
best orange-yellow shaded variety yet seen

;
fine

formed pips and bold trusses. Is.

231. GEO. REID— Bright orange, very

effective ;
large and well-formed flowers

;
sturdy

habit. Is.

232. DONALD BEATON—Producing the

largest and finest flowers in this class; clear

orange. Is.
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233. GOLDEN HORN—Flowers of fine

form
;
vigorous habit. !)rf.

234. ELEANOR—Of very dwarf habit and
free blooming

;
the most compact in this class

;

soft orunge-pcarlet, tinted yellow, fit/.

235. SUNBEAM—Quite a distinct shade of
colour; free flowering: effective, l.s.

236. SUNRAY— In the way of Wedding
Ring and Lore Gold, but larger flowers; fine

bold trusses, flf/.

237. LOVE GOLD — A fine improvement
on New Guinea, fine pips and truss. Is.

238. AUREA PERFECTA — Brings us
near to a yellow shade; fine bold truss, sturdy

grower. Is.

239. JEALOUSY IMPROVED — Larger
flowers than the old Jealousy, but of same colour

;

habit vigorous, fine trusses.

PURPLE AND MAGENTA-SCARLET.

f
ins is also a new class, and will eventually bring ns a bright purple, from which we may expect

a blue.

LORD REAY— Novelties.

240. SIR JAS. KITSON — The holdest
flower in this class

;
large, distinc . vhite centre

;

bold trusses ; good habit. Is. 6c/ .

241. ROYAL PURPLE—Was much
admired when exhibited at the Autumn shows

;

colour very rich and deep
;
splendid trusses

;

good habit; a decided advance on King of the

Purples. Is.

242. BRITANNIA—A very fine variety,
fine ovcrlaj)ping petals, foriuing into splendid
shaped flowers

;
bold trusies

;
good dwarf habit.

Is

BLUSH SELFS
MRS. SIMPSON— ,Sc<! Novelties.

248. MISS E. WILSON — Shaded white
ground, deep reddish-salmon coloured centre;
bold flowers, dwarf. Is. 6c/.

249. DUCHESS OF MARLBOROUGH-
One of the most pleasing varieties, greatly
admired wherever exhibited

;
colour a soft

salmou, mottled white and pink, somewhat
deeper in colour than Lady Brooke

;

fine bold
flowers of perfect form

;
large trusses

j
good

habit. Is. 6c/.

260. DUCHESS OF DEVONSHIRE —
A very deep blush pink of a most pleasing shade,
the deepest of its class, a large white blotch in

base of upper petals
;

well-formed flowers

;

splendid habit. I.?.

251. DELICATA— Quite a distinct shade,
being of a delicate and pleasing tint of lavender-
pink

;
well-formed circular flowers

;
dwarf habit,

and very free flowering. Is.

243. MAJESTIC—A very distinct variety in

the purple-crimson .shade; fine circular flowers,with

the largest white eye of any in this class. Is.

244. BLUE BEARD—I’roducing large

and fine shaped flowers
;
good dwarf spreading

habit
;
striking. Is.

245. BLUB PETER—The most pronounced
bluish tint yet seen; medium-sized, well-formed
circular flowers, distinct white eye. Is.

246. MARQUIS OF DUFFERIN —
Splendid dwarf branching habit

;
large trusses

of rich crimson-magenta shaded flowers. 9c/.

247. KINO OF THE PURPLES—Good
dwarf growth

;
as a bedder, and in the house,

it is a charming kind. 9ci.
;

6s. doz.

ND OCULATED.
252 BIRTHDAY — Well-formed flowers ;

large pink centre
;

fine massive trusses

;

effective. 9c/.

253. H. DE PERCEVAL-Soft blush, fine

largo round flowers : dwarf spreading habit
; a

fine improvement on Norah. 9c/

254. PURITAN—Large fine flower.-c, white
ground, netted soft salmon

;
large and distinct

white eye; good vigorous habit
;

free. 9c/.

255. LADY BROOKE — Large trusses

;

clear white, with delicate pink mark in centre
of flowers

;
a very striking variety. 9c/.

256. DUCHESS OF PIPE—A most lovely
colour, delicate blush pink, fine pip and truss; a
gem in any flower arrangement. Is.

257. STELLA MASSEY—Deep blush pink,
flowers large, habit dwarf, free bloomer

;
an

acquisition. 9c/.

268. LADY REED — Pure white, large

scarlet centre
;
free and effective. 9c/.

SAL
266. MRS. POLE ROUTH — Mottled

salmon, deeper towards centre; perfect flowers
and habit

;
grand shape, much admired. Is. 6c/.

267. MRS. W. PARTRIDGE—Sc'tsalmon,
•ccBsioually mottled during the winter normous
tri sees

;
habit good. Is. 6c/.

MON.
268 COLERIDGE — Salmon, tinted with

orange
;
very dwarf habit, large trusses

;
very

floriferous. is. Gd.

269. C A S S I O P E—Beautiful shade of
salmon-pink

;
much admired. Is.
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270. T. W. LAWTON—Deep salmon
;
fine

broad overlapping petal.--, forming into very
large, open, and circular flowers; dwarf habit;
free. Is.

271. MBS. D’OMBRAIN — Pule blush,
deepening to rich salmon in the centre; immense
flowers

;
good habit

;
very free. l.v.

272. MAGNIFICENT—In this we have the
deepest orange-salmon coloured kind yet intro-

duced
;
a very striking variety, l.v.

273. ST. CECILIA—A beautiful bright shade
of salmon, well-formed flowers

;
a splendid habit.

Is.

274. WILHELMINA—Rich salmon, scarlet

centre, a most captivating shade of colour
;
fine

bold trusses. Is.

275. HILDA— Clear salmon, much deeper
towards the centre, good habit

;
very dwarf and

free. Is.

276. MRS. HALL—Of a very deep .salmon

colour
;
splendid large flowers of the finest form

and substance, largo trusses
;

habit vigorons

;

much admired wherever exhibited. Is.

277. MRS. FRANK ROTHERA—A pretty

shade of salmon, tinted rose
;
very large fine

flowers, bold trusses
; a nice addition. Is.

278. A. F. WOOTTEN—Enormous sized

flowers and trusses of a clear salmon shade,

distinct white eye, and fine overlappiug petals.

Is.

279. VALKYRIE — Attractive, fine largo

bold flowers of soft mottled silvery-salmon, with

All varieties not

a most distinct and well-defined hroad ring

clear fiery-salmon round a white eye
;

free

bloomer. Is.

280.

LADY TENNYSON— A charming
variety

;
large well-formed flowers of a pleasing

shade, mottled towards outside of petals, deeper
colour towards the centre, enormous trusses

;

distinct and effective. 9rf.

231. O. W. HOLMES — Of the deepest

orange-salmon colour
;

fine large flowers
;
an

acquisition. Is.

282. CENONE — Mottled salmon of the

richest shade
;
fine bold flowers and trusses. Is.

283. FLORENCE FARMER — White
ground, veined and tinted rosy-salmon

;
flowers

of fine form and size. Is.

284. MRS. ROBT. CANNELL—Habit very

dwarf, flowers are large, well formed, and of

great substance; large trusses and extremely

free flowering, and one of the finest varieties for

bedding in commerce. 5s. jjcr doz. ;
larger

plants, in 5-iuch pots, 8s. per doz.

285. GOOD FRIDAY — Pinky-salmon,

stained magenta round a conspicuous white

eye. Od.

288. MIDSUMMER — A mottled variety,

producing enormous flowers and trusses
;
good

habit
;

fine. 9</.

289. COUNTESS OF DERBY—Mottled

salmon, fiery centre, shading off to a white

margin. Oil.

priced Gd. each.

RETICULATED, SALMON, AND ORANGE-COLOURED.
A New Class, of which Souv. de Mirande and Mme. J. Chretien

were the first parents.

COUNTESS DE MORELLO—See
Novelties.

DRYDEN—Clear rosy-red, large white
blotch on the two upper jjetaLs, richly suffused

lake between the two colours
;
very large trusses

and freely produced, l.s-. Gd.

SOUTHEY — Bright scarlet, white

blotch in upper petals shading off to a lake colour
;

finely-formed flowers; very effective. Is. Gd.

290. DR. MARMOTECK—Very distinct,

owing to its colour and marbling. Both flowers

and trusses are large, the lower petals being

violet-tinted carmine, marbled white towards the

centre of flowers, upper petals white, marbled
violet edging off to a carmine shade. Is.

291. MME. CORALIE BAZAC— Grand
trusses

;
a most exquisite combination of colour.^,

the entire centre of each flower is white, and then

gradually attaining to a soft violet, deepening
to a bright carmine at edges of petals. Is.

292. LA VIENNE—Vigorous habit
;
trusses

and flowers large
;
pure white veined and marbled

red, the edges being of a bright shade. Is.

293. MME. CADEAU—Vigorous and free

flowering
;

fine flowers, pure white, entirely

marbled, spotted and blotched bright magenta, l.v.

294. MME.BRUANT—White ground, mar-

bled and netted with purple, broad band of purple

round each petal
;
immense trusses, vigorous

habit ;
one of the most distinct. Od.

295. LADY NEWTON—The colouring is

more intensified than Mme. de Boudeville, white

ground, marbled bright reddish salmon, the edges

bright chestnut-scarlet. Od.

296. FLEUR POITEVENE—Also very dis-

tinct
;
flowers reticulated rosy-red, with deeper

centre and margin ; very beautiful. Od.

297. EXPOSITION DE LYON—A very

pretty variety, edges of petals rosy carmine,

shading off to white, with distinct ring in centre
;

very attractive. Od.

299. MME. HOSTE—Mottled crimson and

lake, deeper towards edges of petal, white centre.

Od.

302. MME. JULES CHRETIEN—A great

stride in this section. Clear rosy-scarlet with

a tinge of magenta, distinct white centre peculiar

to this class ; a real acquisition. Od.
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SPOTTED VARIETIES, VARIOUS COLOURS. ^
30G. BELLE ALLIANCE — White, dis-

tinctly spotted with deep pink, more thickly

towards the centre of dowers
;
habit dwarf

; free

flowering. I.,.

8i)7. MME. BEUVRON—Rosy pink, white

blotch on base of upper petals, and as distinctly

spotted like the above variety. I.?.

308.

SPOTTED GEM—Colour purple pink,

with distinct spots on the three lower petals

towards the centre. i)d.

PINK, SHADED PURPLE.
309. LILACINA—Dwarf habit

;
of a pleasing

shade of soft lilac-pink
;
immense flowtrs. Is.

310. MAUD OP WALES—Flowers of the

most perfect form and immense size, equal to

any of the scarlet section. 9rf.

311. MRS. DAVID SAUNDERS —
Habit dwarf and very free, grand trusses standing
well up above the foliage. 9rf.

All varieties not

312. NETT,

A

—Lilac pink; very dwarf and
free

;
will make a splendid bedder.

313. EURYDICE—Deep par])le-pink, white

in upper petals
;

flowers and trusses large,

dwarf.

314. MRS. STRUTT — Large and well

formed, a pleasing colour
;
dwarf and free.

priced 6tf. each.

DEEP PINK AND
317. COUNTESS OP BUCKINGHAM—

Producing flowers of a deep rose pink
;
of extra

size and bold trnssses
;

beautiful and refined

shape; vigorous but spreading habit. Is.

318. LADY CARLISLE — Vivid pink
;

dwarf spreading habit, wonderfully free flower-

ing
;

most useful for decoration during the

Winter season. Is.

319. PINK DOMINO — A most charming
addition to the pink class, and possessing a
splend'd dwarf bushy habit

;
broad circular

flowers, bold trusses
;
attractive. Is.

320. GERTRUDE PEARSON — Of
vigorous habit and very free

;
large trusses of

a pretty shade. Is.

321. MRS. PRENCH—Produces the largest

sized trusses
;
a beautiful and pleasing shade of

deep pink
;
very attractive. Is.

WH
328. NIAGARA—A groat stride in the white

varieties, producing flowers of the finest form
and size yet .seen in thisclass, of the purest white

;

a bold, vigorous grower. Is.

329. VIRGINIA—Pure snow white, large
and perfectly regular

;
dwarf spreading habit.

Is.

330. DUCHESS OP YORK—Large pure
white

;
good vigorous habit, large trasses. Is.

331. SNOWDROP—Snow white, of perfect

form and size; very pure; dwarf and free. Is.

332. SEAGULL—White, with a faint blnsh
shade; grand in size and substance. Is.

333. ALBION—A decided improvement on
Swanley Single fThite

;

very dwarf habit.

334. WHITE LADY — Producing large

well-shaped flowers of the purest white ; very
dwarf and branching. 9rf.

ROSE-COLOURED.
I

322. LUORECE—Clear bright rosy-pink,

largo white blotch, well-formed flowers and
trusses

;
dwarf habit, and very free. Is.

323. AMPHION—Fine large flowers; clear

pink, distinct white blotch in upper petals. 9i
324. MRS. WILDSMITH— Soft rose-

coloured pink
;

colour lovely
;
large truss and

immense size pips. Is.

325. ETHEL LEWIS—Rose-pink, distinct

white blotch on upper petals, flowers and trusses

large ; fine form, habit dwarf. 9</.

326. DUCHESS OP PORTLAND—Bright
rosy-pink, colour clear and distinct; of good
form, immense trusses. Is.

327. LADY PRANCES RUSSELL— Of
a soft rose shade, large white blotch in upper
petals; fine formed flowers. 9rf.

ITE.
335. EUCHARIS — Also producing large

fine flowers and trusses of a pure white. Is.

336. SWANLEY SINGLE WHITE —
Dwarf branching habit, and producing pearly-
white reflexed flowers in abundance.

337. AGNES—Pure white, large flowers and
trusses

;
dwarf habit. 9rf.

338. SIR PERCIVALE—White, large, and
well -shaped; a useful winter flowering
variety.

839. AlflY AMPHLETT—A beautiful white
variety; flowers of good size and substance.

340. DR. NANSEN—Also a pure white,
even in the hottest of weather

;
fine flowers

;

dwarf habit.

341. RAMSGATE WHITE BEDDER—
The finest white Zonal for bedding purposes yet
introduced; good constitution, spreading habit,
bold trusses, and freely produced; withstands
the rain. 9<7.

;
Os. per doz.
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HYBRID NOSEGAY, GIGANTEA SECTION.

KPS

i;

H
KRE we have a ^cat move onward in the size of pips and trusses, for they produce immense

flowers, measuring in. over, and although they arc of the Nosegay section iheir petals are

very broad, strong growers, individual pips far beyond any hitherto seen in England, and are

evidently the beginning of again enlarging the size of our Zonal Pelargoniums.

342.

BELLEROPHON—Dwarf and free flowering; large flowers of a bright scarlet shade;

enormous trusses, ^s. ijd.

343.

GENERAL DODDS—Equal in size of flowers to any in this class, and of a bright scarlet

colour, is therefore an acquisition. Is.

344.

MRS. MAYES—Flower nearly three inches across, and strikes everyone with surprise

;

light salmon, shaded with cream. Is.

345.

MRS. E. G. HILL—Soft salmon, deeper centre
;

in every other respect resembling the

undermentioned varieties. Pc/.

346.

ATJRORE BOREALE — Light scarlet, tinged vith salmon; strong grower, splendid

round leathery foliage; size of flowers immense. Oc/.

317. GLOIRE LYONNAISE—In every way similar, but different shade of colour; cherry-rose-

scarlet with immense pips and trusses. Is.

SEMI, OR HYBRID NOSEGAYS.

All these carry immense heads of bloom, like

8 to 10 inches over, and arc grand for decoi

for large pots in the open air.

348.

STJVARNA—Enormous trusses, good

habit
;
intense bright scarlet. l.s.

349.

DR. MACDONALD — Rich glowing

crimson scarlet
;
verv lar;re trusses. l.«.

350.

DR. E. RAWSON—Dwarf spreading

habit, large bold trusie.s, deep crimson-tinted

flowers. 9rf.

351.

JOHN FORBES—An improvement on

John Gibhons, flowers mucli bioaJer and trusses

more massive
;

fine. 9t/.

352.

CANDACE—A beautiful colour, red-

dish-erimsou
;
effective. 9rf.

353.

DR. ROTHERA—Rich dark glowing

scarlet, flowers of immense size, both in pips

and trusses. 9rf.

354.

DR. S. OREY—Deep rich crimson

;

a fine advance in this favourite colour. 9</.

All those not

the Hydrangea, measuring, with good cultivation

don, either in the conservatory, for bedding, or

355.

OCTAVE MIRBEAU—Light lilac ma-

genta, deeper in centre and edges, a most distinct

shade, enormous trusses quite a novelty. 9tf.

35G. FLAMINGO—Soft rosy-lake, suffused

orange, a deeper orange in centre; enormous

trusses, and produced in profusion. 9(f.

357. LIVY — Globular-shaped trusses of

immense size
;

orange-red flowers, suffused a

rosy shade; dwarf habit, aud very free. 9<f.

358. KAISER FREDERICK—Very dwarf

and floriferons, deep rosy-magenta. del.

359. FIERY CROSS—A most intense colour,

trusses of flowers of immense size
;
a valuable

scarlet-crimson variety.

3G0. REV. JOHNSON — Crimson - scarlet,

trusses and flowers fine
;
free, habit dwarf,

ricod 6(1. each.

BEDDING ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.

3G1. KING OF THE BEDDERS—Re-

sembles John Gibhons, but in every way far

better. 5s. per doz.

362. • M. MYRIEL—Crimson
;

is one of our

finest bedders.

864. HENRY JACOBY — Crimson
;

has

stood pre - eminent amongst other bedding

varieties. 6(/. each
;
3s. 6d. per doz,

;
24s. per 100

;

in May, 3.s. doz.

365. WEST BRIGHTON GEM—An ex-

ceedingly free variety of a bright scarlet colour.

All thete not priced 6(7

For bedding purposes one of the finest. 4s.

per doz.

366. JOHN GIBBONS—Pips and trusses

gigantic, colour bright orange-scarlet; a grand

bedding variety. 3s. per doz.

367. VESUVIUS—One of the finest bedders.

3s. per doz.

368. TRIOMPHE DE STELLA—One of

the finest
;
colour brilliant orange-scarlet.

. each; is. to Gs. per doz.
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SALMON-COLOURED.
360. OMPHALE—Soft satiny-salmon, white 371. SURPRISE (Salmon Vesuvius)—

eye. Of/, each
;

6$. doz.
^

Salmon-coloured flowers, and in every other way
370. LUCY MASON—Colour deep reddish identical with its parent,

salmon, deeper centre; large trusses, freely pro- ' 372. MRS. HOLFORD—Deep salmon, rosy
duced

;
habit dwarf.

|
margin, white eye

;
very dwarf.

4^. doz.

PINK.
.S73. MRS.W.BROWNE—The most intense

in the pink and puri)le section
;
most distinct.

374. BECKWITH’S PINK—Without doubt
will supersede nil other pink varieties of the
Master Christinety^e. 6rf. each, 4.s. doz., 24s. 100.

376.

LADY BAILEY—Very deep pink;
very effective.

370. MRS. TURNER — Bright rays of
purple predominating

;
a first-class variety.

Gd. each
;

4s. per doz.

DOUBLE-FLOWERED IVY-LEAF PELARGONIUMS.

«
T seems hut the other day that there were no double-flowering Ivy-leaf Geraniums, yet now’ we have
many and more double than a rose, all distinct, and many of them most valuable for cut flowers.
Few people have an idea, and very few can form the slightest conception, what grand kinds we

have in this family, and what spjendid specimen plants they make trained on trellises
; and what is

more surprising, all have been introduced within the last few years; and, in fact, no class of plants
has made such rapid progress in so short a time. The stands of cut blooms exhibited by us at
numerous shows were a marvel for the acquisitions they contained, including many of the following
varieties. Our selection in GO-sized pots, 6s. per doz.

377. QUEEN OP ROSES—Ilosy-magenta,
oFa very pleasing shade; barge, rose-like formed
flowers

;
good habit. !)<f.

378. BEAUTY OP CASTLE HILL—Very
pretty

;
enormous flowers of a soft rose shade,

dark blotch in npper petals
;
free and effective. Sd.

379. RYECROPT SURPRISE — Bold,
vigorous, upright habit, producing trusses of a
lovely and distinct shade of salmon-pink.

380. BEAUTY OP JER S EY—Colour
lovely scarlet, shaded purple, fine large truss

;

very free, splendid habit.

381. CORDEN'S GLORY—Bright scarlet

;

bold full flow'er, free grower and bloomer.
382. LIBERTY — Smooth petals, light

magenta
;
good habit.

383. EDITH OWEN—Of a rosy-magenta
shade

;
fine hold flower

;
stiff habit.

384 . SURCOUP—Deep pink
;
large flowers

and bold truss
;
good habit.

385. GIROPLl^E—Finelarge double flowers
of a rosebud shape, of a magenta-purple shade.

38G. M. MARQUIS — Soft scarlet
;

very
large semi-double florvers.

387. DISTINCTION—Of a nice rosy-pink
shade; fine open flowers; dwarf and free.

388. ERNEST BERGMAN — Crimson-
scarlet

;
enormous-sized pips. Is.

389. PLAMBEAU—Very large, and pro-
ducing flowers of a scarlet colour

;
strong.

39('. LE PROPHETE—Rosy red
;

dwarf
habit, very free flow-ering.

391.

RAPHAEL— Of a light rose colour,
very floriferous

;
habit dwarf.

392. JACQUES CALLOT—Violet-purple
shade; free and quite distinct.

393. ROBERT OWEN—Rosy red; very
double, perfect shape.

394. LA PRANCE—A beautiful shade of
lilac, distinct colour ; fine large flower

;
dwarf

habit and very free. 9rf.

3!)5. PRINCE OPWALES—Purple shaded,
semi-double, bold trusses

;
very free and erect.

39G. MDME. MOUGEOT — Deep red

;

fine form
;
dwarf and short jointed, but erect.

397. LAMARTINE — Orange-scarlet, the
brightest in this eolour

;
very fine.

398. H. CANNELL—Bold flower, good form
and substance

;
deep rosy scarlet, slightly shaded

magenta
;
dwarf

;
sturdy habit.

399. SOUV. DE CHAS. TURNER—
Producing gigantic trusses and pips; flowers of a
deep pink shade, feathered maroon in upper
petals.

400. GALILEE—Soft rosy-pink, very large
and well formed

;
grand round trusses, good habit,

free bloomer.
401. CUVIER—Light magenta; nothing

approaching it for colour in this class.

402. BERTHELOT—Of a magenta shade,
beautiful round pips, and very double.

403. MURILLO—Dark crimson; habit short-

jointed; very free flowering.

404. MADAME THIBAUT — Splendid
habit, producing flowers at every joint

;
deep

pink.
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406.

IiE PRINTEMPS—Rosy pink
;
a very

beautiful and effective variety.

406. MIGNON—Salmon, very double, good
shape.

407. JEANNE D'ARC—One of the finest

white, suffused light lavender ; an acquisition.

408. CONGO — Light lilac, shot deeper,

centre rose, edges silvery white.

The undermentioned varieties are more adaptedfor trailing, Spc.

409. LA PLORIEERE—Soft rose-pink, very

free ;
a useful variety for baskets, vases, &c.

4 10. ISADORE PilRAL—Pleasing shade of

rose, large and very double ; most beautiful

;

distinct.

411. COMTESSE HORACE DE CHOI-
SEUL—Beautiful satiny rose

;
most charming.

412. CANDEUR—Flowers very double, pure

white, vigorous habit
;
very free.

413. A. P. BARRON—Lilac-rose, flowers

large and very full
;
short-jointed and free.

414. SARAH BERNHARDT—Fine large

flowers, pure white upper petals, feathered ma-
roon

;
very free.

415. MADAME CROUSSE—Silvery-pink;

most useful for window boxes, &e.

All varieties not priced 6rf. each.

SINGLE-FLOWERED IVY-LEAF SECTION.
410. VICTORIA—Fine round flowers, large

trusses of a beautiful rose-pink shade
;

short

jointed and very free.

417. COLONEL ROUDAIRE— Soft

scarlet
;

large, fine trusses.

418. M

A

STERPIECE—Trusses of immense
size, of a beautiful rich magenta - crimson.

419. MULTIFLORE—Bright pink, flowers

and trusses very large, and freelj produced.

420. M. DE BORINGE — Magenta-

crimson, very large and fine ;
vigorous habit.

421. LA PRANCE (Hybrid) -Light rose,

flowers and trusses large
;

habit free, short

jointed.
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424. DOLLY VARDEN— In the eammer
months it aesiimes a rich golden tint, and marked
near the disc with a dark bronze zone.

422. MRS. H. CANNELL—Deep mauve-
pnride, perfectly round.

423. BRIDAL WREATH- Ground colour
pure white, small and delicate pink centre.

All varieties not priced Gd. each
;
4s. per doz.

SCENTED-LEAF PELARGONIUM SECTION.
IVHESB beautifully scented-leaved Pelargoniums are now very extensively grown for their highly
" fragrant foliage, and for mixing with cut flowers, to which they add a most pleasant odour.
431. MRS. DOUGLAS—Rich mauve,

slightly shaded rose, blotched maroon in upper
petals. 9d.

432. LOTHARIO—Rich violet, tosj crim-
son flowers, with conspicuous black spots on
each petal. Gd.

433. CAPITATUM— Rose-scented foliage,

large
;
a nice variety.

434. LITTLE GEM—Bright rose flowers,
very fragrant, dwarf and spreading habit.

435. PRETTY POLLY—Fine dwarf bushy
habit, large leaves, almond-scented.

436. QUERCIFOLIUM— Fine ornamental
oak-leaved foliage, leaf black centre, with
beautiful margin of pea-green; very attractive.

437. QUERCIFOLIUM MINOR — Much
finer cut foliage than the preceding variety, but
identical in every other way.

438. DUCHESS OF DEVONSHIRE —
Miniature growth, fine formed flowers, blush

FII-IClFOLtUM ODORATOJt.

white, upper petals blotched maroon and crim-
son ; very fragrant. Gd.

439. FAIR ELLEN—Has large oak-leaved
foliage; very fragrant and beautiful.

440. TOMENTOSUM—Large, flat, woolly
foliage, highly scented with peppermint.

441. PRINCE OF ORANGE— Of dwarf
habit, small foliage, highly scented with orange.

VARIEGATED PRINCE OF
ORANGE—See variegated varieties. 9d.

442. DALE PARK BEAUTY— Highly
fragrant.

443. LADY MARY—Nutmeg scented.
444. SHOTTESHAMPET—Filbert scented.
445. LADY PLYMOUTH—See variegated

varieties. No. 62.

446. CRISPUM—Citron scented.
447. LADY SCARBOROUGH — Leaves

much resembling Parsley, and very attractive

;

highly fragrant.

All those not priced Gd. each.

The following varieties are well adapted for Bouquets and
Buttonholes, owing to their beautiful Fern-like appearance, in
addition to fragrance, and are for their lasting qualities pre-
ferable to Ferns :

—

448. DENTICULATUM MAJUS — Bushy habit and
finely ent foliage

; when well grown assumes the appearance
of a beautiful Fern ; the best of this section.

449. FILICIFOLIUM ODORATUM, syn. Fernffifolium—A valuable variety
; it not only has a Fern-like appearance,

but yields a pleasant odour.
450. RADULA—Foliage large and graceful, good vigorous

habit
;
grand for bouquets.

451. RADUIiA MAJOR— Citron scented,
Fern-like anpearance.

bo^®^-gts^^®-*-
SANT’S FOOT-Large foliage; fine for

foliage of a

HYBRIDS FROM THE
453. CONSPICUA— Large flowers, bright

magenta, pencilled in the upper petals.
454. SCARLET UNIQUE— Flowers dull

scarlet, blotched with maroon; good habit.
465. ROLLISSON'S UNIQUE—Rich vio-

let-crimson.

OLD ‘‘UNIQUE.’’
456. MRS. KINGSBURY—Nice addition

to this section
; magenta-crimson.

457. OLD UNIQUE — Deep lilac;
distinct.

very

We will send 100 distinct varieties, of all classes, our selection, package free, for 32s.

NEW DECORATIVE PELARGONIUMS.
We have much pleasure m recommending the following new kinds as a distinct advance in this

useful and favourite class of flowers ;
—

460 LADAS— Of a most beautiful shade of blush pink, deeper in upper petals, which are
heavily blotched maroon

;
large bold flowers

;
free. Is. Gd.
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401. DUCHESS OF PORTLAND—A sport from Kmpress of India^ in habit and size of
flower identical with that variety

;
blush salmon^ deeper in upper petals

;
very striking and

effective. 2s.

462. R07AL ROSE—As name denotes, of a pretty rose shade
;
very dwarf and free

;
most

attractive Is.

463. EUCLID—Beautifull}' fringed flowers of a blnsh white, feathered with maroon in upper
petals

;
dwarf and free. 1.'?.

464. VIVID—A very large scarlet coloured variety in the way of Ed. Perkins

;

show'y. Is. Gd.

466.

MULTIPLORA—Very free flowering, lower petals light salmon, upper petals almost
entirely covered w'ith maroon

;
dwarf, spreading habit. 1.^. 6^/

466. LORD ROBERTS—Rosy red, tinted cerise, richly blotched on upper petals, tinted in the
throat; splendid habit, and very free flowering. Is. Gd.

467. LADY HELEN—Light lavender, dark blotches in upper petals
;
a decided improvement on

Dr. Andre. 1.?.

468. FANNY EDEN—Bright orange-scarlet in the way of Goid Mine: very show'y and free
flowering. Is. Gd.

461). SIR VISTO—Bright scarlet, white throat, large bold flowers
;
very floriferous. l.s. Gd.

The set for 12a*.

FRENCH SPOTTED AND EARLY-FLOWERING
VARIETIES POSSESSING BRILLIANT MARKINGS.
Flowering Plants in 6-inch pots of most of these varieties, 12s., 16s., and 18s.

per doz. ; in 60’s, 8s. per doz., our selection.

470. MRS. W. WEIGHT—Delicate blush-
white, rich crimson-inaroou feather on upper
petals. Is. Gd.

471. EMMA HAYES—An improvement on
Hose Ciuecu, slightly deeper in the pleasing shade
of flesh colour, bold flowers and largo trusses

;

pretty. l.v.

472. H. J. .JONES— Clear rosy red, distinct
maroon blotch in upper petals, white centre, very
profuse bloomer, dwarf habit

;
effective, l.s.

473. LINDA—Fine variety, bold flowers of
a clear salmon shade of a pleasing tint, feathered
and blotched maroon in upper petals

;
grand. Is.

474. PRINCESS MAY—In the way of
.Jubilee, both in flower and habit, but the colour
is deeper in shade, of a beautiful China pink,
feathered maroon in upper petals, crimped mar-
gins. Is.

475. QDEEN ELEANOR—Enormous
flowers and trusses, very attractive

;
lower petals

white, tinted blush, upper petals almost covered
with maroon, light crimson blotch. Is. Gd.

476. ROSE BARD—A most profuse flower-
ing and effective variety

;
a soft rosy-lake shade,

deeper in upper petals, and blotched maroon

;

a sport from The Bard. Is.

477. EDITH— Bright rosy-crimson, edged
lighter, two upper petals hravily blotched dark
velvety-maroon

;
a good market and decorative

variety. Is. Gd.

478. EVENTIDE—Pale rosy-cerise, dark
maroon blotch on upper petals, white throat

;
a

beautiful flower. l.s. Gd.

471). JOSEPH LEIGH— Clear rosy-pink,
I

large dark maroon blotch on upper petals : dwarf i

and free. Is. i

480. GLORY OF THE WEST—Clear
salmon, blotched chocolate; dwarf habit, very
free, distinct. Is.

481. ALICE M, LOVE—A lovely shade of
salmon-rose

;
free, perfect habit. Is. Gd.

482. CRIMSON EMPRESS—Very dark
crimson

;
a grand variety. 2s. Gd.

483. INDIAN PRINCE—Dark crimson,
dark blotch on upper petals

;
flue. 2s. Gd.

484. COUNTESS—Immense size flowers of
a clear attractive shade of salmon

;
large pure

white centre, narrowdistinct white edge, feathered
maroon in upper petals. Is.

485. EMPRESS OF INDIA—A magnifi-
cent variety

;
rich shade of salmon-scarlet, upper

petals blotched dark crimson, light centre, of
excellent habit

;
fine large flowers. Is.

486. H. M. STANLEY — Dwarf habit;
flowers of a soft lake shade

;
upper petals deeper,

with a maroon blotch
;
useful for general decora-

tion. Is.

487. MRS. H. M. STANLEY—Attractive
and distinct

;
fine large flowers and trusses of a

pleasing shade of soft mauve tinted pink, upper
petals heavily blotched and netted maroon and
crimson lake

;
dwarf. Is. Gd.

488. PRINCE GEORGE—Attractive;
crimped flowers of soft salmon-pink, lower petals
marked with a small blotch of orange-maroon,
upper petals blotched blackish maroon

;
enor-

mous trusses. 9d.

489. PURPLE EMPEROR — Fine hold
open flowers, and forming into large trusses, upper
petals feathered and blotched maroon ; distinct.
!)</.
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490. SULTANA—Rich red, enlivened with
chestnut, upper petals of a imich richer shade
and feathered maroon, pure white centre, the
whole flower margined pure white. Od.

491. JUBILEE—Very pretty and attractive
;

beautifully crimped margin, delicate soft China-
pink coloured flowers, reddish-maroon blotch,
white centre

;
very free. Vd,

492. ROSE QUEEN—Bold well -formed
flowers of a pleasing shade of blush pink, upper
blotched maroon and red. Is.

493. MRS. JOHN STONE—Quite a di.stinct

shade of colour, deep puce, large pure white
centre, feathered maroon. 9</.

494. MDME. ALBERT DECARIS—Car-
mine, white centre and edges

;
striking. l.«.

495. PURITY—A seedling from Fenus, quite
as early, but mueh larger in truss and pip, and a
better constitution. Is.

49G. SPOTTED BEAUTY—Soft rose, dark
spots on top petals; attractive, free. ‘,)d.

497. LE D E B O UR—Attractive
;
ground

colour lilac, large magenta blotches, feathered
in upper petals maroon

;
fine large open flowers,

evenly edged silvery white. 9d.

498. EDMOND ABOUT — Large fine

flowers
;
white centre, soft orange-lake in lower

petals, upper shaded maroon, distinct blotch. 9d.

499. TOMMY DODD— Lower petals soft

blush, upper maroon and crimson, edged blush
;

showy
;
large trusses. 9d.

500. MDME. BUCK—A very early variety

;

pure white, pink blotch in upper petals, fringed,
habit very dwarf and branching. Vd.

501. MDME. C. KONIG—Pure white, good
form and substance. Is.

502. VENUS— The earliest of all white-
flowering varieties. Vd. ; 6s. doz.

503. BLACK DIAMOND—Dark maroon,
margin of lilac round each petal

;
free and dis-

tinct. l.«.

504. IMPROVED PRINCE CHARLIE-

512. DECORATOR (Hayes) — Red, dark
blotch,very large and full ; a fine variety. Vd.

613. HAMLET ET OPHELIE—Light
satiny mauve, of a deeper colour in upper petals,

and blotched deep crimson-maroon; flowers very
large and of good shape. Vd.

514. NELLIE HAYES— Blush white,
feathered on each petal, crimped margin. Vd.

515. MARIE MALLET — Silvery white,
carmine spot on lower petals, red and maroon on
upper; habit very dwarf

;
quite distinct. Vd.

516. J. B. SAY—Rich mauve, feathered in

upper petals, white throat, slightly crimped. Vd.

517. LADY S. IBBETSON— Very deep
lake, feathered in upper petals deep maroon,
white throat and margin. Vd.

518. MOZART—Deep lilac-purple, large
deep blotch in upper petals, white throat and
margin, flowers very large. Vd.

519. EVENING STAR — Deep crimson,
small blotch, white throat. 9rf.

520. DECORATOR (Braid)—Crimson and
maroon blotch, in the way of Dighy Grand. Vd.

521. MISS TELL — Rosy salmon, white
throat and margin, feathered in upper petals. Vd.

522. EMPEROR OF RUSSIA — Dark
maroon-crimson, elegantly marked with a white
belt ; very distinct, l.s.

623. MARIE LEMOINE—White, slightly
blotched in upper petals; large, beautifully
fringed, gold substance. Is.

524. MONSIEUR G. DEMOULIN—Rosy
crimson, white throat and margin, maroon blotch,
flowers of immense size; an acquisition. Vd.

625. LA BILLARDIERE — Rosy purple,
large blotch on each petal, white centre; a
beautiful variety

;
extra large; good habit. Vd.

526. CHARLES OUTRAM—White, with
deep purple blotch in centre of each petal. 9cf.

527. CLAUDE BERNARD— Good sub-
stance, and beautifully crimped; bright rose
edged white; fine habit. Vd.

528. DUCHESS OP BEDFORD—Flowers
Soft salmon, dark blotch in centre of each petal,

large truss, floriferous, pleasing. Is.

505.
,
IMPROVED TRIOMPHE DE ST.

MANDE—Reddish maroon,very intense coloured
blotch in upper petals; most attractive, l.s.

506. GOLDMINE—Bright orange, feathered
in upper petals

;
habit good. Is.

507. ROSETTA—Deep rosy lilac, flowers
large

;
exceedingly free and effective. Is.

508. MADAME L. HARMANT — Large,
fine form, crimped margin, pure white, slightly

feathered at base of each petal
;

fine. Is.

509. WILHELMVONDRACKE—Crimson
and purple, blotch in upper petal, flowers and
trusses very large

;
free and dwarf. Vd.

510. LADY ISABEL—Soft rosy lilac, deep
maroon blotch in upper petals

;
free ; distinct. 9rf.

611. DEFIANCE— Beautiful rich orange-
scarlet, feathered deep maroon in upper petals,

flowers and trusses large, very^floriferous. 9</.

pure white, slight pink spot ou top petal
;
sport

from Dighy Grand. Vd.

529. STRIATUM — Deep crimson, shaded
with purple, white centre and margin

;
a very

distinct and telling variety. Vd.

530. TRIUMPHANS — Claret -scarlet,
sliaded purple; very floriferous, dwarf habit. Vd.

531. DIGBY GRAND—Blush-white, with
veined blotch on upper petals, fringed edges. Vd.

632. PERLE BLANCHE — Pure white,
large, upper petals feathered with maroon. 9rf.

533. PRINCE CHARLIE—White ground,
elegantly tipped with rose, violet blotches, dwarf
grower, and almost a perpetual. Vd.

.= 31. KINGSTON BEAUTY—Ground
colour pure pearly white, with a dark purple
spot on each petal. Vd.

63-j. MEMORANDUM — Ground colour
white, reticulated with rich plum lines. Vd.

(
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636. RIQOLETTO — Mottled and striped

soft rosy salmon
;
pretty

;
fine flower. 9rf.

637. STRIATUM—Beautifully striped and
spotted, pure white, dd.

Flowering plants, in 6-inch pots, of most of these varieties, 12s., 16s., and 18s. per doz.
;
in CD’s

8s. per doz., our selection.

LARGE-FLOWERING SHOW PELARGONIUMS.
538. BLUSH ROSE—Bold flowers, ground

colour rosy blush, upper petals blotched crimson
shading off to rosy red

;
compact and very free.

Is. Grf.

540. J. W. HAYES— A beautiful rich

coloured variety, bright crimson blotch in each

petal, with maroon upper petals; fine habit, very

free and effective
;
a dark sport from Martial. l.s.

641. J. DOUGLAS—A fine improvement as

regards size of flowers and vigorous habit, ground
colour rosy pink, distinct white centre, and
blotched maroou in upper petals

;
fine bold

flowers. Is.

642. MAY QUEEN — Soft salmon rose,

dark crimson blotch on upper petals, large bold

flowers and trusses
;

robust habit. Is.

643. ACHIEVEMENT—Bright orange
scarlet lower petals, dark top, narrow scarlet

edge, pure white centre
;
good shape. Is.

544. CONSPIRATOR—Rosy salmon bottom
petals, dark maroon top, light edges and centre

;

free and fine. Is.

645. PELICAN—Deep lilac-rose lower
petals, largo white centre, very dark top petals,

shaded rose edges
;
distinct. Is.

64G. TRIUMPH—Deep rich scarlet, dark
top, bright glossy flowers; good quality. Is.

547. BLUE BEARD—Light purple, white

eye, dark upper petals, shaded ; very largo

;

distinct. Is.

648. CHIEF SECRETARY—Rosy crim-

son, shaded maroon and orange, white centre;

free and effective. Is.

549. CORNET — Orange scarlet, small

maroon spot on top of petals; dwarf and free. Is.

650. MALCOLM—Deep orange scarlet,

dark spot, and pure white centre
;
good shape

;

distinct. Is.

551. COMPACTUM — Black top petals,

lower petals clouded maroon and crimson
;
very

compact. Is.

652. MYSTERY—Rosy salmon, dark top

petals, light eye and edges. Is.

553. OUTLAW—Black top petals, narrow
margin of bright crimson, white centre; large

and tine. Is.

654. WRESTLER—Orange, maroon spot

oa top petals, white eye
;
large. Is.

Onr selection in CD’s, 9s. per doz.
;

665. LILY—Lower petals veined rosy crim-
son, dark crimson blotch on upper petals, light

edges; distinct. Is.

55G. MARGUERITE—White, pale crimson

top
;
very free. Is.

6G1. PILLE DE LAIR—Charming flower,

small black spot on top petals, bright rose spots

on lower petals
;
white centre and edges. Is.

6G2. BRILLIANT—Extra fine scarlet, black
spot; dwarf habit. Is.

663. ISABELLA—Rosy pink, maroon spot

on top petals. 9</.

664. RETREAT—Deep rose, maroon spot,

white centre
;
free bloomer. Is.

666. SUNBEAM—Very bright scarlet; good
grower and habit. 9rf.

6G7. MARTIAL—A noble flower, rich crim-
son, maroon-top, narrow fiery edge. Is.

668. BRITOMART — Upper petals rich

crimson, lower petals bright crimson. 9cf

670. GRATITUDE—A lovely shape, and
beautifully defined markings, soft blush- purple,

lilac margin, is.

673. TROJAN—Rosy purple lower petals,

dark maroon top, white eye ; good habit. 9<7.

676. LADY OP THE LAKE—Orange-rose,
painted crimson, maroon top, white centre. 9</.

678. VIRGIN QUEEN — Pure white,
carmine spot on top petals

;
dwarf,sturdy habit. Is.

679. ILLUMINATOR — Crimson-scarlet;
dwarf habit, and free bloomer. Is.

684. BLUE BELL — Lower petals pale
purple, black blotch on top petals, lilacmargin. Is.

688. MABEL—Dark maroon top, narrow
edge

;
a heavily painted variety. 9</.

689. CHAMELEON—Rosy pink, small
blotch on each petal, fine form and substance

;

extra fine flowers. 9<f.

691. PRINCE LEOPOLD—Bright scarlet
;

a smooth and glossy flower. 9(7.

692. PURPLE GEM—Lower petals deep
purple, top petals black maroon, margin of

purple, very glossy ;
novel and fine. 9(7.

693. SAPPHO—A most abundant bloomer,
cherry rose, suffused with purple, small maroon
spot on top petals, white centre. 9(7.

large plants in 5-iuch pots, 16s. and 18s. per doz.

SMALL-FLOWERING FANCY PELARGONIUMS.
PROFUSE BLOOMERS.

594. DELICATUM—White, with light rose I 596. SIMS REEVES—Lower petals shaded

blotch
;
free bloomer. |

purple, maroon top, with purple edges.
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Our selection in (iu’s Gs. doz.

697. MRS. LANGTRY—White, rosy-lilac

spots on top petals
;
very free.

698. PENELOPE—Soft rose, large white

eye and edges
;
excellent form and good habit.

699. ATLANTIC— Rich crimson, suffused

purple; smooth and excellent habit.

601. CHERRY RIPE—Brightrosy crimson,

white centre
;
pleasing variety.

602. MISS EMILY LITTLE—Rosy purple,

suffused white, pure margin, large ffowers.

9(f.

603. PHYLLIS—Crimson,with white centre,

narrow lilac edges, smooth and fine.

604. NELLY FORDHAM— White, with

delicate lilac shade; free and distinct.

9</. each.

605. ROI DE FANTASIES—Rosy crim-
son, white centre.

606. PRINCESS TECK—White, carmine
spots

;
most profuse bloomer.

607. MRS.MENDAL—White, with delicate

spots of rosy lilac.

608. BRIDESMAID — Delicate
; pale

lavender, edged with white.

609. LORD OF THE ISLES—Deep rosy

purple, white centre and edges.

610. MRS. ALFRED WIGAN-Pink, with
clear white centre and edges.

611. PRINCESS HELENA—Purplish rose

upper petals, under petals veiued.

612. C. WITHAM—Purple, white throat
and margin.

Our selection, 6s. doz.

HYBRID DOUBLES (REGAL) OF THE SHOW
PELARGONIUMS.

IIESE are comparatively a new, wonderfully rich, and effective type, and, having more scalloped

petals, nearly approaching a double, retain their petals instead of shedding them as the

singles do—this, together with their most brilliant colours, makes them quite an acquisition

for cut flowers.

The prices affixed are for plants in 60’s ;
our selection, in 60-size pots, 9s. per doz.

;

our selection in flowering plants of most of these varieties, 16s. and 18s. per doz.

613.

PERSIMMON—A sport from the well-

known and much admired variety Kd. Perkins,

pleasing and intense orange-scarlet shade of

colour
;
flowers very massive and bold, of thick

leathery substance and beautifully iimlulnted,

from 7 (o 9 petals in each individual flower;

enormous trusses, vigorous but dwarf spreading

habit. Awarded Two First-Class Certificates.

2.«-. Gd.

614.

LADY DUFF—Producing flowers of

a deeper .shade of colour than Duke of Fife,
being of a rich rosy red, distinct white margin
and centre ;

seven and eight petals, and much
crimped, more so than any other variety

;
good

constitution. 2.s.

616. CHILWELL WHITE— Pure snow
white, rich crimson lake blotch on each of the
two upper petals

;
large and beautifully formed.

2s.
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, (;i6. GEN. LASSALLE—Very large fine

fiowers, undulated petals; white, lightly blotched

and marbled rose
;
very fine. 2s.

61 7. PRINCESS CHARLES— Soft salmon-

rose, liglitly blotched crimson on the lower

petals, upper deep blackish maroon, rose margin;

distinct and attractive. 2s. Grf.

618. PINK CHAMPION—A sport from

Champion, and having all its good qualities.

Is 6(/.

619. MRS. INNES ROGERS—Flowers

large and of good shape, often prodiiciug

from si.'c to eight petals
;
beautifully crimped,

ro.sy-carmine shade, blotclted maroon, splendid

bold trusses
;
habit one of the finest. l.s. 6</.

620. DUKE OP PIPE — Well-developed

flowers of seven and eight petals of a clear lake

shade, pure white margins and centre ;
splendid

habit, and producing large heads of bloom in

abundance; sport from il7«ic. Thihaul. Is.

621. . W. C. BOYES—Of a pleasing shade of

salmon ;
very large and bold, beautifully

crimped. Is.

622. PIMBRIATA ALBA— Semi -double
;

very free, dwarf habit. Of great use for eut

flowers. Is. 6rf.

623. DEUIL DE LORRAINE — Rich

maroon-crimson, intense black blotch : the richest

coloured variety in this cl.ass. l.s. iki.

62't. M. BALMONT— Bright scarlet, occa-

sionally white edges, beautiful crimped edges;

sturdy habit. l.s. G<7.

625. CANNELLS’ DOUBLE — A sport

from Volonte Nationak Alba, for cut bloom is

a great acquisition ;
flowers large. Is.

626. PRESIDENT HARRISON— Sport

from Madame Thihaut, deeper in colour than the

parent plant, with deep reddish-pink flowers,

blotched in upper petals. Is.

627. MRS. HARRISON—The flowers are

very large, of pink ground colour reticulated

with white, with white centre and margin.

Nothing like it in commerce. Is.

628. PRINCESS OP TECK — Pure white

flowers of immense size, with nice crimped

edges ;
strong grower and free. 9</.

629. DUCHESS OP PIPE-Of a beautiful

blush-white shade, deep maroon blotch on upper

petals
;
large fine flowers

;
vigorous habit. 9d.

630. BUSH HILL BEAUTY— Enormous

size, of a mottled-rose shade, much deeper than

the parent. Madame Thibaut

;

an acquisition. l.s.

631. CHAMPION—Gigantic flowers; white,

delicately shaded blush, small lake blotch in

lower petals, upper feathered maroon and red
;

immense trusses ;
vigorous. Is.

632. PRINCESS MAUD—A sport from

Volonte Nationak, but with a deeper eoloured

Woteh in each petal ; a decided advance. Is.

633. SPRINGPIELD BEAUTY — Enor-

mous flowers, much crimped, of a rosy-red shade,

large blotch in upper petals
;
distinct. Is.

636.

PRINCESS BEATRICE—Of a blush-

white shade, deep crimson blotch on each petal

occasionally; semi-double
;
a sport from Madame

Thibaut. Is.

636. PRINCE HENRY—Soft rosy-red and

chocolate, broad white margin, bold flowers tine

trusses ; also a sport from Madame Thibaut.

Is. Gd.

637. PRINCESS OP WALES—Of a rosy-

lako colour, marbled and netted white
;

white

centre
;

all the petals margined white, upper

petals blotched maroou. Is. 6<7.

638. MISS LILY CANNELL—Maroon and

crimson, with a well defined white margin and
centre. 9t/.

639. VOLONT]^ NATIONALE ALBA—
Pure white massive flowers; a grand addition

to this much admired section. Is.

610. DENISE — Beautiful, large, double,

pure white flowers; for button-holes, &c., a

gem. 9t/.

641. MADAME PAPE-CARPENTIER—
Double white, slightly tinged in top petals in

the way of Jeanne d’Arc
;
large trusses

;
free. 9t/.

642. DUCHESS OP ALBANY (Lewis)—
A smooth and glossy scarlet, dark blotch in

upper petals
;
good full flowers, l.s.

643. DUCHESS OP ALBANY (Bull)—
Soft purplish violet, margined rose, upper petals

feathered maroon. Is. 6(7.

644. DUKE OP ALBANY— Deep rich

crimson-maroon, margined rosy lake, light centre,

all the petals beautifully undulated and fringed

fine full flower
;
showy and attractive, l.s.

645. JEANNE D'ARC — Blush, .•-mall

maroou blotch on upper petals, semi-double

;

very dwarf and free. 'id.

647. MADAME THIBAUT—White, richly

blotched and marbled with rose
;
the upper

petals marked with crimson-maroon
;

large

white centre ;
immense trusses of very large fine

flowers, with undulated petals. Is.

648. MRS. C. H. WELLS—Pure white,

deep carmine blotch on each petal, beautifully

fringed. Is.
,

649. VOLONTE NATIONALE—Flowers
large, good shape, each petal blotched rosy

carmine, margined with a broad band of pure
white; white throat, beautifully crimped. l.«.

650. GLOIRE DE TOURS— Bright scarlet,

dark blotch in upper petals; good habit. Is.

651. CARL KLEIN—Deep orange-scarlet,

black blotch in each petal, beautifully fimbriated
;

very free. Is.

652. EDWARD PERKINS—Grand bright

orange-scarlet, maroon blotch in upper petals

be.autifully fringed and undulated. Is.

653. MADAME EVRARD—Most attrac-

tive and distinct
;
bright purplish crimson, richly

spotted with dark maroon. Is.

654. M. PH. ZELLER—Deep red, blotched

on each petal with maroon
;
attractive. 9<7.
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666. BOUGAINVILLE—Salmon, bordered
pure white, deep ehocolate blotch iu each petal

;

thickly netted. d<l.

656. TRIOMPHE DE ST. MANDE—Rich
magenta, auffused crimson, with trusses resem-
bling a Hydrangea

;
dwarf, sturdy habit, exceed-

ingly showy and free, slightly undulated. Is.

658. PRINCE TECK — Flowers large,
colour scarlet, suffused with purple, upper half
of petals rieh maroon

;
large truss. Is.

659. PRINCE OF WALES — Excellent
habit, very free, and produces good trusses of
large effective dowers, not really double; colour
bright vermilion, light centre and edges. Is.
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6C0. DR. MASTERS—Large black blotches

in the centre, margin rich crimson, lower petals

small blotch, broader margin than upper. Is.

661. BEAUTY OF OXTON — Very rich

maroon colour, darkly blotched; light centre

tinted with rose; all the petals are regularly

margined with white, and beautifully fringed. Is.

662. QUEEN VICTORIA— Crispy petals,

colour rich vermilion, broadly margined pure

white, upper petals blotehed maroon. Is.

663. CAPTAIN RAIKES— Upper petals

deep fiery crimson, flaked with purplish black,

and bordered with carmine
;
lower petals elear,

bright, fiery crimson. Is.

664. OEORGE SAND—A beautiful blush

tint on white ground, quite distinct, flowers

double, habit dwarf ; very pretty. Is.

666. MAID OP KENT— Dwarf habit;

flowers white, feathered on each petal, most

beautifully fringed
;
very free. Is. (Jrf.

THE GERANIUM PROPER.
OERANIUM ARMENIUM — Purplish,

rose-coloured flowers; neat habit, 18 inches

in height, useful for the border or rockery.

Is. 6rf.

GERANIUM CINEREUM—A showy rock

or border plant, silvery foliage, 6 inches in

height ;
white flowers, veined purple. 9rf.

GERANIUM IBERICUM-Strong-growing,
2 feet in height; rich purplish blue. 9<f.

GERANIUM SANGUINEUM. 6rf.

GERANIUMPRATENSE ALBUM—A fine

shrubbery plant, bold foliage, white flowers. 6rf.

GERANIUM LANCASTRIENSE. 9<f.

GERANIUM SYLVATICUM FLORE
PLENO—2 feet high

;
pretty and neat double

rosy-purple flowers, desirable for masses or

clumps. Is. each
;

9s. per do/..

GERANIUM ENDRESSI—Bright rose

colour ; a fine variety. 9</.

GERANIUMMACRORHIZUM—A curious

plant, with a half shrubby stem. 6rf.

GERANIUM PLATYPETALUM—The best

of the strong growing varieties, somewhat similar

to G. Ibericum, but more ornamented. 9c/.

Pbntsto'mons.
I^NE of the best hardy plants for mixed borders, which will grow in almost any soil, but the

richer and more open it is the better. They will bloom abundantly from June until

October, and are very valuable for cut flowers, and have been so much improved that they

are now a very ornamental class of plants, and ought to be in every garden.

The lest Varieties out.

1. A. C. MAXVraLL.
2. AGNES LAING.
3. ALEX. DUMAS.
4. ALEXANDER PFLAUM.
5. ALFRED PELLIER.
6. ALPHONSE DAUDET.
7. ATLANTIDE.
8. B. L. FREEIMAN.
9. BERTHA KOCH. Is.

10.

CANDIDATE.
n. CARTHAGE.
12. CH. ROBIN.
3L3. CLAUDE GELLEE. Is.

14. DIANE.

16.

D. NEUBRONNER.
16. DR. TUKE.
17. EMILE PALADILHE. Is.

18. GARLTES MITCHELL.
19. GEO. FISHER. Is.

20. GENERAL NANSOUTY. Is.

21. GIL BLAS. Is.

22. H. OANNELL. Is.

23. HER MAJESTY. Is.

24. J. B. DUMAS. Is.

26.

JOHN COWE.
26. JOHN PEARSON.
27. J. T. DOV7NIE.
28. LADY -WARRENDEN.
29. LES JARDIES.
30. LITTLE PRANK.
31. L. KUNTZE.
32. LORD CHELMSFORD.
33. MARION TERRY. Is.

34. M. BOULEY.

36.

MISS ARNOT.
36. MISS P. HOPE. l.s.

37. MISS SALTEAU.
38. MRS. J. ALLEN.
30. OLIVIER PAIN.
40. ONilSIME REOLUS. Is.

41. PAUL BERT
42. PHILIPP PAULIG.
43. P. KLEIN.
44. PRINCESS. Is,

46.

R. DEAN.
46. TARTARIN.
47. THE FAVOURITE.
48. THE LADY.

All those not priced 6J. each; 6s. per doz. H. C. & Sons’ selection, 4s. per doz.

- Seeds, Is. per packet.

Seedlings from best named varieties, 3s. per doz.

New varieties can be supplied at advertised prices.
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Adbreviations

—

g. p., gnard or outer petals; c. p., centre or inner petals.

ALBIFLORA CHINENSIS PLENA—Pure
white ; very large and fine. 3.s. Gd.

ALBIFLORA EDULIS FRAaRANS —
Violet-rose j very fine, 2s. Gd.

ALBIFLORA EDULIS PLENA — Rich
dark rose j late bloomer. 2s.

ALBIFLORA EDULIS SUPERBA—Bright
rose, very large, rose scented. 2s.

ALICE DE JULVEOOURT—g. p. pink,
c. p. blush-white. 3s. Gd.

AMABILI3—g. p. deep pink, c. p. lilac-pink,

shaded salmon
;

tall habit. 2s. Gd.

AMABILIS GRANDIFLORA—g. p, white,

c. p. creamy white. 3s.

AMBROISE VERSCHAFFELT—Brilliant

reddish purple, very double. 3s.

ARTEMISE—g. p. rosy pink, c. p. delicate

rose and blush-white. 3s. Gd.

ARETHUSA—g. p. rosy pink, c. p. lilac and
creamy white. 2s. Gd.

ATROSANGUINEA — Brilliant erimson,
suffused purple, very double

;
fine. 3s. Gd.

AUGUSTIN DHOUR—Purplish rose. 3s.

BEAUT]^ DE VILLECANTE — g. p.
purplish-rose, c. p. delicate pink. 3s.

belle DOUAISIENNE—g. p. hlnsh, c. p.
sulphur, tipped white, margined. 2s. Gd.

BOSSUET—Glowing purplish rose. 2s. Gd.

BUYCKII—Silvery rose, salmon centre. 2s.

CANDIDISSIMA— g. p. pure white, c. p.
primrose at base. 2s. Gd.

CARNEA ELEGANS— Delicate pink,
changing to white. 2s.

CAROLINE ALLAIN—g. p. blush, c. p.
sulphur, tipped white. 2s. Gd.

CHARLES BINDER—Lilac-pnrple. 2s. Gd.

CLARISSE—g. p. rosy pink, c. p. pink and
white. 2s. Gd.

COMTE DE CUSSY—A very beautiful rose,

rose scented. 2s.

COMTE DE NEIPPERT—Amaranth-car-
mine. 3.S.

CRAMOISIE SUPERIEUR — Rich deep
rose. Is. Gd.

DAURICA PLENA—^Rosy crimson. Is. Gd.

DE CANDOLLE—Purplish rose, rose
scented. 2s. Gd.

DE JUSSIEU—Rosypnrple; very fine. 2s.

DESDEMONA—^Ro^ self
;
very large. 2s. Gd.

DR. BOISDUVAL—Rosy yellow and white
;

very fragrant. 3s.

DR. BRETTONEAU—Satin rose. 2s.

DUO DECAZES—Bright rose. 2s.

DUCHESSE DE THEBA—g. p. pure white,
c. p. creamy white, margined crimson. 3s.

ECLATANTE—Fine rose. Is. G</.

EDMOND LEBON—Bright rose. 2s.

ETENDARD DU GRAND HOMME —
Magenta-rose, rose scented. 2s. Gd.

EUGENE VERDIER— Rosy pink, blush
centre ; very large. 2s. Gd.

FAUST—Blush- white; very large. 2s. Gd.

FBSTIVA MAXIMA— Pure white, c. p.
edged carmine. 3.s. Gd.

FRANCOIS ORTEGAT—Crimson-purple.

Is. Gd.

FULGIDA—Deej) carmine. 2s.

GLOBOSA—Deep pink
; fine. 2.s. Gd.

GLOIRE DE DOUAI—Deep crimson, semi-
double, showing golden anthers. 2s. Gd.

GLORIA PATRIA—Pink. 2s. Gd.

GRANDIFLORA NIVEA PLENA—g. p.
blush, c. p. white ; very large and full. 2s.

HELENE—Deep rose ; very fragrant. 2s.

HENRI DE MAY—Rich cerise-purple. 2s.

HUMILIS PLENA—Rosy carmine. Is. Gd.

ISABELLA KARLITZKY— Glowing
purplish rose. 2s. Gd.

JEANNE D’ARC— g. p. rosy pink, c. p.
white : very fine. 2s. Gd.

LEMOINEI—g. p. peach, c. p. light yellow,
centre high, white, tinted peach. 3s. Gd.

LEONIE—Delicate peach. 3s. Gd.

LILACINA PLENISSIMA—Beautiful rose,

centre lighter. 2s. 6tf.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE—Carmine-violet. 3s.

LOUISE D’ESTREES — l^ink, anemone-
formed centre. 2s.

LUCRECE—g.p. rosy peach, c.p. white. 3s. Gd.

LUTEA PLENISSIMA—Sulphur, changing
to yellow. 3s.

MADAME CALOT—Pure white, tinted rose

on gnard petals, 3s.

MADAME CHAUMY — Satiny rose, with
lighter edges. Is. Gd.

MADAME FURTADO — g. p. deep rosy

purple, c. p. rose tinted lilac. 2s.

MADAME LEBON—Purplish rose. 3s.

MADAME LEMOINE—g. p. delicate pink,

c. p. creamy white, yellow centre. 2s.

MADAME SERRET—Creamy white. 3s.

MDME. VILMORIN—Blush white, flaked

crimson-purple, base sulphur. 3s.

MADONNA—^Flesh white, tinted yellow. 3s.

MAGNIFICA-Satiny rose. 3s.

MARIE HOUILLON—Light satiny rose,

edged delicate blush. 3s.

MARIE LEMOINE—g. p. rosy hlush, c. p.

creamy white, conspicuous anthers. 3s. Gd.
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MARQUISE DE LORY—Pure white, base
delicate primrose, slightly flaked carmine. 3s. 6d.

MODESTE—Rich rosy-purple, l.s. (id.

M. DE VTIiIiENEUVE—Purplish rose. 2s.

M. D’OFPOY—Dark purplish rose. Ss.

M. ROUSSELON—Rose-pink. 3s.

NIVEA PLENISSIMA—Pure white. 3s. Gd.

NIVALIS—g. p. rosy pink, margined blush,

c. p. creamy white and rose; fine. 3s. Gd.

NOEMI—g. p. pink, c. p. blush white. 3s.

OBERLIN—Rich rosy-lilac. 2s.

OFFICINALIS ALBA PLENA — Blush
white, very large and early. 2s. 6rf.

OFFICINALIS ROSEA PLENA—Enor-
mous rose flowers; very early. Gd.

OFFICINALIS RUBRA PLENA— Rich
crimson ; very early and large. Gd.

PAPAVERIFLORA PLENA—White, base
of petals primrose. 2s. Gd.

PIO NONO—Purplish crimson. 3s.

PLENISSIMA ROSEA SUPERBA—Bright
rose, edged blush-white. 2s.

PLENISSIMA SUPERBA—Rose. 2s.

POTTSII PLENA—Purple; distinct. 2s.

PRINCE DE SALM DYCK — Rosy pink,

light centre. 2s. Gd.

PRINCE TROUBETZKOY—Purplish lilac,

edged pale lilac, based crimson. 3s.

PROLIFERA TRICOLOR—g.p. pure white,

c. p. pale yellow. 2s.

PiftiCHERRIMA— g. p. light satiny rose,

c. p. blush-white. 3s.

PULCHERRIMA MODESTA—g. p. lilac-

rose, c. p. light yellow. 2s.

PURPUREA (DELACHE)— Purple-crim-
son. 2.S.

PURPUREA SUPERBA — Rosy purple,
edged rosy lilac. 2s.

QUEEN PERFECTION-Pure white, yel-

lowish centre. 2s. Gd.

REINE DES ROSES—g. p. soft rose. 2s.

ROSAMOND — Deep pink self; distinct.

2s. 6d.

ROSEA ELEGANS-Pink. 2s. Gd.

ROSEA PLENISSIMA—Rose-carmine, suf-

fused nankeen. 2.s. Gd.

ROSEA SUPERBA—Fine blush rose. Is. Gcf.

SIDONIE—Lilac rose, centre darker. 3s.

SINENSIS ORANDIFLORA— g. p. rose,

c. p. creamy white ; very large. 2s. Gd.

SOUVENIR DAUGUSTE MIELLEZ—
Bright purple

;
very large. 3s.

SOUVENIR DE GASPAR CALOT—Bright
rose, shaded purple, margined with pink. 2s. Gd.

SOUVENIR DE L'EXPOSITION UNI-
VERSELLE—Rosy pink edges, tinted white. 3.<'.

SULPflUREA—White, tinged sulphur. 3s.

SURPASSE POTTSII—Rich purplish crim-
son, conspicuous anthers. 2s.

TENUIFOLIA PLENA—Deep hlood-red
;

distinct and beautiful. 2s. Gd.

TRIOMPHE DE L’EXPOSITION DE
LILLE—Bright flesh, tinted white. 3s.

TRIUMPHANS—g. p. violet rose. 2s.

TRICOLOR GRANDIFLORA- Rose and
salmon ; very fine. 2s.

TRICOLOR PLENA—Rose. 2s. Gd.

TRIOMPHE DE PARIS—Blush white and
primrose, tipped white. 2s.

VERSICOLOR—Rich rose. 2s. Gd.

VICOMTE DE PORCEVUiLE — Bright
rosy pink, edged delicate rose. 2s. Gd.

VICTOIRE D'ALMA—Purplish crimson. 2s.

VIRGINIE—Blush, suffused rosy pink. 2s. Gd.

VICTOIRE TRICOLOR—g. p. dark rose,

c. p. yellowish piuk. 2s. Gd.

IL C. & Sons’ selection, 9s., 12s., and 15s. per doz.

P/EONIES, TREE VARIETIES (PyCONIA ARBOREA).
Price 3s. to 10s. each.

BRLLE DE MONZA—Light salmon.
BLANCHE NOISETTE — White, lightly

tinted with salmon-rose
;
beautiful.

CAROLINA—Deep crimson
; largo, fine form.

CAROLINA HISS—Largo.
CLARA—Enormous spreading flower, deep

rose, lightly wine-stained, tufted in the centre.

CORNELIA—Bright flower, violet.

DEBUGNY—White spreading flower, tufted
petals, carmine in the centre

;
pretty.

FAREZZn—Flat flower, rose-lilao veins.

GEORGE PAUL—Large, deep lilac-violet.

GEORGE ROLLISSON—Beautiful wino-
colanrcd rose; large.

GRAND DUO DE BADE—Deep rose-lilac.

JAVH—Light lilac, deep violet guard petals.

IMPERATRICE JOSEPHINE—Flat flower,

anemone-shaped bright rose.

JOSEPHINE SENECLAUZE—Spreading

;

white, centre rose-salmon.

LACTEA—Pure white.

LOUISE MOUCHELET—Enormous bright
flower ; fine form

;
one of the most beautiful.

MADAME DE VATRY — Round flower,

bright rose
;
enormous.

MOUTAN—Single white.

MOUTAN FL. PL.—Double white.

MADONNA—Large, rose-coloured flower.

MADAME STUART LOW—Enormous red
flowers, tips of petals white.

MANBTTO—White, tinted flesh colour.

M. JULES ORBAN—Large white flowers,

petals deep brown centre.

ORGUEH, OF HONG-KONG—Very large,

bright clear purple.

PRINCE TROUBETSKOY—Medium size,

salmon, pretty.

PROFESSOR MORREN—Fine form, flat,

flesh-coloured, salmon-rose.
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PURPUREA VIOIiAOEA— Carmine, base
violet, very bright.

REINE ELIZABETH—Large, deep reddish
salmon ; one of the best,

SIR JOHN STAWTON—Bright rose and
rich salmon.

VAN HOUTTEI—Deep purple, guard petals

black, tips white.

VTLLE DE ST. DENIS—White, lightly

tinted violet, carmine in centre
;
very large.

WEISSE—White, tutted.

“P^tu'nias.

M
T is surprising this family is not more largely grown, considering how easy they are to cultivate

;

and if well grown what grand things they are, both for decoration and exhibition ! Treat them
similarly to a Verbena. Choose nice young plants about March, or any time up to July, pve

them good shifts and rich soil, well stake out, and you will be highly gratified, for some are certainly

surprisingly large, and their colours not equalled by any other flpwer. The finest varieties ever

offered. Seed saved from this collection. Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd. per packet.

DOUBLE PINK VARIETY.

MRS. CHAS. WILSON—Among the many double fringed pink varieties this stands pre'-

emincnt Very large flowers, and like a ball of fringe
;
colour deep rose-pink

;
dwarf habit and

free flowering. Is. each.

DOUBLE VARIETIES.

1. ADONIS—White, suffused and blotched

purple
;
fringed.

2. A. EEERS— Lilac, shaded deeper,

marked white.

6. BASTIEN LEPAGE—Deep magenta,
netted darker, medium size; dwarf and free.

12. CHARLOTTE BOCH—Dark purple,

fimbriated.

13. COSMOPOLIS— Velvety crimson,

marked white
;

fimbriated.

14. DIAMANTIN— Large and fine; rose

and mauve shades, fimbriated.

15 DELICIES—White, edged manve, large,

fringed.

16. DERVICHE—Decpred,bordered white;

fine fringe.

17. DIPLOMATE—Large fimbriated flowers,
]

purple-crimson shade and white.

18. DUKE OF ROXBURGHE-Purple,
striped white

;
fringed.

20. E. DE OYON—Rosy carmine, shaded
cerise, heavily blotched white

;
notched edges.

2). E. BIERBACH—Deep carmine amar-
auth,|marked white.

24. FRAU. J. WIDERKEHR—Pink and
white

;
pretty.

25. FRAU.L PETERSEN—Creamy-white,
marked rose.

26. FRAU. N. HOLTZMANN—A pretty

and distinct variety.

27. FRAU. STADT. SCHRODER—Deep
rose and white.

All those not priced

35. J. HULKS — Purple, tipped white
fimbriated.

36. KARL BODMER— Silvery-lilac shade,
finely fimbriated.

38. KATE TIDY—Pure white
;
a splendid

variety.

43. LEON GAUTIER — Clear rosy car-
mine, blotched silvery white ; fine.

45. MADAME SAUZER — Fringed, light

rose, shaded lilac, slightly veined purple; free.

48. MARC ATBAN—Grand
;
white, some-

times marked cerise.

49, M.BEAUVALET— Rich rosy carmine,
marked white

;
fine.

60.

M. BESSAND—Crimson-magenta and'

white
;
fine flowers, fringed.

I

61. M. BUCHNER—White, medium flower-

52. MED -RATH DR. KOCH— Bright
carmine, lilac and white blotches.

56. RUBENS—Purple-crimson
;
large, fine.

67. SERGINES — Very large, ground
silvery -rose, marked deeper ;

fimbriated.

60. SNOWDRIFT—A beautiful pure white
variety

;
extra fine.

61. SPHERE—Fimbriated crimson, shaded.

62. TERETZ—Milky white
;
edges of petals

tinted mauve, base of petals violet
;
large, and

much fimbriated.

66. TOM TIT—Crimson, edged pure white
;

effective.

67. WM. BROWN— White and deep rosy

I

pink, very doable and free
;

a useful and
' effective variety.

Is. each
;

9s. per doz.
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I^HESE are a splendid hardy class of plants. Some of tliem are lovely colours and perfectly
distinct to any other Oower, and for mixed borders or in shrubberies they are not equalled

by any other plant. Some of their blooms are almost a perfect circle. Their roots can be
divided in February, and are quite hardy. Plant them in good, deep, rich soil in an open situation.
To get fine exhibition blooms, strong cuttings must be taken and struck early in March. For cut
blooms they are valuable, also very ornamental, and continue in bloom for a long time.

1 . Linrif't.

'J. Mdme., Crousse.

3. Pionnier.

4. Princess of Wales,

5. Liervalli,

6. Aiex. von Uumholdt,

7. Met^ore.

8. Mrs. llardie.

9. Magnmx Bonum.

EARLY-FLOWERINQ VARIETIES.
1. ALLAN MoLEAN—Rosy pnrplc.
2. ANNE LOCKHART—White, pink eye.
3. BURNS—Deep rosy purple.
4. CLIPPER—White, shaded lilac. Is.

6. EDINA—White, bluish eye.
G. HAMLET—Light rosy pink.

7. HERCULES—Rosy purple.
8. HISTORIA—White, shaded tvith rose.

9.

IDA—White, small rose eye. Is.

10. LINNET—White, mottled rosy lilac.

11. MAGNUM BONUM—Rosy crimson. Is.

12. MAX KOLB—Bright rosy lilac-crimson.

14. MRS. AUSTIN. Is.

15. MRS. HARDIE—White and rose. M,
16. MRS. HUNTER—Pure white.

17. MRS. MILLER—Reddish purple.

( )
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PARIS—Rosy purple ; fine spike.

PAULINE—W bite, rosy eye. 1*.

PRIMA DONNA—Pure white. Is.

THE SHAH—Rosy purple.

THOMAS EASTON—Pure white. Is.

VAN HOUTTE—Rose, striped white

VENUS—Mauve
;
fine form. Is.

WM. KIRKPATRICK—Rosy purple,

Those not priced, 6cf. each
;

4s. per doz.

LATE-FLOWERING VARIETIES.

29. ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT— |-

Pure white, rosy purple eye; very dwarf. Is.

30. ANDREW KEDDIE—Rosy purple.

AQUILON. Is.

31. ARAGO—Salmon-rose. Is.

32. ATLAS—Rosy salmon, dark centre.

33. AUGUSTE RIVIERE—Salmon-red.

36.

BACILLE—Violet-mauve.

36. BARON DELASSUS-Salmon-crimson.
37. BARON BERKHOLZ. Is.

38. BASTIAN LEPAGE— White, shaded

lilac.

89. BECBIY—Rosy pink.

BONNETAIN. Is.

40. CAMERON—Light rose, deeper centre.

41. CAROT—Pure white. Is.

42. O. DARWIN—Salmon, centre violet.

43. CHARLEMAGNE—Deep magenta.

45. CLARA—White; tinted deep rose.

46. CLAUDE DE JOUPPROY— Reddish

violet.

47. COLIBRI— Light rose.

48. COM^iDIE—Lilac, edged white. Is.

49. OOMTB LAIMBERTYE—Rich crimson.

60. COMTESSE DE BROW—Orange-red.

61. CCEUR-DE-LION—Rosy-purpie. Is.

62. CONGEES—Clear violet. Is.

66.

OROZY FILS—Rosy crimson.

66. CUIRASSil—Rosy violet. Is.

68. DEFIANCE-White. Is.

69. DE FONVIELLE—Pure white. 1 s.

61. DE LESSEPS—Rosy mauve.

64. DR. CR^IVAUX—Bright carmine.

65. DR. THUILLIER—Bright red. Is.

67. EARL OP ROSSLYN-Rosy crimson. Is.

ECLAIREUR. Is, Gd.

68. ERATO—Rosy pink, deep crimson eye.

70. EUGENE VERDIER—Deep lilac.

71. PILLE DE L AIR—Pure white.

72. FLORE—Rosy mauve. Is.

74. PRAULEIN STEINER—White. Is.

76.

FRAU. HOHEISON—Rosy salmon. Is.

76. PRAU.W.SPEMANN-Salmon-red. Is.

77. PR. MENNET. Is.

G^lNiiRAL BRICE—Deep red. Is.

78. G^IN^IRALMARGUERITE-Lilac. Is.

79. GEORGE SAND—Waxy white. 9</.

80. GLORIA VICTIS—Rosy violet. Is.

81. INAUDI-Violet. Is.

83. HARMONIC—Carmine. Is.

84. HORACE VERNET—Rosy mauve.

86. HYPHINISON—Light pink.

86. JAMES ALLAN—Salmon-scarlet.

87. JAMES DICKSON—Rosy lilac.

8S. JAVANAISE—Silvery-lilac. Is.

89. J. PRUB—Rosy violet. Is.

90. JOHN ALEXANDER— Salmon-scar-

let. Is.

91. JOSEPH BARA-Reddish amaranth. Is.

92. J. STEWART—Rosy crimson. Is.

93. JOCELYN—Fiery salmon. Is.

94. LECARD—White, shaded violet.

95. LE JEUNE VIALA—Pearly white.

97. LE PATRIOTE—Blush white.

98. LE POLE NORD—Pure white.

99. LIERVALLI—Rose, striped wliitc. 9<f.

100. LUCIE BALTET-Lilac, edged white. Is.

103. MADAME DE MASSONCURE—
Pure white, bright crimson centre.

101. MADAME DE ST. PULGENT—
Bright rose-pink.

105. MADAME H. JACOTOT— Pure

white; light crimson eye.

107. MADAME LA DUCHESSE DE
BAUPREMENT—White, shaded bluish centre.

109. MARS—Rosy salmon, carmine eye.

110. M^IANDRE—Violet-rose. Is.

111. M^!T:6oRE—

R

ose, shaded violet. Is.

112. MICHEL CERVANTES — Creamy

white. Is.

113. MRS. JAMES ANDERSON— Rosy

salmon
;
splendid spike. Is.

114. MRS. LAING—Soft rosy lilac. Is.

116. MRS. WHITEHEAD—Rich rosy

lilac, with rich carmine centre, l.s.

117. M. BULS—Light rose, dark rose eye.

119. M.GRAHAM—Ko8e,carminecentro. Is.

120. M. GUILBERT—Lilac-mauve.

121. M. OUDIN—Deep pink. Is.

122. M. PASTEUR—Clear violet.

124. NAUTILUS—Orange-salmon. Is.

126. OPHIR—Carmine- rose. Is.

1 26. OTTO PROBEL—Rosy crimson. Is.

127. OURAGAN—Large, bluish-violet. Is.

128. PELLETON—Pure white.

129. PPARRER PRONMULLER. Is.

130. PIONNIER—Violet. Is.

131. PlfecHEUR D’ISLANDE—Salmon. Is.

132. PRINCESS GHYKZE—Red.

133. PRINCESS LOUISE—Pure white.

134. PRINCESS OP WALES—White. Is.

SCHONE STUTTGARTERIN. Is.

SCHLIEMANN—Deep red. Is.

136. silLECTION—Mauve. Is.
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137. SOUVENIR DE NANCY—Lilac.
138. ST. BEAUVE—Pare white, rose eye.
139. SDPPRAOE—White.
liO. TilLilPHONE—Light crimson.

141.

THE EEACON—Deep rosy purple.

142. TOURBILLON—Red. U.
143. THE QUEEN—Beautiful white.
144. TOMBOUCTOU—Silvery rose, 1«.

145. VICTOR HUQ-O—Brilliant scarlet
fine and distinct.

All those not priced 6</. each
\

4s. per dozen.

PlC0T®®S.
GENERAL COLLECTION.

Ahbrevtations—l, light edged

;

M, medium edged

;

n, heavy edged.

PURPLE EDGED.
AMELIA, H.

ANNOT LYLE, M. ISABEL LAKIN, L. l.s Zd.
BARONESS B. COUTTS, L.

CALYPSO, H.

CATHERINE, M.

CLARA PENSON, L.

ESTHER, L.

ROSE SALJION AND SCARLET EDGED.

EVELYN, L.

ISABEL LAKIN, L.

LADY CURZON, L.

MARY, L.

MASTER NICHOLS, L
MIRIAM. Is. 6rf.

MURIEL, H.

NYMPH, L.

PERDITA, n. Is. 3<i.

SOMERHILL, l. Is. i'.d.

SYLVIA.
TITANIA, II.

ZERLINA.

BERTHA, I . Is. Cl/.

BETTY, L.

BLANCHE HOARE, m.

CLIO, II.

DAISY, II.

DOLLY DIMPLE, i,. Is.

EDITH D'OMBRAIN, H. Is

ETHEL, L.

FAVOURITE, L.

FLIRT, h. Is.

LADY LOUISA, ii.

LITTLE PHIL, H.

MADELEINE, ii.

MRS. BURNETT, H.

MRS. COLDRIDGE, ii.

MRS. HERBERT.
MRS. PAYNE, II.

MRS. RUDD, n.

MRS. SHARP, H.

NELLIE, I..

NORMAN CARR, H.

BRUNETTE, H.

DR. EPPS, II.

GANYMEDE, H. Is, dd.

HEART'S DELIGHT, ii. Is.

J. B. BRYANT, H.

JOHN SMITH, n. Is.

RED EDGED.
MORNA, II.

M. D. ANSTISS, I.. Is. Ci/.

MRS. BOWER, i.

MRS. DODWELL, ii

MRS. GORTON, i,.

MRS. LOVATT, ii. Is.

MRS. SHARPE, ii.

MRS. WILSON, H. Is. 6rf.

TH03. WILLIAMS, L.

VIOLET DOUGLAS, L.

WALLACE BOND, m.

Those not priced 9i/. each, 8s. ner doz,
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EURYDICE—Yellow ground, edge red.
FLO HENWOOD—Yellow, edged rose.

LADAS—Clear yellow ground with a line edge
of scarlet. 2s.

MRS DOUGLAS—Yellow ground, edged rose.
Is. 6rf.

YELLOW GROUND PICOTEES.

-Clear yellow groundMRS. DRANPIELD
edged pale rose.

MRS.GOODEN—Yellow ground, edged scarlet.

MRS. WHITBOURN—Deep yellow flowers,
large, rosy-red edge

;
fine. l.s. Grf.

SCHLOSSER—Yellow and crimson. 9<f.

Those not priced Is. each.

Seed of the above, mixed. Is., 2s. G</., and Bs. per packet.

Dodwell’s Yellow Grounds, sent out under numbers, our selection, Gs. per doz.

For History, Properties, and Management of Carnation and Picotee, see Dodwell’s

Book, Is. 7d., post free.

Pinks.
NEW WHITE PINK.
ALBINO—This superb Pink is of

the purest snow-white throughout, a
very smooth heavy ])etal, and fine, full,

globular form, of extra large size, many
of the blooms being from 2 to 2i inches
across without bursting, the largest
non-bursting variety yet introduced,
and like all the other Pinks sweetly
fragrant. In its exquisite quality and
general contour, it more resembles
a choice white Carnation
than a Pink. The plant is hardy,
exceptionally free, and easily forced ;

altogether the greatest advance ever
made in this charming family. Award
of Merit. l.v. each.

I’lNX

P I K.
ERNEST LADHAMS—A most beautiful blush-white colour, wonderfully free and effective.

F. C. C. A real gem always flowering. Grf. eieh
;

6s. doz.

GENERAL COLLECTION.'

WE have often thoughi, when wo have stopped to admire their beauty, that it all were as fond of

flowers as we are, these most beautiful plants would be grown everywhere. It must be
remembered that their lovely little flowers are very different to the common rough-edged Pink ; in

fact, they are about the nicest hardy flowers of the whole garden.

ADA LOUISE—Rosy-purple lace.

ALBA MAXIMA—Large.
ANNE BOLEYN—A useful variety. 9rf.

ASCOT—Pink, dark centre.

BERTRAM—Red lace.

BERTHA—Dark red lace
;
very fine.

DERBY DAY—Deep pink, heavily laced
bright red

;
free habit. 9<f.

EMERALD—Red
;
large and full.

(

ERNEST—Rich ruby, large
;

one

finest.

EURYDICE—Rosy red.

GEO. WHITE—Purple; large and flue.

GODFREY—Bright reddish colour.

HEBE—Very dark red.

HER MAJESTY—Has a strong perfume, is

of the purest white
;
a decided acquisition.

HOMER—Deep rose.
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HTBRLDUS FLORIBXJNDUS—Rose self.

JESSICA—Red lace.

JOHN RAT.T,—Dark plum-purple.
LANCER—Free, dark.

MASTER HARRY—White ground, heavy
and regular plum lacing

;
distinct

MODESTY—Rosy-purplejoneof the best. Is.

All those not priced (id. each

MR. HOBBS.
MRS. I.AKTN—White.
MRS. PETTIPER—Dark laced.

MRS. SINEINS—Pure white, large and full,

sweet-scented
;
a useful variety.

MRS. WAITE—Rosy-red.
TOTTIE—Bright red lace.

;
our selection, 6s. per dozen.

DIANTHUS MULTIFLORUS.
(MULE PINKS.)

Perpetual-flowering Hybrids, very ornamental.

ABBOTSFORDIANA—Intense pink, finely

notched, very double. 9d.

LADY CAMPBELL—A beautiful shade of

pale pink
;
dwarf, free and compact. Is.

MARIE PARE—Pure white. Is.

NAPOLEON III.—Rich crimson; fine. Is.

ROSE PERPETUAL—Rich rosy-pink. Is

PERPETUAL FLOWERING DWARF DOUBLE
MARGARET CARNATIONS.

TOM THUMB—These arc most valuable for pot culture, bedding, groups, borders, &c., and will

be highly appreciated by all lovers of the Carnation. The cultivation is quite simple, as they can
be sown at almost any time of the year, but must be transplanted at once to the spot where
intended to flower. If sown in March they require but very little more attention than many of the
common summer flowers. Per pkt.. Is. and Is. (id.

PICOTEES AND CARNATIONS, mixed. Is. and 2s. 6<f. per pkt.

PICOTEES, mixed. 1^ ft. l.s. and 2s. lid. per pkt.
TREE, OR WINTER FLOWERING CARNATIONS, saved from the best varieties. 2 ft.

2s. per pkt.

Polyan'thus.
Really first-class seedling gold-laced Polyanthus for garden decoration, nearly as good as named

varieties, lid. each
;

5s. per doz. Ordinary bedding kinds, 2s. 6cf. per doz.

The difference between Oxlips and Cowslips is, the former hold their bloom more, erect, the
latter drooping.

DOUBLE-HYBRID VARIETIES.
jN exceedingly free-flowering and ornamental group of Hardy Perennials, producing in great

profusion for many weeks full double flotvers, with petals of a rich velvety texture, varying

from crimson and maroon to rich orange and yellow, many being striped, spotted, or

margined. They will thrive in almost any soil or situation.

ALFRED SALTER. Is.

BELZEBUTH. Is.

CHAMELEON. Is.

CHINOIS. Is. (id.

ETNA. Is.

GLOIRE DE NANCY. 2s.

HAMLET. Is.

JANE SALTER. Is.

LE VESUVE. 6d.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE. Is.

M. ROUILLARD. Is.

POLICHINELLE. Is.

PURPUREA LUTEA. Is.

VARIABILIS. Is.

VERSICOLOR. Is.

VERVIANUM. Is. Cd.

VICTOR LEMOINE. Is.

WM. ROLLINSON. Is.
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“PlilMfiOSRS.

OUR HYBRID PRIMROSES, OR FANCY POLYANTHUS.
“ LORD BEACONSFIELD VARIETIES.

HERE is no greater charm to the eye all through the spring than these. Although they are

Primroses, they are totally different to what we are accustomed to see, being stronger growers,

and their blossoms of an immense size and of great variety of colours. Many are of a lovely deep

purple-coloured violet, and others approach a distinct shade of red, whilst the yellows and whites

are most striking. Equally as good in their various colours as Harbinger, introduced by the

Marquis of Exeter, and which has given such great satisfaction. Large flowering plants, 3s. to 4s.

doz.
;
seed. Is. per pkt.

PRIMROSE, NEW BLUE.

IlLUI! ritlMKOSES.

The most prominent feature, and which clearly distinguishes it from all others in cultivation,

is its remarkable colour, which is developed into many .sliades of blue, from pale lavender to deep

violet. The flowers are freely produced on foot stalks rising well above tlie foliage, and are fully

equal in size, shape, and duration to the best older varieties. They have received Awards of Merit

and other Certificates. Per pkt., 2s. (id. and Is. Ct/. Good strong plants, Is. each; 9s. per doz.

MUCH THE BEST PRIMROSE IN CULTIVATION.
HARBINGER—Although numbers of Primroses have been sent out, and justly admired, they

can bear no comparison with this one. Harbinger leaves all white ones far in the rear
;
in fact, it is

one of those marches past that seldom occurs—consequently, one of the good permanent plants,

welcomed by all with dalight and pleasure every year as the hopeful spring comes round.

Awarded a F.C. C. Is. each; 8s. doz. Seed, Gd. and Is. per pkt.
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(Peimula Acaulis.)

PURPLE — A fine variety
;

very rich and
fine. 6rf. each

;
6s. per doz.

CRUISON VELVET—Very scarce; splen-
did variety. 2s.

CLOTH OP OOLU— A splendid variety,
with flowers rich lemon, largo and full

;
per-

fectly distinct. 2s. each.
LILAC—Pale lilac, large, fine; early. 6rf.

each j 6s. per dor.

CEOUSSEI FLORE PLENA—9</.

PLATYPETALAPLENA (Arthur Dumollin)—Deep violet ; distinct and very fine. 9d.
ROSE—Rosy salmon

; distinct and very fine
;

scarce. Is.

SULPHUR—Pale sulphur; very early and
free. 6d. each ; 4s. per doz.

WHITE—Pure white
;
early, large, very fine.

6d. each
;
3s. per doz.

SmsoLBi.
(CORTUSOIDES AMCENA.)

|HIS class of Primula are hardy, and in winter they die down to their fleshy roots, and
beyond keeping them moderately dry they are no trouble until they are required to
be pushed on for flowering, when they merely want the protection of a cold greenhouse, and

potting in ordinary soil. Afterwards they can be kept out of doors.
Good plants in various varieties, Gd., Is,, 2s. 6d., and 3s. Gd. each.

Z/i'st on application.

‘PfilM'ULA, AlWN® SP®CI»S.
12 distinct varieties for Border, 8s., I2s., 18s., and 24s. per doz.

12 distinct varieties for Pots, I2s. 18s., and 24s. per doz.
12 distinct varieties for Rockeries, 9s., 12s., and 18s. per doz.

CLUSIANA. Is.

DECORA. 2s.

DENTIC 0LATA . Gd. each; 5.s. per doz.
CASHMERIANA. Gd. each

;
6s. per doz.

FARINOSA (Bird’s-eye Primrose). Gd.

INTERMEDIA. l.s. Gd.

INTERMEDIA HEROINE. Is.

INVOLUCRATA (Munroi). 9d.

JAPONICA. Gd.

MARaiNATA. Is.

SiNBN'SIS.
(CHINESE PRIMROSE.)

double-flowered varieties of this family rank amongst the most desirable of plants for
the decoration of the conservatory or greenhouse during the autumn, winter, and spring
months; and where cut flowers are in general request are specially valuable, as they

retain their beauty for a long time when in a cut state, the flowers never dropping off as with the
single- flowering varieties. The white kinds are very fine, and much used for bouquets.
ALBA PLENA—White, much used for cut

flowers. Is. and Is. Gd.
ALBA PLENA FIMBRIATA— Fringed

white
;
a beautiful variety. Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd.

Special prices for small plants during the autumn
;
for specimen plants, price on application.

See our Seed Guide for list of the finest Single varieties, post free.

MAROINATA GRANDIFLORA. 2s. Gd.
OBCONICA (Poculiformis). Gd.

ROSEA. 9rf. each; 7s. Gd. per doz.

SIKKIMENSIS. 9rf.

SPECTABILIS. Is. Gd.

VILLOSA. Is.

VISCOSA NrVEA (Arctotis) (Nivalis) (The
Snowy Primrose). 2s.

WULFENIANA. Is. Gd.

MARCHIONESS OF EXETER—The best
of all Gilbert’s seedlings; a great acquisition.
Is. Ccf.

We have a large stock of the first-named variety—splendid plants* in 6-inch pots, full of
flower. For cut flowers more beautiful plants never existed.
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Collide.

Double DruETH'nuMS.
Purchaser's selection, Os. per doz, ; our selection, Gs. per doz,

' CVERHAPS for ent flowers no outdoor plants are more useful, for at the commencement
the summer they begin to bloom, and continue as long as the weather keeps open

;
like

other flowers, they delight in having plenty of room, deep rich soil, plenty of manure,
and a good soaking in dry weather

;
treat them thus, and the quantities of aster-shaped blooms will

be immense all the summer and autumn.

2. ANDROMEDA—Lilac-rose, vellow centre

.

3 ANEMONIFLORUM SANGUINEUM
—Rosy carmine, dull white centre

;
dwarf.

APHRODITE

—

Purewhite. F.C.O. Is. Grf.

4. ARGENTINE

—

Pure white, flowers small.

6.

BEAXTTE DE LALKEN

—

Deep crimson.
6. BONAMY

—

White,yellow centre; quilled.

7. BOULEDENEIGE-White, tinted rose. l.«.

8. CAPT. NARES—Deep purplish crimson.
CLEOPATRA—White and yellow.
COMTE DE MONTBRON—Rose-pink.
DELICATISSIMXJM-Bright rosy lilac. Is.

DIANA — Deep rose, tipped yellow.
DR. LIVINGSTONE-Very pale lilac. l.s.

17. EMILE LEMOINE-Pnrplishcrimson. Is.

EMPRESS QUEEN— Blush. Is.

18. PULGENS PLENISSIMUM — Car-
mine. Is.

19. GAIETY—Rosy pink, large ; dwarf. Is.

GARIBALDI—Deep crimson. Is.

GLOIRE DTTALIE—Deep crimson

.

GRANDE—Deep purplish crimson.
HAAGE ET SCHMIDT—Carmine. Is.

HERMANN STENGER-Rosy lilac. Od.

IMBRICATUM PLENUM—Deep car-
mine, tipped white.

27. ITURBIDE—I’urplish carmine.
rVERIANUM — Rosy carmine. Is.

J. N. TWARDY—Purple-carmine.
KING OSCAR—Crimson-scarlet. Is. 6d.
LADY DERBY—Blush white.
LA VESTALE—Blush white.
LE DANTE—Rose, orange centre. Is.

LEONARD KELWAY—Rose. Is.

LISCHEN—Lilac-rose. Is. Gd.

MADAME JULES ALDEBERT —
Delicate pink, lighter centre

;
fine form.

38. MADAME MUNIER—Rosy blush.
39. MDLLE. BENARY—Blush white.
40. MDLLE. PATTI—Carmine-rose.
41. MARQUIS OP BUTE— Deep rose-

pink, slightly tipped yellow, centre very double.
42. MAXIMUM PLENUM—Deep purple-

rose, anemone-formed centre; good habit.

10.

11 .

12.

16.

16.

20.

21 .

22 .

23.

24.

25.

28.

29.

30.

32.

33.

34.

36.

37.

MELTON—Crimson-magenta. Is. G</.

43.

MICHAEL BUCHNER — Rich rosy
crimson, orange centre

; large; extra. Is.

44. MISS PLINKIE— Purplish crimson,
greyish and lilac-orange centre ; fine. Is.

45. MONS. BARRAL—Rosy red. Is.

46. MONS. DUVIVIER— Pink -rose.

47. MONT BLANC—Pure white
;

large.

48. MRS. DIX—Deep pink,shaded purple. Is.

49. MULTIPLORUM—Deep crimson. Is.

60. NANCY—Blush, shaded salmon. Is.

62. NIVEUM PLENUM—Pure white. Is.

63. PANORAMA— Beautiful blush-white.
64. PERICLES--Peach,goldencentre. Is.Grf.

56. PINNACLE — Delicate rose
;

very
double.

67. PLACIDA—White, tinted flesh colour.
68. PRINCE OF WAT,P.3—Rich purplish

crimson, orange centre ; fine. Is.

69. PRINCE TECK—Brilliant crimson.
61. PRINCESS DE METTERNICH —

White, orange centre; large.

62. REMBRANDT—Rosy-lilac.

63. REV. J. DIX—Rosy carmine. Is.

66.

ROSEUM ALBUM—Light rosy purple.
66. ROSY MORN—Delicate blush-white

slightly tipped yellow
;
beautifully quilled. Is.

67. ROYAL STANDARD— Bright rosy
crimson, large double flowers. Is.

68. RUBRUM PLENUM—Rosy lilac.

69. SAMBANBURGH—Fine white. Is.

70. SPECTABILE—Light rose-lilac.

71. SULPHUREUM PLENUM — Blush
white, yellow anemone-formed centre.

72. SYLPHIDE—Pure white.
73. TITIENS—Rosy pink, orange-centre. l.«.

74. UZZIEL—Rosy crimson; free. Is.

76. VIRGINAL—White, quilled. Is.

76. VOIE LACTEE—Pure white, suffused
delicate pink, centre orange.

WEGA—Yellowish pink. Is.

77. WILHELM KRAMPER—Deep rose.

SINGLE VARIETIES.
78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

AYRSHIRE—Crimson.
BEATRICE KELWAY— Cherry rose.

BELLONA—Rich carmine.
CAPRIUS—Rich purple.
CAPTAIN STRACHAN—Clear pink of

great substance
;
fine form, very large.

83.

84.

85.

85.

Is. 6(/.

87.

CHROMIS—Crimson-purple ; fine.

DUKE OP CONNAUGHT—Carmine.
ETHEL—White, tinted rose.

GOLCONDE — Crimson; large, fine.

HAMLET—Rich pink ; fine form.
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88. LETTJS—White
; larce and fine.

89. LORNA DOONE—Crimson maroon.
90. MARY ANDERSON—Flesh.

91. MATHILDA, syn. PRINCESS IRENE
—Pure wliite.

92. MAUD- Soft rose. 2s.

98.

MR. SANTLEY—Carmine. F.C.C.
94. MRS. BATEMAN BROWN — Rich

carmine-crimson
;
one of the finest.

95. NESTOR—Pink.

96. PRINCE FERDINAND — Cerise,

white disc. Is. Cxi.

97.

PRINCESS CHARLOTTE—Rose.

93.

PRINCESS MARIE — Pure white,

e.xlra size. 2s.

99.

ROSEUM—Delicate pink
;
distinct

100. SHERLOCK—Vivid crimson-scarlet.

101. SIR HUGO-Carmine. Is. 6d.

102. TASSO—Bright vermilion, very free

good habit.

103. VALENTLA—Very pale pink.

1Q4. VISTULA—Flesh.

Is. each; 9s. per doz.

Although these cannot be supplied as cuttings, plants transmitted by post to any part.

ROSE.©.
TEN ACRES-THOUSANDS IN POTS.

WHITE MARECUAL NiEi.. Seepage 160.

OF I^05E$

WHEN THE SELECTION! IS LEFT
TO US;-

Standards and Half Standards,

best sorts, and well varied,

18s. to 24s. per dozen.

Dwarfs on the Brier,

extra strong good varieties,

9s. per dozen, £3 10s. per 100.

Dwarf Teas,

varieties from'open ground,

15s. per dozen

;

extra fine Plants in pots,

18s. and 24s. per dozen.

Hybrid Perpetuals, in pots,

good strong plants,

18s. per dozen.

Amateurs selecting their own are respectfully requested to add to their orders a few supplementary

sorts, lest by previous orders the stock of any particular vaidety should he exhausted, this being

especially necessary late in the season.
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Also a quantity of Standards in pots for removing at any season. A list of kinds sent on application.

A great quantity of well-rooted Dwarf Roses on their own Roots, in pots. A list of sorts on application.

Seedling Briers and Cuttings, 6s. per 100.

NEW ROSES.
HYBRID PERPETUALS.

BACCHUS (1895)— Crimson, shaded bright violet-maroon. A distinct improvement on the old
dark n.r. Mrs. Geo. Paul; a good medium-sized, finely-shaped flower; perfectly antumnal
Dwarfs, 1.?. Grf.

BLADUD (1896)—A very distinct and beautiful light coloured variety; flowers large, very full
and globular in shape, outside petals silvery white, centre pale blush-pink. Will take a high place
amongst exhibition kinds, and most useful for bedding purposes. Dwarfs, 2s. Gil.

CLIMBING- EARL OF PEMBROKE (1897)—A climbing .sport from Juirl of Pemhrohe
which, in addition to its climbing habit, is one of the earliest-flowering crimson hybrid perpctiials,
being fully a fortnight earlier thau the parent variety and more profuse blooming; a very effective
hardy-climbing or pillar rose. Dwarfs, 2s. Gd.

ELLEN DREW (1896)—A sport from Puchesse da Moray ; light silvery-pink, peach shading •

very distinct. As an exhibition variety it will take a prominent position. Dwarfs, 3,s. 6rf.

HAILEYBURY (1896)—Beautifully refined round shape, colour of cerise crimson; has been
much admired. Award of Merit. Dwarfs, 2s. Gd.

HELEN KELLER (1895)—A magnificent exhibition variety, perfect form
;
colour brilliant

rosy cerise; petals large, shell shaped, of great substance, full and fragrant; a lovely and distinct
rose

;
vigorous. Dwarfs, 2s.

LAWRENCE ALLEN (1896)—Flowers are of large size, full, well built, high centre, colour
clear soft pink with lighter shading, sweetly perfumed, growth strong and erect

;
very early aud

free in flowering
;
very promising as an exhibition and garden variety. Dwarfs, 2s. Gul.

MAVOURNEEN (1895)—Delicate silvery-white flesh, shaded rose
;

large and full
;
of ''rent

vigour
;
free. Dwarfs, Is. Gd. "

MERRIE ENGLAND (1897)—Rosy-crimson, very distinctly striped silvery-blush
;

flowers
large, equal in size to others. As a garden rose this is beyond praise. Award of Merit, R.H.S;
Dwarfs, 3s. 6'/.

MISS ETHEL RICHARDSON (1897)—Almost pure white, pale flesh centre; flowers large,
imbricated form

;
free flowering. Dwarfs, 5s.

MRS. PRANK CANT (1897)—Beautiful clear pink, the edge and back of petals silvery-white :

flowers large, very full
;

perfectly formed and produced abundantly. Not only is it a valuable
exhibition variety, but also one of the finest plot roses in cultivation. Dwarfs, 7s. W.
MRS. P. W. SANDPORD (1897)—A distinct sport from the well-known Mrs. ,T. l.ainq; a

most beautiful blush, shading to white; perfect in form, very full, and an exhibition rose of the
first quality. Dwarfs, 6s.

^

MRS. RUMSEY (1897)—A fixed sport from Mrs, Gao. Dichson
; iovely rose-pink of large

size; one of the best late pink roses, free from mildew, valuable for bedding or massing. Award
of Merit and many Certificates. Dwarfs, 5s.

REV. ALAN CHEALES (1897)—An entirely new very large poeony-shaped rose of extra-
ordinary novelty and beauty of colour

;
a pure lake, with reflexed silvery-white shaded back petals.

An early and late bloomer; very vigorous
;
free. A show rose in a cool season. Dwarfs, 5s.

T. B. HAYWOOD (1893)—May be described as a crimson-scarlet with black shading; large,
perfectly built-up Alfred CWomi-like flowers, late in flowering, continuing the n.p.’s into August

;

neat habit, splendid. Award of Merit. Dwarfs, Is. Gd.
;
Standards, 2s. Gd.

TOM WOOD (1896)—A variety of great merit, either for garden decoration or exhibition. The
colour is cherry-red, petals large, shell shaped, immense substance

;
flowers very large, full free

branching habit, free flowering. Dwarfs, 3s. Gd.
WALTHAM STANDARD ,(1897)— Brilliant carmine, shaded scarlet and violet; a grand

exhibition rose, and also one of the best for garden decoration. 10s Gd,
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EMPBESS ALEXANDRA OF RUSSIA (^1897)—Rich lake-red, shaded with orange and fiery

crimson ;
very large, full, and globular

;
vigorous growth

;
quite distinct both in colour and habit

from any rose hitherto introduced. lO.s. Gil.

ENCHANTRESS (1896)—Creamy white, slightly tinted with buff in centre
;

large, full, and
globular; vigorous growth; a most distinct and effective Tea Rose, valuable for exhibition,

decorative purposes, and pot culture. Dwarfs, Ss. Gd,

FRANCIS DUBREUIL—Vigorous, large, beautiful In the bud, velvety crimson, of much merit.

Dwarfs, Is. Gil.

M. ADA CARMODY (1898)—For sale in May, when full pariiculars will be announced.
MME. WAGRAM COMTESSE DE TURENNE—Vigorous, quite distinct in form, large

colour satiny rose, shaded flesh-pink
;
beautiful. Dwarfs, l.s. Gd.

MURIEL GRAHAME (1896)—A sport from Catherine Mermet

;

perfectly distinct; pale cream,
faintiv flushed with rose, very constant in colour; one of the very best. Dwarfs, ;ls. Gd.

SOUVENIR DE LAURENT GUILLOT (Vig.)—Large and full
;

beautiful China rose,

centre petals tinted yellow
;
beautiful. Dwarfs, Is. 6(/.

SYLPH (1896)— Ivory-white, tinted peach; a magnificent exhibition flower, and also for

garden decoration and cutting purposes. Dwarfs, 2s. Gd.

WHITE MARECHAL NIEL (1895)—A sport from ilA Niel, producing fine creamy white
flowers, the plant in all other respects resembling the parent variety. Dwarfs, 2s. 6(/. to 7s. Crf.

ZEPHYR (1895)— Sulphur yellow, changing to nearly white; large and full; very free and
elegant

;
a most effective light- coloured kind. Dwarfs, 2s. Gd.

HYBRID TEA-SCENTED.
ANTOINE RIVOIRE (1890)

—

Rosy flesh, shaded and edged carmine, base of petals yellow;

large and full, handsome. Dwarfs, 2s. Gd.

AURORA (1898)—For sale in May, when full particulars will be announced.

belle SIEBRECHT (1895)—Bright rosy-pink; large, full, and beautifully formed, sweetly

perfumed and very iloriferous, originally exhibited under the name of Mrs. W- J. Grant. Gold
Medal, N.R.S. Dwarfs, 2s.

CHARLOTTE GILLEMOT—Ivory while,beautifully perfumed; a fine white rose. Dwarfs, Is. 6</.

CORONET (1897)

—

Deep rich carmine, changing to soft clear pink, each petal edged silvery

grey
;
very sweet ;

large and free. Dwarfs, 6s.

COUNTESS OF CALEDON (1897)

—

Rich carmine rose; large; of great substance
;
perfect

form; vigorous growth. Dwarfs, 6s. Gd.

MADAME ABEL CHATENAY— Rosy carmine, shaded pale venniliou-rose, base of petals

deeper in colour
;
distinct and attractive. Dwarfs, Is. Gd.

MARJORIE (Rob.)—White, suffused with salmon-pink; useful for garden decoration and
e.xhibition ;

valuable for pot culture and forcing purposes. Dwarfs, Is. Gd.

PRINCESS MAY—Soft clear opaque pink; dwarf, full, and globular; good foliage, vigorous

habit. Dwarfs, Is. Gd.

QUEEN OLGA OF GREECE (1898)

—

For sale in May, -when full particulars will be
announced.
SOUVENIR (DE MADAME EUGENE VERDIER—White, shaded with saffron and deeper

yellow; large and full; good. Dwarfs, Is. Gd.

SOUVENIR DE PRESIDENT CARNOT—Rosy flesh, shaded white; long buds in way of

Ni/dtetos. Is. Gd.

GRAND POLYANTHA ROSE.
TURNER’S CRIMSON RAMBLER.—The plant is of very vigorous growth, making shoots

from 8 to 10 feet long, with green grassy foliage, and marvellous heads or trusses, of pyramidal

form of the brightest crimson colour, the blooms remaining on the plant for a great length of

time without falling or losing their brightness. The N.R.S. Gold Medal, as well as numerous
First-Class Certificates, have beon^awarded to this rose. Dwarfs, l.«. and Is. Gd.

;
extra strong,

2s. Gd., 3s. 6(/., and 5s.

CHINA ROSE.
I QUEEN MAB (1896)—Soft rosy apricoi, centre of the flower shaded orange, and the outside

tinted rose and violet. It blooms with e.xtiaerdinary fieedom
;
most excellent for garden decoration

and cutting purposes. 3s. Gd.
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RUGOSA VARIETIES.

AMERICA—The flowers are large, open, and of a lovely crimson-lake
;
large ovate fruit, and

eften covered with long spines. Dwarfs, l.r.
, . , , i » n

CHEDANE GUINOISSEAU—Fine satiny rose, new colour in tins class; very large and tall,

f1o«ering in clusters. Dwarfs. 2.s.
, . j a

MRS. ANTHONY WATERER—An excellent variety, large semi-double deep red flowers,

tweet perfume ;
free. Dwarfs, 3.t. lid.

. , u u . i i

ROSE APPLES—Strong vigorous grower, flowers semi-double, large bold petals, pale carmine-

rose, blooming during the whole summer and autumn ;
most remarkable for its berries of a vivid

black-crimson
;
a fine garden ro«e. Award of Merit. Dwarfs, 2.t. 6d. each.

NEW SINGLE ROSES.
COOLING’S SINGLE CRIMSON REDDER ( 1806)—A charming addition, quite distinct-

A real perpetual, semi-dwarf in growth, beantiful glowing crimson, flowers very large, and produced

ID clusters; a decided acquisition. Dwarfs, .S.t.
. « ,

PAUL’S CARMINE PILLAR (1895)—This is a splendid new single rose, with flowers 4 or •

inches across of the brightest rosy-carmine, and produced so abundantly that the last year’s shoots,

some 10 to 12 ft. in length of growth, were covered from base to top with bunches of flowers from

each eye or bud, the flowers on the bunches opening in succession, the display being kept up for

nearlv six weeks. Award of Merit, l.v. (id.
, u

ROYAL SCARLET (1898)—A single-flowered ii.i-. of vigorous bushy habit; reddisli-brovvs

foliage and bunches of viviil scarlet flowers, the purest scarlet yet produced in roses
;
admirably

suited for bedding. Plants ready end of May, 7s. Gd.

HYBRIDS OF ROSA RUGOSA.
belle POITEVINE— Magnificent, foliage deep green, large elegant flowers of a beautiful rose

rfiado, and of exquisite perfume ; of <iuick growth. Dwarfs, 1.'.
j • . u

ROSA CALOCARPA—Forming into splendid-shaped bushes, and covered in early spring with

Hftugle flowers of a pretty pure rose colour, bright yellow stamens in centre, sweet perfume, deep

sed seed Teasels towards the latter part of summer. Dwarfs, l.v. Gd.

NEW HYBRID PENZANCE SWEET BRIERS OF 1895.

CATHERINE SEATON— Soft rosy pink, free
;
perpetual.

EDITH BELLENDEN—Pale r<'se, floweriug profusely.

JEANNIE DEANS — Scarlet-crimson, semi-double; vigorous.

GREEN MANTLE— Pink, white centre
;
very pretty.

JULIA MANNEKING—Pearly pink
;
very sweet.

LUCY BERTRAM—Deep crimson, white centre; free.

MINNA—Pure white, tinted blush
;
bushy habit.

Is, Gd. and 2.s. Gd. eaeli.

POST rKEK
FASCEL POST.

SPLENDID DISTINCTBEST ROSES
FOR 0§

POST FKEE,

FAKCEL POST.

THE GARDENERS’ IdAGAZINE, 29th May, 1897.

Double Tuberous Begonias were staged in fine style by Messrs. H. Camiell &Soiis, Swanley,

mud in th"ir group were to be seen a fine vaiictv of exquisite shades of colour.
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We have one of the largest

and finest collections of

Roses in England

—

10 acres, 5,000 in pots.

MARECHAL KIEL,

8 ft. to 12 ft. high, 3s. 6d., 5s., and 8s. each.

ESTABLISHED PLANTS in 6-ineh pots, of aU the

finest Tea-scented varieties, grown especially for

Conservatories. 30s. to 42s. per doz.

Extra strong Plants of NIPHETOS, full of buds,

2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d. each. Special Prices for Large

Quantities to the Trade.

Climbing Roses, specially grown in pots for training

on walls and rafters, for Conservatory and Out door

Planting, 3s. 6d. to 5s. each.

For full descriptive list, see Autumn Catalogue,

containing all the best varieties in

cultivation.
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Box, with Lid, aud 24 Tubes
Do do. 18 „ ... ... ... ••• •• 1 0 0

Do. do. 12 „ 0 15 0

Do. do. ... ... ... 0 10 0

Book about Roses (Revised Edition). By Rev. Canon Hole.
3s. 6d. ; post free, 3s. lOd.

Rose Growing. By D. Gilmour. Is. ;
post free, Is. 2d.

Sal'yias.
iiKRlIAl’S at no time of the year do gardeners find it more difficult to keep up a display of

flowers than about the commencement of October, but if the following Salvias were once,

seen, aud persons were detenniued to grow them, there would be no more scarcity of either

the most intense blue, scarlet, purple, tose, striped, and several other intermediate colours, than

there is of having in November the conservatory full of Chrysanthemums, and with not nearly so

much trouble, for Salvias are mucli more easily propagated and grown.

GREENHOUSE VARIETIES.
1. SPLENDENS BRUANTI — Dwarfer,

and flowers much brighter than the old variety,

aud produced in greater abundance.

2. PITCHERI, syn. AZUREA G-RANDI-
FLORA—Branching stems, 2 to 3 ft. in height

;

colour a beautiful a/.ure-blue.

ANGTJSTIFOLIA—Lighter and larger

tlinn Pitcheri

;

flowers and spike not so compact.

3. BETHELI—Rose, shaded white; both

the flowers and foliage are most lovely.

4.

RUTILANS (^Pineapple scented) —
Growth neat and graceful

;
foliage is delightfully

fragrant
;

pretty neat spikes of flowers of a

lovely magenta colour.

6. SPLENDENS—The old variety.

7. SPLENDENS INGENIEUR CLA-
VENAD—Dwarf and very free flowering. Is.

8. LEUCANTHA (barbata)—Woolly ap-

pearance
;
base of tubes rosy mauve, upper jmi t

of tubes pure white
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9. COCCINEA GRANDIFLORA— Deep ! 12,

reddish salmon
;
dwarf and branching habit. I

10. ALBO-CCERTJLEA — Dwarfish habit;
long slender leaves of a deep green.

,

i.

11. GESNER/BPLORA — Somewhat re-
sembling the Gesnera; bright scarlet. 15.

ELEGANS.

DUliCIS—Scarlet
; very fine.

HEERI—Red, shaded orange.

GONDOTIl.

GARDEN VARIETIES.
16. PTJLGENS—Glowingscarletflowers. Gd.

PULGENS VARIEGATA — Distinct
and pretty.

17. PARINACEA—A most charming and
pleasing bine

;
grand for ent flowers. Sow seed

in March. Is. per pkt.

18. PATENS — Bright bine flower, for

borders or centres of beds a very handsome and
nsefnl variety. 6ef. to Is. each

;
8s. per doz.

19. PATENS ALBA—Pure white, in ail

other respects identical with Patens. Is.

20. TRICOLOR—A white tube and mouth,
with its lower segment scarlet and upper lip

purple-rose; colours beautifully defined.

Those not priced Gd. each.

OTHER BEAUTIFUL VARIETIES.
26. CONPERTIPLORA—Broad foliage.

27. INTERRTJPTA.

29. SCHIMPERI, syn. COLEUS BARBA-
TUS—Free flowering.

12 varieties, in strong bushy plants, for 9s.

OBTUSA—Of a pleasing shade of rosy
pink.

35. NIGRESCENS—Flowers are produced
in very long drooping branches of a dark purple
colour, with deep lavender-blue calyx. Is.

Small plants of tho.se not priced, Gd. each.

Saxi'^sagas.
INCRUSTED SECTION.

HE following are some of the choicest and most useful of this group
;
many of them, from

S their quaint appearance and rarity, may be classed amongst the gems of the rock-garden,
whilst others are especially valuable for making a groundwork or edging to fine foliaged

plants^in the summer flower-garden

SAXIFUAOA LONOIFOLIA.

1. ,AlZOON, syn. INTACTA— Greyish- 8. OARINTHIACA—Is.

green, iSMI! 9. CIRCUENTA—Leaves frosted. Pf/.

2. AIZOON MINOR—Greyish. 10. OOCHLEARIS— Is.

3. AMBIGUA—Yellow. Is. Gd. 11. ORUSTATA—Grey leaves. Is.

4. BURSERIANA—Silvery. Is. Gd.. ; 12. DIAPENSOIDES—Is. Gd.
5. BURSERIANA MAJOR—2s. Gd. 1 13. HAUSMANNIANA—Very rare 2s
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14. HOSTH.

16.

INTERMEDIA.
16. LANTOSOANA—Is.

17. LINOULATA.
18. LONOIPOLIA VERA (Queen of the

SaxlflraAas)— Is. to 2s. 6rf.

20. MACNABTANA—Of great merit. Is

22.

PECTINATA— ttrf.

23. PYRAMID ALIS— For neatnee* and
beauty it stands before any other. 9rf. to 2s.

24. ROCHELIANA—Is.

26.

ROSDLARIS—Cd.

26. STTJRMIANA—Is. 6</.

27. VALDENSIS—Is.

28. VANDELIil—3s. 6rf.

All those not priced 6rf. each
;
4s. per do*.

HYPNOIDES OR MOSSY SECTION.
The plants contained in this section are especially useful for forming a groundwork of greea

beneath fine foliaged plants or covering bare places on rockwork.

29. ASPERA.
30. CCESPITOSA.
31. CCESPITOSA HIRSUTA.
82. CERATOPHYIiA,syn.TRIPXJRCATA

—Latest in flower. 9d.

33. DECIPIENS.
34. DENSA.

36.

aiBRALTARICA.
36. EIRTA.
37. HYPNOIDES.
38. MOSCHATA ATROPURPDREA —

Fine.
39. NERVOSA

.

40. OBSCTIRA.
41. OBSCURA VERNA.
42. PALMATA.
43. PEDATIPIDA.
44. PROPENDENS.

46.

STERNBERGHI.
46. STANSPIELDI.
47. TRIFIDA.
48. CAMPOSn (WALLACEI)—One of the

best for the rockeries or borders
;

a
gem. 9d.

49. WEBBIANA.

60.

WHITLAVT.
All those not priced 6d. each.

MISCELLANEOUS VARIETIES.

61.

ANDREWSII—Pretty. 6d.

63. GEUM—Dark green tnfts, producing
abundance of pink and white flowers

;
distinct.

64. GEUM COMPACTA.

66.

GEUM DENSA.
66. GEUM ELEGANS.
67. GEUM OV AT.TPOT.TA
68. GEUM POLITA.
69. GRANULATA FL. PL.—Double pure

white blooms, hardy
;
a nice pot plant

;
tuberous

rooted.

60. JUNIPERINA—Is.

61. OPPOSITIPOLIA — Rosy purple
flowers. 9d.

62. OPPOSITIPCLIA ALBA— Pure
white. 9d.

63. OPPOSITIPOLIA SPLENDENS—
—Forms sheets of rosy crimscn. Is.

64.

PELTATA (Umbrella plant)— Large
peltate leaves, 10 to 12 inches in diameter, on
stalks 2 feet in height, bearing a cyme of rose-

coloured flowers. Is. 6d.

66. RETUSA, .syn.WULPENIANA—Simi-
larto Oppositijolia, but with pink flowers. Is. 6d.

66. RUDOLPHIANA—Purple; scarce.

Is. 6d.

67. SANCTA—Very dense and rigid, bright

yellow
;
fine rock plant. Is.

68. SARMENTOSA (Strawberry Begonia)
—One of the prettiest margin plants that we
possess, if grown on damp surfacca

69. UMBROSA (London Pride).

70. UMBROSA HIRSUTA—Distinct.

71.

UMBROSA SERRATIPOLIA MAJOR
—Large leaves, deeply toothed

;
fine.

All those not priced 6rf. each.

Sbb'ums.
The first six Sedums are first-class for covering ground, where large ornamental plants are

plunged, according to size and taste :

—

1. ACRE—Lively green
;
thrives anywhere.

4d, each ; 3s. per doz
2. ACRE AUREUM—Green, with golden

points j very pretty. Gd. each
;

6s. per doz.

3. ACRE ELEGANS—Distinct, variegated';

constant. Gd. each
;

5s. per doz.
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TELEPHIUM PTJRPTJREUM.
VIRENS.

4. CORSICI7M— Very pretty light green, *23.

exceedingly handsome. 6rf. each
;
6s. per doz. 24.

5. GIiAXJCUM— /See Green Carpet Bedding
Plants.

6. LYDIUM— See Green Carpet Bedding
Plants.

7. AliBITM—Sheets of white flowers.

8. ANACAMPSEROS-Cnrionsand distinct. ‘

9. BREVIPOLIUM—Curious. Is.

•10. CARNETJM POL. VAR.
11. DENTICULATXJM.

•12. EWERSII—Rosy purple flowers
;
pretty.

13. GRANDIPLORUM.
•14. JAPONICUM.
•16. JAPONICUM POL. VAR
16. OPPOSITIPOLIUM.
17. ORIGANUM—Quite distinct.

18. REPLEXUM.
19. SEXANGULARE.

•20. SXEBOLDI.
•21. SIEBOLDI POL. VAR. viben’s cockscomb.

•22. SPECTABILE — Enormous heads of I
*26. VIREN'S COCKSCOMB — A very

rose-coloured flowers. ' curious variety.

Varieties marked thus * fine for pots, others for rock garden. Those not priced Gd. each.

Succulents eob Bedding, &c..

For choice and beautiful Cacti, see collection.

aloe ARBOREA— Is. Gd. to 6.s. each.

„ CERRA— Is.

„ PROLIPERA— Is.

AMERICAN ALOE (AGAVE AIiIERI.
CANA)— An ornamental plant for vases, the

lawn, or terrace. 2s. to 10s.

buouea falcata.

AGAVEAMERICANAVARIEGATA
—Highly ornamental. 2.«. to 10s.

AGAVE AMERICANA MEDIO
PICTA— Distinct from Americana Variegnta,

' the centre of the leaf being a bright golden

colour, margined green. 10s. Gd.

AGAVES in variety for Bedding—Our
selection. 18.s. per doz.

CACALIA ARTICULATA (Candle

Plant). 6rf.

HAWORTHIA CYMBIPOLIA—Short

thick leaves, slightly streaked. Is.

KLEINIA METALLICA— Is.

„ TOMENTOSA— l.s.

„ SPINULOSA— 9(/.

„ REPENS—Makes a beautiful

edging, Gd. each j 4s. per doz.

MESEMBRYANTHEMUMS—
ABBREVIATUM. 9(/.

AURANTIACUM. Gd.

AUREUM Gd.

BARBATUM. Is.

BLANDUM. Gd.

CANDENS ALBA. Gd.

CANDENS ROSEA. Gd.

CAULESCENS. Gd.

COOPERl. Gd.

DENTICULATUM. 9u.

ECHLONIS. Gd.

EDULIS. Gd.

PALCATUM. l.v.

PELINUM. Gd.
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MESEMBRYANTHEMUMS—
INCLADENS. 9t/.

INTONSTJM. Is.

LIPrOIUM. 6(/.

MTTCRONATTJM. I.s.

MXTTABILE, syn. GLAUCINUM —
Flowers reddish colour

;
a most useful and effec-

tive variety for window boxes and vases. Is.

POLYANTHA. tirf.

PRODUCTUM. Is.

RETROPLEXUM. 'J,l.

RUBROTINCTUM. 9rf.

SANGUINEITM. 9</.

SPECTABILE. SM.

TIORINUM—Has tlie appearance of a

bunch of tiger’s claws. Is. 6rf.

UNCINATUM. Is.

YIOLACEA.
OPUNTIA RAPINESQUIANA—A beau-

tiful hardy variety. Is. Gd.

PACHYPHYTUM HOOKERII— Short,
thick, sncculent foliage ; round. Is.

57. PACHYPHYTUM BRACTEOSUM—
A carious and interesting plant. Is.

59. ROCHEA (CRASSULA) FALCATA—Easy to cultivate
;
blooms orange-scarlet, very

bright, and continues a long time in flower. Is.

and 2s.

60. YUCCA GLORIOSA. 5.s.

YUCCA ALCEPOLIA. tOs. Gd.
61. COTYLEDON PULVERULENTUM.

Is.

All those not priced Gd. each.

SEMmVl'VUMS.
GREENHOUSE VARIETIES.

1. ARBOREUM ATROPURPUREUM
— Turns nearly black when planted out of

doors ; splendid for the centre of beds, &c. Is. 1

2. ARBOREUM VARIEGATUM —
One of the finest variegated plants for the
greenhouse. l.s. firf. !

I. BARBULATUM— Is.

5. DONCKELAARI—After the same style

as Tahulaforme in growth, with larger leaves,

and taller in the stem. 2s. to 5s.

6. PHIALOIDES—Is also very fine. l.s.

each
;

9s. per doz.

7. REPENS— When grown in a pan or
broad-mouthed pot it is very interesting. Is.

TABDLaSFOBME.
Tectordm.
Califoknicom.
Spinosum.

6. Montand n.

6. Arvense.
7. Wkbbi.

8. TORTUOSUlvi—Large plants ot this an;
very pretty. Is.

9. TABUILEPORME—Curious and beauti-
ful, a fine plant for edging beds. Is. each

;
8s.

per doz.
;
seed. Is. Gd. per pkt.

11. AIZOIDEUM VARIEGATUM. Gd.

8. TABl L.EFOU.M 1-..
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HARDY
13. ANOMALUM. 9rf.

H. ARACHNOrDEUM (Cobweb House-
leek) — A very dwarf and striking plant,

requires planting close together
;

it has the

appearance of a silvery hud of cobwebs above the

leaves; strong plants. 6<f. each; 9,?. per doz.

;

single crowns, Is. 6rf. per do/..
;
8s. per 100.

16. AITVERGNENSE.
IG. ATLANTICUM — Very rare and

distinct. l.s.

17. BOUTIGNIANUM—A bold and hand-

some species.

18. BRATJNI—Very small, turning red in

summer. Grf.

CORDERATUM—A great improvement
on Californicum, the green being of a more
glaucous hue, thus rendering the black tips more
distinct. Grf. each ;

is. doz.

VARIETIES. ^
19. CALCAREUM,.syn.CAIiIPOUNICUM '

—Green and black pointed leaves. Grf. each;

2s. to 5s. per doz. ; 10s. to 30s. per 100.

20. FIMBRIATUM — Edges of leaves

curiously fringed.

21. GLOBIPERXTM, syn.ARENARITJM—
Might be called the “Family Plant,” as the

mother plant is in the centre and the little ones

all round
;
one of the best for small beds. id.

each; 2s. 6ef. per doz.

22. MONTANUM—A pretty variety for

edgings of small beds, grows very close and thic k.

4rf. each ;
2s. Grf. per doz.

23. PITTONI—Neat and very pretty. 9</.

24. REGIN.ffi-AMALLS—Rare; very dis-

tinet. Is.

25. TRISTE—Dark metallic bronze ;
one of

the finest. Is. Gd.

26. WULFENI—Curious and pretty. Is.

All those not priced 6rf. each. A collection of six fine hardy varieties, our selection, 2s.

Tsop^'olums.
GOLDEN-YELLOW TROP/tOLUM.

COOLGARDIE—Flowers pure golden-yellow
;
of free growth, and will keep up a succession

of bloom throughout the season. It is equally useful as a pot plant or for window boxes. First-

Class Awards. 6<f. each
;
4s. doz.

LOBBIANUM (BEDDING SECTION).
2. MAYES’ SEEDLING—Flowers large and produced very freely; splendid trailing plant;

rich yellow.

BEDDING TROPyEOLUMS.
4, BEDFONT RIVAL—A variety of dwarf habit,very free in bloom, and continuous andvigorons

ingrowth; colour warm scarlet. Gc/.each. After April, 4</. each
;

3.s. per doz.

6. MRS. CLIBRAN—Dwarf and compact, blooms most profusely throughout the season, pure

golden yellow flowers; produces a brilliant display. Grf. each ;
4s. per doz.

7. VESUVIUS—Very fine; one of the best dwarf bedders ever sent out; a gem.
8. THE MOOR—Deep dark maroon

;
a free and continuous bloomer.

All those not priced fid. each. After April, id. each; 3.s. per dozen.

WINTER-FLOWERING TROP/EOLUMS, TRAILING.
Few without seeing the following Tropisolums trailing up the roof of a warm greenhouse can

form any idea of the beauty and the quantity of flowers they produce, which gives a floral charm

throughout the dark dreary winter months with little or no attention.

9.

BOWDON BEAUTY—Deep scarlet.

10.

BALL OF FIRE—Scarlet; very free.

13. CLIBRAN'S GEM—A splendid climb-

ing variety.

All those not priced fid.

14. CLAPHAM PARK—Clear orange-

scarlet
;
flowers very large, and produced in abun-

dance
;
foliage very bold and fine.

each. Cheaper in May.

VARIEGATED TROP/EOLUMS. .

LOBBII VARIEGATUM—Vigorous habit
;
deep green, distinctly marked soft yellow

;
useful. 9d.

MINNIE WARREN—An old variety
;
quite distinct ;

effective. 9d.

DOUBLE-FLOWERING TROP/EOLUMS. TRAILING.
DOUBLE YELLOW—Beautiful deep rich beautiful orange-scarlet, and the flowera from

yellow flowers
;
very free and effective. 9d.

18. HERMINE GRASSHOFF-Colour a

2 to 2i inches in diameter
;
invaluable for cut

flowers and other purposes; a fine acquisition. l.s.
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BULBOUS TROP/EOLUMS.
JARRATTI. 1*. 6rf.

POLYPHYLLUM. 1». 6rf.

PENTAPHYLLUM. Is. Gd.

SPECIOSUM—The grandest of all climbers
for north or shady damp walls or situations. Is.

TUBEROSUM—Flowers yellow and scarlet

6d.

AZUREUM. 3s. Gd.

Ymenas.
For the Decoration of Conservatory and Exhibition.

6rf. each
;

6s. per doz.; after May, 3s. per doz.
;
Cuttings, Is. (irf. per doz.

A colleetion of the best 24, in rooted cuttings, 8s.
;
cuttings, 4s.

; our selectic

BEDDING VERBENAS.
71. BEETHOVEN—Deep rosy lake, deeper

centre.

72. BASILISK—Bright scarlet.

73. BLUE BEAUTY— Deep blue, white

74. CRIMSON KING— Bright crimson;
fine habit. Rooted cuttings, 8s. per 100.

77. PRE-EMINENT — Pure pink, white
eye. Rooted cuttings, 8.s. per IflO.

78. MELINDRIS SPLENDENS — Bril-
liant scarlet in colour, and for covering the
ground this is still one of the best bedding
varieties, and a great favourite with many per-
sons. Gd. each

;
4s. per doz.

79. PURPLE KINO — Purple, a well-
known variety. Rooted cuttings, 8.s. per 100.

80. SUNNY THOUGHTS—Rosy crimson
centre.

81. STADTGARTNER SCHWARZ—
Deep rosy pink, deep lake, round creamy centre,
trusses medium.

82. VENOSA— Hardy kind, and for long
ribbon borders for back rows is one of the best

colours, mauve-purple. Gd. each
;

6s. per doz.
84. ZULU—Deep rich claret; free. Gd.

Rooted cuttings, l.s. per doz.
;
post free, l.s.4(/.;

established in pots, 2.s. Gd. per doz.

Special price per 100 and 1,000 on application.

Messrs. H. C. & Sous carried off the only Medal for Verbenas ever given by the Royal
Horticultural Society.

Y®fi0Nl'CAS.
SHRUBBY VARIETIES.—General Collection.

' Vi/RY useful and ornamental group of small half-hardy evergreen shrubs, but in many
1 1 places perfectly hardy, especially in the south of England and near the coast, forming into

tv luxuriant bushes, and ornamental both in foliage and flower. As pot plants they are nsetul
the whole year, and in the autumn are amongst the prettiest of flowering shrubs

;
planted out during

the summer and lifted in the approach of frost they will produi’e flowers for a long time.

1 ANDERSONI—Large am ple foliage, dark
green, with spikes of blue and white flowers. Is.

2. ADOIIaR HERLL—Fine variety.

3. BLUE GEM—V ery dwarf, free-blooming;
light blue, small foliage.

BOLIDE—Fine
;
red

;
good habit.

4. CLAUDINE.
6. CELESTIAL—A pleasing variety, sky-

blue, white centres
; free, good habit.

G. CREME ET VIOLET—Bushy
;

flesh-

pink, clear mauve at the base
;
splendid.

7. DECUSSATA— Small box-like leaves,

and spikes of blue flowers.

DIAMANT—Flowers deep red, darker
centre

;
effective.

8. DIOGENE.
EVELINE—Of a pretty shade of rosy

lilac
;
good habit, fine^spike.

9. FAUST—Dark foliage, dark blue flowers

;

habit dwarf. l.s.

10. GIRDWOODIANA—Flowers in summer,
colour light blue

;
perfectly hardy.

11. HULKEANA—Is more of a greenhouse
variety, producingspikcsfully 18inehesin length;
flowers of a creamy pink colour. l.s.

12. IMPilRATRICE— Flowers rich blue;
pretty. Is.

14. LYALLI—Forming neat bushes, about
9 inches high, light blue flowers in summer,

15. LA GLOIRE DE LORRAINE—A very
fine variety

;
dwarf.

16. MADAME H. JACOTOT.
17. MARIE ANTOINETTE—A free-

flowering pink.

18. MADAME M. BOUCHARLAT.
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19. MINIATURE—AIbo resembles V. decun-

sata in foliage, bright reddish-violet flowers.

25. SALICIPOLIA—Willow-leaved foliage

;

long and narrow, light blue
;
distinct. Is.

20. MADAME TREZEL.
21. MURILLO.

REINE DES BLANCHES — Pure
white

;
a very pretty variety.

22. ROTUNDIFOLIA — Very neat and
bushy hahit

;
flowers blue. Is.

23. RUBRA SPLENDIDA.
24. SOCRATE.

20. TRAVERSI—Leaves resemble those of

the Box, flowers white in long spikes
;
quite

hardy. 9<f. and Is.

27. ANDERSONI VARIEGATA — A
beautiful plant for centre of beds

;
the white is

exceedingly effective, and, being half-hardy, it

has a fine appearance in the autumn.

All those not priced 6rf. each
;
our selection, 4s. per do*.

Yi'olas,
AND PANSIES WITH HABIT OF THE VIOLA.

?ANY of these continue in bloom (even beneath the snow) all the winter
;
and at the first

few days of sunshine they are a brilliant mass, and if planted in bands of colours like other

ordinary bedding plants, in well-manured, deeply-dug soil, they give a glare of colour from

February to July. We grow acres
;
in the spring they are a grand sight.

ACCUSHLA—Pure white, delicate purple

pencillings and hroad margin of rich purple; free.

ADA ADAIR— Clear shining rose, centre

dark
;
pleasing ; one of the best. id. each.

ABERCORN GEM—A fine primrose colour.

ANNIE KING — Rosy-lilac self; good

grower
;
very free.

ARCHD. GRANT—Dark rosy purple, flowers

large and finely formed.

ARDWELL GEM—The best light yellow.

ARIEL—Soft mauve, beautifully shaded

white.
BEAUTY OF NORTON— Light purple,

large flowers
;
one of the most profuse bloomers,

good for bedding purposes.

BLACK DOUGLAS — Very dark purple,

good constitution, free and continuous bloomer

;

extra. Gcf.

BLUE BELL—Violet, shaded blue; dwarf

and compact, for summer bedding. May.
BLUE CLOUD—An improved Skylark, the

beautiful blue border being more intense in

colour.

BLUE STONE—Rich Prussian blue
;
very

effective.

BRIDESMAID—Pale straw colour
;
distinct.

BRILLIANT—Rich yellow
;
a most striking

variety.

BULLION—Deep yellow, slightly rayed in

centre
;
an extra fine bedder.

CHAMPION—One of the best of the older

whites, and for bedding. Awarded a F.C.C.
CHELSEA BELLE—Very similar to Blue

Bell, and wherever a blue bedding plant is re-

quired it should be grown. An improvement

on Blue Bell.

CLIVEDON PURPLE COMPACTA — Of
closer and more robust habit than Ctivedon Pur-

ple, richer colour.

COLLEEN BAWN—Large; white, purple

lacing
;
grand for exhibition.

CONTINUITY, or the Ever-blooming
Pansy—Colour purple, habit strong and wiry.

CRIMSON KING—Rich crimson, primrose

eye, white brows
;
the beet of this shade.

COUNTESS OF HOPETOUN—White

;

dwarf.

COUNTESS OF KINTORE—Deep bluish-

purple, edged white
;
very free ; extra fine. 15s.

per lOf).

CROFTHOUSE—Very fine white
;
distinct

and free.

DALDOWIE YELLOW— Clear yellow;

dwarf.

DAWN OF DAY—Prettily marked with

peach
;
large and distinct.

DOROTHY TENNANT—Purple, slightly

streaked ;
very effective.

DUCHESS OF FIFE — Light primrose,

edited blue
;
fine habit

;
good.

ETHEL HANCOCK—Beautifully tufted,

vigorous. The flower is of much substance, and
the purest white, with a rich golden eye, free

from rays. First-Class Certificate, fid.

EVELYN—Dark blue, shaded white ; fine.

GIPSY QUEEN — Light lilac, heavily

streaked violet
;
a pretty flower.

GOLDEN QUEEN OF SPRING—Light
yellow, slightly rayed in centre

;
very showy.

GOLDFINCH—Yellow edged, pale purple,

sweet scented.

GOLDFINDER — Yellow, margined with

pale purplish lilac
;
a distinct and pretty variety

;

free.

HOLYROOD—Deep indigo-blue, dark blotch.

H. W. STUART—The best dark striped

variety in cultivation, id, each.

IDA'S CHOICE—Lovely-pink, marked white

on each petal.

IONA—Upper petals lavender, lower blue-

black
;
each of the lower petals has a white

blotch at the edge. fid.
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JEFPREYANXJM—White, slightly rayed in

the centre.

LADY AMORY—Violet and purple lower
petals, blue lilac shade in upper petals

;
a beau-

tiful variety.

LEMON QUEEN—Large lemon self.

LORD ELCHO—Deep orange yellow; dwarf;
fine.

LTJTEA GRANDIPLORA MAJOR—Bright yellow, almost self
;

rival to the
Calceolaria. March.
MAGPIE — Purple, blotched white ; very

distinct.

MARVEL—A dark purple; fine and free.

MARY GILBERT—Rich golden yellow;
good habit.

MAXEOLB—Brigh ultramarine blue; good.
MISS CANNELL- I'ure white, good in all

ways. ill.

MRS. BAXTER—Rosy purple, light top
petals

;
a first-rate variety.

MRS. C. TURNER—Purple self
;

very
effective.

MRS. H. BELLAMY—Upper petals pale
lavender, lower rich deep purple

;
fine clear eye.

MRS. R. K. MITCHELL—Creamy-white,
shading to heliotrope; free. Gtf.

NEPTUNE—Purple shaded white, very free
bloomer

;
e.\tra.

PARAGON—Rich dark blue.

PILRIG PARK— Pure white, yellow eye.
PRINCESS BEATRICE — Bright lilac,

shaded rosy-purple, dark blotch
;

fine.

PURITY—One of the best. March.
PURPLE KING—Very fine and free.

PURPUREA—A most striking variety.

PYTHO—Rich shaded violet and purple lower
petals, rich blue- violet top petals

;
fine.

QUAKER MAID — Pale rosy-lavender,
marked yellow centre.

QUEEN OP MAY—Sweet primrose flower.

QUEEN OP PURPLES — Sure to give
satisfaction.

QUEEN OP SCOTS—Deep blue, shading to

a bright white border
;
large.

ROB ROY—Large yellow, rich chocolate

blotches.

ROSINE—Upper petals blush white, lower
pink suffused rose

;
very free.

ROTHES—Deep yellow
;

large, smooth
;

sweet perfume, id. each.

ROYALTY—Bright yellow
;
good form.

SNOW PLAKE — Of the purest white,

smooth, yellow eye
;
very fine.

SKYLARK — White, blue edges; showy
One of the most attractive.

SOUVENIR—The largest and noblest of all

bright mauve
;
very free.

SPRING BEAUTY—Dark blue ; very free.

March.

SWEETNESS—White, margined rose, top
petals light rose

;
extra fine. fid.

SYL'^A—Pale primrose, good form
;

very

free
;
early.

THE MEARNS—Rich plum, npper petals

edged white; effective.

TORY—Pale indigo-blue, dark blotch.

TRUE BLUE—Purplish blue self, the best

blue
;
very free.

VESTAL—White; good bedder. April.

WARRIOR—Similar to the Tory, with better

habit.

WAVERLEY—Bright violet, shaded purple.

WM. HAIG—Rich purple, blue self
;
extra.

(!rf.

WM. NEIL— Pale rose; a pleasing and
effective variety ; distinct.

WONDER—Soft pleasing shade of yellow
;

good form ; very free.

YELLOW BOY—Fine yellow
;

very free.

March.
YORK AND LANCASTER— White,

distinctly striped with rich rosy purple; extra

fine.

All those not priced 3d. each
; 2s. (id. per doz. ; lO.s. per 100 ;

lO.s. jrer 1,000
;
Clumps for immediate

effect, price on application, per doz. or 100.

For others, .see Bedding Pansies. Many other varieties can be supplied.

Yi'olbts.
F there is one flower more than another that can lay claim to the honour of being everybody’s

favourite, it is the Violet; it cheers the most saddened spirits, and gladdens the most robust.

We are pleased to say the hybridisers and the most anxious and hopeful seedling raisers are at
work, and to those who present flowers double the size of our present kinds with a perfume,

the whole universe owe at least their thanks. Violets, like all other flowers, have their wants, and
if these wants are not supplied at the right time they become weak and unsatisfactory. Old
plants must be divided early in April, and replanted in good, deeply-dug, and well-manured soil,

sixteen inches from plant to plant for large growers; the doable and smaller leaf kinds, twelve
inches, with their roots well down so as not to suffer in dry weather, and at all seasons their
runners must be kept cut off

;
they will then produce flowers such as are seldom seen.
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DOUBLE WHITE VIOLETS.
belle DE CHATENAY — Pure white;

large and fragrant, (irf. each ;
5s. doz.

QUEEN—White, slightly fluted violet rose;

highly fragrant; large flowers. Is.

SWANLEY WHITE, syn. COMTE
BRAZZA—A beautiful and useful white form
of Neapolitan, fragrant, hardy, and free, much
grown in America, to where we have exported it

largely. 9d. each, 6s. doz.

Rooted little plants, 2s. 6d. per doz.
;
16s. per 100. Cuttings, 9rf. per doz.

;
6s. per 100.

DOUBLE
DE PARME—Pale lavender-purple, which

is produced in great abundance; earlier than

Neapolitan. The finest variety for growing in

frames; very free.

DOUBLE RED—An old and well-known
kind.

DUCHESS OP EDINBURGH—Very light

ground, shaded; each petal tinted mauve, bor-

dered with azure-blue. Is.

KING OP VIOLETS—Dark indigo-blue
;

very large doable flowers; best outdoors.

LADY H. CAMPBELL—Only wants to be

once seen and it will be universally grown as a

late kind.

MADAME MILLOT— Colour a pleasing I

violet-purple, shaded carmine ; very free. Is.

MARGUERITE DE SAVOIE—Large
j

double deep blue flowers
;
very free. Is.

MARIE LOUISE — Fine variety; rich

mauve-lavender blue, with a white eye; flowers

large, and one of the best
;
a universal favourite.

9</. each
;

Gs. per doz.

VARIETIES.
MDLLE. BERTHA BARRON, syn.

VICTORIA—A fine, vigorous, compact grower

;

flowers freely produced, strongly scented, and of

a beautiful indigo blue. 9rf.

NEAPOLITAN — Lavender, with a white

eye; flowers produced in great abundance; very
fragrant; in a cold frame a gem all the winter.

l.s.

NEW YORK—Mauve-coloured ; for size and
length of foot-stalks similar to Marie Louise;

very fragrant and free. 9tf. each
;

6s. per doz.

ODORATA RUBRA—Red coloured, short

habit, very hardy ; a great improvement ou
Blandyana.
PARMCENSIS PLORE PLENO— White,

striped with rose ;
large and double

;
a distinct

and pleasing kind.

PATRIE—Fine for winter; very deep purple-

violet, slightly streaked red in centre.

QUEEN OP VIOLETS—White, tinted

violet-rose; highly fragrant
;
large flowers.

VENICE—ResemblesNew York; a fine variety,

producing pretty rosette-shaped flowers.

All those not priced fir/, each; 4s. per dozen. Special prices for large quantifies

VIOLA

A VIEW OK OOR TWO ACRES.



Keprescntiu); Ma.bie Louise, jMe^uui,ite.m, IJe Pekue, and Victo&i^

.

when well grow
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GRANDliVIOLETS.USINGLE.
AMIRAL AVELIjAN— A grand improvement on

Odorata rubra, being brighter in colour and stronger in
scent. Gd. each

;
4s. per doz.

• CALIFORNIA— Plant vigorous and absolutely free
from disease; flowers single, immense in size; colour
violet-purple (does not fade) ; flowers borne on strong
stems 10 to 14 inches in length. We last season picked
quantities of flowers from a single plant. Gd. each ; 3s. per
doz.

;
20s. per 100.

ITALIA—One of the finest in cultivation. Is. each

;

7s, per doz.

PRIMAVERA—Nearly eqnal to above; splendid
on some soils. Gd. each

;
4.v. per doz.

PRINCESS OP WALES—This, in our opinion, is

the largest and finest variety in cultivation. We had
a quantity of plants growing and flowering all last winter
a d spring. Its blooms are more like a Viola than a
Violet. We are accustomed to see the colour similar
to Victoria Regina, but this is more of a decided bright
blue

;
flower stalks G to 8 inches long, and standing almost

erect; habit vigorous. We confidently recommend all

growers and lovers of this family to obtain this variety at
once. Award of Merit, R.II.S. Gd. each; 4s. per doz. :

30.i. per 100.

PRINCESS BEATRICE — Somewhat similar to the
above; flowers large, and equally as vigorous in habit of
growth, (it/, each; 3s. per doz.

YELLOWRETTE (SULPHUREA) — Producing
medium-sized flowers of a decided creamy-yellow shade;
very distinct, and a perfect contrast to all other varieties.

Is. each
;

8s. per doz.

PKlNOaSS OP WALES.

SINGLE VARIETIES.
AROENTzEPLORA—Colour white, tinged with pink, long footstalks, flowers small, strong

grower, and .should be in every garden. Gd. each ; 6s. per doz.

DEVONIENSIS— Deep purple, and very sweet.

QLOIRE DE-BOXJRQ-LA-REINE—A vigorous-growing variety; fine largo flowers on long
footstalks. Gd.

ODORATISSIMA—Its size and ronndness of flower more resembles a Pansy, accompanied with
a powerful odour. hV/. each ; 4s. per doz.

RAWSON'S WHITE—VVhite, tinged with pink
;
very dwarf and free.

SINGLE RED or PINK - Distinct.

THE RUSSIAN AND LONDON—Are of a much dwarfer growth, with small leaves, their
runners become quickly interwoven, and in the early spring produce their flowers so thick as to give
quite the appearance of a bedding plant. 3.s. per doz.

VICTORIA REGINA— Is very similar, possessing a fine flower, long footstalks, and when well-
grown can be readily distingiii.slied from all older varieties. Gd. each ; 4s. doz.

WELLSIANA—P.C.O., ll.ll.S. An improvement on Victoria Regina and Odoratissima larger
dowers, longer footstalk, and blooms much more continuous.

WHITE CZAR—This variety occasionally changes, and for a time produces purple coloured
flowers, but when it comes true it is a useful single white; strong grower, free bloomer in the
spring. Gd. each

;
6s. per doz.

All those not priced Gd. each.
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VIOLETS IN POTS.
We have always a large quantity of fine plants in S-incb pots, 8s. and 10s. per doz., £Z 3s. per

100, of Swanley White, Marie Louise, and Neapolitan. Blooms all the winter when grown under

gloss. Fine clamps from ground now ready to be planted out in cold frames, 26s.
;

smaller, .18s,

per 100.

GREEN CARPET BEDDING PLANTS.
Where the splendour of Carpet Bedding is desired to be in perfection these must be used.

HEENIARIA OLABRA—The darkest green

of all the carpet bedding plants; very neat, close

growth, one of the best for this purpose. 6<f.

each ;
4s. per doz. ; 20s. per 100. Cuttings, by

post, 5s. per 100.

MENTHA PITLEOIUM GIBRALTARI-
CTJM—Dwarf, dense, green growing plant;

effective when surrounded with brighter colours.

2.9. 6rf. per doz. ; 12s. per 100 ;
rooted cuttings, by

post, 6 .9. per 100.

SEDUM LYDIUM—A different tint of green,

never exceeding more than 3 in. high. 2s. 6</.

per doz. Booted little plants, 5s. per 100.

SEDUM GLAUCUM— Light blue-g;reen
;

for covering mounds of earth and margins of

beds it is most useful, particularly in dry situa-

tions. Can be supplied cheap, 6</. each ; 6s. per

100 from ground.
PYRETHRUM TCHIHATCHEWI—

Dwarf moss-like growing plant for standing

very dry weather. 6d. each
;
4s. per doz. Cut-

tings, by post, 6s. per 100.

VERONICA REPENS (Alplna)—Another
tint of pea-green, and in every way similar in

growth. Never more than an inch high, and very

effective. 2s. Gd. per doz. ;
14s. per 100.

HARDY EVERGREEN, DECIDUOUS, AND FLOWERING

TREES AND SHRUBS.

For -full List of the above, and also Fruit Trees, see Autumn
Catalosue, post free on application.
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EVERGREEN SHRUBS WITH VARIEGATED FOLIAGE.
EUONYMUS JAPONICUS AUREA

B^RQINATUS—Leaves green, broadly and
distinetly margined with gold; very showy; a
very beautiful little shrnb. Is.

EtrONYMUS JAPONICUS AUREA
VARIEGATUS—Leaves dark green, with
bright green-yellow blotch in centre. Gd. and
Is. each

; 8s. per doz.

EUONYMUS JAPONICUS LATIPOLIUS
VARIEGATUS—Leaves dark green, regularly
margined with white. Is.

EUONYMUS RADIOANS VARIEGATUS—Leaves green, broadly and beautifully mar-
gined bright silver; exquisite plant for edging to
flower beds. Gd. to Is. each

; 7s. per doz.

A SELECT LIST OF HERBACEOUS

HARDY PERENNIALS & FLOWERING PLANTS.
SE’VEieA.Ij A-CJE2.ES.

OUR COLLECTION IS ONE OF THE LARGEST AND THE MOST COMPLETE IN ENGLAND.
For New and Rare Hardy Herbaceous Plants, see front of Guide.

aN the wide range of hardy plants, consisting of several thousand species and varieties, some
mere weeds, the following will be found all choice and most telling useful kinds, and such os
should be in every garden. They are selected with the greatest care, and we think none

choicer can be recommended. We have well-established plants, such as will travel with safety to all
parts of the world, and give satisfaction.

THE SWANLEY COLLECTION OF HARDY PLANTS.
100 Plants in 100 varieties for 25s.

Collections of 100 useful Border Plants, flowering at various seasons, 30s. and 60s.

,, Spring flowering plants, 12 varieties, 9.s-.

,, ,, ,, 25 ,, 10s.

n ,) )) 60 ,, 30s.

,, Autumn Flowering Perennials, 12 varieties, 6s. to 15s.

,, ,, ,, 25 ,, 12s. to 80s.

,, ,, ,, 50 ,, 20s. to 60s.

The Bijon collection for the rock garden carefully selected. 60 plants in 50 vaiietics, 20s.

Older and commoner sorts :—25 varieties for 7 . 6d.
;
60 varieties, 14s.

Having had frequent proofs of the great diflicnity experienced by many of our patrons and
others, in making an effective and satisfactory selection of the above plants, we venture to
think that we shall meet a general requirement of the present day, by offering at the above
exceedingly low price onr Swanley Collection of Hardy Herbaceous Plants, Florists’ Flowers and
Bulbs, carefully selected for the purpose of giving more or less bloom in the open garden daring at

least nine months of the year. The plants are all such as will live and increase in effectiveness
from year to year in an ordinary border, and all are sufficiently hardy to thrive in any part of the
United Kingdom.

We shall be happy to advise intending purchasers as to quantity of plants, &c., for any given beds
or borders, if particulars are sent as to dimensions, aspect, and soil.

AC.fflNA NOV^-ZEALANDIAE, st/n. MI-
CROPHYLLA—Dwarf spreading Alpine plant,

brownish foliage, and rosy crimson heads of flower.

i ft. Gd.

AOANTHOLIMON GLUMACEUM, .syn.

STATICE ARARATI — Dark green spiny
foliage, rosy-pink flowers; a useful rock plaut.

4 ft. 9d.
" AOANTHOLIMON VENUSTUM -Bright
pink

;
very pretty. 4 f*- 6</.

AOANTHUS OANDELABRUM—A very
strong grower. 2 to 3 ft. 9d.

AOANTHUS MOLLIS—A handsome foliage
plant, with singular flowers. 3 to 4 ft, 6d.

AOANTHUS LATIPOLIUS — Tall flower
spike.', hold handsome foliage. 2 to 3 ft. Od.

AOHILLEA ARGENTEA -Flowers snow-
white, loaves narrow, pimiatilid, clothed with a
white tomentum. 9(/.

AOHILLEA OLAVENNzE -Ho.ary-jagged
foliage; flowers white,comp5ct tufts, f to 1 ft. (!</.

AOHILLEA EUPATORIUM, 'i/ii. PILI-
PENDULA—Broal heads of yellow bloom;
effective. 4 to 5 ft. 9d.
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ACHILLEA MILLEFOLIUMROSEUM— ANDROSACE CARNEA—Dense cushions,

r Very nsefiil, producing large heads of a deep lake
j

rosy flowers. ft. ls.i t/.

colour; very free. Itoflft. Go. each
;

5,s-. per doz.

ACHILLEA MONGOLICA Asa decorative

plant one of the best; snow white flowers,

lift. 9</.

ACHILLEA PTARMICA, PL. PL.—One of

the most useful
;
pure white double flowers

;
for

cutting invaluable. 1 to 2 ft. 6</. each
;

4.9. doz.

ACHILLEA PTARMICA, var. “ THE
PEARL” (Snowball)—Large pure white flowers

very double
;

fine for cutting. 2 ft. 9</.

ACHILLEA RUPESTRIS—Capital for the

rock garden or borders, growing well in poor
sandy soil. Is.

ACHILLEA SERRATA, PL. PL.—Double
white Sowers; fine for cutting. Grf.

ACHILLEA TOMENTOSA—A neat creep-
ing evergreen, large heads of bright yellow
flowers. 4 ft. 6</. each

;
6s. per dozen.

ACHILLEAUMBELLATA—Whitefoliaged
edging or rock plant, neat

;
flowers white, i ft.

til/.

ACONITUM AUTUMNALE—Valuable as

an autumnal blue-flowered plant. 3 ft. 9d.

ACONITUM NAPELLUS—Long spikes of

blue flowers
;
very effective. 3 ft. 6d.

ACONITUM NAPELLUS ALBUM—Hand,
some white-flowered variety. 4 ft. Is.

ACONITUM NAPELLUS BICOLOR—
Spikes, 3 to 4 feet high, blue and white flowers;

effective. 4 ft. 6i/. each
;

6s. per doz.

ACORUS GRAMINEUS POL. VAR.—
Useful foliage plant for damp situations. Is.

ADONIS PYRENAICA — Flowers large;
bright vellow. 1 to 1 4 ft. Is. Gd.

ADONIS VERNALIS—Bright yellow;
fine spring flowering plants. •{ to 1 ft. Gd.

AGROSTEMMA FLOS JOVIS—Downy
foliage, bright rose flowers. 1 ft. Gd. each

;
4s.

per doz.

AGROSTEMMA CORONARIA ALBA—
Flowers large, white. 1 to 2 ft. Gd.

AGROSTEMMA CORONARIA ATRO-
PURPUREA— Crimson-purple; distinct and
showy. IJ ft. 6i/.

AJUGA BROCKBANKII — Dwarf plant,

flowers deep blue. 4 ft. i)i/.

ALSINE ROSANI— A pretty rock plant,

with pretty white flowers. 4 f*'-

ALSTRCEMERIA AURANTIACA——Golden orange, streaked with red
;

fine for
cutting, 2 ft. Gd. (See Bulb Catalogue.)
A.LYSSUM PYRENAICUM—Dwarf dense

habit
;
white flowers

;
choice, l.s.

ALYSSUM SAXATILE COMPACTUM—
One of the most valuable yellow flowering
spring plants. .4 ft. 4i/. each

;
3s. per doz.

ALYSSUM SAXATILE POL. VAR.—

A

beautiful old variegated plant. 4 ft. 9i/. each;
6s. doz.

ANCHUSA ITALICA—Deep sky-blue
flowers

;
useful for bees. 3 ft. Gd.

ANDROSACE SARMENTOSA—Compact
rosettes of downy foliage, flowers rose, with white

centre
;
one of the finest. Gd. each ; 4s. doz.

ANDROSACE VILLOSA—White flower.»,

red eyes, soft silky foliage. 4 ft. Is. Gd.

ANDROSACE VITALIANA — Golden
yellow

;
distinct

;
dwarf. Is. 6i/.

ANEMONE ALPINA—Large white flowers;

one of the finest hardy border plants. 14 ft. 1.9.

ANEMONE APENNINA— Brilliant blue

flowers in early spring
;

fine for massing. 4 ft.

Gd. each
;

6s. doz.

ANEMONE APENNINA ALBA— Pure

white; fine. 4 ft. Is.

ANEMONE BLANDA—Very deep blue;

the earliest flowering
;
beautiful. 4 ft. Is.

ANEMONE HUDSONIANA—A pale rosc-

co'.oured American species. 1 ft. Is.

ANEMONE JAPONICA— Handsome
large red flowers ; amongst the best of our

autumnal flowers. 2 ft. Gd.

ANEMONE JAPONICA ALBA (Honorlne
Joubert)—Large pure white flowers, produced in

great abundance until quite late in the autumn.

2 ft. 6i/. each ; 4s. per doz.

ANEMONE JAPONICA ELEGANS
(Rosea)—Rose. 2 ft. 9d.

ANEMONE JAPONICA, “ LADY
ARDILAUN ”—An improved and fine variety

of this plant; pure waxy white. Is.

ANEMONE JAPONICA RUBRA—Deep
red flowers. Is.

ANEMONE JAPONICA, “WHIRL-
WIND"—Sciui-douhle form of the oil kind;

compact habit; good. Is.

ANEMONE NARCISSIPLORA— One of

the most distinct ;
flowers white, 'j ft. 9i/.

ANEMONE NEMOROSA OCERULEA
(Roblnsoniana)—Most beautiful sky-blue form

of tbe H'ood Anemone. ^ ft. Is.

ANEMONE NEMOROSA ROSEA PL. PL.
—A double rose-coloured form of the lUovi/

Anemone. Gd.

ANEMONE NEMOROSA PL. PL.—Very
pretty, j ft. Gd. each

;
5.9. doz.

ANEMONE PALMATA (Loh/it,i)

(Cyclamen Windflower) — Bright golden

yellow. Gd.

ANEMONE PALMATA ALBA — Pure
white; very early. 1ft. Gd.

ANEMONE PENNSYLVANICA—Strong

growing variety ; white flowers. 14 ft. Gd.

ANEMONE PULSATILLA (Paique-flovver)

—Deep purple flowers, covered with long silky

hairs ; a general favourite. J ft Gd.

ANEMONE RANUNCULOIDES — Very
early

;
flowers golden yellow. 4

ANEMONE RIVULARIS—Strong grower,

having white flowers with purple anthers.

14 ft. Gd.
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AEENARIA PURPURASCENS-l’urple >
flowers; dwarf. !)</.

>•

ANEMONE SYLVESTRIS (The Snow-
drop Windflower) — Desirable for spring
decoration

;
large pure white flowers. 2 ft.

ANEMONE VERNALIS (Shaggy Paaque
Flower)—Large white flowers, externally of a
bluish purple. J ft. Is.

ANTENNARIA TOMENTOSA (Snow
Plant)—Silvery-leaved edging plant

;
very use-

ful. 6d. each ; 3s. per doz.

ANTEEMIS AIZOON—Deeply out silvery
foliage

; a fine rock plant. 9d.

ANTHEMIS KELWATI—Rich yellow
flowers

;
compact growth. U ft. 6d.

ANTHERICUM LILIAGO (St. Bernard's
Lily)—Large tufts of gras,sy foliage, and spikes
of delicate white flowers. 2 ft. Grf.

ANTHERICUM LILIASTRUM (St.
Bnmo’s Lily)—Spikes of large pure white flowers
issuing from tufts of long narrow grass-like
foliage ; very fragrant. 2 ft. 9rf.

ANTHERICUM LILIASTRUM MAJOR
-A- fac-simile of St, Idruno^a but double

the size, both in foliage and flower
; one of the

very best hardy plants. 2 to 3 ft. Is.

ANTHYLLIS M O N T ANA—Dwarf
ornamental rock plant

;
pink flowers. J ft. Is.

AQUILEGIA—Hybrids, from best varieties.
6rf. each

; 3s. per doz.

AQUILEGIA CALIPORNICA—Handsome,
flowers scarlet and green. 2i ft. 9d.
AQUILEGIA CANADENSIS — A pretty

and useful variety. Is. each ; 6.s. per doz.
AQUILEGIA CHRYSANTHA—Long-

spurred flowers of a clear yellow, the petals being
of a deeper tint than the sepals. 2i ft. Grf.

AQUILEGIA CCERULEA—lllueand white,
lovely

;
from the Rockv mountain". IJft- 1*.

AQUILEGIA GLANDULOSA—One of the I

most beautiful
; flowers large, of a rich deej)

blue, pure white corolla, f ft. 9</.

AQUILEGIA GRANDIPLORA ALBA— '

Large pure wdiite flowers
; one of the best. Is.

|

AQUILEGIA SKINNERI — Dwarf and
j

compact, flowers red and green. 9d.
\

AQUILEGIA VULGARIS ALBA PL. PL.
'

—A double white form, and deserving of a place
in every collection. 9d.

ARABIS ALBIDA. 9d. each
;

4s. per doz
ARABIS ALBIDA POL. VAR.— Very

j

pretty. 4 ft. Gd. each; 4s. per doz.
\

ARABIS LUCIDA POL. VAR.—For a per-
manent edging or spring bedding one of the
best plants in cultivation. 6(/. each

;
4s. per doz.

ARABIS ANDROSACEA—Achoice Alpine,
flower white, on stems 2 in. high. 6rf.

ARENARIA BALEARICA— One of the
dwarfest of plants, forming a dense green carpet
upon stones

; white flowers. Gd.

ARMERIA LAUCHEANA—Fine heads of
crimson flowers. J ft. Gd.

ARENARIA MONTANA—A most useful
rock plant

;
white. ^ ft. 9i.

( (Thrift), Charming
ARMERIA ALBA. I little Alpine plants,

Gd. each
;
4s. per doz.

J
forming dense tufts

ARMERIA RUBRA, s of minute foliage
Gtd. each; 4.v. per doz.

j
very useful and

( pretty.
ARMERIA CEPHALOTES RUBRA —

l^his and the two following form a gronp of
Otnnt Thrips; splendid border plants, flowers
rosy red. Gd.

ARMERIA PLANTAGINEA, syn. SCOR-
ZONE^POLIA—Delicate rose. Gd,
ARMERIA PLANTAGINEA RUBRA—

Dark rose; distinct foliage. Gd.
ARNEBIA ECHIOIDES {The Prophet

I lower)—A showy Doragewort

;

flowers bright
golden yellow with conspicuous black blotches

;

quite hardy and showy. l.( ft. Is. Gd.
ARNICA MONTANA — Orange-yellow

flowers ; a tufted plant. « ft. Gd.
ARTEMISIA ARGENTEA — Ornamental

foliage, finely divided silver leaves. U ft. l.s.

ARUM ITALICUM—Producing handsome
foliage in winter and spring. 6rf. each

;
6s. per doz.

ARUNDO CONSPICUA—Strong growing
grass, fine companion plant to the Pampas Grass

;

well suited for isolating on a lawn. Is. Gd.
ASCLEPIAS INCARNATA—Umbels of

pink flowers; sweet scented; useful for bees.
3 ft. Gd.

ASCLEPIAS TUBEROSA—Rich orange;
flowers in autumn, i to 2 ft. Gd.

ASPERULA ODORATA (Sweet-scented
Woodroff)—A plant that will thrive best under
the shade of trees in moist soil. 1 ft. Gd.

ASPHODELUS LUTEUS, syn. ASPHO-
DELINE LUTEA—Spikes of yellow flowers,
3 feet in heiglit

;
narrow grass-like foliage. 6r/.

ASPHODELUS RAMOSUS (King's Spear)—A bold and striking plant, spikes of white
flowers

; distinct. 3 ft. Gd.

ASTERS

—

See Collection.

ASTILBE RIVULARIS— Elegant plant,
bearing long racemes of white flov^ers. 3 ft. Gd.
ASTRAGALUS HYPOGLOTTIS ALBUS

—A fine free-growing prostrate plant. 4 ft. Gd.
ASTRAGALUS MONSPESSULANUS—

Purple flowers, of a shrubby nature. 4 ft. flrf.

ASTRANTIA MAJOR Black Masterwort)—Showy
;

compact heads of pink and white
flowers. 2 ft. Gd.

ASTRANTIA MINOR—Prettyand useful. 6t/.

AUBRIETIA DELTOIDEA— For edging
and rockwork

;
violet-blue flowers. Gd. each -

5.V. doz.

AUBRIETIA DELTOIDEA CROATICA—
Habit compact flowers large and fine. Is.

AUBRIETIA GR/5ECA, IMPROVED—One
of the finest; compact habit

; flowers large and
fine. Gd. each

;
Gs. per doz.
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AUBRIETIA HENDBRSONI—Of n deep

Tiolet-purple colour : free
;
most effective.

J ft. G(/. each
;

per iloz.

AUBRIETIA LEICHTIilNI—Ownrf habit

;

of a carmine rose shade.; distinct. J ft. l.s.

AUBRIETIA PURPUREA VARIEGATA
—An elegant rock or edging plant. G</.

AUBRIETIA ROSEA—Soft rose-pink, neat

and compact. ^ ft. 9</.

AUBRIETIA VIOLACEA—The best of its

class ; dark violet, compact habit. 9J. each
;

6s. do/..

BAPTISIA AUSTRALIS-Blue pea-shaped

flowers, fine border plant. ft. 9</.

BETONICA ORANDIELORA. 1 ft. Gr/.

BETONICA ROSEA NANA—Neat growing

plant, bearing spikes of pink flowers. O'/,

BOCCONIA CORDATA (Plume Poppy)—
One of the finest hardy j)lants. 6 ft. 9</.

BUPHTHALMUM CORDIFOLIUM—
Foliacc large

;
golden orange flowers. .9 ft. 9</.

BUPHTHALMUM SALICIFOLIUM —
Flowers golden yellow, on stems 2 ft. in height. 6f/.

CALAMINTHA ORANDIFLORA FOL.
VAR.—One of the very old-fashioned bedding

and border plants, known as Variegn'ed Jlint.

6<f. each : 4s. per do/,.

CALTHA PALUSTRIS FL. PL. (Double
Marsh Marigold)—Fine for a moist spot

;
golden

yellow flowers ;
showy and attractive. 1 ft. Od.

CALLIRHOE INVOLUCRATA — Showy

,

trailing habit: large crimson flowers. Gif.

CAMPANULA ABIETINA—Deep purplish

blue; dwarf and neat. 1ft. l.s.

CAMPANULA CARPATICA—Large erect

bine flowers. 1 ft. Gtf.

CAMPANULA CARPATICA ALBA—Pro-
ducing pure white flowers. 1ft. G(f.

CAMPANULA CARPATICA PALLIDA—
Pale blue

;
pretty. 1 ft. Gd.

CAMPANULA GARGANICA—Sheets of

purplish flowers, fine for rockwork. ft. 9(/.

CAMPANULA G. F. WILSON — Hybrid
between C. pullu and tiirhinfitii

\
dak blue;

dwarf and compact. 4 ft Is. Gd.

CAMPANULA GLOMERATACCERULEA
AND ALBA. Gd. each.

CAMPANULA GRANDIFLORA (Platy-

codon)—Large blue flowers in early autumn ;

effective. 2 ft. 9<f.

CAMPANULA GRANDIFLORA ALBA—
Large white flowers. 2 ft. Is.

CAMPANULA GRANDIFLORA FL. PL.
—Large blue semi-double flower.r. Is.

CAMPANULA GRANDIS—Large blue

salver-sha])ed flowers. 2 ft. 9</.; G.s. do/,.

CAMPANULA GRANDIS ALBA—Very
free growing; useful for cutting. 2ft. Grf. each;

5s. per do/,.

CAMPANULA HAYLODGENSIS—

A

charming rock plant of great merit, fine blue

flowers, i ft. Is.

CAMPANULA LATIFOLIA-Stsnt stems;

large blue flowers in great abundance. 3 ft. Gd.

CAMPANULA LATIFOLIA MAC-
RANTHA—An extra fine form of the preceding.

CAMPANULA HENDERSONI—A hybrid

of great merit
;
flowers large, of a pretty mauve

shade. 1 ft. 9d.

CAMPANULA H03TII—A native of the

Alps; fine rock plant. 1 ft. Is.

CAMPANULA ISOPHYLLA ALBA—

A

dwarf species, pure white flowers, i ft. ‘Jd,

CAMPANULA MACRANTHA ALBA—
Long white spikes; a noble border plant. Is.

CAIMPANULA NOBILIS ALBA— I ft.

Gd. each ; 6.s. per doz.

CAMPANULA PULLA—Charming when

seen inamsss: deep purple flowers, ft. 9d.

CAMPANULA PERSICIFOLIA-Flowers
blue. 2 ft. 6(/.

CAMrXNULA PEBSICIFOLIA ALBA FL PL.

CAMPANULA PERSICIFOLIA ALBA
FLORE PLENO—Flowers pure white; valu-

able for cut flowers. 2 ft. Gd. each
;
4s. per doz

CAMPANULA PERSICIFOLIA ALBA
GRANDIFLORA (Backhouse's Var.)—Fine
pure white flowers, fully half as large again as

those of the old type, and lasting very long when
cut; a grand variety. 2 ft. l.s.
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CAMPANULA PERSICIPOLIA CORO-
NATA alba

—

A beautiful free-flowering

variety. each
;

(is. per doz.

CAMPANULA PORTENSCHLAGIANA,
syn. MURALIS—Distinct and pretty. ^ ft. 6d.

CAMPANULA PUMILA, syn. PUSILLA—
I ft. Gd. each ;

6.s. per doz.

CAMPANULA PUMILA ALBA—Very
neat and distinct. ft. Gd.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS (Chimney
CampEmula)—A fine plant for the back of the

herbaceous bor.ler, or for pot culture, forming

a pyramid composed of numerous stems 4 to G

feet in height, each stein crowded with large blue

salver-like ficwcrs. Gd.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS ALBA—
Pretty, 4 to 5 ft. Gd.

CAhflPANULA RHOMBOLDEA— Flowers
deep blue, on slender stems. 1 ft. 9d.

CAMPANULA TURBINATA— Large
bell-shaped bluish purple flowers. ^ ft. 9d.

CAMPANULA URTIC^EFOLIA PL. PL.—
A very old and useful form. Is.

CAMPANULA VAN HOUTTEI—A charm-

ing hybrid, immense dark blue flowers 3 in. in

length. 2 ft. Gd.

CARDAMINE PRATENSIS PLENA—
Growing freely in any damp situation on the

rockery and border
;
purplish colour, changing

to snow)‘-whitcness. 1 ft. Gd.

CARDAMINE TRIFOLIATA—Very pretty

white-flowering spring plant, f ft. Gd.

CARDUUS HETEROPHYLLUS — Very

large purple flowers
;
ornamental. 3 ft. Gd.

CATANANCHE BICOLOR—Free-growing

effective border perennial; flowers blue and

white. 2 ft. Gd, each ;
6s. doz.

CATANANCHE CCERULEA — Easily

grown, free blooming, useful ; blue. 2 ft. Cd.

CENTAUREA GLASTIFOLIA- Graceful

habit; flowers golden yellow. Is.

CENTAUREA MACROCEPHALA — A
strong growing form, large bright yellow flowers.

3J ft. 9d.

CENTAUREA MONTANA {The Peren-

nial Cornflower)—Blue, very useful for cutting

purposes, li ft. Gd.

CENTAUREA MONTANA ALBA—Very
useful, li ft. Gd.

CENTAUREA MONTANA LADY FLOR-
ENCE HASTINGS—A new creamy white

form, very useful for cutting. 1 J ft. Is.

CENTAUREA MONTANA RUBRA—P.ed

flowers, quite distinct from the form usually sold

uuder this name. 9d.

CENTAUREA RUTHENICA—Useful bor-

der plant
;
flowers pale yellow. 3 ft. Is.

CEPHALARIA ALPINA—A sulphur-

flowered Scabious
;
fine border plant. 4 ft. 9d.

CERASTIUM TOMENTOSUM— A well-

known rock or carpeting plant. Gd. each

;

3s. per doz.

CHEIRANTHUS ALPINUS — Forming
dense cushions covered with sulphur coloured

flowers. 1 ft. Gd.

CHEIRANTHUS CHEIRI LUTEUS
PLENUS (Double Yellow Wallflower)—

A

free-flowering old favourite. 1;[ ft. 9d.

WALLFLOWER (DOUBLE).

CHEIRANTHUS MARSHALLI—Orange
colour; fragrant; useful for cutting. 1ft. 9d.

CHELONE OBLIQUA ALBA— A white

flowered variety. 3 to 4 ft. Gd.

CHELONE OBLIQUA, syn. PURPUREA
(Snake's-head). 3 to 4 ft. Gd.

CIMICIFUGA RACEMOSA — 1 landsomo

foliage, long feathery spikes of white flowers.

3 to 5 ft. Is.

CLEMATIS INTEGRIFOLIA—A herba-

ceous species, with elegant bell-like purple

flowers. 9d.

COREOPSIS GRANDIFLORA -Yellow; a

large free-flowering variety. 3 to 4 ft. Gd.

COREOPSIS LANCEOLATA — A hand-

some kind, flowering nearly all the summer;
bright yellow. 2 ft. Gd.

CORYDALIS NOBILIS—The hand-<omest

of this family; flowers rich golden yellow,

i to 1 ft. Is.

CRUCIANELLA STYLOSA—A neat trail-

ing plant
;
globular heads of rose flowers. Gd.

CHRYSANTHEMUM-For summer-flow Br-

ing varieties, see Catalogue.

CHRYSANTHEMUM LATIFOLIUM—
Pure white, yellow centre. One of the best late

hardy Marguerites. 3 ft. Gd.
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DIANTHUS ALPINUS (Alpine Pink)—
Uo60 flowers, spotted crimson. | ft. is. Gd.

DIANTHUS BAEBATXJS MAGNIPICUS

GHRYSANTHEMUM LEUCANTHE-
MUM—Scmi-diiplex

;
a distinct and useful

plant for cutting; flowers pure white, double.
1 to 2 ft. !)(/.

CHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM (True)
— One of the most useful I’creimials in com-
merce; large, well formed, imre white flowers.

2 ft. Gd.

CHRYSANTHEMUM UBIGINOSUM—
I’lrethnim Uliginosuin.

CISTUS—See I’lowering Shrub-like Plan's.

CORONILLA IBERICA—A capital rock or
border plartt; large yellow pea-shapej flowers;
trailing habit. !)(/.

.CORONILLA ROSEA—Strong growing, for

banks and stony places. 1 ft. Gd.

Cyclamen—

T

he greenhouse varieties are
familiar to everyone, but how few have any idea

of the modest beauty of the hardy spccie.s; they
oifly require planting in light loamy soil, in a
shady position, j t j J ft. high.

CYCLAMEN AFRICANUM (Maorophyl-
lum)—Large red flowers in autumn, is.

CYCLAMEN ATKINgl ALBUM—White
;

winter flowering, l.v.

CYCLAMEN ATKINSI PURPUREUM-
Bright purple. Gd.

CYCLAMEN COUM—Red; flowers in Feh-
rnary. l.s.

*

CYCLAMEN EUROP.fflUM — Summer
flowering, rosy pink

;
verv free. (irf.

CYCLAMEN HEDERAEFOLIUM—Rose,
foliage marbled

;
autumnal : one of the best. 9</.

CYCLAMEN HEDERIFOLIUM ALBUM—Pure white, is.

CYCLAMEN IBERICUM—White flowers,
bright purple spot at the base. Gd.

CYCLAMEN REPANDUM VERNUM—
Deep reddish erimson. March. 9</.

CYPRIPEDIUM ACAULE (Stemle.s.s Lady’s
Slipper)—Flowers rose colour, varying in shade
to almost white, but invariably tinted with rose.

A ft. l.s. Gd. to 2.S. Gd.

CYPRIPEDIUM CALCEOLUS (English
Lady’s Slipper)—Sepals and jietalsof a brownish
purple, and the lip of a clear bright yellow’.
1 ft. is. and is. Gd.

CYPRIPEDIUM MACRANTHUM (Sibe-
rian Lady’s Slipper)—Flowers of a rich purplish
crimson colour. 1 ft. 2.s. fit/, and fl.s. (>/.

CYPRIPEDIUM PARVIPLORUM— Frag-
rant flowers, with a bright yellow labellum;
sepals and petals of a brownish purple. 1 J ft.

2s.

CYPRIPEDIUM SPECTABILE-Laltellum
is much i'.iflutcd ; delicate rose colour, sepals and
petals white. One of the heat species for all

purposes. U ft. Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd.
DAISIES—See Collection.

DELPHINIUMS—Se« Collection.
DIANTHUS ANNULATUS—A very beau-

tiful rock plant. 1 ft. Is.

—Largeheadsof deepcrimson;doubleflowors. 6rf.

DIANTHUS CCESIUS (Cheddar Pink).—
Rose coloured

;
very fragrant. ft. Gd.

DIANTHUS CRUENTUS—Deep crimson-
scarlet. 1 ft. 9rf.

DIANTHUS PRAGRANS. 1 ft. Gd.

DIANTHUS NEGLECTUS- One of the
best; bright rosy pink; compact tufts, i ft.

Is. Gd.

DICTAMNUS PRAXINELLA — Curious
red flowers; fine border plant. 3 ft. 9(/.

DICTAMNUS PRAXINELLA ALBA
{Burning Bush)—White, fragrant. Gd.

DIELYTRA (DICENTRA) EXIMIA—

A

charming spring-flowering plant, racemes of
drooping reddish-purple flowers

;
fine for spring

decoration. IJ ft. Gd.

DIELYTRA FORMOSA— Also a very useful
and pretty variety. IJ It. Gd.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS—One of the
finest spring-flowering plants, eithei for border or
greenhouse, that we possess; well known. 2 ft. Gd,

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS ALBA—
White, faintly flushed pink; beautiful, li ft.

2s. Gd.

DIGITALIS GRANDIPLORA, sun. AM-
BIGUA—Yellow-flowered perennial Foxglove.
3 to 1 ft. 6rf.

DODECATHEON JEPPREYANUM, sgn.

LANCIPOLitJM—The largest of this group
;

drooping rose-coloured flowers, w’ith yellow
centres. 1 ft. Gd. and Is.

DODECATHEON MEADIA ELEGANS—
Purple flowers, suitable for.tlie rockery or shady
position,

if
ft. Is.

DODECATHEON MEADIA (The Ameri-
can Cowslip) — Bearing umbels of purple
flowers

;
form of flower somewhat like the

Cyclamen
;
quite hardy. 1 ft. 6</.

DODECATHEON SPLENDIDUM (Shoot-
ing Star)—Deep crimson colour

;
a little gem

for a cool, shady spot. 1 ft. Is.

DONDIA EPIPACTIS, sgn. HACQUETIA
—Umbels of yellow flowers; in> spring likes a
damp position. ^ ft. Gd.

DORONICUM AUSTRIACUM — Bright
golden yellow

;
very effective. ft. 6cf. each

;

5s. per doz.

DORONICUM CL.USII—Rich yellow
flowers, very free and effective. i,J ft. Gd.

DORONICUM PLANTAGINEUM EX-
CELSUM, sgn. HARPUR CREWE—

A

grand variety, producing freely large, bright
yellow flowers

;
the finest for cutting purposes.

2 to 3 ft. Gd.

DRABA AIZOON—Moss-like growth
;
small

yellow flowers. J ft. Gd.

DRABA AIZOIDES — A pretty yellow
spring-flowering rock plant. ^ ft. Gd.
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ERINUS
i ft. 9d.

ALPINUS ALBUS—White.DEABA BRUNLfflPOLIA~Dark foliage,

yellow (lowers; a useful rock plant. ft. Is.

DRACOCEPHALtfM R0PRECHTI—
Lilac-blue. 1 ft. 9d.

DRACOCEPHALUM VIRGINICUM —
Pink flowers along the two-thirds the height of

stems. ft. 9d.

DRYAS OCTOPETALA—A creeping ever-

green plant
;
white flowers and yellow stamens

;

pretty. Is.

ECHINACEA PTJRPtTREA (Rudheckia)—
Very stately autumn flowering perennial, with
large reddish purple flowers on stems 3 feet in

height. !)(/.

ECHINOPS RITRO (Globe-Thistle')— A
handsome foliage plant, having also globular

heads of rich blue flowers. 2 ft. 9d.

ECHINOPS RUTHENICUS — Blue
;

a
showy border plant. 2 to 3 ft. 9d.

ECHINOPS SPHCEROCEPHALUS

—

Flower heads white. Gd.

EPILOBIIJM ANGTJSTIPOLIUM—
Adapted for shrubberies, borders, &c. 3 to 4 ft.

Gd.

EPILOBHJM DODON^I, syn. HALLERI.
Pretty rose coloured, narrow leaves. 1 ft. Is.

EPILOBIUM PLEISCHERI—Rosy purple

flowers; useful for rockery. 1ft. Is.

EPIMEDITTM ALPINUM (Barren Wort)—
Yellow and crimson

;
elegant group of rock or

border plants. 1 ft. Gd.

EPIMEDIIJM MACRANTHUM— White,
tinged violet. 9d.

EPIMEDIIJM RITBRUM—Reddish brown.

9d. -

EPIMEDIIJM NIVEUM—Capital plant for

forcing
;
white. 1 ft. 9d.

EPIMEDIUMPINNATUM—Bright yellow.

1 ft. 9d.

EPIMEDIUM SULPHUREUM—Pale yel-

low. 9d.

EREMDRUS BUNGEI— Long spikes of

straw-coloured flowers, with conspicuous anthers;

very rare and heautiful. 7s. Gd.

EREMURUS HIMALAICUS — Spikes of

pure white flowers
;
hardy and free flowering.

6 ft. 5s. and 10s. Gd.

EREMURUS OLGCE—Dense spikes of rosy

flesh-coloured flowers. 3 ft. Gs.

EREMURUS ROBUSTUS—Of a lovely

pink, sweet scented, massive spikes, 7 to 8 feet

high, native of Turkestan. Small plants, 3s. Gd.

ERIGERON AURANTIACUS — Large
bright orange flowers, on stems 9 inches high. 9d.

ERIGERON GLABELLUS — Blue and
yellow flowers

;
dwarf. ^ ft. Gd.

ERIGERON PHILADELPHICUM—Free
flowering rose coloured variety. Gd.

ERIGERON SPECIOSUS SUPERBUS—
Large blue flowers, yellow centres

;
fine for the

autumn. 2 ft. 9d.

ERINUS ALPINUS—Rose colour, suitable

for old walls, &c. j ft. Gd. each; 4s. per do*.

ERODIUM MACRADENIUM, syn.

GLANDULOSUM— Fern-like foliage rose-

coloured flowers, blotched black. 4 ft. 9d.

ERODIUM MANESCAVI—A showy hand-
some species, purplish red flowers. 1 ft. 9d.

ERYNGIUM OLIVERIANUM, .cyn.

AMETHYSTINUM — Should bo in every

collection
;
stem and flowers a fine amethystine

blue. 2J ft. Is.

ERYNGIUM GIGANTEUM — Effective.

1 4 ft. Gd. each
;

6s. per do*.

ERYNGIUM MARITIMUM (Sea Holly)—
Pale blue

;
glaucous foliage. 1^ ft. Is.

EUPATORIUM PURPUREUM—Branch-

ing heads of purple flowers. G-7 ft. Is.

EURYBIA GUNNIANANA—Erect much-
branchcl shrub, aster-like flowers of snowy
whiteness. 2 ft. 2s.

ERYNGIUM ALPINUM — Of a lovely

metallic blue, stem as well as the bracts being

of the same lovely shade. 14 ft. Is.

ERYNGIUM PLANUM — Good border

plant; distinct, 2 ft. 9d.

ERODIUM REICHARDI—White flowers
;

a pretty little Alpine. \ ft. Is.

FERULA COMMUNIS—Attractive during

the early Spring. When it has arrived at

maturity, it is one of the grandest hardy foliage

plants. 5 ft. Is.

FRANCOA APPENDICULATA—Spikes of

pink flowers. 2 ft. Is.

FRANCOA RAMOSA— Fine racemes of

white flowers. 1^-2 ft. Is.

FUNKIA FORTUNEI—Blue-green foliitgc ;

distinct. I ft. Is. Gd.

FUNKIA LANCEOLATA MARGINATA
—Belonging to a beautiful genus of handsome
foliage plants. I ft. 9d.

FUNKIA OVATA, syn. HEMEROCAL-
LIS CCERULEA—Large green foliage, flowers

purple. Gd.

FUNKIA SIEBOLDI—Ornamental. 1^ ft.

9d.

FUNKIA SUBCORDATA GRANDI-
FLORA—Broad green leaves and noble spikes

of pure white flowers. IJ ft. 9d.

FUNKIA UNDULATA FOL. VAR.—1 ft.

9d.

GAHiLARDIA GRANDIFLORA — See
Collection.

GALEGA OFFICINALIS—Of free growth.

Gd.

GALEGA OFFICINALIS ALBA—Strong
growing white, pea-shaped flowers; very useful

for cutting. 3-4 ft. Gd.

GENISTA HUMIFUSA— Deep I'ellow

flowers, prostrate habit. Is. Gd.

GENISTA TINCTORIA FL. PL.—Suitable

for the rockery. 9d.
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GENISTA TRIQUETRA rTrlangularlfl)—
CnrionB trigonal prostrate stems, and }ellow
pea-shaped flowers. Is.

OENTIANA ASCLEPIADEA— Spikes of
dark purplish bine. 2 ft. IW.

OF.NTIANA A0AULI8.

GENTIANA ACAULIS—The Gentianella
;

eharming eushions of leathery glossy foliage,

ereet hell-shaped flowers of intense blue. ^ ft.

6rf. eaeh
;
6s. per doz.

OENTIANA ANDREWSI—Rich purplish
blue

;
one of the handsomest. 1-2 ft. Is.

OENTIANA CRUCIATA—Avigorousgrow-
ing species, flowers deep blue. 1-1 J ft. 6rf.

OENTIANA GELIDA—Tufts a foot high,

with large light blue heads. Is.

GENTIANA LUTEA (The Great Yellow
Gentian') — Rich yellow flowers, bold habit.

3-1 ft. I.S.

GENTIANA PNEUMONANTHE (Heath
Gentian)—Light blue flowers; fine. J-lft. Od.

GENTIANA VERNA—It forms dense tufts

of deep green glossy foliage, and in early spring
is covered with brilliant blue flowers, with a
white or yellow eye

;
succeeds best in a rich

loamy soil. { ft. l.s.

GERANIUM—&e Collection.

GEUM COCCINEUM PLENUM—One of
the finest of our hardy perennials, large double
flowers of a dazzling scarlet. 1^ ft. 9<f.

GEUM MINIATUM—Distinct
;
rich orange

coloured flowers, lift. Drf.

GEUM MONTANUM—Useful for rockwork
or border; compact tufts; clear bright yellow.
Jft. 9</.

GILLENIA TRIFOLIATA—Large panicles
of pink and white flowers. 2-3 ft. Is.

GLAUCIUM LUTEUM, syn. ELAVUM—
Useful for winter decorative bedding. 6d.
GLOBULARIA OORDIEOLIA—Fine roek

plant
;
evergreen foliage, blue flowera :}ft. Is.

GLOBULARIA TRICHOSANTHA

—

Flowers dark blue. In globular heads. J ft. C</.
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GNAPHALIDM LEONTOl'ODIUM.

OIJNNERA SCABBA—A native
Andes. A fine plant for open spaces, on
or the margin of lakes. 3-5 ft. 1.?. and Is. 6</

GYNERIXJM ARGENTEXJM (Pampas
Grass). Is. to 2s. Sd.

GYPSOPHILACERASTIOIDES—A pretty
trailing plant; flowers white, streaked violet,

i foot. Is.

GYPSOPHILA PROSTRATA — Compact
trailing habit, white flowers

;
a charming rock

plant. ^ ft. 6rf. each
;

6s. per doz.

GYPSOPHUiA PANICULATA—Forming a
symmetrical bush about 2 feet high, and covered
with miniature white flowers. 6rf.

HARDY PERNS—Sec Collection.

HARDY HEATHS—In variety. 12s.tol8.s.

doz.

HARPALHJM RIGIDUM (Hellanthus)—
One of the best of our autumn plants; flowers
large, of a bright golden yellow, black disc;

free and showy. 3 ft, 6cf. each
;
4s. per doz.

HARPALIUM RIGIDUM (Miss Mellish's
Variety)—The best of all tbe family. Is.

HEDYSARDM OBSCURUM—A brilliant

and compact perennial. I ft. 9rf.

HELENITTM AUTUMNALE — Flowers
large, bright yellow, and produced in abundance

;

very useful for cutting purposes. 5-6 ft. Gd,

HELENIUM BOLANDERI—Dwarf habit,

with large yellow flowers, centre black. 5-C ft.

HELIANTHUS OCOI-
DENTALI3 — Rich yellow
dark centre. ft. Is.

GNAPHALIDM LEONTOPODIUM (The
Edelweiss)—A curiousAlpine species,producing

heads of flowers enveloped in a soft silky sub-

stance like cotton-wool. Easily grown on a

raised border or piece of rockwork, in very
sandy soil mingled with stones. J ft. 9d.

GUNNERAMANICATA—Large, handsome
4-6 ft. 2s. Cd.

9d.

HELENIUM GRANDICEPHALUM—Yel-
low ;

very vigorous. 1-1^ ft 9d.

HELIANTHElvrUMS-See Collection.

HELIANTHUS DECAPETALUS. 4-6 ft.

6rf. each
;
6s. per doz.

HELENIUM PUMILUM—Of a dwarfer
habit than the above; free. J ft. 9d.

HELIANTHUS MUL-
TIPLORUS GRANDI.
PLENUS (Soleil d'Or)—Large
double yellow flowers; the finest

of this class. 9d.

HELIANTHUS L^TIFLORUS — Rich

golden yellow ;
free. 3 ft. 9d.

HELIANTHUS MULTTFLOBUS (The
Great Perennial Single Sunflower)— Grows
from 3 to 4 feet high, and has a brilliant effect

planted in masses, in shrubby borders, and other

places. 4-6 ft. 6d. each
;

6s. per doz.

HELIANTHUS MULTIPLORDS
PLENUS (The Double Perennial Sunflower)
—A vigorous growing perennial, large double
deep yellow flowers ;

very useful for cutting.

4 ft. 6d. each
;

6s. per doz.

HELIANTHUS STRUMOSUS — Small
flowers, useful for cutting. 3-4 ft. 9rf.OYNERimi ABOEnreuu.
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HBLIOFSIS SCABRA—Suitable for mixed
border; flowers bright orange. 3ft. Grf.

HELLEBORXIS ATRORUBENS (Lenten
Rose)—Bright rosy purple. 1 ft. Ij!.

HELLEBORtrS CAUCASICUS PUNCTA-
TUS—Very free, rosy criiiisou flowers, spotted
deeper. 1 ft. Is.

HELLEBORtrS COLCHICUS “ OOCCI-
NEUS"—Widely expanded bell-shaped flowers
of aelear piirplishcarmine colour

;
very floriferous

and robust iu habit. 1 ft. 3s. 6c/.

HELLEBORtrS COLCHICUS ROSEUS—
A rosy purple coloured hybrid of fine vigorou.s

growth, flowers widely expanded. 1 ft. 2s. Gil.

HELLEBORUS FCETIDUS-Green flo wers

;

a prettv winter foliage plant. 1 ft. ‘Jrf.

HELLEBORUS GUTTATUS — White,
freely spotted purple. I ft. 2s. Gd.

HELLEBORUS NIGER (Christmas Rose)
—Perfectly hardy, and if j>lantcd in the garden
and taken up and potted when it becomes
large clumps, and placed in a cold frame, it will

continue to give a profusion of flowers for two
months, with no other trouble than the ordinary
watering. Is. Gd. each

;
16s. per doz.

;
smaller,

12s. per doz.

HELLEBORUS NIGER ALTIPOLIUS
(Maximus)—Very large and fine, far surpassing
the type for cutting purposes. 1-2 ft. Is. Gd. and
2s. Gd.

HELLEBORUS GUTTATUS LEICHT-
LINI—One of the finest yet raised ; very large

;

pure white, covered with small rosy -purple spots.

2s. 6(/.

HELLEBORUS NIGER ANGUSTI-
POLIUS (St. Brldgld’s Christmas Rose)

—

Very large, free blooming, of the purest white.
1 ft. Is. Gd. and 2.v. Gd.

HELLEBORUS NIGER MAJOR—Won-
derfully free-flowering; large white flowers.

Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd.

HELLEBORUS OLYMPICUS — White,
slightly tinged green. Is.

HELLEBORUS ORIENTALIS — Deep
purpU-red; one of the most effective. Is. each

;

9s. per doz.

HELLEBORUS PALLIDUS — Creamy
white, tinged green

;
free. l.s. Gd.

HELLEBORUS PURPURASCENS—
Flowers large, dove-coloured inside and out;
one of the earliest in bloom. ft. 2.'. Gd.

HELLEBORUS VIRIDIS — Sea green,
handsome foliage. 1 ft. Is.

HELLEBORUS WILLIE SCHIVnUT—
Pure white

;
one of the best. 1 ft. 2s. Gd.

HEMEROCALLIS DISTTCHA FL. PL.—
Bronzy yellow; flowers large and double. 3 ft. 9d.

HBLENIOM BOLANDlsni.

HEMEROCALLIS PULVA—Large tawny-
orange flowers and handsome foliage. 3 ft. Gd.

HEMEROCALLIS KWANSO PL. PL.
POL. VAR.—Ornamental foliage; fine. 3 ft.

Is. Gd.

HEMEROCALLIS MIDDENDORPIANA
— Terra-cotta coloured flowers

;
very useful for

cutting
;

distinct. 2J ft. Is.

HEMEROCALLIS THUNBERGI—Deep
sulphury-yellow

;
fragrant

;
very useful for

cutting. 2J ft. Is.

HEPATICA TRILOBA—
Single blue
Single white
Single red

Double red
Double blue.

i ft.

9d.

each.

Is. Gd.

HEPATICA ANGULOSA — Largest and
earliest

;
sky-blue. ^ ft. Gd.

HESPfeRIS MATRONALIS—See Rockets.

HEUCHERA SANGUINEA (Alum Ruot)—
One of the best garden plants

;
exquisite flowers

for cutting
;
light coral-scarlet

; dwarf, compact,
branching growth. lJ-2 ft. 9d.

HIERACEUM AURANTIACUM—
Flowers bright orange

;
fine for cutting. 1 ft.

Gd.
HEMEROCALLIS DUMORTIERI

—

Flowers soft rich yellow; a gem for the border
or rockery

;
useful for cutting. 1 ft. 9d.

HEMEROCALLIS PLAVA (Day Lily)—
Golden yellow, very fragrant

;
fine for cutting

and forcing. 3 ft. 9d. each ; 7s. Gd, per doz.

HIERACEUM VILLOSUM—Large golden-
yellow flowers, suitable for rockwork or border.

1 A ft. 9d.
" HIPPOCREPIS COMOSA—Growing freely

I in any exposed part of the rockwork; yellow.
I ^ft. Gd.
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HUTCHINSIAALPINA—A neat little plant,

with shining leaves and pure white flowers. Gd.

HYPERICUM OALYCINUM (Hose of
Sharon, fit., John's Wort .')—Bright yellow flowers.

1 ft. Gd.

HYPERICUMMOSERIANUM—Very fine

;

bright yellow flowers. 2-3 ft. 1.9.

HYPERICUM PATULUM—Forming neat
and well-shaped bushes. 3 ft. Is.

HYPERICUM REPTANS—A pretty trail-

ing species, useful for rockwork
;

large flowers,

-ift. 1.9.

IBERIS CORRCEFOLIA—One of the finest

of the evergreen Candytufts; pure white, flowers

early in spring
;
very useful for cutting, ft.

Gd. each
;

6s. per doz.

IBERIS GIBRAIiTARICA HYBRIDA—
Colour silvery white, tinged pink, plants com-
pletely covering themselves solid with bloom.

ft. Gd.

IBERIS LINIPOIiIA—Very compact grow-
ing variety. Is.

IBERIS SEMPERPLORENS. Gd. each
;

0.9. per doz.

IBERIS SEMPERVIRENS PLORE

UNUM ARBOREUM — Free flowering,

requiring a sunny position on borders or rock- '

work, in sandy, well-drained soil. 1 ft. Is.

LINUM PIiAVUM (Luteum)—An invalu-

able border or rock plant. 1-11 ft. 9d.

LINUM MONOGYNUM ('/’Ac New Zealand
White Flax)—Largo pure white flowers. 1 ft.

Gd.

LITHOSPERMUM PROSTRATUM—
Rich blue; one of the best rock plants. ^ ft. Gd.

LOBELIAS—Sec Collection.

LOTUS CORNICULATUS PL. PL.

—

Pretty. Gd. each
;

4s. per doz.

LUPINUS ARBOREUS (Tree Lupin)—
Fine yellow. 2— 4 ft. Gd.

LUPINUS POXn—Dark purple and white;

fine for cutting. 1.9.

LUPINUS NOOTKATENSIS— Blue and
white; dwarf variety, lift. Gd.

LUPINUS POLYPHYLLUS — A grand
border plant. 4 ft. 6d.

LUPINUS POLYPHYLLUS ALBUS—

A

showy plant for borders. 4 ft. Gd.

LYCHNIS ALPINA—Rose coloured
;
dwarf

and pretty. J ft. 6(f.

LYCHNIS CHALCEDONICA PL. PL.—
PLENO (Double White Perennial Candytuft)
—For edgings, beds, borders, rockwork, &c. It

is a dwarf, compact and beautifully-rounded bush.

Gd. each
;
4s. doz.

INULA GLANDULOSA— Large yellow
flowers

;
fine border plant. 2 ft. Gd.

INULA HELENIUM — Large heads of

bright yellow flowers. 1-lJ ft. Gd.

IRIS

—

See Collection.

.
ISOPYRUM THALICTROrOES- IVhite

flowers, Maidenhair-like foliage. Is.

LATHYRUS GRANDIPLORUS (Blflorus)
—The finest of the Perennial Pens, flowers very
large, of a bright crimson-scarlet, produced in

abundance. 4 ft. Is.

LATHYRUS LATIPOLIUS (The Perennial
Pea)—Having red flowers in bunches. 4 ft. Is.

LATHYRUS LATIPOLIUS ALBUS—One
of the finest white flowers in cultivation for

cutting purposes. 4 ft. 1.9. Grf.

LATHYRUS LATIPOLIUS SPLEN-
DENS—A fine dark variety. 4 ft. 1.9. Gd.

LAVENDULA SPICATA (Lavender). Gd.

each
;

4s. per doz.

LIATRIS PYCNOSTACHYA—Long spikes

of purple flowers. 3 ft. Is.

LIATRIS SPICATA—Purple. IJ ft. Gd.

LILIES—See Collection.

LINARIA ALPINA—Purple and orange
.flowers ; neat trailing habit

;
effective. Gd.

.LINARIA CYMBALARIA (Ivy-leaved
Toad Plax)—Pretty for dry sunny spots. Gd.

LINARIA DALMATICA— Rich goldcii-

ycllow
;
very striking and free. 9</.

LINARIA PILOSA—A dwarf, free-flowering
perennial, well adapted for covering tvalls and
rockwork; flowers lilac colour. Gd.

Immense heads of double scarlet flowers
;
fine

for cutting. 3 ft. Gd.

LYCHNIS CHALCEDONICA ALBA PL.
PL.—White

;
very fine. 3 ft. Is. Gd.

LYCHNIS DIOICA RUBRA PL. PL.—

A

very handsome neat border plant
;
large double

crimson flowers, fine for massing and cutting

purposes. 1^ ft. Gd. each
;
4s. per doz.

LYCHNIS PLOS CUCULI ALBA
PLENA — Snow-white flowers, beautifully

fringed
;

useful for the border, exhibition, or

cutting purposes, li ft. Gd.

LYCHNIS PLOS - CUCULI ROSEUS
PLENU3—A free flowering showy variety,

with bright rose-coloured flowers
;
most useful

for cutting purposes. IJ ft. Gd.

LYCHNIS HAAGEANA—In variety. 1 ft.

Gd. each
;

6s. per doz.

LYCHNIS VESPERTINA PLENA—Fine,

double w'hite
;

very free bloomer
;

useful for

cutting. 24 ft. Is.

LYCHNiS VISCARIA SPLENDENS
PLENA—Spikes of very double red flowers.

1 to 14 ft. 6d.

LYSIMACHIA CLETHROIDES — Pure
white

;
very effective. 2 ft. (irf.

LYSIMACHIA NUMMULARIA AUREA
(Golden-Leaved Creepini/ Jenny)— Gd.

LYTHRUM ROSEUM SUPERBUM—
Fine. 3 to 4 ft. Gd. each

;
5s. per doz.

LYTHRUM SALICARIUM ROSEUM—
Long branched .spikes of rosy-pink flowers

;
a

useful border plant. 3 to 4 ft. Gd.

MALVA MOSCHATA ALBA—Flowers

pure white and very fragrant. 2 ft. Gd.

MEGASEA CORDIPOLIA—Foliage large

spikes of bright rose flowers. 1 ft. Gd.
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HffiOASEA CORDIPOLIA PURPUREA I

—Rich purple flowers; the finest of this genus,
li ft. y</. and 2s. Cut.

MEGASEA PURPURASCENS — Light
purple flowers, tall steins

; scarce. 1 ft. Is. Crf.

MEGASEA LIGULATA—Early flowering
;

pinkish-lilac. 1 ft. 9rf.

MEGASEA STRACHEYI—Pretty blush-
pink flowers

;
a select frame plant. 1 ft. l.s. Gd.

MERTENSIA SIBERIOA—Drooping
clusters of light lilue flowers. 1 ft. Is.

MERTENSIA VIRGINICA (Pulmonaria)
—Flowers purplish blue colour. ft. 9cf. I

MIMULUS CARDINAXIS— Very showy I

and effective
;
flowers scarlet. 1 ft. Is.

MONARDA DIDYMA, syn. PISTULOSA
AND KAT.MIANA (Bee Balm)— Scarlet

; j

fragrant. 2 ft. firf. I

MONARDA DIDYMA ALBA — A white i

flowering form of the above, showy and
|

attractive. Qd.

MONTBRETIA “ PIERY STAR ’’—Habit '

robust, most floriferons, producing in long
succession brilliant vermilion widely-expanded
flowers. 3 ft. Is.

MONTBRETIA “ GOLDEN SHEAP A
vast improvement on Crocorniaflora aurea, having

larger, more expanded, golden-yellow flowers,

and a dwarf compact habit
;
excellent for cntting,

3 ft. Is.

For other varieties of Montbretin, see Bulb

Catalogue.

MORINA LONGIPOLIA — Highly orna-
mental, both in foliage and flowers. 2^ ft. 9rf.

MYOSOTIS, in variety—See Summer flower-

ing plants.

MYOSOTIS IMPERATRICE ELIZA-
BETH—Colour very rich. ^ ft. 9rf. each

;
6s.

per doz.

NIEREMBERGIA RIVULARIS — Large
pure white flowers; dwarf, slender, creeping
stems. 2 in. high. 9<f.

CENOTHERA PRASERI and YOUNGI—
Both very showy, lift. 9</. each.

CENOTHERA P'RUTICOSA MAJOR—
Large deep yellow flowers

;
fine. 1 to li ft. 9</.

CENOTHERA MACROCARPA {Evening
Pr/mrosc)—Deep golden yellow flowers. J ft. 6d.

CENOTHERA PILGRIMI — By far the
finest of the yellow Evening Primroses. 1 ft. fid.

CENOTHERA RIPARIA. 1ft. fit/, each;
6s. doz.
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PAPAVEIt NUDICAULB (ICELAND POPPy).

CENOTHERA SPECIOSA— Free-growing

large white fragrant flowers, and for borders few

can be found to equal it. 1 to li ft. 9i/. each;

6.9. per doz.

(ENOTHERA TARAXACIPOLIA—One of

the prettiest of the dwarf Evening Primroses

;

large white flowers changing to red when fading.

4 ft. 6(f.

OMPHALODES LXJCILLiE—T)L'licate blue

flowers
;
a beautiful Alpiue. J ft. I.<. 6i/. aud

2s. ed.

OMPHALODES VERNA—Charming little

plant
;
blue. 4 ft. Gd. each; 6.9. per doz.

OMPHALODES VERNA ALBA—J ft.

Gd. each ;
6.9. per doz.

ONONIS ROTDNDIPOLIA (Rest Harrow)
—A free-flowering and effective border plant;

will thrive in sandy soils. 14 ft. 9</.

ONOSMA TAtTRICA—Bright yellow
;
very

fragrant. to 1 ft. Is. Gd.

OPHIOPOGON SPICATTJM—A neat ever-

green, with grassy leaves and spikes of white

flowers. Gd.

OPUNTIA RAFINESQUEI (Prickly Pig)

—A truly hardy Cactus, with yellow flowers;

indispensable for the rockwork. Is. G</.

OROBUS AURANTIAGTJS (Luleu.i) —
Bright orange (lowers

;
very distinct. 14 to 2 ft.

1 .9 . Gd.

OROBDS CANESCENS—Cue of the most

showy; blue purple. 1 ft. Is.

OROBTJS LATHYROIDES — Numerous
spikes of small blue flowers, closely arranged

;
a

showy plant. 2J ft. Gd.

OROBTJS VERNDS— Purple pea-shaped
flowers

;
one of the prettiest spring flowering

plants. 1 ft. Gd.

OSTROWSKIA MAQNIFICA—The giant
bnll-flowcr from Central Asia; flowers bell-

shaped
;
mauve-lilac and white. 3 to 1 ft. 2 .9 . (irf.

OURISIA COCCINEA—Spikes of drooping
scarlet flowers ; a gem for a moist shady spot.

S ft. 9(/.

P9EONIA MOTJTAN (Tree Pseonles)—See
Collection.

PABONIAS, HERBACEOUS—Nee Collec-
tion.

PANSIES—In great variety—See Collection.

PAPAVER BRACTEATUM—l.arge bril-
liant crimson-scarlet flowers, black blotch at base

j

of each petal
;

line for borders. 3 ft. 9</.

PAPAVER NUDICAULE—Showy form-
ing tufts of bright yellow flowers. 1 ft. Gd.

PAPAVER NUDICAULE ALBUM — A
pretty white variety ef the preceding; fine for
cutting. 1 ft. Gd.

PAPAVER NUDICAULE COCCINEUM
PL. PL. — New double flowering form of the
bright orange-scarlet variety of the IcelandPoppy.
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PAPAVER NUDICAULE MINIATUM—
Brilliant orange- scarlet flowers; one of the

most showy of the Iceland Poppies. 1 ft. 6(/.

PAPAVER ORIENTALE — Immense
deep crimson flowers, black blotch. 3 ft. tid.

PAPAVER ORIENTALE “BLUSH
QUEEN”— Beautiful soft rosy-pink flowers;

more erect in growth than Orientale. F.C.C.

3J ft. 1.S-.

PAPAVER ORIENTALE “PRINCE OP
ORANGE ’’ — Dwarf, compact habit

; clear

orange-scarlet flowers
;

exceedingly handsome.
1 ft. 9</.

PAPAVER ORIENTALE “ SALMON
QUEEN ”—Of a charming soft salmon-scarlet

suade. 2 ft. M.
PAPAVER ORIENTALE “ SEMI-

PLENA”— Rich crimson flowers. 1*.

PENTSTEMONS (Florist's varieties)—/See
Collection.

PENTSTEMON BARBATUS COC-
CINEUS—A desirable plant. 3 ft. Gd.

PEN I STEMON HETEROPHYLLUS—
Lovely fky-blue flowers, at times tinted rose

;

dwarf. Is.

PENTSTEMON OVATUS—A good border
plant, quite hardy, and a fine blue. 3 ft. !)f/.

PENTSTEMON PUBESCENS — Lilac,

with white mouth
;
a good border kind. 1 ft. !)</.

PENTSTEMON SCOULERI — Flowers
large and inflated, of a lovely bluish-lilac

;
per-

fectly hardy, easily grown. 2 ft. Is. Gd.

PHALARIS ARUNDINACEA POL. VAR.
(Lady Grass)—Pretty. Gd.

PHLOX AMCENA. Is.

PHLOX CANADENSIS— Palo blue;
slender-growing species. 1 ft. Gd.

PHLOX DOUGLASI, var. DIPPUSUS—
Dense-spreading tufts, delicate pink flowers; from
the Cascades of Northern United States (gritty

and very sandy well-drained soil). 2s. 6d.

PHLOX NELSONI — Snow white flowers.

Gd.

PHLOX OVATA—Rosy purple flowers, late

in spring ;
one of the best hardy plants. 1 ft. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA sya. FRONDOSA—
Bright rose-coloured flowers, i ft. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA “ALDBOROUGH

-

ENSIS”—Pale lilac; very distinct. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA ATROPURPUREA

—

Purplish rose-coloured flowers, crimson eye;

Gd. each
;
4s. per doz.

PHLOX SETACEA “BRIDE”—Pure
white, red centres; very conspicuous. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA “COMPACTA”—
Lovely rose; effeetive. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA “FAIRY”—Pure white,

with a red eye
;
free. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA “GRANDIPLORA”—
Rich mauve; distinct. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA “MODEL” — Bright

rosy carmine, neat habit; effective. Gd.

PERFECTION ”—
White, purple centre. 9</.

PHLOX SETACEA “VIVID ’’—Fiery rose
colour, rich carmine centre; the brightest of
the group. Is.

PHLOX VERNA—Deep red. J ft. 5s. per
doz. Gd. each.

PHLOXES (Florist’s varieties). Early and
Late Flowering

—

See Collection.

PHORMIUM TENAX (New Zealand Flax)
—Perfectly hardy; a splendid green foliage
plant. Is. 6cf. and 2s. Gd.

PHORMIUM TENAX VARIEGATUM—
Alternate bands of green and golden yellow,
running the entire length of the leaf; one of the
finest foliage plants; hardy in warm, sheltered
positions. 2s. 6rf. and 5s. each.
PHORMIUM TENAX ATROPURPUREA

—Leaves narrower and more erect; purple
foliage. 3s. Gd.

PHYGELIUS CAPENSIS—Very effective
spikes of long tubular flowers of a rich vermilion;
yellow throat. 3 to 4 ft. Gd.

PHYSALIS ALKEKENGI(Winter Cherry)—White flowers, succeeded by numerous trans-
parent red berries. 1 ft. Gd.

PHYSOSTEGIA VIRGINIANA—A liand-
some plant; rosy-lilac. 2 ft. Gd.

I

PITYROSPERMA ACERINUM—Spikes of
' white flowers, 3 ft. in height, late in autumn. Gd.

, PLUMBAGO LARPENT.,®—A pretty
I ornament for rockwork, banks, &e. 1 ft.

[

Gd. each
;

7s. Gd. per doz.

PODOPHYLLUM EMODI— Large green

i

foliage, flowers creamy white, succeeded by
bright scarlet fruit; thrives best in shade. 1 ft.

2s.

PODOPHYLLUM PELTATUM—Beautiful
wrinkled leaves, small white flowers; shady
position. .1 ft. Is.

POLEMONIUM OCERULEUM (Jacob's
Ladder)—Elegant fern-like foliage. Gd.

POLEMONIUM CCERULEUM ALBUM.
Gd.

POLEMONIUM HIMALAICUM—A noble
plant for the mixed border, strong grower

;

should be in every collection. 2 ft. l.s.

POLEMONIUM REPTANS—Valuable
bine spring flowering plant. 1 ft. Gd.

POLEMONIUM RICHARDSONI, eyn.

HUMILE—Abcautifnlhardy perennial; lovely
sky-blue flowers, li ft. Gd.

POLYGONUM BRUNONIS— Useful for
its pink flowers and coloured foliage

;
dwarf.

1 ft. Gd.

POLYGONUM COMPACTUM— White
flowers, much branched stems. 2 ft. Gd.

POLYGONUM SACHALIENSE — Tall
stout stems and very large foliage

; a plant of
sub-tropical appearance, very useful for the
margins of waters, shrubbery, borders, &c. Is.

PHLOX SETACEA “ PALLIDA” — Ros
shaded lilac

;
flowers large. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA
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POLYaONTJM VACCINIFOLIUM—Pink SANTOLINA INCANA—Neat dwarf, and^
compact. 1 ft. 6rf. each

;
4.s. per doz. Tf flowers, late in autumn

;
dwarf and pretty, i ft.

yrf.

POTENTILLAS (Double)—Sec Collection.

POTENTILLA POEMOSA—Bright cherry-
red flowers in profusion. 1 ft. C</.

PRIMULA

—

See Collection.

PYRETHRUMS, DOUBLE AND SINGLE
—See Collection.

PYRETHRUM ULIGINOSUM, eyn.

SEROTINUM — Producing largo pure white
flowers; a fine plant for autumn decoration;
useful for cutting, o ft. Gcf.

PULMONARIA AZUREA—Early flower-

ing; fine clear blue. 1ft. M.
PULMONARIA SACHARATA— Prettily

marbled leaves, red and violet tubular flowers,

aft. 9(f.

RANUNCULUS ACONITIFOLIUS PLE-
NUS (Pair Maida of Prance)—Flowers pure i

white, very double; grows freely in any situa-
'

tion. 1 ft. 9<f.

RANUNCULUS ACRIS PL. PL. (The Old
Bachelor's Button) — Double golden yellow
flowers; will grow in any damp shady corner.

3 ft. 6rf.

RANUNCULUS AMPLEXICAULIS—
Large white flowers ; very distinct. 1 ft. 9d.

RANUNCULUS MONTANUS—A pretty

Alpine plant; flowers yellow. 9</.

RANUNCULUS RUTAEPOLIUS—White
flowers, dark yel low centre.

'J
ft. l.s.

RANUNCULUS SPECIOSUS PL. PL.—
Immense double golden yellow flowers, produced
in abundance. J ft. Is.

RAMONDIA PYRENAICA—li'lowers of a

pretty violet-purple, with a bright orange eye

;

easily grown, perfectly hardy, shady-damp spot.

1 ft. Is.

RHEUM EMODI—A gigantic- leaveil plant.

4 ft. Is.

RHEUM PALMATUM—Large and hand-
some foliage, fine for isolating on lawns. 6 ft. Is.

ROCKETS — Hesperls matronalls alba
plena and purpurea plena—They are as showy
and as beautiful as any Stock, quite hardy, and
bloom twice the length of time, and for cut

flowers are amongst some of the best hardy plants.

2 ft. 6d. each; 4s. doz.

RUDBECKIA CALIPORNICA—Light yel-

low flowers in autumn
;
very distinct. S ft. 9d.

RUDBECKIA LACINIATA—Yellow Mar-
gaerite-like flowers. 3^ ft. Gd.

RUDBECKIA NEUMANII— Showy
golden yellow and black flowers; very useful for

cutting purposes. 2 ft. Gd. each ; 4s. per doz.

RUDBECKIA SUB-TOMENTOSA—Corn-

act heads of clear yellow flowers, with a distinct

ark centre
;
very free, useful for cutting. 3 to

4 ft. Gd.

SALVIA OFFICINALIS AUREA. Gd.

SALVIAS—See Collection.

SAPONARIA OCYMOrDES— Trailing
perennial; bright rose-coloured flowers: invalu-
able for covering large stones. J ft. Gd.

SAPONARIA OCYMOIDES, var. SPLEN-
DIDISSIMA—Flowers largo, circular, and deep
ro.sy crimson in colour; fine for roekwork. Is.

SAXIFRAGAS—In variety. (See Collection.)
SCHIZOSTYLIS COCCINEA — A hand-

some semi-bulbous plant, the flowers, which are
produced late in the autumn, are of a bright
crimson

;
good for cutting purposes. to 2 ft.

Gd. each
;
4s. per doz.

;
30s. per 100.

SCABIOSA CAUCASICA- Beautiful heads
of lilac-blue flowers. 9d.

SCUTELLARIA MACRANTHA—A showy
dwarf border plant, flowers blue. 9d.

SEDUMS—See Collection.

SEMPERVrVUMS—See Collection.

SENECIO DORONICUM— Large golden
yellow flowers; fine for cutting. 14to2^ft. Gd.
SENECIO PULCHER — An exceedingly

vigorous habit, and perfectly hardy; brilliant

purplish crimson flowers, with a golden yellow
disc, of a good form and substance. 2 to 3 ft. 9cf.

SHAMROCK—The true variety from Ireland.
Gd.

SIDALCEA CANDIDA— Long spikes of
white flowers. 2^ ft. Gd,

SIDALCEA MALV^PLORA—Useful for
cutting. 2 ft. 6(f. each; 6s. per doz.

SILENE ACAULIS—A dwarf Alpine herb

;

piuk flowers. 9d.

SILENE ACAULIS ALBA—A pretty rock
plant

;
pure white flowers. 9d.

SILENE ALPESTRIS—A charming ever-
green rock or border plant, glossy white flowers;
fine for massing. Gd. each

;
5s. per doz.

SILENE MARITIMA PL. PL.—Prostrate
tufts of glaucous foliage, scarcely an inch in
height, bearing double flowers as large as the old
“ Double White Pink.” ^ ft. 9<f.

SILENE SCHAPTAE—A neat trailing

autumn species, rosy purple flowers
;

fine for
massing. 4
SISYRINCHIUM GRANDIPLORUM —

Rich purple bells in February. ^ ft. 9d.

SISYRINCHIUM GRANDIPLORUM
ALBUM—Pure white flowers. Both of these are
amongst the d/ite of spring flowering plants. J ft.

Is.

SMILACINA BIPOLIA—Pure white, flowers

like a miniature Lily of the Valley. A ft. 9(/.

SOLDANELLA ALPINA—Forms a mass of

dark green leathery foliage
;
bell-shaped flowers

on slender stems of a bluish purple, beautifully

fringed, i ft. 9d. and Is.

SOLDANELLA MINIMA — Forming a
dense tuft, pretty fringed bluish flowers. Is. Gd.

SOLDANELLA MONTANA— Larger than
but much finer flowers. ft. l.s.
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SOLIDAGO VIRGATJREA (Golden Rod)
-A very oseful autumn blooming plant. 6rf.

STATICE LIMONIUM—Dwarf, free flower-

ing, deep blue. 1 ft. 9<f.

SOLIDAGO VIRGAUREA NANA—Neat
and effective, bright golden-yellow flowers.

1^ ft. 9rf.

SPIGELIA MARILANDICA—Criinpon and
yellow flowers, of much interest and beauty. A
damp shady position in peaty soils suits it well.

1 ft. 1.?.

SPIR/®A ARTJNCXJS—A useful border or

pot plant, feathery panicles, composed of in-

numerable small white flowers. 3-4 ft. 9cf.

and l.s.

SPIR/EA ASTILBOIDES—A fine species ;

elegant dense jilumcs of pure white ; well
adapted for the border or for forcing. 2-2^ ft.

Is. and Is. Gd.

SPIR.<®A CRISPIPOLIA (Bullata) — A
charming rock or border plant, crisp leaved, and
carmine budded. 1 ft. Is.

SPIR.<EA GIGANTEA (Kamtschulica )
—

Feathery creamy-white plumes, large palmate
leaves. 8-10 ft. Is. Gd.

SPIR^A JAPONICA—As useful for the

border as it is for pots. 2 ft. Gd.

SPIRAEA JAPONICA AUREA RECTI-
CULATA — Handsome variegated foliage

;
a

useful pot or border plant. Is.

SPIR.ffiA JAPONICA COMPACTA—Dense
plumes, double the size of the ordinary variety.

Gd.

SPIRABA PALMATA—Distinct and bean-

tiful, palmate leaves, and strong bright red

flower stems, surrounded by numerous broad
corymbs of beautiful deep crimson flowers.

24-3 ft. Gd. and Gd.

"SPIR/EA PALMATA ALBA — A most
charming plant

;
flowers pure while. 2 ft. Gd.

and l.s.

SPIR.(EA PALMATA ELEGANS—A very

distinct and pretty plant
;

soft rose. 2^-3 ft.

9tf.

SPIR.iEA VENUSTA—Lovely deep rosy

carmine flowers
;
very useful for catting. 3-3^ft.

9<f.

SPIRzEA ULMARIA FOLIA VARIE-
GATA—Veiy pretty. 2 ft. Gd.

SPIR/EA OLMARIA PL. PL. 24 ft. Gd.

SPIRzEA PILIPENDDLA PLORE
PLENO—Corymbs of double white flowers,

with a slight creamy tinge. The pretty fern-like

foliage is exceedingly attractive during the whole
year, and is very useful for cutting. IJ ft.

Strong clumps. Is.
;
small plants, Gd.

STATICE INCANA—Enormous heads of

flower, blue, white, crimson, and purple. 1 ft.

Gd.

STATICE LATIPOLIA (The Great Sea
Lavender)—Forming an immense branching
panicle 2 ft. across, composed of small blue

flowers
;
useful for cutting. 24 ft. Gd.

STATICE GMELINI— Small dark blue
flowers; one of the best. 1 ft. 9<f.

STENACTIS SPECIOSA— Large, showy,
pale purple flowers with a yellow ceutre. 2 ft.

Gd.

STIPA PENNATA—Very elegant grass. Gd.

STOKESIA CYANEA—Light blue Cen-
tanrea-like flowers. 1 ft. Gd. and Is.

SYMPHYTUM BOHEMICUM—Reddish-
purple flower.s : handsome. 1-14 ft. Gd,

SYMPHYTUM OFFICINALE ARGEN-
TEUM VARIEGATUM— Large handsome
foliage, highly ornamental. 2 ft. Gd.

SYMPHYTUM OFFICINALE AUREUM
VARIEGATUM—Gold variegation. 2 ft. Gd.

THALICTRUM ADIANTIPOLIUM

—

I'erfectly hardy; in delica^ of structure it is

equal to the Adiantums or Maidenhair Fern. 1 ft.

Gd.

THALICTRUM ANEMONOIDES—Pure
white flowers, nearly an inch across, neat and
dwarf ; sandy peat. 4 ft-

THALICTRUM AQUILEGIPOLIUM—
Cream colorired flowers. 3 ft. Gd.

THALICTRUM AQUILEGIPOLIUM
RUBRUM—Flowers and foliage alike orna-
mental ! fine for cutting. 3 ft. Is.

THALICTRUM GLAUCUM—Deep green,
minute foliage. 2 ft. Gd.

THERMOPSIS MONTANA—Yellow pea-
shaped flowers. 24 ft. Gd.

THYMUS LANUGINOSUS—Greyish col-

oured foliage. Gd. each
;
4s. per doz.

THYMUS MARGINATUS ELEGAN-
TISSIMUS—A compact and effective plant, the
best of all the garden variegated Thymes. Gd.

each ;
4s. per doz.

THYMUS ROTUNDIFOLIUS — Useful.
Gd. ; 4s. per doz.

THYMUS SERPYLLUM ALBUM—
Snowy white

;
one of the prettiest rock plants.

4 ft. Gd.

THYMUS SERPYLLUM, var. COC-
CINEUS—A variety of the Mountain Thyme,
but with deeper and more brilliant flowers,

forming sheets of rich crimson. 4 f*'-

THYMUS VARIEGATUS—Each leaf is

variegated with silver, and for spring gardening

;

a very beautiful plant. Gd.

TIARELLA CORDIPOLIA {Foam Flower)—White flowers like a small Spirea
;
very beau-

tiful in pots, perfectly hardy. J ft. Gd.

TRADESCANTIA VIRGINICA ALBA
MAJOR—The best white variety ; a fine border
plant. 14 ft. Gd.

TRADESCANTIA VIRGINICA RUBRA
PLENA—A showy and highly decorative group
of border plants; free. 14 ft. 6d. to 9d.

TRILLIUM ERECTUM—Brownish purple,
a ft. Is.
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TRILLIUM ORANDIFLORUM — Pare
white, the largest of this group

; one of the best
of our spring flowers, f ft. Is.

TRILLIUM QRANDIFLORUM MAJOR—A splcndul giant variety of an already beau-
tiful plant. 3 ft. 2s.

RedTRITOMA (^Knipliojiti)— Torch
Hot Pokei\

Lily,

TRITOMA BURCHELLI—Early flowering,
dark red passing to orange, large spikes. 2i-3 ft.

Is. G(/.

TRITOMA CAULESCENS — Yucca-like
leavei and growth, reddish orange flowers

;

effective. 4 ft. 2s. Gtf.

TRITOMA CORAMUNA^Dwarf
;
coral-

red, shading into orange-red. 2 ft. Is.

TRITOMA H. CAIOIELL—Ipiniense. long
spikes, of a bright coral- red. 4 ft. 3s. Grf.

TRITOMA MACOWANU—A dw^rf species,
rich golden orange, passing to a bright orange-
red. 2J ft. is.

'

TRITOMA NOBILIS—Fine spikes of searlet
and yellow. 5-6 ft. 2s. 6<f.

TRITOMA PPITZERI—A splendid rich
crimson j a really first-class variety. 2-3 ft.

2s. G(f.

TRITOMA ROOPERI— Largo ^ikes of
bright scarlet-orange : robust and free flowering.
2i-3ft.- Is. .

TRITOMA SAUNDERS!—Deep red, tipped
yellow

; beautiful foliage, and noble spikes.
4-6 ft. Is. 6rf.

TRITOMA UVARIA GLAUCESOENS—
Large spikes of flowers of a bright orange and
scarlet colour. 2J-3 ft. Is.

TRITOMA UVARIA GRANDIFLORA—
Deep crimson and orange flowers, ^he last in
bloom. 4 ft Is.

TROLLIUS ASIATICUS—Orange. 2 ft. 9rf.

TROLLIUS EUROP.<BUS— Well known.
1 ft. 6d. each

;
6s. per doz.

TROLLIUS GIB SON I—Superior to
Japonicus. Is. Gtf.

TROLLIUS GIGANTEUS—Lempn
coloured. 2 ft. 9<f.

TROLLIUS LODDIGESIANUS—A fine
form of Europceus

;
pale yellow. 24 ft. 9t/.

TROLLIUS NAPELLIPOLIUS — Yellow
flowers. 2 ft. Is.

TROPABOLUMS

—

See Collection.
TUSSILAGO PRAGRANS (Winter Hello,

trope)—^Resembles in appearance and odour tlie

Heliotrope, and will continue blooming as long
as the frost holds off. 1 ft. Grf,

''

TUSSILAGO PARPARA VARIEGA-TA—
Pretty variegated foliage. ^ ft. 9d.
VALERIANA PHU AUREA — A strong

growing border plant. 6d. each
; 4s. per doz.

VANCOUVERIA HEXANDRA—Plumes
of ptetty, erect, snow-white flowers; useful for
rockwork. 1 ft. Is.

VERATRUM ALBUM—One of the finest

hardy foliage plants. 2 ft. Od.

VERATRUM NIGRUM—A noble plant ;very
distinct

; blackish-purple flowers. 3-4 ft. l.s.

VERBASCUM CHAIXI (Orientals) — A
bold stately perennial

;
yellow flowers, with a

purple centre; very effective as single specimens
in the shrubbery or mixed borders. 3 ft. Od.

VERONICA AMETHYSTINA—One of the
very beet of the taller growing species; clear
blue. lift. Strong clumps, 6d. each; 4s. per doa,

VERONICA INCANA—Grey or silvery foil-

age. 1 i ft. Gd. each
;

4s. per doz.

VERONICA GENTTANOIDES — Slaty
blue; very distinct. 1 ft. Gd.

VERONICA GENTIANOIDES
ELEGANTISSIMA—ed. each; 4s. per doz. '

VERONICA GTJTHREANA—Deep blue;'
very dwarf. Is.

VERONICA LONGIPOLIA VAR. SUB-
SESSILIS—Dense erect spikes, of a deep rich-

blue. IJ ft, Gd. each ; 4s. per doz. i

VERONICA MARITIMA ALBA—A very
distinct and free- flowering white variety. Gd.

VERONICA PECTINATA—A pretty trail-’

ing kind. 6d.

VERONICA PROSTRATA — Dark green,
foliage, in compact tufts, and numerous spikes of

deep blue flowers. Gd.

VERONICA REPENS—Dense close grow-

;

ing creeper. Gd.

VERONICA RUPESTRI3 — One of the
finest of rock plants. Gd.

VERONICA SPICATA — Long elegant,
spikes of the richest blue. Gd.

VERONICA SPICATA ROSEA—Aneatand
useful plant for mixed border, bearing pyramidal
spikes of light rose coloured flowers. Gd.

VERONICA PULCHELLA POL. VAR.—
Gd.

VERBASCUM OLYMPICUM — Flower
spikes from '6 to 8 feet in height, clear yellow
flowers

;
large woolly leaves. Is.

VERBASCUM PHCBNICEUM-Very effec-

tive and free growing
;
purple flowers. 2 ft. 9d.

VICIA PYRENAICA—Dense dwarf tangled

stem, largo crimson pea-shaped flowers. J ft. Is.

VINCA MINOR AUREA MARGINATA
J-A pretty variegiatad Periwinkle. Gd.

, VINCA—Single blue. Gd.
‘1 VINCA—Double. Gd.

VINCA MAJOR ELEOANTISSIMA —
Usefu(for largo rockwork, 6dl each

;
4s.'{>erMoz.

VIOLAS, TRICOLOR and ODORATA—
For full list, see Collection.
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ZAUSCHNERIA CALIFORNICA
SPJLENDENS — Flowers intense vermilion.
1 ft 9rf.

WALDSTEINIA TRIFOLIA — A pretty
rock plant

;
golden yellow flowers. ^ ft. 9</.

ZAUSCHNERIA CALIFORNICA—One of

the best antnmn plants, 1 ft. Is.

Collections of 100 useful Border Plants, flowering at various seasons, 30.<. and 50s

„ Spring flowering plants, 12 varieties, O.s.

,, ,, „ 25 ,, 1G.S'.

,, „ ,, 60 ,,
30s.

„ Autumn Flowering Perennials, 12 varieties, O.s. to 15.'!.

60
12s. to 30.S.

20s. to GOs.

The Bijou collection for the rock garden carefully selected. 50 plants in 50 varieties, 20s,

Older and commoner varieties:—25 varieties for 7s. (>ti
. ;

50 varieties, Us.

(MICHAELMAS DAISIES).

ASTERS

(MICHAELMAS DAISIES'.

A beautiful genus of hardy Herbaceous plants,

consisting of a great number of varieties, many
of which are amongst the best of our autumn-
flowering plants

;
they are of easy culture, and

will thrive in any ordinary soil, and produce in

profusion during several months their beautiful

star-shaped flowers. Many kinds continue a
long time in bloom, and are elegant and well
adapted for cut flowers, and also worthy of a

place in shrubberies and mixed borders. The
following will be found all first-class, and
suitable for general decoration.

ACRIS—Flowers satiny mauve, heads of bloom of great width
;

plant neat and compact. 2-3 ft dd.

ALPINTJS—Pale blue, large. ji-J ft. 9t/.

AMELLUS BESSARABICUS — F'lowers large, rich deep
purplish blue

;
one of the best. 2 ft. Od.

C.!^RnLESCENS—Large bright blue fiowers. i ft. Is.

CHAPMANNI—Pale azure-blue, medium size, but borne in

great profusion j a most effective species. S--! ft. 9d.

CORDIFOLIUS—Mauve, blooms abundantly anl early, foliage

massive. 4 ft. Is.

CORTMBOSA—Stellate white flowers with yellow cenlre
borne in large clusters. 3-4 ft. Is.

DISCOLOR—White, changing to roie with age, forms a neat
dense bush. 1-lJ ft. fid.

ERICOIDES—Flowers small, but borne in abundance
;
white

with yellow eye; very neat. 2-3 ft. 9d.

FORMOSISSIMUS—Rosy purple flowers

;

very distinct. 3-4 ft. 1.'!.

GRANDIFLORUS — Large, deep lilac-

coloured flowers. 3-3^ ft. Is. 0<A

HORIZONTALIS—Reddish flowers
;
neat

stiff habit. 2 ft. 9d.

LzEVIS —
,
Clear blue, yellow centre,

effective and distinct ; one of the best and
most showy. 4-4J ft. 9d.

LINDLEYANUS — Flowers pale lilac,

head dense. ft. 9d. <

LINARABFOLIITS—Lavender-blue, very,

floriferous. 2-3 ft. Is.

LONGIFOLIUS VAR. FORMOSUS—
A dense bush with rose-coloured flowers,

habit neat and dwarf ; very distinct.

2 ft. 9af.

NOVzE-ANGLI/® —Large purplish blue
flowers. 3-4 ft. 9d.

NOVzE-ANGLI^ ROSEA — Flowers
purplish red

;
very fine. 4-5 ft. 9d.

NOVI BELGI—In variety. 9d and l.v. 6d.

POLYPHYLLUS—White flowers, very
pure, flowers in August. 4 ft. 9d.

PTARMICOIDE3—Dense heads of milk-
white blossoms. 1-14 ft. 9<A
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PULCHERRIMXJS—Much hramhea. pan-
icles of whitish fringed flowers. 6 ft.

9 -/.

SAZiSUGINOSA — Bluish white. \i ft.

9</.

SHORTII — Small azure blue flowers,

leaves cordate. 1^-2 ft. 9(f.

SPECTABILIS—Verv pretty, bright violet

flowers
; neat habit. J ft. 9i/.

STELLATUS—Plowers blue, yellow eye
;

plant very dwarf and compact ; useful for

front row of the border. ft. 9rf.

TRINERVIS—While, with purplish and
yellow disc. 3 ft. Is.

TURBINELLXTS—Mauve, very free. 3 ft
Is. G<f.

VERSICOLOR—M'hitc. changing to pur-
ple, very floriferous. 6 G ft. 9/.

A FEW SELECT HARDY AQUATICS.

Those marked * may be grown in the greenhouse.

ACORUS CALAMUS—Long green foliage,

somewhat resembling an Iris. 6a.

ACORUS GRAMINEUS POL. VAR.—
Variegated foliage, useful for margins of lakes

or streams. 9</.

ALISMA PLANTAGO (Water Plantain)—
Perfectly har^, producing rosy white blooms
from June to September. Gd.

•APONOGETON DISTACHTON (Water
Hawthorn)—A beautiful plant

;
white flowers

having the scent of May blossom. Is.

BUTOMUS UMBELLATUS (Flowering
Rush)—Large umbels of pink flowers. Is.

HOTTONIA PALUSTRIS (WaterViolet)—
Pale blue flowers

;
beautiful. Gd.

HTDROCHARIS MORSUS RAN/E—

A

pretty and scarce nati\ e plant
;
will succeed best

in stagnant pools. Gd.
'

•LIMNOCHARIS HUMBOIJJTI—Yellow,
deep orange centre

;
most charming. Is.

MSNYANTHES TRIPOLIATA— White,
sweet scented flowers. 9d.

MYOSOTIS PALUSTRIS (The Water
Porget-me-Not)—Flowers blue, and continues in

bloom throughout the summer. Gd-

NUPHAR ADVENA (Striped Water LUy)
—Very beautiful. 2s. Gd. to 5s.

NUPHAR LUTEUM (Yellow Water LUy)
—A well-known native plant. Is. to 3s. Gd.

NUPHAR PUMILUM, syn. N. EAL-
MIANA (The Small Water Lily)—Yellow

;
a

pretty little plant for small basins. Is. Gd.

NYMPHABA ALBA (White Water LUy)—
Is. 6(f.

NYMPHsEA MARLIACEA CHROMA-
TELLA—Canary yellow, very doable, foliage

large, spotted reddish brown. Cs.

NYIdPHsEA ODORATA (Sweet-soented
Water LUy)—White, very fragrant and beauti-

ful. Is. Gd.

NYMPHsEA ROSEA — Splendid rose-

coloured ; a most lovely hardy aquatic. 5s.

: PONTEDERIA CORDATA (PlokreU)—
jPerfcctly hardy, producing fine tufts of blue

flowers from June to Angnst. ' Is. Grf.

13—2
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SAGITTARIA JAPONICA, FL. PL—

A

large' flowering form, pure white, and very
double. 2s. 6d.

SAOITTARIA SAOITTTPOLIA (Arrow-
head)—A bold plant; rosy white flowers. 9rf.

STEATIOTES ALOIDES (Water Soldier)
—A singular and very handsome plant, with
white flowers

;
does not require any soil, but floats

perfectly detached. !)</. and 1.?.

TYPHA ANGUSTIPOLIA—Narrow-leaved
Cat’s Tail. Is.

TYPHA MINIMA—A neat little plant
small lakes. 2s.

•VILLARSIA NYMPHsEOIDES, syn.

LIMNANTHEMUM NYMPHsEOIDES —
Another floating plant, with golden yellow
flowers. 9rf.

VILLARSIA RENTPORMIS, syn. MENY-
ANTHES EXALTATA — Strong growing;
flowers yellow; distinct and pretty. 2,«.

Coloured-leaved Plants for Effective Bedding.

These small-growing pretty little plants are rather tender, and require to be treated the same

as the Coleus, well hardened off, and planted in a warm sheltered situation. They are

a<1mtred by every one, and no carpet beds are complete without them. i

ALTERNANTHERA GOLDEN (ATJREA
NANA).

1. AMCENA SPEOTABILIS.
2. PARONYCHIOIDES MAJOR
.i PARONYCHIOIDES MAGNTPICA.
i. PARONYCHIOIDES MAJOR

AUREA.
5. AMABILIS LATIEOLIA.
6. PARONYCHIOIDES.
7. SCHMIDTH.
8. VERSICOLOR GRANDIS.

AMARANTHDS MELANCHOLICUS
RUBER. See Seed List.

IRESINE FORMOSA,
VERSOHAFFELTII AUREO-
RETICULATA.

10. BRILLIANTISSIMA. 6d. each
;

per doz.
; rooted cuttings, 10s. per

100.

11. WALLSI. 6d. each ; 4s. per doz.

12. LINDENII. ' 6<i each
;

3s. per doz.

KCENIGA MARITIMA VARIEGATA,.
6d. ;

4s. per doz.

13. AJUGA REPTANS PURPUREA (Dark
Foliage Plant). 6d.

14. REPTANS VARIEGATA. 6rf.

15. OXALIS OORNICULATA RUBRA. 6d.

All those not priced 6d. each
;

4s. per doz. ; rooted cuttings. Is. 6d.
Special price per lOO or 1,000.

gapiiJE^ BEDDip FLeWEl^INS ¥hnW^-
AGATHABA CCELESTIS VAR. Is. 6d.

CONVOLVULUS MAURITANICUS. 6d.

CUPHEA PLATYCENTRA—(Cigar Plant).
4s. per doz.

STRIGULOSA. 6s. doz,

GAZANIA SPLENDENS AUREA. 6d.

SPLENDENS VARIEGATA. Gd.

LITHOSPERMUM FRUTICOSUM. Is.

MYOSOTIS AZORICA ALBA. Is.

DISSITIFLORA. Gd. each
;
4s. per doz.

IMPERATRICE ELIZABETH. 9rf.

NIEREMBERGIA FILICAULIS GRA-
CILIS. Gd. each

;
4s. per doz.

CENOTHERA MACROCARPA. Gd. each

;

5s. per doz.

PLUMBAGO CAPENSIS. Is.

CAPENSIS ALBA. Is.

LARPENTsE (C E RAT O S TI G MA
PLUMBAGINOIDES). Gd.

SEDUM SPECTABILE. Gd. each
;

4s. per
doz.

VERONICA PULCHELLA POL. VAR.
Gd. each.

ZAUSCHNERIA OALIPORNIOA. Is

& OF
PLANTS for the STOVE and GREENHOUSE.

Those marked thus (*) for the Stove.

ACACIAALBIZZIALOPHANTHA—ls.6(f.
»ACALYPHA MACAPEEANA—2s. Crf.

• „ MARGINATA—Is. Gd.

•ACALYPHA MUSAICA—Is. Gd.

These are very useful for room decoration
during the summer.
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AOHIMENES—See Collection.
ADIANT0M CUNEATDM VARIEGA-

TUM—2s. C,(l.

AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS—2s. G(/.

„ ,, ALBA—2s. G(/.

ALLAMANDA—See Stove Climbers.
•ALOCASIAS—In variety. 3s. Grf., 5s., and

7s. Gd.

CALADIUMS—continue !.

AUGUSTE LEMOINIER— Is. Gd.

BARON DE ROTHSCHILD—2s. Gd.

BEETHOVEN—Is. Grf.

BICOLOR—Is.

BICOLOR SPLENDENS—Is. Gd.

BOSPHORE—2s. Gd.

CAND1DUM-2S. Gd.
ALONSOA INCISIEOLIA— Is.

ALOYSIA CITRIODORA (Lemon-scented
Verbena), syn. LIPPIA CITRIODORA— 6d.
and Is.

AMARYLLIS

—

See Bulb CataloKue.
•ANTHURIUM CRYSTALLINUM—3s. GJ.
• „ MAGNIPICUM—3s. Grf.

• ,, REGALE --3.S. Grf.

• „ . WAROCQUEANUM— 5s.

• „ PLORIBUNDUM—3s. Grf.

• ,, ACAULE—5s.

• „ ANDREANUM—5s.

• „ ,, ROSEUM—lO.s.

CARDINALS— 3s. Grf.

CHANTINI— Is.

CHELSONI—Is. Grf.

COMTESSE DE CONDEIXA-2s. Grf.

COMTBSSE DE MAILLE— 2s. Grf.

COYPEL—2s.

DR. LINDLEY—2s.

DUC DE RATTBOR-Is. Grf.

EMILIE VERDIER— 2.S.

PELICIEN DAVID—2s. Grf.

GAZE DE PARIS—2s. Grf.

GERARD DOW—3s. Grf.

HEROLD—2s. Grf.

«

ORNATUM—7s. Grf.

SCHERZERIANUM—3.S. Grf.

'

REYNOLDIANUM—

HOULETTI— Is. Grf.

ISADORE LEROY—2s.

LlNDENI -ls. Grf.

lO.s. Grf. and 15s.

ANANASSA SATIVA VARIEGATA—
Variegated Pineapple. 7s. Grf.

ARALIAS—See Index.
ARAUCARIA EXCELSA—2s. Grf.and3.s. Grf.

ARISTOLOCHIA—See Stove Climbers.
•ELEGANS—2s.

*GRANDIFLORA—5s.

•ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS— Is. Grf. and

LAINGH-3s. Grf.

LOOIS POIRIER--I.S. Grf.

LEOPOLD ROBERT- Is. Grf.

LEPESCHKINEI--2S.
LOUISE DUPLESSIS—Is. Grf.

LUDDEMANNI—2s.

LULLI—2s.

MDME. ALFRED BLEU—Is. Grf.

MDME. ALFRED MAIVCE— Is. Grf.

2s. Grf.

PLUMOSUSNANUS—I.s.6rf. and 2s.Grf.

ASPIDISTRA LURIDA—2s. Grf.

LURIDA VARIEGATA— 2s. Grf.

AZALEAS—See separate list.

BEGONIAS—5ec Collection.

BERTOLONIAS—0rnamen tal foliage

.

MDME. DE LA DEVANSAYE— 2s. Grf.

MDME. HEINE—2s.

MDME. JULES PICOT—3s. Grf.

MDME. MARJOLIN SCHEFFER—2s.

MARS—2s.

MERCADANTE— Is. Grf.

MEYERBEER—Is. Grf.

•COMTE DE KERCHOVE. 5s.

•MDME. VAN GEERT. 5s.

•SOUVENIR DE GAND. 5s.

BIGNONIA—See Stove Climbers.
BLUE MARGUERITE (AgathmaCoelestis),

syn. CHARIEIS HETEROPHYLLA — Grf

and Is.

BOUGAINVILLEAS—Sec Stove Climbers.

NEWMANNI— Is. Grf.

MRS. LAING—2.S-. Grf.

ORNATUM—2s.

PRINCE ALBERT EDWARD—Is. Grf.

PRINCESS ALEXANDRA—2s. Grf.

RAOUL PUGNO—2.S.

REINE VICTORIA—Is. Gd.

SALVATOR ROSA—2s.

BRUGMANSIA (DATURA) SANGUINEA
—2s. Grf.

CHLORANTHA—Bright yellow
;

the
best. 2s.

SUAVEOLENS (ARBOREA)—2s. Grf.

KNIGHTH—2s. Grf.

BOUVARDIAS—See Collection.

CALADIUMS—In variety, 18s. to 30s. per doz.

ARGYRITES— Is. and Is. Grf.

ADOLPHE ADAMS—Is. Grf.

AGRIPPINE DIMITRY—2s. Grf.

SIRIUS—2s. Grf.

SOUVENIR DE MME. ED. ANDr6
— Is. Grf.

TRICOLOR—2s, Grf.

TRIOMPHE DE LA EXPOSITION—
Is. Grf.

VAN DYCK— Is.

VICOMTESSE DE LA ROQUE-
ORDON— l,s. Grf.

WIGHTH-Is. Grf.

VERDI—2s. Grf.

AIDA—2s. Grf.

ALFRED BLEU—Is.

AMCENUM— Is. Grf.

PERMINGI—Is.

Many other varieties can be supplied.

CALLA (RICHARDIA) ELLI0TTI4NA—
I

15s.

I
CAMELLIAS—See Collection.
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CAREX EUROP/EA VARIEQATA—Is.

•CENTROPOGON LUCIANUS— Is. and
l .«. C,d

CHOISYA (JULIANA) TERNATA— l.«.

and Is. 6d.

CHOROZEMA CORDATUM—2s. GJ.

„ „ SPLENDENS—2s. 6</.

„ HENCHMANNn—3s. Gd.

„ ILICIFOLrUM—2s. Gd.

„ LAWRENCIANA—2s. Gd.

„ VARIUM NANA—2.S. Gd.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS—See Collection
CISSUS—See Climbers.
•CLERODENDRON FALLAX—3s. Gd.

„ PRAORANS, FL. PL.—3s. Gd.

I) See also Stove Climbers.
CLIANTHUS MAGNIFICUM—3s. Gd.

„ PUNICEUS—2s. Gd.
COLEUS—See Collection.
CORREA, BRILLIANT—2s. Gd.

„ MAGNIPICA—2s. Gd.

„ SPECIOSA MAJOR—2s. Gd.

„ VENTRICOSA—2s. Gd.

CRASSULA GRACILIS CELEGANS)— Is.

•CROTONS—
ANEITUMENSIS—Pale green, nicely

veined yellow. 2s. Gd.

BARONNE JAS. DE ROTHSCHILD
— Desirable; large, bold foliage. 2.s. C</.

BARON PRANK SELLIERE—Large
ovate leaves, margined and blotched creamy
white. 2s. Cd.

COUNTESS—Long narrow leaves, beau-
tifully spotted yellow. 2s. fid.

COMTE DE GERMINY—Large ovate
leaves, marbled with red and bronzy-yellow.
2s. fid.

DISRAELI — Leaves threc-lobed,
blotched yellow. 2s. fid.

DUKE OP BUCCLEUCH—A well-
known variety. 2s. fid.

EARL OP DERBY—Leaves three-
lohed, bright green, broadly marked golden
yellow. 2s. fid.

EVANSIANUS—Large bold foliage.
2s fid.

HAWKERI—Leaves medium size, nicely
vsriegated, creamy white. 2s. fid.

ILLUSTRIS — Leaves thrce-lobed.
blotched with yellow. 2s fid.

LADY ZETLAND — Short narrow
leaves, veined and margined yellow. 2s fid

LYNCHIANA. 2s. Gd.

LANGII. 2s. fid.

MASSANGEANA—Effective, marbled
with pale yellow and bronzy-red. 2s. Gd.

MAJESTICUS

—

Long arching leaves,
nicely variegated. 2s. fid.

MAYII — Beautifully marbled golden
yellow. 2.S. fid. and 3s. fid.

MORTEPONTAINENSIS—Leaves
threc-lobed, nicely marbled red and yellon-,
changing to crimson. 2.«. fid.

•CROTONS—continued.

MRS. SWAN— Long recurved leave
heavily blotched golden-yellow

;
desirable.

2s Gd.

MUSIAICUS — Medium-sized leaves,

veined and blotched yellow and red. 3.'. fid.

PRINCE OP WALES—Long undula-
ting twisted leaves, beautifully blotched
deep golden-yellow

;
desirable. 3s. fid.

QUEEN VICTORIA — Long broad
leaves, blotched with deep yellow changing
to bri^it red. 2.s.

UNDULATUS — Medium-sized leaves,

blotciied with bronzy-yellow. 2s. Gd.

VOLUTUS—Leaves curled in shape of
a rani’s bom, green aud yellow, variegated;
very distinct. 2s. fid.

WEISMANNI—Narrow leaves, veined
and blotched golden-yellow

;
very distinct.

2s.

If selection is left to us we can send 1 doz
nicely varied for 18s.

•CYANOPHYLLUM MAGNIFICUM—
3s. Gd.

CYCLAMEN—In varietv. fis. to 21s. per doz.

•CYPERUS ALTERNIPOLIUS—lf.& Is.fid.

„ „ VARIEGATU3—
Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd.

„ GRACILIS— 1.S', fid.

CYTISUS ATLEEANA— Is. Gd.

,, RACEMOSUS—Is. Gd.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA—2s. fid. and
3s. fid.

,, ,, ALBA—3.S. Gd.

•DIEPPENBACHIA BARAQUINIANA,
syn. VERSCHAPFELTH—3s. fid.

‘BAUSEI- 2.S. fid.

BOWMANNI—2s. fid.

EBURNEA—,3s. fid.

LEOPOLDI—2s. fid.

PICTA— 3s. fid.

'DIONCEA MUSerPULA (Venus Fly Trap)
~ns.

DIPLACUS, or SHRUBBY MIMULUS— GLUTINOSUS PUNICEUS, sm.
AURANTIACUS-ls.
SUNBEAM— l.s.

DRACAENAS (CORDYLINE)
A. LAING-2S. fid.

,, ALBERTII— 2.S. (h/.

,, AMABILIS—2s. fid.

„ ANERLEYENSIS— 2s. Gd.

„ ANGUSTIPOLIA — 2s. Gd.

„ BARRONH—2.S. fid.

,, *BAPTISTII—2s. Gd.

„ BAUSEI— 3s.

„ BORONTII—2s. fid.

„ COMTE H. DE ROTTER-
MUND— 2s. fid.

•COOPERII—2s. Gd.

„ ELEGANTIS3IMA—3s. Gd.

,, FERREA—2s. fid

„ FERREAGRANDIS-Ss.Cd.
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DEAC^NAS (CORDYLINE)— coiK/micf?.

„ FRAU MARIE METZSCH
2s. Ccl.

„ GLADSTONEI—2s. G</.

„ 'GOLDIEANA—5s.

,, 'GUILFOYLEI—2.S. firf.

,, IMPERIALIS—2s. GJ.

„ KWANSII—2.S. G</

„ LORD WOLSELEY— 2s. Gd.

„ LINDENII—3s. Gd.

,, MARGINATA—2s. Grf.

„ MDME. BERGMANN—
2s. Gd,

„ MRS. LAING—2s. Gd.

MRS. WILLS—.3.S. 6(/.

„ NORWOODIENSIS—3s. G(/.

,, PENDULA—3s. Gd.

„ POUBELLI—2s. Grf.

., PRINCE MANOUK BEY—
2s. Grf

„ 'REGINA—2s. Grf.

,, RENARDICE—2s.Grf.

ROSSn—2s. Grf'.

,, RUBRA—2s. Grf.

„ SPINKSn—3s. Grf.

,, SUPERBA— 2.S. Grf.

„ TERMINALIS—2s. Grf.

„ TERMINALIS ALBA-2s. Grf.

,, TERMINALIS ROSEA —
2$. Grf.

„ TERMINALIS RUBRA—
2s. Grf.

,, TERMINALIS STRIOTA—
2s. Grf.

„ TRIOMPHE DE ANGIERS.
3s. Grf.

„ VICOMTESSE DE BELLA-
VILLE—2s. Grf.

And many'others, our selection, 18s. and 24s. doz.

EPACRIS—Various, Is. Grf., 2s., and 2s. Grf.

•EPIPHYLLUMS— All the best varieties.

2s. Grf. to 3s. Grf. each.

ERICAS—In variety. Is. Grf. and 2s.

ERYTHRINA CRISTA GALLI—Attractive

bunches of orange coral-like blossoms. Is. Grf.

EUCHARIS—See Bulbous Plants.

EULALIA JAPONICA VARIEGATA—
A beautiful variegated grass. Is. Grf.

EUPATORIUM GRANDIPLORUM— Is.

,,
RLPARUM-Is. Grf.

•EUPHORBIA JACQUINI^PLORA
(PULGENS)—Useful and pretty, sprays

of small Gowers of a rich orange-scarlet.

Is. Grf. and 2s. Grf.

•SPLENDENS—2s. Grf.

'EURYA LATIFOLIA VARIEGATA—
2s. Grf.

PESTUCA GLAUCA (Fescue Grass) —
Useful for the same purposes as Isolepis

Gracilis
;
quite hardy. Grf.

;
4s. per doz.

FICUS ELASTICA (Iiidia-riibber Plant)— ^

Is. Grf. to 2s. Grf.

ELASTICA VARIEGATA — Golden
marbled foliage; very ornamental. 2s. Grf.

PARCELLI—Silver variegation. Is. Grf.

PITTONIA VERSCHAPPELTH ARGY-
RONEURA. 2s. Grf.

•YERSCHAPPELTII PEARCEI. 2.s.Grf.

FUCHSIAS—5ee Collection.

•GARDENIA INTERMEDIA—Is. Grf. and
2s. Grf.

GENISTAS—5ee Cytisus.

•GLOXINIAS—See Collection.

•GLOXINIA MACULATA SCEPTRUM
—Clear lilac. l.s.

GREVILLEAROBUSTA—Graceful foliage;

greatly prized for table decoration. Is. Grf.

HABRANTHUS—See Bulbous Plants.

HEBECLINIUM ATRORUBENS— Is.

HYDRANGEAS

—

See Collection.

'HIBISCUS COOPERI—Variegated, Is.

•RUBRA PL. PL.—Is.

'ROSA SINENSIS PULGIDUS— Is.

'ROSA SINENSIS KERMESINUS—
l.s. Grf.

'ROSA SINENSIS MAGNIPICUS— 2s.

'ROSA SINENSIS VIVICANS—Is. Grf.

•ROSA SINENSIS ZEBRINUS—Is. Grf

IMANTOPHYLLUM (Clivea)—
MINIATUM—2s. Grf. each.

SPLENDENS—2s. Grf.

•IMPATIENS HAWKERI— Flowers rich

deep carmine, clear bluish tint round a small

white eye. Is. Grf.

»PT,ATYPETA t.A—Pink or rose coloured.

Is.

•THE SULTAN’S BALSAM (Impatiens
Sultan!)—Colour bright rosy red

;
pretty

little objects for the conservatory. 9rf.

IPOMCEA, HORSPALLLE— 2s. Grf.

ISOLEPIS GRACILIS—Grf. each
;
4s. per doz

ISOLOMA V. LEMOINE— P(/rfcBa-sbaped

flowers of a rich red shade, spotted deeper;

velvety green foliage. Is

HIRSUTA— Similar to above
;

bright

scarlet tube. Is.

'IXORA ACUMINATA. 3s. Grf.

„ ALBA. 3s. Grf.

„ PILGRIMII. 3s. Grf.

„ PRINCEPS. 3s. Grf.

„ REGINA. 3s. Grf.

„ WILLIAMSI. 3s. Grf.

•JACARANDA (ICARANDA) MIMOSI-
POLIA. 2s. Grf.

•JASMINUM GRACILLIMUM—Pure white

fragrant flowers. Is. Grf.

'SAMBAO—Is. Grf.

„ PL. PL.—3s. Grf.

EALOSANTHES

—

See Crassnla.

LACHENALIA NELSONH—One of tie

finest varieties. Is. each ;
flowering plants, 2s. each-

LEONOTIS LEONURUS (Lion's Tall), .siti.

PHLOMIS LEONURUS—Is.
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NERTERA DEFRESSA—An acquisition i

any greenhouse or rockwork in summer. Is.

LIBONIA PENRHOSIENSIS— l.s. Gd
PLOREBTJNDA—Orange- red and yellow

tube-like flowers. Gd.
LTLTES—See Collection.
LINTJM TRIGYNtJM, syn. REINWARD

-

TIA TETRAGYNE— Golden-yellow flowers.
9rf. and Is.

LOTUS PELIORHYNCUS (Coral Gem)—
Silvery foliage ; useful for banging baskets, &c.
Is.

LUCULIA GRATISSIMA— Flowers rose
coloured, deliciously sweet. 5s.

MAGNOLIA CONSPIOUA, syn. YULAN—
3s. Gd. '

MAGNOLIA GLAUCA—8s. Gd.

„ GRANDIPLORA—5s.

„ LENNE—7s. Gd.

OPHIOPOGON SPICATUM FOL. AR-
GENTIA VARIEGATIS. Is. Gd.

ORANGE TREES (Citrus Aurantlum)—
Plants in fruit, 3s. fid. to 7s. Gd.

OTHONNA CARNOSA, syn. CRASSI-
FOLIA—Splendid plant for basketwork. Gd.

PILEA MUSCOSA (Artillery Plant), syn.

MICROPHYLLA—Highly interesting. Gd.

PANDANUS UTILIS—Is. Gd.

*VEITCHII—2s. Gd. and 3s. Gd.

•PANICUM TARIEGATUM—For baskets,
or hanging over brickwork, in greenhouse, con-
servatory, &c. fid.

„ PUSCATA—3s. Gd.

,, PUMILA—,Ss. fid.

•MARANTA (CALATHEA) ALBO LIN-
NEATA. 3s. fid.

MARANTA KERCHOVIANA. 3.s. fid.

* ,, MAKOYANA. 3s. fid.

* „ YEITCHH. 3s. 6d.
*

», ZEBRINA—Splendid foliage,
variegated, two shades of green. 2s. Gd.
•MARANTA WARSCEWICZII— Very

dwarf, and nicely variegated. 2s. Gd.
MIKANIA VIOLACEA—A useful trailing

plant for baskets and vases. Is.

NERIUM ATROPURPUREUM PLE-
NUM—2s. Gd.

„ DE BRUN—2s. Gd.

,, GLORIOSUM — Double pink.
2.S. Gd.

„ MADONI GRANDIPLORA—
2s. fid

OLE.fiNDER ALBUM— 2s. Gd.

LUTEUM—3s. Gd.
NEPENTHES AMPULLARIA ViaTATA

7s. fid.

‘

,, CHELSONI. 15s.
'

,, COCCINEA. 10s. Gd.
‘

, ,, COURTII. 1,5s.

‘ „ DISTILLATORIA. 7s. Gd,
‘

,, DOMINII 7s. Gd.

GRACILIS MAJOR. 6s.

,, HENRYANA. 10s. Gd. and 15s.

„ HOOHERI. 15s.

HOOKERS. 21.S.

,, HYBRlDAMACULATA.7sGd.
'

,, INTERMEDIA. 10s. Gd.
KENNEDYANA. 10s. Gd.

LAWRENCEANA. 10s. Gd.

,, MASTERSIANA. 15s.

MORGAN/E. 10s. Gd.

,, OUTRAMIANA. 7.s. Gd.

„ EAPPLESIANA. . 10s. Gd.

,, RATCLIPPIANA. 10s. Gd.

„ SEDENI. 5s.

,, STEWARTII. 10s. fid.

„ SUPEBBA. 10s. Gd. . i

ZEYLANICA RUBRA. 7s. Cd.

•PELLIONIA DAVEANANA. Is.

•PULCHRA—Useful, Is.

•PHRYNIUM VARIEGATUM — Very
pretty. 3s. Cd. each.

•PLUMBAGO ROSEA—Is. fid.

POA TRIVALIS {yariegata)—A very elegant
hardy grass. Is. each

;
6s. per doz.

•POINSETTIAS (Euphorbia) — Is. Gd. to
2s. fid. each.

PRIMULAS

—

See Collection.

•REIDIA GLAUCESCENS — An elegant
plant. 2s. fid. each.
REINECKIA CARNEA FOLIIS VARIE-

GATA, syn. SANSIEVERA CARNEA VA-
RIEGATA—Half the leaf is white, and half
green, fid.

•RONDELETIA (ROGIERA) BRIL-
LIANTISSIMA. 2s. fid.

RUBUS ROSsEFOLIUS, VAR. CORONA-
NUS, or BRIDAL ROSE. Is.

•RUELLIA DEVOSIANA—Dark marbled
foliage. Is. each.

MACRANTHA — Splendid winter-
flowering stove plant. Is. fid.

•RUSSELIA JUNCEA. 2,s. Cd.

SALVIAS—See Collection.

•SANCHEZIA NOBLLIS VARIEGATA,
syn. GLAUCOPHYLLA. 2s. fid.

. SARRACENIA DRUMMONDII—One of
the best of its genus. 3s. Gd. each.

PLAVA—A very useful plant for shady
rock gardens or cool greenhouse; yellow,
veined purple. 2s. Gd.

PLAVA MAXIMA-^Very distinct, with
large pitchers and broad lids of a bright green
colour. Is. fid.

PURPUREA— Well-known variety.
3s. Cd,

SAXIPRAGA SARMENTOSA SUPERBA
TRICOLOR. 2.S. Cd.

•SCHISMATOGLOTTIS CRISPATA. 3s. Gd.
SPARMANNIA APRICANA— l.s.

STREPTOSOLEN (BROWALLlA)
1 JAMESONI—Is.

;
fine plants, in 6-inch pots, 2s.
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I’ANDANUS VEITCHII.

SAINTPAULIA lONANTlIA,

'"SAINTPATJLIA lONANTHA—One of the most charming stove plants introduced of late

years. It belongs to the family of the Gesneriaceas, and was found on the Usambara Mountains

in East Africa. The tiny plants form a flat rosette of deep green hairy leaves, which are similar

in form to those of the Gloxinia, biitsmaller in all parts, and most reddish brown underneath. The
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flower etome, 2 to 4 inches in length, are crowned by beautiful deep blue flosvers, bearing a close

resemblance in form as well as in colour to those of the sweet-scented violet
;
stamens deep golden-

yellow. Will bloom continually throughout the year. The seed is extremely fine, and reiuirei

similar treatment to that of the Streptocorpns. Per pkt., Is. Gd, ;
plants. Is. Gd. each.

SEDT7M AZOIDEUM VARIEGATUM—
Ornamental plant. 6rf.’

JAPONICCrM,VAR.OF“PABARIUM,’
FOL. VAR.—Each leaf marked with white.
Is.

SIEBOLDI—Of a thick substance, with
wax-like blotch in thecentrcof each leaf. Gd.

SIBTHORPIA EUROP-ffiA (Comlsh
Moneywort)— A splendid little trailing

plant for the rockery in conservatories;
foliage small. Gd.

ODORATXTM — Foliage beautifully
scented. Gd. each.

ETJROP.1EA ARGENTEA MARGIN-
ATA—Very elegant. l.s. each.

STATICE HALFORDH—A superb blue
variety, useful for the decoration of the
greenhouse. 2s. Gd. and 3s. Gd. each.

IMBRICATA—2s. Gd. and 3s. 6<f. each.
STREPTOCARPUS REXH. Is. Gd. each.

STREPTOCARPUS HTBRIDS-Wo have
a fine stock of seedlings of various shades,
plants that will be sure to bloom this season.

Is. 6<f. each
;

16.s. per doz.

•STROBILANTHES DYERIANUS
—Brilliant and exquisite colouring. It is of

easy growth, and most useful as a decorative
plant. Is. each.

•TILLANDSIA (VRIESIA) SPLENDEN3.
3s. (!(f.

*TABERNy®MONTANACORONARIAPL.
PL.—Resembling the Gardenia in growth and
fragrance, pure white double flowers. 2s. Gd.

•TRADESCANTIA ZEBRINA—Easy
growth, dark foliage, and makes a very
effective contrast with brighter colours.

Gd. each ; 4s. per doz.

*ALBO VITTATA—Prettily marked, of

a silvery white; very clear. Is.

•MULTICOLOR—Most beautifully varie-

gated with purple, lake, and white. Gd.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE CLIMBERS.
Those marked thus • are for the Stove.

ABUTILONS—See Collection.

ACACIA DEALBATA. 2s. Gd.

LONGIFOLIA MAGNIPIOA. 3s. Gd.

VERTICILLATA. 2s. 6rf.

•ALLAMANDA NOBILIS. 3s. Gd.

•GRANDIPLORA. Gs.

•HENDERSONII. 2s. Gd.

•SCHOTTH. 2s. Gd.

•WARDLEANA. 2.s. 6rf.

WILLIAMSII. 3s. Gd. each.

•ARISTOLOCHIA GIGAS. 2s. Gd.

GIGAS VAR. STURTEVANTII—

A

most extraordinary plant. It blooms with
wonderful freedom and always proves a
sensational object of the greatest interest.

Awarded a First-Class Certificate, be.

•ORNITHOCEPHALA 6s.

ASPARAGUS DECUMBENS. 2s. Gd.
PLUMOSUS. Is. Gd. to 2s.

•PLUMOSUS NANUS. Is. Gd. and
2s. Gd.

•TENUISSIMUS. 2s. Gd.

•BIGNONIA VENUSTA. 3s. Gd.

•CAPENSIS.
•CAPREOLATA.
•GRANDIPLORA.
•SPECIOSA.

BOUGAINVILLEA GLABRA (Sanders’
variety). 2s. Gd.

•GLABRA. 2s. Gd.

•SPECIOSA. 2s. Gd.

•CISSUS AMAZONICA. 3s. Gd.

•DISCOLOR. Is. 6rf.

CLEMATIS COCCINEA.) See Hardy
CRISPA. ; Climbers.
INDIVISA LOBATA. 2s. Gd.

•CLERODENDRON BALPOURn. 2s. Gd.

COB^A SCANDENS—Violet ivy. Is. 6rf.

SCANDEN3 VARIEGATA. Is. Gd.

and 2s. Gd.

CONVOLVULUS MAURITANICUS. Gd.

•DIPLADENIA AMABILIS. 6s.

•BOLrVTENSIS. 3s. Gd.

•BREARLEYANA. 3s. Gd.

•INSIGNIS. 3s. Gd.

•ORNATA. 6s.

•PROPUSA. 6s.

•SPLENDENS. 6s.

•FICUS BARBATUS. 2s. Gd.

MINIMUM. Is. and Is. Gd.

•REPENS. Is. and Is. Gd.

HABROTHAMNUS (Cestrum)—
AURANTIACUS. Is. 6rf.

ELEGANS. Is. Gd.

PASCICULATUS. Is. Gd.

•HOYA BELLA. Is. Gd.

•CARNOSA. Is. Gd.

GLOBULOSA. Is. 6<f.

•IMPERIALIS. 2s. Gd.

•JASMINUM GRACILLIMUM. Is. Gd.

GRANDIPLORUM. Is. Gd.
KENNEDYA—Of sorts, 2s. Gd., 3s. Gd., & 5s.

LAPAGERIA ALBA 6s. to 21s. each,
ROSEA. 3s. Gd. aud 6s.

•MANETTIA BICOLOR. Is. Gd.

SPLENDENS. 2s. 6rf.

•CAMPSIDIUM PILICIPOLIUM. 2s. Gd.
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MYRSIPHYLLTJM ASPARAGOIDES RHYNCHOSPERMCTM (TRACHELOS-
(Smilaz). 1«.

•PASSIFLORA CARDINALIS. 2s. 6rf.

CONSTANCE ELLIOTT. Is. and
l.s. C(/.

HYBRIDA PLORIBUNDA. 2s. 6d.

•PRINCEPS. 2s. 6rf.

COMTE DE NESSELRODE. Is. 6rf.

IMP^iRATRICE EUailNIE. Is. Cd.

EYNSFORD GEM. 2s. 6d. each.

MUNROn. Is. 6rf.

NEWMANNI. Is. 6rf.

ALATA. 2s. Gd.

VITIFOLIA. 2,s.

•PLUMBAGO CAPENSIS. Is.

PERMUM) JASMINOIDES. Is. Grf.

•SMILAX MACROPHYLLA VARIEGATA.
2s. Gd.

SOLANUM JASMINOIDES. Is. Gd. and
2s. Gd.

STEPHANOTIS PLORIBUNDA, “ EL-
VASTON ” VAR. 2s. Gd.

TACSONIA EXONIENSIS. Is. Gd.

VAN VOLXEMH. Is. Gd.

•TECOMA JASMINOIDES. Is. Gd.

JASMINOIDES GRANDIPLORA.
2s. Gd.

•THUNBERGIA LAURIPOLIA. 2s. Gd.

TROP.<EOLUMS. See Collection.

The following three are most beautiful little trailing plants
;
for a warm greenhouse or stove nothing

exceeds their beauty. The two

•TORENIA ASIATICA— The strongest

grower, prodneing innumerable small Pansy-like
flowers of a striking purple and white. Is.

•TORENIA POURNIERI-Very similar, but

latter varieties ready in March,

with a more upright closer growth, and is one

of our most useful flowering plants. Is.

•TORENIA BAILLONI—Same in growth as

preceding, differingonly in flower, being of a bright

yellow. Is. Gd.

PLANTS FOR THE DECORATION OF THE CONSERVATORY
OR SUB-TROPICAL GARDENING.

Eithee in Guoups or as Single Specimens.

ARALIA (PATSIA) JAPONICA (Sieboldl).

Is. Gd. and 2s. 6rf.

(PATSIA) JAPONICA (Sieboldl)
varlegata. 2s. Gd.

GRACILLIMUM. 5s.

CHABRIERI, .syii.ELVEODENDRON
CHABRIERI—A most elegant table plant.

2s. Gd. each.

VEITCHH. 6s.

DRAC^NA AUSTRALIS. 2s. Gd.

7s. Gd. ;
flne plants, 10s. Gd. to 15s.

DRAC.<BNA GRACILIS. 2s. Gd.

INDIVISA. Is. 6()f. and 2s. Gd.

RUBRA. 2s. 6rf.

DASYLIRION LONGIPOLIUM. 2s. 6rf. and 3s. Gd.

YUCCA ALO^FOLIA. 10s. 6(/.

We hare some fine plants of the above, and suitable

for immediate effect.

FERNS. By J. Birkenhead. Is.
;
post free. Is. 3rf.

LATANIA BOEBONICA PALM.ARECA LDTESCEN8.
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FERNS.
Each-

Fern)—ADIANTXJM (Maidenhair
Amabile
Bausei ...

Braziliense

Capillus-Vencris
cornubiense
grande ...

Oaiidatmn
Ciliatum. Sliould be grown in

suspended pots or baskets
Conciumnn

latum
Cuueatum

grandiceps, fronds tasselled at
the extremities

Curvatum, a very choice and beautiful
species

liecorum ... '

Dolabrifornie, a good oompanion for
A. cih'aUim...

Edgewortbii. Seeyl. n'liatimi.

ElcgansCristiita, very distinct

Farleyense, the most b.eautiful of all

the Maidenhair Ferns
Formosum
Glaucophyllum
Gracillimum ...

Hispidulum
Lathomii, a beautiful variety, rvith

tprcading recurved fronds
Legrandii, a dense-growing form of

A. gracillimum
Lunulatum
Macrophylliim, a beautiful species,

young fronds brightly tinted red
Mundiilum, very pretty compact-

growing Fern
Facottii

l’edatum,a beautiful hardy deciduous
species

Pubescens
Keniforme
llhodophyllum
Rubellum
Scutum...
Tenellum, graceful
Tiuctum
Trapezifornie
Victoria;

Weigandii
Williamsii

ALSOPHILA—
Australis

Excoisa
ASPiDIUM—

Rigidnm
Trifoliatum ...

ASPLENITJM—
Alatum
Bifidum

1 0

1 G

2 0

1 0

1 6

1 G

1 0
1 0

2 0

1 G

3 G

1 G

1 G
2 G

ASPLENIUM

—

continued.

Bulbiferum
Caudatura '

Cicutarium
Colensoi
Cnltriforme
Decussatum
Eimorphum {hiformc)
Divaricatum ..

Brueryii, splendid
Flabellifolium
Flaccidum
Foeniculaceum...

Formosum ...

llcmionites (/mlmalum)
Laxuin pumilum
Nobilis

Viviparum
BLECHNUM—

Braziliense

Occidentale

CHEILANTHES-
Elcgans (Lace Fern)
Hirta Ellisiaua

Tomentosa
Viscosa

CYRTOMIUM—Remarkable for the thick
leathery substance of the fronds.

Falcatum
Fortunei

DAVALLIA—
Bullata (Sijuirrel’s Foot) ...

Canariensis (Hare’s Foot Fern)
Decora...

Fijiensis, a very handsome species ...

major
plumosa, large spreading fronds

very finely divided
Fceniculacca
Griffithiana ...

Kunzii
Pentaphylla
Polyantha ...

DIGKSONIA—
Antarctica
Squarrosa

DICTYOGRAMMA—
.Taponica

variegata

DIDYMOCHLAENA—
Truncatula

DOODIA—
Aspera

mullifida
Caudata

DORYOPTERIS—
llastata...

Palmata
Pedata

Each—s. d.

0
G
6

0
0
G
6

6

G

6
0
6

2 G
1 G

1 0
1 0

2 0
1 6

1 0
1 0

1 6
1 G
1 (i

2 G
2. G

1 G

2 0

2 0
3 G

1 G

1 G

3 G

1 0
] 0
1 0

2 0
1 0
2 1)
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GONIOPHLEBIUM—
Appendiculatum, a pretty species,
with dork purple tinted fronds ...

Glaucophyllum
Subanriculatum

GYMNOGRAMMA—
Alston!
Chrysophylla

grandiceps
Laucheana
Martensii

Parsonsii, a densely creste 1 variety of
the Gold Fern

Peruviana argyrophylla (Silver Fern)
Schizophylla gloriosa -

Trifoliata

Wettenhalliana (Crested Silver Fern)

HEMIONITIS—
Cordata
Palmata

LASTREA—
Aristata

variegata
Ciispidata

Hispida...

Membranarfolia
Patens ...

LBUCOSTEGIA—
Immersa .. 1’ e

L03MARIA—
Gibba ... 1 0
Nuda ... 2 G

LONGCHITES—
Pubescens ... 3 6

LYGODIUM (Climbing Fern)—
Scandens ... 1 0

MICROLEPIA—
;

HUta Cristata . ... 2 6

NEPHRODIUM—
Decurrens ... 1 0
Molle ... 1 0

corymblferum 1 0
NEPHROLEPIS—

Bausei, pale green featheivlike fronds
j

ver^ distinct ... ... ,

'
... 1 G

Davallioides, true ... . ... d' q
furcans . ... ... J! 0
multiceps ... ... ... 6 0'

Duffii ... ...

'

. 1 6
Exalfata ...

' 16
Pectinata l 6
Phillipinense ..; 1 ’6

Rufescens Tripinnatifida ... ... 2 6
Tuberosa 1 0

OSMUNDA (Flowering Fern)

—

Javanica 0.
.
Palustris i."

”^..'.1* 0

PELL^EA—
Ternifolia, a very distinct fern, having

long slender fronds of a pale
glaucous green ...

PHLEBODIUM—
Anreum, remarkable for the peculiar

bluish-grey tint in the fronds

;

of great value for decoration ...

Glaucum, of more slender growth than
the better known P. aureuin; the
peculiar bluish tint is also more
conspicuous

Sporodocarpum

PLATTPERIUM—
Alcicorne (Stag’s Horn Fern)

majus
' Grande ...

Stemmaria («Mio«((;a) . . • ...

Willinkii

jPLATYLOMA—

j

.. Falcata, long narrow pinnate fronds,
I

, with a bright deep green surface
. Fle.xudsa, pale green, long sprehding

fronds
Rotundifolia, long fronds, with small

round pinna: ..

'

POLYPODIUM—
Venosum

PTERIS—
' Argyrca

Biaurita argentea
Cretica

albo-lineata

cristata

Mayii, the best crested form of
C. albolineala. This variety has
gained several F.C.C

Leptophylla ...

Sorrulata cristata eorapacfa ...

gracilis multiceps
Straminea
Tremula

I elegans .

—i

—

Smithiana f„-.

Tricolor, the most beautiful all

. variegated Ferns
,

Victoria; ... ...

'

Wimsfitti
;
.very useful

STENOCHL/®NA—
Scaodens

STRHTHIOPTERIS—
Germanica (Ostrich-feather Fern)

TOBEA—
Arborea.-

WOODWARDIA^
; .

Qrientaiis

Radicans *...
. „.

2 0

I 6

!t. 6
7 6

'2 6
,

2 6
-

2 6

2 . 6

1 0
2 0
1 0
1 0
1 0

1 0
J 0
1 6
2 0
1 6
1 0
7 6

2. G

2 0
2 G
1 6

2 6

10

2 0

1 0
1

,
6

The prices quoted are for young plants, larger specimens can also be supplied at special quotations.
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COLLECTIONS OF FERNS.
Collection of 12 distinct stove varieties

„ „ 12 „ greenhouse sorts

„ „ 12 „ Adiantums
12 „ Pterls

The above Collections can be turn(;d out of pots and forwarded by Pai

(In pots) and put on Rail. The selection of sorts must be left entirely to us.

Collections in Larger-sized Plants from 12«. to 30s. per dozen

cel Post, or packed

SELAGINELLAS.

Ammna
Each--s.

1

d.

0 Kraussiana
Each-—s.

0
d.

6

Apoda ... ... **. 0 6 ' aurea 0 ()

Atro-viridis ... ... ... 1 0 variegata 0 6

Brownii ... ... ••• 0 6 Lobbii var. cognata 1 6

Caisia... 1 0 Lyallii 2 6

arborea ... 1 6 Martensii 0 6

Caulescens argentea 1 6 variegata 1 0

Circinalis 1 0 Patula 1 0

Eleffans 1 6 Plnmosa flagellifera 1 6

Emiliana 1 0 Rubricaulis ... 1 0

Erythropus 1 6 Serpens 0 (!

Galeottii ••• 1 0 Snbnlosa 1 0
Grandis

'
15 0

Umbrosa 1 6
Griffithii

Hiematodes

1

1

6
G Vogelii 1 6

Inmqaalifolia 1 0 Wildenovi 1 6

PALMS.

T
hese plants are particularly adapted for the decoration of the Dinner-Table, large Conserva-

tories, &c. ;
many of them produce a fine effect in the Flower Garden during the summer season.

20s., 30s., 36s., 42s., and 60s. per doz.

s. d.

ABECA BATJERI 3 6

„ LUTESCENS 2 6

„ RTTBRA 2 6

„ VERSCHAEPELTII 3 6

CHAMzBROPS EXCELSA 2 6

,
PORTUNEI 2 6

„ HTJMILIS 2 6

COCOS PliEXTJOSA 3 6

„ PLXJMOSA 3 6

„ WEDDELIANA 2 6

BCTERPE EDXJlilS 2 6

GEONOMA GRACILIS 2 6

KENTIA BELMOREANA 2 6

The above ii

s. d.

KENTIA POSTERIANA 2 6
LATANIA BORBONICA ... ... 2 6
LIVISTONI (CORYPHA) AUSTRALIS 2 6

„ CHINENSIS, OR SINENSIS 2 6

PHCENIX DACTYLIPERA 2 6

„ RECLINATA 2 6

„ RUPICOLA 3 6
PRITCHARDIA PAOIPIA 6 0

„ PILAMENTOSA ... 2 6
PTYCHOSPERMA ALEXANDR.ffl... 3 0
SEAPORTHIA ELEGANS 2 0
THRINAX ARGENTEUS 5 6

„ ELEGANS ... 3 6

6-inch pots.

THE GARDEN, 29th May, 1897.

The collection of Tuberous Begonias was widely representative, and contained many very

excellent and lovely varieties.
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FLOWERING SHSUB-LIK® sPU-NTS.
CISTUS—

The members of this nsefal genus of
dwarf shrub-like plants have been so far

too much neglected, when their beauty and
general value for the decoration of hot dry
positions where not many things will thrive
are taken into consideration. The only
wonder is that they are not grown by
everybody.
AFRICANUS. Is. 6rf.

ALBIDUS 2s.

ALGARVENSIS Is.

ALYSSOIDES. 3s. 6rf.

CORBARIENSIS. 2s. 6d.

CRISPUS. Is. 6(/.

CYPRIUS. 2s.

FLORENTINUS Is.

LAXJRIPOLIUS. Is.

LTJSITANIOUS. Is. 6rf.

MONSPELIENSIS. Is. 6rf.

OBTUSIPOLIUS. 2s. Crf.

PLATYSEPALUS. 2s. 6rf.

PURPTJREtrS. 2s. 6(/.

HYDRANGEA—
STELLATA FIMBRIATA—The bracts

are of the purest white and fringed, having
a crimson spot in the centre. Is.

HORTENSIS CYANOCLADA—The
best of all this family. Is.

HORTENSIA NIGRA—Best colour of
all the Hydrangeas. Is.

SPECIOSA VARIEGATA. Is. 6</.

OTAESA— l.s. and Is. 6rf.

THOMAS HOGG — Of the purest
white, Is.

(The Old Variety)—Well known
;
often

tinted with blue. 6<f.

PANICUIiATA GRANDIPLORA —
Is. and 2s.

SCHIZOPHRAGMA HYDRAN-
GEOIDES (Climbing Hydrangea).
2s. Gd.

WHITE AND YELLOW FOLIAGED PLANTS.
FOR EDGING OF BEDS AND BORDERS.

ACHILLEA TOMENTOSA. Grf.

UMBELLATA. Is.

ACORTJS JAPONICtrS VARIEGATUS. Gd.

ALYSSUM VARIEGATTJM. Gd.

ANTENNARIA TOMENTOSA (Snow
Plant). Gd. each ; 3s. per doz. ; 12s. per 100
ANTHERICUM—

LATIFOLIA MEDIO PICTA—Is,

VARIEGATXJM. Is.

ARABIS ALPINA VARIEGATA. Gd
each

;
4s. per doz.

LUCIDA FOL. VAR. 6s. per doz.

ARUNDO DONAX VARIEGATA. 3s. 6(/.

AUBRIETIA PURPUREA VARIEGATA
Gd. each; 6s. per doz.

BAMBUSAPORTUNEIVARIEGATA. Is.

MAXIMOWICZII VITTATA. Is. Grf.

CENTAUREA -
PRINCE OP WALES. 2s.

PRINCESS OP WALES. 2s. Gd.

RAGUSINA COMPACTA. os. per doz.

CERASTIUM TOMENTOSUM (Snow in
Summer)—2s. per doz.

;
large clumps, Is. each.

COPROSMA BAUERIANA VARIEGATA
Is. each ; 9s. per doz.

DACTYLIS ELEGANTISSIMA—4s. per
doz.

ELEGANTISSIMA AU R E A — Gcf.

each
;
6s. per doz.

GLOMERATA LONGISSIMA
AUREA— Grf.

FUCHSIA GOLDEN FLEECE—Gs. per
doz.

GNAPHALIUM LANATUM POL. ELEG.
VAR.—Grf. each; 4s. per doz.

LEUCOPHYTON BROWNH- Grf. each;
4s. per doz.

LONICERA AUREA RETICULATA —
6s. per doz.

LYSIMACHIA NUMMULARIA AUREA—9rf.

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM CORDIPO-
LIUM VARIEGATUM— Grf. each

;
4s. per doz

MYRTUS VARIEGATA—Is.

POLEMONIUM CCERULEUM VARIE-
GATUM—9rf. each

;
8s. per doz.

PYRETHRUM AUREUM LACINIATUM—Grf. each; 6s. per doz.

SALVIA OFFICINALIS AUREA— Grf.

SANTOLINA INCANA—Grf. each; 6s. per
doz.

SPERGULA PILIPERA) AUREA —
each

;
4s. per doz.

STACHYS LANATA—Grf.

STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA —
8s. per dozen plants; cuttings, 2s. per 100.
THYMUS MARGINATUS ELEGAN-

TISSIMUS—Grf. each; 4s. per doz.
VARIEGATUS— Grf.

LANUGINOSUS— Grf.

VALERIANA PHU AUREA — 6s. per
doz. ;

30s. per 100.

VERONICA ANDERSONI VARIEGATA
^— Is, each.

INCANA

—

Gd, each
; 6s. per doz.

VINCA ELEGANTISSIMA—Grf.

MINOR POL. AUREIS VARIEGATA
—Grf.

VlTlS LABRUSCA FOLIIS ARGENTEIS—Is. each
;

10s. per doz.
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(IN POTS.r
AMARYLLIS (Hybrids)—2s. Gd. and 3s. Grf.

AMARYLLIS PORMOSISSIMUS
(Jacobsea LUy)—Crimson. 9d. each; 7s. Gd.

per doz.

ARUM SANCTUM (The Black Calla,

Arum Paleslinum, or Solomon’s I.'ily)— These
magnificent flowers often measure more than a
foot in length, by 5 to 8 inches in width

;
the

inside colour is of the richest velvety purplish-

black imaginable, while the outside is of a
pleasing green. 2s. Gd.

BABIANAS

—

A collection of IG of the finest

varieties. Per pot of 3 bulbs, 9d. , i

begonias—

T

he finest collection in cultiva-

tion
;
also a great quantity of seedlings blootned

and unbloomed. Set Collection.

CALOCHORTI (Butterfly and Star Tulips)
—A fine collection. Is. to Is. Gd.

OHIONODOXlA LUCIIuffl — Pretty blue
flowers. 6s. per doz.

CROCOSMA AUREA — Bright orange in

autumn
;
extra fine. Per pot, several bulbs, 9rf.

EUCHARIS AMAZONICA—One of the

best white-flowering stove plants. Is. to

2s. per bulb
;
flowering plants, 10s. Gd.,

16s
, and 21s. each.

CANDIDA =r- Is., Is; Gd., and 2s. Gd.

MASTERH—2s. Gd.

PREESLA REPRACTA ALBA—The fra-

grance of these charming flowers is

most agreeable
;
pure white

;
a gem for

forcing. Per pot of 3 bulbs, 2s.

LEITCHLINI—Per pot of 3 bulbs, Is. Gd.

HYACINTHUS (GALTONIA) CANDI-
OANS—Hardy. 6</. each

;
4s. per doz.

IRIS

—

See Collection.

ISMENE CALATHINA (Sea Daffodil)—
White ttnmpet-shaped flowers

;
very

fragrant. Gd.

UNDULATA—Pure white, beautifully

fringed. 9d.
TXT A—A collection of 30 of the finest. Per

pot of 3 bulbs. Gd.

LACHENALIA TRICOLOR. Per pot, 6
bulbs in each. Is. Gd.

LILIES

—

See Collection. .

MONTBRETIA POTTSI— Orange-scarlet;
tubular flowers, borne on one-sided

spikes
;
three bulbs in each pot. 9d.

CROCOSMLSPLORA — Orange-red

;

exceedingly free and hardy. Is. :

MONTBRE'HA OROCOSMLfflPLORA
ELEGANS—Bright, yellow flowers,

exterior vermilion and yellow. Is. Gd.

pot.

For other varieties', see Bulb List. -

NARCISSUS—A fine collection of border
varieties, in pots; price on application.

NARCISSUS—coatfawerf.

CORBULARIA MONOPHYLLUS

—

Silver white
;
early bloomer. Per pot

of 3 bulbs. Is.

JUNCIPOLIUS—Dwarf species
;

rich
yellow flowers; neat. Gd.

TRIANDRUS (Cyclamen Daffodil)

—

Very rare and beautiful. Per pot, 3
bulbs in each, 2s. Gd.

ORNITHOGALUM ARABICUM — Large
heads of white flowers, with deep black
centre. 6rf. ^

AUREUM—A miniature spe^ie^ with
golden-yellow flowers

; ,
rare, ftr pot

containing several bulbs, 2s. ^d.
.

.

OXALIS—A collection Of the. most Tuseful
and effective varieties. Per pot of J5 roots. Is.

PANCRATIUM CARRIBEUM—The best
of all the section. Is. Grf.

ILLYRICUM — Large white flowers
;

fragrant. Is.

MARITIMUM—White
;

fragrant
;

fine

pot plant. Gd. each.
PARVIPLORUM—Large white flowers

;

fragrant and showy. Gd.

RICHARDIA ABTHIOPICA (Calla), the
well-known Arum Lily. Gd., Is., and
Is. Gd.

ALBO-MACULATA—Leavesbeautifully
spotted. Gd. ^

HASTATA—Yellow, with dark centre.
2s. Gd.

SPAR.AXIS—A coilectioh of 12 of the.finest
varieties. Per pot of 3 bulbs, Gd.

TIGRIDIA

—

See Collection.

TRICHONEMA SPECIOSUM—Large car-
mine flowers, of a satiny texture, issuing
from tufts of slender grassy foliage. Per
pot of 3 bulbs, l,s.

SPECIOSUM ALBUM — Pure white;
effective. Gd. each.

TRITONIA—A collection of 10 of the-fincst

varieties. Per pot of 3 bulbs, Gd.

TROP^OLUMS—.966 Colleetion.
VALLOTA PURPUREA (Great Scarboro

Lily)—Splendid Amarj-llis-like flower; beau-
tiful summer flowering plant. Is. to Is. Gd.

WATSONIA—Long spikes of flowers, resem-
bling Gladioli. A collection of 7 very fine

varieties, Gd. each.

ZEPHYRANTHES CANDIDA (Lily Daf-
fodil)—Large, silver-white flowers. Is.

each.

CARINATA—The finest of the genus,
deep rose colour. Is. •

TREATI—White slightly tinged with
rose Is.
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TUBEROSE (POLIANTHES).
mnjc?

—Pot into 4’s, place in 65 degrees temperature, bottom heat : keep^ist until roots have made a growth, then increase temperature from 70 degrees to 80 degrees.
*“‘o 6-inch pots, and place near the glass; after bloom spike appears,

l^pplild'with" iVTd°mLuT
I

AJBERICAN (Double)—For choice button-
hole bouquets, &c.

, no other flowers are of more
value at all seasons than the Tuberose, and should
be used in succession in every forcing-house
during the winter. 2s. per doz.

AFRICAN (Double)—Direct from the Cape

;

have bloomed beautifully with us all the
summer, and can highly recommend them.

Started in pots, is. per dozen.
Fine dry Bulbs, 2s. 6(f. dozen.

HARDY FERNS.

Atuvkidm Filii Fcbmina (Lady Fern)—9</.

and Is.

» „ Applebyanom

—

2s. Gd.

„ „ Aubicolake

—

2s. Gd.

n » Coincides

—

2s. Gd.

n „ Cokymbiferom

—

ls.6rf.

M „ Crispatum

—

3s. 6d.

» „ Cdrtom

—

2s. Gd.

„ „ Curium Multifidum
—2s. Gd.

n HI, Depauperatum (mon-
strosum)—2s. Gd.

M „ „ Fieldias

—

2s. 6<f.

I, II I, Formosum Cristatum
—3s. 6d.

•I I, II Glomeratum

—

2s. Gd.

It „ „ Multicbps

—

2s. 6ef.

» „ ,1 Multifidum

—

2s. Gd.

II II II POLTDACTYLON—2s.6rf.

u „ „ PULCHELLUM—2s. Gd.

11 1, II Tortile

—

2s. Gd.
Bleohnum Spicant Crispum—

I

s.

Lastrba Dilitata (Prickly-toothed Buckler
Fern)—Is.

„ Filix-mas rtlale Fern)— 6<7.

„ „ „ Barnesii

—

2s. 6rf.

„ „ „ Caudata—

I

s.

„ „ „ Cbistata—

I

s.

FOR SHADY CORNERS.
Lastrba Filix-mas Cbistata Iveryana

—

2s.Gd

II II I, Depaupbrata

—

2s. Gd.

,1 1, „ Gbandioeps

—

2s. Gd.

1, I, 11 SiMSii—2s. Gd.
OSMUNDA Rkgalis (Royal Fern)—Is. 6rf.

Polypodium Dbyoptbris (Oak Fern)—Is.

„ Teichomanoides

—

A beautiful
variety. 3s. Gd. and 6s. each.

„ VuLOARE AcUTUM—

I

s. 6(f.

1, „ Bifodo-lobatum

—

ls.6d-

„ „ Cambbicum

—

2s.

„ „ CORNUBIBNSE WhYTEII.—2s. Gd.

II „ Elworthii—

I

s. Gd.

II II Marginatum—

I

s. Gd.

I, I. Multiforme—

I

s. Gd.

11 ,1 Semilacerum or Hiber-
NicuM—2s. Gd.

PolYSTiCHUM Anq ulabe ( Soft Shield Fern)

—

Is.

II „ Attenuata—

I

s. 6rf.

„ „ Cbistatum

—

2s. Gd.

11 I, CoNSPICUILOBUM

—

2s. Gd.

„ „ Grandidens

—

2s. Gd.

,1 „ Incisum

—

2s. Gd.

II „ Lineare

—

3s. 6<f.

„ „ Proliferum—

I

s. 6<f,

SCOLOPENDRUM VuLOARB CbISPUM

—

2s.

12s., 18s., to 30s. per dozen. II. Cannell & Sons’ Selection.

FBKNS AND FERN CULTURE. By J. Birkenhead. Is.
;
post free. Is. 3d.

THE GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE, 29th May, 1897.

Begonias.—Messrs. H. Cannell & Sous had a splendid group of Begonias, the double-
flowered varieties strongly predominating. 'The habit of the strains is decidedly good, the
colours of the flowers very briglit, and their size and substance all that could be wished. Manv
named varieties are of exquisite description.

THE JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE, 27th May, 1897.

^
Double Begonias claim a special word of praise, many of the varieties being exceptiouallv

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, 29th May, 1897.

List of Awards.—Silver Cup to Messrs. II. Cannell & Sous for group of Begonias
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HALF-AN-HOUR WITH CACTACEOUS PLANTS.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON THE CULTURE OF CACTI.

TIic members of the Cactus family iu general possess a peculiar attraction which no other of the

vegclahlc kingdom can boast. Their point of attraction does not lie alone iu beauty of flower, but

in their queerly shaped, oft times groteaiiuely distorted, stems, which iu some instances are closely

covered with a network of line hair-like sj.iues
;

in others the spines are formidable, cither erect

or depressed, and are often found to attain the length of four inches. The variation of colour in the

blooms of Cacti is rivalled by that of their spines, the stems of soino varieties are blue, others range

through different shades of green, and some arc even black. Then, still again, many species after

flowering present us with a lavish display of brightly coloured berries through various shades of

colour ranging from white to crimson. Some of the' magnificent blooms ai-e delightfully scented,

and many remain open for a considerable period, while others again only expand for a few hours

and then droop and wither. The flowers of some varieties of this peculiar family of plant life

expand only at night time, when their appearance is always hailed with delight by every true lover

of flowers. Thus it may be seen at a glance that this uuiriue family, by iwesentiug so many .striking

attractions, responds in a most worthy manner to a cotnparatively small amount of careful attention,

and is undoubtedly an unlimited source of interest from year’s end to year's cud. The popular

taste in this direction of floriculture, after lying dormant for something like half a century', is

gradually but surely awakening to the varied beauties of .succulent ))laut life, and to our miud the

interest once aroused will noteusily flag. Gardeners of the present day, amateur or otherwise (with

but few exceptions), are not fully awake, unfortunately, to the amount of pleasure and interest whic.li

this cbiss of plants can command if properly treated, ft seems to be a common idea that (’acti

only bloom at very indefinite periods. This is (piite erroneous. If by our humble, efforts we are

successful in raising in the render's mind a desire to penetrate and examine for himself the

mvsteries of Cactus culture, which will cause him to procure a small, carefully'-as-iorled rapre-

seutative collection of the plants in question, he will be amply rewarded for his outlay of money

and time by a wealth of gorgeous bloom from January to December. To give an idea of the

average quantity' of bloom carried by these i)lants under proper treatment, a well-grown plant of

the genus Epiphyllum, in a ,5-inch pot, will carry 100 blooms or more; a correspondingly good

specimen of the genus I’hyllocactus, in a 7-inch pot, will in its season annually present us with from

GO to 70 magnificent flower.?, each of which measuring from 8 inches to 1 foot in diameter, according

to the variety. Another charm associated with these curious plants is the vast amount of interest

which, with a comparatively small amount of trouble, can be aromsed from the })rocess of grafting

one variety on to another of a different genus. This operation, when nicely ])crformed, will result

in some most peculiar productions. It is resorted to not only from a love for the grotessjue, but for

the reason that some weak-growing sorts are liable to rot off at the base during the period of our

usually foggy, dami) winters. These, when grafted on to a variety of stronger growth and habit,

will grow away without showing any signs of decay'. 'I'he amateur, as a rul(!, has but little time

to devote to the requirements of his floral pets, and with this fact iu mind we may confidently

assume that no plant other than a Cactus will so well rc])ay the small amount of labour expended

on it by its grower. Tor want of space we are debarred from giving any cultural notes in these

pages other than a mere synopsis of the general rc.piircments of the family. A word on propagation

at this stage will no doubt go fur to convince the reader of the simple requirements of the Cactus

in that resjiect. I’ropagalion may be effected, according to the genus to be operated upon, by

both seeds, cuttings, and decapitation, or by detaching the young growths from the parent stock.

This is an e.xceediugly interesting branch of their culture. 'The jieculiar natural construction

of the stems of Cacti enables them to live for an ama/.ing length of time without water—in fact, the

plants constituting some genera do not require any water at all from the middle of autumn until

the following spring. This fact alone should commend them to the attention of amateurs. They

appeal also to the gentler se.x by reason of the adaptability of many varieties to culture in xvindow

cases. Those varieties which are nearly hardy in this country are very interesting when well grown,

a nice assortment of them planted on a sunny rockwork forming a very attractive subject. The
climbing varieties are suitable for training over the back walls of heated glass structures, and

grown either in that manner or twined round supports or posts form a refreshiug feature from the

monotony of more commonly cultivated plants. The (act that the plants which form the subject of

these pages are children of the tropics must be borne iu mind at every stage of their cultivation in

this country to ensure, as nearly as possible, those geuial surroundings and natural temperature

which they enjoy in their habitat. There arc altogether some 600 varieties of Cacti, duly
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arranged in about 11 genera, and the only way to arrive at success in their cultivation, without
trusting to dmnee, is to write to a worthy imrserynmn who makes a specialite of these plants,
advising him of your facilities for culture, and leaving entirely to liis discretion the selection of such
varieties as he considers are suited to your reiiuirements. To those readers who intendforming a collection of Cacti or succulent plants, large or small, we say, write toMessr^ H. Cannell 8c Sons, the well-known horticulturafists of Swanley Kent who arereputed to possess the largest collection of these quaint plants in England, 'it may be
a matter of passing interest to some readers to know that the berries of some varieties of Cactus
are used in medicine as remedies for bilious and other complaints, also that carmine coloiiriiiff
matter is extracted from tlio Coccus or cochineal insect, wiiicli subsists upon the NonuUa orOpnntia <whinr/lifera. 'file .SagniuTO or Cerens ijiyuntc.us is tlie largest known species, oftenm Its liahitat (iMcxico) attiuiiiiig a lieigiit of 80 feet and more, whilst the smallest specimens of the

r’T?-
JU-e found in the pmis INIiimillaria. Asa help to those undertaking the culture of

4.u^ A- • I.- 1 at
* r-- atmosnliere wiiicU perv

the districts m which they are found. I he fruits of many varieties are edible. The buds of such
varieties as Ccreus ^pkndens, C. tnunguhn'is (the strawberry pear), l*er<‘skia acukata (the Barbadoes
gooseberry), Opuntm tuna (the prickly pear), and 0. fh'us indira (the Indian lig) are either eaten in
«ieir raw state or converted into or mixed witli jellies, soups, &c. Prom tile dilTerent genera of
Cacti y.o pass to tliiit class of allied plants— viz.; the Suecnleiiti. These plants are quite as
interesting, and as or more diversified in form, as Cacti^in fact, with tlie uninitiated the wliole
class IS one. (jcuerally speaking, wlicii we hear a person descant upon tlie aspect of liis Caetiis
certain donbte arise in oiir mind as to whether tiie plant in question is a Cactus or not. In most cases
It IS not. Tlie idea seems to be firmly imprinted iijioii the mind of tlie umateur that any plant aii-
proachmg to oddity of form and peculiar habit must of neeessitv liea Cactaccons plant. Coiiseiincutly
they administer that starving trc.itraent to them, in coiij miction witli true Cacti, the had appearance
or wliicli, consequent upon such unnatural treatment, tliey soon begin to assume. The liuiuau eve
tiros of such ordinary plants as are commonly' met with hotli in our sloves ami greenhouses and in
outdoor gardening and gratefully appreciates anything appertaining to the rare. Such plants as these
are the subjects of oiir preseid remarks, ami most striking effects can he arrived at in the garden beds
by the judicious intermingling or dotting about of a few elioiee siiceulents. Dotted here and tliere,
on iiivertea pots or otherwi.se, in the stove or greenhouse, iliey form centres of nttnu-tion, and bvdrawing per.soiml attention to themselves help by contrast to illiimiiiato the splendour of tindr floral
neiuiibours. Por jdauting in window boxes, as .sjieeimens in va.ses or tubs, as centres or edgiiig.s to
beds upon tlie lawn, dotted in and out amongst roekwork, or to form lines—or, in fact, anv floral
design 111 carpet-bedding—tliey are invaluahlo. An interesting feature of tlm cultivation of .sn'ceulent
plants IS their freelj’- disposed habit of inopagation. As witli mnnv species of tlie Globulur Cacti
wiiicli obstinately refuse to prodnei- offsets, propagation may readily be effected by enttiiig out tlie
centre of tlie plant, or by carefully detaching a ripened leaf from cither the plant or flower stem,
which will strike with certainty if laid upon silver sand, the leaf base gradually swelling until the
small plant ajipears. llas the

- ,
gradually swelling i

.. ''eiitler over tried this intereetiiig exjierimcnt with leaves of Begonias.
Chrysantliemiims, or Colens? That Ciiriom jilaiit Bnjophylhiiii aih/et?iuiii [lossesses jicrlmjH the
greatest jiecnliarity lu this iiinumr of propagation, the young plants being produced all round the
parent leaf. I he c|uaiiit jdaiit known as Mifsemhrpimt/mnum tupimim is I'reqnentlv mistaken for
a Cactus; it is an luterestiiig jilant, miieh resembling a huncli of tigers elaw.s. 'I’lie habit and general
ajipearance oj, this curious jilaiit is very different to that of tho rest of tlie genus. Tliey are generally
natives of South Afnca. Various salts arc obtained from the leaves of the plants coustitutiiiv this
genus, llie fruits of Mesnilnyinit/iemiwi edule (the Hottentot fig marigold) arc eaten with gusto In
the Hottentots : but to our jialates they apjiear mawkish, as do the fruits of Cacti. A regular trade
is carried on by the nntive.s in the trojdcs wliere the so-called lee Plant, .l/eieiniri/fmt/icmMm cri/sli,/-
Umtm, ahoimds in the soda which they obtain from the hnriit ashes of the planks. Several varieiies
of the Scdiiins.are eilible, and are looked upon in the light of luxuries by tlie natives who are luckyenough to hud (help. Another enrious succulent is the one known as S->mperviK’im arachnoideum.A well-grownj.spacTiueh of this jdant is ahvu,ys attractive by reason of the. iieeuliar closely-wovenweb with vvliicli the rosettes are covered. The juice extr.acted from the leaves of niaiiv of the
.Scm/jerriefi (house leeks) is very efliciicioiis in various skio disordeie. It has the Icmleiicy to allay
Itching, and it is also used by travellers and natives alike as a dressing for wounds. No collection i'scomplete without a specimen of StaiKdin. Tliese plants are quaint alike in stem and H jwer andare good subjects for planting in hanging baskets in the stove or greenlionte. The flower prod’ucedhy a btapeUu is veritably a curiosity amongst curios. It is most strangelv marked with \arions
co.oiirs, in some varieties measures as much as levcn or eight iiielies in diameter, and in many
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iustances exhales a most foetid odour which has earned for it the name of the Carrion flower. A
most welcome sight is some nicely grown bushy specimens of Hochea falcala, a choice winter-

flowering plant. This species is almost as deliriously scented as a tuberose. Another good

winter-flowering plant is Ct'ctiisula hictea—a good healthy plant in a 5-iuch ^pot should carry eight

to nine trusses of bloom. We must not omit a word in favour of the Echeveria, which in its

varieties Metallka or Funeki makes handsome specimens fer greenhouse or conservatory

decoration. Of the Echeveriits alone there are more tlian 20 varieties known. The cut blooms

from some varieties— Globosa, Secundii, and Secundu glauca—are very much admired when used in

conjunction with others for table decoration. Thus it will be seen there are many varieties of

succulent plants to select from to flower at all periods of tlic year, and to please the most critical

eye and fastidious taste. So having accomplished our task, we will conclude by wishing the reader

all success in his experiments with these curiosities of nature.

A photographic view of the entrance to our IbO-ft. house, Jillcd entirely with this family of plants,
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CACTI.
Silver Medal awarded for our collections at the

International Horticultnral Exhibition.

Many of our specimens are now getting large and
give a noble appearance. Our house of them alone is

worth the journey to Swanley.
£. s. d.

A collection of 50 distinct varieties 2 0 0

ff 2o ... ... 10 0

„ 12 „ 0 9 0

For foil Descriptive List see putuniii Catalogue.

HARDY CLIMBING
AKEBIA QUINATA. Is. firf.

AMPELOPSIS HEDERACEA (Virginian
Creeper). Is. 6d to 2s. tid.

HOaOI. Is. 6d. each.

SEMPERVIRENS (VITIS STRIATA).
Is. 6rf.

VEITCHn (TRICUSPIDATA), also
known as BOSTON and JAPAN
IV X. Is. Gd. to 2s. 6d.

APIOS TUBEROSA, syn. OLYCINE
APIOS (or Tuberous Rooted Wistaria). l.«.

ARISTOLOCHIA SIPHO. Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd.

SEMPERVIRENS. 2...

OEANOTHUS (Evergreen)—Of sorts, Is. 6d.

and 2s. Gd.

OHIMONANTHtrS (Allspice).

„ PRAGRANS. 2s. Gd.

„ GRANDIPLORA. 3s Gd.

CAIiYSTEGIA PUBESCENS, PL. PL.
((Double Convolvulus). Gd.

CLEMATIS—In variety. See Collection.

COCCINEA. Is.

CRISFA (American Blue Bells). Is.

COTONEASTER (Evergreen)—
BtJXIPOLIA. Is. 6(1.

MICROPHYLLA. ls.6e/.

OR WALL PLANTS.
COTONEASTER (Evergreen)—co?i(m««(/.

ROTUNDIPOLIA. Is. 6d.

UNIPLORA. Is. Gd.

HEDERA—-See Collection.

HONEYSUCKLE (Dutch)—Early, 9d. & Is.

Late, 9d. & Is.

(Scarlet Trumpet). Is. Gd.

JASMINUM NUDIPLORUM. Is. Gd.

OPPICINALE. Is. Gd.

REVOLUTUM. Is. Gd.

LONICERA AUREA RETICULATA
(Variegated Japanese Honeysuckle).

Gd. and Is.

JAPONICA, or PLEXUOSA. Is. and

Is. Gd.

PASSIPLORA CCERULEA (Passion

Plower). Is. to 2s. Gd.

CONSTANCE ELLIOTT—-See Green-

honse Climbers.

PPORDII. 2s. Gd.

ROSES—For pillars, &c., in great variety.

!. to 18s. per doz.

VIRGINIAN CREEPER—See Ampelopsi.'i.

WISTARIA SINENSIS. 2s. to 3s. Gd.

SINENSIS ALBA. 3s. Gd.

HEDERA (IVY).

GREEN-LEAVED VARIETIES.

EIbdeba baocifbba—Is. Gd.

„ Cabnwoodiana — Beautiful small-

leaved variety
;

quick grower
;
neat

and distinct. Is. Gd. to 2s. Gd.

„ CENTiFOLiA—Peculiar shade of green.
Is.

,, OONOLOMERATA — Curions distorted

foliage
;
fine for rockwork. Is.

„ COBDATA—Large green leaves
;
strong

grower. Is. Gd.

,, DENTATA—Large dark green fo'.iagc. 2s.

Hrdbba Glymii—Handsome foliage. Is. Gd.

,, QRACiLis—Very pretty; quickgrower.
Gd. each

;
6s. per doz.

„ Helix (Common Ivy). Gd. each
;
6s.

per doz.

,, Rceqneriaha— Large broad foliage;

strong ;
one of the best. Is. Gd.

, ,
SAOiTTcEFOLiA—Medium growlh,foliage

dark green. Is. Gd.

,, TRILOBA—Curiously cut foliage. Is.
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VARIEGATED VARIETIES.
Hedera ano CLARIS ACREA—Foliage curiously

marked yellow. Is. Gd.

„ ALBO-LUTESCENS—Foliage white aud
yellow

;
margined. Is. Gd.

„ AROKNTEA ROBRA— Green, edged white
and red. 2s. Gd.

,, ACREA DENSA—Clouded and blotched
yellow. Is. Gd.

,, Canaribnsis acrka macclata

—

Blotched aud streaked yellow. 2s. 6</.

,, Cavbndisiii—Distinct silver foliage;

quick grower. Is. G</.

,, Crii'psii—Green, margined white. 2s.

„ - Helix acrea—Green, mottled yellow.
Is, Gd.

Hedeua macclata acrea—Foliage pale golden
yellow, edged and veined dark green,

shaded red. Is. Gd.

,, macclata argentea— Three lobed,

dark green foliage, streaked and
blotched white, edged red. Is. 6<f.

,, MADEIRIENSIS VARIEGATA—The finCtit

of all the variegated forms. 2s. Gd.

,, TALMATA ACREA—Foliage brightyellow,
edged green

;
a fine cut-leaved variety.

2s. Gd.

,, spECTRALis ACREA—Foliage curiously

marked brown, green, and yellow
Is. Gd.

LATiFOLiA MACCLATA—Large foliage, „ viTiFOLiA ACREA—Handsome vine-like

marbled white, fs Gd. foliage. Is. Gd.

We have them in pots ready for removal at any time of the year.

Our CvcLAMEN are quite equal to the engraving.

Co»ie and see them in February and March.
Our Lily of the Valley is quite

equal to the engraving.

HARDY PLANTS.
FOR EARLY SPRING BEDDING AND DECORATION OF

FLOWER GARDEN.
ADONIS VERNALIS.
ANEMONE PULO-ENS.
ANEMONE PULSATILLA.
ALYSSUM SAXATILE.
ABABIS ALBIDA.
ARABIS VABLEOATA.
AUBRIETIAS.

DAISIES, of various colours.
GENTTANAS.
HEPATICAS.
IBERIS (Candytuft).
MYOSOTIS, of sorts.

PA;nSIES, of sorts.

PHLOXES.
WALLFLOWERS.

POLYANTHUS.

.

PRIMROSES, DOUBLE.
PRIMROSES, SINGLE.
PYRETHRUM, GOLDEN.
SILENE PENDULA.
SILENE COMPAOTA.
VIOLAS, in vars.

Prices for large quantities on application. See description of the above in their respective classes.
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COLLECTION OF BEDDING PLANTS FOR THE DECORATION
OF THE FLOWER GARDEN ON AND AFTER 20th MAY.

For the convenience of persons who have not the time to make their own selections, we beg to

say, in the first place, our whole attention is devoted to this branch of Horticulture
;
and as we have

all kinds of new and best bedding plants as soon as they are out, and propagate them in large

quantities, and only the very best older varieties are allowed to remain in our nursery, we have good

reason for saying they will include plants that cannot be equalled by other florists.

Best Collection, comprising 260 Plants, left to our selection,for 60s. ; half the quantityfor 2Ss. ;

quarter the quantityJor 14s.

They will consist of Plants embodied in this Catalogue. Packing, 4s., 2s., and Is. 6rf., according to

Collection.

N.B.—All kinds of bedding plants will be considerably lowered in price after the 1st of

May. A List, and special arrangements for large quantities, on application.

COLLECTION OF PLANTS FOR THE DECORATION OF THE
CONSERVATORY.

100 Showy Pla7its of our selection from this Catalogue for 35s.

If this Collection is shifted into larj^cr pots as soon as received, and with the ordinary amount of

attention, they will make a grand display through the season. They will be packed as closely a«

possible, so the cost of the carriage will be but trifling. At this cheap rate all orders must be

accompanied with the amount. The Collections will be sure to give satisfaction.

FOR GREENHOUSE DECORATION AND FOR CUT FLOWERS.
We have an almost nnlimited supply of the following Flowering Plants to offer at the' proper

seasons, in pots full of flower, or coming on.

BOTJVARDIA3—In great variety. 8s. to

15s. per doz.

B'UIiBS—Dutch, in great variety. See

Catalogue.
CALCEOLARIAS. 12s. to 18s. per doz.

CARNATIONS, TREE—In variety. 12s.

to 18s. per doz.

CINERARIAS. 6s. to 18s. per doz.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM— In variety. Cs.

to 18s. per doz.

DEUTZIAS. 9s. to 18s. per doz.

DIELYTRA. 12s. to 18s. per doz.

GLOXINIAS. 12s. to 24s. per doz.

LILY OP THE VALLEY (Oouvallaria)—
Strong; imported. 6s. to 18s. per doz.

PELARGONIUMS— Forcing. 12s to 24s.

per doz.

PINKS—Forcing, in variety. Gs. per doz.

PRIMULA—Double white. 12,s. to 21s, per

doz.

PRIMULAS— Single varieties. 6s. to 12s.

per doz.

ROSES—6 and 7-inch pots. 18s. to jBOs.

per doz.

ROSES, TEAS—G and 7-inch pots. 18^,
36s., and 42s. per doz.

SOLANUMS—Full of berries. 12s. to 18s.

per doz.

SOLOMON'S SEAL (Polygonatum)— Good
strong crowns

;
useful for forcing. 4s. and 6s.

per doz.

SPIRffiA JAPONICA. G.S. to 9s. per doz.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS— Full of

i
flower. 12.9., 18.s., to 24s. per doz.

HOW TO MANAGE PLANTS, ROOTED CUTTINGS, AND
SEEDLINGS SENT BY POST.

WHERE persons have the convenience and sufficient oxperienee for nursing small plants, and

enjoy seeing them grow, we strongly recommend their having them sent by -post, as every care

is taken to grow them in such a temperature, &c., that there is no risk about their doing well with a

small amount of ordinary care, if the appended instructions are carefully followed.

It must be remembered that plants are like young children
;
they must be carefully looked after, fed,

clothed, and trained in the way they should go, and a little common sense exercised to ascertain their

requirements, and to guard against enemies. And should they be forgotten, and get with others qf

bad character, it is surprising how quickly they will partake of the same habits and disease, and will

soon die in sorrow and disgrace. A sweet-smelling hot-bed rather on the decline is preferable, n ith

the heat at about 65 degrees. When you receive a box of rooted cuttings or plants immerse them in

water at the same temperature from one to two hours. When they are all refresh d, proceed to pot

them into small pots, using nice, warm, sandy soil. See that the roots are se)' latcd and spread

naturally out in the soil without injuring them, pressing the soil firmly. Place ilicm in the frame,

keep them shut close for a few days, be careful of damp, and admit air as they get established. Let
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them be slightly dried each day, but do not allow them to flag from too much air or sun. And if

person possesses a stove, or even a warm greenhouse, there is no more diflBculty in getting them to
grow under an air-tight hand-glass or wooden box with the top covered with glass, than those of
their own striking or raising.

AZALEAS. 2s. C(/. and 3s. Gd. each.

HARDY GHENT AZALEAS. 24s. and 30s. per doz.

AZALEA MOLLIS—In variety. 18s., 24s., and 30s. per doz.

RHODODENDRONS—Best whites, scarlets, &c., unusually well set with bloom buds,
24s., 80s., 40s., and 60s. per doz.

CAMELLIAS.
Pnccy 14 inches highf 2s. 6(/.; 18 incheSt 3s. Gd.

;

24 inches^ 5s. each.

NEW YEAR’S PRESENTS OF SPLENDID PLANTS

We have some thousands of winter early-blooming plants.

hyacinths, strong, in 6-inch pots. 10s. per doz.

TULIPS, strong, 3 and 4 in a pot. 9s. per doz.

CROCUS, full of roots. 8s. per doz.

NARCISSUS, double. 8s. per doz.

LILY OP THE VALLEY, very strong. 9s. per doz.

CINERARIAS, showing flower. 9s. per doz.

PRIMULAS, showing flower. 9s. per doz.

CYCLAMEN, beautifully coming into flower. 12s. to 18s. per
doz.

CALCEOLARIA. 9s. and 18s. per doz.

DUTCH AND OTHER BULBS.
The finest and cheapest, and we hope our patrons will favour

us with their orders—we are sure the Bulbs will give every
satisfaction.

Our Autumn Catalogue of all the most useful Bulbs and
Winter-flowering Plants, with reduced prices of New and other
Plants, ready and posted to all customers in September. Should
any fail to receive it, please send us a post-card.

All through the autumn, winter, and spring, a large quantity of
Flowering Plants, &c., always kept ready for immediate effect
for all purposes.

H. CANTNELIL. & SOILS’

{Those marked with an asterisk require cool treatment.)

•Ada anrautiaca

AArides crassifolia ...

mitratum
odoratum

Anasotochilus T owii
Anor.£cum citiH-nm

— Sanderi.tiium

s. d s. d.
... 6/0, 7/6 10 6 •Anquloa Clowesii 7/6 10 6
... 6/0, 7/6 10 6 Aspasia lunata 6/0 7 0

21 0 *Barkebia elegans 10/6 16 6
7/6 10 6 • melanocaulon 10/6 16 0

21 0 •Bletia hyaciuthina 7 6
7/6 10 6 * japonica 10 6

10/6. 16/0 21 0 Bsassavola cuspidate 16 0
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Brassatola Digbyana
• glaaca
Brouohtonia sanguiuea
Burlingtonia Candida

fragrans
• venuata

Calanthe liegnieri..

Veitchii

veratrifolia

vestita oculata gigautea

rubra . .

.

Catasetum buccinata

fimbriatum
Cattlbya amethystina

ametbyatoglossa . .

.

Bowringiana
• citrina

crispa

dclosa

Dowiana
Eldorado
Gaskelliana
gigaa

guttata

Harrisouite

lobata

Mendelii
Moasiie

Percivaliaua
Skinneri
specioaiasima

snperba
Trianffi

•Chyms aurea
bractescens

•CtELOOYHB barbata ...

• cristata

occellata
• speciosa

COLAX jugosus

•Cymbididm eburneum
Lowii
tigrinitm

Cypripedidm Argus
barbatum
bellatulum
callosum
caudatum
concolor

Curtisii

Dayanum
Dominianum
Elliotianum
Godefroyro

• Harrisianum
• hirsutissimum

Hookerm
• insigoe

Javanicum
Iffivigatum

Lawrenceannm
Leeanum

8.

16
10

7

7
10

15/0 21

10

8/6 6
21

16/0 21

6/0 7
6/0 7

16

16
10

15/0 to 40
3/6 6

16/0 26

10/6 16
15/0 26

10

6/0 10
7/6 10

20
10
16

6/0, 10/6 21

3/6, 6/0 10

10
16
10
10

6/0 10

10
10

7/6 10

6/0 10

7/6 10

6/0 10

16/0 21

10/6 21

16/0 21

7/6 10

3/6, 6/0 7

6/0, 7/6 10

10/6 16
10

16/0 21

10/6 21

10/6 16

16/0 21

16/0 to 63

10/6 21

16/0 21

7/6 10

6/0 7

3/6 6

10

7/6 10

6/0 7

10/6, 15/0 21

Cypripedidm longifolium

nireum
Parish!
Roezlii

Rothschildianum .

Sauderianum ... .

• Sedeni
Spicerianum ... .

Stonei
• venustum ... .

• villosum
Dendrobidm aggregatum

Ainsworthi
Bensonim
bigibbum
Brymerianum
chrysanthum
chrysotis

chrysotoxura
craasinode

crepidatum
cretaceum
crystailinum
Dalhousieanum
Dearei
densiflorum
Devonianum
Dixanthum
eburneum
Falconeri
Farmeri
dmbriatum
Findleyanum
formosum giganteum
heterocarpum
Hookerianum

• infundibulum
• Jamesiauum

Lowii
nobile
Parish!
Pierardii

primulinum giganteum
pulchellum ... .

suavissimum ... ,

thyrsi florum ... .

Veitchianura ...

Wardiaunra ...

•Disa grandiflorum .

Kpideniirdm ciliare

Tovarense
• vitellinum majus .

•La!lia albida ... ,

• anccps
• autumnalis

ciunabrina

crispa

Dayana ...

grandis ...

harpophylla
majalis ...

Perrini ...

10

6/0 7

7/6 10

10/6 16

16/0 21

10/6 to 40
10/6 15

0/6, 16/0 21

10
5

10/6 16

najus7|6, 10/6 16
16/0 21

7/6 10

10
10/6 16

7/6 10
10

7/6 10
6

7/6 10

7/6 10
10

10/6 15
15/0 21

7/6 10

7/6 10

10

7/6 10
10/6 21

10/6 15

7/6 10

5/0 10

7/6 10

7/6 16
10

10/6 16

7/6 10

7/6 10

7/6 10

7/6 10
7
10
7

7/6 to 21

6/0, 7/6 10

7/6 10

6 0, 7/6 10

10/6 16
7

10
7/6 10
6/0 7

6/0 10
10

10/6 15
16

6/0 7
21

7/6 10

10

10/6 15

rf.

6
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
6
6
0
6
6
6
0
6
6
6

0
0
6
6

6
6
0
0
6
6
6
6
6
0
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
6
6
6
0
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
0
6
0
6
6

0
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5. d. 8. d!
L*lia

—

Odoktoglossum Roezlii 10/6 15 0
purpurata 7/C to 21 0 album 10/6 16 0

* prsestans 7/6 10 6 * Rossii majus 3/6 6 0
xantbina ... 10 6 * Sanderianum 10 6

Leptotks bicolor 7 6 • triumphans 10 6
Limatodes rosea 6 0 vexillariiim 7/6 10 6
*LiCASTE aronmiica ... 10 6 •OkCididm crispum ... 7/6 16 0
• cruenta 10 6 * cucullatura ... 5/0, 7/6 10 6
• Deppci ... 10 6 flexuosum ... 6/0, 7/6 10 6
* Harrisoiiii 10 6 * Forbesii 7 6
• Skinneri 6/0 10 6 Jonesiauum 7 6
•Masdevallia amabilis 3/6 6 0 ICramerianura 10/6 16 0
• bella 16 0 Lanccanum 16 0
• Chelsoni 7/6 10 6 • leucochilum 21 6
• Chimocra 7/6 10 6 Liminiughii 7 0
• Davisii 7 6 * macranthuin ... 15/0 to 106 0
• Harryaiia 3/G, 6/0 7 6 * ornithorhynchum ... 8/6 6 0
* ignea 6 0 papiiio ... 6/0, 7/6 10 6
• infracta 7/6 10 6 phalconopsis 10/6, 16/0 21 0
* Lindeni ... 3/6 to 10 6 bplendidum 10/6 21 0
* rosea 7 6 uudulatum 16/0 21 0
• Schlimii 15 0 OllNITllOCEPIIALOS giaui orus 10 6
• tovareusis 5/0, 7/6 10 6 Pbristekia elata 15 0
•Maxillakia grandiflora... ... 7/6 10 6 PuAJOS grandiflorus 10 6
• venusta 7/6 15 0 PiiALOiNOPSis amabilis 10/6 16 0
Miltonia Clowesii ... 7/6 16 0 grandiliora 10/6 16 0

cnneata
. 10 6 Sauderiana ... 16/0 to 106 0

spectabilis 7 6 Schilleriana ... 16/0 to 106 0
•Odonioulossuji Alexandra: (Crispum) •PiLliMNA nobilis 7/6 10 6

6/0 10 6 "Plkione lageuaria ... 6 0
• Arnoldianum • •• 21 0 * maculata 6 0
* blandum 10 6 Saccolahium Blumei' 7 6
• Cervautesii ... 6 0 guttatiim 7/6 10 6
• cirrbo.sum 10 6 violaceum 10/6 15 0
* citrosmura 10 6 ScoTicARiA Steelii ... 10 6
• constrictum ... 5 0 *SopiiHOKiTis grandiflora ... 6/0, 7/6 16 0
• cordatum ... 10 6 * violacea 7 6
• gloriosum ... 3/6 6 0 Tiiunia alba ... . 7 6
• grande 5/0 10 6 ]\larshalli 7 6
* Harryainun ... 6/0, 7/6 10 (> *Tricopuilia cocciuea 7 6

hostilabium ... ... 10/6 21 0 • suavis 7 6
* Lindleyanum 5 0 Vanda Amesiana ... ... 10/6 to 105 0
* maculatum 7/6 10 6 Bensonii 16 0
* Odoratum 6/0 10 6 cmrulea 10/6 16 lO
* QErstedii ... 5/0 7 6 gigantea 16/0 21 0
* Pescatorei 3/6, 6/0 10 6 Kimballiana 10/6 18 6

phaloenopsis 10/6 16 0 Zygopetai.um crinitum 16/0 21 0
* pulchellnm 6/0 7 () Mackayi 10/6 15 0

12 distinct vaiieties for warm house
12 ff ,, cool ,,

42/0 & 63/0
42/0 & 03/0

II. C. & Sons’ Selection.'

Best selected Fibrous Peat for Orchids 10/6 per sacks
Freeh Sphagnum Moss 3/_ per bushel, 12/- „ '

Charcoal, lump 3/g ^

Orchid Baskets, Bafts, and Cylinders made to order,

ORCHIDS. By H. A. Burberry (Gardener to Rt.*IIon. Joseph CiiAMBEBLai»i M.Ps)
Latest edition, i>.s.

;
post free, 6s. 6d.-
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GRAPE VINESSELECT
Grape Vines we grow very extensively; four of our 100-ft. houses are

filled with them early in the spring, and afterwards (the houses) used for

drying seeds.during August and September. Each year we have some unsold

from the preceding year's sale
;
.these are shifted from the 9 and 10-in. pots

into baskets filled with well-prepared soil, and make strong growth from 12

to 18 ft. long, carrying bunches of GrapeS. These are of great importance

when a hoi|se is required to be filled at once. At all seasons these Vines, if

planted intact and laid sideways, together with 2 ft. of stem, G inches below

the surface, will at once put forth young fresh roots. By having these a

season’s planting will be saved. 6s. to 8s. each.

«tALICANTE—Black, bunches large
;
a fine late variety,

fAIiNWICK seedling—

B

lack, large oval berries
;
rich flavour.

fBARBAROSSA (Gros Guillaume)—Black, produces enormous bunches,

and hangs late.

a*BLACK HAMBRO'—A delicious Grape, best for general use.

tBOWOOD MUSCAT—A first-class variety.

«t*BUOKLAND SWEETWATER—White
;
an excellent early Grape.

CALABRIAN RAISIN.
CHASSELAS MUSQUE.
DUKE OP BUCCLEUCH—Amber ;

largest white-berried Grape in

cultivation
; good companion to IJIacIc Iliiinhiir(j/i.

^.FOSTER'S SEEDLING—White ;
early and good.

•golden queen—

A

mber
;
bunches large, flesh firm.

tGROS COLMAR—Black, late : very large berries.

tGROS MAROC—Black.
GROS WHITE MAROC—White.
tLADY DOWNE'S SEEDLING—Black

;
lute hanging, firm flesh.

«*MADRESFIELD COURT—Black
;
well suited for cool vinery.

tMRS. PINCE’S BLACK MUSCAT—Pine colour
;

late.

{muscat of ALEXANDRIA—White
;
requires heat, late.

{muscat HAMBRO'—Black, Muscat flavour.

«*ROYAL MUSCADINE—White, early, and one of the best for a wall

tiRftPB

VINE]BOOK ON VINES. By A'. Barron. 6s.
;
by post, 6s. G</.
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BY POSTAXj transit.
SEEDLINGS, WHEN READY.

Primula sineneie, in variety, from July
Primula Fern-leaved, ditto, ditto

Calceolarias, ditto, from September
Cinerarias, ditto, from July...
Pansy, finest show, ditto, always
Antirrhinums, ditto, always

Small size. Large size.

Is. Gd. per dozen. 2s. Orf. per dozen
3s. Od. ,, 3s. Gd.

,

,

Is. Gd. ,, 2s. Od. ,

,

Is. Gd. ,, 2s. Od. „
Is. Od. ,, 2s. Od. „
Is. Od.

,

,

Is. fid. „

CUT FLOWER UERARTMENT
(PBIVATE TRADE ONLY).

Have your Cut Flowers direct from us, the ACTUAL PRODUCERS, you
thus effect a great saving. We have erected a large and spacious building for
the reception and making up of Flowers. All kinds, large or small quantities,
even to a 9d. (post free) button-hole flower, are regularly sent by post to all
parts of Europe.

The advantage, in both price and freshness, in having them direct from the actual growers is

something considerable, particularly as a Post Office official meets five trains per day from
Swanley at Holborn, and immediately conveys postal matter to the Chief Office.

Wedding and other Bouijuets from 7s. Gd. upwards; Wreaths from 10s. 6cf. upwards; and Funeral

Grosses from 10s. Gd. upwards. Boose Flowers^ also Foliage and Ferns for Fable and other decoration.

Orders for Cut Flowers from 2s. Gd. upwards can be sent by Letter or Parcel Post.

Boxes of mixed Cut Flowers, with Ferns, sent daily to all parts of the United
Kingdom, 2s. ed., Es, 7s., and 10s.

PERFECT MUSHROOM SPAWN.

Having every facility, and to be quite sure that

nothing but the best shall come from us, we collect

samples from all sources where manufactured, imme-

diately test which is the best, and purchase largely;

consequently, all our customers succeed, most of them

far above their expectations. At this moment we
have a large stock, and beyond all question the finest

ever offered.

Per brick, 6d., postage 4d.
;
per peck, Is. 6d.,

postage 9d.
;
per bushel, 5s.

“A Practical Treatise on the Cultivation of

Mushrooms,” by J. Wright, F.R.H S.

Price Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.
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“XL” ALL VAPORISING FUMIGATOR.
No. 4 bottle, sufficient for 6,000 cubic feet of space

,, 3 „ ,, 10,000 ,, ,, ... ... ... ... ... ...

,, 2 ,, ,, 20,000 ,, ,, ... ... ... ...

Fumigators, complete for above each Is. 9rf. and

We can confidently recommend the above as a most safe and
efiectual remedy.

s. d.

3 3

6 6

13 0
2 0

STRAWBERRIES.
What a lovely refreshing fruit ! And when we hear it is the firm belief of the highest

in the medical profession that if we were to eat more we should hear less of gout, rheumatism,

and other pains
;
seeing how easy Strawberries are to grow, it should be the set determination of all

to cultivate their own, and have them with all their beautiful freshness, morning and evening, as

long as possible. When so, they are one of the greatest charms and benefits that mankind can possess.

LEADEB.
First-Class Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society, May Hth, 1895.

An enormous handsome mid-season Strawberry of rich Pine-like flavour.

The fruit is of enormous size, of a bright crimson or carmine shade of colour, flesh and skin

firm, and of a dark scarlet tint throughout, the seeds set in shallow basins projecting beyond

the surface, the fruit travelling well—flavour very rich and Tine-like, with a pleasant aroma;

plant very compact in habit, and a robust grower. The variety was raised from Latest of All

crossed by Noble. For forcing purposes Leader is likely to be in great request, for which

purpose we recommend it to follow Royal Soveretyn, It forces very freely, the trusses setting well,

with little if any artificial fertilisation, and its compact habit is a great point in its favour.

Strong Plants in Pots, 25s. per 100; 4s. per dozen.

Strong Open Ground Runners, 15s. per 100; 2s. per dozen.

MONABCH.
First-Class Certificates from the Royal Horticultural Society, June lllh, 1895; Royal Botanic

Society, June llth, 1895 ;
and York Gala, June 19t/<, 1895.

A most distinct richly-coloured second early variety of enormous size, wedge-shaped, and of

a rich (i'lren-like flavour. A worthy companion to Leader, ripening before that variety, and

following closely on Royal Soverciyn.

Strong Plants in Pots, 25s. per 100; 4s. per dozen.

Strong Open Ground Runners, 15s. per 100; 2s. per dozen.

OF GREAT VALUE FROM THEIR LATENESS.

SOOTOS:
Raised by WM. CARMICHAEL, formerly Chief Gardener at Sandringham.

queen op DENMARK—Raised from Frotjmore Late Pine crossed with Waterloo. It is new

in colour, firm in flesh, very prolific, and A1 in flavour; it hns every indication of becoming the

Strawberry of the future for forcing and general culture; a gem.

RICHARD GILBERT—In the way of Royal Sovereign, but finer fruit
;
grand.

WM. CARMICHAEL—Very distinct; immense strong stems, throwing its fruit well above the

foliage
;
of very fine flavour.

Hand Laid Runners, 12s. per dozen ; £5 per 100.

A. W. IIaydek, Esq., Vinings Cottage, Sandown, I.W., August 6th, 1897.

I am pleased to tell you I received the Strawberry plants quite safe this morning, they

arrived in splendid condition.
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William Carmichael’s Royal Seedling Strawberries. %
6th July, 1896.

Dear Mr. Carmichael,—The Princess desires me to thank you very much for the delicious'

Strawberries you were so kind as to send her, and the Princess is very proud that they should

bo called by her name.—Yours very truly, Cuaulotte KsoLEvg.

I'i, Fettes Row, Edinburgh, 25th July, 1896.

Mr. 1). T. I'tsn says:—Having recently resided in Edinburgh, 1 have had many opportunities

of seeing these Strawberries grown, and of testing them in Mr. Carinicbael’s private garden at

Warriston Park, and have much pleasure in hearing the following testimony to their merit

:

—
PRINCESS OF WALES.

Liitf.ll of AH crossed with Frogmore Lute
Pir.e. Pull size, dwarf habit, fine Hueeu flavour,

excellent constitution.

PRINCE OF WALES.
Waterloo crossed with British

Larger size, rich flavour, Queen foliage, dwarf
habit, very prolific, not so dark as Waterloo,

vigorous constitution ; one of the very best late

Strawberries.

Runners, Price 4s. per doz.
;

£1 10s. per 100.

PERFECTION (Veitoh).

The result of a cross between British Queen
and Waterloo, fruit of large size and deep
colour, the flesh is jnicj' and luscious, of British

Queen flavour
;
very prolific. First-Class Certi-

ficate, Koval Horticultural Society, Juli/ lith,

1896.

Plants, in Small Pots, 6s. per doz.;
42s. per 100.

Strong Runners, 4s. per doz.; 21s. perlOO.

STEVEN’S WONDER.
Said to be the earliest variety in cultivation, and very prolific solid fruit

;
good flavour, high

perfume, grand forcer. Awarded First-Class Certificates, 1895.

We are pleased to be able to state that everyone who has grown this early variety pronounces it

to be the best for earliest forcing.

Strong Plants in Pots, 20s. per 100; 4s. per dozen. Strong Runners, 4s. per 100;
Is. 6d. per dozen.

ROYAL SOVEREIGN.
CERTAINLY ONE OF THE BEST IN CULTIVATION.

This variety has now been grown and tested and subjected to all kind.s of conditions and seasons,

and has fully confirmed everything previously said of it, so that it is now universally admitted on

all sides to be the best introduction since fiir J. Piu ton, and should be extensively planted in every

garden, totally setting aside many of the older kinds which we have discontinued growing.

Small Runners, 3s. per 100. Fine Selected Runners, 4s. per 100; 12s. per 1.000 ;

small rough, 8s. per 1,000.

Fine Plants in small pots, 15s. per 100. Fruiting Plants in large 5-inch pots,

30s. per 100.

ALL THE BEST OLD STANDARD VARIETIES.
AUGUSTE NICAISE—Fruit of this variety has been repeatedly shown in fine condition.

BICTON PINE—Conical shape, w'iite fruit ; distinct; large. S.i. (id. per 100.

BRITISH QUEEN—The best-flavoured fruit in cultivation, should be grown in every garden.

5s. per 100.
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COMPETITOR—Very large
;
splendid Strawberry.

COUNTESS Roden)—Large second early
;
fruit good colour ami flavour, of handsome cocks-

comb shape. First-Class Certificate from the Hoyal Horticultural Society.

COUNTS—A really good old variety; does splendidly in our fields, and produces enormous crops.

DR. HOQQ—Similar to British Queen; fine variety
;
should be tried everywhere.

DUKE OP EDINBURGH—Large, handsome; deep crimson
;
juicy.

ELTON PINE—One of the best late varieties in cultivation.

EMPRESS OF INDIA—(New) good flavour ; bright scarlet
;
requires good culture.

KEEN’S SEEDLING—One of the best for forcing and small gardens.
T.A GROSSE SUCREE—Sweet flavour; one of the best for forcing.

LATEST OP ALL—As its name denotes, it is several days later than most varieties; free:fruit

large
;
good cropper.

LAXTON’S No. I—Very early
;
an improvement on Nolle.

LORD SUPPIELD—(Now) rich flavour: free and large.

PRESIDENT—One of the best; a general favourite forali purposes.
SCARLET QUEEN—Very attractive : Queen flavour; a favourite with many.
SIR CHAS. NAPIER—One of the very best for forcing.

SIR J. PAXTON—This is the variety so popular throughont Kent for field and ma'ket.
Special prices for large quantities.

VARIEGATED—Beautifully white variegated.

VIOOMTESSE H. DE THURV (syn. Garibaldi)— Although small, it is one of the best in

cultivation to answer all general purposes, soil, and climate. 3i. G(/. per 100.

WATERLOO—The darkest coloured fruit of any, and for dessert indispensable.

Rooted Runners from fruiting plants, nil best rooted and picked, Is. per lUO ;
selectel, 6s.

per 100, except those priced. In small pots, to fruit the first season, 12s. to 14s. per 100; in 6 and
6-inch pots, for forcing, 25s. to 40s, jier lUO.

S/>ecial Prices per 1,000, 50,000, and 100,000.

We cut off all fruitirus.ses of our plants when in flower, so ai to iudiicc early strong ruuneis and
make plants more fruitful. 'I'his alone makes what we bupi)ly nearly ns good again ns from any
other firm.

HAUTBOIS AND ALPINE STRAWBERRIES.
ALPINE WHITE.
COMTESSE DE FRETIAKOPP—A good

cropper.

CRIMSON GALLANDE.

HOLLOND’S GLORY.
ROYAL HAUTBOIS—An immense cropper

good of its kind.

TRIOMPHE D'ORLE AN S—Large
Iluuibois,

3s. 6(f. per 100 ;
Grf. per dozen.

Other named varieties supplied at current prices.

RASPBERRIES.
NEW VARIETY.

SUPERLATIVE—This kind, like Roy<d Suvcrei;/n Strawberrys for all garden and general
purposes, by its oonstitution, freoness, large fruits, and excellent Havonr, stand.s at the head of its

family, and is a real acquisition.

Per dozen, 2s. (id. ; post free, 3.«. Kxtra strong, !>s. ]>cr dozen.

Price per 100 and 1,000 on application,

SUMMER-FRUITING KINDS.
CARTERS’ PROLIFIC—Largo; red; a splendid kind

;
requires the ground well prepared and

manured, otherwise it soon dies out. 2s. per dozen, lOs. per 100, 40s. per 1,000.

FAL3TAFF—Large; red; well flavoured
;
vigorous; very prolific. 2s. per dozen.

HORNET—Large
;
red

;
first class. 2s. Gd. per dozen.

NORTHUMBERLAND FILLBASKET—Large; red; strong grower and abundant bearer.

2s. per dozen, IG.s. per 100.

NORWICH WONDER—Of strong growth, fine fruit
;

a capital variety. Is. 6 /. per dosen,
8s. per 100, 80s. per 1,000.

WHITE ANTWERP—Very sweet; useful for dessert. Is. per dozen, 8s. per 100.

Prices and sample for large quantities on application.
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NEW KINDS.
BATJMFORTH'S SEEDLING—An improved Northumberland Fillbasket; one of the best,

flanting canes, 2s, 6d. per doz., 16s. per 100. Fruiting canes, 4s. per doz., 21s. per 100.

LORD BEACONSPIELD. KEIGHLEY QUEEN. LORD BERESPORD.
PRINCE OP WALES.

Prices on application.

AUTUMN FRUITING AND YELLOW VARIETIES.
BAGLEY’S PERPETUAL—Red

;
prolific

;
very good Autumn bearer.

BELLE DE PONTENAY—Red
;
late fruiting. Is. 6rf. per doz.

GOLIATH—Dark red j fine fruit
;
prolific.

GREGG—A black variety of excellent quality
;
a great bearer

;
very hardy. Is. 6d. each.

MERYEILLE DES QUATRE SAISONS (Yellow, October)— Freely producing fruit up to

November
;
large and fine.

MERVEILLE DES QUATRE SAISONS ROUGE (Red, October)—Large bunches of fruit

till November. Is. Gd. per doz.

NOnt D’AUTOMNE—Large, almost black
;
juicy, good flavour. Is. 6d. per doz.

PERPETUAL DE BELLARD—Red
;
as large as Hornet

;

a good perpetual sort.

QUEEN OP THE MARKET—Rod
;
vigorous grower

;
very prolific.

ROUGE D’ANVERS—Very large, conical
;
dark red; rich and juicy

;
early.

SURPRISE D'AUTOMNE—Much larger than the old Yellow October ; good ;
free.

THE VICTOR—Red
;
vigorous

;
perpetual bearer

;
very prolific.

VICTORIA—Yellow
;
prolific.

YELLOW THORNLESS—Is. G</. each.

4s. to Gs. per dozen, 30s. per 100,

BLACKBERRIES.
CUT-LEAVED (Rubus laclniatls)—Strong grower; bears fine clusters of large and rich-

flavoured fruit, lovely to cat, and make splendid jam or jelly
;
also a very ornamental climber; one

of the best. Is. each, 8s. per doz.

WILSON JUNIOR—A fine large-fruited variety. Is. each, .Is. per doz.

CHILD’S EVER-BEARING
TREE.

CRYSTAL WHITE.
ELDORADO.
ERIE.
KITTATINNY.

LOVETT.
MAMMOTH.
MAXWELL.
NEWMAN'S THORNLESS.
OHMER.

Is. 6d. to 2s. Gd. each.

RATHBUN.
SNYDER.
TAYLOR’S PROLIFIC.
THE LAWTON.
VflLSON'S EARLY-

FILBERTS AND COBS.
CANNON BALL.
CROSS HEAD PROLIFIC.
DAVTANUM.
DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
EMPEROR COB.
EUGENIE.
FILBERT CURLED.
GARIBALDI.

IMPROVED COSPORD
COB.

KENTISH COB.
KENTISH COB

(LAMBERT’S).
LADY YELVERTON.
MARQUIS OP LORNE.
NEW COB DAVIANUM.
})s., 12s., and 18s. per dozen.

PRINCESS ROYAL.
RED-SKINNED FILBERT.
SPANISH FILBERT.
THE SHAH.
WEBB'S PRIZE COB.
WHITE.
WHITE-SKINNED

FILBERT.

FOR ALL SEEDS SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.

fruit trees of ae l kinds
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OUR WONDERFUL A1 REAL MANURE
TKEBI..E YOUR PRODUCE.

For GREENHOUSE PLANTS, FOLIAGE and POT PLANTS, ROSES, VINES,
FRUIT, FLOWERS, and VEGETABLES.

Double production of everything is obtained by
using it. Nothing is so important in every part of
the garden as two or three applications during
the season. It gives more than satisfaction to
whatever it is applied to, and in most cases
trebles the size, making the whole garden the
treasure of one’s life. A 1-lb. tin will show its

effects and guarantee its general use.

1-!b. tins, is., per post, is. 4d. ; 3-lb. tin, 2s. 6d., per post,

3s. ; 6-lb. tin, 4s. 6d., per post, 5s. 3d.

In bags— 14-lbs., 7s. ; 28-lbs., 12s. 6d. ; 56 lbs., 23s.

;

i cwt., 42s.

DIRECTrONS FOR USE.
Fok Land in Good Cultivation and Growing Crops.—Three-quarters of au ounce to the square

yard, one and-a-half hundredweight to the acre. Mix with treble its quantity of fine, slightly damp
soil, and scatter it regularly

;
you can see to a line how far it has been put.

F'or poor Land and Potatoes.—Three to four hundredweight to the acre.

For Potting.—One ounce to the bushel of good compost, and thoroughly mix.
Top Dressing.—Two ounces to a bushel of good soil.

Liquid Manure.—Half ounce to a gallon of water, and increase it a little twice a week until the
plants are well in flower. On each occasion pot or water two or three without the Real Manure,
and watch the difference

;
it will show one way to get money, and the other to lose it.

.T. Crake, Esq., Loddon, Auti»st 2'Ard, 1897.

I have proved your Real Manure to be a very powerful stimulant. 1 tried it on Cauliflowers,

Celery, Onions, and Toniatoe.s with splendid results. I have some heantiful flowers at the

present time, from your seed.
\

Dr. Maci.ogiilin, Cloughjordan, Co. Tipperary, April 5th, 1897.

Please send 1+ lbs. Real Manure
;

it is the best in the world.

Mr. A. Cawson, Flaxm.an Rond, Camberwell, S.E., May 20th, 1897.

Your Real Manure is the manure pur excellence.

Miss Molineux, Kcmpscy, nr. Worcester, June let, 1897.

Miss Molineux considers the Real Manure the best she has ever tried.
|

Mrs. W. Stedman, Penolver Cottage, Ueddington, Surrey, July 1st, 1897.
\

Please send me another tin of Real Manure. Tlie other gave great satisfaction, as every-
;

thing 1 have had from you has done. All my friends say what grand flowers I have, and I tell

them I had them from you.

Mr. Walter Riiy.me.s, Tae Gardens, The Chestnuts, .Surbiton, June 30t/i, 1897.

I must say your Real Manure is the best I ever used for plants and crops.

Miss Dennis, Eadestown Lodge, Baltinglass, d7oy 8M, 1897.

1 have dressed a plot of strawberries with your Real Manure, and it is incredible the

improvement it has made in them, and the difference between them and another plot which

have been in all other respects but this treated the same waj".

(
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This Wire is of the finest quality, does not rust, consequently smooth and easy to work, no matter

how long kept.

Stalk Wire in | lb. packets (about 600 wires), two different thicknesses of wire in each. Price 6d.

Fine i lb. reels for binding, price Orf. Extra fine, Is. per reel. Sent by post, i lb., 2i<f. extra :

under 1 lb., 3<f. extra
;
3 lbs., Gd. extra.

WE DON’T SAY THEY OWE US ANYTHING

;

NOTWITHSTANDING, THEY HAVE APPARENTLY REMOVED FROM
THEIR FORMER RESIDENCES.

H. CANNELL & SONS would feel greatly obliged if any

readers, who may happen to know their present addresses (they

used to reside at addresses given below), will kindly forward the

same to them. They will gladly pay postage, &c.

Claude E. Bennett,
Strelna, Atkins Road, Clapham Park, S.W.

H. Mdtlow,
123, Stockwell Rond, Stockwcll, S.W.

S. Roberts,
Highgate Hill, llawkhurst.

AV. Cami>,
Ashley Road, Parkstone.

H. J. Buierley,
Deuby Hale, Huddersfield.

Jacob Rose,
261, Earisfield Road, Wandsworth Common.

TOBACCO PAPER AND CLOTH FOR FUMIGATION.
Of our own manufacture, free from injurious properties to plants. For full particulars how to

use it, and to exterminate the Green Fly, see Cannell’s Art of Gardening, sent post free to

customers. Is. per lb.
;
5 lbs., 4s. 6rf. ;

10 lbs., 8s. Qd. ;
28 lbs., 25s. Postage extra.

MISCELLAMODS ARTICLES, MANURES, GARDEN REQUISITES, 4c.

TOBACCO POWDER—In tins, Is. and 2s. (id. each.

HUaHES' FIR TREE OIL—Is. 6d. and 2s. 6</. per bottle.

STANDEN’S MANURE—In tine. Is. and 2s. 6d. each.

GHSHURST'S COMPOUND—In boxes. Is. and 3s. each.

FOWLER'S GARDENER’S INSECTICIDE—In jars, U. 6rf. and 3s. each.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND—For eradicating weeds, daisies, dandelions, &c., from lawns; very

effectual. Tins, Is. and 2s. Gd. each.

RAFFIA GRASS—For tying. Is. Gd. per lb.

SHAW’S TIFFANY—In pieces, 20 yards long by 38 inches wide, iier piece, 5s

GLOVES, PRUNING—Best, per pair, 2s. Gd., 2s., and Is. Gd.

FUMIGATORS, APPLEBY’S—5s. each.

WOLFF’S SOLID INK PENCILS—For writing on wood. Sd. each.

WOOD LABELS—For flower pots (painted), in bundles of 100; per bundle, 4-inch, 8d.; 5-iiich

1(W.
;
6-inch, Is.
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^ GARDEN NETTING, TANNED—2 yards and 4 yards wide, per yard i nn, 'id. and id,

THERMOMETERS—Boxwood. Is. 6</. and 2s. each.

VERBENA PEGS—Per box, Is., containing one gross.

CLAY'S FERTILIZER, or PLANT POOD—Packets, Is.

HUGHES’ APHICIDE—For applying insecticides on small plants, &c. The Apliicide is made
so as to fit an ordinary bottle. Price l.s. id.

APRONS, GARDENERS', SHALLOON.—First quality, 4s. id. each.

GARDEN TROWELS— 6-inch. Is. each.

GISHURSTINE—For preserving gardeners’ boots. In tins, id. and Is.

SYRINGES—Patent Ball Valve, two roses and one jet, 17s. id. and 22s.

CAMPBELL'S FUMIGATING INSECTICIDE— 8</., Is., Is. 'id.', and 2s. id. each.

LETHORION CONES-6d., Is., and Is. 6</. each,

TWEEZERS—Ivory, 3s. id.
;
steel, Is. id.

INSTRUMENTS—Complete set for dressing Chrysanthemums. 17s. id. and 21s.

CUCUMBER GLASSES -12-iu. to 24-in. Is. id. to 3.s. each.

INDELIBLE INK—For writing on zinc labels, id. and Is.

SILVER SAND—2s. per bushel.

SULPHUR- 6<f. per lb.

THOMSON S VINE MANURE—20s. per cwt. ; in tins, Is.

PISON'S EXTRA CONCENTRATED FERTILIZER-23s. per cwt.
;

in tins, Is.

Amateur's Handbook on Gardening. Cloth, 2s. >'d.

;

post free, 2s. y</.

Book about Roses. By Rev. Canon Hole. 3s. 6</.
;
post free, 3s. id.

Book on Vines. By A. Barron. 6s. ;
by post, 5s. id

Cactus Culture for Amateurs. By W. Watson. .6.v.
;

po.st free, 5s. id.

Carnations and Piootees. By E. S. Dodwell. Is. id.-, post free. Is. Id.

Chrysanthemums and their Culture. By E. Molyneux. Is
;
post free. Is. 2rf.

Ferns. By J. Birkenhead. Is.
;
post free, Is. 'id.

How to Grow Fruit and Vegetables. By G. Garner. Is. fir/.
;
post free, Is. id.

Mushrooms. By J. Wright. l.s.
;
post free. Is. '2d.

Orchids. By H. A. Burberry. 6s.
;
post free, 5s. id.

Profitable Fruit Growing. By J. Wrigbt. l.s,
;

post free, Is. :W.

Rose Growing. By D. Gilmour. Is.
;
post free, l.s. '2d.

Sweet Scented Flowers and Fragrant Leaves. By Donald ilcDunulil. 5s. fi./. post free.

Table Decorations. By Win. Low. 3s. id. ;
post free, 3s. id.

Tomato Growing. By Iggulden. Is.
;
post free, l.s. 'id.

Tuberous Begonias. By B. Ravenscroft. Is,
;
post free, Is. 3i/.

Vegetable Culture. By A. Dean. Is.; post free, l.s. '2d,

The Pern Garden, 3s. id. ;
post free, 3s. id.

Field Flowers, 3s. id.
;

post free, 3s. id.

Rustic Adornments, 10s. firf.
;

post free, 11s.

The Ivy, 5s.
;
post free, 5s. id.

Encyclopaedia of Gardening, 3s. id
. ;

post free, 3s. 10</.

Special Manures for Garden Crops, 2.?.
;
post free, 2s. jd.

GARDENING WORKS.

WORKS BY THE LATE SHIRLEY HIBBERD.
Amateur Rose Book, 3s. id. ;

post free, 3s. 10</.

„ Flower Garden, 3s. id.
;
post free, 3s. lOt/.

„ Greenhouse and Conservatory, 8s. id. post free, 3s. lOd.

,, Kitchen Garden, 3s. 6</.
;

post free, 3s. lOA

\
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INVENTIONS, ACHIEVEMENTS, &c., &c„

BHOUGIIT 'I’O IJGHT BY

Mr. HENRY CANNELL, f.r.h.s., m.s.a., r.a.s.e., h.m.c.a.b.,

SW A N L E Y.

Although .1 had no connection with the first-held b'ruit and Flower Committees

that met at South Kensington, nevertheless 1 regularly attended, and have now been

a member of the Floral Committee of the Eoyal Horticultural Society 25 years, and

as a proof I append the following extract

:

—
Gari.knkk’s CiiEONiOLK, 18G2.—Df. Lixdi.kv says: “Of fuchsias an admirably grown

collection was shown by Mr. CanncU. It consisted <>f medium-sized conical plants, every one ot

which nearly covered their pots with gracefully drooping branches ladenwith flowers, llun this

irroup nothing in its way could possibly be more perfect, and it received, as it well deserved,

iinivei-sal admiration. Very miicli larger plants were contrilmted by Messrs. Vebb, Gardiner,

Harper, and Higgs; but as regards fine growth they were considerably inferior to those just

mentioned."—Boyal Horticultural Society’s Show.

Making it plain that I was busy in horticultural matters in those days. I was not

only successful at the above Society s shows with my exhibits, but also previously

at tlie Crystal Palace. Success there tind in other similar places went far to secure me

the appointment as chief gardener at one of the most important gardens in those days

Portnal Park—where all branches of horticulture were expected to be carried out to

the fullest extent. A full knowledge of grajies, and, in fact, the art of the highest

cultivation of everything, in those days of I860 were entirely different to \yhat they

are to-day. The proprietor and myself differed over the vines in three vineries, so

rootless were they that in sunny weather the foliage drooped as if they were in

perfectly dry soil. Howev'er.soon afterward.s 1 obtained an appointment where£l,000

had just previously been expended in vineries and vines, and to see the glorious

urowth of these young vines in the more modern constructed houses was indeed a treat

to my eyes and heart. These light-admitting houses enabled me to grow some of the

finest fuchsias yet seen in London. I carried off’ nearly £20 in prizes that year, and

at three of the largest London shows.

At that time the “ sample post ” was introduced, so that merchants could send

tlieir samples to every shopkeeper, and I could fore.see wliat a grand advantage and

oiiportiinity it would he to those availing themselves of it, and more especiall.v how

advantageous to send cuttings, rooted cuttings, and seeds to all parts of Gre.at Lritain.

Many laughed at the idea, nevertheless I built houses and carried this mode of transit

until perfectly successful to the farthest parts of the world, thus lessening cost of

carriage immensely, and bringing floral treasures and seeds within the reach of all;

and, after an elapse of two or three years, it was saiil by numerous patrons wlio had

derived such great pleasure from it that the plants 1 sent by sample post did more real

good for the si)ivad of horticulture tlian anything else ever brought forward. I

repeatedly arraigned the postal authorities respecting the i>arc(d post; and the country

have much to thank me, perhaps, for this coming as early as it did. This system gave

another fillip to my business, and added much to the enjoyments of gardens and

gardener.s in remote parts.

(
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In 1866 I issued my first catalogue, and in it appeared the following :
—“ Doctors

have done awa}'^ with the knife as much as possible ; so must gardeners. Do not trim

your vine-rods up every year as if they w'ere rafters ;
if you do, prune the roots

likewise, if not they will be sure to rot, and create all kinds of disease, and then you

will wonder what is the cause of it. Cut the top of an oak tree after it has been

planted ten years, and keep it so for another ten years, and see if you can make it

young and vigorous again.” Immediately the editor of the (lanlericr’s Chronicle

(T. Moore, Es(j.) saw this statement he wrote asking what I could say respecting it.

I replied, showing the cause of the above-mentioned vines being in sucli a wretched

condition by hard cutting and restricted growth, and how they could be re-invigorated,

and even made fruitful again, by adopting the extension or the natural system of vine

growing. This brought out the strongest and most animated discussion that ever

appeared in the Curdeners Chronicle, and it brought to light many hidden or little

understood facts. It showed grape growers the normal and correct system, and at the

time I predicted it would reduce the price of 2Us. per lb. down to 2s. or Us. ; and it has

done so, benetiting the sick and poor. The latter price was then deemed ridiculous,

but we have only to' refer to the market prices to confirm the correctness of this

])iophecy. I afterwards issued 1,000 copies of the whole discussion in book form,

and sold all except two or three treasured copies. All this has long since been )iearly

forgotten, and others have sprung into -existence, claiming the system u ho know
nothing about my discussion. There are not many now living that hold the hono\ir

of a first prize, as I do, for six splendid fuchsias from the first and only really

creditable great International Jlorticultuml Exhibition in 1806, held on tlie very site

of the present National Museum, South Kensington.

The year after this I adopted the top system of heating—this is suspending the pipes

from the rafters. In growing plants to the utmost perfection i)i winter it hs invaluable,

and in colder climates, such as North America, and on the Continent it is generally-

adopted, also at Kew and many other places. Indeed, so valuable is it considered

that it is entered at the British Museum as a valuable invention. 1 soon afterwards

assisted in bringing about the Pelargonium Society, which did splendid, useful work,

and from which we are deriving b)’illiant results up to the present day. I offered

.£5 for the best essay on the hi.story of the Zonal and other Pelargoniums, and which

was read in the old council room at South Kensington. Jlad it not been tor the

results of this, and the late Mr. Peter Grieve’s paper showing the origin of the Golden

and Silver Tricolors, this information would have been lost, or parity so, to tlie world.

These I sell at 6d. each, post free.

1 can also lay claim to putting forward the advantages of disbudding the

.lapanese Chrysanthemum (see my catalogues from 1807 to 1878). At that time they

were considered jioor, loose, unattractive flowers, not worth the attention of anyone.

My work amongst the Chrysanthemums commenced in 1 850. That year 1 visited

the second sliow at Stoke Newington, and over since 1 have grown and sold ])robabl\

more than any other living person, and certainly raised and sent out some of the

finest varieties in cultivation, having taken my lessons when visiting Messrs. Salter

& Forsyth.

1 was the first to break away and set up cut Chrysanthemum flowers difl'erent to

that of the show boards. The late Shirley llibberd says as follows in 1884:—‘"At

the last meeting of the Floral Committee, Messrs. Cannell & Sons showed a lot of cut

flowers of all the sections mounted on green moss in the manner of roses. About
nine-tenths of the cultivators of these flowers would find it impossible to follow the

excellent example, but the jvractical le.sson has its value, for if green moss is not

everywhere obtainable there may be some suitable substitutes in the woidd that town
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aniiitcurs could secure for the purpose. For the present we must jog trot with our

green hoards, and keep the long stalk in mind as a pleasant thing to dream about.”

1 was the first south of the Thames that took a prize for Chrysanthemums at the
iirst show held at the Crystal Palace in 1858.

It was 1 in 1864 who first built model low span-roofed greenhouses, the most
serviceably shaped houses, such as jiovv feed the markets and the |)ublic. Particulars of

these I issued in leaflet form containing diagram, and the size and length of ever}' part,

so that any amateur or nurseryman could build their own without askinga cjuestion, and
the result was that you can see this exact form of greenhouse all over the country and
America. This information 1 sold for lid., and undoubtedly the world has been
benefited to the amount of several million pounds.

I established a nursery in 1864 on a bare and barren railuay bank at AV'oolwich,

and soon created a business that required all the room ])ossible, and at last I had eight
landlords and one landlady— often one is too much—and only occupied an acre of

ground. Business still increasing, and to make a bold and successful move, in 1874 I

biased 17 acres in the midst of the hop gardens at Swanley, at that time a place almost
unknown, containing only half a dozen cottages. One iiOO-feet well served the village,

and from which we had to obtain uater. However, 1 soon ])revailed upon the Water
Company to extend their pipes four miles for me. After this the neighbourhood
rapidly rose, shops and cottages were erected, and the whole surrounding districts

became flourishing and busy. One postman came five miles and delivered all our
letters, now it requires nearly 20 persons to do the business connected with our
post oflice.
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I was the tii'st to suggest jam being made on the fields, or in close proximity to

where the fruit liad been grown. This was quickly adopted, and is now a gigantic

business.

As ])opular as Dahlias were 60 or 60 years ago, for some reason they fell out of

public ap'preciation for several seasons, soon after the Floral Committee was
established at South Kensington, and only the late Mr. C. Turner and myself showed
them, simply to let the public sec we sold such flow'ers, and also to try and induce the

world at large to appreciate them again more keenly. This we did, and agreed to

write to the secretary of the Crystal Falace with a view to holding a show there, and
also to found a National Dahlia Society. Mr. Flood Page met us, and discussing the

matter, he very pleasantly said, “ We shall be very pleased to give you every facility

for holding a show,” and offered us I think it was j£50 towards expenses. This was
the beginning of the great National Dahlia Society, and also how it came to be

started.

At the Chrysanthemum Congress, held in the large vinery at Chiswick, I had the

largest and finest collection ever exhibited in England at that time, and on that

occasion 1 had on a board a dozen very fine blooms of Etoile de Lyon, which was
pronounced as a variety too large—not so to-day, however.

Dahlia, Single Saragon .
—I well remember first exhibiting this. When carried

before the Floral Committee, so great was the teeling against Single Dahlias that J

heard afterwards it w'as only through Mr. T. Moore, a former editor of the Oardener’s

Chronicle, that this lovely flower was certificated. 1 had to encounter and contend

against an enormous amount of prejudice
;
however, myself and the beauty of poor

Paragon overcame it all, and the world has enjoyed it immensely. I also introduced

and sent out Alha and Picta Formossissima, the former a fine white single, and to

this day grown and highly valued. The Cactus class I was the first to exhibit and

sena out under the name of Juarezii. The very same variety is yet grown, its sprawly

crab-like florets caused it then to be pronounced as utterly useless for the public taste
;

nevertheless I ultimately got it certificated as a curiosity. I have since raised a great

number of seedlings, and introduced a great quantity of colours from it, and at this

date England can boast of even a pure white, yellow, crimson, purple, and a host of

various coloured kinds, so that at the present time we have many different colours,

and all of the same attractive shape. Most of this work has been done by me, and

the evolution of this flower has been wonderful, and should be rewarded ;
but

unfortunately all horticultural work, even if as wonderful as the telegraph, falls flat

and passes unnoticed when once obtained— all
“ ’spect they growed, like Topsy.”

For above 40 years 1 have been raising seedling Zonal Pelargoniums so as to

improve that dower, and have succeeded to a wonderful extent. For 25 years

1 have be(>n siiowing and proving that the Zonal yields more flowers and colour

during three of the dullest and darkest months in v^inter than any other plant.

Our exhibits all over (freat Britain are said by everyone to be wonderful, and they

alwa\'s claim chief attraction, yet our judges pass them by as they do an “old boss,”

although Mr. Fry, the oldest exhibitor, says “ Our exhibits are wonderful.” In

France and Jlelgium they give gold medals, not a sham promise. Had I resided there

instead of England, doubtless I should have had a just reward. Certainly not more

than one in the trade has exhibited more regularly and more remarkable exhibits durine:

the last 35 years than Cannell. The same may be said of introducing new and good

plants, too numerous to mention.

1 can also lay claim without fear of contradiction to a good deal respecting

the improvement of vegetables. My Pea English Wonder is pronounced the best

dwarf early variety in cidtivation, some going so far as to say w'e require no other,
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Ill Potatoes V'ictory is unquestionably the best variety for the select table, and as

much might be said of Conie-toStay and JVational, and other species of vegetables,

our exhibits being officially pronounced as “ wonderful.” Such a designation coming

from the Eoyal Horticultural Society, is, vve believe, quite unprecedented.

Dukes, Earls, Lords, and several Seedsmen, have been for many years exhibiting

vegetables before the same society and judges, nor do we believe they ever received

such a high and honourable distinction as tbe word “ wonderful,” as officially set forth

on the following facsimile post-card, and which reallj' speaks volumes

—

This proves absolutely that mj^ seeds are the best, as well as their produce, and also

that Kent yields the best fruit.

In Primulas certainly none can approach me. 1 have been awarded more honours,
medals, and certificates than all other firms put together. Mearlyas much can be said

of other flowers—as an instance. Asters. All our seeds formerly had to come from the
Continent, otherwise it was quite thought they could not be good. We have now demon-
strated most conclusively that not only is our Eynsford-grown seed superior in plum])-

ness, but it is saved from the best selected flowers year after year
;
my exhibit of 3,0ti0

blooms, consisting of all fine flowers in every section, showing that, instead of degener-
ating, they were much finer than the Continental. The same applies to my Ten-week
Stocks, it is quite certain we grow better what is want<>d, and thus keep thousands
of pounds in the country which formerly went out to pay for seed imported.

Cannas only a few years back were positively condemned and considered almost
next to useless plants, except for their foliage. I could see the)' might be improved
by hybridization. A few such as Ehmanni I figured 12 yeai’S ago, others soon took the
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same view as myself, and soon after Queen Charlotte gave the ideal of my prophecy.

I immediately bought .£50 worth of the raiser, and then another £25 worth, -^t

the International Exhibition at Antwerp the raiser could only .show his coloured

])late
; but in my exhibit, which was next to his, 1 had half a do/.en lovely spikes.

The King of the Belgiu)is and all the nobility were brought to view these loveliest of

all flowers in the whole show, and Baron Kothschild purchased two dozen plants at

15s. each.

When the Belgian gtnitlemen nurserymen, headed by Comte Kerchove, paid a

visit to England to see the most important gardens, my nursery at Swanley wa.s the

very first establishment selected to be visited. I hospitably entertained them to

luncheon, and organized a conversazione, and also conducted them through my great

fruit-growing district, and for this they conferred on me the Honorary Membership of

the Cercle d’Arboriculture Belgique.

Flower Pots.— It was 1 who in 1865 bad made specially by Mr. Gates, of

Plumstead, the deep nearly upright rimless pots, evei' since—and always will be—called

“ Long Toms.” This set the correct .shape to all the w orld.

It was 1 in 1858 who first began wiring flowers, so as to make choice and refined

bouquets. It is owing to me for what is seen in shows and all shops ; it was never

before mentioned, and it is not much good talking about it now the world has had

the benefit.

Howevom, I innocently gave the world the full benefit of all my inventions and

modes of operation for the true spread of horticulture. 1 well remember how in 1865

I was laughed at by all the great hot-water engineering firms for making pipe-joints

with common Portland cement (costing next to nothing and lasting for ever).

Those that ridiculed it most adopted thi.s method three years afterwards, and this

alone makes the horticultural world indebted to me. Before that every joint cost from

Is. to 2s., now they are better made for l^Jd.

I wrote and published the first Allotment and Small Holdings Guide - the best

book and friend to induce working people to produce and live on fruit and vegetables

the same as 1 do - and it is said the information I gave has done more real good tlian

all the technical classes that have been given. 100,000 copies have now been issued.

I have alsoi.ssued the best essay', “How to Move and Transplant Trees and bhrubs

Successfully,” showing planters what to do and what to avoid ; and it quite proves that

there need be no, or very few, losses or \’exation in plants transferred from one [)lace

to another. I'lvery \\ord is quite new and original, and should be read by all

cultivators.

About 1872, during the coal famine, 1 invented and brought out the 1 ictoria Hot-

water Circulator, to economise fuel to the

utmost extent. 1 use them, and they are

far and away the best. Nearly' 1,000

were fixed. Parts of my patent can be

seen adopted in nearly all of the more

recent inventions, particularly in the

present horizontal pipe-boiler.s, extension

of flues to extract all possible heat from

the fuel into the water, and also making

use of india-nibber joints. This is another

great national gift.

K.XTKUIOK. INTERIOK.
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BuGOKiAg.—Only two Gold Clocks have ever been
awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society, one was to
me for a splendid group, 40 ft. long, at the great Temple
Show, and graciously banded to me by lI.R.H. Princess
Christian, thus stamping my seedlings with everlasting
fame.

The President of the United States of America
tl892) invited seedsmen and nurserymen of all nations
to send the exact seeds and plants they possessed to

the Chicago Exhibition to be thoroughly tested, week
by week. The result was, after years of suspense,
that I was awarded the great Medal and four Diplomas,
the inscription on that for seeds being, “ They are large,

perfect, great advancements, finest yet attained.” Surely
England should be ]>roud of her sons bringing this great
honour to England, particularly as it was awarded by
experts from all uation.s.

Tiik gold clock Awardkj) to

II. CAN^MiU. & SONS.

A MITHERTO MYSTERY SOLYEO.

IMPORTANT.

The same with

Double and Single

Stocks, and when tak-

ing either from the

seed bed reject those

favouring or similar

in shape of the long-

tap-rooted, shown on

the engraving hasten-

ing to seed.

Plant out only those

with short stems and

bushy fibrous roots,

as per other engrav-

ing.

Finer the seeds,

finer the crops.

My Eloral Guide or Plant Catalogue—the contents of which are well known and
highly valued, and acknowledged an authority and leference all over the world— is the
most correct and useful published during this last year.

1 have the honour of supplying Her Majesty’s gardens at Erogmore and Ealmoral,
H.R.H. the Prince of M’ales, iSandringham, and nearly all other royal gardens in
Europe.

IMPORTANT.

The reasons why

Cabbages go prema-

turely to seed (bolt-

ing) instead ofturning

into heart are, first

they have a natural

tendency to revert to

theirformer wild con-

dition, and the next

is feebleness of con-

stitution from poor

undeveloped seed.

SEED

(
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PRUNING AND BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, &c,

No. Price. No. Price. No. Price. No. Price No. Price.

907 3/- 20 3/6 110 ... — 323 ... 31- 194 ... 3/-

(i 19 4/- 20 ... — 324 ... 31- 195 ... 3/6

;; !. !!! !!! !!! 2/c 3791 4/- 2 ... a/- iwid 4/~ 325J ... 4/- 195i ... 3/8

l 2/U 9 4/- 15 6/- 120 ... 3/8 196 ... 4/-

13 1/0 25 2/. 17 ... 1362 ... 31- 197 ... 3/6

14 4/0 100 ...6/- to 8/- 329 ...

''

2/« 187 ... 31- 200 ... 2/-

4 17 /G 11 1/6 31G ... 3/- 188 ... S/3 312 ... 3/6

550 4/0 3792 2/6 U L ... 3/- 189 ... 3/6 312 SB ... 3/-

104 0/- to 8/- 4 ...1/6 to 2/6 3N B... 3/- 191 ... 31- 313 ... 2/9

794 8/- 107 4/- 207 ... 2/9 191i ... 31- 230 .. 3/6

120 3/- 23 ...1/6 to 2/6 204 ... 31- 193 ... SI- 3794 ... 3/6
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llR Holders are so constructed that they will receive any sized Tlierinoineter. By taking hold

of the ladder and drawing it out, turning the pointers back, and hanging the Tlierinoineter on
the projecting knob in the centre of disc, and pressing the ladder to until the side wires are

level with the face of the Theriiioineter, and turning the pointers on to the face of the glass,

they will not only indicate the required temperature, but will help to keep the glass in position. As
will be noticed in the engraving, the words “ day ” and “ night ” are stamped on the pointers, which
slide np and down the wires to indicate the maxiniiiiii or minimum heat required. For instance, in

the forcing season say, a vinery sbuted at a day temperature of 60 deg., night o5 deg.
;

all one has
to do is to move the pointers on to the figures, so that the man who is in charge of the house or
heating ap]iatutus will have no cause to trouble the gardener as to temperature required, hence doing
away with the old-fashioned plan of writing ticket® or labels. The dise at the top also has a pointer,

which is moved by the projecting knob that the Thermometer hangs on. This is to indicate the

degree that the honse may run uji to by the sun beat.

'J'hese Holders are not merely useful but ornamental, as the disc ami jiointers are made in brass

with figures embossed, therefore, giving the Thermometer a much neater and better appearance.

Price of the Holders, Is. each.
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HIGHEST AWARD, INDIA AND CEYLON EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1896

HIGHEST AND ONLY AWARD AT THE FORESTRY EXHIBITION, 1893.

Only Gold Medal for Lawn Mowers, International

Horticultural Exhibition, 1892.

At the Windsor Show of the E.A.S.E., 1889,

Her Majcsly the (|ueen & 11.R.11. Princess Victoria olT’russia

each purchased one of Ransomes’ Lawn Mowers.

RANS0ME8’ “PATENT AUTOMATON” LAWN MOWER.
WITH ciiAix on wiikul OBAniNo

THE BEST LAWN MOWER IN THE WORLD,

Sent Carriage Paid, with a Month’s Free Trial.

Graceful in design, easy lo work, quiet in action, cuts with-

out ribbing, producing a fine velvety surface. Rolls the
whole of the lawn; no further rolling required. Collects

the cut grass or scatters it to mulch the lawn.

IMPROVEMENTS.

New Patent Double Angle Cutting Barrel.

New Patent Ribbed Driving Rollers.

New Patent Adjustment of Front Rollers.

Made in 9 sizes, 8 to 24 inches wide.

Prices £2 15s. to £9.

RANSOMES’

“ HORSE
AND

PONY ”

LAWN MOWERS
Suitable for large Lawns,

Pleasure Grounds, and Cricket

Grounds, and believed to be

the very best machines yet intro-

duced. New Designs, New Pat-
terns, New Adjustments, and
New Patent Spring Handles.

PKICES.

Pony—26 in., £14; 30 in., £18.

Horae-Power—30 in., £20; 86 in., £24;

42 in., £28; 48 in., £32.

RANSOMES’ PATENT

LAWN EDGE CUTTER
Silver Medal at the Inventions

Exhibition, 1885.

Pronounced by 1,'he Field to be

“The ONLY ONE of real

service.”

A light, simple, strong,

and useful substitute for

Hand Shears After a

little practice with this

Machine, a man can
trim the edges a

fast as he can walk

.

RANSOMES’
“WORLD” LAWN MOWERS,

For Cutting Long Grass and doing Rough Work.

Made in 9 sizes, 8 to 24 inches wide.

Prices from 45s.

RANSOMES’
“ ANGLO-PARIS ” LAWN

MOWERS.
The Best Light Machines.

They are suitable for Small Gardens,
and for Ladies and Amateurs’ use

;

have perfect adjustment, and can he
used with or without a Grass Box.

Made in 8 sizes, 6 to 20 in. wide.

Prices from 30s.

Price 40s.

THOUSANDS IN

USE, GIVING
PERFECT

SATISFACTION.

All

Machines
sent Cappiage

Paid,

and a Month’s
.

Free
Trial allowed.

RANSOMES' “EION” LAWN MOWER.
The Best Cheap Machine, of best materials and workmanship.

,
25a.

i
11 in., 27s- 6d.

;
13 in., 30s.

j
15 in., 32s. 6d- Grass Boies, 3s. 6d., 4s., 4s. 6d., and Ss.

Price Lists and full particulars free by post on application to

H. CANNELL & SONS, SWANLEY AND EYNSFORD.

( 2.37 )
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7

19(i, 202
177
190
177

177

... 177, 178, 207

7,8
178

...178, 195, 207

x-xiii

22G
.. 197,201
xxiii, 178

197

.. 19B, 197

167

xvi, 8

178
196

213
202
197
195
213
167
197
197
178

204
178
196

178, 207

ABUTILON
Acacia
Acsena
Acaljpha ...

Acantholimon
Acanthus . .

.

Achillea ...

Achimenes . .

.

Aconitum ...

Acorus
Actinella ...

Addresses Wanted
Adiantum
Adonis
Agapanthns
Agathsea
Agave
Ageratum
Agrostemma
Ajuga
Akebia
Allamaiida
Alocasia
Alisma
Allspice
Aloes
Alonsoa
Aloysia
Alsine
Alsophiia
Alstroemeria
Alternanthera ...

Alyssum
Amaryllis (see Bulb List') 208

178,

Ampeiopsis
Ananassa ...

Anchusa . .

.

Androsace ...

Anemone ...

Anemonopsis
Antennaria
Anthemis ...

Anthericum
Anthurium
Anthyllis ...

Antirrhinum
Apios
Apouogeton
Aquatics . .

.

Aquilegia ...

Arubis
Aralia
Araucaria ...

213
197
178
178

xxiii, 178, 179
xxiii

179, 207

179

179, 207
197
179

8 ,
220
213
195

195
xxiv, 179

179, 207

203
197

PAGE
Are:;a 206
Arenaria 179
Aristolochia ... 197, 202, 213
Armeria 179

Arnebia 179

Arnica 179

Artillery Plant 200
Artimisia 179

Arum 179, 208
Arundo 17i>, 207

Asclepias 179
Asparagus 197, 202
Asperula 179
Asphodelns 179

Aspidistra 197

Aspidium 204

Asplenium 204
Asters x.xiv, 194

Astilbe xxiv, 179

Astragalus 179

Astrantia 179
Athyrium 209
Aubrietia 179, 180,207
Auricula 8

Azalea 216

BABIANAS 208
Bamboo ... 207
Bambusa 207
Barren Wort 183

Baptisia 180
Batchelor’s Button 191

Bedding Plants 215
Summer Flowering ... 196

White& Yellow Foliage 2(i7

Begonia ... v, xvi, 8 to 22

Beilis 96

Bertolonias 197

Betonica 180
Bignouia 197, 202

Blackberries 224
Biechnum 204, 209
Blue Marguerite ... 196, 197

Bocconia 180

Books

—

Gardeningl64,209,218, 219,227

Bougainvillea 202

Bouquets 220
Bouquet Wire 226
Bouvardia 22, 215
Bridal Kose 200

(
238

)

Browallia ... .

I’AG E

200
Brugmansia 197

Bulbous Plants

.

.208, 215, 216
Buphthalmum . 180

Butomns ... . 195

CACALIA 167

Cacti 167, 210 to 213
Caladium ... . 197

Calamintha 180
Calathea ... . 200
Calceolaria .. 23, 215, 216
Calla ... 197, 208

Callirlioe ... 180

Calochorti ... . 208
Caltha 180
Calystegia ... . 213
Camellia ... 216
Campanula 180, 181

Campsidium 202
Candle Plant . 168

Candytuft ... 187

Cauna... xvii to xix, 23 to 26
Cardamine... 181

Carduus 181

Carex 198
Carnation, v, xvii, 27 to 34,

Catauauche
152, 215

181

Ceanothus ... 213
Centanrea ... 181, 207
Centropogon 198

Cephalaria 181

Cerastium ... 181, 207
Cestruin 202
Chamserops 206
Charcoal . .

.

218
Cheilanthes 204
Cheiranthus 181

Chelone 181

Chimonauthus 213
Chionodoxa 208
Choisya 198
Chorozema... 198

Christmas Hose 186
Chrysantheiniin

,
vi to ix.

xix, XX. 34 to 73, 181, 182
Cimicifuga .. xxiv, 181

Cineraria ... ... 74,75,215
Cissus 202
Cistus 207

Citrus 200



PAOC
Clematis, xxiii, 75, 70,

181, 202, 213
Clerodendron .

Cigar Plant
Clianthus ... .

Climbers

—

Greenhouse
Hardy
Stove

Cliveas

Cobsea
Cobs ...

Cocos ...

Coleus

198, 202
196

...’ ... 198

... 202, 203
213

... 196, 202
199

202
224:

20G
... 70, 77

Collections for Gardens ... 215

,, ,, Greenhouse 216

and Conservatory ... 215

Coloured-leaved Plants ... 190

Columbine 179
Conditions of Sale—See New

Things.
Conservatory Decoration

Plants, or Sub-Tropical
Gardening

Convallaria
Convolvulus
Coprosma ...

Cordylino ...

Coreopsis ...

Cornflower
Coronilla ...

Correa
Corydalis ...

Corypha ...

Cotoneaster
Cotyledon ...

Cowslip
Crassnia ...

Crocosma ...

Crocus
Croton
Crucianella

Cuphea

... 203
215

190, 202, 213
207

... 198, 203
181

181
182
198
181
206
213

... 97, 168
182

.. 168, 198
208
210
198
181
196

Cut-flowers, Bouquets, &c. 220

Cuttings, Price of ... xxix
Cyanophyllum 198

Cyclamen ... 182, 215 to 217
Cyperus 198
Cypripediura 182, 210

Cyrtomium 204
Cytisus 198, 199

DACTYLIS 207
Dahlias, x, xi, -\x, 78 to 95, 194

Daisies ... 90,194,190,215
Daphne 198

Dasyliriou 203
Datura 197
Darallia 204

PAGE
Day Lily 186
Deciduous Trees 177
Delphinium ... 96, 97
Dianthus ... 164, 182
Deutzias 215
Dicentra 182
Dicksonia 204
Dictamnns 182
Dictyogramma ... 204
Dicyrta 107
Didymochlajna .. 204
Dieffenbachia ... 198
Dielytra ... 182, 216
Digitalis 182
Dion oca 198
Diplacus 198
Dipiadenia 202
Dircosa 107
Dodecatheon 182
Dondia 182
Doodia 204
Doronicum 182
Doryopteris 204
Draba ... 182, 183
Dracaena 198, 199, 203
Dracocephalutii . .

.

183
Dryas 183

ECHEVERIA... 97
Echinacea 183
Echinops 183
Edelweiss 185
Elveodendron ... 203
Epacris 199
Epilobium 183
Epimedium 183
Epiphyllum 199
Eremurus 183
Ericas 199
Erigeron 183
Eriuus 183
Erodium 183
Eryngium 183
Erythrina 199
Eucharis 208
Eucodonia 107
Eulalia 199
Euouymus 177
Eupatorium ... 183, 199
Euphorbia ... 199, 200
Eurya 199
Eurybia 183
Euterpe 200
Evergreen Shrubs 170
Everlasting Pea 187

FATSIA ... 203

(
li3<J

)

PAOIS
Ferns ...xxii, 204 to 206, 209
Ferula 183
Fescue Grass 199
Festuca 199
Ficus 199, 202
Filberts 3.24

Fittonia 199
Flax 187, 200
Flowering Shrub-like

Plants 207
Foreign and Colonial

Notices 3, 0
Francoa 188
Freesia 208
Fuchsias xiii, 98 to 104, 207
Funkia 183

GAILLARDIA, .xxiv, 110, 183
Galega 183
Galtonia 208
Gardenia 199
Garden Requisites 226 to 230
Gazania 196
Genista 183, 184, 199
Gentiaiia 184
Geonoma 206
Geranium Proper xxiv, 146
Gesneraceous Plants ... 107
Geum xxiv, 184
Gillenia 184
Gladioli 104 to 100
Glaucinm 184
Globularia 1S4
Gloxinia 107 to 109,199, 216
Glycine 213
Gnaphalium .xxiv, 185, 207
Goniophlebiuin 205
Grape Vines 219
Green Carpet Bedding

Plants 176
Greenhouse Plants and
Ferns 202 to 205

Grevillca 199
Gunnera 185
Gymnograuima... 205
Gynerium 185
Gypsophila 185

IIABROTIIAMNUS ... 202
Hardy Ferns

1 S.7 ...

I'OU

Hardy Herbaceous Plants

177 to 194
Hardy Shrubs ... ... 170, 177
Harpalium 185
Haworthia 107
Heaths, Hardy ... 185
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Hebeclininm

PAOK
199

Hedera 213

Hedysaruni xxiv, 185

Helen!nm xxiv, 185

Helianthemnra ... Ill

Helianthus 185

Heliopsis xxiv, 186

Heliotropium Ill

Helleborus 186

Hemerocallis ... xxiv, 186

Ilemionitis 205

Hepaticos 186

Herniaria 176

Hesperis ... 186, 191

lleucbera 186

Hibiscus 199

Hieracenm 186

Hippocrepis 186

Hollyhock 112

Honeysuckle 213

Hottonia ... 195

Hoya 202

Hutebinsia 187

Hyacinths 216

Hyacinthns 208

Hydrangea 207

Hydrocharis 195

Hypericum xxiv, 186

IBERIS xxv, 187

Icaranda ^
199

Imantopbyllnm (Cl ivea)... 199

Impatiens 199

Improved Plants 6

India Kubber ... 199

Instruments 228

Innia .. .. 187

Ipomoea 199

Iresine 196

Iris 112

Isinene ‘208

Isolepis 199

Isoloma 199

Isopyrum 187

Ivy 213

Ixia 208

Ixora 199

JACARAN))A 199

.Taeobma Lily ... 208

.Jacob’s Ladder ... 190

Jtisminum 213, 202, 100

Juliana 108

KALOSANTHES

VAOE
Kennedya 202
Kentia 206
King’s Spear 17i)

Kleinia 167

Kniphoda l‘J6

Knives 228

Koeniga 106

LACIIENALIA .. 100, 208

Lantanas 112

Lapageria 202
Lastrea 20."), 200

Latfinia 206
Latbyrus 187

Lavandula 187

Lavender 187, 102

Lawn Mowers 230

Leonotis 190

Leucophyton 207

Leucostegia 20.">

Liatris 187

Libonia 200

Lilies 112, 214, 215

Lily of the Valley 215

Limnauthemnni 195

I Limnocharis 195

Linaria 187

Linnm 187, 200

Lion’s Tail 109

i Lippia 197

Lithospermum 187, 196

Livistoni 206
Lobelias ... xxv, 113. 114

Longehites 205

Lonicera 207, 213

Lotns 200

Lomaria xxii, 205

Luenlia 200
Lnpinus 187

Lychnis 187

Lycopods 206

Lygodinm 205

Lysiioachia 187, 207
Lythrnm 187

MAGNOLIA 200
Malva 187

Manettia 202
Manures 28,72,225,226,227
Maranta 200
Marguerite... 67, 60, 196, 107

Marsh Marigold 180
Masterwort 179

Megasea 187, 188

I

Mentha 176
I Mertensia 188

I
Mesembryanthemnms lti7, 207

PA.aB

Menyanthes 195

Miehaclmas Daisies 194

Mierolepis 206

Mikania 200
Mimulus 114.188,198
Miscellaneous Artieh-s

226 to 230
Monarda 188

Money Wort .

.

Montbretia
Morina
Mushroom Spawn
Musk
Myosotis
Myrsiphyllum ...

Myrtus

202
... 188,208

188
220
114

188, 195, 196
203
207

1

NARCISSUS . 203, 216

Nepenthes ... 200
Nephrodium 205

Nephrolepis 205

Nerium 200

Nertera 200

New Plante, fore part of

Catalogue
New Year’s Presents ... 21(>

Nierembergia 188, 196

Nasgelia ... 107

Nuphar 195

Nymphioa ... 195

CENOTHERA ...188, 189, 196

Omphalodes 189

Ononis 189
Onosma 189

Ophiopogon 189, 200
Upuntia 168, 189

Orange Tree -200

Orchids .. 216 to 218

Ornamental 'frees . ... 176

Omithogalum 208

Orobus 189

Osmunda . .

.

205, 209
Ostrowskia... 189

Othonna ... ‘200

Ourisia 189

Oxalis ‘208, 196

PACHYPHYTUM ... 168

Pffionies 147 to 149, 189

Palms 206
Pampas Grass 185

Pancratium 208

Pandanus ... 200

Panicum ... 200

Pansies 11 1 to 1‘20, 220

( 240
)
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Paijflver IbO, 189, 190 Bhynebospermum 203

Paesiflora ... 203, 213 Kichardia ... 179, 208

I’aeciue Flower ... 179 Bochea 168

l^cat 218 Bockets 191

Felarconium Bogiera 200

xiii. xiv, xxii, 120 to 146, 215 1 Bondcletia 200

Pellionia 200 Booted Cuttings: How to

PellEca 205 Manage ... xxvii

Pentetemon ... 146.190 Booted Cuttings, Price of xxviii

Petunia 149 Boses ... 158 to 164, 213, .215

Phalaris 190 Bubus 200

Pblebodium 205 Budbeckia 191

Phlomis 199 Buellia 200

Phlox 150 to 152, 190 Busselia 200

Phoenix 206

I’hormium 190 SAGITTABIA 196

Phrynium 200 Saiiitpaulia 201

Phygelius 190 Salvia 164, 191, 207

Physalis ...xxv, 190 Sanchezia ‘200

Physostegia 190 Saneievera 200

Picotee ... 152, 153 1 Santolina ... 191, 207

Pilea 200 Saponaria 191

Pinks xxiii, 153, 154, 182, 215 Sarracenia 200

Pityrosperma ... 190 Saxifraga 165, 166, 200

Platycerium 205 Scabiosa x.xvii, 191

Platv loma 205 Scarboro’ Lily ... 208

Plectopoma 107 Scheeria 107

Plumbago ...190, 196, 200, 203 Scbismatoglottis 200

Poa 200 Schizopbragma ... -207

Podophyllum ... 190 Schizostylis 191

Poinsettia ... 200 Scolopendrum ... 209

Polemoniuin !!! ... ‘207 Scutellaria 191

Polianthes 209 Seaforthia 206

Polyanthus 154 Sedums 166, Ki7, 176, 196, ‘202

Polygonatum ... ^15 Seedlings by Post 2 ‘20

Polygonum ... 190, 191 SeedS} see Seed Catalogue

Polypodium ... 205, 209 Selaginella 206

Polystichum .. . 209 Sempervivum ... ... 168, 169

Pontederia 105 Senecio 191

Potentilla ... 154, 191 Shamrock 191

Prickly Fig 189 Show Boxes 71, 94, 164

Primrose 15.5, 156, 188 Shrub-like Flowering Plants 20<

Primula ...xxv. 156, 215, 217 Sibtborpia 202

Pritchard) a 206 Sidalcea .xxvii, 191

Prophet’s Flower 179 Silene .. ... 191, ‘220

Pteris 205 Sisyrinchum 191

Ptychosperma ... 206 Smilacina 191

Pulmoiiaria ... 188, 191 Smilax 203

Pyrethrum Snapdragon 8

157, 158, 176, 191, 207 Snow in Summer ‘207

Snow Plant ... 179, 207

BAMONDIA 191 Solanum ... 203, 215

Banunculus 191 Soldanella 191

Baspberries 223 Solidago 192

Beidia 200 1
Solomon’s Seal . 215

Beineckia ... 200 i Simraxis 208

BcinwarOtia 200 ' Sparmannia 200

Kheum 191 Spergula 207

Bhododendron 216
,
Splmgnum 218

{ 211
)

PAGK
Spigelia I!•2

Spira;as 1!)2, 215

Spring Bedding I’lants ... 214

Stacliys 207

Statice 192, 202

St. Bernard’s Lily 179

St. Bruno’s Lily 179

Stellaria 207

Stenactis 192

Stcnochlcsna 205
Steplianotis 208
Stipa 192

Stove and Greenhouse
Climbers 202, 208

Stove and Greenhouse
Plants 19G to 202

Stove Plants and Perns
19« to 20(1

Stokesia 192

Strutiotcs 19(1

Strawberries xxviii, 221 to 228

Streptocarpus 202

Streptosolen ... 200
Strobilanthes 202

Struthiopteris 205
Subtropical Plants 203

Succulents for Bedding 107, 108

Sultan’s Balsam 199

Summer-bedding Flower-
ing Plante 196, 214

Sundries
69 to 73, 164, 226 to 230, 242

Suntiower 185

Sun Boses Ill

Symphytum 192

TABEUN-dSMONTANA 202
Tacsonia ..

Tecoma
Thalictriim

Thcrmopsis
Thistle
Thrift

208
203
192
192
183
179

Thrinax ... 206

Thunbergia 203

Thymus 192, 207

Tiarella ... 192

Tigridia. See Bulb List.

Tillandeia 202

Tobacco Paper and Cloth 226

Todea 205

Torenia 203

Trachelospermum 203
Tradescantia 102, 202

Trichouema 208

'I'rillium 192 193

Tritoma 193

Tritonia 208
Trollins 193



Tropseoluins
Tulips
'I’uheroses

Tussi lago

Tweezers
Tyd.-eu

Typlia...

VALERIAKA
VsUota
Vancouveria
Veratrum ...

Verbascuni
Verbena ...

Veronica

daqr^el] Si i^loi‘al G^iiide.

PAGE
XV, 1G9, 170

... 208
.. 209

... 193

71,227
... 107

... 19G

193, 207
... 208
... 103
... 193
... 193

170, 197

170, 171, I7G, 193, 19G, 207
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Vicia

Villarsia ...

Vinca
Vines
Viola
Violet
Virginian Creeper
Vitis

Vriesia

WALUSTEINIA
Wallflower
Wall Plants ...

Water Lily
Water Soldier ...

Water Violet ...

PAOF.

193
19G

... 193, 207
219

xvi, 171, 172
172 to 176

... 213
207, 213

... 202

... 194

181, 214
... 213
... 195
... 19G
... 195

Watsouia
White and Yellow Foliage

Plants
Wind Flower
Winter Cherry
Winter Heliotrope
Wistaria
Withania
Woodroff ...

Woudwardia

YUCCA

ZAUSCHNERIA
Zephyranthes ...

Zonale

, 168, 203

. 194, 196

... 208

xiii, xiv, xxii, 120 to 146, 215

TO LADIES AND GENTLEMEN IN REQUEST OF GARDENERS.

Our Mr. H. Cannell, Senr., gives personal daily attention to all applications
for Gardeners (good all round men). His wide connection, and being a large
employer, makes him intimately acquainted with most of the best practical
and deserving men in the country, and he would feel a real pleasure in

assisting and fitting in the right man to fill the situation for which any lady
or gentleman may require him.

THE “ MAIaBEG ” BEIaIaOWS.

A farmer always keeps his gun handy to kill his enemies the moment they appear
;

the
" Alalbec ” Bellows is even much more useful and valuable, and should always be kept charged

with bulphur, and at the first speck of mildew, or any fungi and rust, it should be sprinkled and
killed, just as if it were a lion in the garden. In our opinion this is the most invaluable instrument

aver invented to make the garden a snceeas. Spray the powder hardly sufllcicnt to be seen,

99 out of 100 persons will use five times more than it needs. By using this you will often eave

erojis, otherwise detcstab'e diseases will beset the eye when walking round the garden.

PRICE 3s. EACH
( '2A-2 )
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GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE.— Lkssons ok the Great Fruit Show—The very best

and finest fruit, and therefore the most profitable, came to the great show chiefly from Kent. That

county stands at the head of all other counties in the Kingdom. They get more sunshine, the

air is purer, and they have generally better and warmer subsoils.
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PLEASE PASS TO FLORAL FRIENDS,

1
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From the

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
117. VICTORIA STREET. WESTMINSTER. 8.W

The President and Council of the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY thank you fbr your exhibit at the Fortnightly Meeting

of the Society on Tuesday last.


